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I. An Algcbraical/y cumplete system of Quatcrnnnants. By David B. Mair,

B.A., Fellow of Christ's College.

[Read 26 F.bruary, 1894.]

In tlie Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, Vol. XIV. Part I\'.

Dr Forsyth discusses the differential equations satisfied by the concomitants of quater-

nary forms. As point-, plane-, and line-variables are taken

M,, Wo, M3, U„

Pi, Pi. Pi, Pi, Pi, Pi-,

the line-variables being expressible in terms of two sets v, w of plane-variables in the

form

Pi = ViWi — V,Wi pe = WoWs — V3W..

Pi = U2W4 - ViW. Pi = t>3W, - 1\IV3

Ps — V^Wf — VtWi Pi = V^W.. — V-AVi .

The leading coefficient of a quaternariant, i.e. the coefficient of the term contain-

ing only a-j, p^, and m,, satisfies four differential equations, which Dr Forsyth writes

^', = 0, jV, = 0, .V^ = 0, J/, = 0.

Of these either of the last two may be omitted as it is satisfied in virtue of the

remaining three : and any solution of these equations, integi'al in the coefficients of the

([uantic, is the leading coefficient of a concomitant, detennined except for an additive

multiple of

PiP^+PiP^+P^Pi-

1. The present object is to derive from the differential equations a complete

.system of concomitants for any quantic, the number in a complete sj^stem being less

by o than the number of coefficients of the quantic. For this purpose it is convenient

to use iVj rather than J/4, and to introduce a new differential equation <I> = which is

satisfied in virtue of the original equations. Solutions
<f>

of N.. = Q are first found, next

functions yfr of the quantities <j) which satisfy 3/, = 0, then functions ;^ of the quantities

yfr which satisfy <1> = 0, and finally functions w of the quantities y which satisfy X^ =
and are therefore leading coefficients. The method is first applied to the cubic.

Vol. XVI. Part I. I



Mr MAIR, on an ALGEBRAICALLY COMPLETE

The cubic being

+ CoAV

+ Bb^{'x^ + 6biXiX3.i-„ + Sb..r.i-x.,

+ Sc^x„- + Scja-jav

+ d^'

+ Sxt- Uo'xt + a/'a-j , + a„"'ir/

+ bo'x.

we take as fiist three solutions of X., =

00 = a„, 0, = ao', 6-, = ih-

Also iV„6o = Oi

;

this quantity bo is taken as variable of reference.

As third solution we take 0^ = a.,.

For the fourth, since NJ}i = a.,,

biN„b„ — boN.il = (b,, cu'^Oi, - b^) = 6^ say;

now N^6i = 0, and we take as fourth solution

0i = {bi, a.^ai, -bo).

Again N.,Co=2bi, and therefore

2coN. bo - boN. Co = 2 (co, 6i$ai, - 6„)

;

calling this expression Idi, we have

e,'N,h-boN,e: = (co, h, a.;^a„ -boY;

as this last satisfies K. = 0, we take as fifth solution

0, = (c„, bj, a„5«i, -6o)'-.

As sixth solution we take 6e = a/.

And since N., bo' = flj', we form the expression

bo'N.,bo-boN'.bo={bo', a,'5^«i, -bo),

which gives the seventh solution

07=(bo', Oi'^Oi, -bo).

In the same way we derive four solutions from Oj, b., c, , do, thi-ee from a..', b/, c/,

two from a", 6,,", and have besides the solutions a,," and Oo'".

The solutions are not in a convenient form. If each be multiplied by an appro-

priate power of 0.,, there results the set of 19 solutions <j>, given in Table I, such that

jtfj^r (for all values of ?• except 2) is a solution of iV. = 0.

2. The solutions of J/3 = are found in a similar manner. The effect on the

functions
<f>

of the operator a^-M^, which will be called A, are given in Table I.

For three solutions we take
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Also A<^4 = ^„:

the function
(fy^

in taken as variable of reference.

We have next, since A<^:, = 2(^j

i<f>A<pi - <l>A<t>, = 2 (^„ <i>,$_(p,.
-

<f>,) ;

this expression satisfies A = and wo take as third solution

V's = (^s. 4>*$</>s. - <f>t)-

As fourth solution we take ^t = <l>T

And from A(^,, = (p-, we have

<^«A(^j — <t)A<l>ii = (<^o. <^5<^3. - </>4).

which is a solution so that we put

V^s = (<^«> </>ri<^.-,. -</>4)-

In this way are found the 17 solutions yfr which are given in Table II.

3. The operator «!' is, with the present notation,

Its effect on the functions <^ is given in the fii-st table, the effect on the functions ^
is thence calculated and given in the second table. It appears that <t>-<|rr is also a

function yfr.

Hence, as before, by the use of yp-t as variable of reference, are deduced the 16

solutions
j(^

of <I> = 0, which are given in Table III.

The effect of the operator — Nt on the (|uantities
<f>,

i/r, -^ is calculated in succes-

sion, as shewn in the tables, and it appears that - ^'iX^ ^^ '^'''" '• function x-

From these, using ;^i as variable of reference, we find 15 solutions m of iVi = 0.

4. Since the solutions of each equation ai'e expressed in terms of solutions of the

preceding equation, it follows that the (puuitities ca satisfy the three equations

iY, = o, ii/a = o, y, = o.

Also, although the (p's are not integral in the coeflScients, the w's are integral functions,

as is proved by expressing them in the symbolical form. Thii-dly, to see that the gi's

are independent, consider the system (p. The coefficient a,, is introduced into the system

by </)o, a,; by
<f>,, «i by

<f>,,
and

«-2. ^i. Co, rt/, W, a„", O3, b.,, c,, rf„, a.;, t/, Co', a,", bj', a^"',

by
<f>3, <f>l, 4>i, (pa, 4'-' 4>S' </>». <^10. ^11. </>12, <^KI. <^14, ^1:., <^ld, 017. ^IS.

respectively. Since every function added to the system introduces a new coefiicient there

can be no relation among the functions (p. The set

ir,.. yjr,. i/r,, ijr,, i/r,, \jr:,, yjr^, \jr,, \p-„ rjr.,, yjr,,, ^p-,,, i/r,,, i|r,.,, yjr.^, i|f,5, i/r.s

introduce <^„, 0,, 4>o, ^-.u </>r, <p«' 4>»< •r^i--- <^n,</>i.i. </>9, </>i:., <^u- 4>n- <Ai7. <^i6- </>i8,

1—2



4 Mr MAIR, on AX ALGEBRAICALLY COMPLETE

respectively, and are therefore independent. The set

Xo- X>' X^'. X» X*' Xf X'" X-' Xe> X»- %•«• Xn. Xi-'. X«. Xn' Xi=

introduce i/to, i/ti, i/r,, ilr,, i^.^, i/r,, i/t;, i|r„, iItu, y^^^, yp-^, t/t,,, t/t,,, iIts, -^,3, -v/r,,,,

respuctively, and so are independent. The final system

(o„, oji, &)«, 0)3, 0)4, Wj, tUs, tOr, O),, 0)8, &)io, a>ii, Wi;, «i3, (Un

introduce in succession

X»'X!. Xs. X*' X^' X«> Xio>X-' X"' Xii> X" Xi5' Xh' X>^- Xs'

and are therefore independent.

Lastly the cubic has 20 coefficients, and we have obtained l.i independent solutions

of the equations

they are therefore the leading coefficients of a complete set of concomitants.

5. The complete concomitant belonging to each leading coefficient may be found

from other differential equations given in Dr Forsyth's paper. A shorter method is to

express the leading coefficients in symbolical form. For this purpose the functions ^, yfr, x
are first expressed symbolically ; they are given in the tables with the use of the contrac-

tions
(a/3) = aA - a^3

aj = aMi - aA = - (a^) ^i'

a» = «i/3f - aj^,

(ay37)=
j

a„, a^, a,

I
72. 73. 74

I

and the identities

atj/Sj - «{A = (a/3) «!

a^ - (a^) a; = (a/37) 7i'"'-

In Table IV. the symbolical form of the leading coefficients is given, the contraction a^

being retained for shortness.

To obtain the complete concomitants it is now only necessary to replace

a,, a|, (a^), (0^7)

ty Ox, (a/3p)/3/, -(a/3/)), -(«/37w).

where ol^ = Oi^'i + o-^a-o + a-^h + 0.^X1,

(.affyu)= a,, a.,, a^, Oj

A. A. A. 0*

7i. 7.:. 73. 74

"1, "2. "3. "4

(a0j,) = (a.^, - aA)p, + (a^A - a,l3,) Jh + («,/3.. - o^Oj^s

+ (a,/34 - 04)3,) p, + (ffo/Sj - Hj^,) /Js + (aA - aA)Pf

The degree in x, p, and u may be then seen by inispection ; the leading terms of the

15 concomitants U are given in Table IV.
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(J. It may be tnontii)iied that two of finictioiis <u may bu replaocd by simpler torrim.

Since

(a/3) 7i + (^7) a< -I- (7a) ^< = 0.

we have (a^) (^7) anAy> = i i^y) ar/5.7. K«/9) 7< - («7) ffi\

= i(/37)ar/9.7.1-(y37)a<j

= — tUotOj.

Hence a,, = (a/3) /3.7,9f7f K^y) a^ + (a/3) 7ti

= - o), . toj + a>, . (a^)= ai/3,

,

so that &)„ may be replaced by

Similarly to,, = - to,. . co„ + w, . ( o/3
)-'

( 37 ) /3,7,7(

,

80 that 0)4 may be replaced by

(a^)-(«7)A7i7t-

7. In Table V. are given the leading coefficients for the quartic in symbolical form,

the contraction 0{ being used for (oj/S.., — a.,^j) /3,^.

Table VI. gives the leading coefficients for the simultaneous concomitants of two

quadratics. In the literal form small letters denote the coefficients of the first quadratic,

capitals those of the second ; in the symbolical form unda-shed letters denote the former,

dashed letters the latter. This set is however quite nnsymmetrical with respect to the

two quadratics, and a more syimnctrieal .set will be found.

A system of tiro quadratics.

8. The equations N.^ = 0, M^ = 0, satisfied by the leading coefficient of the two

quaternary quadratics, shew the coefficient to be a concomitant of two binary quadi'atics

with c„, 6,, a.,, and Co, B^, A«, as coefficients and with four sets of variables «,, —bo;

«i', —K] -^1. — 5„; A^, — B^'. The equations are also satisfied by the six quantities

qi = ao, qi= Ao,

5'i — flo , 92 — -o-o I

?i — "0 . qi — .0.0 .

Consider then the functions

V, = (c„, bi, «„$«!, - b„)-, V, = (C„, j5,, A,'$^A„ -£„)=',

Wi = (c„, 6,, a.^aj. -b^'^A,, --B„), iv.i = {C„, B^, A^^A,, -B„$a„ -b^),

2i = (c„ , 6, , «,$^ , ,
- £o)^ z. = (Co, A , -4j^Oi , - 6„)-",

W = (Co, i,, «,5a,, - 6„5«,', - 60'). < = (Co, -Bi, ^2$^i, - -So$^,', - i^o'),

y," = (Co, 6, , «,$a,', - 60')'. «'/' = (C„, Bi, A^'^^A,', - B^'y,

w,' = (Co, 6,, «.,54,, - i?o5.a,', - bo), w.: = (Co, 5i, ^,$0,, - 60$^,', - i^,').

hi = Co«2 - 6j-, A3 = Co^j - B,',

Au = Co^j + CoOj — 26jB,

/„ = (5o, 4,5;a„ - 60).
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Of these all containing uo dashed letters are solutions of jVj = 0, and for the rest

i\>," = 2ni7(, , i\>;' = 2A,'h.,,

From these we see that

r, = v/ -q/h,, ?•., = I',' - q.:iu
,

s, = r, — qi hi, $2 = V.J — q, n^,

U, = Wj' - j.//(i, t^ = ?«'.>' - qi'lu,

are solutions of iV'i = 0.

We can now choose a complete set of 15 solutions ; we take

q.2, h.j, V.., J'j, So, ti.

The five 5,, /(,, v,, r,, s^, belong to the first quadi-atic and are independent since they

introduce a„, a.., Oi, a,,', a", in succession. Then A^ is introduced by q„; A^ and B^

by Wi and _/] which are independent of one another since the elimination of Ai from

/=(5o, ^i5ai, -60)

w, = (c,„ 61, a.^ai, - 6a5^i, - B^)

does not eliminate J?„ ; Co, i?i, .4., are introduced by v.,, 1^.., lu, which are independent

for a similar reason; 4/ by i,., ; -B„', A^ by ?., t..^: and 4o" by s..

The corresponding concomitants are

Qi = «x" =9,3;,-+...

Fi = ( a/9p) ( a^p ) ^^7^ = ?;,a^=pr + • •

Ri = i (a^7«) (a/3p) 7.^ = 7\a\p, u, + ...

^i=-i (a^7")' = «i«i' + • •

r,o = i (a^au) (0/8/)) a^' = ^.J-,ju,«i + . .

.

with the symmetrical six

Q,, V,, i/,, R.„ S,, T.^,

and i/,o = (aa'/))- =A,„pi=+...

J^,, = - (aa'p) a^^ =/i«ri"i). + • • •

F, = (a^;j) (aa» ^^a/ = w,a-i'^,- + . . .

.

Thei'e remain three solutions ^], 2o, w.j not used as members of the complete set.

They are given in terms of the set by

Wf — ViZ, + /(i/i/ = 0,

Wo- — v.^o + h.J'y? = 0,

Ki fi-f + 2«;,Wo — VjV. — ZjZ.. = 0.
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By reason of these relations w, may be replaced by w,, z, w z,. Or a Hymmotrical but

less siinplc set is obtained by replacing h,.^ by Wj.

9. The uusymmetrical set of solutions of Table VI. are expressed in terms of the

present set as follows, the functions w.j, z,, z, being retained for simplicity:

0), =^1,

Wj = W, ,

0)9 = 2o
,

h^hnft^coy. — — t-Jiii\w., — tJuViZ., + rJiiV^z. + rJi-^tUiZ^,

/'i^a/ia'Wis = {ViW., — W1Z2)
<f>
+ (ViV-, — WiWo) l/r,

where </> = ^oi'j/fo — r.jVi/i, — Viwji.,,

^ = ti{Oih,.

A system, of three quadratics.

10. The concomitants of three quadratics might be found by the general method

but not in a sjTumetrical form.

We take with the two quadratics of § 9 a third with Greek letters as coeflScients.

We have then as solutions of the equations functions of the t}-pes

qu'»i,ri,Si,lh,f^,hi.,,t,.„

to which may be added

k= Co b, (I.

Co 5, A,

Jo /3, a.

1=1 Oj bo Oo'

,
Ay i>o As,

Also the binary variables in i\ may be replaced in whole or in part by ^1, — B^, and

«ii —00', this will be denoted by additional suffixes, e.g.

yi,j = (Co, 61, a-^Ui, - ioU^i' --^0),

«!, ;, 3 = (Co, bi, a.;^At, - A>$ai, - M-
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The 25 leading coefficients of the complete system of concomitants are obtained in the

same way as for two quadratics. We take

5i. ^1. '"i. Si. *i

for the first ijiiadratic, and with these

q. introducing the coefficient A^,

9j «0,

/l2, ^12 ^i.-Bo.

y 13 1/23 'i.Poi

Vo, /ij, /(,, A.., Bi, Ca,

VsJh.K a,,)8i,7„,

^s. 'lo'

^s «« .

r.,t,j Ai,B,'.

^3 > %1 > *1 > Po >

*2 -^0.

S3, a".

11. Now we have the relations

t'mi'i = i'la' + Ih/u

f233t'„ = 2>s' + h.,f.J

VsiiV, = Vs.- + h^fj

"iffly 12 ^ ''122/13 *'l2./23

J'ls/is = - I'l/a + l'l2./'lS

''23/23° = i'.t's + ^23S«'322 — '2Vs,V3.,

fhifs = VisaV. + t'i22«»2B — 2t',aVos

^13/23- = i^iisVs + VwV^>< - 2y,.>3l'32-

These give an expression for /i^ iu terms of membere of the complete system among

which »i., occurs. The equation may therefore be looked on as expressing i',j in terms

of the remaining members of the system and Ajo, so that v^ may be replaced by h^.

Again t.^f,., + ^^/^ + n/,, + 14 =

^31/23 + UJ31 + rj/is+ hj. =

U'.U + 'i3.^'i= + '-1/23 + ''1^ = 0.

so that <,.., (,3, Lx, ti, \aa,\ be replaced by various other sets of four t's or by I and a set

of three.

Lastly, /c is given in terms of the system by relations of the type

¥y^ = '•3ii2(ft') + V:„,j,^(A') - 2v^r,j,,(aA

)

il2(«') = - '•1^21 + «12i'211

jli(aA) = - l',*'2 + l'l22l'211 .
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where i..(a') =

-CoOj —B,a,

bo)'

the Jacobiiui of v, and Wj,,, and ja{aA), etc., denote the polara of j„(a') in the other seta of

binary variables A^, — JSo ; «i. —A- The quantity ^- might be used as one of the complete

sot, but the set would not be symmetrical.

The simplest and most symmetrical has then for leading coefficients

?!.
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Table II. Solutions of M, = 0.

Solutions of JJ/j=0
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Table IV. Solutions of N,=0.

Solutions of Si=0
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Table V. Leading coefficients of concomitants of quartic in symbolical form.

^arySr (a/3) (a/97) 7i'

^a,'/3r(«/3r>(a;83)Y/V

a,ar/3,-;8j(a/3)

a,af=A=^f(a/37)7.'

«iA'7i'af^f7f (a/3) (07)

«!A'7i'af^f7t (a/S) (076) e,^

Oi A'7i'afA7f (0/38) (076) ^e,'

'^i^i'yi-^i-0ty(^t («/3) («7) (aS)

ai/3r7i'V^?7f 8f (a/3) (07) (aSj?) 7,,^

a.A=7==8r/3f7f 8f (a/3) (07^) (hSt;) ?,^7,,^

«!A'7r8r/3f7f 8f (a^e) (a7f ) (aST?) e/^/i?,'

A=af^/3aa/8)

/8,'^a4'/3f(a/37)7,^

/3i-7rat-/3f7f(o/3)(a7)

/3r7i'arA7f(a/3)(a7e)«i'

A'7i'ar/3{7( (a^S) (076) S,-Vi=

A=7i'8i'«|/^f7f 8f (,a/3) (a7) (aS)

A'7i'8ra{^f7f ^f (a^) (a7) (aS?;) %=

A=7r-2raf/8f7f Sf («y8) (ay^) (aB^) ^,W
^r7r8rafA7j8f (a^6) (a7^) (aS,;) 6,^?,'7?,^'

/9r7i'8rer/9f7{Sf €{ (a/3) (07) (aS) (ae)

/Sr7i'8r6rA7f ^f ef (a/3) (07) (oS) (ae«) «;'

/3r7r5r erA7f Sl^f (a/8) (a7) (aS^) (a6«) ^,^«/

A=7rS,-^e,'^/3f7f 8f ef (oyS) (077,) (aS0) (ae«) Vi'0i'>c^

)8r7r8,-'erA7f 8f 6| (a^?) (077,) (aS0) (ae/c) r/7;,'^,=«,'
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Table VI. Leading coefficients of concomitants of two quadratics.

ft), = tt(- = (c„, 6,, «.,$'/,, - /;„)-

a>j = i {a^y = coci, - b,'

W3 = i7i (a^) (a^7) = (Co, ^1, a.^(h, - b.^Ui, - 6,/) - a/w,

<•>* = ^yA (a0y) (a/3S) = ao"a>, - 2ao'a)3 - tt„'-w, - {b,'a, - a^'h^y

t»5 = a/5 = ^0

0)6 = «!«/ (aa') = (£„, 4i][a,, - b,)

to, =- af«,'(aa') = (co, 61, a.,5a,, - 6„$^i, - B„)

0)8 = ttf Oi'/Si (a/3a') = ilo'o), - cio'o), - (6,/ a, - a/io) o>,

o,, =af'= = (C„5„^,$a„-6„)=

«io = — «i «/(««') Co -81

-Co 61

Co -^2 biA, '^ai,-b„y-

C„6r
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tions, case of 2nd harmonic.

Solid Sphere; Application to elastic solid "earth."

SECT.

13. Solid Sphere ; Surface forces derivable from potential.

14. ,, ,, Displacements near centre.

15. „ ,, Puretransversevibrations, general case.

16. ,, ,, „ „ „ rotatory vibra-

tions.

17. Thin Spherical Shell; Surface equations.

18. Thin Spherical Shell ; Displacements, mixed radial

and transverse vibrations.

19. Thin Spherical Shell ; Alternative formulae in terms

of frequencies of free vibrations.

20. Thin Spherical Shell; Pure radial vibrations.

21. „ ,, ,, Pure transverse vibrations.

22. ,, ,, ,, Results collected.

23. Thin Spherical Shell ; Simplest analysis of displace-

ments.

§ 1. The free vibrations in an isotropic elastic sphere or spherical shell have been

treated in some detail by several writers, but comparatively little attention has been

given to the motion which accompanies the application of periodic forces. In Vol. Xiv.

of the Society's 'Transactions'* I %vrote down the equations determining the arbitrarj'

constants whose substitution in the general solution gives the amplitude of the vibrations

corresponding to given systems of surface forces.

In the ' Proceedings ' of the London Mathematical Society, Vol. xix., Mr Love arrived

at equations for determining the forced vibrations of a spherical shell containing a given

mass of liquid. In his Treatise on Elasticity^ Mr Love has also considered the subject

of forced vibrations in a solid sphere due to bodily forces derivable from a potential;

illustrating his method by application to the interesting case when the potential involves

only a spherical harmonic of the second degree. Mr Love's method is based on Pro-

fessor Lamb'sj well-known solution in Cartesian Coordinates. Here, as in my previous

treatment of the sphere, I adhere to polar coordinates.

* I. c. pp. 315—6. The inethod of treating the spherical

shell is described on p. 319.

t Vol. I., pp. 324—8.

J Proceedings London Math. Soc, Vols. xiii. and xrv.
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The most fundainental division of forced vibrations is into those which have, and

those which have not, the same frequency as one of the free vibrations of the same type.

In the former case the inatheniatieal theory of elasticity makes the amplitude bectjme

infinite. In the latter c;use in an elastic solid the expres-sions for the displacements,

even in a sphere or spherical shell, are usually too complicated to convey much infor-

mation except through numerical application in particular cases. There are, however, two

classes of cases in whieli results of a general character are obtainable which are at once

elegant and of obvious physical significance.

The first class consi.sts of the vibrations of a solid .sphere due to forces whose

frequency is small compared to that of the fundamental free vibration of the same type;

the second class comprises the forced vibrations of any frequency in a very thin spherical

shell. It is to these two classes that attention is almost exclusively devoted in the present

paper.

As the whole investigation is based on my general solution* of the elastic solid

equations of motion, it is convenient to reproduce these equations and their solution

with some slight improvements in the n(jtation.

§ 2. Polar coordinates r, 6,
(f)

are used, 6 being the ' polar distance ' and
<f>

the

'azimuth.' The elements dr, rd6, rsin^rf^ at any point are the fundamental directions

along which are taken the displacements u, v, iv. The dilatation is denoted by A, or

r- [dr smffdO^ sm- 6 d<f) ]

The stresses in the notation of Todhunter and Pearson's 'History' are

,T = {m — n) A + 2/1 -T- ,

— / N » „ fu \ dv
ee = (m -n) /^ + 2n[- + -

dv\

ddj'

1 dwIXl V^ = (m - n) A + 2»i - + - cot T . ^ -j-r^^ ^
'

\r )• r sm 6 d<f>

(dv V 1 du\

'=''\d;--r + rdd)

•(2);

1-0 = n
dw w

+ -

1 du\

sin d d<b)
'

di- r ' r sin 6 d<f)J

.-p,
- — cot P + _ a Jl, 1

/I dw w ^ „ 1 dv
'
= " - fa cot 6/ H -.—^ -r:

\r d6 r r sm d d<p. I

where m, n are the elastic constants in the notation of Thomson and Tait's ' Natural

Philosophy.'

Supposing periodic bodily forces to act derivable from a potential V satisfying Laplace's

equation, we may present this potential in the form

F= 2 (r'Fi + 7--' F_i_,) cos fc< (3);

* Camb. Phil. Soc. Trans., Vol. XT/., pp. 308 et seq.
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where Fi, FLi-i are surface spherical harmonics of the same degree, i, and t is the time

counted from any convenient epoch. Here and in what follows 2 denotes summation

with respect to i.

The internal or " body-stress " equations are

.rfA d® . dm
,

.. . .rfA rf®
,

did
,

„ . .fdV d'u\ ^\
dr dO d(f>

dm
^ ^

. . .dA dm^ d<B^ . ^fldV d^\ .

d4>

dA dm .
d^

, f 1 dV dHo
^ '

d<j> dr dd '^ \r sm 6 d<f> dt-
=

•(4),

where for shortness

Jl
,-=sm^t5^(^'-^^^>-c^^'"->j'

1 (du d . . ..{

d , dxi

.(5).

© = sin^|^.(.,-) ^^

It is convenient to concentrate attention on the terms actually appearing in (3), taking

them as a type. Dift'erentiations with respect to t need not then appear explicitly, since

for instance

dt'
= — )<?-u.

The representative term in (3) involving r~'~' can occur of course only in a spherical

shell, % being regarded here as a positive integer.

The surface forces are conveniently grouped under three classes. Thus in a spherical

shell we may regard the forces over the outer surface ?' = a as consisting of:

—

(i) Pure radial forces S(iJi cos to);

(ii) Tangential forces derivable from a potential, whose components are

2[ TT^costoJ along add, 2 (-^-^ tV cos A;n along a sin 6d<j);

(iii) Tangential forces derivable from a stream function, whose components ai'e

1 dri

sm
^-W cos to

J

along ad6, 2 (—-77,' cos to) along asm6d(p.

The letters Hi, T,-, t; represent spherical surface harmonics of degi'ee i, i?„ being a

constant and occurring in the case of uniform normal pressure.

Over the inner surface r=b

we may suppose similar surface forces to act, distinguished by the daslied letters R/,

Ti. T.'.
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The letters R, @, <1> without a suffix are employed to denote the total componcntB

of the forces on the outer surface along the fundamental directions, the same letters dashed

having a like application to the inner surface of a .shell. Thus

R = 'Z(RiCOHkt), \

^ ^(dTi .
1 dr.A ,^

® = -U+sin-^5^)^°«^''''
\ (6).

- _. / 1 dTi drA ,^

In the general case there may of course be any n\imber of applied forces, whether

bodily or surface, with different frequencies and epocli.s, but as the efifecta of each are

independent of the existence of the others no confusion can arise through cos/tt being

made to do duty for the time factor in every case.

The surface conditions which must be satisfied by the solution for the spherical shell

are the following six :

—

over r = a over r = h

rr = it, rr = R',
|

7e = @, 7e = &A (7).

i^ = *, ^ = *'
j

In the solid sphere there are of course only the first three,

§ 3. In my original treatment of the vibration problem bodily forces were not sup-

posed to act. Thus the complete solution of (4) requires the addition to my previous

solution of terms which constitute a particular solution when V exists. This presents

no difficulty, for by (1) and (5) we see that A, gl, i}, GC all vanish for values of u, v, w
of the form

,.dV ,. IdF ,, 1 dV
dr r da rsmO d^

where M is any constant, so long as V satisfies Laplace's equation

dry" dr)'^sm6ddV^ de)'^sm'ed<f>'~ '

Thus a particular solution of (4) is obviously

__ldF __il^ __1 1 dV
"~ k'dr' ^~ k'rde' '^~ h=rsmed^ ^

^•

This is practically the equivalent in polar coordinates of Mr Love's * treatment in

Cartesians.

Putting for shortness

, + n 11

Treatise on EUuticity, Vol. i., Arts 139 and 201

m + n n

Vol. XVI. Part I.
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we may represent the complete solution of (4) by the typical terms:

—

u = cos kt I- ^

^

(r'Vi + »-'-' F_i_,)

+ ^, [h-^JiH i^cir) - r-i^ Ji^ (^•ar)| Yi + r-^J^^{kM Zi

/-7=P
(10),

V = cos kt

+ ^y ^ [r-i /.>i (i-/3r) W, + r-i J_._j (^•/3r) W_,_,} •(11).

w = cos kt

-
^^

[r-iJi+i {kM Wi + r-ij_i_i ik^r) F_,-_a (12);

answering to which

A = cos kt (r-i/.+i (fear) F; + r-i J_._i {kar) F_,:_i} (13).

In these expressions F;, ^;, F_j_i, Z-i-i, TF,-, TF_i_i represent surface harmonics of

degree i with constant coefficients.

The form of these harmonics depends solely on the harmonics appearing in the bodily

and surface forces ; their constant coefficients are determined by the surface conditions.

If for instance there be only a bodily force derivable from a potential r^ViCoskt, then

the surface harmonic appearing in, say, Fj is the same as that occurring in F,-, and the

ratio Yi : F, is found from the surface conditions.

As usual Ji^^(z) and J^_j_j (2),-where z = kar or k^r, represent the two solutions of the

Bessel's equation

dr^ r dr \ ^ I
'

and their differential coefficients will be denoted by J'i+),(s) and J''_,_j(^).

For our present work it is convenient to write

z-
J.^(.) = Z,.'>i|l-^^^_^ +

J-i_i(z)=Li'z-i-i.\l +

(21 + 3) 2A{2i+3){-2i+o)

z- z^
+ ...

2(2i-I) 2.4(2i-l)(2i-3) jj

the values of the constants Zj, i,' being immaterial.

.(14),
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§ 4. In dealing with the atresses it is convenient In use the following abbrevia-

tions :

—

— r >

r-i

r.-!
i-/Sr

iF+ 1) Lit^*^'-*
('-^'-^ +2/W(W - 4"^->* (^•^'•)" = r^<

...(15).

The expressions obtained by writing —i-1 for -l-t on the left-hand sides of equations

(15) will be denoted by ,..4 _<_!... ^_,_i respectively. This substitution, it will be noticed,

leaves the values of i(i+l) and (i — l)(i-f-2) unaltered.

Using these abbreviations we have for the typical terms in the stresses :-

rr = n cos kt - 1 {i {i - 1) r'-=F; + (i + 1) {i + 2) r-'-»F_.-_,)

(16),

+ rEi Yi -I- rFiZi + r-fi"-,-! F_,_i -I- rF-i-iZ-i-i

+ ,^ jrG.F, -I- rliiZi + rG'_,_iF_,-_i -f- ;.^_,_,^_,_i

^

^sin^4H^'-^' + ^^--^--)}] (17)'

^=»cosa[-J{(t>cot0^-HJ^^^,)F..-(i-fl-cot^^-J,J^,)F.,.j

-f- r^^iYi -\- rFiZi + r^-i-i 1 -i-i "t" r-f-i-i^-.-i

-^J^('-cosece(^f',Pr,-f^_,_,ir_,_,)}] (18).

3—2
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2 d
~l?Td '^' ~ ^^ *'" ^*" - (^ + 2)

'•-'-'
^-i-i}

I (i

sin ^ d<l)

[rCi 7i + rDiZi + ,(7_._, F_._j + ,Z>_,_,2_i_,)

-^fflhr (rBi Wi + ^_i_. Tf_._,)) .(20),

e^ = ?i cos tt
2 (^'

Ar" ded(j)
(cosec ^(r''-=F,- + 7-''-3F_;_i)}

+i (cosec (,G.-F + ,.HtZi + ,.(?_._: F_,_, + ,.fl-_;_,Z_,_0}

-
(dt^ +'-^) ^^ (^^- ^'- + ^-•-' ^-'-^i .(21).

§ 5. To get rid of the troublesome prefix r in the surface conditions, we shall write

Ai, Bi etc. for a-^i, aBi etc.,

A'i, B'i etc. for ^4^, jBj etc.

Referring to (16), (19) and (20) we see that the six surface conditions (7) lead to

the following six equations :

—

Ai7, + BiZi + 4_,_iF_;_, + 5_,_,Z_,_i

2 ,.= ^{i {i- 1) a'-F, + (t + 1) (i + 2) a--F_,_,) + ^ i?,-. .(22),

CiF, + A-^, + C_i_,F_._, + i)_._i^_,_,

= I {(i - 1) a'-» F - a + 2) a-'-=F_._,) + 1 T,- .(2.3),

2
= I {^ (» - 1) ^'-^F + {i + 1) (»• + 2) 6-'-'F_,_,) + - i?/ .(24),
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= |{(i-l)6'-'K-(» + 2)6-'-'7_^,j+^y/

21

i«'

aS.- Wi + aB^,W^, = - t,

65,'lf, + 6B'_,_,ir_i_,= ^T'.-

.(25).

(26),

.(27).

These equations constitute two independent sets. The first set, consisting of the

first four equations, determines the four unknowns F,-, Zi, F_j_j, Z-,--,. These have to

do either with the bodily forces or the surface forces of the first two classes. The
second set, consisting of the remaining two equations, determines Wi and W-i-,. These

have to do exclusively with the surface forces of the third class.

The values of Yi, Zi, F_,_,, .2r_,_, may of course in any case be easily written

down in the shape of determinants, the denominators having the common value 11,-,

where

Ui = Ai,
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For instance, in a spherical shell of radii a and b the displacements due to the

bodily forces derivable from the potential r'Vi cos kt are identical with those due to the

combined action of the radial surface forces

It = pa' Vi cos let over r = a,

R = pb'Vi cos kt „ r=h.

It will be sufficient to prove the relation for the terms depending on surface harmonics

of degi-ee i.

Since by hypothesis kaa is vanishingly small, we may in any expression neglect all

but the algebraically lowest power.

We thus get from (15),

Ai= . L;a-i {kaay-i {{k^af - 2i (i - l)j,

C'i = - Lia-i (kaay-^ x 2 (i' - 1),

^_,-_, = Li'a-i (kaa)^-'- \{k^af -2{i + \){i+ 2)j,

C_i_, = Li'a-i {km )-''-? x 2 (i 4- 2)

.(29).

Taking Ri = 0, and using the above values of At and .4_,_i, we see that (22) may be

written in the form

AAYi +
j^}^_

(^'a)-•+5F,j + BiZ, + ^_,_, |f_,_, + ^, (kay+^- F_,_,| + 5_,-_,Z_,_.

=
I [t (i - 1) a<-= Vi + {i + l) {i + 2) a-*-' F_i_,}

+ j^ (ka)-i+i ViLia-i (kaay-^ [{k/Saf -2i{i-l)}

+ -j^, {koLy+i V.i.,Li'a-i {kaay-'- {{k^' - 2 (i + 1) {i + 2)j,

= ^(Fi/)ti*+F_,_i/3a-'"-')

after reduction, using (9).

Similarly (23), (24) and (2.5), in the absence of surface forces, may be written

Gi \Yi+^, (A;«)-'+3 F,| + DiZi + c_,_,
I
r_,-_, +^ {koCy*'- F_,_,| + D_i_,Z_,_, = 0,

a; JFi +^ (i-a)-'+3 vX + B;Zi + 4'_,-_, |7_,_: +^, (i^a)'+? F_,-_j + £'_i_,-^_i-,

= J(F^p6'+F_i_,p6-'-'),
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Comparing these equations with (22), (23), (24) Jind (25), we see that the values of

7i + ^}j-(ka)-^+iVi, Zi, Y_i_, + ~ikay+iV_i., and ^_f_, when there act only Ixxlily

forces derivable from the potential (r' F, + r"'-' F_i_,) cos i-t are identical with the values

of Yi, Zi, F_i_,, Z_,_, respectively when there act only the pure radial surface forces

R =p(a'F, + a~'~'F_,_,)cosA< over r = a,\^^ ' ''
.(30).

...1

form

R' = p {U F, + 6-'-' F_._, ) cos Jti „ r =

Again, retaining only the algebraically lowest power of a, we may write (10) in the

= cos kt \- r'-'iLi (kaf-i
|
Y. + ^^ (A-a)-'+5 vX + r-iJ,^^(k^r)Zi

+ r—= (i+l) LI (A-a)-'-9 1 F_i_, +^ (ia)'>i F_,_.l + rH/_._j Qcfir) ^_<_,1

.

This shows that when there act bodily forces derivable from the potential

(r'' Vi + r--' F_,_,) cos kt

the expression for u is the same as when there act instead the surface forces required to

give to Yi, Zi, F_,_i and i?_,_, respectively the values which belong to F; + 1^ (ia)-'+' F,-,

Zi, F,_, + r^, (i'a)'"^' F_,_, and Z_i_i when the bodily forces act. The requisite system of

surface forces as we have just seen is (30).

Our theorem is thus established for the displacement «. Its proof for v and w
proceeds on the same lines and is even more easy, it being noticed that TF,- and TF_;_,

in (11) and (12) vani.sh.

The proof for the solid sphere is really included in the above ; it is also easily

given independently.

The theorem, it need hardly be said, is not confined to forces var}'ing with the time.

If its deduction for the case of equilibrium, by regarding equilibrium as the limiting

form of vibration when k vanishes, should seem questionable, it will be found a simple

matter to deduce it directly from the equations of equilibrium, or to verify it in the

explicit solutions I have given for the general case of equilibrium of the sphere* and

spherical shell f.

A particular instance of the theorem was noticed by Professor G. H. DanvinJ as

long ago as 1879, and its truth in the general case of equilibrium of a solid sphere

was established by myself in 1887§. In the future it is not unlikely a still more

comprehensive result may be established applicable to all shapes of bodies.

* Camb. Phil. Soc. Trans., Vol. xiv., equations (3G) to

(38), pp. 264—5.

+ Camb. Phil. Soc. Traits., Vol. xv., equations (92) and

(93), pp. 362—5.

* Phil. Traits, for 1879, pp. 6 et seq., and Phil. Trant.

for 1882, p. 200.

§ Cantb. Phil. Soc. Trans., Vol. xn-., p. 265.
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SOLID SPHERE.

Pure Radial Vibrations.

§ 7. The c<ise of pure radial vibrations accompanying the application of the pure

radial surface forces

R = Ro cos kt,

where i?o is a constant, can be deduced from the general case of the radial surface forces

R = R. cos fct.

where R. is a spherical harmonic of degree i.

It is desirable however to treat the pure radial vibrations independently, both on

account of their importance and because they may accompany the action of a type of

bodily force not provided for by the general solution. The tj^e in question consists of a

radial force

2 F, 7" cos kt,

where F„ is a constant.

The corresponding body-stress equations are found by writing Vo ?" cos kt for V in

(4). They thus answer to a species of potential, which does not however satisfy Laplace's

equation. Forces of this kind would arise in the case of rotation about an axis, if

the angular velocity were a periodic function of the time. For supposing this angular

velocity to be

(o cos k't,

and to take place about ^ = 0, we may regard the " centrifugal " forces as answering

to a potential

F= ^ 6)V sin"" cos^ k't = ^ (eoV - wVP,) (1 + cos 2k't),

where F. is the second zonal harmonic.

The potential

is a form considered in my equilibrium solution* ; the potential

- ^ wVPj cos 2k't

comes under the general case of bodily forces considered presently; and the remaining

term in the potential

^m^^ cos 2k't

is a special case of the problem we are just entering on, with

Vo = lco\ k=2k'.

If from any cause gravity were supposed to contain any periodic terms, the corre-

sponding forces would also be of the type specified.

* Camb. Phil. Soc. Trans., Vol. xiv., pp. 286, et seq.
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The problem proposed is to find tlio forced vibrationM in a spliere of radiuH a due

to the sinuiltaneous or iiide|)endeut action of

radial hmHIy forces iV^r co»kt,

„ surface „ RoCoskt,

where V^ and R„ are constants.

Replacing 1' in (4) by V„7-^cosht, we find that a particular solution is

« = -|, F„»-cosA-< (31);

for this makes A constant, while .^, 33, QL all vanish.

The complete solution is thus

2 -,r A fsin k-ar
,

]'

A" {kary [ kar
J

.(32),u = cos kit

where .4 is a constant determined by

. sin kaa 4« /sin kaa
, \~\ „ « /., ^ ^o /««.

(;/i+ n) —. ,,—- -, cosi-aa = Ro + 2CSm -n) ~ (33).
kaa (kaa)- \ kaa /J k-

Substituting in (32) the value of A determined by (33) we obtain the solution in

its complete form. From a mathematical standpoint this is all that is wanted, but a

complicated mathematical expression such as ensues can be made to yield the sort of

information a physicist desires only when definite numerical values are ascribed to k,

m/n, p and a. One can not foresee what individual cases are likely to be of most use,

and the construction of elaborate tables for a large variety of values of k, vijn &c.

might be a waste of time. Further attention is thus confined to the case when the

frequency of the applied forces is small compared to that of the fundamental note of

the pure radial type of free vibrations.

The fi'equency equation of this type is obtained by equating to zero the coefficient

of A in (33). Denoting Poisson's ratio (m — n)l2m by rj, we know that for the funda-

mental vibration* kaajir increases from '6626 when t? = 0, to 1 when t) = •.5. Our

hypothesis thus amounts to assuming k^a a small fraction, so that the trigonometrical

series for sin kaa and cos kaa are rapidly convergent.

This being our first example, the method of treatment will be shown in some

detail.

Expanding in powers of kaa we transform (33) into

(3m - n) {l - {kaay- j^^g,-^^ + {fc^y
2«o (3m^0 1

= ^^ + " ^^"' " ">F

'

* See Prof. Lamb in Proc. Land. Math. Soc., Vol. xiii., p. 202.

Vol. XVI. Part I.
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Thus we find from (32)

u Sm — 71

cos kt 3

2 3m -71

fl /I \o 0711+ )l .,

I 10(3ni — n)
'

1m + 3;i

280(3»i-«)' •)

F„r (l-a-«a)=j-
0711 + ?J

+ {haaf
77)1 + 3?t

+

^ 3 " I* ^' ^ 10(3?»-«) ' ''
' 280(3m-?i)'

= JiJorjl--iL(Z;ar)=

3m — n
-§

^•=
F„7 1 1 , ;.,o /•>'« + »i

., „\ , ,, _,/7»i+3h ^ A
1 - 1 - tV ^ « o « - ' +^ ^ a "5 a* - r*

It is important to notice that the principal terms in the coefficient of V„ cut out.

But for this, the approximation need not have been carried so far, as the fourth and

higher powers of Icaa are neglected in our final result. Taking the coefficient of u to

the other side of the equation and reducing, we have to the specified degree of approxi-

mation

u =
R„r cos kt

2m — n
1 + Jj ky

Vopr cos kt

+

5 (m + w) (3m — m)
[_

140(m + w)(3m-w)

(5m + n) a- — (3m — n) r^'

(m + n){3m — n)

(5j?i + n) a- — (Sm — ii) r^

{(245m- + ISOmn + 29h-) a*

— 14 (3»i — n) (5m + n) arr- + 5 {Sm -nyr*}^

For the value »„ of the displacement at the surface we find

aRo cos kt
1 +

^^a-,

^)

2a^F„p cos kt ^ k^d'p(om+ '3n)

(34).

.(35).
3?/i —7i\ " 3«i — )(/ 5 (3m — ?i) (

^' (m + n) {3m — n)

When the terms containing Zr in (34) are neglected, we obtain for the displacement an

expression identical with that supplied by the equilibrium theory. This is I think obvious

a priori, and merely serves as a confirmation so fai- of the accuracy of the work.

When we have only surface forces we may, to the present degi-ee of approximation,

stai-t at once by neglecting terms in (k(zay in the coefficient of A in (33).

When however there are bodily forces it is quite different. The pai-ticular solution (31),

as containing k' in the denominator, becomes infinite when k = 0, and so the complementary

solution is bound to supply a term in k-' to cut it out. Thus if in substituting for A in

(32) one went only as fai- as the {kaa)" term, one would arrive only at the equilibrium

value of w. Terms in ^^ it is true would appear in the denominator, answering to the

coefficient of A in (33), but in the absence of the terms of the same degi-ee which should

appear in the numerator their presence would be absolutely useless, if not misleading.
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Unless tin- :i])))roxiination is carried so far as to give correctly the terms of order

(kaa)'- ill a it is impossible to form a trustworthy estimate of the degree of acciinicy o(

the equilibrium theory. Supposing for instance

i-a(t=l/10,

it is ([uitc true that (koui)- itself is small compared to 1, but until one knows the size

of the numerical coefficients of the terms of order (kaa)- it is illegitimate to characterise

them as negligible. Strictly speaking, even when the terms of order (k-<xay are determined,

one is liardly justified in drawing phy.sical conclusions without having regard to the p<«sible

importance of terms containing higher powers of k. That these terms must in reality be

very small may however be readily seen by reference to the rapidity with which ar~' sin x

and ,r~-' (a;-"' sin a' — cos a;) converge when x is small.

Returning to (34), we see that the coefficient of k" is positive for all possible values of r

in the case both of //„ and V„. Thus the displacement is always and everywhere greater

than according to the equilibrium theory. An idea of the magnitude of the difierence

between the dynamical and equilibriuni theories is most easily derived from the surface

value (35) of the displacement.

In terms of Poisson's ratio we thence deduce foi- the ratio of the d^iiamical to the

equilibrium value :

—

in the case of R„

, k-pa- 1 — 277 - , /, wl —
T?

in the case of V„

1 +

n 10 (1 + v)

k^pa- (l-27;)(4-37;)

^n 35(1-7?=)

1;

1, or 1 +(kmy

5(1+'?)

2(4-37,)

35(1 + 7;)

Taking k^pa-jn as constant, we see that a.s t; increases from to '5 the term in 1^, or

what may be called the dynamical correction, diminishes from -^ to in the case

of the surface forces, and from ^
k'pa?

to in the case of the bodily forces.

In cases where the frequency kl^tr is compared with the frequency A727r of the

fundamental free radial vibration the following table will be found instructive. The quantity

, , , , . dynamical value of •«„

tabulated is -^
equilibrium value of m„"

Table I.
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The dynamical correction is always more important for the bodily than the surface

forces. In the case of the bodily forces the coefficient of Jc^jK- is wonderfully constant.

SOLID SPHERE.

Mixed Radial and Transverse Vibrations.

§ 8. The typical vibrations are those answering to the bodily forces derivable from

the potential r' F,- cos kt, and to the surface forces

1 /VT'.

R = Ri cos kt, = '^ cos kt, <I> = -^^ ^ cos kt.
dTi

dd sin 6 d(j)

To determine the values of F,- and Zi in the general solution (10), (11), (12), we

have by (22) and (23)

AiYi + BiZi = 1 1 (i - 1) a'-"-Vi +
j^
Ri,]

.(36).

Thus

where

CiYi + DiZi = f;
(t - 1) a'-'Vi + - r,

k- n

Yi = ||
(i - 1) {iDi - Bi) a'-=F, + ^ {RiDi - r^B;)} - n,,

Zi = ||
(t - 1) {Ai - id) a'-F + \ {TiAi - RiCi)\ - H,

.(37),

Ui = AiDi-BiCi.

Ai, Bi, Ci, Di, being obtained by writing a for r in equations (15), are known quantities;

thus the substitution in (10), (11) and (12) of the values of Yi and Zi given by equations

(37) supplies the complete mathematical solution of the problem proposed.

We shall confine our further attention to the case when the frequency of the forced

vibrations is small compared to that of the fundamental free vibration of the tj'pe mixed

radial and transverse. This is equivalent to assuming kaa and k^a small compared to

unity. For shortness we shall wTite x for kaa and y for k^a.

Taking (14) for the definition of the Bessel, we find

Ai = Lia'^x^ 5 .2iii-l) + f + ':^±-^^rfi-^^^^ fa?-
• - i - 8

4(2i + 3)(2t + 5)
a*

1 „ ^
(^• - 4) (t + 3)

"1

'^ 8(2i+3)(2i + 5)
y"^ "•"

24 (2i + 3) (2i + b) (2i + 7)
"] .(38),

.Bi = ii2a-V+i
"•

1 4 + 1 ,^ t + 3

2(2i + 3)^ ^S(2i-t-3)(2i+5)

i + 5

y*

48 (2t + 3) (2t + 5) (2i + 7)
f .(39).
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t + 3
(i'-l)+,4r^^..i^-

+

2(2i + 3) 8 (2i + ;j) (2i + 5)

1 + 5

48 (2i + 3) (2i +5) (2i + 7)

-.a^

.(40),

^'-^•T(7+i)

whence

/ 1 X / IN i (t + 2) , .
i^ + 4i + 5

0-l)(z+l)-2^2i-r3)^" + 8-(2iT3)W^r5)2^

i» + 6i + 14

48 (2i + 3) (2i + 5) (2i + 7) ^
' '

"

y" .(41):

i + 2 r + 2

(2i + 7) yV - 2 (t" + 2) a*

16(2t + 3)(2t + 5)(2t + 7)

iD
3^'

.-5. = z^-y-i^.^^;j2i^3)

2a-V-5j/''+i

1 + v^^-i y...

i (i + 1) (2i + 3) _

2(2t+.5)^ 8(2i+5)(2i+7)

(i - 1 ) (2i- + 4t + 3) y-- - 2 (i - 1 ) (i + 1 ) (i + 2) ar"

(42),

.(43),

2z» + 18i= + 35t + 3.5 ^ t^ + 4t--2i-10

a;*

f+. i9ij.r,\y*^8(2t+.5)(2i+7) -^ ^4(2i + 3)(2i+5)

2i' + 14i'- + 21{ + 3 „^ (i - 1) (t + 1 ) {i + 2)

8(2i + 3)(2t + .5)

y-a^-
4(2i+5)(2i + 7)

a;«... .(44).

Substituting these values of Ai, ... 11; in equations (37), we get the values of F,-

and Zi to a close degree of approximation. These values of F,- and Zi are then to be

substituted in the expressions supplied by (10), (11) and (12) for the solid sphere when

A'or and k^r are treated as small quantities, viz.

u = cos kt
k'
;r'-F,-

-r.i.gf,r'-' H-
i+2

Xfcary+-
t + 4

(kary..

+ ZiLi

2 (2i + 3)
'"'"'

' ' 8 (2{ + 3) (2i + 5)

.(45).

t;=cosAt^^

-
^^^•O""''--' {^ - 2(2^+ 3)<^->= -^

8(2^TWT5)<^-"'->'
•
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,, 1 dW = cos kt — „ T~r
sin 0dq>

r'"-Nl-
2(2i + 3)

(kar)- +
1

i+J ..i-i i+3

8(2i+3)(2t + 5)

i+o

{kavy...

+^.-^.-S ^Xm4'^'-272?+3/^•^'•)=+872?Tix2^+5)(^^^^^^
...(47).

By (37), (39), (41) and (43), and again by (37), (38), (40) and (42), we see that

(Z,)'a;*~5y'+4/n; appears as a factor in both F,X,a''~? and ZiLiy^^^, while by (44) we see

that n,- contains the factor (Z,)=a;'"3y'+i. This factor thus cuts out in the expressions

for the displacements. When this factor is removed it is easily seen that the terms

containing k^ in the denominator in (45), (46) and (47) cut out, precisely as in the

corresponding case in § 7. It is this that necessitates the carrying the approximation

so far as in (44) to get coirectly the terms of order (kaa)'- and (k^a)- in the dis-

placements.

Again the terms containing lowest powers of a: and y in AiDi— Bfii cut out, so

that for the degree of accuracy attained in (44) we requii-e to find Ai, Bi etc. to the

degi-ee of approximation shown by (38), (39) etc.

When the expressions (45), (46), (47) are reduced as far as possible, we still have

occurring in the denominator the complicated expression

(z - 1) {2i- + 4i + 3) (ni + h) - 2 (t + 1) (t + 2) n

k^p

2 {i - 1) (2i +b)n (m + n)
{i (2i- + lOs + 9) {m + ny - (2i + .5) (:Ji + 1) n [m + n)

-2(i--l)(i + 2)n»

By putting this into what is to the present degree of approximation the equivalent

form.

(i - 1) {(2t= + 4t + 3)m - {2i + 1) «) x

.„ i {2i- + lOi + 9) ??t- + (ii^ + 14i- + i- 5) mn - (6t + 1) ?;-

'

^ ^^
2

{
(2r + ii + 3) m - (2i +l)n\{i- 1) (2i + 5) n (m + n)

we get all the terms containing kf into the numerator.

It is obvious, however, that the resulting expressions for the displacements must be in

general cumbrous, and I have not thought it worth while to work out and record them.

In any specified case the values of i and of vi/n will be given, and the labour requii-ed

to obtain the solution in its most convenient form from (45), (46) and (47) by using

the particular values of F,- and Zj deduced from (37) will not much exceed that
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required to convert into tigures the general formulae resulting from the substitution >i(

the general values (jf F, and Z/.

§ 9. I have worked out three cases explicitly. The first is that of incompres.siblc

material, i.e. material for which n/m, and so x/i/, is negligible. In this case we have

for all integral values of i not loss than 2,

{Ri + pa'^Vi) cos kt ir^~hr

2n(i-l)(2i- + 4i + :i)

(k'p/n)

i (1 + 2) a- -((--1)7''

\{2i' + IHi' + 41i^ + 33i- +m + 15) a*
4 (i - 1) (2i + 5) (2i^ + 4i + 3)

2 (i - 1) i (i + 1 ) (2r + lOi + 9) aV + (i - 1)= (i + 1) (2t- + 4i + 3) r*}\

Ticoa kti(i + 1) r'-hr

2n(i-l)(2i"- + 4d + S)

(ky/n)

- (-J- -i - 3) a- + i{i-l) r'^

[i (2i* + 8i' -Wi'- 72i - 45) a*
4 (i - 1) {2i + o ) (2i= + 4t + 3)

-2{i- 1) (2i' + Qi^ - di' - 26i - 15) a-H + i (i - 1)- (2i'= + 4i + 3) ?-^j1

.

v =

d
( R; + pa'V;) cos ktr'-^a-

2n (i - I) (2i- + U + S)

+

i(i + 2)a''-{i-l)(i + S)r^

{(2i» + 18i^ + 41i^ + SSi- +m + 15) a'
4 (i - 1) {2i + 5) (2i= + 4i + 3)

2(1-1)1 (i + 3) (2i' + lOi + 9) a-f' + (i -If (i + 5) (2r + ii + 3) ;•'}

-,,,' cos ktr'~^a~^
dv

2H(i-l)(2i'- + 4i + 3)

(tpjn)

(i + 1) (i' - i - 3) a- + (i - 1) i (i + 3) r^

{i(i + 1 ) (2i^ + Hr - 19i- - 72i - 45) a*

.(48),

4 (t - 1) (2i + 5) (2i^ + 41 + 3)

2 (i - 1 ) (t + 3) (2? + 6t^ - 9i' - 26i - 1 5) a^>- + (z - 1 )^ i (i + 5) (2t" + 4i + 3) r") (49),

w= Expression obtained by writing -.—^ jj, ^^^ zia i" {^^)\ (50).

When z is a given integer the somewhat long algebraic functions of V become

concise numerical quantities. When i is big the terms containing ^•^' bear to the othei"s

—

i.e. to the equilibrium terms—a ratio of the order 1 : i. Thus the dynamical con-ection

is relatively of less and less importance as i increases.
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The surface displacements, being the only ones admitting of direct observation, claim

special attention. Distinguishing them by the suffix „, we have

_ (R{ + pg} Vi) cos kt i (2i + 1) a
f

l^pa^ 3 {U^ + 8i° + 6t + 3)

Va='
de

TiCosktU{i-^\)a

2/i(i-l)(2i- + 4i+3)

{Ri + pa' V ;') cos kt 3«

2)t(i- l)(2i-+ 41 + 3)

dr.-

1-

1-

2(t-l)(2t + I)(2i" + 5)(2i'=+4t + 3)

4^3 _ 20i2 - 32i - 15k^pa^

^nT 6(i-l)(2i-|-5){2

k^'pa^ 4^"- 20t- - 32i - 15

2i-15 ]

2t'^ + 4i + 3)J

}

(51).

+
d6

cosi«(2i-+ i + 3)a

•In (i-\) (,2i:- + 4i + 3)
1 +

n 6 (t - 1 ) (2t + 5) (2i= + 4i + 3)

j

Ifpa? 4Z-' - 8^^^ + 22i- + 63t + 4.5 )

11 2 (i - 1) (2i + 5) {1i' + 1 + 3) (2i- + 4i + 3)1
,(52),

'a
= Expression obtained by wTiting -;—^ -j-r for -rp. in value of Van<a = .(53).

We see that the radial displacement answering either to the bodily forces or the

radial surface forces, and the tangential displacements answering to the tangential surface

forces, are invariably greater on the dynamical than on the equilibrium theory. Since

however 4t'' — 20r — 32i— 15 is negative only so long as i is less than 7, the radial

displacement due to tangential surface forces and the tangential displacements due to

radial surface forces are greater on the djiiamical than on the equilibrium theory only

so long as i does not exceed 6.

§ 10. For all values of k, p, », a there exists between the radial surface displace-

ment due to tangential surface forces and the tangential surface displacements due to

radial surface forces the simple relation

tia when tangential forces alone act _ , , ^ Vg when radial forces alone act

Ti
=^(^ + l)

d̂e

.-. u'„ when radial forces alone act
-^(^ + ^)-

r-dE,
sin d<f)

i (i + 1) J{Va)- + (Wa)- when radial forces alone act

/fdRi\- f
1

s/[de) +W
dRiV

'e d,f>)

(54).

An interesting interpretation of this result is obtained by the aid of the following

lemma :

—

if (T; be any surface harmonic of degi'ee i, in which the azimuth
(f)

occurs only with

integral coefficients.
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To prove this, write cosd = fji »n that cri satisfies the equation

Then

/ria'-c-^.tn-^""-'*

d/j, d(f)
'

I — /J," d<f)

= rd<p

r + \ rsir

.' - 1 Jo

a-,(l -
fj.-)

dcTi

dfi

M= + l1 /• + !

+ dfM
1 .' -1

1 d'-a-i

I dcTi

I — /jL- d<f> =0

|.<'-'->S+,-^';^]
"'"'*

The single integrals obviously both vanish under the specified conditions of the

problem, and the double integral reduces by means of Laplace's equation to

r + l r2w

i{i+1)j
j

{airdfMd4>,

which proves the lemma.

Now by (54), the value of the fractions being independent of 6 and 4>,

r

{!(„)- i<in Odd d(j) when tangential forces alone act

= i-(i + iy

rr" {TiY- sin dded(t>
J oJ

I I {(Va)' + (W(i)"} sin dd6d<f} when radial forces alone act
i (1 J

i:i:m*[s^AtJH^'''
and by (55) this is equivalent to

I I
(ua)- sin 6 dOdcf) when tangential forces alone act

{{Vay + (Wa,y} sin 9 d6d(f> when radial forces alone act

d<j),
(5G).

rr'iRif sin edOd4>
.'o.

Now the resultant tangential displacement and the resultant tangential force at any

point of the surface are respectively V(Va)' + («/o)- and
yj [-jgj +{~—3 jj) cos ki.

Vol. XVI. Part T. 5
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Thus (56) signifies that the mean square of the surface radial displacements due to

tangential surface forces bears to the mean square of the surface tangential displacements

due to radial surface forces the same ratio that the mean square of the former set of

forces bears to the mean square of the latter. As the result (56) holds equally when

It^sin'^kt is ^vritten for cos" kt in both numerator and denominator of the left hand side,

we may regard the theorem as holding for the kinetic energies of the radial and

tangential surface motions in the two cases instead of for the mean squares of the

displacements.

Case { = 2.

§ 11. The second case of mixed radial and transverse forced vibrations I have worked

out is that when i = 2, there being no restriction on the value of n/m.

The applied forces consist of

bodily forces from the potential r^V^ cos kt,

and the surface forces R = IL cos kt,

V) = ,^ cos kt,

fi>=-.—ji -rr cos kt.
sm a d<p

Putting i=2 in (38) to (44), and substituting in (37), we find Y^ and Z.; then

employing these values in (45), (46) and (47) we ultimately obtain for the displacements

pV.i cos ktr
u =

H(19m — 5?!)

+

2 (4m — n) a- — (Sm — n) r

{(2009»i' + 10i7m-n - 855w?i- + 123?!^ a*

+

84/1 (m + n) (19j)i — on)

- 4 (2o9«i^ + nSm-n - Ulmn- + -Iln^) a-)"" + (19m - on) (Ini' + 6mn - Sn') ?•*

iij cos kt ra'

/i'(19m — oh)

+

(8m — n) a- — 3 (m — n) /-^

k-p
{(287m' + 2l7»i=»i - 82)?ift= + 12»=) a*

12ft(m + ?i)(19m — on)

- 4 (37??i' + 34m-« - 28mn- - n^) a"?-= + (19«i - 5k) (ni' + 2mn - 2n-) r*]

jT, cos kt ra~-

/i(19m— on)

+

3 (m - n) (a' + 2r=)

kPp
{(169m' + om^n - 12277171" + 18n^) a*

6?i (m + n) (19m — 5»i)

- (m - 7i) (2nm^ - Umn - I9n-) a-r' - (19m - on) (m-+ 2mn - 2n-) r*} (57),
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v =
p —,^ cos AT r

•2n{l[)iii- on)

+ ?r^

2 (4m — n) a- — (om — n) 7--

k-p
{3 (2009m' + 1047m»n - 855mn= + 123/i') a*

-y^- COS AT )-a"
rf^

2«(19w-5«)
L'

+

252H(m + 7i)(19m-5n)

- 4 (129.5m» + 782j;i-ft - 474m«-^ + GSji') a'^r' + (19»/i - 5?t) (49m=+ 42mw - 9/1=) r*}l

(8?H — n) a- — (5m + 2n) r^

3 (287m^ + 217m'-« - 827/m= + \2n^) a*

+
,-„ cos kt ra

(16

36m {in + «) (19m — 5n)

- 2 (3707?iH 402m='ji - 21«t/i- + 19n0 a-i^+ (19»» - on)(7mH 14>/m + 4«=) r*j]

2m (iy//( — 5h)

+

3 (//t - n) a- +2, (5m + 2«) r'

{3 (169?rt^ + r->m-n - lllmv} + 18n») a*
18n (m + n) (19m — 57i)

— (115m= — 345m"»i - 309?ttH- 4- 7?i') a-f- — (19»i - bn) {Im- + 14m?i + 4w-) t^)

?« = Expression obtained by writing q-ti foi' -ja in value of i;

sui u d<p do

.(58),

.(59).

For the corresponding value of the dilatation we have

A = r^ cos kt

19m — 5«

-. ^r (, »o 7(31?tt=+33mn-6)i=)a=-3?i(19m-5n)r='

42« {m + ?i)(19m — on)

-1, D -. fi 7. (62m=+ 259m?i + 29/i=) a- - 9« (19m - bn)7^

(

"^

12on {m + n){\ym — on)

_ ,nrn _., j-, ,. (5m'- + 217 iHii + 44?i=) a- — 9« (19m — 5h) r^

126/i(7AH-n)(19m-5»i)
.(60).

dT„ 1 dT
The coefficients of TJchi-f in (57), -j^ k-a-r"- in (58) and ^—j ,/i-aV in (59) are the

da sin c; d(p

only ones whose sign alters as njm varies from to 1.

The surface values of the displacements are rendered more concise by the emploj-ment

of Poisson's ratio rj = (in — n)/27n. Thus we get

pF„cosA,-«(2 + 7;)a^
Wa = -

005^(2 + 1]) a' ( kyar^ 91 + 8 1^? + 277?" 1

n(7+.57?) " } "^"»r42(2 + i7)(7 + 5i7)J

R, cos kt (7 - 4?;) a j i-^pa^ 35 - 4t? + 267?- )

2/1 (7 + ot;) 1

"*" ^IT 6(7- 47;)(7 4- 57;))

J!; cos A-< 977a j Ar'pa- 7 -1- 5577 — 1 It?^)

•"
71 (7 -f .577)

1"^"^ 547? (7 -t- 577) j

''^^''
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Va =
p -j^cosfctil +i))a^

2)1 (7 + .5/;)

k-pa- 91 -I- 2227; + SIt;- )

n 126(1 +7?) (7 + 07;)]

dJL cos kt 3T)a j Jfipa- 7 + oo?; — ll-;;-

d0 2n(7+5r,)\ ^ n 5477(7+077)

-,,-eosA.(7-77)a
,.^^^, 49-2,7 + 6777^

2«(7+577) r^ 71 18(7-77X7+577)1
^''^^'

Expression obtained by writing ~.— - -j- for ^ in value of v (63).

The tangent of the angle which the resultant displacement at any point of the surface

makes with the normal is given

for the bodily forces by

Wa =

•Jva'+Wg- V I dd } ^ Vsin e d4>) 1+77
f

k-pa- 13-1277
]

Ua V, 2(2 + 77) f n 126(1 +77) (2 + 77)]
^^>'

for the radial surface forces by

VV+w„^ ^ V \ de )
"*"

\^\^d dcf, ) 377 ( k^pcir 7 + 77 - 3877^'!

Ma ~ B, 7-477I
"^ « 5477(7 -477)]' ^ ''

for the tangential surface forces by

^Vg + lOg- _V [dd )
"*"

IsnTg d(t> J 7^ 77 [ Ifpar 7 + 2877 - 8877-

Ua. T, I87? I T" 5477(7-77)

The coefficients of k-pa-jn inside the square brackets in (61), (62) and (63) are

obviously positive for all values of 77 from to '5, which we shall regard as limiting

values. Thus in every case the dynamical correction supplies an increase to the numerical

values of the surface displacements.

The coefficient of T„ in the value of «„ bears to the coefficients of -j^ and
do

1 j-p

in the values of «„ and w„ the ratio 6:1, or 2x3:1. The results established

.(66).

sin 6 d(f)

in § 10 for incompressible material thus hold for all values of 77 when i=2.

An idea of the size of the dynamical correction to the surface values of the displace-

ments in the several cases will perhaps be most easily derived from the following Table II.

The quantity tabulated is

dynamical value of displacement

equilibrium value of displacement

"
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Table II.

Force

aotinR

Bodily

Surface

radial

Surface

tangential

Displace-

ment

radial

tangential

radial

tangential

radial

tangential

ij=

1+1548

1 + 1032

h'-pa-

n

k^pa-

1+.1190^^-^^

»

00

1+ 0.5^^

•25

I + -1449

1 + 1166

k^pa"

11

/fipa'

n

n

1 + -1801

1 + 1801

1 + 0526

k"pa-

1 + 1425

1 + 1195

k-pa-

n

h'pa-

1+1241^^"'

1 +1546

n

Ic^pa-

k\pa-

ll

k-pa-

1 + 1546 -^
n

k-pu

11

1 + 0536
1<?pa-

1 + -I386^"''"'
n

1+.1238*^'
n

1 + .1386^'

I + -1238

1 + -1238

1 + 0583

n

^pa?

n

k'pa?

n

k'pa?

Regarding -^—~ as constant, it will be seen that the influence of the value of t) on the

size of the dynamical correction is comparatively small, except in the case of the radial

displacement arising from tangential surface forces and the tangential displacement arising

from radial surface forces. These are cases in which the equilibrium values of the displace-

ments absolutely vanish with t).

In the case of the radial surface farces the dynamical correction to n^ passes through a

minimum when t) is "11 approximately, and in the case of the tangential surface forces the

corrections to Va and w„ pass through a minimum when jj is '20 approximately.

From (64), (65) and (66) we see that the dynamical correction makes the direction

of the resultant displacement at any point of the surface approach the normal in the

case of the bodily forces and the tangential surface forces, and likewise in the case of

the radial surface forces when rj exceeds '443.

§ 12. The action of the bodily forces of the present case in a sphere of incom-

pressible material has, as stated in § 1, been already considered in some detail bv

Mr A. E. H. Love. The result at which Mr Love arrives, 1. c. p. 327, is with our present

notation

iia=-
2a V„ cos kt

1 +

- 3fS Irpu- _29

21 "*"
n 189

- 38 Ifpa?^ T^
21 "^ n 189

(67).

From this result Mr Love draws the following conclusion :

—
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" For a sphere of the mass and diameter of the earth, and of the rigidity of steel

or ii-on, executing vibrations of the species considered with a semi-diurnal period, we have,

in c. G. s. units

27r/it= 12 X 60 X 60, p = 06, n = SOO x 10', a = 640 x 10«,

so that ka ^pju = 1/4 nearly. It follows from this that the neglect of (ka '^pjnY would

be fairly justifiable in the case of such a body. We conclude that in the case of an

elastic solid earth the bodily tides would follow the equilibrium law." (1. c. p. 328.)

As explained in a parallel case in § 7, the result (67) does not really proceed

beyond the equilibrium value ; what we have to consider is the magnitude not of {ka "Jpjnf

but of the term in {ka "^pjnf which actually occurs in «„. For this purpose we refer

to Table II., and taking Mr Love's h3-pothetical value ka \^pjn = 1/4 we find that the

ratio of the dynamical to the equilibrium value of ita, is

1009 : 1 approximately;

so that the djiiamical correction is slightly under 1 per cent.

The application to the earth of results obtained by the mathematical theorj' of

homogeneous isotropic elastic solids is of course highl}- speculative. The best value to

assign to the rigidity n in such an application is largely a matter of opinion. The

elastic moduli of iron, however, are much higher than those of most known substances.

It would thus perhaps be better—especially as the maximum error involved in the

equilibrium theor}' is of more interest than the minimum—to assign to n a considerabl}"

lower value than ilr Love does. If there is any reason to suppose that the earth but

for its rotation would be a true sphere, then a value such as 32 x 10" grammes weight

per square centimetre has something to commend it*, and it is at least a fair average

value for known materials. With this alteration in Mr Love's data we find for the

ratio of the d}-namical to the equilibrium value of Ua the considerably higher value

1-02 : 1.

Even with these figures, however, the approximation supplied by the equilibrium

theor}' is still verj' close, so that Mr Love's conclusion appears less open to criticism

than the reasoning on which he based it.

As the absolute size of the tidal disturbance due to the moon's attraction in a

hypothetical earth of this sort may possess some interest, I have evaluated (61) and (62)

taking p = b'b, ?; = 32x10" gi-ammes wt. per sq. cm., 27r/^•= 12 x 60 x 60, o = 64 x 10',

accepting for V« the estimate given in Thomson and Tait's ' Natural Philosophy ' Part II.

Aj-t. 812. The departure of the earth from a spherical form and its mutual gravitation

are left out of account, and the dynamical correction is neglected. Taking the foot as

• See P7ii7. Hag. Sept. 1891, p. 250.
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unit of length, and supposing the line joining the centres of the earth and moon taken

as axis of the harmonic, I Had approximately

M„ = i^ P.^ cos kt,

Va = — f sin id cos kt.

The amplitude of the displacements due to the sun's action would be about half

as big.

Supposing simultaneous astronomical observations to proceed at two distant stations

on the earth's surface, there might under favourable conditions, under the joint influence

of the sun and moon, be apparent fluctuations in their relative latitudes such as might

possibly suggest a displacement of the polar axis. A second of arc on the earth's

surface answers to nearly 100 feet, so that judging by the preceding figures any effect

of the kind must be extremely small ; still those conducting the very delicate observa-

tions by which a displacement of the earth's axis is attempted to be measured might

do well to arrange their experiments so as to secure the elimination so far as possible

of any effect of the kind.

Surface forces derivable from a potential.

§ 13. In the third case of mixed radial and transverse vibrations referred to in

§ 9 the surface forces, radial as well as tangential, are derivable from a potential of

the form
,.f„-.+i s. cos kt,

where S,; is a surface harmonic of degree i. This gives in teniis of our previous

notation

F, = 0, R; = iSi, T, = S; '.

(68).

The solution is easily obtained without any restriction to the values of i or m/n

by means of the following artifice. The equilibrium terms* in the displacements are

known to be

ir'-' «-'"+= „ ,

.

u = ci— ,-—^x "i cos kt,
2n.(t — 1)

" w r'-'a-'+'
I-

(69).

^~J_ ^_^,~2«(i-l)''°^^*

dd sin 6 (l(f>

and so are derivable by differentiation from the potential

Mi^i)^*'^^^^"'-

Suppose now for a little we employ fixed cartesian coordinates x, y, z, the dis-

placements relative to these being a, Q, 7. Also let

* Cmni}. Phil. Soc. Tram., Vol. xv., Equations (109), p. 379.
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where Oo is the equilibrium value. Then as we have just seen

± d^ d 2n{i-l)
dx dy dz

Sicoskt (.70).

We notice that Oo, /3o, 7o themselves are solid spherical harmonics, and that the

corresponding dilatation Ao vanishes. There being no bodily forces, the first body stress

equation is

dA -, d'a
m ^— + n\ -a- p -j- = 0.

dx at-

The terms independent of fc" vanish, and the terms in k- give

m -p-- + ;(V-'a.. + pa„ = 0.
a.v

Thus substituting the value of o,, from (70), we have

m ^' + r.V-^ou + pf \,r^^-,.r'Si cos kt\=0 (71).

This is identical with the ordinary equilibrium equation

dA _., dV
,,„,_ + ,V-a+p^=0,

for the case of bodily forces derivable from a potential V, provided

a'
-1+2

F= -";.
^
^r^Si cos kt.

2n{i — 1)

Again there are no terms in kP in the surface forces derived from the potential

r'a-'+^-Si cos kt ;
'

thus the terms containing k" in the expi-essions for the displacements must by themselves

satisfy the equations for a free surface.

The terms A-^Sa &c. in the displacements arising from the given system of surface

forces thus satisfy the same body-stress equations, and the same surface equations, as

the displacements supplied by the equilibrium theory for the case when there act

bodily forces derivable from the potential

- r'/Sf cos kt.
2n{i-l)

Consequently the terms in k'^ in the displacements of the present problem must be

identical with the displacements in the specified case of equilibrium. They are thus

deducible at once from my general solution for the equilibrium of a solid sphere*.

* Camb. Phil. Soc. Trans., Vol. sir., Equations (36) to (39), pp. 264—265.
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The expressions ti> wliich we are thus led are

Si con ktir'-'a-'+-
u =

2n{i-l)

cos ktr''-^a-'+^
1 +

IK 1 rf.Si 2n{i-\)

(W siu 'd(f>

The corresponding dilatation is given by

k-p ir'a~'^-Si cos kt

k-p i{(i+ 2) ?>t - »} g- - ({ - 1) j(i+ l)m-n]r'~\

n 2(i-l)((2i» + 4i + 3)m-(2i+l)»i) J
' "''

/>''-p i \(i + 2)m- n] a' -(i-l) {(i + 3) m - n} r'1 ...

H 2 (j - 1) [(2t= + ii 4- 3) ?n - (2i + I) «) J

A='
n 2(i-l)((2t» + 4i+3)m-(2i+l)>i)

It is zero on the equilibrium theory.

For the surface values of the displacements we have

.(74).

u,
iaSi cos kt

" 2n(i-l)

"a _ <'-V, _ a COS kt

dSi" 1 dSi ~ 2n(i- 1)

rf^ sin ^ (^0

1
4- ''^'PJ£

(2i + l)m-/i
]

,^.

M 2(i-l)}(22;= + 4i + 3)m-(2i+l)n!j
^

1 +
:-'/3a- 3?« — n

2 (I - 1) l(2i- + 4i + 3) m - (2i + l)"lj
.(76).

The dynamical correction tends as usual to increase the surface displacements ; it is

relatively more important for the radial than the tangential displacements. Its importance,

for a given frequency of vibration, diminishes rapidly as i increases.

The results (72) to (76) may be verified for the case nl'm = by putting Ri/i=Ti = Si

in (48) to (o3), and for the case i=2 by putting R,/2=T. = S. in (.57) to (63). It

was in fact a study of the solutions found in these two cases that led me to the train

of reasoning by which the results (72) to (76) are deduced here.

§ 14. Before quitting the subject of mixed radial and transverse vibrations, it is

worth noticing that near the centre of the sphere in all the preceding cases the dis-

placements are deducible, to a close degree of approximation, from a species of potential

function Q, such that

dQ IdQ 1 dQ
"~

dr' "~rde w =
r siu d<l>'

.(77).

This is easily verified in the several formulae, retaining in each only the lowest

power of r.

The values of Q in the several cases are as follows:

—

for incompressible material, with i any value,

Q = {Ri + pa'Vi)\{(i + 2) + k'pa"-
cos ktr'a"^'^^

2n (i-l)(2v' + 4-i-\-S)

-Ti(i+l)\i--i-S + k

Vol. XVI. Part I.

2i» + 18i* + 4,W + SSi' + 17i + 15

4n {i-l) {2i + 5) (2^- + 4i + 3)

„ „ i {2i* + 8i' - IQi' - 1 2i - 45) n
^""4ft(i-l)(2i + 5)(2i=+4i + 3))J

^ '•
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for case i = 2, with n/m any value,

cos kt r"

Q 2n(19m-5n)
[pa^nj2{im-n) + k'fia

(2009ot' + 1047 m-ft - 855mw' + 123n»)

84n (??i + ?0 (19»i - 5n)

287m' + 2l7m"-n - 82mn^ + 12n'l
+ R,\8m — n + k-pd- r-j^

—

;

—

z-prr. v^
(^

'^
12/i(m + 7i)(19??t — 5

+ 12?i='
[

-•{+ rJ3(TO-r!) + i-='/)a'

169m= + 5ni=n - 122»!n= + ISh^

6« (m + n) (I9m — on)

for case of surface forces derivable from potential r'a^'+'/Sj cos kt,

Q =
Si cos kt 7-'a~'"'"-

2n(i-l)

I [(t + 2) m - w}

+ ^''"*
2n (i - 1) {(2i^ + 4i + 3) m - (2t + 1)in)J

.(79):

.(80).

SOLID SPHERE.

Pure Transverse Vibrations.

§ 15. The typical surface forces are

1 dz; ,^ . dTi .,
-.—^ -y-r COS kt, q> = — -Ts cos kt,
sin d d(l> ad

see § 2. For the value of Wf in the general solution (11) and (12) we have by (26)

aBiWi = -Ti.
n

When the frequency of the forced vibrations is small compared to that of the funda-

mental vibration of the pure transverse tj'pe depending on a harmonic of degree i, we

may employ the approximation (39) for 5,-. Doing so we find eventually, retaining only

terms in k'' in addition to the equilibrium values,

1 dTi

w cos kt r''a~^'*'^

dTi 7i(i—l)
l+k'p

(z+l)a°-(i-l)r''

2?i(t-l)(2t + 3)
.(81).

sin e d<p d6

The dynamical correction obviously increases the numerical value of the displacements

for all values of r; this increase, relatively considered, diminishes however as r increases.

For the surface values of the displacements we have

1n'a _ a cos kt (.. k-pa'

1 dTi^~d7i^n(i-l)\ '^^r(T-l){2i+ 3)
.(82).

sin d<\> dO

For given values of k, p, a and 7i the relative importance of the dynamical correction

falls ofif rapidly as i increases.
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Si'EciLS i = l OF Pure Transverse Viisrations.

§ IG. This species, called by Prof. Lamb the rotatorjj, claims special attention.

Taking for simplicity the axis of the harmonic as the line ^ = 0, we have the

applied forces given by

<1> = T, sin ^ cos A-« (83),

where Ti is a constant. Such a force system is not in statical equilibrium except when

coskt = 0, but has a resultant couple

§7ra'Ti cos kt

about the line ^ = 0.

If the time factor did not exist, the couple would produce a continually accelerated

angular velocity about 6 = 0, and the displacements might be regarded as tending to

become infinite. When the time factor exists, however, this ceases to be the case. Treat-

ing the sphere as a rigid body, the azimuth </>, relative to a plane fixed in space, of any

plane fixed in the body and containing ^ = 0, satisfies, it will be found, the differential

equation

jij =—5 Ti cos kt.
dt^ pa'

If we suppose <j> = when t = 7r/2A;

5ti cos kt
we get

<f>
=

pa'/i'

This answers, so long as k is not zero, to a simple harmonic oscillation about a mean

position corresponding to ^ = 0. The displacement of the point (r, 0) from its mean position,

measured along the arc of the small circle on which the point moves, is

rsind.ff) or — 5?- sin cos kt t^ /pa'kr (,S4).

The formulae (81) and (82), if in them we put i= 1, lead to the obviously erroneous

result that the displacements are infinite. This is due to the mathematical treatment, which

assumed the value (39) of Bj to be replaceable by

This is satisfactory unless i = l, but in that case we have instead

B,=-L,2a-iyi.^\f{l-^f+^y*) (85).

Using this, we find in place of (81)

5r
w = — Ti sin 6 cos li:

-

pa-k"

and in place of (82)

Wa = - T, sin cos kt —;j-.

pa-k-" _

_ k-p 7r"- - 5a"- /I^pV 63H - 126r°a''+ 55o«
"

Ti 70~'^\Vi) 17640
.(86),

(87).

6—2
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The principal term in (86) taken alone would give

, rsinOcoskt ,„„,w = — or, T^-T (08).
pa-k-

Answering to this, however, we see by reference to (2) that the stresses are all zero.

In other words (88) must represent a rigid body displacement, and comparing it with (84)

we see it must stand for the displacement supplied by ordinary Rigid Dynamics. Omitting

the rigid body displacement, we get for the true elastic displacement

. . , ra--{^ ^ . , i-=p63r'-126r=a=+55a*') ,„,
w = T, sm cos kt ^r-— \t 1- - oa- ^^^^^ \

(oy),
I4?i

I
ft 2o2

j

and for its surface value

If these results hold when k is small,—and the proof seems pretty satisfactory,—it is on

physical grounds difficult to see how the results

w = T, sin 6 r (7r^ — oa"), I4/i((-,

Wa = Tj sin ^ cos /.-^ ;^ -j
1 + g!j -^\ (90).

,-.. (91)
Wo = Ti sin 6 ajln

can fail to hold for the elastic displacements in the sphere under the action of the

surface force tj) = t sin d.

We thus appear to have hit on the solution of a problem which seemed insoluble when

approached from the ordinary equilibrium equations. Our solution throws light on an

aspect of the case left dark by ordinary Rigid Dynamics, viz. the mode in which the

influence of the surface forces is transmitted inwards. We now see that the surface

material forges ahead, following the lead of the applied forces, while the central material

lags behind. The total displacement is in fact by (91) greater or less than the rigid body

displacement according as the point considered lies outside or inside of the spherical surface

r = a V5j7.

The rigid body rotation gives origin to "' centrifugal forces " and to elastic strains and

stresses depending thereon, but these may be separately treated. They prescribe a limit

to the application of the elastic solid theoiy.

The dynamical correction is seen by (90) to increase as usual the surface value of the

elastic displacement.

THIN SPHERICAL SHELL.

§ 17. We now proceed to consider the second class of forced vibrations referred to

in § 1, viz. the vibrations of any frequencj' in a thin shell. By a thin shell is meant

one whose thickness h bears to a, the radius of the outer surface, a ratio whose

lowest power only need be retained in any mathematical expression occurring in the

solution. This may imply of course a limitation in some of the results.
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Supposing there to be only surface forces, given by (7), acting on the outer surface

we find that ('(piations (22) to (27) may be written

A ,
)', + Bi^i + A -i-, V-i^ , + /i-,-, Z. Hi. \

n

V a da \ a da J \ a da j

+ (^--««%^^^- = «'

y...(92).

A rfCV h dDi\ h dC_i_,\
a '

aBiWi + a5_i_, F_._, = - t,- ,

'^^^ - a «i ^^^ " • +
f'^--'

-
a «1 («^--4 = «

.(93).

The first four and the last two of these equations form independent systems.

Taking first equations (92), we find for the value of the determinant IT,- formed of the

coefficients as in (2S),

\\i =
\aj

^£. Bi, A-i-i, B_i-i

dAi dBi dA_i^, dB^_,
a-T— , a-j- , a ,

da da da da

dCi dDi dC^i-, dP-i^,

da ' da ' da ' da

.(94).

In finding the values of IT,- and of F,-, Zi, F_,_i, Z_i_i use is made of the

following results obtainable from the definitions (15):

—

dAj

da
.

/-4x-' + (i(z-l)(i + 2)
" ^^--^i——«—

^tt:-
—1\/- , o\

—

_ ^ y' - iy^ jv' + 1 + 3) + 16a^ + 4 (r - 1) t (i + 1) {i + 2)

* ' :y=-2(i-l)(i + 2)

dBi^ 2i (i + 1) A- [f - {i - 1) (^• + 2)] - 2^, [f - 3 (i - 1) ({ + 2)}

da 3/*-2(z-l)(i+2)

dCi ^ 2Ai {a?-{i-l) (i + 2)} - 4C,- {f--ap-(i- 1) (j + 2)}
" da y^-2(i-l){i+2)

!- ...(9.5).

da y^-2{i-l){i + 2)

_ y*-2y-(2i' + 2i-l ) + i{i- l)i(t + l)(t + 2 )

2i(i+l){/-2(i-i)(i + 2)}
'

;
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where as before

Writing 4 _,_,,... Z)_,_i for Ai,...Di respectively in the above, we obtain without

further change the values of a
~'~'

,...a
~'~

' in terms of ^ _,_,,... D_._,. This follows

from the fact that the substitution of - i - 1 for + i leaves unaltered i (i + 1 ) and

(i-T)(t + 2).

Writing for shortness

-a.,'CLi_i — t/f^-i-i _ ,, \

i/=-2(i-l)(i + 2)
= Ni

.(96),

we obtain fi-om (95) and the corresponding formulae with the suffix - i - I the

following results :

—

dAi . dA-i-j

^-^-'"'d^-^^'' da
^Mi (y - ^y-ii^ + i + 3)+ 16x» + 4 (i - 1) {i + 2) i (i + 1))

^_,_,a ^^* -A,a^^' = 4.V,
J;/^

- :r= - ({ - 1 ) {i + 2)]

C^i_,a^ - CiU^^p = Mi ir -ix=+6{i- 1) (i + 2)1

^--«f-^^'^T' =2^^{-=-(-l)(^ + 2)).

...(97),

..(98),

...(99),

.(100),

a "^A-'a^^'-a^^^^a^^Mi \f-a? - f- ii' + i + 2) - 2xHi-\)ii + 2)
da da da da

fi_,_,a ^' - Bia^^> = 2i {i + \)N, [f - (i - l)(i + 2))

+ 2(i-l)(i; + 2)(i-2)(i + 3)l (101),

(102),

B-...a'^-Bia'-^=-N,[f-Hi-l)ii^2)}. .(103),

/)_,_.a^'-Aa^^^'=2iV,{2/=-3(i-l)(i + 2)l (104),

dPi_^ dR^_ 1_
^-'-''' rfa ' da ~2i(i+l)

Ni {y'-2y-(2i'+2i-l)+'i (i-l)(i + 2)i{i+ l)j...(105).

„^a'^^-a^-^'a^=Ni\y*-f(di'+Si-2)+2{i-l){i+2)(i-2)({ + S)]...(l0e).
da da da da i^ j ^
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Returning iiuw to (!)4), we have

- (^--''^ d^
- ^''^ -^^ J l^--" da - ^^'^ -dor)

dA d5_i_, rfyy^ dD_i_,
+ (AiC.i.,-CiA.i^,)(a-j^a

da da da

+ (A5-.-.-5.i)-.-0(a^-«-^^--a^^a-^^j (10<).

Substituting from equations (97)... (106), we find on reduction

"' = ^^ ifrT) 2^' K^' - 1) (^' + 2) m"- - 4^0 - i (2i^ + 2.- + 5) If

+ {i' + i + i)y'-x''+if] (108).

This expression is convenient for our present purposes. When desirable, however,

the values of Mi and iV"; are easily substituted. For by the definitions (15), we get

2

Thus using the definition (14) of the Bessel's, \vith the corresponding result

X [/'c+j {x) J^i_i (x) - Ji+i (x) J'_i_i (x)} = (2z + 1 ) LiLi

,

we have

aar

Similarly

2(2> + l)

Hence finally

M,Ni _{2{2i + l)L,Lr
i^

i{i+l) \iii + l)a'ar\ ^ '

'"

The employment of (109) in (108) supplies an elegant value for 11;, showing'

exactly how it depends on the definition of the Bessel's functions.

§ 18. As we intend retaining only lowest powers of hja we may regard the

displacements as constant throughout the thickness, and so write a for r in the general

formulae (10), (H), (12). We can then express the coefficients of F,-, Zi, F_,_,, Z
, ,

in these formulae in terms of -4,-, Be etc.
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For instance the coefficient of Yi cos kt in (10) is

2 (A, + 2Ci)
J _ 2 (A- + 20.)

*"r (i-/8ar-2(t-l)(t+2).

Treating each coefficient in (10) in this way, and writing y- for (k^af, we find

after reduction

{a-'w/cos U] {f -2{i- 1) {i+ 2)j = - {AiYi + B^Z^ + ^_._,r_,_, + £_,_,Z_,_,)

- i(i + l){CiYi-^DiZi + C_i_,F_,_, + Z)_,-.-^_,_,) + \y"- (C.F, + C_,_,r_._.)-

Whence by means of the two first surface conditions (92), we get

u = a cos kt
1 Ri+i(i + l)Ti ^ CiY + CU-^Y_i_,

ny^-2(i-l)(i + 2) 2^ f.-2{i-l)ii+2)j

Treating (II) and (12) in a similar flishion, we find

V = a cos kt
d Hi + 2Ti

+
£iZi + £ i^,Z^i^i

del ny^-2 {i - I) (i +2) 2i (i + 1) y' -2{i - I) (i + 2)

.(110).

.(Ill),

(112).w = expression obtained by \\Titing -:—^ -r^ for ^ in vahie of v

Taking now the four equations (92), and combining the determinants arising in the

vahies of Yi and F_,.^], we find without serious difficulty

C.-y.- + 0_i_,y_i_, h M,Ni
y'--2{i-\)(i+2) na Hi

Similarly we find

.^^^^^^R,[f-2if(2v + 2i-D + U{i+\).

+ 7;(3/-4.-) .(113).

BiZi + B_,_,Z_i_, h
^ifi[ii^^sf-ia:"-)-iT,(y^-Uy^ + W.r^)] (114).y'-2(i-l)(i+2) na H;

Substituting in (113) and (ll-l) the value of
n,

ft'om (lOS), and then introducing

the resulting expressions in (110), (111) and (112), we rind

a cos kt Ri + i{i+l)Ti

_ y^-2{i-l){i+2)

a Rj {2(21= + 2i-l)f--ii {i+\)x'-y>\ + 2i{i + l) Ti{3y--4>af)

h 4 (i - I ) (i + 2) (3/ - 4.1-=) + iy-,i~ (i- + ? + 4) - 2;/* (2i- + 2i + 5) + y^

a cos kt d
''

n dO

+

Ri + 2Ti

f-2{i-\){i + 2)

a 2Ri (3j/' -ix^) + Tj {4 (3/ - 4e^) - y*\

/; 4 (i - 1) {i + 2) (3y- - ^a?) + 'iy-a:r(i- + i + 4) - 2^" (2i= + 2i' + .5) + /

V' = expression obtained by writing — n-ri ^^^ ja i^ value of v

.(115),

.(116),

.(117).
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In (k'termining the values of 6',)'- + C'_._,F_,_, and BiZi + B_i_,Z-i., we neglected

all but till' algebraically lowest power of h/a, and thus to be consistent we must omit
the terms

- an-' cos let [B; + i{i + l) 7'..| [f _ 2 (i' - 1 ) (i + 2)}-' in the value of «,

- ««- cos kt
-f

(11- + 27',) [f - 2 (i - 1 ) (i + 2))-'
cie'

;i it M

-an-^cosktJ^^~{R^ + 2Td{rf-2ii-l)(i + 2yr , w.

The terms left in the values of the displacements are of the order

a- applied force

h n

To put the expressions for the displacements into an immediately serviceable form,

write in their values for x" and y-, and divide out above and below by K We then

find after some simplification

„ {2i-+ 2i— \)m — n / _ k"pa?_ m + n \

^^_iv cos k-t
' 3m -M \ 2n {2P+2i-^)m-n)^^^''^^'^'

2nh(i-l){i+2) kjHir (2i- + 2i + ^) tn -Sn jkyay m + n
•••(US),

n 2{i-Y)(i+2){Sm-n) \ n J -i {i - l)(i + 2){Sm - n)

a- cos kt dOl V -in 3m — nj]

2nh {i — l)(z + 2) _ k-pa- {2i- + 2* + 5) m — :in ,k'-pa- \- m + n

n ~ 2(i-lj{i + 2)(.3»t - n)
"*"

["iTJ 'i{i-l){i + 2){3m-n)

w = expression obtained h\ writing . -z. -r- for -j^ in value of v° sm 6 a<j) do
.(120)

§ 19. The displacements can be thrown into a foi-m which is shorter and more

suggestive physically-, by the employment of the roots of the \arious tj-pes of free

vibrations in the thin shell.

The denominator in the equations (118), (119), (120) when equated to zero is of

course the frequency ecjuation for free vibrations of the t}^e mixed radial and transverse

depending on surface harmonics of degi-ee i. This equation may be written

/(ZrOHA-^-2/l-^A
^^^'-'^'"''^^"^"^"

+4(.--l)(.- + 2)fAY^^'^" = d^D-

This differs from the equation originally given by Lamb* only in the notation.

Regarding this as a quadratic equation in k" we shall denote the roots, in ascending

order of magnitude, by K," and K„-. We shall also make use of K,? and K-j", where

A'„/27r is the frequency of free vibrations of the pure radial type, and A^ 27r that of

* I'roc. London Math. Soc, Vol. xiv.

Vol. XVI. Part I. 7
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free vibrations of the pure transverse type answering to displacements which contain

surface harmonics of degree i. For these quantities we have the expressions

„., 4n(3m — n)

pa-{m + n)

A7 = (!'-n(i + 2)

.(122)*,

.(123)t.
pa-

As pointed out by Lamb, A',,- is the real root supplied by (121) when i' = 0, but

its value is got most simply by treating the radial ^-ibrations separately.

Defining /(kr) as in (121) we easily find

•^^,ff^=-^^ = -iMi + l)A7 (124),

Km.^^K^Ki (125).

lQ + K.?-{K,? + K.f) = \i{i+l)K,r (126).

From (124) we see that 7^i'- is less and K.? gi-eater than either K^- or K-i-.

The denominator in (118), (119) and (120) is of course simply

{^-m-&
and emploj-ing (122), (123), (125) and (126) we eiisily throw these equations into

the forms:

—

(2t2 + 2i - 1) m - w /, A^

u =

v =

w =

a- cos kt 3??
^- K^^K.-K^ ^^^'^^^'"'

2nh{i-l){i + 2)

I'-i
k'

a- cos kt

2nh(i-l){i+2)
cll^^+n^-l.7; M

k-" \ f

^-h 1
k^

...(127),

.(128),

expression obtained by writing • a ^, ^^r -jy. in value of v .(129).

As no assumption has been made as to the magnitude of k, it may have any value

which does not lead to infinite values for the displacements. These results are thus in

one respect much more general than those found for the solid sphere.

Putting ^• = we obtain results identical with thuse found b\- retaining onh' the

algebraically lowest power of lija in my solution of the equilibrium problem
:J:.

This seems

so far a satisfactory test of the accuracy of both d}^lamical and equilibrium solutions.

The reservation made in obtaining the equilibrium solution that t-A/a was small § is equally

necessary in the present case.

* Lamb, 1. c. p. 50. See also Camb. Phil. Soc. Trans., Vol. xiv. p. 321.

X Camb. Phil. Soc. Tram., Vol. xv. Equations (96) and (97) on p. 369.

t Ibid. p. 320, or Lamb 1. c.

§ 1. c. p. 373.
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Fn.iu (127), (12S), (12!)) wv hav.' .it once

u
,„ , wlicn /i', vaiiibhes,

V IV V' -\~ if'

= dEr-r-JF= InlRX / 1 c/J^y-
'"'^"" '^' -^"i^hes (130,.

dd sin e (l<f> V [ ,W I
^ Uin 6 d<^)

This is the identical relation met with in § 10 in the case of the solid sphere.

In discussing the influence of the value of k on the displacements, we shall call a

displacement direct or reversed according <as its sign is or is not the same as it would

be on the e(|uilibiinni theory.

The nuliai displacement dei)cnding on the radial surface force is direct when

k' < Ki^,

and also when K^- + K.r — K,^- < Ic' < A'/

;

it is reversed when Ki- < k-'- < K^- + AV — A'„',

and also when k- > K.?.

It vanishes when k- = K^- + K«- — K,r,

a value less than A'./, but exceeding /vV + A';- when i is equal to or greater than 2.

When k- < K,", the radial displacement, being dii-ect, is always greater than on the equi-

libriuni theory; but though still direct it is less than on the equililiiium theory when

k- only slightly exceeds A",'- + K.^- — K,r.

The radial displacement depending ou tangential surface forces, and the tangential dis-

placements depending on radial surface forces, are revei-sed when k lies between A", and K^;

otherwise they are direct.

When direct they are greater or less than on the equilibrium theoiy according as k' is

less or greater than iv," + K^-.

The tangential displacements depending on the tangential surface forces are direct when

k<K„
and also when A'„ <k < K„

;

they are reversed when K^K k < K^,

and also when k > K...

They vanish, as is well worth noticing, when

k = 7io,

i.e. when the frequency equals that of the free radial vibrations.

When dii-ect these tangential displacements are greater than on the equilibrium theory

except when k lies between

A'„ and 7v'„il + ii0'+l)li.

When klK. is large all the di.*placcments are numerically very small com]iared to their

values on the equilibrium theory.

7—2
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PURE RADIAL VIBRATIONS.

§ 20. For the pm-e radial vibrations, answering to the uniform sui'face force

R = Ro cos kt

over r = a, we find—either directly or by putting i=0 in (118)—

_a- m + n R,: cos kt
H'ilV~ nh 4> {S)n — n) 1 Irpa- m + n ^ ''

4 n 3m — n

, a- m + n R„ cos kt
or, using (122), «=^t7s ; TT- (1-32).° ^ nh 4 {3m — n)

^
k-

The displacement is dii-ect or reversed according as the fi'equency of the applied forces

is less or greater than that of the fi-ee radial vibrations.

When direct, the displacement is always greater than on the equilibrium theory ; when

reversed, it diminishes as Jc increases from K„, becoming very small when k is very large.

PURE TRANSVERSE VIBRATIONS.

§ 21. The values of TT,-, TF_,_i in the formulae (11) and (12) of the general solution

are given by (93). Retaining only algebraically lowest powers of h/a we thence obtain

where

a

2 T-

aBi, aR-i-i

.(133),

.(134).

EmplojTng (9.5) we find

"^' = ^'(^+i>^V^^:]^^+^{y°-(^-^)(^+^)i (135),

where y = k^a as usual.

Writing a for r in (11) we find that the terms in W; and Tr_,_, may be written

^^ [{5,- + i {i + 1) Z),} W,- + [B^t_, + i {i + 1) i)_,_,} Tf_,_,]

" = ""'
f-2(i-l){i + 2)

•

Substituting for TF; and W_i_i from (133), and thereafter for

DiB_i_,-BiD_i_,i{i + l)

f-2ii-i){{ + 2) n,'

from (135), we find

1 dn ,

, -^—a ,, cos kt
a- sin c/d>

' =^ (.-l)J^2)-f (1-^6X
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and similarly wo have

,^ CiJSA-'t

W = - ,
-. ; :

5
; (l.^O-

///((J- l)(t + 2)-,y-

ElluatiIlg to zero the denominator in (l:5G) or (137) we obtain of course the frequency

equation (123) for the free vibrations of the pure transvei-se type depending on harmonies

of degree i. Eni])loying the value of K.^ we may replace (LSG) and (137) by

V _ '" _<''^ cos H I nss>
~\ 'd7r~^i~nli(,i-\){i + '2.) ,_ h' "

sin e d<j> de K}

The displacements are thtis direct or reversed according as the frequency of the ai)plied

forces is less or greater thau the frequency of free transverse vibrations depending on

harmonics of the same degree as the applied forces. When direct, the displacements are

always greater than on the enuilibriuiii thcDry; when reversed, they fall off as k in-

creases from K-i.

The exact analogy of the conclusions for pure radial and pure transverse vibrations

is worthy of notice.

§ 22. For facility of reference I collect the results obtained for the several species

of forces in a thin shell of thickness h. The forces are supposed to act over r = a,

and to be

radial R = R^ cos kt + R: cos kt,

tangential, along meridian, @ = ~-coskt+ . ^ -j^ cos kt,

^ 1 d'i\ ,, dTi ,^
„ ,

perp. to „ .
C& =

^^ -^ ^-
cos kt - ^^ cos H ;

where R, is a constant, i?,, Ti, n surface harmonics of degree i. The frequencies of the

free vibrations in the shell are

Ay27r pure radial,

/i,/27r and K.'^Tr mixed radial and transverse, depending on surface harmonics of degree i,

K3/2ir pure transverse, depending on surface harmonics of degree i.

The displacements are as follows:

—

a" ,^\ m + n R,,
u= —r cos kt j-r^ ;

^ prrir^,
nh -i {dm — ») 1 — k-jKo-

3»t — n \ /Vi'+Ao-— Aq/

l)(i- + 2)(l-A--'A:,-)(l-A:=7v/)
(139),

a^ cos/^ \
^m^i^-m^n ^"^

" ~ nh (i - 1) (i + 2) L (1 - k^lK,')(l - k\ KJ) ^ 1 - k^:JQl
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COS kt \^/^ f,
!ii?,+(l-^--7vV)2',l

sm fl(p
'-

dTi

nh {i-\){i + 2)l {V- k\ A'.-'j ( I
- 1\ A'.r) l-A-AT:,

.(Ul).

(142).

The con-esponding value of the dilatation is

a cos kt r R, (1 - A-yAV) R; +\i(i+l) (k^/K/) T -

^~h 3m -nil- k'l'K,'
^

(1 - k^/K,') (1 - k^/KJ)

Only the algebraically lowest power of It/a is retained, and the results are not to

be trusted unless i-h/a is small.

Strains and stresses whose expressions contain no differential coefficients with resjJect

to ?- may be deduced at once from the values of the displacements, and like them have,

to a first approximation, the same value at all points on the same normal to the

shell.

The value of the radial strain over r = a is given correctly to the present degi'ee

of approximation by the relation

fdu\ _ 7)1 — n .

If forces act over both the outer and inner surfaces, the above formulae will still

hold when iJ,, cos kt, Ri cos kt, &c. are taken to represent the algebraical resultants of the

forces applied over corresponding unit elements of the two surfaces, provided these

resultants be of the same order of magnitude as the separate forces acting over the two

surfaces.

§ 23. Looking at (122) we see that in the case of pure radial surface forces,

R = Ro cos kt,

the expression (132) for the displacement may be written

i2„ cos kt R
u = (143).ph{K,^-¥) ph(JQ-t)

Similarly we see fi'om (123) that in the case of the jjure transverse surface forces

„ 1 dr: , . f?T,- ,© = ^—u -r^ cos kt, <J^ = - fv, cos kt,
smd d<f) dd

the formula (138) for the displacements may be written

~kt

J. (It;

sin 6 d<f)

or

v = -

drj ph (A';- - k-)

' dd

*

.(144),

"^"^
pl,{K,f-k^)

(145).
ph(K,'-k')'

When the surface forces are of the mixed radial and transverse t3'pe the expres-

sions (127), (128), (129) for the displacements do not naturally fall into such simple
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foniis. Fill- one thing the (k'niiiiiinator contains the two liictois K,'- — /c- and K./—k-.

The simplicity, however, of the results in the other Ciuses led nie t<j try whether some-

thing similar might not be effected tor the mixed radial and transverse vibrations by

sepaniting the two vibrations whose frequencies are combined in (121).

Eventually the fiillowing line of reiusoning produced the ilesired result:

—

The one coiiumin feature of the pure radial and the piu'e transverse vibrations is that

the direction of the displacement coincides with that of the applied force. Is it possible

for this phenomenon to occur with mixed radial and transverse displacements; i.e. can

we have

" _ y _ i«

Putting A=0 in (llfs), (119), (120) we see this relation is satisfied in the ca.se of

equilibrium if

'^"i::^r-" ^-<'--)^t-- <«'

Employing (122), (123), (12.5) and (12(3), we find we can write (l-tG) in the form

(R>y ^ R, Kr + A7 - 2Jr„'
, ,

(A^^ - K,') {K^ - K,') _ ^
[tJ -^T, Z?

""*
TQ ^'

or

(^^^^)(t--*;^^)- '-'

The directions of the resultants of the displacements and the applied forces of the

mixed radial and transverse tj'pe thus coincide wl\en either

iJ,/r, = 2(A7-ir„0/A'„= (148),

or

RilTi = 2(K{--K:-)'K.:- (149).

In the general case when i?,- and T,- are independent we s])lit the fi:>rces into two

sets b}' making

Ri = Ri' + R-', Ti=T-+T/' (1.50);

where

2(Ar,= -Z,r) IQ K,^{K,^-K,^)
^^'^'

2(k,^-k:-)-iq khjQ-k^ ^''-'•

Substituting for i?,- and T; in terms of if,', Ri', T- and T,", and using (122) &c.,

we easily replace (127), (128) and (129) by

_ Ri cos kt Ri" cos kt
zi -q\

''- ph{K,^-k^)'^ph(Kj^¥) ^^^^^"
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dT{ .^ cIT;' .^-
, ^ cos At —

, ,, cos Kt

— n 'A^
^~ph{K,'-kn^ ph{K.r-k') ^ ^^ ^'

1 dT/ ,^ I dTi" .

^—a T2- C«S kt -.- a -jjT COS kf
sin f/ ad) sm P ad) /, .-x

'" =—
; , J' —Hx- +

1 , ,'
—rr— (loo).

pli {h ]- — A-) ph (Ao- — A-)

The object iu view is obviously fully accomplished. We have split the applied

forces of the mixed radial and transverse t}^5e into two sets. The first has for its

components

dT' 1 dT'
E' = R- cos kt, 0' = ,

' cos kt, *' = . . ^ cos At,
do sin a d<p

Avhere Rl, Tl are given by (151); and the con-esponding displacements u', v' , w' are

given by

U__'0' _W^_ 1 ., -ps

R' & *'-p/, (7i7_/L.'^)
^^^''^•

The second set has for its components

dT" ^ dT"
R" = R!" cos kt. 6" ='^ cos At <I>" =^^: cos At

aO sm ff d(f)

where i?,", T" are given by (152); and the corresponding displacements u", v", w" are

given by

R" ~ @" - 4>" - ph {]Q - k^) ^
^'^'

Since ii' , v, w' become infinite when k = K^, while w", v", w'' become infinite when

k = K„, it might be assumed as practically certain on physical grounds that the directions

of the resultant displacements in the two cases coincide with those of the resultant

displacements in the free vibrations, of frequencies KJ2Tr and K../2ir respectively, which

depend on surface harmonics of the specified forms.

It is, however, unnecessary to rely on physical grounds alone, because the mathe-

matical proof is easily obtainable. Thus take the equations (92) and put

R; = 0=Ti.

Suppose the vibration frequency to be A'/Stt, and the surface harmonic appearing

in the displacements to be S^. Then we find without serious trouble

U V U'

I

Si AV k' - K,' dSi K-' A-^ -A:,r 1 _ dS;

* K^- - Ko' Ki - K^ de * K{- - K;- K.^ - K,' sin (9 d0

.(158).

Taking k = K^, we get

?(

^S',- IQ dSi_ K,' 1 dj^

2 {K.? - IQ) de 2 (A7 - K^) sin 6 d,^

and, supposing 8; x ^7v„-i?, — (A','- — A',-) Ti,
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we recognise from (lol) the identit}- in the directioiw of the resultant displacement

in this free vibration and the forced vibration (156).

Taking on the other hand Ic = K.. in (158) we get a free vibration which, supposing

has clearly the same direction for its resultant displacement as the forced vibration (L57).

The conclusions we have reached for the thin shell may be presented as follows :

—

The applied forces may be split into :

Pure radial forces one set;

r, , . (giving for representative)
Pure transverse forces < , r , • f one set:

( hai-monic oi degi'ee t )

,,. , ,.
, ,

. (giving for representative
Mixed radial and transverse forces < , . z. , . two sets.

( harmonic oi degree i

In each set we have

:

Resultant displacement along the same direction at every point as the resultant

force, and

lorcG
displacement = —j~-,f^.

—
,.,, (159);

pn(K- — K-

)

where

kj2TT = frequency of applied periodic force,

= for equilibrium
;

K/2-rr = frequency of free vibration of con-esponding type (whose direction of motion

coincides with the line of action of the applied force at every point).

In the case of equilibrium phK- may be regarded :»s measuring the elastic resist-

ance to the displacement. It is a quantity \aryiug as the mass of the shell per unit

area of surface, and as the square of the frequency in that species of free vibration in

which the displacements involve the same surface hainnonics and have the same direction

for their resultant as the equilibrium displacement in question.

This relationship between the phenomena of equilibrium and motion appears of

great physical interest. So far as I know, no case of it has been previously noticed in

elastic solids.

Vol. XVI. Part I.



III. Distribution of Solar Radiation on the Surface of the Earth, and its

dependence on Astronomical Elements. By R. Hargreaves, M.A., formerly

Fellow of St John's College.

[Read Jan. 27, 1896.]

The object of the following paper is to express in the form of a harmonic series

the amount of heat due to the earth, in any latitude or for a zone of any extent, from

solar radiation at any period of the year. In the main part of the paper, the earth's

atmosphere is taken to be diathermanous, but afterwards absorption is admitted according

to a law of some generality, and the same methods are adapted to this case also. The

coefficients are expressed in finite form by means of complete elliptic integrals of the three

kinds, and also by series of zonal harmonics, and numerical results are tabulated for

every ten degrees of latitude. Special attention is paid to the way in which the various

terms are affected by changes in the values of the astronomical elements, obliquity of

ecliptic, eccentricity of orbit, and longitude of perihelion. The harmonic form is suitable

for application to meteorological questions, or the question of underground temperature

near the surface of the earth, or to such secular changes of climate as are discussed in

the theory of glacial epochs.

As many are interested in these questions who would be unwilling to follow the

manipulation of elliptic integrals, I have given a full outline of argument and con-

clusions apart from the technical work. In this way and by the numerical results,

obtained by somewhat laborious calculations, I hope to have made the material accessible

for purposes of application, to those who do not care to face the mathematical work.

It seems proper to mention that I have found in Ferrel's tract on ' Temperature of

the Atmosphere and Earth's Surface ' a table similar to table (B) below for latitudes up

to 60°. He refers to Haughton's Lectures on Physical Geography for the method, which

is one of approximation by series of slow convergence. He does not appear to have

considered specially the influence of changes in values of the astronomical constants. Also

Sir Robert Ball's book on Glacial Epochs contains a result for the liemisphere, which is

a particular case of results given here for any latitude or for a zone of any extent. I

may add that it was the feeling that results for the average of a hemisphere would

Note, Jan. 20. I have discovered that a paper by to Knowledge covers a certain section of this paper, my
Meech (date 1857) in Vol. ix. of Smithsonian Contributions results being in agreement with his.
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load to ail uiiderstutoment of the case, that induced me to attempt the more general

problem.

§ 1. General Outline. The annual variation in the amount of heat received from

solar radiation in any latitude depends on two causes, the ellipticity of the orbit, and

its inclination to the equatorial plane. In consequence of the first, the distance of the

sun varies, in consequence of the second its declination, on which depend both the

duration of daylight and the altitude attained by the sun. The heat-supply thus subject

to an annual variation may be expressed in Fourier's manner by a harmonic series, and

this will contain a non-periodic term, an annual, a semi-annual term, &c.

Denoting by Ujr- the amount of heat falling on unit surface e.xposed perpendicularly

to the sun's rays for unit time at distance r, the element of heat-.supply is

—
J- (Z-o-t- ijsin 6 + L.,coii26 + L^co&^d + ...) or -

„ (Z„ -i- i, sin ^ -I- ...),

t being mean time, and 6 the orbital angle of the sun measured from the spring

equinox. The formula gives the total variation due to the combined action of the two

causes. The coefficient Z, takes the simple form ^ sin \ sin e, \ being latitude, e obliquity

of the ecliptic ; and has opposite signs in the two hemispheres. The other coefficients

Lo, L„ ... are also functions of \ and e only, but do not change in passing from

northern to southern hemisphere ; they require for their expression in finite form,

complete elliptic integi-als of the three kinds, or they may be expressed in series of

zonal harmonics with sin X as argument, and zonal harmonics with associated functions

with cose as argument. The astronomical constant h is introduced through the equation

d6
r-~- = h, and vnth a year as unit of time its value is 2irab, a and b being semi-axes

of the earth's orbit. Since /( varies as the minor axis it is dependent on the eccentricity,

to a very minute extent however, as the square of the eccentricity is involved. Apart

from this factor the amount of heat received while the sun travels through a fixed angle

in its apparent orbit, is quite clear of the influence of eccentricity. The importance of

this last element emerges when the results are transferred to mean time.

If summer and winter denote the times between the equinoxes, summer and winter

totals of heat-supply on unit area in latitude \ are

IT IT 9fTT

-J-
(Z„ + sin X sin e) and -j- {Lo — sin X sin e), and the annual total —7

—

"

.

The numerical values of the coefficients as far as ij and their differential coefficients

with regard to X and e are given in table (A). As regards L^ it is sometimes con-

venient to have its values expressed in percentage of the mean of the globe; these

values are :

—

X= 0° 10° 20° 30° 40° 50° 60° 70° 80° 90°

L,= 122-i, 120-7, 115-7, 107.5, 96-7, 837, 69-6, 600, 52-5, 507.

8—2
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Also the proportions in which these amounts are divided between summer and winter

are as follows :

—

X= 0° 10= 20° 30° 40° 50° 60° 70° 80° 90°

Summer 50, 53-65, 57-51, 6208, 66-88, 73-24, 81-59, 9115, 97-65, 100

Winter 50, 4635, 42-49, 37-92, 3312, 26-76, 18-41, 885, 235,

Analogous formulce are proved for zones of any extent. The summer and winter

heat-supplies for a polai- cap extending to latitude \ take the form

h
(Z„± cos'^X sin e),

where c is radius of the earth, and Zo a function of X and e which increases from zero

TT
at the pole to ^ at the equator (this last being Sii- R. Ball's case).

If we take the three zones into which latitudes 30° and 60' divide a hemisphere,

the proportions of summer and winter heat-supplies are 554 to 446, 69 to 31, and 89-9

to lO'I respectively; while the total annual supplies for the same are 58-6, 33-4', 8 re-

spectively in percentages of the total for the hemisphere; or 117-3, 91-3, 60-4 per unit

area where the mean of the globe is 100.

§ 2. The way in which Lo, the quantity determining the annual total, depends on

latitude and obliquity of the ecliptic deserves a special study. If e were zero the value

of Lq would reduce to cos X, varying from unity at the equator to zero at the poles. In

e=90''.

Fig. I, A A' corresponds to this case: the abscissfe represent latitudes and the ordinates

corresponding values of L^. CC represents the course of L„ for 6= 23" 27' taken as the
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present value, and it is clear that for a middle range of latitude.', the values of L„ differ

little from those in which e=0, but near the equator are somewhat le.s.s, and near the

pole much greater. If e i.s further increased, the position of the pole becomes constantly

more favourable, that of the equator less favourable. In the extreme ca-se when € = 90",

so that the arctic region has grown till it embraces the globe, the equator being the

final po.sition of the arctic circle, BB' represents the course of L„ which increases con-

/ . 2E
tinuiiusly from equator to pole. I In this case La =— where cos \ is the parameter of the

22 \
iiptic integral, and .'io L„ ranges from — or •6366 to 1.)

The various curves all have the tangent for X=0 parallel to OA', and the value of

Lf either a maximum or a minimum; a maximum for values of 6 less than 65° 20', beyond

that a minimum.

Again, excluding the case e = 0, the tangent for \=90 is parallel to OA', and the

value of io is a minimum up to e = 45°, beyond that a maximum. For values of e

less than 45°, L^ increases continuously as we pass from pole to equator, for values of

6 greater than 65° 20' diminishes continuously. But for intermediate values of e both

equator and pole have maximum values, and consequently there is an intermediate

minimum, which in fact starting when e = 45' at the polar end, shifts gradually across,

till for e = 65° 20' it reaches the equator. The curves DD', EE' shew two of the.se cases,

one with an arctic, the other a non-arctic intermediate minimum ; and the locus of these

minima is the curve UZU' of Fig. 2.

§ 3. There exists a curious correlation in the way in which L^ depends on the two

elements e and X, viz. if each is changed to the complement of the other L^ is un-

changed. For example L^ is the same for e = 20°, \ = 50° as for e = 40', \ = 70 ; the

latitude being arctic in the one case, non-arctic in the other.

Accordingly the statement io = cos \ for e = 0° has for its correlative that L„ = sin e

for the pole \ = 90°. Thus taking any ordinate in AA' for which 6 = 0, say for latitude

50°, this is also the proper value for the pole with e = 40°. In exactly the same way

the curve BB' gives the values of La at the equator for different values of e. The

curves AA', BB' cross in latitude 36° 7', and the correlative statement is that for

e = 53° 53' the value of L^ is the same for pole and equator. The correlative of the

theorem as to intermediate minima within the range 45° to 65° 20' for e is, that for

values of X less than 24° 40', as e increases from 0° to 90°, io diminishes from a maximum

value on AA' to a minimum on BB' ; for values of X greater than 45°, exactly the

opposite is the case, AA' giving a minimum, BB' a maximum ; while for values of X

between 24° 40' and 45° both curves give maxima values, and there exists for each latitude

a minimum value. The curve XY in Fig. 2 represents the locus of these intermediate

minima, hence for a latitude between 24° 40' and 45° we begin for 6 = with a maximum

value Q on AA', drop to a minimum R on XY, and then rise to a final maximum .S'

on BB' where e = 90°.
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§ 4. Having dealt with the course of values of L^ in the general case, it remains

to notice the amount of variation that would accompany such secular changes as are

thought possible by astronomers.

10 20 3U 40 50 (iO 70 SO 90

Fig.

The effect of a small departure from the present value of e is shewn by Table A
which gives differential coefficients with regard to e.

It appears that for low latitudes Z„ is diminished by an increase in e, and increased

by a fall in e, the amount of the change diminishing from equator to latitude 43° 20'

;

for higher latitudes the effects are reversed. Stockwell's limits for the possible range of e

are 21° 58' 36" and 24° 36'. With these the total ranges in the value of i„ expressed in

percentages of L^ are :

—

X= 0=' 10° 20= 30° 40°

Eange 93, 90, -79, 09, -21,

50° 60° 70° 80° 90°

50, 205, 6-51, 9-55, 10-56.

As the present value (taken at 23° 27' in the calculations) lies between these limits,

the range is partly above, and partly below, the present value. The amounts are in-

considerable below latitude 60", but beyond that seem competent to produce sensible

climatic changes.

The mean value of L^ for a hemisphere or for the globe, as seems obvious cb priori,

TT
is independent of e and =t- ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ smaller chauges over the large area in latitudes

below 43° 20', exactly balance the much greater changes over the smaller ai'ea in higher

latitudes, when the mean is taken.
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The corresjjondiiif,' langc in the valiu' of A, or ^, sin X sin e the annual term is in

every latitude 10.^ per eenl., and increase of e everywhere causes increase in L^. On the

equator L^ vanishes, the appearance of the sun north of the equator in summer, here

giving rise to a senri-amuial term which h;vs its maxima at the equinoxes, when the sun

is in the zenith at midday. The semi-annual term diminishes in value as we recede

from the equator, vanishing about 44 , changing sign and increasing with some rapidity

towards the pole. It is generally much smaller than Z, and L^ , with the exception as

to L^ at the equator just mentioned, and the exclusion of very high latitudes. Its

changes with e are on the same scale roughly through most of the range, as those of Z„,

and are therefoi'e much greater in proportion.

§ .5. The equation for transferring to mean time is

d+G='2-jTt+2e^m'2Trt+ ~ sin 47r? ... .

The constant C depends on the position of perihelion with regard to the first point of Aries,

6 has been measured from Et as initial line, and t will be taken to be zero at perihelion P.

The transformation made for the case in which C = 79° gives results which are tabulated

in (B) for every ten degrees of latitude north and south. It will be remarked at once

that the .symmetry between the northern and southern hemispheres has disappeared. So
far as secular changes of climate are concerned the cases of most

interest are those of Figs. 3 and 4 ; in the former, summer has its

maximum duration, in the latter, winter. As the amounts of heat

received in summer and winter have for each latitude values which

are independent of their relative duration, it is plain that when

summer is longest the division is most equal, and when winter is

longest most unequal. In so far as this is a cause for glacial and

genial epochs. Fig. 3, in which C= corresponds to the genial case, and if squares of e

be neglected, the element of heat being

2H
J-

Q'dt, Q = L,- (X, - 2eXo - eZ.,) cos 2-irt - {L„ + 2eZ,) cos ^irt. . .

,

TT
while for the glacial case in which C = — ^ ,

(/ = L„ + (Z, + 2eZ„ + eZa) cos 27r( - (L. - 2eZ,) cos iirt. .

.

both for the northern hemisphere. Each of these formula? is derivable from the other

by changing the sign of L,, which is precisely the change by which we pass from

northern to southern hemisphere. Hence so far as this cause is efficient, the northern

hemisphere is in a glacial state when the southern is in a genial state, and vice-versa.

Again as L^ increases from zero at the equator steadily towards the pole, while

Lt) diminishes, the modification produced in the annual term by the eccentricity is
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gi-eatest absolutely, and all the more relatively, iu low latitudes. The difference between

the two states is obviously w4der, the greater the eccentricity. The maximum limit

allowed by astronomers to the eccentricity in the course of secular changes is '07,

and with this extreme value the coefficients of the annual term are :

—

X= 0^ 10= 20° 30° 40° 50° 60° 70°

For extreme glacial epoch 1372, 2-i:37, •3430, -4322, 0084, -5797, -6143, -6420.

genial „ --1372, -0367, + -0946, -1930, -2952, "3681, -4683, "5328.

In the lower row the signs are reversed so as to make the midsummer of the

hemisphere in question the zero of time in each case. Noticeable is the change of

sign which implies that the maxima fall together for low latitudes on opposite sides of

the equator, instead of half a year apart as for higher latitudes. The reason for this

is that the fact of the sun's being north of the equator in summer and south of it

in winter, which generally produces the main part of the annual term, at the equator

gives rise to a semi-annual term and near the equator produces only a small annual

term. Hence the secondary influence of the change of distance predominates at and

near the equator, and this influence is the same for north as for south. Near the

equator, as at 10° say, we have the two influences concurring on one side of it to

produce a sensible maximum and minimum, on the other side opposing each other and

gi\ing a small resultant term. The differences between these extreme cases seem to

me sufficiently reraai'kable. For example at 70° N.L. in the genial epoch the annual

term is about the same as at 43' in the glacial epoch, or in the southern hemisphere

at the same time (= that of 62° N.L. at present) ; so also -50' in the genial corresponds

to 22° in the glacial (39° N.L. at present); and 35° in the genial corresponds to 10'

in the glacial (26° N.L. at present). For completeness the coefficients of the semi-

annual term are added for the same extreme cases

X= 0' 10' 20- 30° 40° 50° 60° 70°

Glacial epoch - 0294, - -0126, + 0076, + 0309, + 057.5, + 0888, + -1302, + -2103.

Genial „ - -0294, - 0430, - 0522, - -0567, - -0551, - 0452, - 0214, + 0359.

When the upper row applies to north latitude, the lower applies to south latitude,

and vice-versa.

CroU, in judging of the effects of eccentricity, assumed temperatures proportional to

midsummer and midwinter receipts of radiation in any latitude. The inference from

heat-supplies to temperatures is a very difficult one owing to the variety of modifjdug

conditions; but even when the problem is stated in its simplest form, the solution of

the conduction equation requires the separation of non-periodic and the several periodic

terms, these terms are affected with different factors in the integration, and the periodic

terms suffer a modification of phase. It seems to me, therefore, that a proper basis for

argument on the question of secular climatic changes is afforded by comparing non-

periodic terms in the two epochs, annual terms in the two epochs, and superposing the

mean temperatures and annual variations separately deduced. For the purpose of such
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rough comparison a-s is jjossible between clinuitew in distant epochs, the semi-annual

term may be ignored. But until the comparison between heat-supplies and temperatures

is put on a better footing as regards the pri'sent state of the earth, a considerable degree

of uncertainty must attach to any such comparison.

§ 6. Comparing briefly the influence of the iustronomica! elements on non-periodic

and annual terms

:

(1) Eccentricity alters to a minute extent all terms, the minor a.tis of the orbit

occurring as a divisor to the whole formula.

(2) Otherwise the non-periodic term is not affected by the eccentricity.

(3) Thr influence of eccentricity in modifying the annual term depends on longitude

of perihelion. The positions of greatest influence are when the major axis of the orbit is

perpendicular to the line of equinoxes, and when the eccentricity has a value at all approach-

ing its maximum, the changes are quite considerable. In north and south hemispheres

the effects are in opposite directions at the same epoch. In higher latitudes where the

normal annual term is considerable, these effects are a sensible increase or diminution

of the amplitude ; in lower latitudes, the normal annual term being much smaller, and

the modifying term greater, the difference between the two hemispheres is quite remark-

able, the place of zero amplitude being shunted from the equator gi-eatly to the genial

side. For example we may have a zero amplitude in 15° S.L., the amplitude increasino-

as we recede from this in both directions, so that at 1.5° N.L. it may be of notable

dimensions. The character of this influence is obscured by taking a mean for either

hemisphere.

(4) All the effects due to obliquity of the ecliptic are in the same dii-ection in

the two hemispheres.

(5) The non-periodic term is affected by this cause, and for latitudes higher than

60", the influence of alterations produced by the usually admitted secular changes in this

element, is very sensible.

These effects do not appear in the mean of either hemisphere.

(6) The normal annual term, by which is meant i, unmodified by terms depending

on eccentricity, is affected similarly in all latitudes by changes in the obliquity of the

ecliptic ; but the effects on the annual coefficient in mean time are of a more complex

character.

In the sketch of absorption, the coefficient of transmission is taken to be of the

form eo + Bi cos I + e.~ COS' I + , where / is the angle between the sun's rays and the

zenith, and it is shewn that the results for each term admit of exact expression in the

same forms as before, viz. either by complete elliptic integrals, or by series of zonal

harmonics. One of the effects of the absorption is shewn to be a large relative increase

of the periodic part in low latitudes, gradually tailing off when the pole is approached.

Vol. XVI. Part I. 9
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MATHEMATICAL THEORY.

§ 7. When the absorption of the earth's atmosphere is ignored, the formal supply

of heat or light on the surface of the earth depends on the strength of solar radiation,

the distance from the sun, and the angle of exposure to the sun's rays. Take for the

element per unit area Hdt x cos I/i^, dt being time-element, r the distance from the

Sim and / the angle between the normal to the surface and the dii-ection of the sun's

rays. In latitude \ this angle is given by cos 7 = sin \ sin S + cos \ cos S cos i/r where S

is the sun's declination and i/r the hour-angle changing in the course of the day uniformly

from —
-^1 to + ^/^], ^l^i being the hour-angle at sunset. As the change of y^ is uniform

we may put rr = ^i^ where At is a day ; then the heat-supplv for a day
"

dyfr "tt

cos I y. dt

= -—
I

(sin \ sin S -1- cos \ cos B cos ^fr) d-^ft
iTrr-J .^,

—
(yfr-i sin X sin 8 + cos \ cos 8 sin tfrj),

x/tj or ^ 4- ^ say, being determined by sin \ sin 8 + cos \ cos 8 cos -^1 = or sin
<f>
= tan X tan 8,

4) being positive in summer, negative in winter. The integi-al for the day then assumes

the foi-m

-If J -I- d)) sin X sin S + Vcos^X — sin- 8> !(«)
irr- \\2 ^/

J

If is the orbital angle of the sun measured from the first point of Aries

and 6 the obliquity of the ecliptic sin S = sin e sin 6, and if further we use hAt = r-dd

the well-known astronomical relation, we obtain a second form of the element

^ U^ +A sin X sin e sin + s/cos» X - sin= e sin=
^J-

1(b).

This is taken as element of a continuous heat-supply through the year. We integrate

in fact for the time of daylight ignoring changes of declination, and regard the result

as a supply distributed uniformly over a complete day, the declination changing con-

tinuously in the formula thus obtained. During the period of total day in the polar

regions, the integration above is between the limits — tt and -I- tt, and the resulting

formula -, - sin X sin e sin 9, or in effect the bracket is replaced by tt sin X sin e sin 6
;

while during the period of total night the bracket is null. The comparison of supplies

at particular times of the year in the same or different latitudes, is easily made by

(I), but to obtain a general view of the annual variation we must express the bracket

JJQfJfi

in (I), call it Q, by a harmonic series. Thus the element of heat-supply being — .—
,
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it will appear that Q admits of expansion in the form /,„ + /-, sin ^ + i, cos 20 + Z,. cos 4^ +
and this a^'aiii is icadily transformed to a series depending on mean time.

used :-

§ >S. We begin with the non-arctic case X</^-tV The following notation Ls

h ./„ VI -/•-•.sin-(? .'(I (1 -snresin'^) Vl

-

i-»8in'0"

2 cos 2640

\/l-A-=sin^0 .'o (l-sin=6sin»0)Vl^
i?,=

/
cos26'Vl-A-^sin="6'(/6', A'.,= /

involving the relations

Vl - k-- sin-' e==^{~ + E, cos 26 + E, cos 4(9 + )

)

i-'sin'^

1/Vl - ^•= sin-^ (9 = -
fJ + £-, cos 26 +

4 /I
l/(l-sin=6sin=^)Vl-A=sin=0 = ^(|n + n,cos20+

).

Thus the last term in Q viz.

V—
—^ ^ COS A. ' 1 \
cos=\-sin=esin-0 =

(
^ A" + i;, cos 20 + £", cos 40 + )

where A- = sine sec X. For the expansion of 4, we have sin 4> = ^^"^^ e sin
^^^ ^j^^^^_

V 1 — sin= e sin=

4 tan \ sin e cos ,1 „ „ ,^ „ ., N

^^^

1 ^n + n„cos20 + n, cos 40 +
j

fore -^ = tan X, sin e cos

f^^ ( 1 - sin= 6 sin^ 0) s/I^^Fsm^

2 tan \ sin e
{(n + n„) cos + (n, + n,) cos 30 +

,

and so

^^
2tan\sm6

\^^ ^ n,)sin + J(n, + n,)sm 30 + J(n, + n,)sin 50+ I

.

no constant being required as
<f>

vanishes with = or it.

Hence

^ sin =
t^^^^

|(n + n,) +
(I

n, + n, - n + iL'i cos 20 + g ffT+n; - ^ fTT^TT,) cos 40

and the whole value of Q is

TT . ^ . . - 4 cosX /I „ ,, „.
jr sin X sin e sin H \^h + h. cos 20 +
2 TT \2

"

sin- X sin- e

TT cos X (

(n + n.) + (^ no+ n^- n + no) cos 20

I

1

+ ( - n, + n^ - 5 n, + nJ cos 40 +

9—-2

.11.
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Further by differentiation and a little reduction it may be shewn that

dQ

.

^ sin=\ 1
-j^ tan e — y = : .

cie cosX(I — sin'-esin-0) Vl — ^"^'sii'^ cos \ s/1 — i-^ sin-

or

and

dQ
dX

tan X - Q = - sec \ 7l - L"" sin" 6

'^^tane-Q = ^^^(-2n+n,cos25 + n,cos40 +
de TTCOS \

4

TTCOsX V2

4 I
-j— tan \ — Q = I jr

a\ TT cos \ 2

dQ,

^K + K, cos '26 + K, cos 4^ +

E + E., cos 26 + E^ cos 40 +

...III (a),

.111(6).

We have thus in harmonic form the values of Q, ~ , and -7— . The annual term is
de d\

the only one with simple trigonometrical coefficient, and is also the only one which changes

sign with X, that is in passing from north to south latitude. The total amount of heat

received within any range of 6 is given by I —-.— (Z„ + Z, sin 4- i, cos 20 + ), and

as the various coeflScients L depend only on X and e, the result is independent of the

relation between 6 and mean time, only depending on the eccentricity through the

constant h which varies as the minor axis. Further the difference between noi'th and

south hemispheres only appears in the term L^. If summer and winter be defined by

the equinoxes, their total heat-supplies are y (Z„ + sin X sin e) respectively, and for the

.southern hemisphere the contemporaneous values have the signs crossed.

§ 9. The calculation of the integi-als E., K. is effected by means of the sequence

equations :

—

(271 + 3) E^,^^ + {2n - 3) £„._, + 4« £",„ (2 - ^•=)/^•= = 0)

2» + I)^^+,+ (2n-l)ir,„_,-l-4»ir,„(2-A^)/i^ = Oj
^"^.

(2>i

or if both are required, more conveniently from the cross-equations

and (2n + 3) E,„+, - (2n - 1) E,„ = K,„ + /f^,+.,j
.IV (6),

the last true to n = Q, the rest to n. = l. These with {K — K.) 1^ = 2 (K — E) admit of

easy proof and together determine the whole series in terms of E and K. The

advantage of IV (b) is that for the two functions only one di\ision by kf' is wanted

for each step forward. The quantities K, K. are alternately positive and negative,

converge rapidly at first, and ultimately in the ratio — tan-|^ where sin ^ = A;. Of the

quantities E, E„ a similar statement may be made, but E^ is the first negative term.
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This ratio is — 1 when /i;=l, and the J{'» all become infinite. It will appoar

presently that this gives rise to no (lifficiilty in the formulae used. For the Il's the

series relation

^K + K., cos 2e+ = (1 - sin= e sin- <?) (1 n + n, cos 2^ + V

gives by equating coefficients of" the various cosines

n„ = n -^ (11 - K), n,= 2n, -u-p (II - jq, u„ = 2n, - n, - ^ ( n,

-

h\)

the form of the relation remaining the same after the first, and p standing for 4/sin-e.

On reduction (Do + 11) sin- e=2{K — II cos- e)

(11 . + n.) sin^ e = 8 A' cos- X-HK (cos= \ - sin= e) - 2 (4 - sin' e)(K-n cos- e)

(II,; -I- n,)sin« 6=2(16- 12 sin- e + sin^ e) {K - U cos- e) -t--^(12 - 9sin- e-f-8cos=\)(cos2X-sin=e)

- '"^^^i" ^ (12-13 sin^ e + 8 cos' X.).

For the K's the coiTCsponding expressions for the opening terms are :

—

K.2 sin- e = 2E cos' X — K{2 cos' X — sin' e)

SKt sin' e = -8E cos' \ (2 cos' \ - sin' e) -f 1 67i cos' X. (cos' X - sin- e) + 3K sin' e,

and for the ^'s

3jFo siu' e = ^ (2 cos' \ — sin' e) - 2K (cos' \ — sin' e)

15^jsin'e= — ^sin' e— 1 6j& cos' X (cos' X — sin'e) +SK(cos- X — sin'6)(2 cos' X — sin' e).

With the help of these we obtain for non-arctic regions

TT cos X

4

Stt sin' 6 cos X

(ILo 2 sin X

E cos' X + sin' X (if — 11 cos' e)} , ^1=9 ^'^^ ^ ^^^ ^

>

{E cos' X (2 - sin' e) - 2K (cos' X - sin' e)

- sin' X (2 -I- sin' e) (if - 11 cos' e)j,

dX
(K — E — H cos' e), ^ = ;r cos X sin e,

TT aX 2

rfZ, ^ i-^^ {E sin' 6 - (2 -I- sin' e) (K - U cos' e)},
dX STTsm-e

dZ„ 2 cos e

tr sin e cos Xde

dL, IT . ,—j— = 7^ sm X cos e,

4 cos 6

[E cos'X—K (cos' X — sin' e) — sin' e (if — 11 sin' X)
j

,

dj^^
de Stt sin^ e cos X

{- E cos' X (4 -f sin' e) + K sin' e (cos' X - sin' e)

+ {K -W sin' X) (4 - 2 sin' e -f sin' e))

.V.
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For later terms the direct expression by means of E, K and 11 gives too

lengthy formuliP. It is better to apply numerical values to the successive sequence

equations (IV). In each of these integrals it will be remembered k = sin e sec \ and the

second parameter of 11 is — sin- e. On the Arctic circle we have the limiting case

X = — — e, and therefore A'=l, E=\, and K and 11 both infinite. Now K occurs multi-

pUed by (cos- \ — sin- e), when the product vanishes, and also in conjunction with 11 in

the form K — H cos= e. But in the limiting case

IT

^ sin- e cos Odd sin e , 1 + sin e„ /"^ sin- e cos Odd sm e , 1 +
iT -11 cos- 6= z. —,—^^a=-s-loge=i

—

! 1 — sin- e sm" 2 ° 1 — sm 6

and with thi.* particular value, all the formula:^ in (V) remain valid. As regards (II)

, TTTX • , , J , X. .L ,- • TT TT ^ 2 COS (211 + I) OdO
and (111) it may also be noted that tor the iimitmo- case 1I,>,, + II.,„+, = I —^—^^—-

—

. „ - ,^ • ° "
' .' 1 — sm' e sm-

. f ' sin' e cos cos 2nOdO
, ., ^ . rp.

, f r,
e^Q , t^Q

and ll.>,sm-\ — A..„ = — ^-r; ^——;—--:; , both finite. Ihe values tor (J, -r and -^
Ju 1 — sm- e sm- de a\

are all finite at the limit. When \=0, 11 reduces to 7^; r—;—r-— -., or E sec" e.

Jo (I -sm=esm=^)5

The values of L,,, L^ are tabulated with their ditferential coefficients with regard

to € and \ for every tea degrees of latitude. It will be seen that L^ is very small

except in Arctic latitudes, and subsequent terms are smaller still.

§ 10. When we seek a similar expansion for the Arctic regions, the discontinuity

in the form of Q needs attention ; viz. for periods of partial day, it retains the same

form as before, Qi say ; for the period of total day it is tt sin X sin e sin 0, Q., say ; and

for total night it vanishes. Q^ and Q., have the same value for the transition, and also

Qi merges into zero at the other transition. If the expansion is denoted as before by

Ltj + Li sin + Z., cos 20 + we have

27ri„ = /Q, d0 + JQ,d0, ttZ, = jQ, dO + JQ,d0,

To find limits for the integi-ations put cos X = sin e sin t, then the periods of partial

day are from ^ = to t, from = 7r — t to tt + t, and from ^ = 27r — t to 2-77. The

period of total day is from = 7 to tt — t, and that of total night from tt + t to 27r — t.

Qi is integrated through the periods of partial da}-, Q. through the period of total day.

7r
i] will be found to retain its original form ^ sin X sin e.

T ^ 2 /"'
, ^ ;—tttt/i 2 sin Xsine /'

, . , ,

,

//„ = sm X sin e cos t + - v'cos- X — sin- e sin- 0d0 -\ cp sm 0d0.
TT.'o TT .',,

Z., = — sin X sin 6 ( cos t — ^ cos 3t ) -f - cos 20 Jcos- X — sin- e sin" 0d0
V O / TT.'o

4 sin X sin e

I'*.'0

sin^cos2^rf^
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To transform these to complete integrals put sin = sin t sin -if- and so

we get

d6 sinrcos-vt- , —^
-. ,

^, = ^ where A = V 1 - sin» t sin- yft. As ycos' X - sin' t sin' ^ = cos X cos i/r,

Zo = sin X sin e cos t

Z.. = — sin X sin e I cos t •

2 cos X sin t /"'' cos- ijrdylr 2 sin X sin e sin= t i"^
<f>

sin -^/r cos i/r tZ-«/r

TT Jo ^^ 'T Jo A '

1 ., \ 4 COS X sin T /"^ cos 20cos'- ^(Z>fr
. cos 3t H x-^-—
•^ / -T Jo A

4 sin X sin e sin' t /" - (^ cos 20 sin i/r cos -^d-^

TT in A
The first integi'al in Z„ is

2 sin e
(E-Kcos-t) or —^— {£'sin-6-/^(sin'6-cos'X)l.

TTsme

The first integral in L. is

4cosX p (A' - cos- t) (2A' - 1) ^j, _ 4 sin e

TT sin T j A # = {2D - A' (1 + 2 cos^ r) + K cos' t),

where ^ ~
j

(^ ~" •'''"" "^ *^'"" '^)^ '^V^ '^"'^ ^° 3D = 2j5^ (1 + cos- t)- K cos'

:

and the internal s r~ [E(2 cos- X - sin- e) + K (sin- e - cos= X)'.
•Jtt sin 6

' ' ^

Obviously any term of this type may be integrated by expanding cos2n0 in powers

of sin=0 or sin- t sin" a^ and so of A^ i.e. (1 — sin-'r siii-'-\|r).

giving

u ,, , , , . . sinXsiniif j ^,. ^' d<l> si
tor the 6 terms we have smd)= , I , and therefore —r^z

Jl- cos' X sin' i/r df 1 - cos'

sinX

'^
<j> sin' T sin yjr cos -yjrdyjr

Jl — cos' X sin' 1^

'

A sin X fZi|r

' X sin' yjr

- ; - A sm

Jo 1 -cos' X sin' yjr

d^lr= — T cot T -I- '-.
.
(A'- n cos=e), where Fl-, ,, ,, ., , x * •

2 sin- 6 .' (1 — cos- X sm- yjr) A
2

Hence L^ =—:— '.E sin' e — .^ (sin' e - cos' X) + sin- \(K—U cos' e)]
TT sm 6

' '

2=—:— IE sin' 6 -f cos' 6 (K — 11 sin' X)l.

Simi larly
jJo

^d)sin-T cos 26 sin ylr cos yjrdilr w „ ir /"* sin Xdifr ,2
1 '- ! '— ^ — — r»n«'> »r -I pn« T 4- I 'COS^ T -t- ^ COSjT-fl " -A^ — Al

Jo l-cos'Xsin'i/rU /A 3 2 Jo 1-cos'Xsin'i/r'

in which the integrated section exactly cancels the first expression in L„. To transform

the integral, a factor A is introduced in the denominator, and in the numerator

1 — cos- X sin- yfr = A- sin- e -I- cos' e is used. The integral then

4 sin- X

Sir sin* e
{2E sin' 6 - (2 -f sin' e) (ii" - 11 cos' e)j.
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and the whole value of Z., is

Stt sin' e
{E sin- 6(2- sin- e) - 2K (sin- e - cos- \) - cos= e (2 -f sin= e) (Z - 11 sin= \)}.

To find -^ we may either differentiate or argue as follows :
-~ tan e — Q is a function

which by III (a) =
, . =^ (

;; ^^^—^TTB ~^] for the periods of pai'tial
cos\Vl-sitf esec^Xsm^^ Vl-sm-esm-6' J

f f

day, and vanishes for total day or night, Q being = tt sin X sin e sin ^ for total day. If

this be expanded in the form wi, -t- "'2 cos 2^ -t-

d0 / sin- X
lirm

Jo coscos X Vl — sin- 6 sec- X

or transforming by sin 6 = sin t sm yjr

sin= 6' ll - sin" e sin-
-1

.

m. =
TT sm e

.

p djr ( sin-^X ,\ _2 ,^ . „^ „
, ,-^—

.
1 .,. .. ,

- 1 =—^— (II sin- X - A
.' \ I - sm- T sm- -vlr 1 - cos- X sm- »!« / tt sm e

^

So also nu = — .
- {- 2E sin- e + 2K (sin- e - cos- X) + (2 - sin- e)(K-Il sin^ X)}.

TT sm-' e
' ^ ^ '

The same method applied to expand ^—tanX— Q in the form ni, + n.,co?26 +

gives
TT cos- X sm e

4

Stt cos^ X sin e

{E sin- e — K (sin- e — cos= X)}

[E cos- \ + (K -E) (sin- e - cos= X)}.

dQ
For X = - the m's all vanish leaving -, tan e - Q = 0, and the n's are all finite

de

dQ
leaving -j— = 0. Collecting results for Arctic regions we have :

—

2 TT
La =—:— {E sin- 6 -f cos= e {K — 11 sin- X)}, Li=— sin X sin e.

TTsme

Bit sin' e

dio 2 cos e

{E sin= e (2 — sin- e) — 2K (sin- e — cos- X)

- cos- e (2 -f sin^ e){K -Jl sin- X)},

de

dL„ 4 cos e

(E — K +n sin- X), -,- = - sin X cos e,
TT de 2

de Stt sin* e

dZo 2 sin X
dX TT sin 6 cos X

dZo 4 sin X

£ sin- e (4 -*- sin- e) + iK (sin- e — cos= X)

+ (4 - 2 sin= 6 + sin* e) (K - U sin" X)]

,

(— E sin= e + K (sin- e — cos" X) + cos- X (K — 11 cos" e)}, -— = ^ cos X sin e,

d\ Sir sin' e cos X
— {E sin* e —K sin- e (sin= e — cos" X) — cos- X (2 + sin- e) {K — U cos" e)]

VI.
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In these fonnula' Ic = .'
, and the second parameter of IT is — cos'X whereas

sin 6

sm €
for non-arctic regions we had —^ and - sin- e. On the Arctic circle the parameters agree,

and the vahics of L„, —5, ---"
, i, will be fuuud to a{,aeo. At the other limit

\ = 90, y = TT sin e sill from 6 = to tt and =0 from = -rr to 2-n: The expansion of

such a function by Fourier's theorem is sin e ( 1 + '^ sin 6 —r cos 20 — -— cos40 ) .

V 2 '.i 15 /

This limiting form, which will be found to result also from using E=K =U=~ in the
it

above, is also the case in which the convergence of coefficients is slowest.

§ 11. The way in which io depends on \ and e presents some interesting features

which we proceed to discuss. On comparing the formula; for arctic and non-arctic

regions, it is clear that sine plays the same part in the one, as cosX in the other. Hence

if other values \' and e be taken so that X' is the complement of e, and e of X, the

arctic formula of each is transformed to the non-arctic formula of the other. Also if

\ -H e < 90°, so that X is non-arctic for f, X' -t- e' is > 90°, and therefore X' arctic for e',

making the con-elation complete. The use of this theorem of correlation is both con-

venient and suggestive. Thus when e = the value of i„ takes the simple form cosX;

2 1'

therefore when X = 90°, L^ = sin e, a result already noticed. Again on the equator L^ = —
TT

where sin e is the parameter ; hence for e = 90°, i, =— where cos X is the parameter,

giving the form for i„ in the extreme case when the earth's axis is supposed to lie in the

plane of the orbit (BB' in Fig. 1). In this last case L^ increases continuously from

equator to pole, the first being a minimum, the second a maximum, whereas for 6 =
the equator has a maximum.

Now for all values of e, -j-^ = for X = 0, and for all except e = 0, the same is true

at the pole, and the question is suggested, where does maximum change into minimum
at each end ? Differentiating III (a), we get

drQ _1_ /I \

rfV + '^~cosxU J'

but in arctic regions the right-hand member is replaced by zero for total day or night.

Hence

T-^" -(- Z„ = (K - E) or — {K - E),
d\^ IT cos X IT cos- X

Vol. XVI. Part I. 10
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• . . i_ • sin e cos ^ ^ ^,
for non-arctic and arctic regions respectively, k being — or —.—

. Un the equator

-j—^ = -{K — 2E) parameter sin e.

Up to 6 = 65° 20', A' < 2E, after that > 2E ; hence up to 65° 20' the value at the equator

is a maximum, but beyond that a minimum. At the critical point

-^ = and -jrj =— sec- e,

d\^ d\* IT

so that the point counts as a minimum. At the pole io = sin e and K — E vanishes.

Expanding the right-hand member, we get

d\- 2 sm e V o sm- e

Hence -j-° is positive up to 6=45°, and after that negative, so that the pole gives a

minimum up to e = 45°, and after that a maximum. For the critical case

^=0 and ^=^,
and the point is a minimum. Thus from 6 = to 45°, L„ has a maximum at the

equator, and a minimum value at the pole, while from 6 = 65° 20' to 90° the conditions

are reversed, but in the range e = 45° to 65° 20', equator and pole are both maxima and

an intermediate minimum is suggested. The correlative statement is that from X = 0° to

24° 40', 6=0 gives a maximum, and e = 90° a minimum value ; from X = 45° to 90° the

conditions are reversed, while between X = 24° 40' and 45° these are both maxima and an

intermediate minimum is suggested.

JT

§ 12. Take this statement first, and examine the points for which -> " = 0.

For arctic regions ~ = (E — K +11 sui-X), by (VI) and vanishes for 6 = 90°,
° ae TT

giving the curve BB' of which BX is the minimum, and XB' the maximum section

;

or for

E -K+Udn'X^O (a),

^E / cosW
which reduces La to -.—

( parameter -. I , this constituting with (a) the equation to
TT sin 6 \ sm 6 /

°

the arctic section XZ of the curve of intermediate minima.

For this curve -r-° = —^ \(K — E) &\n- e — 11 cos= e cos- \\ by (VI), or substituting
d\ TTsmecosX '^ '

) j \ /- &

from (a)

2 {K — E) (sin- 6 — cos- X)

TT sin 6 sin X cos X
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The arctic range must be taken from e = 90' to the boundary of arctic and non-arctic

regions given by sin e = cos \, and ° is always positive in this range, diminishing from

2(K- E) tan X ,

, (parameter cos \),
IT

when 6=90, to zero when sine=cos\. When € = 90, nsin=\ = ^, and therefore by (a),

K='2E (parameter cos \), the vakie of \ is therefore 24" 40', and the values of L^ and

-j-^ are the same as for the curve BB', so that the curve starts at X in the figure and

touches BB' at that point. At the arctic boundary E =1 and therefore by (a)

1 f n • • ^ sin e , 1 + sin € ^ , ^ \l=K-n sm- X = 2 - log, j-:^-- = cos X log, cot ^ .

This is satisfied by X = :33'20i' or e=56°39r, and makes L.= ^. at the point Z
TTsin e

^

where the tangent is parallel to OA'.

For the non-arctic section

dLo 2 cos e

de TT sin e cos- X
n sin- e sin- \ — {K— E) cos- Xj

and the range of e is from zero to sin e = cos X. -~ is zero fii-stly for e = which makes

both terms vanish, giving the curve AA' of which YA' is the minimum, 1'^ the maximum
section; and secondly for

n sin- 6 sin-X = (K — E)cos-\ (6).

This condition, with the value of La from (V), gives the equation to the non-arctic section

ZY of the curve of intermediate minima. For this curve, quoting (V) again,

dLo 2siiiX, „ „ „ , , 2 (A' - ^) (cos= X - sin' e)-7- = {-E +K -n cos- e) = , ,a\ V ^ TT sin X sin' e

by means of (b) ;
this quantity vanishes at the arctic boundary and after that is negative,

attaining its greatest numerical value when e = 0. In the limit when e = 0, 11 = -^
,

and (K — E) cos= X = -r sin- e, therefore by (6), sin= X = -
, and X = 45°, and -r ° = limit of

4
-^

2 rfX

V2 K-E^ 1_

TT sin' e
~

V2
'

so that the non-arctic section ranges from Y, where it touches the curve AA' ia latitude

45°, to Z where it has a tangent parallel to OA', and is continuous with XZ.

10—2
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It appears then that AA' and BB! represent maxima and minima values, AY and B'X
being maxima, A'Y and BX minima, while XY is a curve of minima. For any latitude

between 24' 40' and 45°, the value of io is a maximum for e = on curve AA' , falls with

increasing e to a minimum on curve XY, and with further increase rises to a maximum
for e = 90', that is, on curve BB!. Each curve L^ touches XF at some point, Y for 6=0,
Z for e = 56° 39^', and X for e = 90°. P is the point for which the total range is a

minimum, viz. latitude 36° 7', there being a con-elative theorem that for e = 53° 53' L^ is

the same for equator as for pole, the total range for this value of e being the least

possible.

JT
By starting from -^° = 0, we may obtain the locus JJZV (Fig. 2) of the intermediate

minima for the bushel of Zo curves from e = 45° to 65° 20'.

The ordinates are the same as those of the curve XY, and the latitude to which any

ordinate belongs is the complement of the value of e to which the same ordinate refers in

XY. For example, TJ and X have the same ordinate, one referring to \ = 0, the other

to 6 = 90° ; so also Y and F, Z is common to both, and the tangents at U, Z and V are

parallel to OA'. If the relation between X and e were explicit, one curve could readily be

deduced from the other. Ordinates at special points are:

—

B •6366, C or X '7389, Z -7620,

P -8078, Y or U -7070.

The movements of Z„ with small range on both sides of its present value are readily

followed with Table A and the statements in the outline. The percentage values given are

100 dLo ,., .„ ,

where e + Ae' is greatest value, e + A"e least value of e.

§ 13. The element of radiation intercepted by the whole earth is

Hdt „ Hde
„ .^ Hdd—;;- X TTC- Or —7— X iTC-, ov per umt area -jy—

,

IT TT

and therefore the year's total per unit area = ^-p = j-^ , whereas for a particular latitude it

a TTJ

is —J
—

^ . Hence the mean value of L^ for sphere or hemisphere is j • (It niay be worth

remarking that ^sirH represents the total radiation of the sun's surface in a year.)

The mean value of i„ may also be obtained by dfrect integration. In the integral

E = I J\ — sin- e sec- X sin- 6 d6,
JO
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MvS. other integrals used for the non-arctic case, write sin <^ = sin e sin Q, then

TT
J.
_ f' (cos* <^ — sin- X cos" e) d^

2 Jo cos <^ ^(sin* e — sin* <^) (cos" \ — sin' ^)

In the arctic regions write sin <^ = cos X. sin d, then

TT ,
,
_ /'^

(cos* ^ — sin" X cos' e) d(^

2 Jo cos (^ J(sin" e — sin" </>) (cos" X — sin"^)

The mean of L^ for the hemisphere

ff IT

= I io COS X rfX + I i^' cos X c/X

2"'

IT

= -r"'cosXc^xr (cos*0-sin"\cos-.)#
*"

.' Jo COS <^ V(sin^ e — sin- </>) (cos^ X — sin^ <^)

IT IT

+^r cosX^xf" (cos*cf>-s\n^XcosU)d<f>

'"•'>r_^ Jo cos ^ V (sin" e — sin" ^) (cos- X — sin" ^)

_ 2 /' rf<^ r^ cos X (cos*
<f)
— sin" X cos" e) dX

ttJo cos<f)Jo J(sm' e - sin" 0) (cos" X - sin" <^)

•i J Vsm- e — sm" <p *

It is clear that the same process of integration is possible where any even power of

sin X occurs multiplying i„ cos X under the integral sign, and thei-efore also where Pj,, (sin X)

occurs multiplying Lo cos X under the integral sign, P^i being a zonal harmonic.

We might therefore by this method determine the coefEcients in the expansion of i,

in zonal harmonics of even order. This expansion may, however, be obtained in a more

general way, giving also io ... in this form, as follows. The value of Q is

TT
+ (^ ) sin X sin S + Vcos" X — sin" B,

and by application of III (a) it is easily shewn that

d'Q ,
^dQ d'Q ^ .dQ

-f— — tan X T— = , J.-
— tan b -j^ .

a\- aX do- do

For the period of total day in the ai'ctic regions Q = -tt sin X sin B, which satisfies the

same differential equation. Now if any term in the expansion of Q by zonal harmonics

be Jlf„P„ (sin X), then for this term

^-tanS^| = -M(»i + l)if„P„(sinX) or -~ -tan S-^ = - »(n + 1) J/„,
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and therefore i/„ x Pn (sin S), and the expression now stands

Q = bo + ^P, (siu \) P, (sin 8) + 6,P, (sin X) P, (sin S) + b,P, (sin \) P, (sin S) + VII

;

the annual term being the only zonal of odd order. When

6 = 0, P,(sinS) = 0, P. = -^ P, = ^, ..., P,„=(-l)"
2" ' 8' ' '-"

^ ' 2. 4 ... 2w '

but Q then reduces to cos \, and this, expanded by even zonals of sin X, is

f{l-5©-p.(.0X)-.(,-lJ|p,-lsQ-l^J|p....}.

Hence

* '^" '^'^ 2. 4 ... 2?i + 2 2

Each term P^ (sin S) may be expanded in cosines of multiples of 6.

For this purpose put

sin 6 = cos e cos ^ + sin e sin - cos I - — p
) ,

so that 6 appears as an azimuthal angle ; and apply the general theorem

Pi (cos y) = l^ll 2 X fj^J cos s (</, - f) X j^^v'^Pf (j,) P/ (^'),

in which P/ (yu.) denotes ^-^ P,- (/u.), cos y=
fj./j,'

+ w' cos (^ - <^'), and the factor 2 is omitted

for s = 0. In the present case i = 2n, / = 0, i/' = 1, /x = cos e, i/ = sine; therefore as

Ps„°-*+i (0) = and

C— lV'-« l2« + 2s /_ \

P^'^i^)-—^
I

and cos2s{^-0)=(-iycos2s5.

«=» |2n— 2s
P«. (sm S) = S^^^ 2 X (- 1 )»

2^|;, + , |^_,
sill"-* ^-P^" (cos e) cos 2s0

;

the factor 2 omitted for s = 0. The substitution of these values in (VII) gives the com-

plete expansion of Q in cosines of multiples of 6, and the coefficients are series of zonal

harmonics of sin X, with these and associated functions of cos e. Thus writing

Jl- fl- = Ho + UsPj (/i) + a^P^ (fl) + . . . ,
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/,(, = ((„ + ((jP„ (sin \) Pj (cos e) + ttiPi (sin \) P4 (cos e)+ ...

'I
((.,P„ (sin \) P,- (cos e) +

'^f
P, (sin \) 7V (cos e)

9

+ «« P, (sin X) P.^ (cos e) + . . .

^'<-
^!

" ^! ^'"'f
^°^ ^>

+. . .

(» + 1)(2h-1)

L, = sin' 6 V^ P, (sin X) P/ (cos e) +
J^'^

P« (sin X) P„* (cos e)

2100
PeP,' + .

"•.n/'-n (sin X) Ptn* (cos e)

2 (»i + 1) (n + 2) (2n - 1 ) (2n - 3)
+

A = sin« e
j^l^^Q

Pe (sin X) P„« (cos e) + ^^ P„ (sin X) 7^ (cos e)

qTOi°«i (sin X) Pa." (cos e)

2- (m + 1) (n + 2) (n + 3) (2?i - 1) (2k - 3) (2n - 5) -l

79

VIII.

As before Zi = ^ sin X sin e. The coefficients a^, a^, ..., converge rather slowly; with

e = 23° 27' the zonal expansion of L„ is

•7854 - -3743 P.. (sin X) - -0351 P4 (sin X) + -0064. P^ (sin X) + -0109 P, (sin X) + -0068 P,o (sin X)

+ 0018 P,„ (sin X)+...;

the reason of the set-back being that P^ (cos 6) = — "3827, while P^ (cos e) = — •1277.

The values of P^^icose) with increasing n become ultimately indefinitely small, though

the diminution is not steady from term to term, but accompanied by a rocking to and fro,

according as cos e lies near roots or maxima or minima of the equation P^ (//.) = 0.

§ 14. For most purposes, I think, the formulte for a particular latitude give in-

formation as useful as those for finite zones, and excepting the

case of the hemisphere are simpler in form. I propose therefore

to shew how the zone formulai may be obtained, but with less

detail.

The method given is that used by Sir Robert Ball for the

hemisphere, viz. we project the area illuminated at any moment

by the sun, on a plane perpendicular to the sun's rays, and dis-

tribute this evenly in longitude over the whole zone.
Fig. 5.

Consider the polar cap extending to latitude X (< 90° — e unless otherwise mentioned).

In Fig. 5 OS is the direction of the sun, PQ is a small circle of latitude X, ST a

quadrant, and PQT represents half the illuminated portion of the cap with the sun at S.

We require the projection of the surface 2PTQ on the plane BOT at right angles to
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OS. In Fig. 6 this projection is represented by TQMQ' for summer, and by TQM'Q'
^ for winter, where QMQ'M' is an ellipse, whose semi-axes are c cos \

and c cos \ sin S.

\Q'

The area 2TNQ = c-(x — sin x cos x) where sin ;)^
= cos X sin i^.

The area QMQ' is the projection of 2PNQ on the plane, and

therefore

= c' cos^ \ (i/f — sin -v/r cos 1^) sin 8,

giving for the total projection

c- [x
— sin X cos X + sin S cos- X (-v/f — sin ilr cos -v/r)}

;

i/r is the hour-angle at sunset determined by sin X sin 8 -|- cos X cos S cos i/r = for which,

as before, we write „ + so that ^ is positive for summer and negative for winter.

In any non-arctic latitude h ~ ^ is the maximum value of x^ its range is small in

low latitudes, greatest on the arctic circle, viz. from to e. Using the relations

sin S = sin e sin B, sin (/> = tan X tan Z, cos x — sin X sec S

the above may be written :

—

(^\-a COS- X sin e sin -f ;)^;
-)- (^ sin e sin 6 cos- X — sin X cos X Vl — sin^ e sec^ X sin- 6> IX.

The element of heat-supply for the cap is got by multiplying this projected area by

Hdt HdO . . H(? „..
-^ or -^ , giving

-J-
Zdd,

where Z is the bracket. When X>(90° — e), Z takes the value Trcos'-Xsin esin^ for periods

TT
of total day, and vanishes for total night, the range of x being from to s — X for

partial day.

On an indefinitely small zone the amount is —-.—
( ~ jT ^^

J
> ^^*i ^^ must equal

the result previously obtained, namely

—^ (27rc- cos X dX), or —- = - 2^ cos X,
ITII uK

which of course admits of easy verification. We may \\Tite

Z -I- Q sin X = ^ sin e sin + ;^ + </) sin e sin 0.
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§ lo. The only new element with which we have to deal is ^, which i.s exijamied

in a niamier analogous to that for
<f),

with this difference, that in integrating the series

for /^ , it i.s to be remembered that x^n"^ '"'' ^ = 0.

Result for non-arctic regions

X = '^-\ + * ^'^".^
(I - cos 26) [E cos=\-K (cos= X - sin= e) -{K-U cos= e)j

+ - .
^ (1 - cos 4^) ]

(A' - n cos= e) (2 - sin= e) + „ (cos= \ - .sin- e) (G - ti sin- e + 4 co.s- X)

.£^cos=\.„ . . . ,)
„ — (6 - o sm= e + 4 cos= X)^ + ... .

For arctic regions

2

+ ^^"5 (I-cos4^)](ir-ncos=e)(2-sin=e)--s (sin=e -cos=X)
TT sm e

( 3

—K (6 — o sin- e + 4 cos- \)> +

From previous work, for non-arctic regions

.29 [-

2K (cos= X - sin= e) + 2E cos= X}

. • /I 2tanX r' T-r , N 4tanX ,/,,.,,„ , ,^6 sm € sm p = (A - 11 cos- e) + ^—r-^ cos 20 f- (A - IT cos' e) (2 + sm= e)^
TT Stt sm- e ' ^ ' ^ '

-f -^ ^-r- COS 40 ((A' - n cos= e) (24 - 8 sin- e - sin^ e) + 8A' (cos- X - .sin- e) (3 - sin- e -f 2 co.s- X)

- 8.S cos- X (3 - 2 sin' e + 2 cos= X)j + ....

and for arctic regions

d) sin 6 sin =—." (A' - 11 cos- e) -f „ -^^?- cos 20 {- (A' - IT cos- e) (2 -f sin- e) + 2E sin- e}

-f —. ^-c- cos 40 {(
A' — 11 cos- e) (24 — 8 sin- e — sin* e) — %K (sin- e — cos- X) sin- e

lOTTSm 6
' ^ '

-8i;sin=6(3-2sin=e-i-2cos=X)!-|-... .

Summer and winter heat-supplies are, for caps extending at least as far as the

polar circle,

— 7— (
+ 9 cos- X sin e — £ sin X cos X -I- sin X cos X (A' — 11 cos= ^) + 9 Xo) •

and for caps reaching not farther than the polar circle

2H<? /
,
TT „ ^ . r. . , ^ A' sin X , . „ „ ^

.

--, H" ^ cos- X sia e — A sm X cos X -I
= (sm- e — cos- X)

/( V~ 2 sm e

sin X cos- X , ,^ .^r ox T \
•^

sin.
(g-ncos'e)-H^X»).

Vol. XYI. Part I. 11
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where ^^ is the non-periodic term in the expansion of 5^, and in the first formuhi A; = — -
,

COS A,

in the second k = -.—
; in the first fonnula the second pai'ameter of IT is — sin- e, in the

sine ^

second, — cos= X.

Or with Z expanded in the form

^0+0 cos- \ sin e sin ^ + Z., cos 20 + ...

,

the summer and winter heat-supplies are

—7— {Z^ ± cos- \ sm e).

It may be shewn that for non-arctic regions

dZ. 2E ^ . ^ ^ 2 sin \ cos X cot e , „ „ ., , 2 tan \ cot e , „ _ „ , ^

T-2 = cot 6 sm \ cos \ -1 (K -Yl cos= e) + (Z - 11 sm= \),
ae IT TT IT

and for arctic regions

dZ^ 2E . ^ 2 cos e sin \ . .^ xt • „ ^ x 2 cos e sin X , ,, „ „ ,

-J-
= sm X cos 6 + (K-Tl sm- X) -\ ^„ (^ - n cos= e),

de ir IT Trsin'e

with the usual parameters for the two cases. These last give the alteration in the non-

periodic term, due to change of obliquity of the ecliptic, for any polar cap. When a

complete hemisphere is taken X = 0, and therefore ^=0, x~ => ' ^^'^ *^^ formula for

the heat-supply reduces to

n-Hc-dt,^ . ^, irH&dd ,^ . . ^,—r-, (1-fsmesinp) or —^,— (I -f sm e sin 0).
zr- 2ft

In this case summer and winter supplies are —7

—

(g+sine) respectively, or per unit

H (IT . \ , . ,, -irH
area ht ( s ± sin e 1 , and for the year -^ ; Sir Robert Ball's results.

•2H
The mean supply per unit area in latitude X was denoted by ^ L„. Hence the

mean value of Z, for the hemisphere is - (belonging to a latitude 36° 35' approximately),

as was proved by direct integration above. Z^ increases from when X = 90' to
^

when X = 0; ..- is always positive, vanishes for X = 0° and 90", and has a maximum where

^-p = 0, that is, about latitude 43° 20'. (See Table A.)
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§ IG. Thi' values for zones being got by subtracting one polar cap from another, it

is dear that for zones both of whose margins are below this latitude, ~ in negative,

for zones with both margins above this latitude, positive ; while zones which embrace this

latitudi' may have j^ positive, negative, or zero according to the extent to which the

margins pass to the two sides of latitude 43' 20'. As an illustration, I give figures for

the three zones into which the northern hemisphere is divided by the parallels of 30

and (iO .

The polar zone here extends beyond the arctic circle even with e at its maximum

value. The heat-supplies for the three zones are given by the following series, multiplied

, c'Hdd
, ,by —.-

, uamel}- tor

Tropical zone -9208 + -1563 sin ^+ -0356 cos 25 ...
,

Temperate zone -5246 + •3126 sin - -0017 cos 20 ...
,

Polar zone -1249 + -1563 sin 5- -0339 cos 25 ...
;

or as the areas of these zones are ttc-, 7rc-{\/2 — I), ttc^ (2 - V-^), the mean supplies per

unit area are —p multiplied by series for
TTti

Tropical zone "9208 + -1 563 sin + -03.16 cos 20 ...
,

Temperate zone -7168 + -4270 sin 5 - -0023 0(^^25 ...
,

Polar zone "4740 + -5833 sin - -1265 cos 25 ... .

The values of -,-" for X = , 30 and 60' are respectively 0, 1693, and -1559; hence

for the zones the values — '1693, + -0134 and -15.59 in the order tropical, temperate, polar.

With Stockwell's limits for e the total changes in Zg are -007754, 000623, and -00714, or

for the non-periodic term of the second series -0078, -00085, -0266 ; or in percentages

•84 per cent, for the tropical zone, hardl}' appreciable for the temperate zone, and for the

polar zone nearly 5| per cent. These figures give the whole range up and down from

the present value ; by an increase in e the tropical zone loses, the temperate very slightl}'

gains, and the polar zone gains considerably. The annual term, exactly like that for a

single latitude, has a total range of 10^ per cent.

The application of the zonal harmonic method gives results much simpler in form,

but the convergence is a little slow. We have 3r = — 2Q cos X, and therefore

Z= r 2Qcos\dX.
J k

11-
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Integrate the whole zonal expansion of Q given in VII., p. 78; we obtain an expression for

,. ,,, rv, •, ,^T^l sin \ COS- X /» • „^ .,v

Z, viz. P, (sin \) IS replaced by cos- \, P., by sm \ cos- X, P^ by j (7 sin- X - 3),

p^ by
^""^g"^'^

(33 sin^ X - 30 sin= X + 5),

p^ by
^"^ ^^°^' ^ (715 sin« X - 100) (sin* X + 385 sin= X - 35) ...

,

2 COS" X
and generally P.,. by

^_^ ^
(P,„_, - P.>„+i), i-e.

,t(2>t+ 1)
^""^^"^ ^^"

For example, the integi-ation of the non-periodic term in VIII. gives

Z^=^{1 — sin X) + (uP^ (cos e) sin X cos- X -1- -r^ Pj (cos e) siu X co3= X (7 sin- X - 3). . . .

§ 17. The transformation of the various results to mean time presents no difficulties.

We use the relation

be' .

6 + ^ — 0} = yjr+2e sin yfr+ -7- sin 2-«|r . . .

,

where i^ = iirt, t measured fi-om perihelion, 6 from T the spring equinox. Taking into

account erLa, e-Li, eL. but not r'io, and omitting eL^, —,- {L^+LisinO...) transforms to
TTfl

2H
~j dt multiplied by

L^+cos(ylr + Q))\-L, (l - -pj + ecosw{2L,, + L„)[ + sm{ylr + Q))(2L,- L.^ esinto

+ cos 2 (1^ -f 6)) ]- is -f^ Xo cos 2w - 2eZ, cos a)[ + sin 2 (i/r -1- «) [ -^ Z^ sin 2a) - 2eL^ sin w
j

C 97g2 ) 27e^
+ cos (3i/r + 20)) •^-^^ ii cos o) - 3eZol ^ A sin w sin (3>/r + 2«b)

+ Xj cos 4 (-v/r + 6)) . . . .

For numerical results see Table B.

In this formula L^ changes sign in passing to the southern hemisphere.

If e is ignored, the formula is

Xo- XiCOS('\|r + &))-X2COs2(-v/r-|-a))-f Zj cos 4 (i|r + £1))

Regarding this as a normal form, it is most modified by the ellipticity of the orbit,

when, in the course of secular changes, w has the values and tt.
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To the same order as above, the heat-supply being dt, we have for <b =

perihelion in midwinter

Q' = Lo-\lAi -
^ J

- 2eL, - eL.X cos 2-rrt - iL.-''^ L, + 2eL\ cos 47r<

/ 27e- ^

— f 3eZo + -^ /^i I cos Qirt + Z^ cos ^trt ...

,

and for &> = tt, perihelion in niidsumnier, the sign of L, must be changed.

As in the outline tu = belongs to the genial period, o) = tt to the glacial ; and a genial

period in one hemisphere due to this cause corresponds to a glacial one in the other.

The values &> = ^ , -^ make summer and winter of e(|ual length, and give the minimum

departure from standard form ; for the first, perihelion in conjunction with vernal

equinox

Q' = /v„ + i, ( 1 - —
j
sin lirt + e (2Z„ - Z.) cos 'l-wt + f Zj + -^ Z„

j
cos ^irt + 3eZo cos %-nt

27e- .
'

+ -5— Z] sin Qirt + Lt cos Sirt ....
o

As an example of zone formulae transfeiTed to mean time take first the hemisphere,

for which the element of supply per unit area is -j-. (1 + sin e sin 6) or

multiplied by :

—

for genial epoch 1 — ^sin e (
1 —

j
— 2el cos 27ri —

( 2e siu e - -- ) cos -i-n-t

^— sin e cos ont ...
,

o

„ glacial „ 1 + jsine (1 - —j + 2e[cos 27r« + f2e sine -l--^j cos 47r<

27^2
+ -K— sin e cos 6irt ...

,

o

„ present position 1 - jsin e
(
1 ^) ~ 2e cos w

[
cos {2Trt + (o) + 2e sin a sin (27ri + a>)

— ( 2e sin 6—^ cos to
j
cos (47ri + (u) + -^ sin o) sin (4!7r< + «) — sin e cos (^oirt + &>)....

In figures these are :

—

for genial extreme 1 - -2562 cos 27r< - 04.35 cos Wt - 0066 cos ^irt...,

„ glacial „ 1 + -5362 cos 2Trt + -0680 cos i-Trt + "0066 cos Q-Trt...,

„ present position 1 - '3669 cos (27rf + 11" 56') - 0128 cos {iirt + 11° 37')

- 0004 cos (67r< + 11 )...,
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with &) = 11 , e = -0168 for present position, and with e = 07 for the extremes. In every

case time measurements start from perihelion.

As a further example the second type of series on p. 83, referring to the three zones
0' to 30', 30' to GO, GO' to 90', are in mean time for

rj,
,

0208 + -2871] „ -0025) , --00491
Tropical zone _ .^,^^|

cos 2-.t _ .^^^.^j
cos ^^t _ .^^^^j

cos 6,r< ...

,

rp ^
-7168 + •5255) „ + -0708) ,

+ -OOTo)
lemperate zone _ .3^.J

cos 2.t _ .^^^^j
cos 4.t _ .^^g. j

cos G-.t ...
,

p, •4740 + -G561t „ , + -2140) , +-03561
Polar zone _ ..^.^} cos 2.t ^ ,^.J^

cos 4.t ^ .^^^^}
cos ,.t ...

;

the upper figures belonging to the extreme glacial, the lower to the extreme genial epoch.

By comparison of these results for broad zones with those just given for the hemi-

sphere, it is seen what an unsatisfactory view of the effects of eccentricity is given by
taking the average for the hemisphere.

§ 18. Ahsoiytion. It is usual to allow for absorption of light or heat in passing

through an absorbing medium by the use of a formula e""'"^, where z is the thickness

traversed. For a considerable range fi'om the zenith, when the earth's atmosphere is in

question, 2 is taken proportional to sec/, / being the angle between the zenith and the

sun's rays, but near the horizon, the formula is modified and s made to approach a limit

depending on the value assumed for the height of the atmosphere. The formula is easy

of application when the object is to compare the amounts of absorption at different times

of the day, but seems to present considerable difficulties, if we wish to integrate for the

annual supply. Moreover it involves the assumption that rays after passing through a mile

of the earth's atmosphere, experience the same proportionate absorption in passing through

the second mile. I suggest the use of a formula e„ + eicos7 + eocos-/+ ... to represent

the proportion of heat or light transmitted, and that this formula be compared directly

with observation at different zenith distances. This would give the relative values of

Co, e^ ... which is sufficient for all ten-estrial problems. For the determination of the solar

constant, absolute values are needed, and these involve some such hypothesis as to

absorption as is given above. The exact integration of each term of the above can be

effected by the methods hitherto used, and some answer can be given to the interesting

enquiry, how far the proportions of the coefificients of the noii- periodic and various periodic

terms are affected in difierent latitudes.

Thus for example the e, term gives for the day's integral

s

—

ir \
(sm \ sm 6 + cos X cos 6 cos JrV rfiir or -—-.—

,

27rr- ./_^,^ r/ r
^j^

where Q, = -
^^ + ,^ )

jcos'-X + sin- e C^sin'-X-^) (1 - cos 20)

3
+ ^ sin X cos X sin e sin Vl — sin'' e sec^ X sin- 6.
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Here cos 2d is the only even mviltiple of d that occurs, this and the non-periodic teno

being simple trigonometrical functions. The expansion of <^ ha-s sines of odd multiples

of 6, and the last term contributes the same type, both expansions being the same an

in previous work. The types alternate, the transcendental terms contributing for Q, Q,...

to the non-periodic term and even multiples of (cosines), fur Q,, Q^... to the odd multiples

of 6 (sines) ; the other set of terms in each case being purely trigonometrical. Instead

of pursuing this method which for succeeding terms becomes heavy, though presenting

no special difficulties, I propose to apply the method of expansion by zonal harmonics.

§ 19. Let ^,, = I
(sin X sin 8 -f cos \ cos S cos i/r)? d-^,

. n

where i/r, is the hour-aiigle at sunset, so that

sin X sin S -I- cos X cos S cos y^^ = 0,

for non-arctic regions, but for arctic regions i|r, is tt during the period of total day, and

zero for the period of total night, giving at the pole ^^ = 77 sink's for summer when

sin S is positive, and zero for the winter when sin S is negative.

Since -j-r [sin -v/r (sin X sin S -\- cos X cos S cos
>|')^~'J

= cos 1^ (sin X sin S -I- ...)'^' — (p — 1 ) cos X cos S sin- •«/r (sin X sin h+ .)*'',

/•*,
.

.". ( jj — l)cosXcos6 I sin- -v/r (sin X sin S 4- cos X cos S cos 1^)?"^ rf\/f

.0

= I cos -v/r (sin X sin S -I- cos X cos h cos >|f)^~' d->^,
Jo

or {p — 1) cos' X cos= S sin= yjr (sin X sin 8 4- cos X cos S cos </«)''"= dijr + Yp_i sin X sin 8 = v j,

.

Jo

Also cos-Xcos=S( cos- i/r (sin X sin S -(- cos X cos 8 cos \ir)P~'- rfilr

.'0

= Xp- -Xj--i ^iii X sin S -I- Xp-2 sin' X sin= B.

Therefore by addition and reduction

ip -'i-)Xp-A(^os'\- sin- S)=j)Xi,-(2p- I) Xp-i sin XsinB (a),

which is the sequence equation. Again, it is easy to shew that

cosX ^ + px„ sin \=pxp-i sin B (b),

and by a second diflferentiation

'^-tanX^^+^(^-H)X^ = ^-J^j;,;^„-^2;>-l)X^,sinXsin8 + (ja-l)Xp-.sin-^8}

= P(P-'^)XP-"- (c)-

All these results remain true in arctic regions up to the pole for the values assumed

in total day. Each function is thus connected with the alternate one by an equation
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suited for the comparison of corresponding zonals ; and identical results hold for differ-

entiation with regard to 8. Now Xi is the same as Q which was expanded in VII., p. 78,

and this gives us the starting-point for the odd functions. We seek, therefore, an expansion

for Xo to furnish the starting-point for the even series. In non-arctic regions

Xo = ^ + </>.

but in arctic regions during the period of total day x« = "^ =^"^1 for total night = 0.

We prove

d(b sin 8
^ cos \ = -,-

d'S. Vcos-\ — sin^S

and therefore

d-d) deb sin \ sin S d-d) ,
^dA

-j-i - tan X 1^ = :

—zn = j^ - tan 8 -Z ,

d\- dX (cos- A, - sin- S)« dh- dS

which suggests^oo

Xo 2 ' ^ 2

But when \ = 0,

;„
= ^ -1- <^ = ^ -K c,P, (sin X) P, (sin S) + c,P, (sin X) P, (sin B) + ..

^ = tanS = ||3xlp,(sin8) + 7(|y|p,(sin8) + ll(^jy|p,(sinS)..j.

quoting the expansion of .-—- in Todhuuter's Laplace's Functions, p. 115.

V 1 — fJL-

Also - P/(0) = 1, P/(0) = -|, ... P'.„+,(0) = (-ir^^^^^:^^^;

Stt Ttt Utt tt,, 1.3...2W-1
•• '^ = ^' ^= = -16' '^ =^ ' - ^--^2^'" + ^^

2.4...2nT2
^"'^-

or this is c^+i = (4ji +
^)2J

Pw'+i (m) ^M-

But if we expand by odd harmonics P2„+i(sin8) a function which =^ for positive values

of sin 8, and - ^ for negative values of sin 8, this is the coefficient required. Now

when X = ^, P„(sinX) = l, and so the value of ^o given by the series reduces at the

pole to TT for summer and zero for winter, as it should do.

§ 20. The coefficient ,J)^ of any term P„ (sin X) P„ (sin 8) in ; 's derived from the

corresponding one in Xi>-- % the factor _ ^
-^" ^-y, as appears from substituting in

equation (c), and a repeated application brings us to the term in x« or Xi whose coefficient

is known. But this leaves that of Pp in Xp undetermined in each case, this being the highest

of the odd or even set of terms, according as p is odd or even. To determine terms of this type
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compare the coefficients of sinP 8 in the values of Xi'i •'^"d in the series, when \ = 0, //

being even; and in the value of ^ . p being odd. Thus to take the even case when X = 0,

X,, = I'cos^ S . COs'Pirdyfr = ^'2^4
'^g;^

^

| COS=p S,

and in the series the only term containing sin^S is «pb.,pPip{0) P,p {sin S). Now

and the highest power of sin B in P^p (sin B) is

1

T -^ sm-P B,

1 - 1
1-3 • 4j)-l

• 2
" "-"'^'^

|2p

Treat the odd term with the help of

, c 1
-^

J.
l-3...2j»-l

when X = derived frnin (b), and it appears that the formula — = ^6^ r-

whether p is odd or even.

When the difference of p and n is even we have for the coefficient J)p in Xp

, _7r (2ri+jO^^
"^~2 2.4...(p-n).i.3...(jJ4-7i+l)'

In this case n does not exceed p, and when n=p, 2.4...p — » must be taken =1.

When the difference of p and 71 is odd,

(2h + 1) \p.l.3...{n+p)

holds

ii"» — x(-l)
p+»+(-iy

2

""* 2 2.4-...{n + p+l).(n-p){n-p + 2)...(n+p)

and in this case either p or ?) may be the greater, and the denominator may contain

negative terms.

The opening terms are :

—

X,
= ^ + ^1" P, (sin X) P. (sin 8) -^ P. (sin X) P, (sin 8) + \^J P^ (sin X) P, (sin 8) . . . ^

5 ' 4

Stt

Xi = J + I
P. (sin ^) A (sin S) + 'g P. (sin X) P, (sin S) - || P^ (sin X) P, (sin S)

+ ^P,(sinX)P,(sinS).

X^ = ? +¥ ^1 (^i° ^) ^1 (sin S) + ^ P, (sin X) P, (sin 8) + ^ A^s -^ -P5P.
6 ' 8

TT StT

384

y ...(d);

16

27r

TT

Ttt

9^
128X. = 8 + x^

P. -Pi + vt; P.P= + F -P3P3 + V 0-0 P.P. - ri^ ^«^— (the rest even)
IStt

1280
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Xs for example contains the infinite series of even zonals, and the odd series up to P3

,

X4 contains the infinite series of odd zonals, and the even series up to Pj

.

In Xi *11 *^^ coefficients are derivable from those in ^i ^Y t^^ factor

6

(/i-3)(n + 4)

except that of P3, for which we are thrown back on the special method, but in any case

the coefficients are all determined without reference to any previous series by the two

formulae above.

In Arctic regions, at the transitions from total to partial day or night, the series

are continuous, the first differential coefficient of Xoi the second of ^.^y f^*^ third of

X!> •• with regard to either variable being discontinuous.

With these values we have, when Co + e^ cos / + So cos- / + . . . represents the amount of

light or heat transmitted for the inclination /, the element of heat-supply

Hde

,

, ,. , Hd6
= —^ (eoXi + eiX"- + e.X3 + •••) 1" lieu of -^^- xi

with no absorption. The first term t^,, which does not appear here, and was introduced for

analj-tical pui-poses, is the supply-function as it would be if with the existing duration of

daylight, light or heat came with equal strength that of the zenith during the

whole day.

It might be applied to the heating of a cloud in mid-air presenting an equal surface

to the sun through the course of the day, the meaning being clear when we remember that

the use of one factor cos / was necessitated by the exposure of a surface at a varying

angle.

To transform P,i (sin S) into a sine or cosine series with regard to 6, for even values

of n, the result is given above, p. 78 : for odd values it is

P.... (sin 8) = S^^^ ,^,^,-^^, sm- eP- (cos e) sm (2. + 1)6,

and this completes the expression of any member of the group in the standard form

Xo -I- Li sin 6 + Xo cos -16 + L3 sin 30 -f Zj cos 40 -f . . . .

For Xv the cosines go as far as cos 2p6, and the sines of odd multiples take all values,

for Xi5,+i the sines go as far as sin (2yj-|- 1) 0, and the cosines of all even multiples occur.

§ 21. At the pole Xp—''^ ^^^' S or tt sin** e sin*" 6 from 0=0 to ir, and vanishes from

= 7r to 27r. The expansion of such a function may be effected independently, and the

opening terms are :

—
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y„ = J + 2 sin ^ + " sin .'50 + - .sin .')0
.

y, = sin e M + _j
sin 6

9 <o

", cos 26 - -' cos 40 .

.

J lo

/TT 4< TT 4 4
y„ = sin- € - + p; sin — T cos 20 — r-, sin 30 — , _ . sin 56^

V4 3 4 l.T lO.D

X, = sin'6^^
2 Stt 4 tt 4
+ —- sin - - cos 20 - - sin 30 + ^v cos 40

<5 O O So

16 .

y^ = sm^ e ,,,+,. sin - -T COS 20 - ^-. sin 30 + -. ,, cos 40 . .

.

'^ Vlb 1' 4 So 16 y

.(e).

If in the general forms (d) \ be put = -
, and the comparison of a term of tj^je

sin (2s + 1)0, or cos 2s0, be made witii the simplified form (e), the result is an expansion

of the type sin'" e in terms of P^ (cos e) or J^+\ (cos e) or P„„ ; s being fixed in the

series in question, and n not less than s. The series are finite if m is even, infinite in

the other case, and form a generalization of formulae already quoted in Todhunter's

Laplace's Functions, pp. 114, 11.5.

The means of the successive functions y,, y---- for the globe or for a hemisphere are

TT TT TT TT

4 ' 6 ' S ' 10
'

for succeeding terms of series (d) the coefficients diminish at a less rate or even increase,

and from this we infer that the periodic terms, and the element in non-periodic term

dependent on latitude and obliquity of the ecliptic, increase relatively as we pass from Xi

to the succeeding functions.

It is not easy to judge at sight the effect in any particular latitude, say, on the non-

periodic term, because this derives a section from each of the zonals of even degree. But

at the pole, as appears from (e), we have

TT . „ 2 .
,,

Sir .

^
sin 6, -r sm- e, ^ sin-* e, 7— sm* e ...

,

4 tJ 16

where the means for hemisphere are

4' 6' 8' lO'"'

suggesting a rate of decrease growing as we pass from equator to pole. This may be proved

generally, but with a view of shewing it more readily, I give numerical values in Table (C)

for latitudes 0°, 30°, 4,5 ,
60°, 90°.

As regards the annual term which derives a section from each odd zonal, we have in

low latitudes absolute increase, and so a conspicuous relative increase. In latitude 30°, the

figures for the successive functions are nearly the same, for higher latitudes the annual

term diminishes in absolute value, but still at a less rate than the non-periodic term, and
^' 12—2
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finally at the pole there is little difference in the rates at which these two terms diminish

in passing from the normal function to those with absorption.

§ 22. We readily obtain summer or winter totals of radiation received by finding

r P„ (sin B) de.
Jo

The opening terms are

J"
P, (sin B)de = 2 sin e, j' PdO = (^ sin= e - ^) tt, I'P,d6 = - 3 sin e + ^ sin^ e,

|''p,d0= ^(l -5sin=6+'^| sin^e)
,

f
" P,(^^ =^ (l - 5 sin= e + ~ sin^ e) ... .

For winter the terms of even order are the same, those of odd order have the sign

reversed.

Also average values of the various terms for the hemisphere may be obtained by in-

tegi-ating

IT

I P„ (sin \) d\.
.'o

Even terms except that of zero order vanish,

» ir TT

\lp.dx=\, [P.d^ =-l JlP^ = ^--

Again the series in (d) may be transformed into zonal formulse (or more properly polar-

cap formulae) by the substitution given at the end of § 16, and noticing that the polar-cap

element is -. while the oi'dinary element in latitude X which is per unit area is

HdS—
i- , it appears that the factor ttc- is also required. With these changes we have values

of polar-cap formulae dowa to any latitude for the various absorption functions used, and

by subtraction formulae for a zone of any extent.

The constants 60,61 ... may be different for different wave-lengths. Also if the absorption

is different at different seasons of the year for the same angle of incidence, the quantities

e^ ... contain annual or semi-annual terms, and these should be introduced in the expression

when transforming to mean time. Or if the absorption is different in different latitudes

for the same angle of incidence, then e„ ... are functions of latitude. The discussion of such

points would involve a survey of radiation with a bolometer in diffei-ent latitudes, and at

different seasons of the year, as well as at different times of the day.



AND ITS DEPENDENCE ON ASTRONOMICAL ELEMENTS.

(A) Table of coefficients in the expansion of Q in the form

Zo + i, .sin 6 + L. cos 2^ + Zj cos 40 + . . .
,

:ind of their <lifferential coefficients with regard to e and X. (e = 23' 27'.)
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In

(B)

1 year.

X
0=

10^ N.

S.

20° N.

S.

30° N.

S.

40= N.

S.

50° N.

S.

60" N.

S.

70 N.

S.

80° N.

S.

90° N.

S.

Mr HARGREAVES, DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR RADIATION.

j(« absorption is proportional to cos /,

Xi cos=/,

)(i cos^ /.

Expansion of Q in mean time y{r = ^irt, t measured from perihelion, unit time

Eccentricity e='0l68. Longitude of perihelion 79 .

I

•9591 +

•9458 -

„ +

•9065 -

„ +

•8429 -

,. +

'7577 —

„ +

'6557 —

„ +

•5455 -

„ +

•4543 -

„ +

•4112 -

„ -f

•3979 -

„ +

•0328 cos

•0769 cos

•1403 cos

1834 cos

•2442 co.s

•2845 cos

•3407 cos

•3766 cos

•4268 cos

•4574 cos

•5001 CO.S

•5240 cos

•5585 cos

•5726 cos

•6019 cos

•6056 cos

•6253 cos

•6162 cos

•6337 cos

(i/r + 0' 27) -

(i/r+15 25')-

(f+ 8°35')-

(T/r + 12 47')-

(>|r+ 9'40')-

(i|r + 12 4')-

(i|r + 10 6')-

(«|r+ll^ 44')-

(i/r+10 21') +

((/r + ll 82')-

(•«|r + 10 31') +

(-f + 11° 24') +

(i|r+10°37'-5)+

(l/r + ll 20') +

(i|r+10 41') +

(i/r+ll 19') +

(^+10 41'-6)+

(f +11 19') +

(v/f + 10 42') +

•0406cos(2i|r + 22^ 54')-

•0424 cos (2-./r + 21° 24') -

0352 cos (2-f + 23° 34') -

0399 cos (2^/r + 21 51')-

•0257 cos (2i|r + 22° 24') -

0330 cos (2^/^ + 16 37')-

0128cos(2f +37°55')-

0214cos(2^+15°18')-

0068 cos (2t^ - 3-26') +

0079 cos (2i|r + 0°42') +

0360 cos (2->|r + 16" 51') +

•0304 cos (2-.|r +28°13'^5)+

•0660 cos (2-f + 7° 52') +

•1035 cos (2i/r + 23° 56') +

•1422 cos (2i/r + 20= 31') +

•2055 cos (2-f + 23° 24') +

•2461 cos (2f + 21 3') +

2450 cos (2-f + 22° 55') +

2862cos(2-f + 21" 11') +

•0021 cos (3i|r + 22°),

•0021 cos (3A|r + 21° 37'),

•0019cos(3i/r + 22°36'),

0019 cos (3i/r + 20° 48'),

•0015cos(3i/r + 23°33'),

•0015 cos (3-^ + 19° 42'),

0009 cos (3-f + 25° 49'),

•0008 cos (3i^ + 16° 15'),

0001 sin (3Vr + 22°),

0016 cos (3-«|r + 64°),

•0013 cos (3-^ + 18° 6'),

•0019 cos (3-f + 25° 2'),

•0029 cos (3i/r + 20° 2'),

0057 cos (3-^ + 23° 6'),

•0067 cos (3i|r + 21° 4'),

0109 cos (3-./r + 22° 34'),

0119cos(3A/r + 21°28'),

0128 cos (3-v^ + 22° 32').

0140cos(3-./r + 21°30').



IV. The Contact Relations of certain systems of Circles and Conies.

By Prof. W. M^F. Orr, M.A., Fellow of St John's College.

[Read A^'ov. 23, 1{<'J1. Revisfd Oct. I'J, 1896.]

[The (iiithor is indebted to Mr A. Larmor for suggestions as to revision.]

CHAPTER I.

A Fundamental Theorem.

SECTION I.

Enunciation.

1. I PROPOSE to show that if Fig. 1 repi-esents four circles on a sphere intersecting

so that either the four points A, B, C, D (and therefore also A', £', C", B') or the four

A, B, C, D' (and therefore also A', B', C, D) are concyclic [a condition which may be

otherwise expressed by saying that the difference of the arcual angles OAB and OBA
equals the difference of the arcual angles OCD and ODC irrespective of sign] then the

incircles of each of the following tetrads of arcual triangles are touched by two other

circles besides OAC and OBD:—
OAB, O'AB, OCD, O'CD (1),

OAB, O'AB, OCD', O'CD' (2),

OA'B', O'A'B', OCD, O'CD (3),

OA'B', O'A'B', OCD', O'CD' (4),

OAB', OA'B, OCD', OCD (5),

OAB', OA'B, O'CD',* O'CD (6),

O'AB',* O'A'B. OCD', OCD (7),

O'AB',* O'A'B, O'CD',* O'CD (S),

OAB, O'AB, OCD', OCD (9),

OAB, O'AB, O'CD',* O'CD (10),

OA'B', CA'B', OCD', OCD (11),

OA'B', O'A'B', O'CD',* O'CD (12),

OAB', OA'B, OCD, O'CD (13),

O'AB',* O'A'B, OCD, O'CD (14),

OAB', OA'B, OCD', O'CD' (1.5),

O'AB',* O'A'B, OCD', O'CD' (16).

* "The incircle of O'CD'" means the circle touching OAC, OBD, CDC'D' and containing within it these three

circles. This notation seems natural from analogy with the case in which these three circles are great circles.

A similar remark applies to " the incircle of O'AB'."
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SECTION II.

Two Lemmas.

2. I shall use as Lemmas a particular case of a theorem given by Mr Jessop in

the Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, Vol. xxiii., and its converse. His theorem is enun-

ciated :
—" The sum or difference of the angles any two fixed generating circles of the

same family of a Bicircular Quartic make with a variable generating circle of any other

given family is constant." It might also be enunciated :
—

" If P, Q, R, S be four generating

circles of a Bicircular Quartic, P, Q belonging to one family and R, S to another, then

a circle can be di-awn through one of each pair of uitersections of P with R, P with iS,

Q ^vith R, and Q with S (and therefore another circle through the remaining four of

the same intersections)." The same theorem of course follows, by inversion, or stereo-

graphic projection, for Sphero-Quartics also. The particular case referred to is that in

which the Quartic consists of two circles on a sphere (or in a plane). As Mr Jessop's

proof does not readily enable us to select the concyclic points I give a proof for the

particular case depending on Casey's relation among the angles of intersection of four

circles that touch a fifth. (It may be worth while pointing out how to write dovra

this relation. Let the points of contact be K, L, J/, N as in Fig. 2 : wTite dowm the

analogue of Ptolemy's theorem, viz.:

—

sin ^KM . sin hLN = sin \KL . sin ^MN + sin ^KN . sin ^LM,

and substitute for each great arc joining two of the points K, L, M, N the supplement

of that angle between the tangent cii-cles at its extremities within which the circle KLMN
lies.) Let Fig. 3 represent two circles of each family touching the two circles S and S'.

Since the four circles touch S we have

. a S Q) 0)' . 7 /3 ,,

,

sm 5 cos ^ -I- cos -s cos -^ = sm ^ cos — (1);

and since they touch S' we have

a . S . /3 7 ft) 0)' ,,
cos - sm^ = sm ^ cos ^ -I- cos^ cos -^ (2).

From these relations we obtain the equation

. a-1- S + ysm -^- = sm-^ ,

therefore either a + 8 = /3 -i- 7 or a + S = 27r — /3 — 7.

therefore either a — /3 = 7 — 8 or a -1- /3 = 27r — 7 — S.

If the former relation hold ^i, B, C, D' are concyclic, if the latter, A', B, C", D,

Mr Jessop's theorem thus being established on either supposition.
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It is however necessary for the present purpose to show that it is the former of

those alternatives which is true and not the latter. If a third circle be drawn touching

S and S', of the same family as AB and CD and having a position intermediate Iji-tween

them, and if 6, <^ be the angles that correspond to 7 and S, we have

either a — /3 = 7 — S or a + /3 + 7 + 8=27r:

and at the same time

either a - = - (j) or a + /3 + 6) + (/> = 27r;

and at the same time

either j - h = 6 - <^ or 7 + S -t (^ + (/> = 27r.

If the former alternative be not taken in the first case it must either be taken in one

only of the other cases or not bo taken in any case, as if taken in both the other cases

from the equations a — /3 = 6- (p, y-B = 6 — <j>, we deduce the equation a — /3 = 7 — S. Now

if we take the former alternative in the second case only, we deduce a = 6, /3 = ^. Thus

the equation

. a rf) (o CI' . 6 ^
sin 2 cos 1 4- cos 9 cos = sm ^ cos ^ ,

which con-esponds to (1) for the circles concerned, reduces to

. a B CO D,' , a B
sm ^ cos ^ + cos -^ cos = sm ^ cos ^

,

which cannot be true since neither o> nor H' is tt. Similarly we cannot take the former

alternative in the third case only.

Again, if we take the latter alternative in every case, we deduce

a + /3 = 7 + 8 = ^ + </)=7r.

Equation (1) then reduces to

. a . 7 CO CO . 7 . ot

sm 2 sm I
+ cos ^ cos g- = sm | sm ^

,

which cannot be true since neither &> nor to' is tt. The former alternative must therefore

hold in the first case
;

(the same argument shows that it must hold in all three cases).

The points CD' having been proved concyclic with A and B, if the circle CDC'D'

be made to vary continuously, touching S and S\ it is obvious that in any position

the instantaneous positions of C and D' are always concyclic with A and B, it being

noted that C and C (or D and D') interchange as the varying circle passes through

the position in which they coincide. When the concyclic points have been determined

for the intersection of two given circles P and Q of one family with any two of the

other family this consideration suffices to determine them for the intersection of P and

Q with any other two.

3. Conversely if in Fig. 3 COC, DOD' be two circles of one family touching S and

S' and CDC'D' be a circle of the other family and A, B he two points one on each

of the circles COC, DOD' concyclic with C", D', then through A and B there can be

described a circle touching S and S' of the same family as CDC'D'. For through A
two circles of that family can be described. If a circle of that family be made to vary

13—2
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continuously from coincidence with CDC'D' first into coincidence with one of these circles

and then, restarting from the position CDC'D', into coincidence with the other, in one

case C, and in the other C, will move continuously into coincidence with A. The

former of the circles will pass through B, because from what has been proved if it do

not pass through B but cut DOD' in E and E' the circle C'D'A vnW pass either

through E or E', which is impossible, since by hj-pothesis the circle C'D'A cuts DOD'

in B: therefore the result stated is true.

SECTION III.

Proof of the Fuxdamextal Theorem.

4. In applying the Lemmas to the proof of the theorems stated in Art. 1 the

following notation is adopted : the incircle of the triangle OAB is denoted by 4 and

the escribed circles of this triangle opposite the angles A, B, are denoted by 1, 2, 3,

and the inverses of 1, 2, 3, 4 with respect to the circle cutting OA, OB, and AB
orthogonally are denoted by 1', 2', 3', 4' respectively : the incircle of the triangle OCD is

denoted by iv and the escribed circles of this triangle opposite the angles C, D, are

denoted by i, ii, ili respectively, while the inverses of I, li, III, IV with respect to the

circle cutting OC, OD and CD orthogonally are denoted by i', ll', III', iv' respectively.

I have found it impracticable to get good figures for all the tetrads without varying

the sizes and positions of the four circles OA, OB, AB and CD. In all the figures

(Figs. 4—12) however lies within and 0' without the circles AB and CD; the points

of intersection of these cu'cles lie in the angles AOD', BOC; and A, B, C, D' lie on

a circle; this circle is not drawn. Of the two circles whose existence the theorem asserts,

in each case one only is drawn, the dotted circle in the figures.

Fig. 4 shows the circles of teti-ad (1) denoted by the numbers 3, 4, ill, iv, placed

at their centres. Two circles can be di-awn having contact of the same kind ^\^th the

circles 3, iv and of a different kind with 4; let FEE'F' be one of these circles. Then

since ABA'B' and FEE'F' both touch 3 and 4, by the first Lemma A. B, E, F are

concyclic and

zOAB-zOBA=zOFE-^OEF

(angles between small cii-cles being meant in every case), but

z OFE - z OEF = z OE'F' - z OF'E',

since F, E, F'. E' are concyclic, and z OAB - A OBA =^ OCD - z ODC since A, B, C, D'

are concyclic ; therefore Z OE'F' - z OF'E' = Z OCD - z ODC and therefore (by the second

Lemma) the circle FEE'F' (and not the other circle through E', F' touching iv) touches

the circle III. In a similar manner the other circle having contact of one kind \vith

3, IV, and of a different kind with 4, can be shown to touch iii.
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The eight circles that can be drawn t(j touch three given circles consist of four

circles and their inverses with respect to the circle cutting the given three orthogonally

;

there are two species of tetrads of these eight circles which are touched by a fourth

circle ; a tetrad of one speciea consists ol' two circles and their inverses with respect

to the orthogonal circle of the given three ; a tetrad of the other consists of circles

analogous to the inscribed and escribed circles of a plane triangle (the radical centre

of the three given circles being supposed to lie within i-ach of them). No distinctive

names appear to be in use for the two species ; in the present paper the former species

wii! bo called inverse tetrads, and the term Hart tetrad restricted to the latter species.

The existence of a second circle touching 3, 4, ill and iv, thus indeed follows from

that of the circle FEE'F' as the circles 3 4 III IV form an inverse tetrad of the circles

touching OAC, OBD and FEE'F'. A similar remark applies in the cases of tetrads

(2)-(8).

If A, B, C, D be concyclic instead of A, B, C, D' a figure for that case can be

obtained by erasing the circle CD and redrawing it, of the same family touching III

and IV but so that A, B, C, D are concyclic, C and D denoting points on OA and OB
respectively, both to the right of 0. In a similar manner, in the cases of the other

fifteen tetrads, the case in which A, B, C, D are concyclic may be deduced from that

in which A, B, C, D' are concyclic or vies versa.

If without altering the figure the letters A and D', B and C", G and E , D and

A' be interchanged in the figure and proof, the figure and proof apply to tetrad (4).

Fig. .5 shows the circles of tetrad (2) ; the proof is precisely similar.

If in proof and figure A and A', B and B', C and C, D and D' are interchanged we

establish tetrad (3). This particular interchange of letters might be objected to as a mode of

deducing one tetrad from another in other cases on the gi'ound that it changes a figure in

which the order of points on AG is 0, A, G, 0', and on BD, 0, B, D, 0' into one in which

the order on .4C is 0, C, .4, 0', and on BD, 0, D, B, 0'. In this case however if the

portions drawn of the circles AB and G'D' did not extend to their point of intersection

there would be nothing to show in which order the points actually occur, and therefore

a proof valid for one order is valid for the other.

Fig. 6 shows the circles of tetrad (5); the proof is similar except that A, B, E', F'

are concyclic instead of .4, B, E, F.

Fig. 7 shows the circles of tetrad (6); in this case also A, B, E'. F' are concyclic

instead of .4, B, E, F.

If in figure and proof we interchange A and I)', B and C, G and B', D antl .4'

we establish tetrad (7).

Fig. 8 shows the circles of tetrad (8); it has not appeared practicable in this case

to draw the circles so that both 1' and i' contain within them the three circles they
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are respective!}- dra^\-u to touch, as they would do if drawn in Fig. 1. In this figure

also A, B, E', F' are concyclic.

Fig. 9 shows the circles of tetrad (9). In this case A, B, E, F are concyclic.

The existence of a second circle touching 1, 2, iii, iv follows from that of the circle

EFF'E' as the circles 1, 2, III, iv form a Hart tetrad of the circles touching OAC, OBD
and EFF'E'. A similar remark applies in the cases of tetrads (10)—(16).

If A and D', B and C", A' and D, B' and C be interchanged we establish tetrad (15).

Fig. 10 shows the circles of tetrad (13). In this figure also A, B. E, F are concyclic.

If in figure and proof A and D', B and C, A' and D, B' and C be interchanged

we establish tetrad (11).

Fig. 11 shows the circles of tetrad (10). In this figure also A, B, E, F are concyclic.

If in figure and proof A and D', B and C", A' and D, B' and C be interchanged

we establish tetrad (16).

Fig. 12 shows the circles of tetrad (14). In this figure also A, B, E, F are concyclic.

If in figure and proof A and D', B and C, A' and D. B' and C be interchanged

we establish tetrad (12).

The fundamental theorem stated in Section I. has only been established for one

configuration of the four original circles, but b}' the principle of continuity must be true

for all modifications of the figure.

5. Tetrads (1)—(8) are analogous to inverse tetrads and each is in fact such a

tetrad of circles touching four others as has been shown in Art. 4. If as a particular

case the cii'cle GDG'D' coincide with ABA'B', C coinciding with A and D with B
tetrads (1), (4), (5) and (8) merely consist of two circles taken twice, tetrads (2) and (3)

become the same inverse tetrad of circles touching OA, OB and AB, and tetrads (6)

and (7) become another inverse tetrad of circles touching OA, OB and AB. In the

case of each of these last-mentioned four cases one of the two common tangent circles

whose existence has been established, becomes the circle AB, and the other becomes

the fourth circle that touches an invei-se tetrad.

Tetrads (9)—(16) are analogous to Hart tetrads and each is in fact such a tetrad

of circles touching four others as has been shown in Ait. 4. If as a particular case,

the circle CDC'D' coincide with ABA'B', C coinciding with A and D with B, tetrads

(9) and (13) become the same Hart tetrad of circles touching OA, OB and AB ; so also

do (10) and (14), (11) and (15), (12) and (16). In each case, one of the two common

tangent circles whose existence has been established, becomes the circle AB, and the

other becomes the Hart circle which touches that Hart tetrad.

6. With the notation that has been adopted, the tetrads analogous to inverse tetrads

are 1 2 i li, 1 2 i' ii', 1' 2' I il, 3 4 iii iv, 3 4 lii' iv', 3' 4' in iv, and 3' 4' in' iv' ; and the
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U'trads analogous to Hart tetrads are 1 2 ill IV, 1 2 in' iv', 1' 2' III iv, 1' 2' III' iv', 3 4 i ii,

3 4 i' ii', 3' 4'
I II, and 3' 4' l' ii'. (The order of the tetrads here is not the same as

in Section I.) Thus however the circles be situated when we know the Hart tetrads

of the circles that touch OA, OB, AB, and the Hart tetrads of those that touch OA,

OB, CD, ami have identified a single tetrad of either kind of the sixteen above, the others

of each kind can be easily identified.

7. There also exist of course, among the circles touching AB, CD, OA, and AB,

CD, OB respectively, sixteen tetrads of circles touched by two others besides AB and CD.

CHAPTEE II.

Contact relations among the Circles touching triads of the eight

that touch three given circles.

SECTION IV.

The Circles touching Triads of a Hart Group.

S. In Fig. 13 let AB, BC, CA represent three circles intersecting on a sphere or

in a plane, let A'B'C be their other points of intersection which do not appear in

the figure, and let I, 2, 3, 4 be the Hart tetrad of circles touching AB, BC, CA,

which are escribed and inscribed to the triangle ABC (4 has not been dra^\Ti). By

Mr Jessop's theorem or otherwise, two of the points F, P', Q, Q' are concyclic with A and

B ; which two are they ? If the Hart circle change continuously, still touching 1 and 2,

it can pass into the position AB without either P coinciding with P' or Q with Q;

in any intermediate position, and when it does come into the position AB the point

P' coincides with A and Q' with B. Therefore by the concluding paragraph of Art. 2,

A, B, P, Q are the concyclic points. In the same way if the Hart circle change

continuously, still touching 1 and 3, before it can pass into the position CA, P and P'

would coincide and interchange, viz. at the point of contact of BC with 1. Hence P, R,

A, C are concyclic. If again the Hart circle change continuously, still touching 2 and 3,

before it can come into the position BC both Q and Q*, R and R' would interchange,

so that B, C, Q, R are concyclic. This is one way of getting these results. Hence the

four circles BC, CA, AB, PQR satisfy tr-iply the condition of Section I.

9. Let us find in which arc of the Hart circle its jioint of contact with 4 is

situated. Let 1 2 denote the direct and 1' 2 or 1 2' the transverse common tangent of
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1 and 2, with a similar notation in the case of the other circles. By Casey's relation

we then have from the circle BC,

sin \ (!¥' ) sin 1(34 ) + sin J (XT') sin ^ (23 ) = sin \ (IS") sin \ (24 ),

from CA, sin^(23')sin^(f4) = sini(2T)sinHr3) + sin^(r¥')sini(34),

from AB, sin^(2T')sin]^(ri) = sini(13')sini(24) + sini(34')sini(r2).

Adding the first and second equations, subtracting the third and omitting terms common

to each side, the resulting equation is

sin i (R' ) sin

^

(23 ) = sin ^
(24"'

) siu ^ (IS ) - sin h (3 4') sin h (1^),

showing that the points of contact of 1, 2, 3, 4 with the Hart circle form -a quadrilateral

of which the second and fourth lie on a diagonal ; that is to say, the point of contact

sought for lies between P and R'.

10. Let us now apply the theorem of Chap. I. to obtain contact relations among

the circles touching BC, CA, AB and the Hart circle of ABC (denoted respectively by

a, h, c and d) in sets of three. Suppose the concavities of BC, CA, AB are towards

A, B, C respectively; denote by abc the circle which has contact of the same kind

yfith a, b and c and is neither 1, 2, 3 nor 4 ; denote by abc' the circle which has

contact of the same kind with a and b and of the opposite kind with c' and is neither

1, 2, 3 nor 4, and adopt a corresponding notation in the case of other circles. Consider

circles touching a, b, c and circles touching a, b, d; since A, B, P, Q are concyclic, of the

abd circles abd and abd' (i.e. the circle escribed to the triangle CP'Q' opposite the

angle C and the circle inscribed in the same triangle) and of the abc circles 3, 4 form

an inverse tetrad. Hence writing down the abc circles as 1, 2, 3, 4,

and a'bc, ab'c, abc, abc,

the first row forming a Hart group and each circle in the first row being the inverse

of the one below it with respect to the circle cutting a, b and c orthogonally,

and the abd circles as 1, 2, 3, 4,

and ah'd, a'bd, abd', abd,

which we do in accordance with the rule indicated in Art. 6, the first two cu'cles of

the second and fourth rows form an inverse tetrad, as also do the last two circles of

these rows, and the first two circles in either form with the last two in the other a

Hart tetrad. Each of the other twelve tetrads of Chapter I. either consists of two of

the circles 1, 2, 3, 4 taken twice or is a tetrad of circles touching three circles, i.e. either

a, b, c, or a, b, d. Thus only four of the sixteen tetrads are new. The notation alone

is sufficient to enable us to write Aown the two new tetrads of each kind. For an

inverse tetrad consists of four circles of one family touching a, b, and there are only

two such tetrads which are new, and a Hart tetrad consists of two circles touching

a, b, c and belonging to the same family of cfrcles touching a, b, and two circles touching

a, b, d and belonging to the other family of circles touching a, b, and of these also

only two are new.
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So too considering tiie abc circles and tliu acd circles, writing down the former as

1, 2, 3, 4,

a'bc, ah'c, abc, abc,

and the latter as 1, 2, 3, 4,

ac'd, acd', n'cd, acd,

we see that the first and liiird circles of the second and fourth rows form an inverse

tetrad as also do the second and fourth circles of the same rows, while the first and

third in either with the second and fourth in the other form a Hart tetrad.

And considering the abc circles and the bed circles, writing down the former as

1, 2, 3, 4,

a'bc, ab'c, abc', abc,

and the latter as 1, 2, 3, 4,

bod', bed, b'cd, bed,

we see that of the second and fourth rows the first and fourth circles form an inverse

tetrad as also do the second and third, while the second and third of either with the

first and fourth of the other form a Hart tetrad.

Again if we consider the cda circles and the cdb circles, a consideration of the figure

shows that if we write the former as 1, 2, 3, 4,

ac'd, acd', acd, acd,

and the latter as 1, 2, 3, 4,

bed', bed, b'cd, bed,

of the second and fourth rows the first and second circles form an inverse tetrad, as

also do the third and fourth, while the first and second of either with the third and

fourth of the other form a Hart tetrad.

Similarl)- for the cda circles and the abd circles, and for the abd circles and the bed

circles.

11. Hence:—If we take any Hart tetrad of cii-cles touching three others and describe

circles touching them in threes we get four sets of four cii'cles [exclusive of the original

three and of another which with them in every case forms a Hart tetrad of cii'cles

touching the Hart gi'oup with which we started], each set of course being a Hart tetrad;

we can form twenty-four tetrads of circles each consisting of two out of one of the

above sets and two out of another such that each tetrad is touched by two circles

besides the two which they have been constructed to touch in common ; twelve of these

tetrads are Hart tetrads and twelve are inverse.

Vol. XYI. Part II. 14
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12. All these tetrads can be shown in a table as follows. Write down the numbers

1, 2, 3, 4 and underneath each the letters denoting the conjugate one of the other

four touching each of the four triads.

1
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SECTION V.

The Circles touching Triads of a Group consisting of three members of a

Hart Group and the Conjugate or Inverse of the Fourth.

14. Suppose as before that a, b, c, d are a Hart tetrad of circles touching 1, 2, 3

(three circles in a plane or on a sphere) and that their inverses with respect to the

circle cutting 1, 2, 3 orthogonally are denoted by A, B, C, D respectively; then the

circles a, b, c, D like a, b, c, d satisfy triply the condition of Section I. (Fig. 14 repre-

sents these circles, D being the circle XY'ZX'YZ'.) For B, C, Y, Z' ; C, A, Z, X';

A, B, X, Y' are respectively concyclic by Mr Jessop's theorem. Let abc, abc' denote the

same circles as before, let abD, ubD' denote respectively the circles touching a, b and D
vdth contact of the same kind, and touching a and b with contact of the same kind,

but D with contact of the other kind, and which are neither 1, 2, 3 nor the abD circle

which forms a Hart group with 1, 2. 3. Let this last circle, the incircle of C'X'Y, be

denoted by [abD'].

Then considering circles touching a, b, c and circles touching a, b, D, since A, B,

X, Y' are concyclic 1, 2 of the abc circles and 3, [abD'] of the abD circles form a Hart

tetrad ; and writing down the abc circles as 1, 2, 3, 4,

and a'bc, ab'c, abc', abc,

and the abD circles as 1, 2, 3, [abD'],

and a'bD, ab'D, abD, abD',

we see that of the sixteen tetrads given by the theorem of Chapter I., and formed by

taking the first and second or the third and fourth circles in either the first or second

rows with the first and second or third and fourth in either the third or fourth rows,

all are new except those in which 1 and 2 occur. Therefore we obtain five new

invei-se and four new Hart tetrads. Exclusive of those in which 3 occurs there are

two new inverse and two new Hart tetrads.

Similarly among circles touching a, b, c and a, c, D respectively we obtain two new

inverse and two Hart tetrads exclusive of those in which 2 occui-s. We wa-ite the abc

circles as 1, 2, 3, 4,

and a'bc, ab'c, abc', abc,

and the acD circles as 1, 2, 3, [acD'],

and a'cD, acD, ac'D, acD'.

Similarly there are two new inverse and two new Hart tetrads (excluding those which

contain 1) among cii-cles touching «, b, c and circles touching b, c, D: the same number

among circles touching a, b, D and circles touching a, c, D; the same number among

circles touching a, b, D and circles touching b, c, D ; and the same number among circles

touching a, c, D and circles touching b, c, D.

14—2
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15. These tetrads are showTi in the annexed table, very similar to that of Art. 12,

and formed as follows :

—

1
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17. Again, let us consider circles touching b, li, a, and circles touching b, B, c. We
shall have in this case to adopt a notation to distinguish any circle touching three from the

conjugate one (its inverse with respect to the circle cutting the three orthogonally). So let

bBa for instance now denote the circle touching h, B, a which lies outside b and B but

inside a, and similarly in other cases. Since CX' and AZ are drawn across the arcual

angle X'Y'C, so that G, X', A and Z are concyclic, we see that 2 and abB' (the incirclc

of CX' Y') as being ahB circles and 2 and bcB' (the incircle of A YZ) as being bcB

circles form an iu\LTse tetrad. So writing the abB circles

as abB', 2, ab'E, abB,

and :3, 1, abB, a'b'B',

the former row being the inscribed and escribed circles of CX'Y' : and the bcB circles

as bcB', 2, b'c'B', bc'B,

and 1, 3, bcB, b'cE,

the former row being the inscribed and escribed circles of AZY' ; we obtain four new

Hart tetrads, 2 occurring in all, and five new inverse tetrads in one of which 2 occui-s.

Omitting those in which 1, 2, or 3 occurs there are four new inverse tetrads but no

new Hart.

SECTION VII.

The Circles touching Triads of ax Inverse Group.

18. Let Fig. 16 represent the circles 1, 2, 3 ; a, b. A, B. In this figure the relative

positions of the circles 1, 2, 3 have been altered, as otherwise the figure seems somewhat

puzzling. The circle CPC is b, DPD' is B, CQC is a, and XQX' is A; the former

two being supposed concave below. These circles satisfy the condition of Section I.

doubly, C, D, X, Y and also C, D', X', Y being concyclic.

Consider first circles that touch a. A, b and circles that touch a, A, B. Since across

the angle CQX, CX and BY are drawn so that C, D, X, Y are concyclic, 1, 3 of the

aAb circles and 1, 3 of the aAB circles form an inverse tetrad. Hence writing the

aAb circles with the notation of the previous article

as aAb' or 1, a'A'b' or 3, aA'b', aA'b,

and a'A'b or 2, aAb, a'Ab, aAb',

the former row being the inscribed and escribed circles of the triangle CQX ; and the

aAB cii'cles

as aAB or 1, a'A'B or 3, a'AB, a'AF,

and a'A'B' or 2, aAB', aAB', aA'B,

the former row being the inscribed and escribed circles of UQY; and noting that the

second cii-cles in the second and fourth lines are the same, we see that all the Hart tetrads
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we obtain are merely Hart tetrads of circles that all touch a, A, b or that all touch

a, A, B. We obtain four new inverse tetrads by taking the third and fourth circles

in either the fii-st or second row with the third and fourth circles in either the third

or fourth row.

19. Again, since across the angle CQY, CX' and D'Y are drawn so that C, D', X', Y
are concyclic, we see that 2, 3 of the aAh circles and 2, 3 of the aAB circles form an

inverse tetrad. Hence writing the aAh circles

as a'A'h or 2, a'A'U or 3, aA'b', a'Ah',

and aAh' or 1, aAh, a'Ah, aA'b,

the former row being the inscribed and escribed circles of CQX'; and the aAB cii-cles

as a'A'B' or 2, a'A'B or 3, aA'B, a'AB,

and aAB or 1, aAB', a'AB', aA'B',

the former row being the inscribed and escribed circles of D'QY: we see that we obtain

no new Hart tetrads but four new inverse tetrads by taking the third and fourth

circles of either the first or second row with the thu-d and fourth cii-cles of the third

or fourth row.

20. From the two last articles we see that from the two squares

aA'b', aA'b, a'AB, a'AB', '

and
a'Ah, a'Ah', aA'F, aA'B,

we can obtain eight new inverse tetrads by taking either horizontal row of the first

with either horizontal row of the second and either diagonal of the first with either

diagonal of the second.

Similarly by considering circles that touch b, B, a and circles that touch b, B, A it

can be shown that from the two squai-es

b'B'a, b'B'a,

bBa, bBa,
and

bBA', bBA,

b'B'A, b'B'A',

we can obtain eight new inverse tetrads by taking either horizontal row of the first

with either horizontal row of the second and either diagonal of the first with either

diagonal of the second.

21. Furthermore the four circles A, B, a, b cut the same circle orthogonally. Hence

if any circle touches three of these circles its inverse with respect to the above

circle also touches them. But any two cii'cles and their inverses with respect to any

circle form an inverse tetrad touched bj' four other circles. Therefore if we take two

inverse circles (with respect to the circle cutting A, B, a, h orthogonally) touching any

three of the four circles A, B, a, b and two inverse circles touching any other three of

the four, they form an inverse tetrad touched by two other circles besides the two

they have been constructed to touch in common. As before tetrads containing 1, 2 or 3

are only the known inverse tetrads of circles touching three given cii-cles. Exclusive
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of these we got twenty-four inverse tetrads, being four for each combination in pairs

of sets of three of the four circles A, B, a, b. For the sets Aab and ABa the tetnuls

are obtained by taking either vertical column of the first square in Art. 20 with either

vortical column of the second square. And similarly f(jr the sets Bab and ABb.

Thus if we take any inverse tetrad of circles touching three given circles, to

touch them in throes there can be drawn four sets of four circles (exclusive of the

original three and of one which with them forms an inverse tetrad); by taking two

circles out of one sot with two out of another we can form forty inverse tetrads, such

that each tetrad is touched by two other circles besides the two thoy have been constructed

to touch in common.

SECTION VIII.

General Statement of the Theorems of this Chapter.

22. From the preceding articles we obtain the following result :—Eight circles can

be described to touch three given circles ; these eight circles form fifty-six triads ; to

touch any triad we can describe a se.t of four circles exclusive of the original throe and

of one which with them forms either a Hart tetrad or an inverse tetrad ; each set is

known to form a Hart tetrad or an inverse tetrad ; by taking two out of one set and

two out of another drawn to touch triads which have two members common, we can

form in addition two hundred and eighty-eight Hart tetrads and seven hundred, and

twenty inverse tetrads, each touched by two circles besides the two they have been

constructed to touch in common.

23. These tetrads are classified in the following table :

Type of a group of four circles
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CHAPTER III.

Extension to Cones and Conics.

SECTION IX.

The Fundamental Theorem.

24. Every two antipodal circles being the intersection of the sphere with a right circular

cone, when the four circles OA, OB, AB, CD in Fig. 1 are great circles by combining

each of the tetrads in Art. 1 with the tetrad composed of their antipodals we get the

theorem :—If four plaues P, Q, X and 1' passing through a common point are such that

a right circular cone can be described through the intersections of P with X, P with Y,

Q with X, and Q with Y, then there can be formed eight tetrads of right circular cones

each consisting of two touching X, Y, P, and two touching X, Y, Q, such that each

tetrad has two common tangent circular cones (besides the planes X, Y) ; four of these

tetrads are analogous to Hart tetrads and four to inverse tetrads. A similar theorem

is of course true of cones touching P, Q, X and P, Q, Y.

The enunciation of the reciprocal theorem is obvious.

2-5. Hence by projection, using the term " t^-conic" to denote a conic having double

contact with a given one, U:—If four straight lines P, Q, X, Y, are such that through the

intersections of P with X, P with Y, Q with X, and Q with Y, thei'e can be described

a i7-conic, then there can be formed eight tetrads of Z7-conics each consisting of two

touching X, Y, P, and two touching X, Y, Q, such that each tetrad has two common

tangent f/^-conics (besides the lines X, Y) ; four of these tetrads are analogous to Hart

tetrads and four to inverse tetrads. A similar theorem is of course true of conics touching

P, Q, and X, and P, Q, and Y.

The enunciation of the reciprocal theorem is obvious.

26. Let us next extend to cones and conics the fundamental theorem when the four

cii-cles OA, OB, AB, CD are small circles. Any two covertical right circular cones intersect

in four lines two of which lie in each of two planes perpendicular to the plane containing

the axes of the cones. Let us restrict to these planes the title "planes of intersection"

of the cones. If P, Q, X be any three covertical circular cones there are four sets of

planes of intersection of P and Q, Q and A^, X and P which pass through a common

line. If P, Q, X, Y be any four covertical circular cones, we can take iu eight wajs

plaues of intersection of P and A', Q and X, and of P and Y, Q and Y such that

through the intersection of the first two and the intersection of the last two can be

drawn a plane of intersection of P and Q: and if the cones be those obtained from the

cii'cles OA, OB, AB, CD of Fig. 1 and their antipodals, we can choose these planes of
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intersection in one way such that in them lie pairs of intersections of P and A', Q and X,

P and r, Q and Y respectively, posKessing the property that fotn- of thern, being one of

each pair, lie on a circular cone (and therefore the other four lie on another circular

cone). We obtain the throrem that in such a case out of certain eight of the thirty-two

circular cones touching A', Y, F, and certain eight of those touching X, Y, Q, there can

be chosen sixteen tetrads each consisting of two touching X, Y, P, and two touching

X, Y, Q, such that each tetrad has two common tangent circular cones (besides X, Y)

:

eight of these tetrads arc analogous to Hart tetrads and eight to inverse. A similar

theorem of coui-se holds for cones touching P, Q, X, and P, Q. Y.

The enunciation of the reciprocal theorem is obvious.

27. By projection we obtain from the four right circular cones of the previous Ai-t.

four t^-conics possessing a certain property. Any two ['-conies meet in four points and

two of their common chords pass through the intersection of their chords of contact

with U; let us restrict to these two the title "chords of intersection" of the conies. If

P, Q, X be any three [/^-conics there are four points called " radical centres " of the

three conies in each of which there meet a chord of intersection of P and Q, a chord

of intersection of Q and A", and a chord of intersection of X and P. (The chords of

intersection are the six lines joining the radical centres.) If P, Q, X, Y be any four fT'-conics

we can take in eight ways chords of intersection of P and A"", Q and A', and of P and Y,

Q and F, such that through the intersection of the first two and the intersection of the

last two there passes a chord of intersection of P and Q, and we can in the case in point

choose these chords of intersection in one way such that of the four pairs of intersections of

P and A"^, P and Y, Q and A', Q and F, which lie on them, four points (being one of

each pair) lie on a [/"-conic (and therefore the other four on another fj-conic). We obtain

the theorem that when this condition holds, out of certain eight of the thirty-two [T-conics

touching X, Y, P, and certain eight of those touching X, Y, Q, there can be formed sixteen

tetrads each consisting of two touching X, Y, P, and two touching X, Y, Q, such that each

tetrad has two common tangent /7-conics (besides X, Y) ; eight of these tetrads are

analogous to Hart tetrads and eight to inverse. A similar theorem of course holds for

CT-conics touching P, Q, X, and P, Q, Y.

The enunciation of the reciprocal theorem is obvious.

28. If from any radical centre of three L^-conics pairs of tangents be drawn to them,

through the six points of contact a f/^conic can be drawn. This conic has been called

by Casey (among others ?) a conic " orthogonal " to the given three. (See " Memoir on

Bicircular Quartics," Chap, v.. Transactions, Royal Irish Academy, Vol. xxiv.)

As there are four radical centres, there are four orthogonal conies. The thirty-two

[7-conics that touch the three conies consist of sixteen pairs, the members of each pair

and some one of the orthogonal conies being the projections of two small circles and

a circle with respect to which the one is the inverse of the other. Four paii-s are so

related to each orthogonal conic. There are thus four sets each consisting of four paii-s.

The eight conies touching A', Y, P that enter into the tetrads of the theorem stated in

Vol. XYI. Part II. 15
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the last Art. are the set coiTesponding to the particular orthogonal conic of A', Y, P derived

from the radical centre which is the intersection of the particular chords of intersection

which satisfy the condition of the theorem. A similar statement holds for the conies

touching X, Y, Q.

A statement of analogous character holds for the tetrads of cones in Art. 26.

SECTION X.

An Extension of the Theorems of Sections IV., V., in a particular cast:.

29. Suppose the three original circles of Chap. II. are gi-eat circles ; A and a,

B and b, C and c, D and d are then antipodals. Let us see how many tetrads of each

kind we obtain among two sets of cii-cles, the first touching one of each of the parrs

A and a, B and b, C and c, and the second touching one of each of the paii-s A and a,

B and b, D and d. From each of the following pairs of triads there can be obtained, as

in Sections IV., V., two tetrads of each kind, each consisting of two circles touching one

triad of the pair- and two touching the other triad, viz. :

—

ABC and ABD,

ABC and ABd,

ABc and ABD,
ABc and ABd,

AbC and AbD,

AbC and Abd,

Abe and AbD,

Abe and Abd,

and as many more their antipodals by interchanging A and a, B and b, C and c, D and

d: there are thus thirty-two Hart tetrads and thii-ty-two inverse.

30. By joining the cii-cles in the last article to the centre of the sphere by right

circular cones we obtain the following result:—If four cii'cular cones be described touching

three given planes, to touch any three of these we can describe sixteen other circular cones

besides the three original planes and four cones each of which touches all the given four;

we thus get four sets of sixteen cones ; besides the tetrads of cones having a common

tangent cone which we can form by taking four cones out of the same set, we can form

thirty-two tetrads by taking two cones out of any one set and two out of any other,

such that each tetrad is touched by two cones besides the two they have been constructed

to touch in common; sixteen are analogous to Hart tetrads and sixteen to inverse

tetrads; and as the four sets can be combined in six ways we obtain ninety-six tetrads

of each kind.

31. Hence by projection and reciprocation :—If four CT-conics be desciibed touching

three given lines or passing through three given points, to touch any three of these we

can describe sixteen other [/-conies (exclusive of the original lines or points and of four
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conies each of which touches all the given four); \ve thus obtain four sets of sixteen fT-conics

;

besides the tetrads of conies touched by another 6"-conic which we can form by taking

four couics out of the same set, we can form thirty-two tetrads by taking two out of

any one set with two out of any other, such that each tetrad is touched by two other

t/^-conics besides the two they have been constructed to touch in common ; sixteen are

analogous to Hart tetrads and sixteen to inverse tetrads : and as the f(jur sets can be

combined in six ways we obtain ninety-six tetrads of each kind.

SECTION XL

An Extension of the General Theorem of Chapter II.

32. Supposing the three original circles of Chap. II. to be small circles the following

result may be obtained from the general theorem stated in Art. 22, by combining anti-

podal circles in pairs and then projecting. Take three L^-conics, U^, Uo, Us, and consider

the eight f^-conics touching them which correspond to any definite one of the four ortho-

gonal conies. To touch any three of these there can be described thirty-two f7-conics ; these

consist of four sets of eight (coiTesponding to the four orthogonal conies of the chosen

three) ; in one set of eight there occur the original three conies and one which with them

fornas either a Hart or inverse tetrad ; consider the remaining four of this set of eight.

We have four such conies touching every triad of the eight touching fT,, ?7o, U3. It is

already known that every such set of four forms either a Hart or an inverse tetrad ; w'e

can however obtain in addition two hundred and eighty-eight Hart tetrads and seven

hundred and twenty inverse, each consisting of two conies touching one triad of the eight,

and two touching another triad, the two triads having two members common.

SECTION XII.

A Further Extex.siox of the Gexeral Theorem of Chapter II.

33. The results of Chap. II. can be further extended to circular cones and to couics

having double contact with a given one, but the results as will be seen are too complicated

and indefinite to be of much interest.

Any two cii-cles of one family touching two given circles and any two of the other

satisfy the condition of Art. 1.

Let us consider the eight circles touching any three circles 1, 2, 3, and the eight

touching 1, 2, and any fourth circle 4; let P, Q be any two circles of the former

eight and X, Y be any two of the latter eight, such that, of the circles touching 1, 2, P, Q
belong to one family and A', Y to the other. Among the circles touching P, Q, X, and the

circles touching P, Q, Y, we obtain by Chap. I. sixteen tetrads touched by two cu-cles besides

P and Q. But 1, 2, as touching P, Q, X, and 1, 2, as touching P, Q, Y, will be found to

constitute one of these tetrads. No tetrad into which 1 and 2 enter is new, being merelj-

15—2
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a Hart or inverse tetrad touching either P, Q, X, or P, Q, Y. We thus obtain four

new Hart tetrads and five new inverse. We obtain as many from the cu'cles touching

X, Y, P, and the circles touching X, Y, Q. Ami we can so choose P, Q, X, Y in seventy-

two ways.

Again, if of the circles touching 1, 2, P and A"" belong to one family and Q and Y
to the other, we obtain four new Hart tetrads and five new inverse from circles touching

P, X, Q, and cii-cles touching P, X, Y, and as many more from cii-cles touching Q, Y, P
and circles touching Q, F, X. And we can choose P, Q, X, Y in two hundred and fifty-

six ways.

Thus we obtain in all (328 x 8 =) 2624 Hart tetrads and (328 x 10 =) 3280 inverse

bv taking all combinations of two circles touching 1, 2, 3 and two touching 1. 2. 4.

34. Again, if P, Q, R be three cii'cles touching 1, 2, 3, and X a cii-cle touching 1, 2, 4,

such that, of the cii-cles touching 1, 2, P, Q belong to one family and R, X to the other,

we obtain, by Chap. I., sixteen tetrads each consisting of two circles touching P, Q, R,

and two touching P, Q, X.

If P, Q, R be three members of a Hart tetrad touching 1, 2, 3, then 1, 2, 3 are

members of a Hart tetrad touching P, Q, R, and excluding as before of the sixteen tetrads

those in which 1, 2, or 3 occurs, there remain three new Hart tetrads and three new inverse.

And there remain four new Hart tetrads and five inverse from among the circles touching

P, R, X and the cu-cles touching Q, R, X. P. Q, R, X can be so chosen in one hundred

and twenty-eight ways.

If on the other hand P, Q, R be three members of an inverse tetrad of circles

touching 1, 2, 3, then 1, 2, 3 are members of an inverse tetrad touching P, Q, R,

and excluding those of the sixteen tetrads in which 1, 2, or 3 occurs, we obtain two

Hart tetrads and four inverse fi-om the circles touching P, Q, R and the circles touching

P, Q, X ; and four Hart and five inverse tetrads from the cii-cles touching P, R, X and the

circles touching Q, R, X. And we can so choose P, Q, R, X in thirty-two ways.

Thus from all combinations of three circles touching 1, 2, 3 and one touching ], 2, 4,

we obtain (7 x 128 -I- 6 x 32=) 1088 Hart tetrads and (8 x 128 -t- 9 x 32 =) 1312 inverse.

35. Now let us take on a sphere any three circles 1, 2, 3, and their antipodals

which we will call i, il, III. We can describe sixty-four circles antipodal in pairs, touching

one of each of the pairs 1 and i, 2 and II, 3 and ill. Let us take four of these sixty-

four circles such that none is the antipodal of any other and see how many Hart and

inverse tetrads we obtain among circles touching two different triads of these four. If

the four circles all touch 1, 2, 3 we obtain [Ai-t. 22] 288 Hart tetrads and 720 inverse;

as many if all touch 1, ii, III, or if all touch i, 2, III, or if all touch i, li, 3. Thus we

obtain 1152 Hart tetrads and 2880 inverse and as many more, their antipodals.

By taking different foui-s, of which three touch 1, 2, 3 and the fourth touches

I, 2, 3, we obtain, as shown in Art. 34, 1088 Hart tetrads and 1312 inverse among the
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circles touching different triads of thu four, and by combining the groups 12 3, I 2 3,

1 II :?, 1 2 III, 1 II III, I 2 III, I II 3, I II III in pairs which have two circles

common, wc obtain (1088 x 12 =) 13056 Hart tetrads and ( 1312 x 12 =) loTi* inverse, with

as many more their antipodals.

And by taking different fours, of which two touch 1, 2, 3 and two touch I, 2, 3,

we obtain, as shown in Art. 33, 2624 Hart tetrads and 3280 inverse among circles touching

different triads of the four, and by combining the different groups in pairs having two

members common, we obtain (2624 x =) 15744 Hart tetrads and (3280 x G=) 19680 inverse

tetrads, and as many more their antipodals.

36. By joining the circles of the last Art. to the centre by right circular cones and

projecting we obtain the following results:

—

Take three L^-conics, f7, , U.,, U,., and consider the thirty-two i7-comcs that touch them.

By taking various fours of these corresponding to the same indefinite one of the orthogonal

conies, we obtain among the [/^-conies touching one triad of the four and the f/'-conics

touching another triad of the four and belonging to that set of eight which includes the

three original conies Ui, U^, U,, 1152 tetrads analogous to Hart tetrads and 2880 analogous

to inverse. (This is merely the theorem of Section XI. repeated, all the orthogonal conies

being now considered instead of some definite one.)

By taking various fours consisting of three that con-espoud to an indefinite one

of the orthogonal conies and one that corresponds to another indefinite one, we obtain

among the fJ-conics touching one triad and the iJ-conics touching another triad and

belonging to that set of eight which includes two or more of the original conies

Ui, U2, Us, 18056 tetrads analogous to Hart tetrads and 15744 analogous to inverse.

And by taking various fours consisting of two that cori-espond to an indefinite one

of the orthogonal conies and two that correspond to another indefinite one, we obtain

among the t-conics touching one triad of the four and the t/-conics touching another

triad and belonging to that set of eight which includes two or more of the original conies

JJi, U., U3, 15744 tetrads analogous to Hart tetrads and 19680 analogous to inverse.

SECTION XIII.

A Method of Further Extension.

37. By polarizing Hart and inverse tetrads of circles on a sphere Mr A. Lai-mor has

obtained new contact relations among systems of circles and has extended the results to

cones and conies ("On the contacts of Systems of Circles," Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. Vol. xxiii.).

The results of Chaps. I. and II. might also be extended in this manner. Apparentlv however

the process would involve a careful examination of the nature of the contact of many of

the circles considered, and would not lead to results which could be expressed simply.



V. Change of the Independent Variable in a Differential Coefficient.

By E. G. Gallop, M.A.

Let y and u be functions of an independent variable x. The problem to be considered

. ^, , „ d"u . ^ . du d-u . du d-u
IS that 01 expressing y— in tei-ms oi -=-

,
^—„,... and -^ , -r^, ...^ ^ dy" dx da?' dx dx-

The problem is equivalent to that of the reversion of series or, what is the same

thing, the expansion of one function in powers of another. A solution, though in a very

undeveloped form, is therefore afforded by Burmann's theorem, as usually given in treatises

on the Differential Calculus. If we put u=f{x) and y = (j)(x), the solution ma)" be

expressed in the form

d"u

df' f=i

where after the differentiations have been effected f is jDut equal to x.

More developed solutions have been given in four different forms by Sylvester*,

Schlomilch-f-, Hess:|: and Leudesdorf§. Sylvester's result is expressed in a fully expanded

form with the coefficient of each term evaluated. The proof which he gives is inductive,

but the result can be obtained directly from a formula due to Jacobi||. Herr Schlomilch's

result may be regarded as a development of Burmann's form ; though not well adapted

for the puqjose, it can be made to produce Sylvester's expanded formula. (See § 12.)

Herr Hess has used the same equations as Schlomilch, and obtained a result in the form

of an elegant determinant, the elements of which are calculated by a simple rule. Mr
Leudesdorf's form is veiy important in connexion with reciprocants, being purely symbolical

and expressed in terms of an operator which in the particular case when ;/ = x reduces

to V, the annihilator of pure reciprocants.

In 18-5-5 Sylvester communicated without proof to the Eoyal Society (Proceedings) a

fully expanded formula for the change of any number of independent variables, and the

results were reprinted with corrections, but again without proof, in the Quarterly Journal

* Phil, llari.. Vol. VIII. 1854, p. 535. § Proc. Land. Math. Soc, Vols. svii. p. 197 aud p. 329

t Compendium der hiiheren Analysis, Bd. ii. pp. 16—20, and xviii. p. 235.

and Sitzungsberichte der KSinigl. siichsischen Gesellschajt \\ Crellc's Journal, vi. 1830, p. 257. "De resolutione

der JVissennchaften zu Leipzirj, 1857. aequationum per series infinitas."

J Zeitschr.f. ilathem. u. Phys., Thl. xvii. p. 1.
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()/" Mathematics, X'A. i., 1n.j7. Treating the (|Ut'stioii a.s the reversion of series Cayley*

deduced Sylvester's results I'roni the theorem of Jacob! already mentioned.

This communication is restricted to the case of one independent variable, though it

is hoped that it may be possible to extend the results to two oi' more variables. An

expression is obtained for .— , which is closely allied in form to that given by Schlomilch,

and may be deduced from it. (See § 12.) At the same time it leads at once to Sylvester's

formula, and may indeed be regarded as a concise expression for it ; whilst it also leads

naturally to Mr Leudesdorf's symbolical result and introduces the operator F in a form

convenient for transformation. The formula was originally obtained by induction, and an

inductive proof is given in § .5 ; but a better insight into the nature of the solution

is obtained by following Cayley's method, and establishing the formula directly, as

in § 6.

The following notation is used throughout the jjaper. The differential coefficients

dy d^y , , , ,
du d^it

, , t^ , ,.

T^, -t;^, ... are denoted by y,, y., ..., j- , t—„, ... by «,, «„, ..., and D stands lor

~j- . The result of suppressing all terms of an expression in which y occurs explicitly is

indicated by a zero suffix ; thus [D"y'']a and [D" (mj/OJo represent the result of expressing

D"y'' and D'^ {luf) in terms of y, y^, y, •, and then suppressing the terms in which y
occurs explicitly. Similarly A'Y and A" (»!/') represent the result of suppressing all terms

which contain y and y^ in D"?/'' and D" (uy''), whilst Ao"(ity') is the result of suppressing

the terms which contain y, y,, u and it, in D"(uy'').

The functions thus defined play an important part in the theory of the change of

the independent variable, for not only do they enable the results to be expressed in a

compact form but they appear- as' coefficients in all the operators connected with ordinarv

reciprocants. In fact, the general multilinear operator investigated by Major MacMahonf,
which includes as particular cases the operators of the theories of reciprocants and

invariants, has for its coefficients numerical multiples of D'^y" if y, y,, ya, ... are replaced

by a, b, 2 ! c, Sid,.... There is distinct advantage in expressing the coefficients in this

way, especially in the more complicated operators, as the transformations of the operators

are often considerably simplified thereby. See §§ 9, 10.

§ 1. Consider the function D"-{u,y''), where u, = -^. The coefticients of the terms in

Lagrange's theorem on expansions are of this type. The expanded form may be easily

obtained by direct differentiation, but it is still simpler to proceed as follows. It is

obvious by Taylor's Theorem that, if

^iJl + lUZ + Ms
Ij
+ • ••

j
(z/ + yi^ + y. |-, + ^3 ^ + •••

j

* "Note sur une formule pour la reversion des series," second note. Collected Works, Vol. iv. 229 and 234.

Crelle's Journal, torn. Lii. 1856, and "Deuxieme note &c.", t Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. Vol. xvin.

Crelle, torn. liv. 1857. Sylvester's results are proved in the
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is expanded in powers of z, the coefficient of s" will be

-P"("iy)

Hence by the multinomial theorem

n\ -olilc!... {h-\YJ Kyj \r:) ^ ^'

where summation extends to all terms of degree one in »'s, of degree r in y's and of

weight n + 1 in it's and y\ together ; on the understanding that weight r is assigned

to «r and Vr- Zero values are admissible for a, b, c, ... but not for h. The same relation

may be \mtten

Putting )<,= 1, we have also

D"t/'' _ ^ J!^ •©'©* <•')
?•! "alb'.cl y

where summation extends to all terms of degi-ee r and weight n.

The expanded forms for [-D"(«iy'')]o. [•^"^'^Jo ^^i'l be obtained by omitting terms con-

taining y explicitly, whilst to get ^^^{ii-^y^) and A"(</'') all terms containing y or y-^ must

be suppressed.

To obtain A^^ {u-^y") we must suppress all terms containing y, 3/, or )(,.

Since [,D'^ {u^y'')\ is equal to the coefficient of z" in

(«i+»,2+...) (^i^+y^ i +...) ,

it is obvious that {^D" {uiy'')\ vanishes when n is less than r. Similarly A" (tity") vanishes

when n is less than 2r.

The general result of this section may be stated

§ 2. To obtain an expression for the differential coefficient of A"(«,3/'") wTite

2= Z"
Y=y.,^ + y,- + ...,

and regard 2 as independent of x. Then by (4)

2^ A»(Mj2/'-)=rr' (5).
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Differentiate with respect to x; then

Differentiate (5) with respect to z ; then

Hence by subtraction

^ 5 ^ ^" ("'^'> - - (Sj: ^" ^''^y'^ = - '-^-^ ^'^'"' = - ^-y^'^5 ^"(".y-).

Whence, comparing coefficients of z'\ we have

rf A" (K^y--) _ A"+' (zj^y--) _ _ A"-' (»,/-')

rf;»; ?i

!

or
A''+' (tfiyO _ _rf A" (>/,?/'•) A"-' (",2/'-')("iy'"~

(r-l)!
.(6).

Putting (( = ,), we have

A"+' v"" d A";/'' A"-i
v"""'

r! ax r! "^ ('•-!)!
.(7).

Again, (6) may be written

A""'!/'-
,
A„"-'("i/) _ d

"'
r! "^ ^! "rf*-

A"*/-- ^ A„" (».//')

?•!
+

r: "^l"'T^^iri)!+ (.-1): J

and therefore by (7)

r! ~dx r\ " r! "^ ^- (r-I)! ^
^•

(r-l):

In the same way as (6) was proved it may be shown that

[!>"+' («.3/0]o _ d [/)» (»,.V)]o
, ^.

[i)''-'("iy^')]o

rfa;
+ y. (r-l)!

and
r! rf:« r:

'^^'- (r-l): '

...(9)

.(10).

§ 3. The partial differential coefficients of D"(Uiy'') with respect to y, ^j, >/., ... are

easily obtained from the equation

2 ^, D" (u,f) = (i(, + u,z + !(-,
1^
+ . .

.)
^i/ + yi-- + y. |j + .

Differentiate with respect to ys', then

^^J-D-{u,y)=.^.r{y + y,z+...Y-^{iH^u,z+...)

Vol. XVI. Part II. 16
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Comparing coefficients of ^", we have

d D"(u,;/) _ i)"-' (»,/-')

dj/g n\ s'. (n — s): '

or r^ D"iu,f) = r{n%D'^-'(u,f-^) (11),

where (n), = -—^

—

'-—-

.

The result is of course zero if s > n.

Similarly ^D" (:ihy) = {n\_,D"-'+'f (12).

Particular cases of these results are obtained by replacing D by A or A,, or by putting

«i = l. Thus

g|
A" («iy) = '•(").- A"-* (":y'-') (13),

d_

dtu
A"(M,y) = (»X-iA""'"'/ (14),

In particular

g^^Ao"(«i/)='-('O.Ao"-'(«iy-0 (15),

g^Ao»(«,/) = (n),_,A;'-*+'/ (16),

g-^^A'y =r(»O.A«-'Y-' (17).

= (« + l),A"-«+'y

= (» + l),y„_,+i (18).

§ 4. Various expansions for the functions may be obtained iu powers of y, or of
//

and 2/i, or of y, y^ and y.^, &c. The method will be sufficiently evident from the following

example, which will be required later in § 12. We will prove that

[i)" !/']„ A"v'- A«-'y'^i ^ ^ „A»-=(/'-- , , A"-='(/'^2
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It is evident by Taylor's Theorem that the coefficient of y,' is equal to the result of

suppressing terms cDntaining f/i in

1 / 3 V [D'Yl

.

s

that is, in \n (» -I) ... (n -s+1) ^'^" '^' ,'^"

,

s\ (?• — s)!

by repeated applications of II; the coefficient is therefore

(n\
{r-sy.

§ 5. Equations (G) and (7) may be used for verifying the formula for the change of

the independent variable.

It is easy to verify by direct differentiation for small values of n that

d"x A"^ 1 A"-"^y- 1 A"+-y
^pi - - ylH-i +^-^!- -^3 -3]— + • •

•

The result for general values of n follows at once by induction with the help of (7).

In the same way it may be verified by dii'ect differentiation that for small values

of n

d'>u I 1 A,w ^ 1 A""HihV^)

1 A»+=(«iy^)
,

(-i)'-A"^'-'(»iyO
I

2/,"+» 3; 2/1"+'" r!

(- 1)"-' A"'-H»,y"-) ,91

V

and as befoi-e the result for general values of n is proved by induction with the help of (6).

If now the functions A"~'^-, A"+-y^... A"(«i!/), A"+H«iy"), ••• are expanded by formulae

(3) and (2), we obtain the fully-developed forms given by Sylvester (Phil. Mag. Vol. viii.,

1854).

From (20) we have

d"x ^

^

i-iy (,i + r-i)i />/,y /^Y (y±y /.99^

rfy"
"

U"^" alblcl... \2:) V37 WJ '--''^•

where r = a + b+c+ and the summation extends to all sets of a, b, c, ... which satisfy

the equation a + 26 + 3c + . . . = h — 1.

IG—

2
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From (21)

dy" 2/i"^' (i:b:c\... (h-iy:\2\j \2'J
^" -''

where r = a + b + c+ ..., and summation extends to all sets of /;, a, b,... which satisfy the

equation h + a + 2b + Sc + ...=n, zero values of h being excluded.

Another form may be given to equation (21). Expand A"->(((i.y), A"^'(«i.y-), ... by

Leibnitz' theorem for the differentiation of a product. We then find

$'-^.4:+^=-£--^«"£ '^*).

where

1 ^"-'-'ifi (—IV' . A""""^*)/*

-y7^3(« + 2),_.^^^+...+^^-^(« + .-l).._.-^+...

+^-^(2— IV-:-^;^ (25).

Obviously

Symbolical!}^ we may write

where A'l" is expressed as in (20).

^-i^r^^^"'

§ 6. A direct proof of the formulEe of the previous section can be obtained fi-om the

theorem of Jacobi already mentioned. As the proof of the theorem is very simple in the

case of one independent vai-iable, it is reproduced here for the sake of completeness.

Let r) be a quantity given in terms of ^ by the equation

V = (h^ + rtof- + 0;jp+ ....

Denote the right-hand of this equation by A", and put A' = aj^(l -l-P).

Let F{^) be any function of ^ expansible in powers of f, which it is required to

expand in powers of r]. Suppose the result to be

F(^) = b, + b,r) + kr + ....

Now, if /(^) is an}' function containing ^ only in the form of powers, positive or

negative,

fd 1
= 0,

k'^i {-'

where [
]{-i denotes the coefficient of f ' in the development of the function enclosed in

brackets.
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Hence, if m be any ([uantity except — 1,

f/f J j-i III

+

1 Jr'
= 0,

where it is understood that A'"' is developed in the form

l + ,,P +"il^p.,

and P, P-, ... are expanded in powers of f.

I c^A-
Again,

a./|J,-.-lI^'^'^'.

log(a,r(l+P)]
Jr

1 d , , T^ = 1,

since log (1 4- P) contains only powers of |.

Now the equation F(^) = h.,+ h^X + 6,. A'- + . .

.

is an identity. Dififerentiate and then divide by A'". Therefore

F'(^) dXTb, 26„ nb,, , ,,, , „, , ^
~ff =

rfy \x- + z^--:
+ • • • + X + ^" + ^ ^ ^"+' + (" + 2) 6,._,X +

and hence, by the preceding work.

aha =
X" r'

.(2G).

To apply this result, let ij=<f)(.r), u = f(.r).

Let X be increased by f, and let the consequent increments in y and u be 17 and t),

where

and
£2 fc3

Then when n is developed in powers of t), the coefficient of 7;" is by (26)

A" fZfJr'

1 (Z"((
But the coefficient of n" is —, -;— . Therefore

n ! ay"

n I dy"' n d^
X-"

r'

Now write

rU = «i + ».,^+ »j ^ + ••

so that X=y,^+Y.
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Therefore J^= («-!)!
rfy" n..?)-"(i-.f^, {-'

jjY nv^ nv'

d"u

Jr'

Hence, expanding UY, UT-, UY^, ... by (5) of § 2, we have -r-^ = coefficient of f-' in

yn ^ y,"-'" si ^ 2!^,"-=*" si ^ S'.y,"*^" s\ ^ '

""

and therefore -r-;- =— -—
:

—
^

,

H——:; :;rr-^ ;n:; 5i ^
• •

rfy yi" i/i""' i: y."^- 2! y.»+^ 3!

This is the formula (21), and putting v=x we obtain (20).

§ 7. ill- Leudesdorf's symbolical forms for these results may now be easily deduced.

d"x
Firet consider the form (20) for t— . We have

dy"

^m+iyr-i =
(

,. + 1 ) A'« (y'-yi)

= (r + l)A">(yy,.y'-')

= (r + 1) [(m). A' {yyO . A'"-=^'-' + {m\ A* ( yy,) . A'>'-*y~'

+ (m%A'{yy,).A""'y'-'+...]

(r + 1)
A= (2/2/0 1; + Any2/0 1; + A' (y2/0 4; +

by (17) of § 3. Therefore

(r + 1)! "r AHy2/o|; + A^(yy.)|; + -

A'"y''

A"'j/''

^l^^A-y'-
r!

where F=A3(2/y0|; + AHy2/0a| + A'(y2/0|;+. •(27),

and therefore T" is the annihilator of pure reciprocants, that is,

V=3y.-'^ + l0y,y,^ + ....

See Mr Leudesdorf's paper, Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, Vol. xvii., p. 199.

The expression for V may also be written

d d
A*y- ;r- + A'V- ^r- +

.
-^ dyj ^ oy.

.(28).
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Hence also

17+ 1)1 ~r{r-l) (r-'l)!

_ „ y'Wiii-r+ly
r'. -^

= ^F'-.2/,„_,.^, (29).

The t'oriiuila (20) may now be written

dij' 2/i"+"^" i/i"+' 1! 2/1"+' 2! y,»+" 3!

= -^e"^2/ (30).

This is Mr Leudesdorf's result (Froc. Lond. Math, Soc, xvil., p. 208). As he shows in

a second paper in the same volume of the Proceedings, p. 333, this result is fundamental

in the theory of pure reciprocants. For, if /(yo, y,, ...) is any homogeneous isobaric

function of degree i and weight to, it is easily deduced that

I -^
/{x„x„...) = {-iy-~.e "'f{!/,,r/„...).

d" u
§ 8. The formula (21) for -j—- may be transformed in a similar manner. We have

dr y" 2/1"^' ^"^y>+yn+. 2! 2^ 3^
+•••

"I'^i +^^,.^0 «i y^n+i^o («.y) + ^^„^., 2! ~^»
3l

+•••'

where A," = -=— = e * Vn,

and Ao"' {ihif) denotes the result of suppressing y, y^ and «i in I)'" (ui)/).

Now A„'«+' ((^y---') = Ao"'+' (»iy . y)

= {m + 1)3A/ («,y) . A'«-^/ + (»i + l),\-^(u,y) . A'"-'if + ...

= (»02 Ao» (ihy) . A'"-"->/ + (m),Ao' (ihy) • A"'-'y + ...

+ (m)3 A„» {u,y) . A"'-=y + (»i),A,^ («,y) . A'-'y + . .
.

,

since (ni),_i + (m),. = (m + 1),..

Now by (16) of § 3 the tii'st line of the last expression may be written

A/(»,y).i-+A,^(,.,)_|+^^.(,^,)^i+..;

where TFj denotes the operator in square brackets.

Ao- {u,,f) = W, . A,'" {u,y^},
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The second line is equal to

r [(m%\' («.y) A'"-= (2/'-'y,) + (m)Ao*(viy) A"'-^ Of-'h) + ]

= rA„™(y3/,.w,3/'-')

A'(yy05| + A^(3/i/09| + ... Ao^C^i/)

See equation (15) § 3.

Now write ir = TT^i + V, so that W is the operator considered by Mr Leudesdorf (Proc.

Lond. Math. Soc, Vol. xviii., p. 239), allowance being made for difterence of notation.

In order to make the notation agi'ee with that used in the paper just quoted we

should have to write

y =^^ &c

and substitute y, z, a; for «, .r, y.

We have therefore

\"'+^(u,y^+')=W.X."'{u,y'-)

= W'-+'X"'-''u,

.(31).

d"i
The formula for ^—• therefore becomes

dy"

dHi 1 -,7 1 " ir \ {W\- 1 (Wy

1 _il I -^

yi yi

yi"
e "' (yi«„-«iy„)- .(32);

since TF, when operating on y's only, is equivalent to V.

This is Mr Leudesdorfs result, which, as he shows, may be generalized like the

previous one and is fundamental in the theoiy of certain extensions of the ordinary-

theory of reciprocants considered by him in the paper refei'red to.
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§ 9. It appeal's that the usual operators of the theory of ordinary reciprocants can

be conveniently expressed in terms of the functions considered in this paper. The formula}

necessary for the transfurmation of the operators when written in this form are given in

§§ 2, .S. There seems to be considerable gain in simplicity and directness by the use of

this method. As illustrations two important transformations of operators are given in this

and the next section. The first will be used to prove a theorem established by Mr Leudesdorf

in the paper last referred to.

Defining W as in § 8, the operator 11^' is defined by the equation

so that 11^' is obtained from W by interchanging u and y.

The theorem is that W and W are commutative.

We proceed to form the product TFTF'. Write

TrTr'= Tr.Ti"+Tr*TF',

where W . W denotes the product as formed by ordinary multiplication, and W* W denotes

the result of operating with W on the coefficients of W. The expression for W is

Hence the coefficient of r— in IF* W is
CUr

r) 7^ 7)

~

\' («>3/)o— + A„^ {ihy)^ + \' {ihy) -- + V(!«'i)
Ct<3 C/«4 Ct's

= (r + l)Ao {ihy) ",-- + ('• + 1). Ao* (u^y) «,_3 + (r + l%^,^{^hy) Wr-, + . .
.

,

by (18) of § 3,

= A„-+' (u.y . u) = A/+> (yau,).

pi

Again, the coefficient of — in TF* W is by (1.5) and (16), after interchange of u and

y in these equations,

a "1

Ao'(m?/i)AHu.y)l^^...+X^(yy,)^ + ..

= A,,' {u,y)
. {7-%\r'y, + \* {ihy) ir)A.r'y. + \' {u^y) {r)Ar'y. +

+ Wyy,) . (r),Ao'^M + ^,\yy^) . {r),^o^'u + Ao»(yy,)- {r)A<r*ii + ....

The first line is equal to A/ {ihyyA

Vol. XYI. Part 1 1. 17
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In the second line ^vi-iting (?")2 = (r+ 1), — (r)^, &c. we obtain

(r + 1)3 A„' iyy,) Ao^'u + (r + lW*(yy,) A/-' u + ...

- [(r),A,^yy,) A,'-'u, + {r\A,'{yy,) A^^ih + .]

= Ao^' (yy^- u) - A/ (yy,. u,).

The coefficient of x— is therefore Ao*^' (tty^i).

Hence TrTr'= IT'. W + A.^yuu,)~ + A,'(yuu,)^+ ...^
?Uf

"^

Otis

+ V(«J/3/.)9| + AoH«^y09| + (33).

This result is, I believe, new. Being symmetrical witli respect to u and y it shows

that WW'=W'W.

The transformations of

d.v dx ' dx dx
'

and the other operators of Mr Leudesdorf's paper can be effected in the same way.

§ 10. In this section we consider the operator (/x, i^; in, n) discussed b)' Major MacMahon

{Proc. Loud. Math. Soc, vol. XVIII., p. 61). By definition

(fi, v; m, 7i) = 112 a ifi + sv)-^
dttn+s

'

„ (m-lV.
where As, „, = i—;—;—j— at,''ai'''aJ''' ...,

K„: Ki'. KJ....

and summation extends to all terms of degree m and weight s. If we write

ao=y, ch = yjll, a., = y,;-2'.,...

and (f.,v:m,n)^~i:::(^ + s.)(n+s)\
^, ^^^^.

Now the product of two such operators

(fi', v ; in, n'){/j., v. m, n)

consists of two parts, one formed by ordinary multiplication, the other by operating with

{/J,', V ; m', n') on the coefficients of {^i, v ; m, n). The latter is denoted by

{/J.', v ; m, n) * (fi, v; m, n).
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The coefficient of (fi + sv)^ in the last expression is

, S,.^„ (ix' + s'v')(n + s'y. —^ 5—
-f

1 _,=.-„•
, , ,.i>^2/'"' -D'-"-''y'"~'

7/1
"

"

"^
S ! (s — H — A- )!

The coefficient of /j,' is, by Leibnitz' Theorem,

1 jy>-^'ym+m'-\ ^ „j + „j' _ 1

»";? ~(^"ft')T^ ~ m'
^'^'' •"+'"—

The coefficient of v is

-«=»-» i>'~'(,y'"~'yi)
/)'-"-»• 3/'"-'

*=i (s'-l)! (s-n'-s')!

_ i)»-»'-i (?/"'+"''-=y,)

(s-m'-1)!

1 n«—n' ym-Hn'—l

m + »i.' — 1 (.s — n' — 1 )

!

^^ (^ '^ ^ -^S—71', 7»+7»'—1-

The coefficient sought is therefore

(m + m' - 1 , , ,s ,) ,
1

^^^7
M + (S - n ) z/ ^^g_„', ,n+m'-i-

Hence (/x', i/' ; ?»', ti)*(fi, v; m, n)

This is the fundamental result of Major MacMahon's paper.

§ 11. The formula (20) can be established more directly from (7) than in § 5 by the

following process.

Equation (7) may be written

which may be formally expressed as

Hence, if /' denotes any integral function,
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Again,
d A"!/*- 1 /. d d " +1 , .,, ,

dx y,»+' y^' aA dy y,

d fd A
;)

Therefore
d A";/--

dy y,"+'

.^-^'^a-Alr,+^

J/, 2/i aA lay 2/,/.

AV

and if yn is any positive integer and / an integral function.

dy

Now choose / so that

and therefore

The last formula then gives

h^ym-"'
/©=-

Xow

therefore

and

(te 1 1 -^
T- = - = - e *

i

d^x A -^— = — e "i

d'^x A"-i -^= e V'

dy- y,"

a\" -—

1
_Ay Ay _ A^

y, +2!yr Sly,^^-

1 A"+>y2 1 A"+-y3

..(34)

.(35),

which leads to the expanded form

1 ^^ 1 A"+'y^ 1 A"+-y^

which is equation (20). It is to be noted that since A"y'' = when n<2r, the last term

of the series will be

(-l)"-'-i :- ir^.
y^^'-' («-!)!

From (34) it follows that

/(|)"/(^)---'

=/(-.-).A-'e'^'
a
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d" II

The fonimla (24) for
^ ^_

may be obtained in precisely the same way. In symbolical

foi'iii it will bo found that

dr'W ""'-(-!>},) -^^ ''••

§ 12. The connexion of these results with Herr Schlomilch'.s form will be shown by
deducing the formula (21) from his results. In his notation [Compendium der hoheren

Analysis, Bd. il., pp. 19, 20, equations (3.5) and (36)],

A',';_, = (»-i),P,

n\ (n + r)r

r':(n-r-iy. y,"

[n + 1 7j, r + 1 n+2 y,- (r + 1) (,• + 2)

i —^ —. ,
—

, ,,
,

77—, ^, — ... to r terms^

.

Ji+Si/i'' (r+l)(r+ 2)(r + 3) J

Expanding the functions [B'^-rj^, &c., by formula (19), we find that the coefficient of

— in the bracket is equal to (- l)^'-' A''+^^ multiplied by

{ r)p 1 (>-)p+. {r+p+l){p + l) l_

n+p {r + l)ir + 2)...{r+p) n+p+ 1 (r+1) ... (r +p + 1) 11

(r),+, {r+p+2)(r+p + l)(p+2)(p + l) 1_ _
n+p + 2 (r+l)(r + 2) ...(r+p + 2) 2! "

l!:ki.2 ...^- Jr^H 2.3...»+in+p ^ n+p+l ^pl(r + l) ... (r + p)

+ -Ps^'i.i...p + 2-..n+p+2 ^

Now 1 - (r\ X + (r),.v' + . . . = (1 - .^)^

Differentiate p times ; therefore

(-l)P[(r)^1.2.3 ... jJ-(/V.2.3 ... (p+l).x+{,%^,S.4: ... (p + 2) .r"- - ...]

= (-l)Pr(r-l) ... {r-p + l)Cl-.T}-'>.
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Multiply by a;"+P~', and integrate between limits and 1 for ,/; therefore

-^1.2.3...»--^+S 2.3... 0^ + 1) + ...

= r (7-- 1) ... {r-p + 1) f a'"-HP-i (1 - .i-y-v dx
J

r[{7l+p-iy:

(n + r)

Hence the coefficient of -—
-r,. in -^"-r is

n[(n + ry. rl rl{ii+ p -I)'.

(- I)PA
I/^fr(n-l-ry.rln[ p!(r+p)! " (n + r)!

^'+P yP
= (- 1)^' (»l +p- 1 )„_,._!—y^

,

which is the same as the coefficient in Z^.^ as given by (25).
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SECTION I.

Homogeneous Solid Core and Ocean.

§ 1. The first problem treated here is the influence of disturbing forces from an

external source acting on a non-rotating "Earth," which consists of a homogeneous isotropic

solid core and a completely enveloping liquid ocean. The forces arise from a potential

represented by a single term which involves a surface harmonic of degree i. When i = 2

the problem becomes that of the equilibrium theory of the tides. This problem is dealt

with in Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy*, but not I think altogether satisfactorily.

It is doubtful whether Thomson and Tait absolutely limited their conclusions to the case

when the solid is incompressible, but Professor Karl Pearsonf in his discussion of

Lord Kelvin's researches in Elasticity shows that the elastic solid part of their work Ls

satisfactory only on this limitation. Though a great limitation mathematically, this is

seemingly unimportant so far as concerns numerical estimates of tides on the actual earth.

Further, the problem, as presented by Thomson and Tait, has been solved by Professor

Pearson J himself wnthout any assumption as to the compressibility of the solid.

' Art. 842. J Todhunter and Pearson's History of...Elasticity ...,

t Todhunter and Pearson's History of...Elasticity ..., Vol. ii., Art. 1723 et seq.

Vol. II., Part II., Art. 1724.
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The problem discussed here is more general than that solved b\- Lord Kelvin or P

Professor Pearson ; but the chief occasion for the present work is that Thomson and

Tait's presentation of the tidal problem seems to possess two distinct defects. Of the

first the authors were fully conscious, they " neglect the mutual attraction of the waters."

In their Art. 815 they had calculated for the case of a ngid core the influence of the

gravitational action of the ocean itself on the height of the tide, and in Art. 817 they

speak of this as a con-ection of the order of 10 per cent, which may be neglected owing

to the numerous uncertainties prevailing in the problem as presented by nature. Pre-

sumably in treating the elastic solid " earth " they took the same view of the uncertainties,

and did not think it necessary to make the calculations requisite to allow for the liquid's

gravitation.

The second defect, though somewhat more important, has I think hitherto escaped

detection. It is simplj^ that the tidal ellipticities in the ocean and solid core being

different, the liquid pressure on the surface of the core is not uniform and must be

taken into account. This conclusion is obvious enough, when pointed out, but I was led

to it b}- no a prion considerations, but from having to assure myself that a somewhat

conspicuous discrepancj- between the result I obtained by a straightforwai'd analytical

treatment and the result built up by Thomson and Tait was not due to error on my

part.

§ 2. Let p + p' and p be the respective densities of the solid core and ocean, m
and n the elastic constants of the core in Thomson and Tait's notation.

It is supposed that in the absence of the disturbing forces the surfaces of the core

and ocean would be spherical—though this is merely for brevity—and that the liquid

completely covers the solid.

If then the potential of the disturbing forces be represented by

where cr; is a surface harmonic of integral degree i, and V/ a constant, the equations

to the equilibrium forms of the common surface of the core and liquid and the outer liquid

surface will be respectively

r= b + bio-i (I),

r=a+ a;aj (2).

Here bijb and a,/« are very small, and then- squares and product will be neglected.

Under these conditions if V^ be the potential in the core, V., in the liquid, we have

4"7rV^fT'

V, = 2-7rpa'+27rpV-i-,r (p + p') r"- + r'Vi'<ri+~Y (pa-<^'ai + p'b-'+'bi) (3),

7)3 47r<T
V. = 27rpa2 - f7rpr= + fvrp' -+ r'V/ai +^^ (pr'a-^+'ai + p'r-^-'b^+'b;) (4).

Let 21, V, ?y be the elastic displacements at the point r, 0, (p in the core, in the

directions of the elements dr, rdd and r sin ddcf) respectively; and let r?, &c. denote the

stresses, in the notation of Todhunter and Peareon's History of Elasticity.
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Also let

da 2ii I dv V ^ ^ 1 dw
dr r r dO r r sin d<^

_ J. ( d d^ = -—̂ —
/) ( Ja '<'' sin - , , vr

r- sin 6 \dd d(f)

~rt 1 /du d . .\

sni 6 Va(^ rtr /

.{b).

Then the body-stress equations in the solid are

,d^ d<E^ m
(?/i + n) r- sm6 , - « -^-^ + « -^ = _ (p + p') ,-2 sm e

f/1', i

(6).

. ^ . . ^dA d-3i
,

diH,
, ,, . .rfF, ,

(m + «)cosec^^-n^+n^ = -(p+p)cosec^-^'

The equations to be satisfied at the sui-face of the core are

^ - Q^ilV) -j^'^- i^i/^) cosec ^'jt'^ = -P ("),

Te -ik/b)^-^ -ihlb)cosece^^^p{b,lb)^ (8),
d4) de

•(9).;:$ - {bijb) -7^ 9* - {bijb) cosec 6 -5-
' ,<,« =p (6,-/6) cosec -1^

where p is the pressure at the common surface of the core and ocean.

It has been tacitly assumed that the equilibrium (not the undisturbed) surface is that

where the surface equations apply.

The body-stress equations are satisfied by

,, - i^F + 2 7r(p + p')V

r'-+'c7,; ((
,' + 2)(p+p') 47r(z + 2)(p +p') (pa-'+^a,-+p'&-'+'6,-) i-m-2» ]

2(2i + 3)| m-fn '

"^
2t -h 1 m + n

"*"

n -«
"j

••'^"'•

/dffi . do-;
?; / -TTT = w cosec p -tt

I dd I d(j>

= 1 ,-17 _
'•''"

f
(p+p')T7

.
47r(p+p')(pa-'^'rt,+p

'6-'+'6,
) (t + 3)m-t-2n ]

i ' 2(2i-h3)l m + « "^ (2i-|-l)(m-|-H)
"^

(i4-l)« ^
'•|"-^^^'-

where Y„, F; and .^,- are arbitrary constants to be determined from the surface conditions.

Of these constants two, Y; and Z,, are of the order Oj/a or 6,/6.

Vol. XYI. Part II. 18
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§ 3. As a preliminary to determining the constants, we require the formulae for the

stresses, and the value of p.

The stresses are as follows

:

,. , 5»i + n
7; = ^ (3m - n) 7„ + ^ir (p + pj

2i + 3

m + n

{•2i + 3)m + (i- + i- 1)»

r-+ 2 (i - I) ni-^-^Zi(7i

171 + 11

+ {(i- -i-S)m + n} F,- (12),

^ / -=^ = r4> cosec a -7-, =—^^^—^ »' " A-
d0 d4>

2i+3

e?=S$ = 1 (3m— ?0 1^0+ T^TrCp+p')' ^r= + terms of order aija (14),

e« = terms of order a-, a (15)-

In the surface equations »?, 1* and 5$ occur multiplied by 6,- 6, so that we require only the

terms appearing in (14) and (15).

We have next to find the value of p at the surface of the core.

The hydrostatical equations in the liquid require

p = pV,+ C (16),

where C is a constant. At the surface (2) p must vanish exactly, and so the constant terms

and the terms containing cr,- must vanish separately. We have thus

C = -|7r(pa= + p'6Va) a7),

O = a<F/-|7raai(p+pZ)^a-0+2^^{p«,+p'(6/a)'"+=6il (18).

EmplojTug in (16) the value of C supplied by (17), and the value of F, obtained

by writing 6 + 6, o-; for r in (4), we have the required value oi p.

Depth of ocean small compared to
'"' earth's " radius.

§ 4. Thus far no restriction has been put on the depth of the ocean. In the actual

earth, however, the depth is very small compared to the radius, and our further attention

will be limited to the case when (« — 6)/a is very small.

In this case (18) becomes

47ra
= a'F/ - |7r (p + p') aui + ^^^—^ (pai + pbd .(19),
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and the liquid pressure at the surface of the core is given by

p = ^-7rp{p + p'){{ai-bi)<Ti + o-bl (20).

For (lur jHcsent purpose the part of p independent of o-,- may be omitted. It would

merely add to the value presently found for Fo a term of the order (a — 6)/a, which

would be negligible in (28), the only equation which depends on the value of IV

Writing b + bi<Ti for r in the expressions for the stresses, substituting in (7), (8)

and (9), and employing the value of jj given by (20), wo obtain three equations deter-

mining F„, Fj and Zi. Of these equations one comes from the constant terms and one

from the terms containing <t,- in (7), while the third comes from either (8) or (9). Terras

of order a — b being neglected when terms of order a exist, these equations give

F„ = - |7r (p + p')' a= (.5m + n) ^ (Om + n) (3m - ?i){ (21),

2(,--l),u.-=^,-(!!i:^^%q^=P (22).

i (i + 2) ?;i — n

(?+T)(2iT3)

'

2t-|-3

2-i^«a-^.-^^±^^.,.F.. = (3 (23),

where for shortness

-i5l^,*T^fe5^,f'«<^-^»»-("^- «»»: <^*'-

^=2t-T3,-^+7/'' + ''U ^
2^• + l^

_ 47r (p + p')- (i - 1 ) (Si + 9) 7mb! ^,.

15(2i+l)(2z+3)(m + Ji)

The solution of (22) and (23) is

Yi = (i + l){2i + 'S)a-^(P-iQ)-i-{{2i'+ii + S)m-{-2i+l)n] (2G),

^ m-<+2
[{i (i + 2)m-n}P-(i+ 1) \(i' -i-3)m + n]Q] .,,.

'~
2 (i - 1) n {{2i-' + 4i + 3) m - (2t + 1) «}

§ .5. By (21), F„ is determined explicitly to the required degree of approximation; but

(26) and (27) do not yet give Fj and Zi explicitly because the values (24) and (2.5) of P

and Q contain the still unknown quantities ai — bi and 6,-.

To determine «;-6i and bi we have as yet only the one equation (19). A second is

easily got as follows

:

By hypothesis the undisturbed surface of the core is

r = b, where 6 is a constant.

18—2
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Thus the equation to the equilibrium surface when the disturbing forces act is

r = b + u (\vith r = b + 6,a",),

but it is also ?• = 6 + 6,o-,-

;

consequently 6,- = coeflBcient of o-f in the value of m when for 7- we wi-ite b + biai.

We thus find

_ , ,r (p + p')m% (i + 2) (p + p') ?,>' Vj
«'.- 7f.-^o+,5 „j^„ 2(2i + 3)(m + w)

27r (t + 2) (p + p') 6'+' pg-'+'g,- + pb-'+^bj

(2i+l)(2i+S) m + n

im-2n r^i+.y. + bi-^Zi (28).
2(2i' + 3)«

Neglecting (a — b)''a as before, substituting for Y^ from (21). and combining terms, we

convert (28) into

, (t + 2) (p + p') g'+' F/ 47rp
( p + p') (t + 2) g^' (rf , - &,)

2(2i + 3)(m + w) 2(2i+l)(2i + 3)(m + n)

.^ , „, (16r-- lSi-7H)m-{Un- + l7i- 18) m
+ LTT (p + p )- a-6,- ^. ^2 .

_j. ^^
^^^- ^ 3^ (.jjj ^ ^^ ^3,,^ _ ^^

I'm — 2/1

2 (2i + 3) ?!

Again from (24), (25), (26) and (27) we find

tm — 2)1 ,
,

, ,^ . ^
g'+'l,- + g'-iZj

g'+iFi+g'-i-^i (29).

2(2i + 3)«

g'+' (p + p') Vj {i {2i + l){2i + 3) wi' + (2;^ + lOr + 9i'' - oi - 6) »?» -
{
2P + of- - 2) /!=}

2 (t - 1) (2t + 3) n (m + m) {(2i'' + 4i + 3) m - (2i + 1) n}

27rp (p + p') aHai- h) {2i (2i+ 1) (2t + 3) m°+ (lOt" + 12^^° -Hi- 12) mn + {8{^ + 26t- + 31^ + 12) n'}

3 (2t + 1) (2i + 3)71 (w + n) [(2i- + ii + 3) m - (2i + 1) n}

2-rr (p + p')-g-5f {lOi (2t + 1) (2t + 3) »i= + (42i^ + 44i= - 61{ - 60) mn - (16i* + 48i'+ 26i=- 49i - 36) ?i»)

15 (2i + I)(2i + 3) n (m + n) {{2i- + ii + 3) m - (2i + 1) nj

(30).

Substituting in (29) and reducing, we finally obtain

, ^ «'+' (p + p ') iVj' {(2t + 1) m - ?i}

' 2 (i - 1) n {{2i^ -h 4i + 3) wi - (2i + 1) n]

i-rrp (p + p') g- (g^ - 6i) {i (2i + 1)m + (2t° + 2i+ 1) n}

3 (2i + I) n {{2i"- + 4t + 3) m - (2i + 1) n}

_ 47r (p + p')° a^6,- {15{ (2i + 1) 7)t^ - (8i' + Qi'- - 2^^ - 9) mn+ (ii' - 2t^ - Si- 3) n^}

15 (2t + 1) n (3?» - n) |(2i= + 47 + 3) m - (2{ + 1)n}
.(31).
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Til is is to be takt'ii with (10), thrown most conveniently into the form

a.+i Vi' - 47ra= (ac - 6,) |^ (p + p) - ^ . ^-^ />| - 1 tt (p + p') «= ^^l^ 6.. = (32).

From (31) and (32) \vc Knd

(((,— ^O j7r(/3 + /3')a'

= b,

= a'+'17-

1_A ('4. 'r
(4fi--'ii-0)m-{2i"--2i-S)n "]

^^{p + P )-re-

5 (3^ _ ,^) [(2i« + 4t + 3) m - (2t + 1) n]]

(p + p) i {{2i +l)m-n} - p{i(2i+l)m + (2t° -i-2) n]

2{i-l)n {{2i-' + 4t + 3) m - (2i + 1 ) n]

3 p . ( I'Tr (p1- -7 +
I- + 4t + 3) m - (2i + 1) re)J2i+l p + p' {lo{2i + l)nCSm-n){{2i-+4ri+:i)m-(2i + l)n)\

X {{p + p) {loi {2i + 1) m= - (Si^ + Qi"- - 2i - 9) mn + (4i' - 2i- - Si - 3) ii?)

- p (l.5i (2i + 1) m= + (8i= - Si - 3) m?i - (4i= + i - 1) n=)} .(33).

If the material though of finite rigidity be incompressible, we have n finite but m
infinite, and so

2(z-l)(2i-+4i + 3)M
{ai-b;)iTr(p+p')a' = bi'

ii2i + l)p'

a'+'V-

Y
3 p 7r(p+p') p'aH

2i+l p+ p ^n (2i- + 4i + 3)

.(34).

p + p " n {2i

Case i=2, luni-solar tides.

•i)

§ 6. In the case of most physical interest, when the disturbing forces are due to

the action of the moon or sun on the earth, i = 2. Also if M be the mass, R the

distance of the disturbing body, E the earth's mass, and
ff

" gravity " at the earth's

surface (neglecting " centrifugal force ")_

V.: = g{MIE){ceiR) (35)

to the present degree of approximation.

Consistently with our previous work, which neglects (a — b)/a, we may put

^7r(p + p')a=ff (36).

Thus for the lunar or solar tides we get for the general case of isotropy from (33)

( .3 {Sin — )i){19m — on)

= hill (19wt - 5n) -=-
-I (/ (p + p') « (r,in -n ^, (5m + 2n)j

I

\ ^ P ' P '

)

{^fE){aI{f

1-
p + p

7 + -

Sg {p + p) a
-j
10;?i= - omn + n- - J^ —^ (150»i- + ISmn - 17n=)[

- (37).

on {Sm — n) (19m — on)
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When the core is incompressible, this becomes

a.-L=l^L= a(^^^(a/^)-^

^p + p 19n

The equations to the equilibrium surfaces of the liquid and solid are respectively

r = a + a,(3cos=e-l)/2,

r=6 + t„(3cos=6'-l)/2,

the disturbing body being in the direction ^ = 0.

Thus the extreme height of the apparent ocean tide (high to low water) is

3(a,-fe,)/2,

and the extreme height of the true solid tide is

36„/2.

If in (37) or (38) we suppose the solid rigid, i.e. of infinitely' large elastic constants,

we have

6, = 0,

a,= a{MIE){alRy^(\-i^) (39),

agreeing with Thomson and Tait and the result (XII.) on p. 367 of Prof H. Lamb's

Hydrodynamics.

§ 7. The result found by Thomson and Tait in place of (38) is equivalent to

a, - b, = a (M/E) (a/Rf - {I + 2^pa/19n},

where p = the earth's mean density

= p + p' to the present degree of approximation.

The simplest way of stating the case is that Thomson and Tait's result neglects the density

of the ocean relative to the mean density of the earth.

We have approximately

p'/i-o = p = {p + p')/o-o,

and it will be found that Thomson and Tait's estimated height of the tide is about

12 °/^ too small when gpaiu is negligible, and about 22 °/^ too small when gpa/n is

infinite. These are the two extremes for incompressible material.

In the earth we have approximately

gpa = 35 X 10' grammes wt. per sq. cm.

The value to ascribe to n is largely h}i3othetical. If the accepted ellipticity of the earth

be due to its rotation we have some reason to regard

« = 11 X 10' grammes wt. per sq. cm.

as an inferior limit to the rigidity.
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Taking these values we should find Thomson and Tait's estimate nearly 20% too

small.

§ 8. As no material can well be wholly incompressible, considerable interest attaches

to the influence of a slight compressibility on the height of the apparent tide. This

we find from (37) by rutaining terms in nim while neglecting those in (n/my, &c.

Thus we get

_, a(M/E)(alRr

p , ^^Ji_ 3 « /ic)P_2 .i/lP+Al^U
'

1

In the true earth

approx.,19 -^-7-2 = >si

P

so that the coefficient of 7i/ni in the denominator in (40) is necessarily negative. Thus

the rigidity n being supposed constant, the apparent tide is greater for a slightly com-

pressible than for a wholly incompressible earth. The difference is, however, extremely

small under any probable contingency.

Thus take the figures suggested by seismological phenomena*

n/in = 1/24,

/ n = 35 xlO' grammes wt. per sq. cm.;

with (/ (p + p) « = 3-5 X 10' „ „ „

py = 2/9.

These data give

and the corresponding increase in a, — 6.,, relative to the value for absolute incom-

pressibility, would be little over 1 part in 500.

Under the same conditions as in (40) we find

a. -6, ^ n \ ^m\ p'
'

9n

showing that for a given rigidity the tide in the solid decreases slightly relative to the

apparent ocean tide as the resistance to compression diminishes from an infinite value.

§ 9. The relative importance of the tide in the solid is, I think, not in general

sufficiently appreciated, thus attention may be called to a few numerical results obtained

for the case of the incompressible material.

Ascribing to gp'a the value 285 x 10" grammes wt. per sq. cm., a close approximation

in the case of the true earth, we have the following results

:

n (in grammes wt. per sq. cm.) = 80 x 10'

b,/{a,-h)= -Qi

* See Phil. Mag., March 1897, p. 200

35 X 10'
I

11 X 10'

21 6-8
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According to these figures the true tide in the solid earth maj- be very considerably larger

and is not likely to be much less than the apparent tide in the ocean.

Case when i large.

§ 10. The general equation (33) is complicated unless numerical values be ascribed to

the several quantities it contains. When, however, i is very lai-ge there is a simple first

approximation, viz.

o>V;ig = «, - h = y? ^^•^°\
11-^̂ + '}:

^-"'
r

"

4 (42).'^ g{pm — pn){ om{3m — n)
]

According to this, as i increases (a, — 6,)/a'F,' tends to a constant value, while 6,'a,- tends

to vanish. It would thus appear, at least if inertia be neglected, that an external dis-

turbing influence which is either local, or ver}' variable with the angular coordinates, is

likely to have a much larger tidal influence on the oceau than on the solid earth.

SECTION 11.

Core and Layer of different Homogeneous Solids.

§ 11. In treating the solid part of the earth as homogeneous, we make so large a

departure from known facts that it seems worth while to try to form some idea of the

influence of heterogeneity. The simplest heterogeneous solid consists of a core and

enveloping layer, each homogeneous in itself, but diflfei'ing the one from the other.

The second problem considered here is the influence on such a solid of disturbing

forces from the potential

the notation being as before.

The addition of an enveloping ocean would make the problem resemble more closely

that presented by the earth, and so would enhance the physical interest of the results. At

the same time the present discussion will be found, I think, to thi-ow considerable light on

the actual problem presented by the earth, and to be at the same time quite sufticientl}"

complicated.

In the preliminarj- work the materials of the core and laj-er are supposed to be anj'

two diS"erent elastic solids, and the surface conditions first presented are perfectly general.

These equations are not, however, solved in their most general form. To do so would have

entailed very laborious, though not intrinsically difficult, analysis, and in view of certain

considerations which will be duly explained, I did not feel disposed myself to devote the

necessary time.

§ 12. It will be supjDosed that in the absence of the disturbing forces both surfaces of

the layer are truly spherical, and that under the action of these forces the equations to the

outer and inner surfaces become respectively

)• = «+«, o-,; (1 ),

r = b + biai (2).
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Here «, n,-, b, 6,- are constants, while a./w and bijb are so small their squ.areH and product

may be neglected.

The density is p in the layer, p -{- p' in the core ; the ela.stic constants m, n in the

layer, vi, n in the core.

The potentials being F, in the core, V. in the layer, we have

T^, = 27r (pa' + pV) - | tt (p + p') r' + r' V-at +
2i:jri'

(/>«"'"«( + pb-'^'bi) (3 ),

v., = 2Trp (a' - i
»-^) + ^irp'

' + r' V/ai + ^^"^'^
(pr'a-'+'Ui + pV-'-'6'+=6.) (4).

The body-stress equations in the core are obtained by writing m', ?i' for m, ?i in equations

(6) of Sect. I. ; while the corresponding equations in the layer require the substitution in

these equations of p for p + p' and F, for F^

The equations to be satisfied at thi,' outer surface (1) are

rr — (il; 'u) .-rj re — (lli U) COSCC ff r* = 0,
civ dip

7S - {(li/a) -TK^ — {d-ilo-) cosec ^ j .' «* = 0,

•^ ~ iflil^) Ja ** ~ (ui/ci) cosec ^ ' J5 =
acT clcp

'

} (5).

At the common surface (2) of the core and layer there must be continuity in the values

of the displacements u, v, w, and also of the stress components

'^-(bi/b)-jj7e- (bi/b) cosec 6 ,~ ?*,

7» - (bijb) yi'^ - (hib) cosec ^ j~1^'

7i - (bi/b) ,' «* - (bi/b) cosec 6 ' u.

Of the surface equations si.x occur in pairs, each pair furnishing only one independent

equation. We have for instance a pair of equations of the type

f(a, in, n...),„ =() = /(«, ni, 7i) cosec tZ-j-

,

•' ^ ' dd - a<p

holding all over a spherical surface, from which we obtain but the one equation

f(a, m, n...) = 0.
^

§ 13. The body-stress equations in the core are satisfied by

••
' m + n

_ r'+'<7.- {(i+-2)(p+p') 47r(i+ -2)(p+p)(pa-'+'ai+p'b-<+'b,) im- 2n' I

2(2i -1-3) 1 m' + n'
^

'

+
-li + 1 m' -I- n'

"^
n'

'"

f
" "

"^ ''

Vol. XVI. Part II. 19
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_ 1.-17-
^''^'

{(P+P'hr'
I

-^^(P+p')(pa-'>'a.-+ p'6-'+'6.-) (i+S)vi'+2H )

~i ' 2(2i+3}\m'+n' '^ 2i+l m + n' (i + l)«' "^'l'--^"'

where ¥„', F,', Z^ are constants to be found fi-om the surface conditions.

In like manner the body-stress equations in the hiyer are satisfied by

_ r'+'o-j
\ii+2)p „ , 47r(i+2)p%-'+'ai im - 2?i 1

2(2i + 3)t«t + « '

•"
(2i+l)(m + »i)

•"
>i M

r-Vi f47r (i - 1) pp'b^+% (i + 1) m + 2w 1 ,,.-;-=7 ^ /ox
"
2(2^^) I (2i + l)0/irrn) "^

^^ -'-'J
^ '-'' ^^'

/ do-,: / ^ (i<7;

1 r''+^ f p7/ 4';rp'a-^+'af (t + 3) m 4- 2?i ]

r "' 2(2i + 3)|m + n"^(2{+I)(m + n) (i+l)«
'J

,

^~'
( ^TrppV^^ (i-2)m-2n ) L_^-f-.7 . (q^

^2(2t-l)](2i-|-l)(m+«)"^ in -'-'j i+I -'"' ^''^•

The terms containing a; or its differential coefficients are all of the order aja or bi/b.

The terms independent of cr; would alone exist if the disturbing forces were absent and

the surfaces (1) and (2) truly spherical.

To the present degree of approximation we may neglect subsidiary terms when they

have a multiplier Oj/a or bi/b; hence in dealing wth the surface equations we need

consider only principal terms in e», JJ or e$.

Thus the stresses in the core, so far as required in the surface equations, are

given by

7? = i iSni' - n) r; + Att (p + pj ^-^^^ r^ +2(i-l) ,^r<-^Z/<T^

2i + S

\2i

m +n
{

ii-'i-l
)

+ j(i- - i - 3) m' + «') }',' .(10),

re ^TTi- = i-j, / cosec -y- = ; n r' -Z,-

/ d0 d(f> I

?•
r(^ + 1) 7/ (p + p)\^,, ,

47r (pg-'+'g,: + p'b~'+'bi)\
i (i + 2) m' - »' 1

"2i + 3L m' + »' ('^ 2i + l \^ i + 1 ^'J--^^^^'

;a = ^ = A(3m'-»')Fo' + 3%7r(p + )o7 '

, , r' (12),

5* = (13).
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Similarly the stresses in the layer, so far as required in the surface conditims, are

7; = i (3»» - n) F„ - ^nr-^Z_, + ^,rp=
^-^^f^

,-' - ^^pp ^^ ^
^V 2 (i - 1) „r-Z,r,

r'ffi r
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Substituting these values in (6) and (8), and neglecting all terms in o-,-, we should get

the elastic displacements in a gravitating truly spherical " earth " consisting of a core and

outer layer of different materials whose common surface is spherical.

When the disturbing forces act, the values of these 3 constants contain terms of

order a,- la, &c. ; but these subsidiary terms would not be required for the determination of

a,- and 6,-.

The remaining 6 constants Y;, &c., appearing in terms containing a,- explicitly, may be

determined in terms of V/ by means of the surface equations whatever values we attribute

to m, 71, m and n'. Unless, however, we ascribed definite numerical values to the elastic

constants, and to b'a, the resulting expressions would be very cumbrous; and if the

numerical values of these quantities were known it would probably be simplest to insert

them at once in the surface equations.

Materials highly incompressible and of equal rigidities.

§ 1.5. Partly for this reason, further consideration of the problem is limited to the

case when n = n, these quantities being finite, while n/m and njm' ai-e negligible.

The presumably enormous pressures under which the earth's deep-seated materials exist

seem a probable cause of wholly exceptional resistance to change of volume, whether we

suppose the material to be wholly elastic or partly " set " ; but there is no obvious reason

why the resistance to change of shape should be exceptionalh' large. Thus on physical

gi-ounds alone, we should be disposed to suppose n' of moderate size, but n'/in exceptionally

small; and unless the layer were very thin similar reasoning would apply to n and ?i/m.

A perhaps e\en more important consideration, leading to the same restriction, is that

unless much larger values than any hitherto found, even for steel, be ascribed to the

constant in—and to m also, except in a very thin layer—the numerical values deduced

for the strains and displacements are too large to be consistent with the fundamental

hypothesis of the mathematical theory of linear elasticity.

From the above considerations we should regard an increase in m with the depth as

the most plausible h}-pothesis for an elastic solid earth ; but there does not appear the

same reason for expecting an increase in n.

The principal reason, however, for supposing n = n in the rest of this investigation

is the great simplification thus introduced in the mathematical work.

§ 16. The physical conditions presupposed in the remainder of the paper are briefly

that the core and layer have the same rigidity but different densities ; and that the

resistances to compression though not equal are both very large.

Putting for brevity

P-'Vi-\^l:^-i^PpVa-u + - \^^ -'-P (-21

_^uv^_ ^![g|gi^^ ., .^,,-,,,

+

^

^;;^l<^
^ = q (22):
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wc have for surface conditions

-,. ,, , .„ i^ — i—3/m\ .,-

+ ''tZ-i"^
""'"'^-- " 2 ^'' + 2> «"'-''^-.-' = ^/« ^2.3).

-?lf^(:)-->^--^Ti--^'^-=« ^^^>-

-2(i-l)6^-Z/ + ^-'2^(|V'"^^' = Q/'^ (25),

i '^ ^'
(t- + l)(2i + 3)U' ' i(2t-l)l/J'' ^-'-'+ i + 1 '' ''—

'

I
' (i + 1)(2i + 3)\hJ '

^ ^'

I
(^!^\uY:-Jj^C^\b-'-^b'-%- ^.'.^. F «''I^-:-„-^^^^V^ - U-'-'F_,_. + 6-'-Z_,_,

2(2t + 3)V»t/ ' 2(2i-l)\n,

-^'-* + J(.-TWT-3l
©'*''''' *^>-

It will be noticed that the constants F,-, F_,_, and F,' in these equations have

for multiplier (?;i//i) or (//i'/n), quantities which by the present hypothesis are extremely

large.

This implies of course that F,-, for instance, is very small compared to Zi, and any

term in which Fj appeared would be negligible compared to one in which Zi appeared

provided the other factors were of like order of magnitude in the two cases. As appears,

however, by reference to the formulse (6) to (9) the coefficients of the F constants in the

expressions for the displacements bear to those of the Z constants ratios of the order

{iHJn) : 1 ; so that the terms depending on the Y and Z constants are really of like

importance.
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§ 17. The equations (23) to (28) are satisfied by

_ i (t + 1) (i+ 2) {2i + 3 - (2t + 1) jb/ay] (6/a)'+' Q
(2t4-l)(2r= + 4t + 3) n

.(29),

a'-'-Z; =
i=0'+2)

(m/n)6—
r_,._.^2^+l«•••

i(i + l

2 (i - 1) (2t"= +4d + 3) n

i(b/ay+' {2i'+o{*-5i- + ii + S

2(2t + l){-2P + ^i + 2)

i Q

AQ
(i-l)(2i-l)

-iii^l)ii + mhlay\l (30).

6-'-'Z_,_,=
Q

2(2i+l)(2i; + 3) H

,, (i + l)(2i + 3)/6YP
^ ' ^ ' 2i-+4i + 3 Voy Ji

i+l L i{i + 2) (2i + 3 - (2^• + I)(6/ay) {b/a)^+'

2i+l I
"^

2i- + 4t + 3
9.

n

•(31),

.(32),

.(3.3),

6'-%' = i^ (1 + 2) {bjay-- P
2(t-l)(2i= + 4i + 3) n

i '^^ +j^%sf^.^:.^.^:'hAb/ar

.(34).

2 (2V + 1) \2i - 1 (( - 1) {2i - 1) (2i= + ii + 3)

'

i (i +!)({ + 2) {bla)^+' ) Q
2i^ + 4i + 3 ] n

The values of P and Q are given explicitly by (21) and (22_) when the values of Oj

and 6; are known.

To determine a,- and b; in terms of V/ we proceed as in Section I. We substitute

in (8) a +.a,cr; for r, and note that the coefficient of a; in the resulting equation must

be a,-; similarly we substitute b + bicr; for r, and equate the coefficient of tr,- to i;.

In this way we find, for n!iii, and nJ7n' negligible.

Ui = a' ^Z; — - "^^a.+:7,_. ^ + 1
"')a-'r_i_, + a-'-=-Z-_;_, (35),

2(2i + 3)V«7"' *' 2{-li-\)\n)

Substituting for F,, &c. fi-om equations (29) to (32), and inserting their values (21) and

(22) for P and Q, we are left finally with two simple equations from which to determine

a,- and 6,- in terms of F,'. These two equations are true for all values of bja, and the

explicit determination of a,- in the general case has no difficulty except in the length of

the expressions. Through considerations of time I have limited myself to the most
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interesting case when the thickness a — b ni' the layer is small compared to a. Before

passing to the solution in this case, we may however draw one interesting conclusion in

the general case. Neither in nor ?/t' appears in the values (21) and (22) of P and Q,

and both are likewise absent from the expressions (29) to (32) for (mln)Yi, Zi,

{mjn)Y^i_i and Z_i_i. It is thus clear from (35) and (36) that the values of a,- and

h; do not contain m, in' or nijin'. Consequently so long as the layer and core are both

highly incompressible, a difference in their resistances to compression has no appreciable

influence on the shape of either surface of the layer whatever be the nature of the

disturbing forces.

Special case of relativelij thin layer.

§ 18. Putting a — b = t, and neglecting (i/a)- we find

'' 2(i-l)(2i- + 4i + 3) n ^a2(i-l)(2t^ + 4i + 3)re
^^'^'

^ i(,2i+\) P-Q t 3i iP + Q
'' 2(i-l)(2i^ + 4t + 3) n

"^
a 2(i - l)(2i» + 4i + 3) n

'
^^ ^'

Now P — Q does not vanish with t, thus to a first approximation

^/'-'>- a(i_;5g;;L^3) ^-^ m.

Likewise subtracting (37) from (38), we have

''/*-'-/°- 2(i-l)g^«-^3)^ W
Combining (39) and (40), we get

J./6 = (a./a)(l+2^i) (41),

^'=«^0 + Att^) ^-^i')'

a result independent of the densities of the core and layer.

To obtain the absolute values of O; and b; we substitute their values for P and Q
in (37) or (38), or preferably in an equation obtained by combining the two. In the latter

way I find

(pa, + p'6,) \i + J^^ (p±p'MiA =i(^^l) (p+^ir}^^'
vp ,-rp

.;| ^3(2i=+4i+3)re| 2(i-l)(2f^+ 4i + 3)n

1 {tia){p'!(p + p'))
(.^,., , .,, , , ,

47r(p+p-)=«^(i -l){(2i+ l), ,.,,

^~2iTi:; JTrip + pyaH P + 3.+4+ --^.^--^^^^^ \ ...(42).

"*'3(2i"+4i + 3)n

In obtaining (42) use has been made of the foct that in terms multiplied by (t/a)

hi and a^ are interchangeable.
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Finally combining (42) and (41'), we find

_ f
47r (p + pJaH 1

-' i (2i +l)(p+p') a'Vi
a;, a - |i +

g ^2^-. + 4.1 +3)n\ 2 {i - l){-2i'+ 4t + 3)

n

1 {t!a){p'!(p + p')) f , ,
,

, ^ ,
S7rip+pya'{i-l)i{i + l)

\

^"2i>I ^5+3^1 3(2i-^+4i- + 3)n j

3 i'2i- + 4i + 3) n

After determining fli/a from (43) we obtain 6,/6 immediately from (41).

If we neglect t/a altogether we obtain

i (2i +l)ip + p) a^Vi'
. (^ ^ 47r (p + pJaH

...(43).

Oj/a =
2{i-l){2i-+U+'S)n

1 +
I 4- 3 (2i= + 4i + 3) n

.(44).

This refers of course to the case of a homogeneous elastic solid " earth " of uniform

density p + p , and agrees with the result I obtained directly in a recent paper* when

we allow for the difference in notation and neglect n/??i.

A comparison of (43) and (44) shows how much less «;/« is owing to the lesser

density of the layer than if the whole " earth " had possessed the greater density of

the core.

§ 19. A more instructive comparison may be made by reference to the case when the

homogeneous "earth" has the same mass, and so mean density, as the composite one.

If this mean density be p, then to the present degree of approximation

p = p + p' - Sp'tia

also if g be " gravity " at the surface

.(45);

9 = i-^P"'" .(46).

Of course g is the same as in the hypothetical composite earth. We may now write (43)

in the form

aila = \l +
{gpajn) i im±V)pa}V{

21^ + Ad + 3) 2 (i - 1) (2i- + 4i + 3) w

(t!u){p'!p)2i{i-\)1-
(9i + 1) ( 1 + l/'P"/" ) M r ' 2 a - l)(2z^ + 4z- + 3)
^"

V 2i-+4i + 3

J ^ (ffpa/w)(2z^ + 6i + l)
.(47).

As. the coefficient of tja in (47) is essentially negative, we see that the lesser density of the

layer always makes the disturbing forces less effective in altering the spherical form than

if the density were uniform.

* Phil. Mag. March, 1897, p. 193, equation (.52).
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Case i = 2, tiini-solar tides.

§ 20. In iliL' c;isc of most physical interest when the disturbing forces represent the

liil.il iiitlui'iior of the sun or moon

i = 2,

ill the notation of ocjuation (35) of Scot. I.

In this casf by (47)

\ _ i{t/aHp'Jp)(l+Mgpahi)-

1 + t^gpdn
.(48).

Here the percentage reduction in a.^yu due to the lesser density of the layer is

HO(tla){p'/p){l+^gpa/n}^\l+^gpa/n] (49).

In the actual earth wr have approximately

gpa = 3.5 x 10" ^amines wt. per sq. cm.,

and this we shall employ in the following estimates.

Our work assumes t/a small, so as a convenient example suppose

t/a = \l20.

Suppose likewisL' as an approximation to actual conditions

(p'Ip) = i (20/19)^ = -583 approx.

;

aud as representative of extreme and mean rigidities take the three cases

(i) n = 80 X 10' grammes wt. per sq. cm.,

(ii) = 35 X 10'

(iii) = 11 X 10'

Then by (49) for the percentage reductions in the value of aja due to the lesser density

of the layer, we have the following approximate values

:

Case i ii iii

Percentage reduction 5 7 10

As the above hypothetical layer would in the case of the true earth be nearly

200 miles thick, and the effect varies directly a.s the thickness, we may expect variations

of density within 30 or 40 miles of the earth's surface to have but little influence on

the lunar or solar tides.

In the case of disturbing forces which are local, or vary rapidly with thtr- angular

coordinates, variability in the surface strata is probably more important, for the coefficient

of t/a inside the bracket in etpiation (43) tends in general to increase with i.

Vol. XVI. P.vrt II. 20
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VII. Circles, Spheres, and Linear Complexes. By ]\Ir J. H. Grace, B.A.,

Fellow of St Peter's College, Cambridge,

[Received, July, 1S97. Reail, 25 October, 1897.]

In this paper there are discussed certain theorems concerning cii'cles and spheres,

and analogous theorems concerning linear complexes.

The whole is divided into seven sections.

In I. we discuss certain relations between systems of linear complexes; these we

apply to the exposition of the analog}', due to Klein, between line geometry and sphere

geometry in four dimensions ; and also to the transformation of Lie in which a

straight line corresponds to a sphere and two intersecting straight lines to two spheres

which touch.

In II. the theorem, that the circum-cii-cles of the triangles formed by four lines

meet in a point, is proved by a method depending on the theory of curves ; a similar

method is applied to shew that there is no corresponding result in three dimensions

and again to prove the analogous theorem in four dimensions.

Then the theorem, that, given three points one on each side of a triangle we get

three circles meeting in a point, is extended to three and four dimensions. Finally the

results are transformed by both methods explained in I.

In III. we prove the set of theorems given by Clifford (" Synthetic proof of Miquel's

theorem "), and also another set of theorems, of which the fii-st are particular cases, viz.:

" Given three coplanar lines and a point on each of them, we obtain three circles

meeting in a point."

" Given four lines and four concyclic points, one on each of them, we have four

sets of three lines and the points derived from these four sets, by the first theorem,

lie on a circle."
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" Given five lines and five concyclic points, we have five sets of four and from

each set of four a circle ; these five circles meet in a point." And so on ad inf.

IV. contains the proof of a corresponding set of theorems in space of three

dimensions, ;\s follows :

—

"Given three planes and a point on each line of intersection, we have four points

in all and they determine a sphere."

" Given four planes and a point on each line of intersection, we have four sets of

three planes, and fi-om each set of three a sphere : the four spheres so obtained meet

in a point."

" Given five planes and a point on each line of intersection, we have five sets of

four, and from each set of four a point ; the five points so obtained lie on a sphere."

And so on ad inf.

In V. the general configuration of points and spheres derived from the theorems

in IV. is discussed.

If we take n planes we obtain a system of 2"~' spheres, 2"~^ 0-points and

n(n-l)(n-2) ^, ^ , . , , ., • j n(n-l)(n-2)
,

^ 2"~^ .4-pomts ; each sphere contams n C-punits and -^ ^ ^ A-

points; each 0-point lies on n spheres and each ^4 -point on -i spheres.

In VI. certain symmetrical systems of points and spheres are obtained, \iz.

:

(i) A set of sixteen points lyiug by eights on ten spheres, there being five

spheres through each point.

(ii) A set of seventy-two points hing by sixteens on twenty-seven spheres, there

being six spheres thi'ough each point.

(iii) A set of .576 points l}'ing by 32's on 126 spheres, there being seven spheres

through each point.

Similar sets of points probably exist in which there are eight, nine...spheres

through each point, but as the number of points increases the difficulties as to

notation become vei-y great.

Finally in VII. some of the results are transfonned in accordance with the methods

of I.
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SECTION I.

Systems of Linear Complexes.

\. Ill line geometry, as the subject lias been treated bj- Pliicker and othei-s, a

liiir is detei'mined by six homogeneous coordinates connected by a quadratic relation

:

the line in fact depends really on four nuantities, but two others are introduced for

convenience in analysis.

Supposing that .''•,?/,2,(Ui and x^j.^.m-, are two points on the line; /i»i.,w,r, , Lnun.r.;

two planes passing through the line; then /, m, n, \, fj,,
v, its six coordinates, are

defined by

I : III : n : \ :
fj,

: v=: .',&)_. — x.Mi : i/iW, — y.^w^ : z^o}., — 2.,a), : y,2^ — ?/.,2, : ^jX., — z.^i : x{y., — x„jy^

= m^n.. — mji^ : nj., — nj^ : liiii., — l.iHi : lii\ — l.,i\ : ?«,)•., — ??ur, : ?!,?\. — ji„?-,

,

the equivalence of the two sets being easily proved.

[It has been considered generally by Pasch, Crelle Lxxv. p. 108.]

The coordinates are connected by the relation

l\ + lllfj. + IIV=

and are independent of the particular pair of points or planes chosen.

Further, two such lines intersect if only

2. If the coordinates of a line satisfy a linear relation

X\ -t- 1> + Zr +LI + Mm + Nil = 0,

the line belongs to a Linear Complex of which L, M, N, X, X, Z are called the

coordinates.

As regards a linear complex A'iF,Z,Z,j)/,xY, , Z,X, + J/,y] +XiZ, is called the invariant

and we shall denote it by it^n-

For two linear complexes we have the mutual invariant

L,X, + L,X, + M,Y, + MJ\ + N,Z, + N.Z,,

denoted by tn-,.. If this vanish the two are said to be in involution.

Thus if the invariant of a linear complex vanish its coordinates are those of a line

and the lines of the complex are the lines meeting this line.

If the mutual invariant of two lines be zero then the lines intersect, and if the

mutual invariant of a line and a complex be zero the line belongs to the complex.

21—2
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3. If we consider I, m, n, \, fj,,
v each replaced by a linear function of six

variables x^, x^, x^, x^, x^, Xg we get a new system of coordinates, in which the x's are

connected by a quadratic relation

* =

when they are the coordinates of a line.

Further, whereas in the original system the vanishing of a coordinate meant that

the line in question met one of the edges of the fundamental tetrahedron, the vanishing

of one now indicates that the line belongs to a certain linear complex a\ = for the

x's are linear functions of I, m, ii, X, /x, v. (Klein, Math. Ann. Ii.)

The complexes »i=0, a-„ = 0, .rj =0 ... ag = 0, are called the fundamental complexes,

and we shall now obtain the relation <& = in a form which involves only the mutual

invariants of these complexes.

4. For this purpose suppose

Zi, J/i, iV"i, A"i, Fi, Zi, (Sjc.

are the coordinates of fourteen linear complexes

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ;
1', 2', 3', 4', 5', 6', 7',

then we have

= ; 1, .¥, iV, X, r, z, o
,

x

L, AL iV, Z, Y, Z,
[

is

X.

^5

U
L,

A',. 1",. Z, Lr Mr N,-

Xi
^3'

X,
X,

X,

Xr

^41'

'^51'

•5727'

•(A),

•CTj-i' '^Tf

the i-elation between the mutual invariants of two sets of seven linear complexes.

Suppose now that 1', 2', 3', 4', o', 6' are the same as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 respectively, and

denote the others by a, h, then the foi-egoing relation obviously gives ct„/, in terms of

^ai---. ^6i---, i-i?- it gives the mutual invariant in terms of the coordinates. By making

OT^ = we get the condition that the complexes a and h should be in involution, and

by making b the same as a, and then making -bj^ = 0, we get the relation between the

six coordinates of a line, the coefficients being functions of the mutual invariants of tlie

six fundamental complexes.
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The roliitidii (A) is precisely .siiniliir to that which occurs in the theory of circles

am! s)ihon's (Lachlan, Phil. Trans., 1.S8G), and is obtained in the same manner.

By supposiiiir certain of the mutual invariants to vanish the relation may be made

to take a simpler form; two cases will be con.sidered,

(I) when all invariants ct,„„ in which m^n vanish, i.e. when the six fundamental

complexes are mutually in involution
;

(II) when all invariants ct„„j except i3-„ vanish where ni^n and t3-„=0, ct„. = 0.

rt. In (I) the relation becomes

"^ab
~

1- — • r- ,

CT„ CT..^ CT^-'

and if we replace ra-n, by ./•, v^n ••,

^b\ by y, v/ct„...,

we get ^xy=oo^y,Jrx.,rj., ... Xf.y^,

and consequently vvith these coordinates the condition for a line is

X^ + X.? . . . .Tg- = 0.

Now in the geometry of circles a circle is given by four coordinates «,, x.,, x^, Xt, and

when the four fundamental circles are mutually orthogonal the condition for a point

may be written

j\- + X.,- + a-3- + .I'j- = ;

also the condition that two circles should cut orthogonally is

•''1^1 + •'iy-i + ^VJ.! + ''\yi = 0.

In the geometry of spheres we have five coordinates ./;,, x^, x^, x,, x^; the condition for

a point is

.ri" + x„- + X3- + Xi- + .Cj- = 0,

and the condition that two spheres should cut orthogonally is

'iyi + 'V-2i/-2 + ••• +a.;i/^ = 0.

Similarly in space of four dimensions we have a geometry of hyperspheres in which a

sphere is given by six coordinates

X^ ) Xn ,,. Xq y

the condition for a point being

Xi" + a'2= . . . .t's- = 0,

and for orthogonal section

-i-il/i + x.y., ... Xei/, = 0,

and a point lies on a sphere if the coordinates of two satisfy the conditions for

orthogonal section.
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6. Thus comparing these results we see that there is au exact analogy between

the geometry of linear complexes, and geometry of spheres in four dimensions, in which

(i) a linear complex corresponds to a hj^ersphere

;

(ii) a straight Hue corresponds to a point

;

(iii) two linear complexes in iu\olution correspond to two spheres cutting at right

angles

;

(iv) a complex and a straight line belonging to it con-espond to a h}-persphere

and a point on it. (Klein, Math. Ann. v.)

Thus if we can prove any theorem involving the stated geometrical relations in the

one set, we can immediately infer a corresponding one in the other. For example, to the

result that four such hyperspheres have two points in common corresponds the fact that

four linear complexes have two lines in common.

To a linear complex and two polar lines correspond a hypersphere and two inverse

points, for on the one hand every linear complex containing the given lines is in involution

with the given complex, and. on the other, e\-ery sphere passing through the two points

cuts the given sphere orthogonally-.

7. If we suppose the coordinate .'<; to vanish, the condition for a line is

Xi^ + .r/ . . . a;- = 0,

and the geometry is that of lines in a linear complex and complexes in involution

with it.

Thus geometry in a linear complex is equivalent to the geometry of spheres and

points in three-dimensional space, the correspondence being exactly the same as in the

last article, with the exception that all linear complexes in this system are in involution

with the given one.

So, if the coordinates a\ and x^ vanish, we find that geometry in a linear congraence

is equivalent to the geometry of circles and points in a plane.

It is to be remarked that thei'e is nothing in line geometrj- con-esponding to the

element at infinity in sphere geometry, and consequently all propositions involving planes

in the sphere geometry must be inverted so that the planes become spheres before they

can be transformed. The element at infinity is in fact replaced by a line which has no

particular property with reference to other lines.

8. In case (II), Art. 4. by taking suitable multiples of •zn-m, &c. we can obtain an

equation of the form

^xy = ^1^1 + a^22/2 + a^s^s - «jy4 - h i^'ii/e + *«3/5) = 0'

and the condition for a straight line is

,/,- + a\- + w^- - a\- - a\a\ = 0,

a form whicii is most useful for this article.
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Now supposing a sphere to be given by its equation in oi-clinary Cartesian coonJinates

*•= +/ + z- + 2b.i: + 2ci/ + 2ch + e = 0,

we have /•'- = b- + c- + d" — e,

or introdnning a iiuantity a to make the equation homogeneous, we have

b" + c- + d- — ae — r" = 0,

and the sphere is given by the six coordinates a, 6, c, d, e, r which are connected by

the same rehvtion as above.

Thus we have an analogy betwcuu the geometry of spliurcs and straight liues, but we

have still to discover the analogy to a linear complex and the fact of such a complex

containing a given line. Also while a line is replaced by a unique sphere, a sphere

corresponds to two lines because the sphere is unaltered by changing the sign of /•,

whereas a line is changed by this process into its polar line with respect to the complex

corresponding to >• = 0.

9. To complete the discussion we observe that if two spheres «, 6, c, d, e, r;

a', b', c, d', e, r' cut each other at an angle a, then

2bh' + 2cc' + 2dd' - ae' - a'e - -Irr cos a = 0,

where a is so taken that

cos a = + 1 for external contact,

and cos a = — 1 for internal contact.

Thus if a = 0, we find

2.bb' + '2cc' + 2dd' — ae — a'e — 2vr' =

as the condition that two spheres should touch externally.

Now the first sphere is replaced by the two lines

a, b, c, d, e, + 1;

a, b, c, d, e, — r,

and similarly for the second ; consequently to two spheres which touch externally correspond

two pairs of lines, such that each of one pair intersects one of tlie other pair. As each pair

of lines are conjugate with respect to a linear complex one intersection is a necessary

consequence of the other.

For internal contact the + ?• line meets the — r line,) t- ^r .i i .

\ . (Lie, Jlath. Ann. v.)
and the — /• line meets the + r' line

J

10. To illustrate this, consider the problem of describing a sphere to touch four

given spheres. We have in the transformation to draw a line meeting four given lines.

Suppose we have to get a sphere having like contacts with the four given cines, then

we take the four lines a, b, c, d corresponding to the (+ r's) and the four a, b', c, d'

corresponding to the (—r's).
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There are two lines meeting the former four and two meeting the latter four, viz.,

the polars of the fii-st two with respect to the fundamental linear complex ; therefore

there are two spheres having like contacts with the four given ones.

If the sphere sought has to have like contacts with a, b, c, and the opposite kind

with d, we take the two quartettes ,. , , , and thus get two more spheres.

For the condition for external contact being

2bb' + 2cc' + 2dd' - ae - a'e + 2rr' =

simply expresses the lact that the + r line meets the —r line and vice versa.

Hence as we can choose the quartettes

abc d',

a'b'c'd

in — = 8 ways, we have 8 pairs of spheres touching the four given ones, as ought to

be the case.

II. We have so fai- obtained no meaning for the transformation of a linear

complex, but the equation

2bb' + -Ice + 2dd' - ae' — a'e - 2rr' cos a =

gives us the interpretation at once, since it shews that if a line belongs to a linear

complex the corresponding sphere cuts a given sphere at a given angle ; but a system

uf spheres cutting a fixed sphere at a constant angle and the system which cut it

at the supplementary angle con-espond to the same system of linear complexes. In fact

a sphere is represented by two lines which are polar lines with respect to the linear

complex, and therefore taking a sphere and an angle associated with it the spheres which

cut the given sphere at the associated angle are represented by the totality of lines

belonging to two linear complexes which are inverse (we may say) with respect to the

fundamental one, viz., each is the locus of the polar lines of the other.

Changing the sign of cos a only interchanges these complexes, and so the lines

which are the transformations of the two sets of spheres are identical.

Taking b, c, d, a, e, r as the coordinates of the line they satisf\- the relation

2b' (b) + 2c' (c) + 2d' (d) -e'(a)-a' (e) - r (2r' cos a) = 0,

the line b, c, d, a, e, —r satisfies

2b' (b) + 2c' (c) + 2d' (d) - e' (a) - a' (e) - (- r) (- 2r' cos a) = 0.

the inverse complex to the foregoing and as stated interchangmg the sign of a inter-

changes these two complexes.
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12. It' we take Hvc lines and their polar lines, the pair of complexas containing

them become the sphere cutting the corresponding .spheres at equal angles, where the

five lines arc (+r) lines and the five polar lines arc (— r) lines; if we take a complex

containing four of liie (+/•) lines and one (— r) lini' and the inverse complex, we get

a sphere cutting four of the given .spheres at equal angles and the remaining one at

the supplementary angle, and so on.

There will thus be in the extended sense of the word 16 spheres cutting five

given ones at equal angles, where an angle and its supplement are not taken to differ.

13. To enable us to translate theorems regarding spheres which pass through a

fixed point we must remark that if a sphere becomes a point r = and the pair of

lines in this case coincide, and further the united line belongs to a fixed linear complex

corresponding to r=0, which has been called the fundamental linear complex.

Finally a sphere is replaced by two lines which are conjugate with respect to

r = 0, and it has with the totality of complexes having this pair of polar lines for

conjugate lines a relation which may be stated as follows ; viz. if we associate our

sphere with various angles in the sense already stated, then the singly infinite set of

linear complexes con-espond to the sphere and the angles thus associated.

14. If the equation of a circle in ordinary Cartesian coordinates be

fl-- + if + 2hx + 2c// + e = 0,

then its radius r is given by

»•- = 6- + c- — e,

or, introducing a quantity a to make this equation homogeneous, we find that a circle

may be considered as having five coordinates a, h, c, e and r connected by the equation

h- + c- — ae — ?- = ;

and if two circles cut each other at an angle a, then we have

266' + 2cg' — ae — a'e — -rr cos a = 0,

where a is so taken that

a = 0, cos a = + 1 for internal contact,

a = TT, cos a = — 1 for external contact.

Thus, to put the matter briefly, we see that

(1) The geometry of circles is equivalent to that of lines in a linear complex (A).

(2) A given circle is represented by tw(j lim.'s which are conjugate to a complex

(B) in involution with the one (A) in which the system lies.

(3) To circles w'hich touch correspond lines which intersect.

(i) Being given four lines and their polars with respect to (B), we have a

complex containing the four and in involution with {A), and another containing the

Vol. XVI. Part III. 22
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polars and in involution with (A) ; corresponding to this system in the circle geometry,

we have four circles and a cii-cle cutting them at equal angles, exactly analogous to

the corresponding proposition in sphere geometry.

Reckoning an angle and its supplement as being not distinct, then there are eight circles

cutting four given ones at equal angles; but there is only one which really cuts them at

equal angles, the remaining seven cut some of the circles at the one angle and the other

circles at the supplementary angle.

Thus, when we have given any theorem regai-ding lines in a linear complex, and

linear complexes in involution with the given one, we can at once derive a proposition

concerning cii'cles in one plane, where the complex containing four lines is replaced by

the circle cutting four given cii'cles at equal angles.

We have already shewn that there is an exact connection between the geometry

of spheres and points in three dimensions and geometry in a linear complex : hence

we see that there is a connection between theorems regarding spheres and points in

space and circles in a plane.

SECTION IL

15. There is a theorem in plane geometry to the effect that, being given four

straight lines, the circumcircles of the triangles fonned by omitting each line in turn

meet in a point ; we are naturally prompted to inquire whether there is a corresponding

proposition in three dimensions and also in four, since the latter case leads to theorems

regarding lines and linear complexes.

For the purpose of this inquiry it is convenient to regard the proposition in piano

as a particular case of the theorem that all cubic curves that pass through eight fixed

points pass through a ninth. In fact take as the eight points the six vertices of the

quadrangle and the two circular points at infinity, then since each circumcircle and the

corresponding omitted line form a cubic through the eight points, the four such cubics

have a ninth point in common, consequently the four circumcircles have a point in

common.

16. In three dimensions we consider cubic surfaces passing through the circle at

infinity (cubic cyclides, in fact) and also through all the 10 vertices formed by five planes,

and observe that the circumsphere of the tetrahedron formed by four planes and the

remaining plane is such a cubic.

These cubics satisfy 10 + 7 = 17 linear conditions, for the section at infinity instead

of being a general cubic is a known conic and a variable line, and as a cubic can be

made to pass through only 19 arbitrary points, all these cubics pass through the points

of intersection of any three of them.
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To find how many points three sucli cubics (cubic cyciides) have in common, we

considiT the case in which eacli of them is a sphere and a ])lanc and thus Hee at once

that tile number is

2 + 2.3 + 2.:! + 1 =lo.

(This is in fact Schubert's principle of the Kxity of number, Abzahlende Geometrie,

passim.)

Hence ius our systems have already 10 points in common they have five further

points common to all, but by the line theorem just proved the four circumspheres which

are got by always including a certain one of the planes meet in a point on that plane

and therefore the five further points lie one on each of the planes, and we infer at once

that there is no corresponding theorem in three dimensions.

17. This does not preclude the possibility of there being such a theorem in four

dimensions, and in fact there is one which we proceed to prove.

We take six hj'pei'planes in four dimensions ; any fjur of them meet in a point,

consequently omitting one of them we get five points through which there is a hypersphere,

then the six hyperspheres so obtained by omitting each hyperplane in turn meet in a

point.

For this purpose we consider cubics in four dimensions pa.ssiug through the imaginary

6.5. 4.3
4.3.2.1
6 5 4 3

sphere at infinity and through the ~" '

"

^ = 1-5 vertices of the six "solids" so formed

The section b>- the plane (hyperplane) at infinity is a known sphere and a variable

plane therefore involving only three instead of nineteen constants, hence the cubics are

subjected to

15 + 16 = 31 linear conditions.

Such a cubic can be made to pass through 1^9' o^ ~ ^ — "''^ points, and therefore

all through 31 fixed points pass through a number of other fixed points.

To find the number of these we have to find the number of the intereections of

four such cubics by considering each to be a sphere and a plane, thus the number is

2 + 2. 4 + 2. 1^ + 2. 4 + 1=31,

and therefore such cubics pass through 31 —15=16 other fixed points.

Now we get one such point clearly on the jjlaue of intersection of two hyperplaues*

(by the line theorem) ; as there are 15 points of this nature there is one other common

point and hence the .six hyperspheres meet in a point, which is the theorem we set out

to prove.

• Because the section of the figure by the plane of intersection of two such hj-perplaues \nll be four lines

and the ciicles circumscribing the triangles formed by them in threes, hence the application of the line theorem.

22—2
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18. Translating this proposition into the language of linear complexes and straight

lines it manifestly becomes the following :
" taking six complexes having a line in common

then any four of them have another line in common, and therefore from a set of five of

them we get five lines through which one linear complex may be made to pass; then

from the six complexes we get six sets of five, and as from each five we get another

complex, we thus derive si^ new complexes, then the theorem is that these six complexes

have one common line."

19. Now in the h}'perspace system we had 31 points such that all hypercubic

surfaces of the particular kind mentioned which pass through 1.5 of them pass through

the complete system.

Inversion gives us a set of 32 points such that all hyperquartics passing* twice

through the imaginary sphere at infinity which pass through 16 of the points pass

through the remainder, hence in the line geometry we get a system of 32 lines such

that all quadratic complexes through 16 of them pass through the remaining 16.

To prove the theorem without having recoui-se to the geometry of four dimensions,

we would remark that all quadratic complexes through 16 lines pass through 16 other

fixed lines (for any four quadratic complexes have 32 lines in common); so we consider

the system of quadratic complexes through the firet line, and the common lines 15 in

number of the six complexes taken four at once; this gives 16 lines common to the

complexes, and proceeding in this way we get the theorem, but it seems clearer to first

state it for four-dimensional space because then we have the analogues in two and three

dimensions to guide us.

In hyperspace, we may mention finally that we have 32 points lying by 16's on

12 spheres, so that there are six spheres through each point, and

In line geometry we have 32 lines lying by 16's on 12 linear complexes, there being

six complexes through each line.

20. We remarked that in the hypei-sphere geometry there was one common point of

the cubics on each plane of intersection of two hj'perplanes ; this coiTesponds in the line

geometry to the following:

—

Denote by a, b, c, d, e, f the six original complexes, and by A, B, C, B, E, F the

complexes derived by omitting each of the original ones iu turn, then such sets as

A, B, C, D, e, f have a line in common.

Thus we get 32 sets of six having a line in common, viz.

ah c d ef ... 1 of this type

abcdEF ... 1.5 „

ABCDef ...lb „

ABCDEF... 1 „

shewing the complete symmetry of the .system.

* Such a quartic is represented by the general equation of the second degree in hyperspherical coordinates

in a manner exactly analogous to the bictrcular quartic in circular coordinates, hence it is the analogue of a

quadratic complex in line coordinates.
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21. A |):uticiilar case (if the foregoing thuorem may be here mentioned.

Tf we have five lines meeting a given line, as in the figure, a, b, c, d, e meet 0, then

any four of them as a, b, c, d have another line in common; thus we get five such lines

and from the theory of the double sixei's of a cubic surface we know that these five lines

are met by another lino F.

Now our theorem comes in, viz., if we take si.x lines a, b, c, d, e, f, then from each set

of five we get a line like F, and the property is that these six lines are all met by

one and the same straight line

22. The transformation of these results by means of Lie's method, explained

previously, gives rise to several results which, so far as I know, have not been noticed

before.

In the fii"st place it is to be remai'ked that in any .such example of the general

transformation two systems of lines conjugate with respect to the fundamental complex

are really transformed from the line geometry, but as the descriptive properties of two

such systems are identical, we need only concern ourselves with one of them.

23. Thus then to five lines meeting a given line we have five spheres touching a

given one in prescribed senses, then for any four such spheres there is another tangent

sphere associated with the given one. Thus from five spheres touching a given one we

derive five others, viz., they are the inverses of the given sphere with respect to the five

spheres cutting the tangent spheres at right angles in sets of four, and then the theorem

is that these spheres are all touched by one and the same sphere.

Taking six spheres touching a given one we get six sets of five, from each set of

five we derive by the preceding a sphere ; our main theorem then shews that these six

spheres so derived are touched by one and the same sphere.

24. Again suppose we have four spheres A, B, C, D passing through a common point;

then since the representative lines for a point coincide and belong to the fundamental

complex, the four pairs of lines corresponding to the four spheres meet one and the

same straight line.

Let them be ((, a, b, b', c, c', d, d' and apply the theorem of Art. 21, to the

five lines a, a, b, c, d; then the sphere corresponding to the line (ahcd), i.e. the other

line meeting a, b, c and d, is a sphere touching our four original spheres (A, li, C, D)

in certain prescribed senses, and the sphere corresponding to the line (a'bcd) touches Bf^D

in the same sense as (abed) does, but touches ..-1 in the opposite sense.

The line aa'bc meets also b' and c since it belongs to the fundamental complex

R of which a and a' are conjugate lines, hence the representative sphere is simply the

other point of intersection of ABC.
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Similarly aa'bd gives the other point of section of ABD,

and aa'cd „ „ „ „ „ ACD.

Hence, taking A, B, C, D to be planes, we infer at once that if PQRS be a tetrahedron

the eight spheres touching its faces are divisible into four paii-s such that each pair

touch the same sphere through the vertices Q, R, S, and similarly for any other three

vertices.

25. The manner of dividing the eight touching spheres into the four paii-s for

the vertices Q, R, S is this (as follows from the above) ; \az. take any sphere touching the

faces in prescribed senses, then the sphere paired with it is the sphere which touches

the faces q, r, s on the same side as the original one, and the face j) on the opposite

side.

Thus in the usual sense of the word the inscribed sphere and the escribed sphere

opposite P touch the same sphere through QRS.

The verification in the case where QRS is any triangle and P is at an infinite

distance, is immediate ; for let be the circumcentre, / the incentre and IP = r, then

the theorem is that the sphere, with as centre and radius OQ, touches the sphere,

centre P and radius IP, and this is so for

OP'=OI- + IP-

= 0Q'-20Q.r + r--

= {OQ-ry,

which gives the verification required.

This is trivial, but it shews how to derive the expression for 01- fi'om purely

descriptive properties.

Taking five planes, or, what is practically equivalent, five spheres through the

same point, we have in the line system five pairs of lines aa, bb', cc, dd', ee, meeting

one and the same straight line ; we apply our six line theorem to the lines a, a, b, c, d, e,

and then translating our result into the language of spheres we get the following

theorems.
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" Given five planeH they form five tetraiiedra iviid taking definite sides of the planes

we derive an inscribed sphere from each oi' these tetrahedra, the five spheres so derived

are touched by one and the saine sphere."

(This is in fact the translation <if the double sixer theorem.)

"Taking one of the planes A, and definite sides of the others BCDE, then we

deriyc from each set like ABCD two inscribed spheres touching the same sphere

through the circle circumscribing the A formed by the lines S, 7, 8 in which B, f, D
meet A\ so we get four spheres, call them S.., Sj, .S'4, S^; then also by the translation of

the double sixer theorem, by taking one side of A we get one sphere, and by taking

the other side a different sphere ; we can assert in virtue <jf our theorem that these

two latter spheres touch one of the spheres tangent to the spheres S derived above."

Again, taking the .si.\ lines a, a', b, c, d, e, we know from our theorems that the four

lines derived from the sets

aa'bcd, aa'bde. aa'cde, tia'bce,

and the lines a, a are met by one and the same straight line. Now a line meeting

both re and a' belongs to the fundamental complex and hence corresponds to a point,

so we infer forthwith that the spheres S.,, S^, S^, S^ above meet in a point on the plane A.

(This is really just the application of the four line theorem to the lines S, 7, 8, e,

but the foregoing serves to explain the theory.)

26. Taking the elementary proposition in plane geometry to the effect that if ABC
be a triangle and P, Q, R points on the sides taken in order, then the circles AQR,
BRP, CPQ meet in a point. I proceed to prove it and to develope similar propositions

in three and four dimensions.

For this prn-pose we remark that all circular cubics through A, B, C, P, Q, R pass

through one other fixed point : hence as three such cubics are

(1) the cii-cle AQR, and the line BC,

(2) „ BRP, „ „ CA,

(3) „ CPQ, „ „ AB,

we at once infer that the three circles meet in a point.
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27. Tc prove the corresponding property of a tetrahedron take A, B, C, D for the

vertices, a point P,... on the edge in which the faces opposite A and B intersect, and

so on, then I proceed to shew that the spheres through the four sets of points

^P^P.-.P«, BF,,F,J\, CP,,P,,P,„ DF,,PJ\.,

meet in a point.

A

In fact all cubic cyclides through ABCD and the points P (i.e. through 10 points)

pass through five other fixed points; but taking the sphere through A and the face opposite

A as one such cyclide, and siniilai-ly for all four vertices, we find that as the 2nd, 3rd,

and 4th spheres meet in the A plane, there is one common point in each face : hence

there is one other common point, and it at once follows that the four spheres pass

through the same point ; a theorem due to Mr S. Roberts {Proc. L. M. S. 1890).

28. For the property in four dimensions we take five hyperplanes meeting in sets

of four in five points and a point on the line of intersection of each three (10 points

in all), then the five hyperspheres, each of which passes through a vertex and the points

(four in number) on the edges meeting in that point, have one common point.

To prove this we consider cubics in four dimensions passing through the imaginary

sphere at infinity and notice that all through the 15 points mentioned above pass

through K) other fixed points. (Cf Art. 17.)

We take now the five degenerate cubics and remark that, by the last theorem,

they have one common point in each hyperplane (by the 2nd theorem) and one in

each plane of intersection of two hyperplanes (by the 1st theorem), 15 common points,

and therefore there is one other common point, and it at once follows that the five

hyperspheres meet in a point.

29. The theorem concerning hyperspheres and points may be translated into the

language of linear complexes and straight lines as follows :

—
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Take tivi' linear cttinplcxos haviiij^ a line in common, each wet of four have another

line ill common, thus we get five more lines. Then on the ruled surfaces coniinon to

each thri'e of the lineai- complexes take any straij^ht line (10 lines in all).

In eiich of the Hrsi H\e lines, these meet four complexes, then in each set of

three of the.se, there is a line. Therefore there are four lines of the second set

connected with any one of the first set and determining with it a linear complex ; the

theoi'em is that the five complexes .so obtained have a line in common.

Of course, if the second set of 10 lines all lie on the same complex containing

the original line, this reduces to the theorem already proved.

SECTION HI.

•SO. Starting from the proposition regarding the circumcircles of the triangles formed

by four lines, Clifford, in his paper on Miquel's Theorem, has shewn that this theorem is

really the first of an infinite series of such theorems, viz., taking five lines we get five

sets of four, from each set of four a point, therefore we get in all five such points, and

the.se points lie on a circle ; then taking six lines we get six circles by taking each set

of five lines, these circles meet in a point, and so on ad inf.

The theorems are proved by considerations depending on parabolas of class ii +

1

touching the line at infinity n times, but as there seems to be no exact analogy to

these parabolas in space of higher dimensions, the proof has to be modified before we

can hope to find any corresponding propositions for spheres.

In the first place we remark that inasmuch as there is no corresponding theorem foi-

the five circumspheres of the tetrahedra formed by five planes, there are no exactly

analogous theorems for space ; but as will appear presently, there is an infinite series of

theorems in space to which there are not similar ones in the plane.

31. To explain the general principle of the proof adopted here, we remark that the

theorem concerning the four lines becomes on inversion a theorem relating to four circles

A, B, C, D meeting in a point, viz. the circles AB, BC, CA have each pair of them

another point of section, autl through the three points of section there is a circle, then

the theorem derived by inversion is manifestly that the tour circles so derived meet in

a point.

Thus we have in the figure eight jmnts lying by fours on eight circles, there being

four circles through each point ; in this form there is consequently complete symmetry, as

has been remarked by several writers (S. Roberts, Cox, de Longchamps, &c.).

32. In like in.inner the five-line theorem gives 16 points lying by .5's on Hi circles,

and so on.

But to prove the five-line theorem we have only to apply the four-line theorem in

the inverted form.

Vol. XVI. Pa in 111. 23
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In fact denote the lines by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, by C(123) the circumcircle of the triangle

fas)

formed by 123, by P(12) the intersection of 1 and 2, and by 0(5) the point derived

from the lines 1, 2, 3, 4 by the line theorem.

I apply the inverted four-line theorem to the

line 1, and the circles C(123), 0(124), C(12.5) meeting in P,.>.

APdS)

Taking the trio 1, (7(123), (7(124) the derived circumcircle passes through P(13),

7^(14) and 0(5), therefore it is C'(134).

Similarly from 1, 0(124), 6' (125) we derive (7(145);

and 1, (7(125), (7(123) „ C(1S5):

while li-om 0(123), 0(124), 0(125) we derive the circle through 0(3), 0(4), 0(5); but

the former three circles meet in (2), therefore (2), (3), (4), (5) lie on a circle,

and similarly 0(1) lies on the same circle, which is the five-line theorem.

For six lines we apply the four-circle theorem to the circles 0(123), 0(124), 0(125),

0(126); this shews that four of the five-line circles meet in a point, and hence they all

meet in the same point.
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For acvon lines we apply ihr five-circle theorem to the rtve circlen

G'(123), r,'(I24)... C'(127),

iiiui so on ad inj'.

Thus wu get Clifford's set by means of the first only.

33. Taking now tiie more general theorem for the triangle, viz. that if points PijR are

taken on the sides, the circles AQR, BRP, VPQ meet in a point, we proceed to inquire

whether under any, and if so under what, fircunistanccs the four points so derived from

four lines lie on one circle.

1/

\2

t— -

Denoting the lines by 1, 2, 3, 4, the points on them by Q,, Q^, Q,, Q„ their points

of section by P,,, &c., the point derived from the triangle 123 by 0(4), we then see

that the following si.x sets of four points arc concyclic, viz. :

—

Qi, (^., 0(3), 0(4); Q„ y„ 0(2), 0(4); Q,, a., 0., 0,; Q.. Q„ 0(1), 0(2);

Q., Q., 0(1), 0(3); Q„ Q„ 0,, 0,:

therefore the eight points

Q,. Q:, Q.., Q>, O,, 0,, 0,, 0,

are such that any bicircular quartic through seven of them passes through the eighth,

and hence the necessary and sufficient condition that 0,, 0.j, 0;,, 0, should be on a ciix;le

is that Qi. Qj, Q.;, Q^ should be on one circle.

34. Taking the points Q,, Q., Q,., Q^ to be on a circle, I proceed to prove the

result just amved at, by means of the theorem for three lines.

In fact through the point Q, we have three circles, viz.

1, through P,.., Q,, Q., say «,

2, Pu, Q,. Q:: ...b.

3, (I, Q,, Q,, Q, ... c.

a and (> meet in Ui,\ a point on c is Q^,

h c qJ a ... O3,

c a Q,] b ... 0,.

23—2
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Hence the three cii-cles through

0,, O.,, 0,: Q„ Q,, 0,: Q,, Q„ 0,

meet in a point.

The latter pair meet again in 0,,

therefore 0,, 0.,, 0.. and 0, are concyclic.

35. Next take five lines such that the tive Q points on them are concyclic, and

apply the three-circle theorem to thv circles f'(I2), C(I3), C(I4).

Three points on these circles are

0(125), 0(135). 0(145),

where {abc) is the point derived from the triangle a, b, c ; and the circles intersect by

pairs in the points

0(134), 0(124), 0(123).

Hence the circles through

0(134), 0(135), 0(145); 0(124), 0(125), 0(145); 0(123), 0(125), 0(135)

meet in a point.

The first of these cu-cles is the circle derived from the lines 1, 3, 4, 5 by the four-

line theorem, say 0(2), therefore 02, 3, 04 meet in a point.

Similarly by considering

0(12), 0(13), 0(15)

we find that 0(2), 0(3), 0(5) meet in a point. One point of section of 02, 3 is plainly

0(145), and 0(4) does not pass through this, so it at once follows that the five circles

0(1), 0(2), 0(3), 0(4), 0(5)

meet in a point.

Thus given five lines and five concyclic points on them we (jet five sets of four, from,

each set of four a circle, and the five circles meet in a point.

36. Next take six lines with six concyclic points one on each of them and apply

the four-line theorem to the cii-cles 0(12), 0(13), 0(14), 0(15) through Q„ there

being on them the four concyclic points

0(126), 0(136), 0(146), 0(156),

viz., these points lie on the circle (16) ; but as this latter circle also passes through

Q, we practically apply Clifford's five-line theorem to

Oi2, 0,3, Gi4, C]5, 0,8

:

the point derived from the first four circles is the point derived from the lines (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

by the five-line theorem, hence the application tells us that given sijs lines we have

six sets of five, from each set of five a point, and the six points so derived lie on a circle.
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Then taking seven lines we apply Clifford's six-line theorem in

C'(12), 0(13), ... C(17),

and we get the next theorem, viz.

Given seven lines, and seven concycUc points on them, we fjet seven sets of six, und

from each set of six a point by the last theorem, the seven points so derived are concyclic.

Then taking eight lines, and eight concyclic points one on each line, we get eight sets

of seven and front each set of seven a circle, these eight circles meet in a point.

And so on ad inf. as in Cliff<jrd's theorems, viz., we prov<' the theorem for n lines

by iipplying Clifford's n — I line theorem to the )i — 1 circles,

This set of theorems reduces to Clifford's if we allow the circle on which th<,' Q points

lie, to degenerate into a straight line.

SECTION IV.

37. Adopting a method similar to that already used for the triangle we proceed

to investigate similar extensions of the tetrahedron theorem.

For this purpose consider five planes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and a point Py, on each lino

of intersection.

Let the planes 1, 2, 3 meet the line -i.D in the points L, M, iV and apply the

inverted tetrahedron theorem to the four spheres meeting in Pj.„ viz.,

a, the sphere through L, P^, P,.,, Pj,,

0, „ „ „ M, Po,, Po,, P45,

d, the plane 4.

Then a, b, c meet in a point Q again,

a, b, d „ „ ., 0(12.5)4,

a, c, d „ ., „ 0(1.3.5)4,

b, c, d „ „ „ 0(235)4.

A point on a and b is 0(1245),

„ .,. „ b, c „ 0(2345),

„ „ „ f, a „ 0(3145),

» » )> '^> ^^ »» * 14»

J> >» jy ^y f^ V ^•24 >

M J) n C, Cl „ -^ 34*

And the notation shall now be explained.
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In fact 0(125)4 denotes the point derived from the triangle in which the planes

1, 2 and 5 meet the plane 4, by means of the triangle theorem.

L^P,s

'y-p..

Viz., it is the point of intersection of the three circles

L, Pu, P..: M, P.^, P,-,: P-u., Pu, P.,

denoting by P„/„ the point where the planes a, b, c meet so that

Then (1245) is the point derived trom the tetrahedron formed by the planes

1, 2, 4, ') by means of the tetrahedron theorem; in fact it is the point where meet

the four spheres,

Pur,, Pk, Pli, -Z 45 > •'345 1 P-S, Pli, -I 45 > P\1l, P\it Pit, ^ IJ ! •'125! ^ISi -« i.i .
-112.

and for shortness we may denote these spheres by

'^145! '^2451 "124) ^KS •

respectively.
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Tims, liaviug explaini'd th<' notation, wo find that the four spheres

(tbc,
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meeting in P«, then we denote by ^(56)4 the point of intei-section of &',«, S^, Sg^,

and observe that this point lies on the sphere S, obtained from the five planes

1, 2, 3, 5, 6 by the preceding theorem.

Calling the four spheres a, b, c, d for brevity, our theorem for the tetrahedron in its

inverted form tells us that if we take a point on each circle of intersection of these

four taken in paii-s, then drawing a sphere through P„ik, Pab, -Pftc. Pea the four spheres

derived in this mauner meet in a point.

Now for P„b we may take (1256),

Pea .. „ „ 0(3456), and so on.

Consequently the four following spheres are concurrent,

Q{5Q)i, 0(12o6), 0(2356), 0(3156),

Q(56)3, 0(1256), 0(2456), 0(4156),

Q (56) 2, (1356), (3456), (4156),

Q(56)l, 0(2356), 0(3456), 0(4256),

but the tii-st of these spheres is simply St since all its four points lie on S^ and are

not coplanar, similarly for the others, and therefore S^, S.^, S,, St meet in a point.

Consequently of the six spheres S,, S.^, S.^, S^, S^, S^ any four meet in a point, and

it at once follows that they all meet in a point.

We may remark that the three spheres S,, S.., S.,t, meet on <S'456 in virtue of the

triangle theorem, so tliat this accounts for the other intersections of the six spheres

taken in threes.

39. Taking now seven planes and a point on each line of intereection we applj-

the five-plane theorem in its inverted form to the 5 spheres 8,^^, S.^ ... S^, thus we

find immediately that the points derived from the sets of six obtained by omitting

1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in turn lie on a sphere.

Hence given seven planes we have seven set^ of six, from each set of si.r u point is

dei'ived and the seven points so obtained lie on one sphere. &c., &c.

40. Hence we get the following infinite set of theorems analogous to Clitibrd's i'or

plane geometr\ but possessing gi-eater generality.

Given four planes, and u point on each line of intersection, we yet four spheres meeting

in a point.

[Before this we might place the obvious fact that giveu three planes and a point

on each line of intersection we get a sphere through four points.]

Then given five planes and a point on each line of intersection, we have jive sets of

four each giving rise to a point, the five points are on a sphei'e.
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Given six jdanes and a point on each line of intersection, we have six sets of five

each giving rise to a sphere, the six spheres meet in a point.

Given seven planes, we have seven sets of sice, from each of these we get a point, and

the seven points so obtained lie on a sphere.

Given eight planes, we have eight sets of seven, the eight spheres so obtained meet in

a point.

Given nine planes, we get nine points on a sphere, and so on ad inf., viz., to prove

the theorem for n phvnes we apply the inverted form of that for n — 2 planes to the

11 _ spheres Oj^ n—i, n > ^a, n—\, « • • • '->n—a, ?i— i, n •

41. As has been already remarked, greater symmetry is given to the re.sults just

obtained, by inversion with respect to any point. In fact the planes we start from now

become spheres through a given point, and the edges become their respective circles of

intersection. Let us briefly consider the system derived from five planes.

Retaining our previous notation we perceive that a plane of the system contains

15 points, viz., the point at infinity, six vertices, four P-points and four points of the

t}-pe 0(pqr)s.

Again a sphere of the t}^e Sabc contains 15 points, viz., one vertex, three P-points,

two points of the type (abed), six points of the tj'pe (abc) d, and three of the

type Qab-

The final sphere contains

five points of the type {abed), and ten of the type Qai-

Hence we have in all 16 spheres, each containing 15 points.

The total number of points is 56, viz., one at infinity, ten vertices, ten P-points,

20 points of the type (abc) d, ten of the type Qat, and five of the type 0(abcd).

Through the following there pass five spheres :

—

The one at infinity, the P-points, and the points O(abcd), and through the rest, viz.,

The vertices, the poiuts (abc) d, and the points Qai , there pass four.

Thus the whole system consists of 56 points lying by fifteens on sixteen spheres,

there being five spheres through sixteen of the points and four through the remaining

thirtv.

SECTION Y.

42. I proceed now to the discussion of the system of points derived in like manner

from any number of planes. The processes involved are hardly more than mechanical,

when once a comprehensive and luminous notation for the points and spheres of the

system has been fixed upon.

Such a notation I shall now endeavour to explain.

Vol. XVI. Part III. 24
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43. The planes with which we start are denoted by the letter ^' with a single

suffi.K, as (So, &c.

Then, from three planes we derive a sphere which we call Sabc-

From five we derive a sphere Sabcde, and so on.

Again in the line of intersection of two planes we have a point Oab-

From four planes we derive a point (abed),

six O(abcdef),

and so on from any even number of planes.

Further* SaU: SaM, Sacd nieet on Sa (line theorem),

Sabc, Sabd, Sabc. (Sojcife (five-plane theorem).

Also, in our proof of the five-plane theorem we may write

S'e = S„be, S'ci = Sabd, aid SO on,

and then inasmuch as S'cde, S'cd/, S'^e/ meet on S'e,

we find that Sabcde, Sabcd/, Sabcff meet on Sai,c.

Since also S'cd^, S'cd/, S'^dg nieet on Scdefy,

we see that Sabcde, Sabcd/, Sabcdff meet on Sabede/g-

Then applying these two results to the accented system we infer that

Sabcde/g, Sabcdegh, Sabcdeh/ meet On Sabcde,

Sabcde/g, Sabcde/h, Sabcde/i meet On Sabcde/ghi,

and so on ad inf.

44. The points where these sets of four spheres meet, lie on no other spheres of

the system we are considering; but as regards an 0-point, there are always n spheres

through it, as we see as follows

:

Through a point Oab we have 2 of the type Sa and n — 2 of the tyjte Saic

,

Oabcde 4 Sabc •• >l — i Sabcde ,

Oahcde/ 6 Sabcde ••• n—Q Sabcde/g ,

and so on, n being the number of planes ^vith which we start.

On any sphere there lie n 0-points.

The sphere Sa contains Oo(at infinity) and « — 1 points of the type Oab,

Sabc 3 of the type 0„6 ... «-3 Oabcd,

Sabcde 5 Oabcd •• 11—0 Oabcde/

,

and so on generally.

* S„ Sj, Sj meet on .S'„i,c by hypothesis.
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The iiiiiiilirr of 0-points is

7! (m - 1) n(n-l)(n-2)(n-S)
,

_ 911—1

The number of spheres is

n(n-l)(n -2)

There are ?i 0-points on each sphere, and n spheres through each such point.

We denote a point where meet Sa, Sb, S^ by .4 „ (type),

SaOc, SaM, Sabe . .
.
A^

^abcdet ^abcd/i "afjcdy ••• -"4

I

Thus ^0 lies on one sphere of the type Sabc,

-4o Sabcde,
'

and so on.

Also we denote a point where meet Sabc, Sabd, Sacd by ^, (type),

^abcdet ^abcd/> ^abcef ••• -"3

ill lies on one sphei"e Sa,
and so on. , . „

( -a-3 ^abc

Here is to be noticed that each -4 -point lies on four spheres.

The point of intersection considered being the one through which only four

spheres pass.

n(?i-l)(n-2)
The number of points A^ is

3!

n{n-\) (n-2)(»-3)(»-4)
' ••

2! 3!

^14 ..
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and therefore the total number of ^-points is

,i(n-l)(ft-2)L^ .. (/i -3)(rt-4) (« - 3)(» - 4) (« - 5) )—
gi

jl + « - -^ + - 2
!

"^
3 ! j

n (n - 1) (w - 2) o„-3=
3! ^

•

45. Finally each sphere contains
"^''~y/"~ ^-points, as we shall now prove.

The sphere S„ contains the following, viz.:

or

The sphere S„bc contains

The sphere Sabcde contains

2!
'
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A sphere with (2/- + I) suffixes contains

(2r+l)(2r-) (2r-l) .

^ ,- — points A„^,
3!

(2r + l)2r

2!
(/i-2r-I) „ A,._„

^,^^^^(n-2.-l)(.-2.-2)
^^^_

{n - -Ir - 1) (H - 2r - 2) {ii - 2r - 3)

3!
>> -"2>'+lI

w(n-l)(n-2)
,,or -^^ ^ i „ in all.

46. Thus, to sum up, we have a system consisting of 2"~' spheres, 2"~' 0-points,

, ?i(w-l)(w-2) „,^ . . . ^ , , .
ri . ,« («-!)(« -2)and ~ a"--* ^-points ; each sphere contains n 0-pomts and —^^ ~~

J.-points; each 0-point lies on n spheres, and each .4 -point lies on four spheres.

E.g., n=5 gives us 16 0-points and 40 vl -points, and there are 1.5 points on

each sphere.

11 = 6 gives us 32 0-points and 160 -4 -points, and there are 26 points on each

sphere.

The 0-points form a system analogous to the whole system in Cliftbrd's Theorems,

viz., there are 2"~' of them lying by n's on n spheres.

SECTION VI.

47. In the systems of points and sphei-es already considered, there are, it will be

observed, two classes of points; through the smaller class of points in the general case

there pass n spheres, while through the other only four spheres pass.

There is not, then, complete symmetry in any system, except that derived from

four planes, and here we have five points, through each point pass four spheres, and

on each sphere there lie four points.

I proceed now to explain how systems of points may be derived from more than

four planes such that through each point pass the same number of spheres, the

complete set of points and spheres being analogous to the inverted form of Clififord's

Theorems.

48. For this purpose I remark that in the case of n planes, already considered,

we took a point on each line of intersection ; if these points be taken in one plane

we get a system of points derived from n -f- 1 planes, then taking each plane in turn

as the additional one we have the foundation of the symmetrical system of points.
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The general method is to apply the inverted form of theorems obtained previously

to the case of the spheres passing through the point where three of the planes meet.

The general systems seem rather complicated, though the difficulties are perhaps super-

ficial rather than essential, so in the present pages only the complete systems derived

from five, six, and seven planes will be considered.

49. It may be convenient to state the results at once and obtain them afterwards.

They are as follows :

—

From five planes we get a system of 16 points lying by 8's on 10 spheres, there

being five spheres through each point.

From six planes we get a system of 72 points lying by 16's on 27 spheres, there

being six spheres through each point.

From seven planes we derive a system of 576 points lying by 32's on 126 spheres,

there being seven spheres through each point.

In the case of eight planes the system will consist of a number of points lying

by 64's on spheres and there will be eight through each point, but I do not go into

this fully at present.

50. I. Five planes.

Here all is well known, viz., if the planes be a, h, c, d, e, the circumspheres of

the foin- tetrahedra formed by e and the others meet on e, and similarly for a, b, c

and d. Thus we have 10 vertices and one point in each plane and then inverting

with respect to any point we obtain the complete system as indicated.

51. II. In the case of six planes we use the following notation :

—

Pi23 for the point of intersection of the planes 1, 2, 3 ; Q1.23 for the other point

of intersection of the three circumspheres through this point ; S^ for the sphere derived

from the first five planes by taking the subsidiary points on the 6th, and so on. Also

(abed) e means the point derived from a, b, c, d when the subsidiary points lie on e.

Thus through the point Q^^a there pass six spheres, \'iz., three circumspheres and

the three spheres Si, S^, S3. So far then we have 71 points and through each of

them pass 6 spheres, viz.

One at infinity through which the six planes pass.

20 vertices through which pass three planes and three circumspheres.

20 Q-points.

30 points, five in each plane, the five in fact derived by taking the other planes in

sets of four. Through these pass one plane, one Sa, and four circumspheres.
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We shall now shew that the spheres S,, S,,, S,, S,, S^, S, meet in a point.

In fact, apply the inverted form of the tetrahedron theorem to the four spheres

"^lass. Sasti, iSi34,B, (84125, which meet in a point on the plane o. Calling them a, b, c, d for

shortness, we remark that

a, b, c meet in the point (1235) 4,

on a, b is the point Q.^^,

» "> C )i )i >i Vi*S)

hence the sphere derived from a, b, c is simply S,.

Consequently 6'i, &, S-j, S^, meet in a point, and in like manner so do any four

of the six, consequently the si.x meet in one point.

Now we have 72 points, and there are 27 spheres, viz.,

6 planes, 15 circumspheres and S,, S.,, S3, St, S^, S^.

On a plane lie co , 10 vertices, and 5 0-points.

On a circumsphere lie 4 vertices, 8 0-points, and 4 Q-points.

On an >S sphere lie 5 0-points, 10 Q-points, and the point last obtained.

Thus inverting we have the complete system already indicated, and we may remark

that starting from the six spheres meeting in any point we can derive the whole

system in exactly the same way as we have derived it from the six planes.

52. III. Taking now the case of seven planes we denote them by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

iS(1234) denotes the circumsphere of the tetrahedron formed by the planes 1, 2, 3, 4.

S{a, b) denotes the sphere derived by omitting the plane a and taking the subsidiary

points on the plane b, and in general a means that the plane a is omitted ; b means that

the subsidiary points are taken on b.

The three planes 1, 2, 3 meet in P,.^, and the four circumspheres through this point

meet again in sets of three in four new points.

The sphere through these points belongs to our system, and we denote it by (S(123).

The further notation is explained as it is introduced.

We apply some of our previous results to the system

1, 2, 3, ,S'(1234), S{12S5), ;?(1236), S(1237),

and denote the four latter, for brevity, by a, /3, 7, B respectively.
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There is little difficulty in seeing that

S{a^yS) = S{l23),

S(l0y8) = S{il),

S{20y8) = S(i2).

and so on.

Hence as S{la0B), S(l^yS), S(lyaB), S(a^yB) meet on B, we infer that

(S1123 passes through the point on /S'(1237) in which concur <S(41), <S(51), 5(61).

By symmetry, then, through the same point also pass /S(137), S{127), and hence

through all such points as this we have seven spheres.

From our six-plane theorems we infer that the spheres

Sil^yB), S{2^yB), S{a0yB), S{W), S (Sy), S(3B)

meet in a point; we proceed to shew that >S'(3^) is simply the sphere S (12o).

One point on S {B§) is the point where meet S(l2^a), S(l2^y), S{12^8).

Now S(12/3a)= -8(1245),

S(12;S7) = S(I2.56),

S (12/38) = S (1257),

these being easy deductions from the theorem regarding the circumcircles of the triangle

formed bj' four lines.

Thus one point on S{2§) is the point where meet (S(1254), -S(1256), /S(1257), or as

we may call it, Q(1253).

Another point on <S (3^) is the point on which meet

/S(12a/3), S (127/3), S{layl3), S{2ay^), a, /3.

Now these are respectively

5^(1245), 5(1265), 5^(71), 5(72) and 5(1235);

therefore on S{S§) is the point w-here meet

5(1254), 5(1256), 5(1253);

that is the point Q(1257).

Similarly the points Q (1254), Q(1256) are on the sphere, and therefore it is the

sphere 5(125).

In like manner 5(87) = 5 (126),

5(3S) = 5(127),

and hence we infer that

5(41), 5(42), 5(123), 5(125), 5(126), 5(127)

meet in a point.

This point may be called iJ(124) without confusion.
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r>'-i. Ai^ain S(^yB) pasHCS through the point on .S' (5/378) in which concur

8(1^), 8(20). S(3§),

i.e. throufjli the point in which meet

S(123), 5(125), 6'(315), S(235).

Similarly through the point on .S'(1/37S) in which meet S(20), S('30), S(a3).

Now .S'(l/378) = ,':;(41),

8(20) =.S'(135),

S(B§) =S(12o),

and I proceed to prove that S(a0)=S(i5) so that in this point there meet

.Sf(il), S(45), <S'(135), S(125);

therefore through the same* point pass 8(l(}5), S(l7-5).

Consequently 8 (bed) passes through the following points:

i2(154), R(l6i), R(ni),

R(25i), ie(264), i?(274),

22(354), i2(364), i? (374).

If we interchange 3 and 5 foui- of these points are unaltered so the sphere is un-

altered, and thus if any of the numerals 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 arc interchanged the sphere is

unaltered; therefore this sphere maybe consistently denoted by <S(4) for it is symmetrically

situated with respect to 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7.

54. We have now to identify

8(ag) and .S'(45).

A point on S(a§) is where meet

S (123/3), S(l20y), S(lS0y), 5f (23/37),

i.e. where meet 5, 5(1256), 5(1356), 5(2356) and 5(1235),

we shall call this point (1236) 5.

Another such point is manifestl}- where meet

5(123/3), 5(12/3S), 5(13/SS), 5(23/38) or 0(1237) .5.

A third point is where meet

5(127;g), 5(128/3), 5(l7S/3), S(2yS0),

or the point where meet

5(1256), 5(1257), 5(41), 5(42);

and through this same point pass also

5(1253) and 5(45)

for it nmst be the point Q(125 4).

This point is ii(154).

Vol. XVI. Part III. 25
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A fourth point is where meet

S (13/37), ^(13S^). S(lyB^), S(2yB0),

and passing through this point we therefore have

S(1356), ^"(1357), 5(41), S(i2), S(Uo2), 5(45).

Similarly, we obtain a fifth point, and so on, and as all lie on 5(45), we have

5 (5^) = 5 (45).

Now we have proved that

5(/978) = 5(4),

so in like manner 5(780) = 5(5),

S(Ba0) =5(6),

5(a/97)=5(7).

But we have seen that S(fiyB) passes through the point on S(a.0yB) in which meet

5(1^), S{28), 5(3^) (see p. 184, line 7),

i.e. 5(4) passes through the point in which meet

5(123), 5(235), 5(315), 5(125).

Therefore four spheres of the types just written down meet in a point, and this

point by .symmetry is on S,, S^ and 5;.

Hence S(8yB), S (yBa), S (Ba^l S (a^y)

meet in a point and therefore the spheres

5(4), 5(5), 5(6), 5(7)

meet in a point.

Thus any four of the seven 5;, 5„, 5^, 54, 55, 56, 5- meet in a point, hence they

all meet in a point and this point completes the system.

55. We shall shew the connection of the final points in the six-plane system with

our present configuration. Viz., we know that

5(1/37^), S{28yB), S(S0yB),

Siag), S{ay), 5(aS),

meet in a point which is on S{8yB).

Consequently

5(41), 5(42), 5(43), 5(45), 5(46), 5(47),

meet in a point which is on 5(4), and this point is manifestly the point derived

from the six planes 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7. Calling it 1V4, we see that 5 (?•) passes through

A'(r) for each value of r.
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56. Tlir (•(]iii|il(tr syHtoiii of poiiitH obtained then is as follows:

—

A. 1 at 00 tliroiigh which puss the sevfii planes.

7 ft *^

ii. = 35 vertices through which pa.ss thioc pianos and four circiinisphercH.

6 . 5
C. 7Xr-^=105 points of the type 0(123-t);) through which pass one plane,

four circuuisphcrcs, ;uul two spheres (S(65), S{7o).

I). 7X1=7 points of the ty|)c 0(123456)7, through which pa.ss one plane and

the 6 spheres

,b'(i7), S(2l) ^'(67).

6 5 4 -
E. 7 X '

' = 140 points of the tj-pe Q(1237), through which pa.ss three

circumspheres,

S(123), 6^(71), .S'(72), S{n).

6.6.4
^- 7 X n r>

~ ^^O points in which meet .such sets of spheres as

6'(123), -8(127), ,8(137), ^'(1237), .S'(41), 6'(51), S(61).

6 5
G. 7 X-=-—75=105 points of the type 7^(124), through which pass

6'(41), S(42), 6'(123), 5(125), 6'(126), ,8(127).

H. '
' =35 points in which meet such sets of spheres as3.2.1

S(123), ,8(234), .8(341), ,8(412), ^'(5), .8(6), and ,8(7).

1. 7 points N in which meet such sets as

^'(71), ^'(72), .8(73), S{1-^), 8 {lb). ^'(76) and S{1).

J. A final point in which meet

,81, &, S-i, St, S-^, Sf and S-.

In all we have

1 + 35 + 105 + 7 + 140 + 140 + 105 + 00 + 7 + 1 = 576 points.

Of spheres there are 126 made up as follows: 7 planes, 35 cireumspheres, 35 of

the type S(123), 42 of the type, ,8(41) anil 7 of the type S{r).

Also each sphere contains 32 points ; we shall enumerate the points for each class

25-2
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of sphere in a table ; for this purpose we denote the classes of points by the capital

letters opposite them.
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R have a furthi-r line coiiiniuii, the four lines so obtained correspond to A. Ji, (', I).

call lliiiii ", b, c, (I; also in the nilorl surface common to ea(;h two ami R wo taki- a

line, the six lines so obtained correspond to /-", Q, R, P,, Q,, ft, and are denoted by

Ih q, >; /),, f/i, >"i ; then d, pu q,, v, and similar quartettes determine a linear complex in

involution with R, and the theorem is that one of the two lines common to the four

linear complexes so obtained belongs to M.

Taking five linear complexes, in involution with a given one R and containing a

given line of it, and a line in the ruled surface common to each pair and R, we get

from each set of four a line belonging to R, these five lines belong to the same complex

in involution with R.

Then taking six complexes (still in involution with R) we get six sets of five, fi-om

each set of five is derived a linear complex by the last theorem, and the six complexes

so obtained are such that they have a common line belonging to R : and so on ad inf.

Further, starting from five complexes in involution with R we can build up a set

of 16 lines belonging to R lying by 8's in lO linear complexes in involution with R,

there being 5 complexes containing each line.

Then, starting from six complexes, we find a system oi' 72 lines in a linear complex

lying by 16's in 27 linear complexes in involution with the given one.

Starting from seven complexes we find a system of 576 lines in a linear complex

lying by 32's in 126 linear complexes in involution with the given one.

60. In circle geometry we get the following:

—

Four circles L. M, N, R cut a given one at angles \, fx, v, p respectively, cutting

L, M, N at angles X, fi, v we have an associated circle (viz. the inverse of with

respect to the orthogonal circle of L, M, N); call this R' and derive L'M'N' in a similar

manner.

Then take any circle P. cutting M and N at angles fi, v

q, :v^ ... L V, X

R., L ... M X, M

P, L ... R X, p

Q, M ... R /t. p

R, N ... R f, p. .
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We have a circle D cutting R'P„Q.,IL at equal angles S (saj')

A P'P.Q^R, a ••

B Q'Q'R.P, ^ ••

C R'RnP.Q, 7 ...

and the theorem is that there exists a circle catting A, B, C, D at angles a, /S, 7, B

respectivel)-.

61. In this connection there arises a difficulty, which it is not very easy to satis-

factorily e.vplain, viz.. as to which of the eight circles (in the extended sense of the

word) cutting R'PQR at equal angles is to be selected.

To settle this point we must remark that circles cutting a given circle at a given

angle correspond to the same linear complex as those which cut it at the supplementary

angle, but in the one case their radius is taken positively, and in the other negatively.

If now R cuts L, M, N at the same angles precisely as does, then the radius

of R' is to be taken positively, but if it cuts them at the supplementary angles the

radius must be taken negatively.

Similar considerations appl\' to L'M'N' and also to the circles P..Q.,R,, P^Q^R^.

Then the circle cutting R'P.^QMo at equal angles in our theorem is that one which

cuts those of negative radius at the one angle and those of positive radius at the

supplementary angle, so that in point of fact there is no ambiguity about the theorem,

though it is difficult to state it precisely and concisely.

Like considerations must settle the sign to be given to the sign of the radius of

the final circle.

G2. Then taking five cii-cles cutting the given one at angles a, j3, 7, 8, e, we

derive from each set of four a circle by the foregoing, and its radius sign can be

determined also, then the five circles so obtained are " cut at equal angles " by one and

the same circle, and so on ad inf.

63. Starting from five circles we can build up a system of 16 circles, such that

they are cut in sets of 8 at equal angles by ten circles.

From six circles we find a .system of 72 cii-cles, cut in sets of 16 at equal angles

by 27 circles.

From seven circles we build up a system of 576 circles, cut in sets of 32 at equal

angles by 126 other circles, each of the 576 being cut by seven of the latter system

of circles.

In these enunciations an angle and its supplement are taken to be identical ; it

would take too long to make these theorems precise from this point of view.
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1. The theory of partial differential equations of the first order in one dependent

variable and any number of independent variables may be regarded a.s fairly complete

:

and, though in a slighter degree, the same may be said of partial differential equations

of the second order in one dependent variable and two independent variables. But for

equations of order higher than the first involving more than two independent variables,

the amount of progress made is slight as compared with what has been secured in the

cases already mentioned.*

The present paper deals with those partial differential equations of the second

order, involving one dependent variable (say v) and three •{ independent variables (say

X, y, z), and possessing an intermediaiy integral of the first order. The derivatives of

V of the first order with regard to x, y, z are taken to be I, m, n ; those of the

second order are taken to be a, b, c, f, g, h.

2. The memoir by Vivanti already quoted deals with such equations as in their

intermediary integral contain an arbitrary function of two arguments. The general

integral of this intermediary equation will introduce another arbitrary function of two

arguments ; and thus, in the primitive, a couple of arbitrai-y fimctions, each of two

arguments, will occur—a result which is .a particular case of a more general theorem.

* The chief memoirs upon the subject with which I am Vivanti, Math. Ann., t. xLvm. (1897), pp. 474—SIS.

acquainted are the following:

—

v. Weber, Math. Ann., t. XLVii. (1896), pp. 230—262.

Biicklnnd, Math. Ann., t. xi. (1877), pp. 199—241. And it should be added that, in the development of the

„ ib., t. xiu. (1878), 68—108. subject, I am indebted to the memoir by Iraschenetsky,

ib., t. XIII. (1878), 411—428. Grunert's Archiv, t. lit. (1872), pp. 209—360, and the

Beudon, Comptet Rendiis, t. cxxi. (1895), pp. 808—811. memoir by Goursat, .icta Mathematica, t. xix. (1895), pp.

Hamburger, Crc»e, t. c. (1887), pp. 390—404. 285—340: both of which deal with partial differential

Sersawy, Wiener Denkschr., t. xlix. (1885), pp. 1— equations of the second order in two independent variables.

104. The present paper gives the extended form of several of

Tanner, Proc. Land. Math. Soc, t. vn. (1876), pp. 43—60. tlicir results.

„ „ it., t.vn. (1876), pp. 75, 90. t Many of the results can immediately be generalised to

„ ib., t. IX. (1878), pp. 41—61. the case when the number of independent variables is n ;

„ „ ib., t. IX. (1878), pp. 76—90. it has not seemed necessary to state these explicitly.
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Vivanti's investigation is, in fact, the extension to three independent variables of the

Monge-Boole problem in two independent variables ; as he enters into considerable

detail, it will be discussed only briefly here and by a different method.

It need, however, hardly be remarked that the generalisation thus effected is not

the only possible source of an equation of the second order having an intermediary

integral. For example, if

be an equation involving v, I, m, n, x, y, z, then a combination of

f,= 0, f =0. f = 0. f =0,
da- ay dz

leads to an equation or equations of the second order having U = for an intermediary

integi'al. It is unnecessary to specify the mode of combination : it might arise from

the elimination of three arbitrary constants, or from the elimination of one arbitrary

functional form and one arbitrary constant, or in other ways. But in view of the

developments effected in connection with the Monge-Boole form, it is natural to begin

with equations of a corresponding form.

We accordingly, in the hrst place, assume the existence of an intermediary integral

of the form

F(e, 4>, f) = 0,

W'here F is an arbitrary functional form and 6, <}>, ylr are definite functions of v, I, m,

n, x, y, z. Then in order to construct an equation of the second order having F=(i

for an interaiediary iutegi-al, it is sufificient to eliminate ^ , ^ , , ^ , between the

three equations

dFde dFd4 iJd±_Q\
d6 dx dip dx dyjr dx

dFde dFd^ dFd-f^
d6 dy d(p dy dyjr dy

dFde dFd^ dFd^_
dd dz d(j) dz dyjr dz

where -r , -^ , t- respectively denote
dx dy dz ^ •'

dx dv dl dm dn

'

d d
J

d
J

d . d

dy dv dl dm dn'

dz dv ^ dl dm dn
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The result of the elimination is

BA
+ PA + QB + RC+2SF + 2TO + 2UH

+ Ia + Jb + Kc + 2L/+ 2Mr/ + 2Nlt + W = 0,

where A = = abc + 2ffjh — a/'- — bg- — cira, h, g

h, b. f

9. /' c

A — bc—f-, B = ca —g-, C=ab — It",

F = gh- at: G=hf-bg, H=fg - cli

.

Moreover, the coefficients of the various combinations of a, b. c, f, g, h depend

upon 6, (/>. if- ; in fact, we have

D = {lvin), W= {xyz),

P = {ccmn), Q = (iyn), R = {Imz),

I = {lyz), J= {xmz), K = (xyn),

2S = (Izn) + (Imy), 2L = {xnz) + {xym),

2T = {zm n) + {Imx), 2M= {nyz) + (xyt),

2U= {ymn) +(te«), 2N = {myz) + {xlz),

where (a/Sy) denotes the Jaeobian of 8, <p, ifr with regard to a, /3, y, for the various

combinations : the derivatives with regard to I, m, n being purely partial, and those

., , ^ ,.9,99 99 9 . .

with regard to x, y, z being ^ +L^, ^ + ??i^, 5" + "^ respectively.

It is manifest that, as the fourteen coefficients are dependent upon 6,
<f>,

rp-,

certain relations among them, some algebraical and some functional, must be satisfied.

3. But though the form obtained for the equation of the second order is the only

form which can possess an intermediary integral of the general functional type assumed,

it does not follow that an equation of that form necessarily possesses such an inter-

mediary integi-al, or indeed any intermediary integral ; as already pointed out, conditions

must be satisfied in order to ensure the existence of any intermediary integral. To

obtain these conditions, we proceed as follows.

Let an intermediary integral be supposed to exist, say in the form

M = u (v, X, y, z, I, in, n) — 0.

Then writing

9m , 9m
"'=9^ + ^ 9^'
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we have

Ux + aui + hu,n + gun = 0^

Uy + hui + bu,„ + fUn = 0[ •

"z + gi'i + /".« + c«,. = o)

The given differential equation must be satisfied iu virtue of these equations ; in

other words, it must become an identity when taken in connection with them.

Hence, solving the three equations for a, h, c respectively and substituting in the

equation

la +Jb + Kc + 2i/+ 2Mg + 2Nh

+ PA+QB + RC + 2SF+ 2TG + 2UH + I)A+W= 0,

the last equation must become an identity and the coefficients of the various combinations

of /, g, h must vanish : the conditions of evanescence are the partial differential equations

of the first order determining u. We have

a = -

writing

"J
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From the coefficient of cf), there ariHcs the single equation

- Dutu„,Un{XY + XZ) - /"»"' - K ""'"' + -iLu,

+ Pur {Y + Z) + Qu,„-X + Mun'X + 2Su,„u„X = ;

from that of 7, tlie equation

- Duiu,„i,,, ( l^Y+yZ)-I ""'"' - K "'-"-* + 2Mu„,
"i w„

+Pun+ Qum' {X + Z) + Ji„,rY + 2Tu„uiY= ;

and from that of rj, the equation

- D ufti^u,, {ZX + ZF) - / "^=^ -/'*""' + 2Nu„
Ul Urn

+ Pui'Z + Qu";„Z + Rnn' {X + 1') + 2 Uuiu,nZ = 0.

Finally, fnim the term independent of cp, 7, ?;, there arises the equation

- r)uii(,„n„XYZ + PurYZ+ Qu,„^ZX + Run'XY

- 1 '^" A' - J """' Y-K -"'" Z+W =0.
Hi «m «n

4. These equations must be solved so as to obtain simpler algebraical forms, before

proceeding to express the conditions of coexistence and to determine integral equivalents;

and a convenient form is that in which Ux, u,,, iiz, are expressed in terms of Ui, «,„, «„.

The first of the equations being

Pllf + QUm" + RUn- + 2Su,nlln + 2TUnUi + 2Uu,nUl = D {UiUj; + U,nUy + «„?(,),

we introduce six new unknown quantities a, a
; /3, /3'

; 7, 7' ; defined by the relations

Dux=Piii + iu,n+ /3«„"j

I)Uy = yui + Qii„, + aiiA;

Du2 = /9'»(+ au,„ + Ru,A

there being no initial assumption that the new quantities are independent of Ui, «,„, u„.

When these are substituted, it appears that the above equation is identically satisfied,

provided

7 + 7' = 2 U\

j3 + i3'=2t[

a +a =2S
]

These relations will accordingly be assumed : and there will thus be three unknown

quantities left.

Next, substitute the values of Ux, Uy, v^ in the second equation : it becomes, on

reduction,

{2LD + 2SP - /37 - /3V) ui - (yS^' + DJ - PR) -'-^ - (77' + DK - PQ) ^^^ = 0.

26—2
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Assume /9;8' = PR - DJ,

77' = PQ-DK

then, as «; is not zero, we nuist have

0y + fi'y' = 2LI)+2SP.

There is still one relation possible in order to the determination of the six-

quantities. Again, substituting in the third equation, wc have

{2MD + 2TQ - 07 - aV) u,„ - (77' + DK - PQ) ^^^'- (««' + 1)1- QR) "^^' = 0.

We assume ««' = QR — DI ;

and then, as «,„ is not zero, it follows that

a'^ + a'-/'=2MD + 2Tq.

The six quantities a, 0, 7, a', /S', 7' can now bo considered known.

Substituting in the fourth equation, and using the condition that u^ is not zero,

we find that

a^+oi:fi' = 2ND + 2UR:

and the equation is then identically satisfied.

Lastly, substituting in the fifth equation, and using the preceding relations, we find

that it reduces to

a'/Sy + a/37 = 2PQi2 - PID - QJD - RKD + D"- W.

It thus appears that the system of five equations can be replaced by a number of

sets of three homogeneous linear equations, each set being of the form

DUx=Plll + y'u,n+ iSUn

Duy = 7^/, + Qu,„ + a'un

JDUg = ^'Ui + ailin + RUn

the coefficients are determined by the equations

a + a' = 26' , aa' =QR-D1

I3 + I3'=2T, ^I3'=PR-DJ

y + y'=2U, yy'=PQ-l)K

and there must be satisfied four relations obtained by substituting for a, f3, 7, a', /3', 7' in

0y + ^y' = 2LD + 2SP,

70+ y'a =2MD+-1TQ,

«/3+ a'0' = 2ND+2UR,

a/3y + ali'y' = D' W - D {PI + QJ + RK) + 2PQR.

These equations are less restricted than Vivanti's (I.e.).
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5. But conversely, a solution of any one of the systems of equations which are

satisfied by a, should lead to thi' diffciential eciuation of the second order. Let such
a solution be

1/ = H (v, I, m. It, X, y, z) = constant

;

then wc have Uj, + aui + hn,,, +gtin = 0,

that is, substituting for ii^ from the partial differential equations satisfied by u, we have

{aD + P) ill + {I,D + y) «,„ + (f,D + /3) u„ = 0.

And similarly for the other two derivatives, with regard to y and z respectively.

Eliminating m^ : «,„ : u^ between these three equations, we have

aD + P, hD + y', gD + l3 .
= 0.

hi) + y, bD + Q, /B + a'i

gD + ^, /D + a,' cD + R

The term independent of the derivatives a, b, c, /, g, h is

= PQR - Paa! + ya^ - Ryy' + ^ya' - Q/3y3'

= PDI + 70/3 + /3'y''x' - 2PQR + QDJ + RDK

by means of the equations satisfied by a, ^, y, a', /3', y'.

Again, the coefficient of a is

= D(QR-aa) = D'I.

The coefficient of h is

= D(oi0-Ry + a'^'-Ry')

= 2ND'' + 2URD - 2 URD = D- . 2N.

The coefficient of ah - h", that is, of C, is

= D'R\

and so on for the others. Substituting and dividing out by D-, we have the original

equation: which accordingly is satisfied by each solution of the subsidiary system of

homogeneous equations of the first order determining u.

6. The only relations so fiir considered are of a purely numerative character : it

will be assumed that they are satisfied, as preliminary conditions for the existence of

an intermediary integral. It is now necessary to consider other conditions in order that

the three partial differential equations for « may have a common solution or common
solutions.

d\\

ox mLet A, = ., + I - - - I P - + y' — + ^ ]
iv D\ dl ' dm dnj

>;
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then the equations satisfied by u are the linear set

A,(( = 0, Xm = 0, A,ti = 0.

These must satisfy the Poisson-Jacobi conditions

(AA2) = 0, (\A) = 0, (AA) = 0,

which are

dn'

- a-a'du
, /. 7 A /S'Nau

,
/. Q . a\ du ( . a! ^ R\du

du /. R . /3, 8«

respectively.

Manifestly no one of these is satisfied in virtue of any linear combination of

A, = 0, A, = 0, A3 = ; hence each of them is either an identity or it is a new

equation.

7. Suppose, fii-st, that each of the equations is an identity. Then each of the

coefficients of ,:^ , ^rr , ^—
, ,:— , in each of the equations must vanish. We thus have

dv dl dm dn '

and also
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of nine differential relations, (ii) .111 algebraical set, which can easily be obtained in the

ft mil

S- =^QR-DI\ TU=LD + SJ'

T' = PR- DJ
,

US = MD + TQ

V' = PQ- DK] ST = ND+ UR]

D'W=\ 1\ U, T
\ U, Q, S

I
T, S, R

The last seven equations may, in fact, bo regarded as expressing /, J, K, L, M, iV, W
in terms of P, Q, R, S, T, U. Using them for this purpose, we can, for the present

case, write the differential equation in the foi-m

aD + P, hD + U, [/D + T =0.

hD +U, hD + Q, /D + S

gD + T, fD + S, cD + R

From the form of the equations of which «,, «o, M3, Wj are functionally independent

solutions, it is manifest that any functional combination of them is also a solution,

say ^(Ui, u.., U3, M4). But it has been seen that any solution is an intermediary

integral of the original equation ; and so thei'e is an intermediary integral of the form

* = 0,

where ^ is the most general arbitrary functional form.

8. This is, however, an equation of the first order. In the present case we can,

without further integration, actually obtain an integral of the original equation: all

that is necessary for the purpose is to eliminate I, m, n between the four equations

111 = «) , iu = a„, U3 = «., , ii^ = nt,

where a^, a^, a,, aj are arbitrary constants. In order to establish this result, we must

prove that any two of the integral equations u = a (say they are 6 = constant,

<p — constant) can be taken as coe.xisting independent equations. Now the condition that

this may be the case is

^'-f]+2l
V, I

0,

, .

,

, ..^ ^. f
de de d0 d<f) d(f> d<f>

,

which, on .substitution for .r- , —

,

—
, ^

,

-^
, ^ fn

dx dy oz ox dy

cally satisfied by them, becomes

-^ from the differential equations identi-

(7
de d<f> d<f> de

"^^\dl dm dl dmJ-'^^-^'hdndl
de dcj) d<i> dd'

dn ?J +^" '''[dm dn dm aj""'

But, under the present hypothesis, we have a = a', /3 = /3', 7 = 7'; the condition there-

fore is satisfied. Accordingly the four equations u = a are four coexisting independent

equations.
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Eliminating I, m, n between them, we have, in general, a relation invoh-ing v,

a;, y, z and the four arbitrary constants. Suppose it to be of the form

v = F{x, y, z, tti, a.,, a^, a^).

The fact that the Jacobi-Poisson condition of coexistence for each pair of equations

« = a is satisfied, enables us to infer, as in the case of two independent variables, that

the values of I, m, n, v deduced algebraically from those equations are such as to give

. dv _dv _ dv
~ dx' dy' dz'

Now the complete system of differential equations

fdu ,du\ f T^du rr^U „,dii

\dz dv) \ dl dm dnj

is associable with the four equations

dv = Idx + mdy + ndz

- Bdl = Pdx + Udy + Tdz

- Ddvi = Udx + Qdy + Sdz

- Ddn = Tdx + Sdy + Rdz

as the customary equivalent in differential elements.

Hence it appears that the solution

v=F{x, y, z, (h, a.,, a.^, a^)

of the original equation is such that

i)|j^+P = 0, B^ + U=0, D~ + T = 0,
ox- oxoy oxoz

dz-

Moreover, the verification that it satisfies the differential equation is immediate by

taking this equation in the form obtained in § 7.

9. Now the solution which has been constructed is one that involves four arbitrary

constants and so it is not a complete integral. But its importance lies in the fact

that it can at once be changed so as to give the most general integral of the

equation : a result due to the proposition that if (}) = ^ (a, /3) and i/r = \|r (a, /3) denote
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tiuo arbitrary functions, then replacing Oj, a,, Oj, «, by a, /8, <f>,
\jr respectively, an

integral of the ecpiution w given by the elimination of a and /3 between

v=F{x, y, z, a, /3, 0, -f)

dF dF d^ dF dyjr

da d<f) da dyfr da

dF dj^ d^ dj^ df
d^'^d<f> P0'^d^i> d'0 '

and this integral is the general integral of the equation because it involves two arbitrary

functimis each of two arguments.

The proposition will be proved by shewing that the postulated integral equations

satisfy the differential equation. We take the integral in the fonn

v==F,

dF = 0,
dF

0:
da ' ?/3

the two latter implying complete derivatives with regard to a and to ^ respectively.

From the second and the third equations, we have

d'F d-F d'F

^_ d"-F d'F d^

and two similar pairs for derivation with regard to y and to z respectively.

Now from v = F, we have

dF dF dF _dF
''~dx^da'^^dB'^'~dx'

dF dF
'" =

^y + "ao<"^ + a^^^ = ^'
dF

dF

d£

dF dF
,

dz
'

so that I, m, n have their form the same as when a and /3 are arbitrary constants.

Next,

a =
dx

_9lF ^ d'F
~ da^'^dadx'^'^dBdx^'

d^F

doe' da-' dadfi' d^
^a„ $,)-:

Vol. XVI. Part III. 27
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Writing

we have

and similarly

Prof. FORSYTH, PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

_ d^F d-F d'-F^

« = -fVr-(p, q, '-^ttx, ^xf]

h^F„,-{p, q, r]^o,, ^zjoy, ^y),

g = F„-(j), q, r'^CL,, y3x$ar, ^z),

C=-fzz -(p, q, r$0;, /S^)-.

These values of y : I, in, n ; a, b, c, f, g, h ; are to be substituted in

= aD + P, JiB + U, gD + T

hD + U, hD + Q, /'!> + -S

</i) + r, /i) + -S, cZ) + ii

The differences from the case when a and /9 are arbitrary constants arise solely

through the quantities a, b, c, /, g, h and not through the coefficients of those

quantities. Now we have seen that

DF^^ + P = 0, DF^, + U=0, DF,, + T = 0,

DF,„ + Q = 0, DFy, + X = 0,

DF^ + R=0-
hence, on substitution, we have

0= {p, q, r\a^, /3^)» , {p, q, r^Uy, fiy^a^, 0,^), ip, q, r'^'h, A^ttc. /3x)

(p, q, 7-'^CL„ pr^tiy, /3y), (J5, q, r\iy, /3„)= , {p, q, r'^a,, 0^^%,, ^„)

{p, q, r$(t„ 0x\a,, /3,), (p, q, r^ciy, 0yja,, 0^), {p, q, rja,, /3,)=

Take two quantities X and fi such that

a^ + Xa„ + /xa, = 0, 0^ + \/3„ + fx.0, = O;

and multiplying the second coluiim by X and the third by fi. add both to the first.

Each constituent in that column ' is zero ; and therefore vanishes, or the differential

equation is satisfied by the integral equation given.

10. The results can be summarised as follows:

—

To solve the differential equation

aD + P, hD + U, gD + T = 0,

hD-v U, bD+Q. fD + S

gD+ T, /B+S, cD + R
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t.hc coefficients satisfying certain conditions, wc construct the subsidiary system

_du du 1 / p 3m
//• ^"

I 7"^"^ _ n\
' da; dv D \ dl dm dn)

. du
AjM = ^ + m

dy

aw 1a 1 / jT dn ,-. du „ du\ .

V D \ dl dm dn)
}.

. du du I f ,„ du „ du

"t!,)'"!

which is a complete Jacobian system and therefore possesses four functionally independent

integrals. Let these be ;(,, u.,, v^, Wj. Then from

«, =a, , u., = a.,, «3 = a3, Ui = at,

we eliminate /, m, n and obtain a relation between v, x, y, z and the four constants,

say

v = F{x, y, z, a,, a^, a„ a^).

Let <\) {a, y8) and i^ (a, /9) be two arbitrary functions, each of two arguments ; then

eliminating a and /3 among the three equations

v = F[x, y, z, a, /3, .^(a, /9), ^|r(a, 0)},

9a' " 3/3'

we obtain the general integi-al of the differential equation. And the conditions to be

satisfied by the coefficients are

A -P A f^
A.^ = A,-5,
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And another example is given by Professor Tanner * in the form

xyz a, K g
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If those are satisfied, cither identically or in virtue of the four equations already

established, the system is complete. It then has three functionally independent solutions,

say «i, J«.i, W3; and the most general solution of the system, which is then a general inter-

mediary integral of the original equation, is of the form

It may happen that such an intermediary integral can be deduced from another

system, given by different sets of values of a, a'
; 0, ^ \ 7, 7' ; let it be

where F is perfectly arbitrary and t/,, U.., U^ are the three functionally independent

solutions. We proceed to consider under what circumstances (if any) ^ and F can be

treated as simultaneous equations.

Since u^, u«, M3 ai-e solutions of a simultaneous system, ^ is also a solution of that

system : that is, we have

D<i>, = P^i + 7'4>,„ + /3*„, where <D^ = |? + i
^*^

ox ov

J5*y = 7*2 + Q*„, + a'*„,
.9* ad)

<Pz = 3 - + n ^cz Ov I

Now for the subsidiary system satisfied by F, let A, A'; B, B' ; T, T' be the corre-

sponding coefficients: so that

A, A' is either a, a' or a', a:

B, B' A/S' ... /3',y3:

r, r' 7, 7' ... 7', 7:

the set of first alternatives in each case giving the system for <I>. Then F satisfies

DF^=PFi + rF,„+BFn^

DF^=rFi + QF,, +A'F^-.

DF,^B'Fi + AF.„ + RF„,

Now in order that F and <t> may be treated as simultaneous equations, we must

have

F^^i - Ft'P, + F,^,„ -F,% + F,(i>., - F„<P, = 0.

Substituting from the above systems and collecting terms, we find

( r - 7') Fi^,„ + (
r' - y)F,„<i>i + iB- /3') F,,<i>i + iB'-^) Fi^n+ (A- a') F,„<i>„ + {A'-a) F„<i>,„ = 0,

evidently identically satisfied when

A,A' = a',a; B,B'=ff,0: r,r=y',y.
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Hence we have the theorem :

—

If all the conditions for the possession of three functionally itidependent .solutions be

satisfied for each of the si/stems

<P^ = ^iP<Pt+y'<i>,„^0<Pn)

*!/ = 5 (7*/ + Q*». + «'*n) > .

«l>. = ^(/8'*i+a*m+-R*,.)

i^.='^ = ^ (PFi + yF„. + a'Fn)

F,,= j^(y'Fi + QF,„+ aF„)
[

'

F.= ^i^Fi ^ a'F,., + RF„)

then the general intermediary integrals

cl) = o, F=0,

dedticed from the respective systems, can he treated as simultaiwous equations.

Further, it can be established that the linear equations in differential elements

equivalent to F = are included in the Charpit-system subsidiary to the integration of

cl) = as a partial differential equation of the first order.

The simplest instance of all in the present case arises when two of the Jacobi-

Poisson conditions (A,A,;) = 0, (A2A3) = 0, (AjA,) = are satisfied identically, and the third

is a new equation containing a term in — : and when, further, the full system is complete.

Of the three pairs of quantities a, a'; /3, /8'; 7, 7'; two contain equal members, and the

third contains unequal members. There are then two subsidiary systems; and thus we

should have used all the subsidiary systems. I pass over, for the present, the discussion

of the relation to one another of integrals derived through subsidiary systems not chosen

according to the restriction in the proposition just established.

An instance of this case is furnished by the equation

I

a + P, h+U, g + T +6"-(c+R) = 0,

h+U, b + Q, f + S

g + T, f+S, c + R

where P, Q, R, S, T, U, 6 are constants. There are two subsidiary systems; and the

intermediary integrals obtained can be treated as simultaneous equations.

13. If the Jacobi-Poisson conditions

(AA) = 0, (AA) = 0, (AA) =

are not satisfied in virtue of A; = 0, A., = 0, A^ = 0, A4 = 0, so that the system of

equations is not complete, the new equations that arise through this set of conditions

must be associated with the former four. We proceed as before and render the system

ultimately a complete Jacobian system ; and if in this state, the system contains n

equations, there are 1 —n functionally independent solutions of the system.
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Of the remaining two csises, viz. those in which the conditions for the coexistence

of A, = 0, Aj = 0, A;, = lead to two new equations and to three new efjuations

respectively, it is unnecessary to say much in general detail. The proccs.s is the same

as in the last case ; the system must be made complete. If it contain more than six

equations in this state, there is no common solution and so there is no intermediarj'

integral ; but if it contain n equations, n being less than 7, then it pos.sesses 7 — »/

t'linctioiially independent solutions and an intermediary integral e.xists.

1+. In the preceding investigation, the most general form of the prescribed type

has been taken initially. Instead of making the necessary modifications for simpler forms,

it is better to apply the method at once to the simpler forms. For example, in the

case of the equation

«=a + 2xyh + fb + 2xzg + 1ijzf->r z'c = 0,

we substitute for u, b, c from

«x + aui + hii,„ +ffii„ =

iiy + hiii + bu,„ + fun = 0l;

I'z + gt'l +/tlm + CUn =

then we equate to zero the coefficients of /, g, h and the term independent of these

quantities. Solving the resulting equations, we find only a single system of simultaneous

equations determining u, viz.

X IJ z \,

xux + ijUy + zu^ = oi

where lu denotes ^ +1^^ , and so for u,, and *(,.

dx ov

It is easy to prove that this system is complete, and that the four functionally

independent solutions can be taken in the form

y z Ix + my + nz ,,
,

-
, , V — (Ix + »iy + nz).

Hence there are two intermediary integi-als of the respective forms

Ix + my + >i^ _ ,(y 2 \

X ^\x'x)'

V - {Ix + my + nz) = "f
(f.

> 7) .

where ^ and i/r are arbitrary functions. Moreover, by § 12, these can be treated as

simultaneous equations, for the initial system is complete as obtained ; hence we have

as a primitive, and manifestly it is the general primitive.
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15. Taking now more generally the case in which an equation of the second order

possesses an intermediaiy integral, though not of the functional form previously considered,

we have an equation

satisfied in \'irtue of derivatives from

u (v, X, y, z, I, VI, n) = 0,

that is, in virtue of

lllv + Wj + aUi + hu,n + gUn = 0,

IIUIt, + «y + /"'i + ^"m + /W» = Oi

UUt, + iij + gUi + film + CUn = 0.

Hence when we substitute for a, h, c in ^ = 0, the resulting equation must be

evanescent : and therefore the coefficients of all combinations of /, g, h that occur in

the modified form must vanish, so that a number of relations will arise. Each such

relation is homogeneous in the derivatives lu„+Ux, mll^,t^^y, nu^ + u^, ui, u,n, «„; hence

there cannot be more than five algebraically independent relations. On the other hand,

there must, in general, be at least three relations ; for if the result of the substitution

is to give

T+Pf+Qg + Bh+ = 0,

then we must have T = 0, P = 0, Q=0, If these were equivalent to only one

relation, this would occur through a common factor that vanishes, say

where is homogeneous of the first degree in viv-c + Uy, nn„ + U2, iii, «,„, «„. We thus

have, for the construction of the equation of the second order,

6 + aui+ hu,„ + gUn = 0,

me<„ + Uy + =0,

nu^+Uz + =0,

three equations involving four ratios Uy : u^ : ui : «„ : !<„ not homogeneouslj'. The equations

are insufficient for this elimination : and therefore, in general, the present case will not

arise.

Further if the relations are algebraically equivalent to two only, they may be taken

in the form

P(llt„ + Ux, mu„ + iiy, nu„+iii, %(i, ll,n, lln) = 0,

Q{Iut, + Ux, mu„ + iiy, mi„ + ih, ui, u,„, iin) = 0,

hi„ + iix + aiii + h ii,n + gun = 0,

??lMp + Vy + /(!(; + 6i(7» +fi<n = 0,

nu„ + U; + gui + fu,„ + c«„ = 0,
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five equations involving five ratios /«„ + Mi ://<«„ + «„:««„+ ((^imj: «„ :m„ not homogeneously.

The equations are insufficient for the elimination : and therefore, in general, the present

case will not arise. Hence there must, in general, be at least three equations, algebraically

independent of one another.

We thu.s have three cases to consider, according as the number of algebraically

independent relations is

(i) three in all,

(ii) four in all,

(iii) five in all.

These cases will be taken in turn.

lU. Three algebraically independent equations. Suppose the equations solved for (say)

/«„+!/,-, viu„+Uy, n((„+«;, in terms of ui, m,„, «„: if, in a particular case, it proved

possible or convenient to solve only for some other combination, a tangential transfonn-

ation could be effected so as to transfer it to the above form. Let it therefore be

L = Ux+ luv +^{ui, I'm, ",.) = 0'

M =Uy+mUi, + fj,{i(i, u,n, «„) =

N=u^ + nu„ +v {iti. Urn, «„) = 0,

where X, fi, v arc homogeneou.s of the first order in Ui, «,„, w„ and the coefficients in

X, fjL, V are (or may be) functions of v, x, y, z, I, in, n.

But though these are, in the present case, the aggregate of algebraically independent

equations thus derivable, they must satisfy the Jacobi-Poisson differential conditions of

coexistence. Writing v, x, y, z, I, m, n = Xi, x.^, x,, x^, x^, Xg, x-;\ and u„, ..., tin=Pu , Pv

similarly ; we form the combinations

i=i\dxi dpi dpi oxiJ

for the three pairs ; and these must each vanish. Now we have

L = x^p^+p., + \{x, a-j, JO5, JL.6, p,) = Q,

ilf=«6J0l +/):, + /".( ) = 0,

N=x.,p,+p, + v{ ) = 0,

with \, fi, V homogeneous of the first degree in p^, p^, p,: and so

\0Pi vpj dxi dxi dx3 dx, \x^, pj \Xe,pJ Kx-,, pj

This manifestly is not satisfied iii virtue of L = 0, M=0, iV=0; and therefore it

is either a new equation or an identity.

Vol. XVI. Part TIL 28
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In order that it may hr an identity, the term in y), must vanish, tor p, occin-s

nowhere else in the equation : hence, as a first condition, we have

dfj. _ d\

(^i dpe

'

Similarly, if (M,N)==0, {N,L) = 0,

are identities, we deduce, as first conditions

dv _dfi,

d\ dv

dfy dps

'

respectively. In order that these may be satisfied, a function of /}.,, p^, p-, and Xj, ..., x,

must exist such that

a@ ?f> a©

dp, '^ ?p^ dp,

Evidently © must be homogeneous of the second degree in ^5, p^. pr. Taking

p, = 6p,, p,, = 4>p„

we have

% = pfA{Xy, X., X3, Xi, A-5, .Ts, X., 6, (f>)
= p,-A,

where there now is no restriction upon A, the function of and <^: and then

dA dA f„. „dA .dA\

But these are not the full aggregate of conditions: thus, from (L, Jf)= 0, we also

have

'Sa;, 'a.r, dx., dx., \x.,, pj \x^, pj \x,, p.,

J

Substituting the values of X and /x just obtained, and removing the factor p,, we

have

d-A cFA d-A d'A d-A d'A d'A d'A

'8a;,a0 'dx.d^ dx^dO dx,d4) dx.de ded(f> dx,d<f> dO"-

d^A d-A _ ^^4 d"jA d^-A /dA d'A d"-A\
"*" dx^ d^ dx,d<l> ddd<t>

"•"

d.r.de Va<^ ddd4> "^
d<f>'J

dx,d<i>\de de-- '^d0d<f>)
"

Similarly, fi-om (M, N) = 0, wo have the further condition

3.r, dx, dxt dx, \Xt, Ps/ Xx^, pJ \x,, p:J
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and from (A', A) = (), the further coniJitioii

dv d\ di> d\

dx, ' dx, dx.. 9.'-4 V'^.-,. pj \x.u pj \x,, PjI

each of lliusu, wlieu substitutiun takes place fur \, fj.,
i>, leading to another equation

of the second order satisfied by A. The former equation is, on rejecting a factor p,,

'3a-,90 *V 9a', dx^dO '*' dx,d(l>J Ox^d^ \ dx., cxjdO '^ dx,d<f>.

d^_A_ fdA_^d-A_ d^\_d2A (.2^A_.^PA^_ iPA\
"^dx.d^Kde dd" '^'ded^j htiOfpVdx^ dx.dd '^dx.d^j

d\A (dA _ d-A _ a'A\ _ ojvl / 9^ _ .^ _ a J!^ ^

+^i (-lA -20f^- 24>'^ + 0^:^ + 2e4>''^ + <^-^\^)
dxjd<f>\ 00 ^ d(f)

00- ^ coatp ^
0(f>-/

(dA d'-A d'-A\(dA d"-A ,9--^\_
1.90 ded4> ^d4v\dx, dx,d0 ^dx,d<i>) '

and similarly for the other.

These three equations must be satisfied by A : and when an}- common solution is

obtained; then we can construct the corresponding partial differential equation of the

second ordei' which has an intermediary integral. For the ec^uations are

but

luv + «x + aui + !iUn, + 5"',i = 0,

that is,

o^spi + P2 + api + fipe + 9P: = 0,

in the present notation ; and so, substituting for v^, we have

Similarly

and

-2A-¥e:^ + 4>^+ge + f4> + c = 0.

the last of which, in connection with the other two, can be replaced by

-2A + aO- + 2he^ + h^' + Igd + 2f4> + c = 0.

Eliminating 6 and <^ between this equation and the other two, or what is the

same thing, forming the discriminant of the equation regarded as involving two

variables 9 and (\), we have the equation of the second order which possesses an inter-

mediary integral.

28—2
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17. It is not difficult to verify that the three equations of the second oi-der

determining A all are satisfied when for A we substitute any function that involves

e and ^ only and not the other variables. In this case, which corresponds to the

case treated by Goursat (§ I, note) for the case of two independent variables, the

partial differential equation of the second order is obtained by equating to zero the

discriminant of

- 2A {0, 4>) + a&' + 2he4> + b<i>' + 2gd + 2/(^ + c = 0.

And the differential equations, sjitisfied by and determining the intermediary integral, are

dA

F.,= 0=p3 + a-^Pi+}h^ >'

F.^ = Q^p,^,.p,^p\2A-e^-Q-<^^

a system in involution. They must have four functionally independent common solutions:

the more simply these are chosen, the more direct will be the construction of the in-

termediary integral. It is easy to see that

{F„pr) = ^, {F,,pr) = 0, (F,,pr) = 0,

for ?•= 1, 2, 3, 4; so that we can take p,, p., p^, p, :is the common solutions.

We therefore combine

P: = ctj, p. = a., p3 = (is, Pi = aA,

with Fi = 0, F. = 0, Fi = 0: so that we have

P6 = 0p7, pB = 4>p7>

where 6, </>, and p^ are determined by

dA \

P7^ = -a.>-aiXi

dA

Now

so that

dti=Pid,Vj + -^^ p,da^,

-d(u — a^x^ — a^_Xi — a^x^ — UtXt) = — p, {dx- + Bdx^ + ^dx^.

The right-hand side must be a perfect differential, say =dU. In order to evaluate

U, we change the variables so that they are 6, 4> •I'ld -'V; w-riting

d0

A, = AB„ A, = AB„
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and therefore
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dU= "1+^^ (dx, + 0dx, + <t>dx,)

A ,(a, + OiSCj)- (a, + OiX,)' ddli, + (^dfi,

- A» "^ ~"
^f^
" "^

a, A
•

It is easy to verify that

edB, +_^dR. _ A
A -'^A^'

and so wc have

A{.dU = d
A=

{a^+a^Xjf]

a, J

,

,

,

,

.
(cis + o.,x,y A

Consequently « = ih^i + a^c.^ + as*", + a.a,-. — -^^ —'-^
n-^ — c,

a. A'

where c' is an arbitrary constant. Now the intermediary integral is (t = 0, or u-= constant,

so that c' may be dropped; that is, dividing by a,, and writing a, j3, y for 02/01,

a^/a,, aja,, we have

V + ax + ^y + yz-(y + ny ^^ = 0,

Where A = 2^ - ^ ^^ - <^^ .

^1 is any function of and
<f>,

and the derivatives of v, viz., i, m, n, are given by

dA dA ^4_f)^^_^^A

a + l /3 + m y + II

These equations determine the intermediary integral of the eqiuitivn of the second order

given by

Discrte^ (- 2A + a&' + 2A0(/) + 6(/>- + 2ge + 2/<^ + c) = 0.

18. In order to obtain a primitive of the eiiuation, we note that the variables

V, X, y, z occur only in the combination u + ou, + /Sy + yz, the quantities and im-

plicitly involving I, m, n. Now of the system, subsidiary to the integi-ation of the

intermediary integral, two equations are

— dl — dm — dn

a + l 13 +m y + n'

so that we have

l+a
^ ^= constant = p,

n + y
"^

111 + , .= constant = a,n+y
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these equations satisfying the proper Jacobiaii conditions for coexistence with one another

and with the intermediary integral : they therefore can be used for substitution in

dv = Ida; + mdy + ndz.

But when these equations arc used, 6 and <j> (as also A and A) are constants; and so

y+7i=A-iA{v + ttx+ ^y + 7^)4,

I + a = p{y + n),

m +/3 = o- (7 + ?i)-

Substituting and integrating, we have

2(v + ouc + ^i/+yz)^ = A-^A{px+<Ty + z + T).

where a, /8. 7, p. a. t are arbitrary constants, A = 2^i — ^ ^ — ^^ , A is any function

of 6 and <^, and 6 and </> ai-e determined in terms of p and a by the equations

p de~ ad<t>~' de "^ 90

'

It will be observed that tht- primitive contains six arbitrary constants, whereas a

complete primitive should contain nine.

19. The intermediary integral which was obtained, viz.

dA M 9^_^9^_.M
de d<j> de '^d<^

I + a m+^ II +y
contains three arbitrary constants a, /8, 7. That these three can be eliminated by

forming the derivatives, can actually be verified as follows. We have

and therefore m + i3= P-^^
,

o<p

?• 4- aa- + fiy + ys = ^-A

.

From the last equation, it folluws that

"' + ^ = ^iBedy'-^§'-'''^dy'

^.fdAde dAdd>\ „,^S?
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Hut tVom the other e<[Uati<)iis, wo liave

" " ^ W' dx
"^

d0d<l> dx )
"^

d0 dx
•

' ^ vaea.^ ax
*"

e<^^ ao.- y
"*

ac/) dx

'

^, j.l/94 ,a=^ ^'A\dd /dA d'A .^'A\d<p] ^f.. .cA ^a^NSf
^ = ^ lla^

-
^ a>

-
"^ a^a^J di^[d4>~ ^dOd,^

'

"^ a^j dx^ + 1^^ ~
^ a^^

"
"^ a^ j ai

and therefore aO + A^ +,/ = ? (^^
g- + ^- -^|j

+ 2J
^^

_ / + a _ a-4

Similarly ilifferentiating the et|uations with regard to i/, and to z, we find

respectively. These, when combined, lead to the required differential equation of the

second order.

But the intermediary integral can be generalised. Suppose that a, jS, y arc con-

sidered functions of x, i/, z instead of being constants : they must be subject to the

limitation that the final differential equation must be the same in both cases. Xow
this final differential equation ari.ses from the elimination of 6 and (^ among three

equations, one of which is

and therefore these three e(]uatious must keep this form under the changed hypothesis.

Now the effect of the change is to add, to the left-hand side of the equation quoted,

terms

dx dx ox

and, to the right-hand side, terms

\ / da a/? a7\

Hence wcha.e (,- |)|, (,-|) g, (l _
|)
g.o.

(.-|)|.,>-|)|.(,-£i^.O,
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These three shew that a functioual relation subsists between a, /3, 7 qua functions

of .T, y, z ; sav
7=r(a, ^).

And then we have

(0-|)rfa + (<^-|)rfy9 + (l-|)rf7 = O.

that is, as the quantities a and /9 are independent of one another, we have

These equations, together with
7-r(a, /9) = 0,

J) + ouB + /8y + 72 — ^-A = 0.

lead by the elimination of the quantities a, /3, 7, 9, <^, ^ to the generalised inter-

mediary integral involving one arbitrary function of two arguments.

20. I leave on one side, for the present, the question of generalising the primitive

which has already been obtained : as also the wider question of generalising a primitive

of any equation of the second order in three independent variables, when the primitive

contains more thiin three arbitrary constants.

Lastly, the preceding investigations are based upon the assumption that the initial

system of three algebraical equations is a complete system. In the alternative assumption,

the system must be rendered complete by the association of such new equations as

arise out of the Jacobi-Poissou conditions : it will then contain more than three

equations in each such c;ise, and so etfectively is included in the remaining possibilities

of § 15, as yet unconsidered.

21. Four algebraically independent equations. Suppose the equations solved for say

Ux, «„, Mj, vi in terms of (/,„, w„. The expressions for each must be homogeneous of

the first degree in u,„ and «„ : or if we take Um = Otin, so that 6 denotes m„ -7- «„ for

brevity, then we have

R = x^}^ + ^2 + JJ7/O1 (a^i. •••
. •'V. S) = 0,

S = x^pi + p., + p-ai (a\ Xy, 9) = 0,

T = x-;pi + pt+ ;)rTi (a;,, ... , X,, 6) = 0,

P= p, + pjtr,(x„...,Xj,0) = O,

p. - Ihd = 0.
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Forming the function (K, P). we require that it shall vanish : and therefore we have

an equation of tJif fnin

p, + teiins independent of p^, p^, pt = 0,

so that wr must have a new equation, say

p, + p.icix av, $) = 0.

Let the others be transformed by means of this new equation, so that

p^ +P7Pi ) = 0,

Pi+P7<r{ ) = 0,

p. + PrT ( ) = 0.

P'i+pv-n-i ) = 0.

Then we must form all the combinations (A, B) in pairs: and they must all

vanish either identically, or in virtue of a single equation which determines as a

function of x^, ... , w-;.

In the former case, the system is complete: and so it possesses two integrals

functionally independent of one another. We thus can construct an intermediary integral

involving two arbitrary constants.

If, in the latter case, the system is complete, there is one solution ; and we can

deduce an intermediary integi-al involving one arbitrary constant. If the system is not

complete, there is no intemiediary integi-al.

It should however be noted that, though the original four equations are deduced

from a given equation of the second order, the latter is not the only equation of the

second order satisfied in connection with them. In fact, we have

Ux + atii + hii,n + gUn - 0,

that is, on dividing by p-, (= «„),

- Pi — ttTT, + /i0 + // = ;

and similarly

- 0-, - /(TT, + 60 +/ = 0,

- Ti - r/TTi +/(9 + C = 0.

When is eliminated, two equations of the .second order (and not one alone) result:

and the supposed given equation is satisfied in \irtue of those two.

22. Five algebraically independent equations. When there are five equations, they

can be solved for (say) u^, Uy, u^, ui, m,„ in terms of ii„: and the values will be of

the form

W|/.
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where a, /3, 7, B. e are ftinctions of v, a; y, z, I, m, n only. But ii^ssuming that these

equations can coexist as a system of simultaneous partial differential equations, the

supposed equation of the second order can be replaced by three equations of the

second order, linear in the highest derivatives: these equations being, in fact,

a +a8 + lie + g = 0'

/3 + A8 + 6e+/=0

The case is thus of highly restricted generality.

23. Though only particular classes of equations have been considered, the methods

indicated enable us to construct equations possessing an intennediary integral and also

to obtain the intermediary integral for such equations as possess it. If, however, an

equation of one of the proper forms be given but should not satisfy the necessary

conditions, or if an equation not of any of the proper forms be given, the general

method is inapplicable : the equation does not possess an intennediai-y integral, and some

other process that may lead to a primitive must be adopted. The discussion of this

part of the subject is reserved for another paper.
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1. To evaluate the multiple integral

I F(exp — I7')cfe, ... rfa;,,,

J it

where U and V are homogeneous quadratic ftinction.s of the n variables x, ... a;,, and a

constant x^,, and all the integrations are from — x to + oo , it being further supposed

that U is essentially positive.

If U = Sa,. , ,r,.= + 22a,.

«

XrXn,

(I

(where ar,s = Os,r and «,,» =«,<, /).

if A be the discriminant of U, regarded as a quadratic function of x^Xj-.-Xn,

if Ar,s be the coefficient of «,._« in A, and B,- g the coefficient of a^, « in

«11 •
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2. The first step is to evaluate an expression of the form

/ =
(

(ir, . . . fir,, {c„x„ + c..,a;, + . . . + c^,.a;„) exp (- U).

r=0

.•.«„„[ =(a„„a„+ 2 Oflra^r) + i «.- „ „ M""^-^ „ „
\ ' ^ir "nil ' "IK "ii

XfXg,

M « — 1
i ^ r

Cwi 2 (a„,-av) + 2 av
Q ' Clni- CI-'Jir ^*-n)i 1

exp (- U).

Put
11-1

I = I da-i . . . dwn-i dz
J n

1

Va',

rt-1
I

rt fx

I 0»r ^H»i

exp {-Z--U'),

where (7 =— 2, x^-

After integrating with regard to z, the result is

+ 22 "" ""'

I ^)W ^ll»l

Xj-Xg

' = I rf.r, . . . f/.(„_, a/ -J— exp (- V) . 2 Xr
J n—i ^ ^ nn

n-1
<->

I

This is an expression of similar form to the one from which the integration commenced.

Write for brevity

r=\ to )i — 1,
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it follows tVoiii known properties of the adjugates of these that

221

0„, r K. li-I

"n-i, I- 0/1-1, n-i

^F, r ^v, H—

1

^f, n

^n— I, /• "ii— 1, )i— 1
fi

(til, r «)i, <i-i «

C

1 ^n— 1, 11

and "r, « "r, 11—1

On— 1, « 0,1—1^ „_,

1
«r ^^r, »-

*n— J, K **'«- 1, H— 1 **n— 1, n

r, ?i

«»-i.

/ = I (l.i\ . . . rfa'„_
^/^

a. a,,n—I, H—1 "«—I, 11

(tn, n— 1 ^^n, n

io
2 A'r

^n—\, r f'rt— 1, ?i— 1 ^n—1,

exp (- J7"),

where

-1 **'>»- 1,

»

»-2

^n—1, /• ttji—1, n—1 ^n-

ff„ ^/^. n-~\ a a

»-2
'> *>' X X

tl

C'r, s fV, )i—1 "r, 11

Cn— 1, » ''n—1, ji—1 f'li—I, n

^'«. K f^ii. n— 1 f'li. n

/=f dx
J 11-3

After integi'ating with regard to .r„_„

^ji—2, »i—• ^»—i, )i—I f'li—2, n

Ctrt_i^ /i_o Cl,i_i^ ,i_i Oji_i^ n

^n, «—'J ^«, rt—

1

^';t, /I

where

M-3
2 Xr

*7 a,,'?i—2, r ^^'n—i, )i—2 "-n—2, n—i *-'n—2, »k

exp(-f7"'),

a,. ft, ft,.11—2, 11—2 ^t-n-2, 11—1 ^*'H—2, n

f^ii—1, 11—2 C'n—I, II—1 ft)i—1, n

ft 11 11—0 ftii. n—1 ftii*«, 11—2 *li, 11

U"

n-3
= 2 Xr-

a ft. ftrr, r W'r, n—

2

"r, »—

i

^»i—2, r ^n—2, n—

G

^«—2, «—

i

^ii—2, n

^H—1, r ^^u—1, n—

2

^n—1, /t—

i

*'«—i, ii

C^ii r ^11, 71—2 ^Ji, 11—

1

^11, 11

n-3
2

ft/-, 11
_i_ c) V '

'*''• '^ ^''' '*~- ^* '*~' ^''' "

C^H—2, S Ctj)—o ,1—2 ftjj—o fi—1 ftii_2

and so on, until after integrating with regai'd to x.,.

'= jdx.
OZ! o.,,

Ix,.

(t%r «2, ;

«.i, 1- a,,.

^n— 1. s ''n— 1, 11—2 '^ii—I, II—I ''ii—1, n

*n. 11—

I

^1*, n exp (- t7<"-»),
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where

= a;„-

«•>.

t^„.-„=i^^.
«.-.^ «-.^ "." :+2U^.' "'•« «'•= "'•"

a.,
•J, <>

^'/i, *• *^/t. •_' ^n, n a,i. « o« a-

a-. o., 2 a.. „

iSU/QbCl
«o 1 n,>.

Oo 1 a.. a-2 „

a.. „ a„ a.,. 1 «„ «.,

/I, 8 ^*H. *i "'n,«

+ iCl

Ouji "22 ^in

= A
•"on"

(U. Un

A 00
««,

«1S •
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Now writing down the (Ictcniiiiiant

Ck, C|,i C|,.j 6V. ,1

t'lu «ii i'yi ".,,.

= E

it appears that

A 1

«3,o a-j.i

I
Ctn.o ttn

+ A:

C|r ] C|> n •*•••* try f^

Ho,, «.» ft..,,
j
_ j(coefficient of c^,o) (coefficient of a,,) ]

of a,o)j

Ctni ">i'i "nil

+ (coefficient of c^, i) (— coefficient •

= E

0..

. j = a;
/'^"

[ex (-^)

Cvo ^vi ^vi ^vn

«I0 «]1 «12 «i«

ctoo a.,] (f^rj a.,,i

"»IU "/M ''ii'. «,„l

= I d«i . . . dxn ic,oXo + c„Xi + . . . + c^,,*,,) exp (— f/).
J n

3. The particular ciise in which

is very important.

j rf*-i da-,. exp(- ^)=\/ J exp l-^")-It sfives

4. The next step is to evaluate the integral

J= I da-, dwiice, (c^„.''„ + c^,a;, + + c,n-Vn)-

The work proceeds as in the evaluation of / up to the end of the integi-ation with

regard to A'...

Hence J - Ixidx,
' (\a

V-w"-'

'^-^» 11^0
I ao r «-'i

^n.r ''«,;

exp (- [/'"-")
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I «„,,.')

where R = jxidxi

Cr,0 Cr, -J

Cto n CUt I

0^1,0 ^n,j

+ a;.
02,1 Oo,.. ..

('„

exp — 'P'^I^V
a.»

Ooo

. . . Ctnn

4o. /r
Putting ^i = 'ir'^o+^\/ T'

and neglecting the terms which vanish in virtue of the relation I ze~^' dz = 0,
J - X

Onn

« ;^ I

Ooo Of -

'"'
A Io-ivl

«»-.

C„| C^J Cj.;;

,
-^01

I a-a a»> «..„

-4o(i"
'

^m (^m "nil

fl«i Ctii a-w.

J =
7-"
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5. Now let

n n

225

The F= x^ {k<»x„ + /t,„a-, + + «o„a;„)

+

+ a;„ («„o*0 + 'f 111 ^'i + + 'fim-'-n)-

.-. \ V exp (- U) dx. dx„

[Lx,' + M],

where

L=A,

^m ^\)i ^ir2

«io a,i a-t2

''no ^nl ''712

+ ^0

f^U) ^11 '^IJ

a,„ (i„ «,.,

''no ''hI ''112

+ ^0

^lU) '^nl ^n2 '^nn

ctio a^i cti2 tti^

'^nO '^nl '^liH a„

_ V „ /) 2 I O'"? „ J /I

and

M=^A^ «2. a-22 a,„

or denoting by 5r,s the coefficient of a„ in

tti, Ojo a.o

+
"11— 1.1 "n—1,2

'^711 '^712 • •

.. a,,

M = ^A,
1 1

Cfjl—1. 7>
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Abstract.

Art. 1. The objects of thi.s paper are

(I.) To draw attention tn the indirect character of the argument in the Fifth Book

of Euclid's Elements.

(II.) To reconstruct the argument showing how the indirectness may be removed.

(III.) To develop the theory of ratio from the reconstructed argument.

Art. 2. The indirectness of the argument arises in this way.

Amongst the definitions of the Fifth Book there occurs one (No. 7) which furnishes

a test for unequal ratios.

This test plays no independent part in Euclid's Elements, being merely used to prove

certain properties of equal ratios.

Now if the test for equal ratios, given in the fifth definition of the Fifth Book, be

a sound and complete one, it ought to be possible to deduce all properties of equal

ratios trom it, w^ithout employing the test for unequal ratios.

This is in fact the case, as is shown in the reconstructed argument, which is given

in the second part of this paper.

The developments of the theory of ratio in the third part of the paper are

(1) The proof of the fundamental proposition that two magnitudes of the same

kind taken in a definite order determine a real number.

This real number is defined to be the mea.sure of the ratio of the first magnitude

to the second.

(It may be noted that this is the first occasion on which the term "ratio" appears

in the theory as presented in this paper.)
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(2) The proof of the fact that the definitions of the processes of adding and com-

pounding ratios must in every case lead to consistent results; and that the commutative,

associative, and distributive laws hold good for these processes.

(3) The proof of the fact that the definition of the measure of a ratio and the

definition of the addition of ratios lead to the result that the measure of the ratio,

which is the sum of two ratios, is the sum of the measures of these ratios.

From this it follows that the multiplicity of ratios is measurable.

(4) One ratio being defined to be greater than another when the measui-e of the

first is greater than that of the second, the conditions which must be satisfied in order

that one ratio may be greater than a second are deduced in the form given in the

seventh definition of the Fifth Book, so that this definition is treated as a proposition

to be proved, and is not laid down as a definition to start with.

When this lias been done it becomes possible to order the multiplicity of ratios.

I. The Indirectness of the Argument in the Fifth Book of Euclid's Elements.

Art. 3. This will be seen from the following account of the contents of the book.

The eilition employed by the writer of this paper is the Oxford Edition edited by

Gregory and dated 1703.

It is convenient not to follow Euclid's order.

The contents of the book may be gi'ouped as follows:

—

(1) There are five Propositions Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 which relate to magnitudes and

their multiples but are not concerned with ratios.

They relate to simple cases of the commutative, associative, and distributive laws.

(2) Of the definitions only three are important. No. 3, which defines ratio, is only

sufficient to distinguish ratio fi-om absolute magnitude. No. .5. which furnishes a test

for equal ratios. No. 7, which furnishes a test for unequal ratios.

The 7th definition is only used twice, viz. in the proof of Propositions 8 and 13.

(3) All the remaining propositions Nos. 4 and 7— 2.5 deal with properties of ratios.

These may be divided into three groups.

(4) The first group consisting of Propositions 4 (with its very important corollary),

7, 11, 12, 15 and 17, express properties of Eqiuil Katios, and are deduced directly from

the Test for Equal Ratios.

(5) The second group consists of Propositions 8, 10, aud 13, which express properties

of Uneqmil Ratios, and depend on the Test for Unequal Ratios.

This group of propositions is used in the Fifth Book to prove properties of Equal

Ratios, but nowhere else in Euclid's Elements.
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It follows that the Test for Unequal Ratios plays an indirect part only in Kiiclid's

Elements.

(6) The third group consists of Propositions 9, 14, 16 and 18—25. All these deal

with propci-ties of Equal Riitios, btit their proofs depend directly or indirectly on Propo-

sitions «, 10, and 13, and therefore ultimately on the Test for Uneqmd Ratios.

II. Reconstruction of the Argument.

Ideutity.

Art. 4. Two objects are said to be identical when everything that can be said of one

can also be said of the other (except that they occupy the same space at the same time).

Two objects are said to be identical in respect of a particular property when every-

thing that can be said concerning the possession of that property by one object can be

said concerning its possession by the other.

Number.

Art. .5. When several objects are under consideration, all tho.se which possess a

certain property may be distinguished by saying that they constitute together a species,

and that this property is characteristic of the species.

One of the objects thus distinguished will be, in regard to this property, a unit

of the species.

Recognising the characteristic property in successive units, the simple conception of

the whole number is obtained.

Two units of the same species are equal, i.e. equivalent in respect of the specific

property.

In this paper, except where otherwise stated, the word " Xumber " will be used as

an abbreviation for " Positive whole number."

Notation for Number.

Art. 6. A Number will always be denoted by a small letter.

Assumptions with regard to Magnitude.

Art. 7. (1) If one magnitude is given, it is possible to find any number of othere

identical with it.

(2) It is possible to unity into a whole any number of identical magnitudes.

The whole is then called a "Multiple" of any one of the identical magnitudes.

31—2
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Notation for Magnitude.

Art. 8. A magnitude will be denoted throughout this paper by a capital letter.

Homogeneous Magnitude.

Art. 9. A homogeneous magnitude is one which can be regarded as consisting of

any integral number of identical parts.

It is to be understood that the integral number of parts may be any integral

number whatever; that the "identical parts" are objects which are identical in respect

of one and the same property, and that the object is identical with its parts when

unified into a whole.

Magnitudes of the same kind.

Art. 10. Two homogeneous magnitudes are said to be of the same kind, if they

can both be conceived as containing portions which are identical.

Assumptions ivith regard to magnitudes of the same kind.

Art. IL (1) If two magnitudes of the same kind are given, it is possible to

determine whether one is greater than, equal to, or less than the other.

(2) If two magnitudes of the same kind are given, it is possible to form a

multiple of the smaller which is greater than the larger.

Equimultiples.

Art. 12. If the same multiple be taken of each of two magnitudes A and B,

these are called equimultiples of A and B,

Scale of Multiples, or Multiple Scale.

Art. 13. There exists a set of magnitudes depending on A. all of which are known

when A is known ; viz.

—

A, 2J, tiA, 44, rA,

which can be carried on to any extent. These may be distinguished from all other

magnitudes by calling them multiples of A (the first being called the first multiple of

A for this purpose).

The above set of magnitudes may be called collectively the scale of the multiples

of A, or more briefly the Multiple Scale of A.

Art. 14. If .4 and B be two magnitudes of the same kind, then however small

A may be, or however gieat B may be, it follows from Art. 11 (2) that the multiples

in the scale

.4, 2.1, SA, 4.4, , rA,

will, after a certain multiple, all exceed B.
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In like inannor, iifter u certain multiple, they will all I'xcced 2Ii , and 8o on,

multiples can be found, which will exceed -iB, iJJ, , sB

Hence it is possible to determine the positions of the magnitudes

B, 2B, :iB, -iB , sB

with reference to the multiples in the Multiple Scale of A.

Relative Multiple Scale of Two Magnitudes.

Art. L5. It is possible to arrange in n single series the magnitudes occurring in

the multiple scales of two magnitudes A and B of the same kind ; e.g. take the two

lengths ^1 and B, and an indefinite straight line OX,

lA 2A dA iA 5A tiA

IB 2B 3B 4fi

Starting from a fixed point on this line mark off lengths equal to A above it, and

lengths equal to B below it.

With the above values of .4 and B the following magnitudes are in order of

magnitude

1^, IB, 2A, 2B, ^A, 35, 4^, hA, iB, eA,

and this may be continued to any extent.

Now let vertical lines be drawn between consecutive multiples and let the multiples

of A be moved upwards on to the line above, there being no horizontal motion.

Then let the letters A and B be suppressed, and let A be placed at the commence-

ment of the upper line, B at the commencement of the lower line.

Then there remains the following :

—

A

B
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The abbreviation [A, B] for the scale of A, B i.s very convenient.

It is to be particularly noted that the order of the letters A, B cannot (unless A=B)
be changed without altering the scale.

Conditions which hold when the scale of A, B is the same as that of C, D.

Art. lb. Ill order that the scale of A, B may be the same as that of G, D it

is necessary and sufficient that for all possible values of the integers ?•, s the following

conditions be satisfied :

—

(1) If rA be gieater than sB, then must rC be greater than sD.

(2) If rA be equal to sB, then must rC be equal to sD.

(3) If rA be less than sB, then must rC be less than sD.

The tact that the scale of A, B \s the same as that of C, D can be conve-

niently e.xprcssed thus :

—

[A,B]^[C,D].

Art. 17. The proofs of the following propositions, not concerned with ratios, present

no difficulty, and will therefore be assumed.

(1) r {A^-B)= rA + rB. (Euc. v. 1.)

(2) (>• + .s) A = rA + sA. (Euc. v. 2.)

(3) \i A>B, then r {A - B) = rA - rB. (Euc. v. .5.)

(4) If r > s, then {r - s) A = rA - sA. (Euc. v. 6.)

(5) r (sA) = rs {A)= sr (A) = s (rA ).

(6) rA = 7'B, according as A = B, and conversely.

Proposition 1. (Euc. v. 1.5.)

Alt. 18. To prove that

[A, B] ^ [nA, nB].

For sA = rB,

according as

s(nA) = r(nB)

;

.-. [A, B] ^ [nA, nB].

(It may be noted that, since n may be any integer, nA and nB represent au

infinite number of pairs of magnitudes having the same scale as A, B.

Hence the scale does not determine the magnitudes con-esponding to it, though the

magnitudes determine the scale.)
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PUIII'IISITION 2. (Ellf. V. 11.)

Art. Il>. If [C, D]=^\A, li],

and [E, F]^[A, B],

then [C, D] = [E, F].

This is evident.

Proposition 3. (Corollary to Euc. v. 4.)

Art. 20. If [A, B]^[C, D],

to prove that [B, A] - [D, C].

The scale of B, A is obtained from that of A, B by writing the lower line of

the scale of A, B above the upper without displacing the figures horizontally.

Now the scale of C, D is the same as that of A, B.

Hence the altei'ed scale will be the .scale of D, C as well as that of B, A.

.: [B, A] - [D, C].

Proposition 4 (i). (Euc. v. 7. First Part.)

Art. 21. If A=B,

to prove that [^, Cr| ^ [B, C].

If A=B,

then rA = rB,

.: 7-A = sC, according as vB = sC.

.-. [A, C]^[B, C].

Proposition 4 (ii). (Euc. v. 7. Second Part.)

Art. 22. If A = B,

to prove that [C, A]- [C, B].

If A = B,

then sA = sB,

.'. rC = sA, according as rC = sB.

.: [C, A] = [C, B].
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Proposition- 5 (i). (Euc. v. 9. First Part.)

Art. 23. It [A, (r\^[B, C],

to piove that A = B.

If possible let A be not equal to B. Then one of them is greater than the other.

Let A be the greater.

Then A — B is a. magnitude of the same kind as C.

Then bv Art. 11 (2) it is possible to find an integer n such that

/( (A-B)> C,

.-. nA > nB + C.

Hence some multiple of C, say rC, lies between uA and 7}B.

Let nA>rC>nB (I).

But .since [A, C]^[B, G],

it follows that if

nA>rC,\
jj

then nB>rC\ ^ ''•

Now (II) and (I) are contradictory.

Hence A and B are not unequal,
.-. A=B.

Proposition 5 (ii). (Euc v. 9. Second Part.)

Art. 24. If [C A] ^ [C, B],

to prove that A = B.

If [C, A] - [C, £].

then [A, C]^[B. C] (Prop. S),

.-. A = B (Prop. 5 (i)).

Proposition 6. (Euc. v. 16.)

Art. 2-5. If A, B, C, D are four magnitudes of the same kind, and if

[A, 5]-[C', Dl

to prove that [A, C] - [B, D].

Take any multiples of A and C, say rA and sC.

Tiun there are three alternatives, according as

rA = sC.
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If rA < sC, an integer n exists, such that

n (sC - vA ) > B.

.-. ),sr>inA+B.

Hence some multiple of B, say tB, exists such that

nsG> tB > nrA.

Since [A, B]^[C, D],

and lu-A < tB,

.-. nrC < tD,

:. s{nrC)<stD,

.-. r(nsC)<t(sD).

But tB < nsC,

.-. rtB<r(nsC),

.-. rtB<t{sD),

.: rB<sD.

Hence if rA < sC, then rB<sD (I).

In like manner if 7-A > sC, then rB > sD (II),

if rB<sD, then rA<sC (Ill),

and if rB>sD, then rA>sC (IV).

From (I), (II), (III), (IV) it will follow that

if rA=sC, then rB = sD (V),

and if rB = sD, then rA = sC (Vi).

Suppose if possible that when rA = sG, rB is not equal to sD, then by (III) and (IV)

the fact that rB is not equal to sD involves the conclusion that rA is not equal to sC,

which is inconsistent with the hypothesis,

.-. if rA = sG, then rB = sD.

In like manner (VI) follows from (I) and (II).

From (I)—(VI) it follows that

[A, G] - [B, D].

Note. The latter part of this pi-oposition, viz. that (I)—(IV) involve the conclusion

[A, G]^ [B, B],

is very useful, as it is required in some of the succeeding propositions.

Gorollary. Hence, the symbols being the same as in Prop. Q, A ~ G according as

B =D. (Euc. V. 14.)
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Propositiox 7 (i). (Euc. v. 18.)

Art. 26. If [A, B]^[C, D],

to prove that [A +B, B]^ [C + I), D].

: [A, B] - [C, D],

.-. rA = sB accordiuff as rC = .iD.

. . r (A +B) = (r + s) B accorcUug as r {C + D) = (r + s) D.

.: [A + B, B]^[G + D, D].

Proposition 7 (ii). (Euc. v. 17.)

Art. 27. If {A, B]=-[G, D],

to prove that [.4 ~ B, B]=- [G ~ D, D].

There are two cases:

(1) If A>B, then C > D.

V [A, B]^[G, ni

rA = sB according as rG = sD,

.". provided r<s, which is all that need be considered,

r {A-B) = {s- r) B according as r{C-D) = {s- r) D.

:. [A-B, B]^[G-D, D\

(2) If A<B, then C < D.

: [A, B]^[C, Dl

rA = sB according as rG = sD,

.'. provided r>s, which is all that need be considered,

r{B -A) = (r — s) B according as r (B — C) = (r — s) D,

.-. [B-A, B]^[D-C, D].

Proposition 8. (Euc. v. 4.)

Art. 28. If [A, B] ^ [G, B],

to prove that [rA, sB] - [rC, sD].

: [A, B] - [G, B],

.-. {pr)A = (qs) B according as {pr) C = (qs) B,

:. p{rA) = q{sB) according as p{rG) =q{sB),

.-. [rA, sB] = [rC, sB].
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Proposition 0. (Euc. v. 12.)

Art. 29. If

all the marrnitudes A„ A,, ... A„, 5,, B,, ... B„

bciug of the same kind, then it is required to prove that

[A, + A„ + ...+A,„ B, + B,+ ...-\-Bn]^[A,. B,].

. [A,,B,]^[A„ B,l

.'. 7^A.> -^ sB.. accordino* as ?'^, = sByi

-.• [A,, B,]^[A„ £,],

.'. rAs-=sBj according as rAj = sBi,

Consequently

according as

V [A„, B„]^[A„ B,l

.'. 7-An = sBn according asrJ., =s£,.

r {A, + A„ + A, + ... + AJ ^s{B,+B, + B,+ ...+ B„),

rA, = sB,;

[A, + A, + A,+ ... + A,„ B, + B, + B,+ ... + B„]^[A„ B,].

Proposition 10. (Euc. v. 19.)

Art. 30. If A, B, C, D are magnitudes of the same kind, and if [-4, B] — [C, D], to

prove that

[A~C, B~D]^[A, B].

Of the two magnitudes A, C one is the greater.

Let A be greater than C, then by the Corollary to Prop. 6, B is greater than D.

[A, B] - [C, D],

[A, C]^ [B, B] (Prop. 6),

[A -C, C]^ [/>'- /), D] (Prop. 7 (ii)),

[A -C\ B-D]^ [C, D] (Prop. 6),

[A -C, B-D]^[A, B] (Prop. 2).

The case in which G is greater than A can be dealt with in like manner.

32—2
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Proposition 11. (Euc v. 25.)

Art. 31. 1{ A, B, C, £> are four magnitudes of the same kind, and if [^1, B] — [C, D],

then the greatest and least of the four magnitudes are together greater than the sum
of the other two.

Suppose A the greatest of the four magnitudes,

•.• A>B,

and [.4, B]^[C, D],

.-. C>I);

: [A, B] - [C, D],

and the magnitudes are of the same kind,

.-. by Prop. 6, [A, C]- [B, D]
;

but A>C,
.-. B>D.

Hence D is the least magnitude.

Now, by Prop. 10,

[A-C, B-D]=^[A, B].

But A>B;
:. A-C>B-D,
.-. A+D>B + C.

Art. 32. In the preceding propositions Nos. 1—11, one scale only is supposed to be

given, and from it, in most cases, a new scale is derived.

The three important propositions which next follow are of a more complicated nature,

inasmuch as they show how to derive a definite scale from two given scales.

Proposition 12. (Euc. v. 22.)

Art. 33. If A, B, C are magnitudes of the same kind

;

if T, U, V are magnitudes of the same kind

:

if [A, B] = [T, U],

and if [£, C] - [U, V],

to prove that [A, C] - [T, V].

As in Prop. (J there are three alternatives, according as

rA = sG.
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If rA < sC.

integei-s n, t, exist such that

nsC >tB> nrA.

: tirA<tB,

and [A, n]^[T, U],

:. nrT<tU.

Since tB< usC,

and [B, C]=-[U', V],

.-. tU<mV,

.•. nrToifiV,

:. rT<sV.

Hence \irA<sC, then vT<sV (I).

In like manner if vA>sC, then rT>sV (II),

li rT <sV, then rA<sC (Ill),

and if r7'>sF, then rA>s(' (IV).

And now, as in the latter part of Prop. G, it follows from (I)—(IV) that

[A, c]^{T, n

Corollary. (Euc. v. 20.)

To show that, with the notation of Proposition 12, A ^ C according as T = V.

This follows immediately from
[A, C]^[T, VI

Proposition 13. (Euc. v. 23.)

Art. SI'. If A, B, C be three magnitudes of the same kind: if T, U, V be three

magnitudes of the same kind,

if [A, B]^[U, V],

and if [B. C]^[r, U],

to prove that [A, C]=-[T, V].

As in Prop. 6 there are three alternatives, according as

rA = sC.

If rA < sC,
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then integers n, t exist such that

nsC > tB > nrA
;

•.• nrA < tB,

Md [A. B]^[U, F],

.-. nrU<tV.

tB < nsC,

and [B, C] = [T, U],

.-. tT<nsU,

.-. rtTKo-nsJJ,

:. rtT<s{nrU)<stV,

:. rT<sV.

Hence if7-^<sC, then rT<sV (I).

lu like manner if rA>sC, then rT>sV (II),

if rT<sV, then rA<sC (Ill),

and if rT>sV, then r^ > sC (IV).

And now, as in the latter part of Prop. 6, it follows from (I)—(IV) that

[A, C] - [T, V].

Corollary. (Euc. v. 21.)

To prove that, with the notation of Prop. 13, A = C according as T = V.

This follows immediately from
[A, C] - [T, V].

Proposition 14. (Euc. v. 24.)

Art. 35. If [.4, C] = [Z, Z],

and if [B, q ^ [F, Z],

to prove that [A + B, C] =-[X + Y, Z].

: [B, G]=^[Y,Z\

.: [C, B] - [Z, F] (Prop. 8).

And [A, 0]=^ yX, Z]

:. [A, B] ^ [X, 11 (Prop. 12).

.-. [A +B, B]^ [X + V, Y] (Prop. 7 (i)).

But [B, C] ^ [F, Z]

.: [A + B, C] - [A' + )', Z] (Prop. 12).
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III. Development of the Theory of Ratio.

Art. 36. It will have been noticed that thronprhout the preceding section on the

reconstruction of the argument of Euclid'.s Fifth Book the word " Ratio " ha.s not been

used. Nor has the idea of Ratio been employed. Demonstrations of all tho.se propositions

of the Fifth Book which express properties of equal ratios have now been given in a

form expressing the sameness of two relative multiple scales.

It is now necessary to show how the idea of ratio is introduced.

Preliminary Discussion of Differing Relative Multiple Scales.

Art. 37. Explanation of Terniiuology.

If X, Y, A be three magnitudes of the same kind, and X gi-eater than Y, then

X is said to occupy a more advanced position amongst the multiples of A than Y
does ; and Y is said to occupy a less advanced position amongst the multiples of A
than X does.

Proposition 15.

Art. 38. To determine the ways in which differing relative multiple scales can differ.

Let the scale of ..4, B differ from that of C, D. Take any multiple of A, say

rA ; and any multiple of B, say sB.

Then there are three alternatives

(1) rA > sB,

or (2) rA = sB,

or (3) rA < sB.

Each of these alternatives is inconsistent with the other two.

In like manner in the scale of C, D there are thi-ee alternatives

(4) rC > sD,

or (5) rC = sD,

or (6) rC < sD.

On comparing the scales, no difference is shown between them if (1) and (4), or

if (2) and (.5), or if (3) and (6) coexist.

On the other hand, any other combination of one of the alternatives (1), (2), (3)

with one of the alternatives (4), (.5), (6) shows a difference in the scales.
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Hence the cases to be considered are the combinations of

(1) and (5) giving ?vl > sS, rC == sD (7),

(1) and (6) giving vA > sB, rC < sD (8),

(2) and (6) giving r^ = s5, rC < sD (9),

(2) and (4) giving rA = sB, rC > sD (10),

(3) and (4) giving rA < sB, rC > sD (11),

(3) and (5) giving rA < sB, rC = sD (12).

Art. 39. It will first be shown that if (7) or (9) exist, the existence of a relation

of the form (8) with diflferent values of the integers r, s is necessarily implied.

Take (7) in which
rA>sB, rC = sD.

It is alwaj-s possible to find an integer n such that

71 (rA - sB) > B,

.-. lu-A > nsB + B.

Hence at least one multiple of B falls between nrA and iisB.

Let tB be such a multiple.

.•. nrA > tB > nsB.

: tB > nsB,

.-. t > ns,

.-. tD > nsD,

.-. tD > nrC.

Hence (nr) A > tB, (nr) C< tD,

which is of the form (8) with r changed into (nr) and s changed into t.

Taking next (9) in which
rA = sB, rC<sD,

let ?! be so large that at least one multiple of D, say tD, lies between »rC and

TisD.
.-. nrC<tD<nsD.

: tD<nsD,

t < ns,

tB < nsB,

:. tB< nrA.

Hence nrA > tB, nrC < tD,

which is of the form (8).

Hence the eases (7), (8), (9) are represented by the single form (8).

Observing next that (10), (11), (12) may be obtained from (7), (8), (9) respectively

by interchanging .4 and C, B and D, it follows that cases (10), (11), (12) are repre-

sented by the single form (11).
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Art. +0. 'I'lif ii('.\t pdiiil is to detfrmiiir ulictln-r the scale of A, B can fliffer

from that of C, D in one pint in the mainicr indicated by (8), and in another part

in the manner indicated In- (11).

*This will be shown In be iinpo.ssiblo.

Thi' proposition to be judved is this:—
If rA >s/i. r('<sD (8),

tht n no integers r', s' can e.xist such that

r'A <.i'}i, r'r'>s'D (13),

which is a relation of the form (11).

If possible let (8) and (13) coexist.

From (8) rs'A >ssB (14),

rs'G <ss'D (l.T).

From (lo) r'sA <sii'B (16),

r'sC >sii'D (17).

From (14) and (IG) rs'A>r'sA

.-. rs >v's (18).

From (15) and (17) rs'G<r'sC

:. rs' < r's (19).

But (18) and (19) are contradictory.

Hence (8) and (LS) cannot coexist.

Now (IS) is of the same form as (11).

Hence the two ways in which two scales can differ indicated by (8) and (11) are

exclusive of one another.

But (8) represents (7), (8) and (f)) ; whilst (11) represents (10). (11) an<l (12).

Hence if two scales differ in any part in one of the ways represented by (7), (8),

or (9); then they cannot differ in any other part in one of the ways represented by

(10), (11) or (12).

Art. 41. Now in (7), (8) or (9), rA occupies a more advanced position amongst

the multiples of B than rC does amongst the multiples of D ; which may also be

expressed thus:

—

rC occupies a less advanced position amongst the multiples of £> than

7-A does amongst the multiples of B.

On the other hand in (10), (11) or (12), rA occupies a less advanced position

amongst the multiples of B than ;•(' does amongst the multiples of D: which may
ahso be expressed thus :

—

rC occupies a mure advanced position amongst the midtiples

of D than rA does amongst the multiples of B.

" Compare the proof in De Morgan's unpublished Tracts, of which there is a manuscript copy in the labrary

of University College, Loudon.
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The above distinctions may be conveniently expressed thus :

—

111 (7), (S) or (9) the scale of A, B is above that of C, D: which may also be

stated thus:—the scale of C, D is below that of A, B.

In (10), (II) or (12) the scale of A, B is below that of C, 7); which may also

be stated thus:—the scale of C, D is above that of ^. B.

Proposition 1G.

{Fundu mental Proposition in the Theory of Ratio.)

Art. 42. To prove that if there be three magnitudes, of which the first and second

are of the same kind, then there exists one and only one fourth magnitude of the

same kind ;is the thir4 magnitude, such that the relative multiple scale of the first

and second magnitudes is the same as that of the third and fourth magnitudes.

Let the given magnitudes he A, B and C, of which .4 and B are of the same

kind.

It is required to prove the existence of a fourth magnitude D, such tiiat the scale

of A, B is the same as that of C, D.

(1) By Prop. 3 it is sufficient to find D, such that the scale of D, C is the same

as that of -B, A.

(2) To show how, if D exist, it is possible to determine two magnitudes between

which D must lie.

Take any multiple of A, say rA.

Then find an integer n such that

sB>rA (I).

Then it is always possible to rind a magnitude E such that

sE<rG (2).

Hence E is any magnitude such that the scale of E, C is below that of B, A.

?^ext find two positive integers t, u such that

uB<tA (3).

Then it is always possible to rind a magnitude F such that

uF>tC (4).

Hence F is any magnitude such that the scale of F, C is above that of B, A.

The magnitudes E and F will be shown to possess the required property.

It is necessary to prove first that E is less than F.
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From ( I ) .111(1 (:i)

stii > vtA > ruB,

:. nt > ra,

.-. stF>ruF,

hut ruF>HC by (4):

.-. stF>rtG,

but .
rtG>stE by (2):

.-. stF>stE,

.-. F>E.

It will now follciw that /). if it exist, must Ho betwern E and F.

If possible let D< E\

:. sl)<sE,

but sE<rG by (2);

.-. sJ) < rC,

whilst sH>7-A by (1).

Heuce the scale of D. C ditiers from that of B, A.

Next, if possible, lot £> > F.

.-. uD> aF,

but iiF>tr by (4);

.-. iiD>tC,

whilst i(B < fA.

Hence the scale of D, C differs from that of S, A.

Further D is not equal to E or F. because in neither case would the scale of

D, <7 be the same as that of B, A.

Hence D, if it exist, must lie between E and F.

(3) It will next bo shown that there cannot be two different values of L>.

It possible let >f and H be two different values of D both satisfying the requii'ed

condition

:

.-. [G, G] - [B, A].

and [H, C] ^ [B. A].

Hence [G, G] = [H, G] (Prop. 2).

Hence G = H (Prop, o (i)).

Hence G and // cannot be different.

Hence, if D exist, it can have only one value.

(4) To show^ how to obtain closer limits for D.

33—2
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This is done by showing that if E he a. magnitude such that the scale of E, C

is below that of B, A ; then a magnitude greater than E, say E', exists such that

the scale of E\ C is below that of B, A : and by further showing that if i^ be a

magnitude such that the scale of F, C is above that of B, A ; then a magnitude less

than F, say F', exists, such that the scale of F', C is above that of B, A.

Suitable values of E' and F' are given by

sE' = rC,

uF' = tC.

For .s^ = rC,

rC>sE by (2);

.-. sE >sE,

.-. E'>E.

Also sE' = rC, sB>>A,

so that the scale of E', C is below that of B, A.

Further uF' = tC < uF by (4),

.-. F'<F.

Also iiF' = tC, uB<tA,

.•. the scale of F', G is above that of B, A.

This is a process which can be continued foi- ever, for if sE' — rC, sB > rA :

then other integers p, q are known by Art. 39 to exist such that

pE'<qC, pB>qA.

Then by taking E" so that pE" = qC,

it follows that E" > E',

and since pE" = qC, pB > qA,

the scale of E", C is below that oi B, A.

In this way the magnitudes between which Z), if it exist, is shown to lie, continually

approach one another.

This result may be stated thus :

—

There is no greatest magnitude E such that the scale of E, C is below that

of B, A.

There is no smallest magnitude F such that the scale of F, (J is above that

of B, A.

(5) Suppose that it is found by carrpng on the process above described that, if D
exist, then

X<D<Y.
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Then every inaj,niituilc Z lirtwiMii A' and )' l]lu^st be such that om- c)f the following

alternatives hold :

—

(i) The scale of Z, C is below that of H, A.

In this case let Z be called a nia<4iiitude of the lower class.

(ii) The scale of ^, r is above that of li, A.

Ill this case let Z be called a magnitude of the upper class.

(iii) The scale of Z, C is the same as that of R, A.

in this case there is only one possible value of Z, if one exist at all. If such

a value exist let Z be said to belong to neither class.

It hcis been proved that each magnitude of the lower class is less than each

magnitude of the upper class, and less than D, if it exist.

It has also been proved that each magnitude of the upper cla.ss is greater than

each magnitude of the lower class, and gi-eater than D, if it exist.

It has also been proved that there can be at most but oue magnitude D, such

that the scale of D, G is the same as that of B, A ; but it has not yet been proved

that there is any such magnitude.

(6) It remains to prove that there is such a magnitude.

Suppose if possible no such magnitude exists.

Then every magnitude between X and Y must belong to the lower or upper class.

But if all the magnitudes between X and Y be divided into two classes, such

that every magnitude of one class is less than every magnitude of the other clas.';. the

following are the only two possible alternatives*.

(i) There is a magnitude R such that the magnitudes of the lower class are not

greater than R, whilst the magnitudes of the upper class are greater than R.

In this case the lower class has a greatest magnitude, viz.

—

R.

(ii) There is a magnitude *S, such that the magnitudes of the lower class are less

than S, whilst the magnitudes of the upper class are not less than S.

In this case the upper class has a least magnitude .S'.

Hence if the magnitude D such that the scale of 1). C is the same as that of

B, A do not exist, then all the magnitudes between A' and Y fall either into the

lower or into the upper class : and either the lower class has a greatest magnitude or

the upper class has a least magnitude, both of which alternatives have been shown to

be impossible.

Hence one and only one magnitude D exists such that the scale of D, (' is the

same as that of B, A : and therefore such that the scale of A, B is the same a.s that

of C, R
* See the uote at the end of the paper.
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Note nil Proposition 16.

Art. 43. There is a certain resi-mblance between the line of argument adopted in

the proof of Prop. 16 and that employed by Dedekind in his definition of a real

number in his tract entitled "Stetigkeit und irrationale Zahlen."

The following proposition may be compared with the basis of the argument in the

second article of the First Chapter of Jordan's Cours d'Analyse.

If B and A are two magnitudes of the same kind, and C any other magnitude,

then there exist two magnitudes E and F of the same kind a« C, possessing the

following properties

:

(i) The scale oi E, C m below that of B, A.

(ii) The scale of F, C is above that of B, A.

(iii) The magnitude F — E is less than any given magnitude K (however small) of

the same kind as ('.

There are two separate cases to consider.

Case (I). If B and ^4 arc commensurable,

let B=r(r,

A=sG,

.-. vA = sB.

Take H so that sH = rC.

Then take E and F so tliat

H-IK<E<I1;
and H<F<H+hK.
Then F-E<K. which is (iii).

Also sE < sH,

.-. sE<rC, sB = rA.

.-. the scale of E. C is below that of B. A. which is (i).

Further, -sF > sH,

:. .sF>rC\ sB = rA.

:. the scale of F, C is above that of B, A, which is (ii).

Hence quantities E. F satisfying all the required conditions have been found.

Case (II). Let B and A be incommensurable. Then as in Art. 42 (2) take any integei-s

r, s, t. It and any quantities E, F such that

sB>rA (1),

sE<rC (2),

uB<tA (3),

uF>tC (4),
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iJicii A' satisfies llic 1st coiiilitioii, uml F I he 2iiil '.pndition, but the Hrd condition will

not hv satisfied unless F—K< K.

It' the tiiird PDiidition is not satisfied, it is always ])ossible to find an intogei- /( such

that (
' < uK.

Now take magnitudes L. M, such that

n = nL,

A = hM.

Then tioni (I), suB>runM,

and from {'.\), siiB< stiiM.

Now suppose that* pM < suB <(/;+!) M.

Then since runM < suB < stnM,

it fi liiows that runM < pM < ( /^ + 1 ) j¥ 5 stiiM.

.'. 7-i(n = p < p + 1 5 stn.

Now from (2), svE KriniL,

.". suE < pL,

whilst suB > pM,

so that the scale of E, L is below that of B, M.

Also from (-i), sttF> stiiL,

.-. suF>{p+ 1)L,

whilst .suB<(p+l)M;

.'. the scale of F, L is above that of B, M.

Now take E' , F' such that stiE' = pL,

siiF' = (p+l)L:

.". suE' =pL, saB>pM,

suF' = {p+l)L, suB<(p + l)M.

:. (sim) E' = p {nL), {sun) B > p (nM),

{sim)F' = {p+ l){nL), {sun) B<(p+l){nM):

.-. {sun)E' =pC, {sun)B > pA,

{sun) F' =(p + l)C, {sun) B<(p-¥l)A;

.'. the scale of E', C is below that of B, A, which is (i)

;

and the scale of F', C is above that of B, A, which is (ii).

Further, su {F' - E') = L,

and uL = C < uK.

* suB eaunot be e()uiil to a multiiile of .1/, for then »««/>' would be a multiple of A, and then B and A would

be commeusurable.
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.-. L< A'.

.-. su\F'-E')<K,

.-. F' - E' < K.
which is (iii).

Hence the existence of the two magnitudes B and A of the same kind renders it

possible to separate all magnitudes of the same kind as C into two classes.

The tii-st or lower class contains all magnitudes such as E, having the propertj"

that the scale of E, C is below that of B, A.

The second or upper class contains ail magnitudes such as F, having the property

that the scale of F, C is above that of i?, A.

Every mag;nitude E of the lower class is less than every magnitude F of the upper

class.

Further it is possible to find a magnitude F of the upper class, and a magnitude

E of the lower class, such that F — E is less than any magnitude K (however small)

of the same kind as C.

Under such circumstances, the statement that the two classes define a certain

magnitude would correspond exactly with Jordan's definition of a real number. That

the magnitude so defined is the magnitude D such that the scale of i), C is the same

as that of B. A has been proved in Propositiim Ki.

Definition of Ratio.

Art. 44. It lias been shown that a magnitude D exists such that the scale of D, C
is the same as that of B, A : where ^4 and B are any two magnitudes of the same

kind, and C is any magnitude (Art. 42).

If C be taken to be the unit of number, then D is a magnitude of the same kind

as the unit of number, and may therefore be called a real number.

Hence corresponding to the magnitudes B, A of the same kind there exists a single

real number p, such that the scale of B, A is the same as that of p. 1.

This real number p is taken to be the measure of the relative magnitude or ratio of

B to A.

The ratio of if to 4 is written shortly B : A.

Consequently B : A is the same as p : I, which may be written B : A = p : I.

When this relation holds, p is the measure of the ratio B : A.

The measure of the ratio then is a real number, and may be distinguished from

the ratio itself.

Since this real number p is entirely determined by the scale of B, A it follows that

any two other magnitudes having the same scale as B, A will determine the same

number.
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'I\v() ijitios iiiv coiisiduri^d to bo einuil wliiii their mcasiinis iiic ((|li;i1.

If therefore the scale of A, B he the same as the scale of C, D; then the measure

of the ratio of A to li is the same as the measure of the ratio of C to D, and therefore

tile ratio of A to B is i>i|ual to the ratio of G to I).

Hc-nci' any of the preceding propositi(jns in whicii it has been proved that the scale

of A, B is the same as the scale of C, D, may be referred to as expressing the fact

that the ratio of A U> B is the same as that of C to D.

Unequal Ratios.

Proposition 17.

Art. 45. To obtain the conditions which must be satisfied in order that one ratio

may bo greater than ancither.

Let p be the real number con-esponding to the ratio A : B.

In like manner let a- correspond to the ratio (J : D.

Then A : B '\n said to be greater than, equal to, or less than C : D according as

p is greater than, equal to, or less than a.

In order to make practical use of this condition, its form must be altered so as to

depend, not on the measures, but on the terms, of the ratios.

If p> a,

then p — a is a magnitude of the same kind as the unit of number.

Hence an integer /• exists such that

r(p-a)>\,

and .. rp > ra +\.

Hence some integer s lies between rp and vcr.

:. rp> s(\)> r<T.

Now A : li = p -.X,

but rp>8(\),

.: rA > sB.

Again, C : D = <t -.].

and rcr < .s ( 1 ),

/. rt'KsD.

Consequently A : B > : D,

if integers r, s exist such that 7-A>sB, rC < sD.

Vol. XVI. Part IV. 34
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It is necessarj- to see if the converse proposition is true, before the test can be

used ; i.e. it must be proved that if

rA>sB, rC<sD;

then A:B>C:D.

Let p, a be the real numbers corresponding to .4 : ,8 and C : D respectively.

.-. A : B = p:l,

and rA > sB
;

.-. rp>s(l).

Also C:B = a:l,

and rC<sD:

.: ra <s{^).

.". 7-p > s > ra.

.". p > a.

.: A:B>G:D.

Now the condition found which must hold in order that A : B may be greater than

C : D, viz. that integers r, s, e.xist such that rA > sB, rC < sD, is precisely (8) of Art. 38.

Hence, by Art. 39, the condition will hold whenever integers r, s exist such that

any one of the conditions (7), (8), (9) of Ai-t. 38 hold.

Hence by Art. 41 it follows that

A .B>C: D

whenever the scale of A, B is above that of G, D.

In like manner A : B<C : D

whenever the scale of .4, B is below that of C, D.

Proposition 18.

Art. 46. It follows from the Test for Unequal Ratios exactly as in Propositions 8

and 10 of Euclid's Fifth Book that

'\i A^B, then A : C %B : C, and conversely

;

and if A^B, then C : A $G : B, and conversely.

Proposition 19.

Ai't. 47. To deduce from the test for unequal ratios that if A : B > C : D, and

G: D>E:F, then A : B> E : F.

Since A : B>C : D,

integers r, s exist such that rA > sB, rG < sD.
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Since C : I) > A" : F.

integers t, t( exist such that tC>vD, tE<uF.

: rC<sD.

.: ruL'KsulJ (1).

•. uD<tC.

.: mD<stC (2).

From (1) and (2) ruf'<stC.

:. riKst (3).

.• rA>sB.

.-. ruA > suB (4).

From (3) stA>ruA.

:. stA > shB.

. . tA > tiB,

but tE<uF.

:. A: B>E:F.

Note. The result of this proposition renders it possible to order the multiplicity of

ratios.

Addition of Ratios.

Alt. 48. 1st stage. The general idea at the root of the process of adding ratios

is this:

—

When it is desired to find the ratio of one magnitude to a second it is per-

missible to break up the first magnitude into parts, then to find the ratio of each

part to the second magnitude, and then to add up the results.

(It should be carefully noted that it is the first magnitude, not the second, which

may be broken up.)

2nd stage. To niaku the idea quite precise, the following definition is necessary.

Let the sum of the ratios X : Z and Y : Z be defined to be X-i- 1'
: Z.

(This is the same fact as that expressed in Euclid's 22nd Datum.)

3rd stage. To apply thi.s definition to the addition of any two ratios A : B and

C : D, the following process is to be followed.

Take any arbitrary magnitude Z, and then find two others X and F (Prop. 16)

such that

A:£ = X:Z,

C : D=Y:Z.
34-2
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Then {A:B) + (C : D)

= (X:Z) + (Y:Z)

= A' + Y -.Z.

4th stage. The process described in the last stage requires justification, because

the form of the resulting ratio depends on the arbitrary magnitude Z. If the

process is to be of any use, it is necessary to show that the value of the resulting

ratio does not depend on the arbitrary magnitude Z. This will be accomplished when

it is shown that if any other magnitude Z' be taken instead of Z, and the same

process followed, the mine found for the resulting ratio is the .same.

Suppose, then, that A : B= X' : Z',

and C:D=Y':Z'.

Then (.4 :B)+{C:D) = X' + Y' : Z\

Hence it is necessary to show that

X'+Y' .Z' = X +Y :Z.

Now X' -.Z'^A :B = X:Z,

.-. X':Z' = X:Z (Prop. 2) (1).

Also Y' .Z' = r:D=Y:Z,

:. Y' -.Z'^Y-.Z (Prop. 2) (2).

.-. X' +Y' :Z' =X+Y:Z from (1) and (2) by Prop. 14.

Hence the process described in the third stage is justified.

Art. 49. The next step is to prove the commutative and associative laws for the

addition of ratios.

Proposition 20.

Art. .50. To prove the commutative law for the addition of ratios, i.e.

{A .B) + (C:D)=(C:B)+{A : B).

Let A:B = X : Z,

and C:D=Y:Z

Then {A:B) + {C:D)^X + Y:Z
= Y + X:Z.

Also {C:D) + (A:B)=Y+X:Z,

:. (A .B) + (C:D) = (C:D)+{A : B).

Or, denoting a ratio by a single Greek letter,
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Pi{ni'()srri(iN 21.

Art. ol. To prove the iissociative law tor the additiou of ratio.s, i.e.

[(A :B) + (C: D)] + {E : F) = (A : B) + [{f' : D)+ {E : F)\

Let A : B = X :Z,

C:D=Y:Z.
E: F= r .Z.

.-. [{A .B) + (C: D)] + (E:F) = [{X .Z)+(y:Z)]+(i-.Z)

= (Z+ Y:Z)+{U:Z)

= X +Y+U :Z,

(A:B) + [{C:D) + {E : F)] = (Z : Z) + [{V : Z) + (C ^)]

= (X:Z) + (Y+U:Z)
= X+Y+U : Z.

.-. [(A .B) + (G .!))] + (£. F) = {A : B) + [{r : D) + (E : F)].

Or, denoting a ratio by a single Greek letter,

(a+/3) + 7 = a + (^ + 7).

Proposition 22,

Ai't. 52. To prove that the sum of the measures of two ratios is equal to the

measure of the single ratio which is the sum of the two ratios.

Let p, a be the measures of A : B, C : D respectively.

Take any arbitrary magnitiulc Z, and then take X. Y so that

A : B= X -.Z.

C :D=Y -.Z.

Then {A : B) + {G : 1))= X ^ Y : Z.

Since A : B = p : I,

and C:B = a-:l,

.-. X :Z=p:l.

Y:Z = a:l,

.-. X+ Y : Z = p + a : 1. (Prop. I-t.)

Hence p+a is the measure of the single ratio, which is the sum of the ratios

A : B arnd C : n.

Therefore the measure of the single ratio which is the sum of A : B and ('
: D is

equal to the sum of the measui-es of A : B and ('
: D.

Hence the multiplicity of ratios is measurable.
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The Compounding of Ratios.

Art. 53. 1st stage. The genci-al idea at the root of the process of compounding

ratios is this :

—

When it is necessary to determine the relative magnitude of two magnitudes A

and C of the same kind, it is permissible to make the comparison indirectly by taking

another magnitude B of the same kind as A and C\ and then comparing A with B,

and B with C.

From this point of view the relative magnitude of A and C is considered to be

determined by the relative magnitude of A and B, and the relative magnitude of B
and C.

2nd stage. Euclid renders the above general idea quite precise by the following

definition :

—

The ratio of A to C is compounded of the ratio of .-1 to B and the ratio of

B to a

(See the use made of the definition in the 23rd Propo.'iition of the 6th Book, which

gives a clearer view of the process than the 5th Definition of the 6th Book.)

:3rd stage. To apply this definition to the compounding of any two ratios P : Q
and T : U the following process is to be followed :

—

Take any arbitrary magnitude A, and then take B and C (Prop. 16) so that

F:Q = A:B,

T: U = B:C.

Then the ratio compounded of F : Q aud T : U is the ratio compounded of A : B
and B : C, and is therefore A : G.

4th stage. The process described in the last stage requires justification, because

the fo}-m of the resulting ratio depends on the arbitrary magnitude A. If the

process is to be of any use it is necessar}- to show that the value of the resulting

ratio does not depend on the arbitrary magnitude A. This will be accomplished when

it is shown that if any other magnitude A' be taken instead of A, and the same

process followed, the valve found for the resulting ratio is the same.

Suppose, then, that P : Q = A' : B',

and T:U=B':C".

Then the resulting ratio would be that compounded of A' : B' and B' : C, and

would therefore be A' : C".

In order that this may agi-ee with the former result it is necessary to show that

A : C = A' :C".
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Since A : H = P : q ^ A' : IT.

.ukI B:C=T: U=F -.C,

it, follows by Prop. 2 that A : B = A' : H',

and
^

B:C = B':C'.

:. A .C=A' :C' (Prop. 12).

Hence the process described in thf third stage is justified.

Notution for the Compoundinff of Ratios.

Art. o4. The following notation is convenient.

Let P : Q compounded with T : U bu written

(P:Q)^(T: IT).

Consequently
(A:B)^(B:a) = (A:C).

Note on the Compounding of Ratios.

Art. 55. It is possible to compound two ratios by proceeding according to the

following rule :

—

Let the ratios to be compounded he A : B and C : D.

Take the ratio of equality in the form E : E, where E is any magnitude of the

same kind as C and D.

Take P and Q so that

E: C=A -.P (1),

E:D=B:Q (2).

Then P : Q is the ratio compounded oi A : B and C : I).

To prove this take E so that

C:D = B:R (3).

Then (A : B) ^ {C : D)

= (A:B)^{B:R)

= A :R.

Hence it is necessary to show that

P:Q = A -.R : (4).

From (3) by Prop. 3,

D:L'=R:B (5).
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From (2) and (5) by Prop. 13,

E:C = R:Q (6).

From (1) ami (ti) by Prop, i,

A :P = E:Q:

.-. by Prop. 6, A : R=P -.Q,

which is the result (4) to be proved.

This mode of compounding ratios i.s of interest on account of its connection with the

extension of the idea of multiplication.

The unit i-atio is taken to bo the ratio of equality E : E.

One way of deriving from the unit ratio the ratio C : D (which coiTCsponds to the

multiplier) is to change the antecedent of the unit ratio in the ratio E : C, and the

consequent of the unit ratio in the ratio E : D.

Let these changes be performed on the ratio A : B (which corresponds to the multi-

plicand). Then the antecedent becomes P hy (1), and the consequent becomes Q by (2),

so that the resulting ratio is P : Q (which corresponds to the product).

(The above process contains an arbitrary element E, but its value does not affect

the value of the resulting ratio, for P : Q= A : R, and R is determined by (3) into

which E does not enter.)

Proposition 23.

Alt. 56. If A .B = Q:R,

and C:D = S:T,

to prove that (A : B) ^ {C : D) = (Q : R) ^ (S : T).

Take A : B=K -.L,

and C: D=L : M,

then Q:R = K:L (Prop. 2),

and S:T = L:M (Prop. 2),

.-. {A:B)^(C:D) = (K:L)^(L:M)
= K : M,

and (Q:R)^iS:T) = (K:L)^(L:M)
= A' : M,

.: (A :B)^ (C : D) = (Q:R)^ (S : T).

Ai-t. .57. The next step is to prove the commutative, associative and distributive

laws for the Compounding of Ratios.
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Proposition 24.

Art. 58. To prove the Commutative Law for tho Compounding of Ratios, i.e.

(A .B)^iC: D)={C: /»-)(- (.4 : B).

Take C : D = li : E

and A :B = D:F

.(1),

(2),

and

.-. {A : B) ^ (C : Z>) = (^1 : B) ^ (B : E)

= A : E,

(C : D) ^{A:B) = (C :B)^{D: F)

= C -.F.

Hence it is necessary to prove that

A .£=€' -.F.

A : B = D:F.

B:E=C:D,

A:E=C:F,

:. {A:B)^{C:D) = {G:D)^(A: B).

Or, denoting a ratio by a single Greek letter,

a -K- /3 = /3 -)f a.

Now (2) is

and from (1)

.-. by Prop. l.S

Proposition 25.

Art. 59. To prove the Associative Law for the Compounding of Ratios, i.e.

[(A .B)^iC : D)] *{E:F)

= {A:B)^ [(C .D)^{E: F)].

Take C:D = B: G (1).

E:F=G:H (2).

E:F=D :K (3).

C:K = B:L (4).

Then [(^
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Also (.4:5)^ [{€' : D) ^ (E : F)]

= iA : B) ^ [{C : D) ^ (D : K)]

= (A:B)^(C:K)

= (A : B)^(B:L)

= A: L.

To prove the proposition it is necessary to show that

A -.H^A -.L,

and .. by Prop. 4 (ii) it is sufficient to show that

From (21 and (3) by Prop. 2,

G : H = D : K (5)

From (1) and (4) by Props. 3 and 12,

D:K=G:L (6).

From (5) and (6) by Prop. 2,

G:H=G:L,
:. H=L [Prop. 5 (ii)].

Hence, denoting a ratio by a single Greek letter,

[a-)f ;S]^7=a^[/3-)f 7].

Proposition 26.

Art. 60. To prove the Distributive Law for Ratios, i.e.

[{A : B) + (C : D)] ^(E .F) = [(A : B) ^ (E : F)] + [{C : D) ^ (E : F)].

Take magnitudes P, Q, X, Y (Prop. 16) such that

A:B = P:X,

C .D=Q:X,

E:F = X: Y.

Then [{A .B) + {C: D)] ^ {E : F)

= [(P:X) + iQ:X)]^(X: Y)

= [P + Q:X]^(X: Y)

= P + Q:Y,

[{A .B)^(E: F)] = (P : X) ^ (X : Y)

= P:Y,

[{C:B)^{E:F)] = {Q:X))^(X : Y)
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.-. [{A : H) ^ {!<: : F)] + [((! : D) ^ (E : F)]

= {I>: F)+(Q: Y)

=P+Q:

Y

= \{A : n)^(C: D)]^(E:F).

Hence, denoting a ratio by a single Greek letter,

(a+,9)-)f 7 = («^7) + (y9^7)

JVo^e to Art. 42, § 6. To explain why, on the hypothesis that no such magnitiule a« D,

[which is such that the scale of 1), C is the same as that nf B, A,'\ exists, it is not jjossible to

have u mode of division in which the lower class has no gi-eatest magnitude, and the upper

class has no least magnitude.

If this were the case, then a magnitude must exist which separates the two classes, but

itself belongs to neither class.

Now if any magnitude D of the same kind as C be taken, only three alternatives are

possible :

(i) the scale of I), (
' is below that of Ji, A

;

(ii) the scale of D, C is the same as that of B, A
;

(iii) the scale of D, C is abo\"e that of B, A.

If, therefore, a magnitude exist which belongs to neither class, let it be called D, and then

the scale of D, C is the same as that of B, A. But this is contrary to the hypothesis made,

viz. :—that no such magnitude exists.

35—2
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Introduction.

ECLKR in the Verhandelingen uitgegeven door het Zeemvsch Genootschap der Weten-

schappen te Vlissingen, vol. 9, 1782, has a paper entitled "Recherches sur une nouvelle

espece de Quarr^s Magiques."

He commences as follows :

—

' Une question fort curieuse, qui a exerc^ pendant quelque temps la sagacity de

bien du monde, m'a engag^ a faire les recherches suivantes, qui semblent ouvrir une

nouvelle carriere dans I'Analyse, et en particulier dans la doctrine des combinaisons.

Cette question rouloit sur une assemblee de 36 officiers de six difFerens grades et tires

de six Regimens differens, qu'il s'agissoit de ranger dans un quarre, de manifere, que

sur chaque ligne tant horizontale que verticale il se trouva six oflSciers tant de difiP^rens

caractferes que de Regimens difFerens. Or apres toutes les peines qu'on s'est donne

pour resoudre ce Probleme, on a 6t4 oblige de reconnoitre qu'un tel arrangement est

absolument impossible, quoiqu'on ne puisse pas en donner de demonstration rigoureuse."

He denotes the six regiments by the Latin letters a, b, c, d, e, f and the six ranks

or grades by the Greek letters a, /8, y, 8, e, f, and remarks that the 'character' of an

officer is determined by two letters, the one Latin and the other Greek, and that the

problem consists in arranging the 36 combinations

aa ft/S «7 nS ae a^

hi i/3 by hh he h^

ca t'/3 c'7 c8 ce r^

da d/3 dy dS de d^

ea eyS ey eS ee e^

fa f/3 fy fh fe ./?

in a square in .such a manner that every row and column contains the six Latin and

the six Greek letters.

He finds no solution of this particular problem and gives his opinion that none can

be obtained whenever the order of the square is of the form 2 mod 4.
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In other cases jis far as thr oidiT !) he obtains solutions.

The first step is to arrange the Latin letters in a square so that no letter is missing

either from any row or any column. He calls this a Latin Square, and in regard to their

enumeration for a given order observes, § 148, p. 230:

"J'observe encore k cette occasion que le parfait d<inombrement de tons les cas

possibles de variations semblables seroit un objet digno de I'attention des Geometres,

d'autant plus que tons les principes connus dans la doctrine des combinaisons n'y

s(;auroieut preter le moindre secours."

And again, § 152, p. 234:

"J'avois observe ci-dessus, ciu'un parfait denombrement de toutes les variations

possibles des quarres latins seroit line question trhs importante, mais qui me paroissoit

extrfemement difficile et presque impossible des que le nombre n surpassoit 5. Pour

approcher de cette enumeration il faudroit commencer par cette question

:

En combien de maniferes differentes, la premiere bande horizontale etant donnee,

peut-on varier la seconde bande horizontale pour chaque nombre propose n ?

"

Ho in fact gives a solution of the last-mentioned question. Many different ones

are now in existence and, incidentally, a new one is given in this paper.

It is the well-known ' Problfeme des rencontres ' which was first proposed by

Montmort.

For the rest the paper is entirely concerned with the actual construction of what

may be termed Graeco-Latin Squares, to which one is led by considering the problem

of the officers above mentioned, and with their transformation so as to enable one to

obtain many solutions from any one that has been arrived at.

Euler himself admits the unsatisfactory nature of his investigation. He remarks

§ 11, p. 94 "La formation des formules directrices est done le premier et le principal

objet dans ces recherches ; mais je dois avouer, ([ue jusqu'ici je n'avois aucune m^thode

sfti-e qui puisse conduire a cette investigation. II semble meme qu'on doit se contenter

d'une esp^ce de .simple tatonnement que je vais expliipier pour le quarre latin de 49

cases rapport^ ci-dessus."

To explain the meaning of the phrase 'formules directrices' which will be refen-ed

to in the sequel, I take Euler's Graeco-Latin Square of order 7, writing with him the

natui'aj numbers instead of Latin and Greek letters and writing the latter a.s exponents

to the former

:

1>
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Consider the Latin Square as given by erasing the exponent numbers.

In order to find possible places for the exponent 1 we must select 7 different

numbei-s, ft'om the square, one being in each column and one in each row.

Thus we may select the set

16 7 3-^25
and give each the exponent 1 as above.

This is called 'une formule directrice' for the exponent 1.

We may similarly find a formula for the exponent 2, viz. :

—

2 5 4 6 13 7

and if we are successful for each of the 7 numbers and can fill in all the exponents

clearly the Graeco-Latin Square will have been constructed. In this case if ' une formule

directrice ' be %vritten for each number, so that they form a square, it is clear that it

must be a Latin Square.

I pass now to the paper by Cayley, Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xix. (1890),

pp. 135—137. This is little more than a statement of the problem involved in the

enumeration of Latin Squares. With Euler he reduces the number of squares by taking

the top row and left-hand column in the same determinate order; say for the order 5,

a b c d e

b d e a c

c e d b a

d a e c b

e c b a d

and he remarks that " if the number of such squares be = N, then obviously the

whole number of squares that can be formed with the same n aixangements is =i\''[?i]"."

This however is not so; the number is N .n\{n- 1)1 the factor nl appearing from

permutation of columns and (n - 1) ' from permutation of the lower n—l rows. He

speaks of the possible aiTangements of the second line, the ' Probleme des rencontres

'

and of the difficulty of proceeding a step further to the enumeration of the arrange-

ments of the second and third lines. This problem, previous to the present paper, had

never been solved, and to quote from Cayley {loc. cit.) "the difficulty of course increases

for the next following lines." He further makes the valuable, if obvious, observation

•' when all the lines are filled up except the bottom line, the bottom line is completely

determined." In the above quotation I have substituted ' bottom ' for ' top,' as I read

with Euler from top to bottom instead of with Cayley from bottom to top.

The ' Probleme des menages ' involves to some extent the consideration of the

second and third lines of the square and a fairly satisfactory solution has been obtained.

(See post.)

For the rest nothing of value has been accomplished and the whole question awaits

elucidation.
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SECTION 1.

Art. 1. It occurred to mc to attack the problem by the powerful methods of the

calculus of symmetric functions, and I have been led to the complete analytical solution

of the main and many allied questions. The enumerations are given in the fonn of

coefficients in the developments of certain generating functions who.se inner structures

are seen to implicitly involve the solutions.

In particular I have obtained the following simple and elegant theorem.

If the symmetric function

be raised to the power n, so that

then K is the number of Latin Squares of order n and division by n'.{n—\)\ is merely

necessary to obtain tlie number of reduced Latin Squares.

I make the following references to papers by myself where the principles employed

are set forth and employed in various interesting questions of combinatory analysis.

" Symmetric Functions and the Theory of Distributions " {Proc. L. M. S., vol. XIX.

pp. 220—256).

"A theorem in the calculu.s of linear partial differential equations" (Q. M. J., vol.

XXIV. pp. 246—250).

" Memoir on a new Theory of Symmetric Functions " (Ajiier. Journ. Math., vol. xi.

1889, pp. 1—36).

"Second Memoir "{ibid. vol. xii. 1890, pp. 61—102).

"Third Memoir "{ibid. vol. xiii. 1891, pp. 193—234).

"Fourth Memoir "{ibid. vol. xiv. 1892, pp. 15—32).

"A certain class of Generating Functions in the Theory of Numbers" {Phil. Trans.

R. S., vol. 185 a, 1894, pp. 111—160).

" The Algebra of Multi-Linear Partial Differential Operators " (Proc. L. M. S.

vol. XIX.).

"The Multiplication of Symmetric Functions" (Mess, of Math., New Series, No. 167,

March 1885).

Art. 2. I reproduce, with slightly altered notation, the master theorem, given in

the last but one quoted paper, which has special reference to the present investigation.

Let H,, «„,... Ug be any linear operators, whatever, in regard to the elements

Pu Pi, Pu---,
and put

= X,w, + \.u..+ ... + XgUs
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Further let

be any m functions of p,, p.,, p„ ...

and <f>
=

<f>i<f>:<f>i! "^1" •

Then

= cf>, + f-d4>, + ^^<t>t + ^jf <!» +•
and <^ + «(A + Vj </>f + ^<^f + •••

='ff'

|<^, + 0<^, + (^^,+ (^^,+
I

,

that is

<f> + (Vi + >UM., + + \stis)
'f> + .r- (^i"' + ^-"'- + + '^»"*)' *^ + •

= n -^ (^( + (\,?/i + \oU. + + \,Us) </)( + ^, (X,M, + X,M2 + + KUs)- (fit +
(=1 (

We now compare the coefficients of

5, Xi -v Xi \ X,
A,j i\-i ••••• /v^ ,

on the two sides of the identity, and obtain the result

(Vm,''-...V-).^ ^ ^^ ««,"-•«/•) (^, {^^f'u/'...us^^)<f>, (u/'»,'^...»/-)<^.„

X,!x.!...X«! «,!«,!...«,! /3, ! yS, ! . .
. /3J ••• /^!/i,! ... m,!

'

where o, + /3, + . . . + /ix, = %,, (< = 1, 2, 3, . . . s),

and the double summation is in regard to every positive integral solution of these s

equations and to every permutation of

This important result is similar to the well-known theorem of Leibnitz in form,

but in form only, for here such an operator product as

s, s., s,

Ul lU ... Us

does not mean S8 successive operations but the single operation of an operator of

order S8 obtained by symbolic multiplication.

Art. 3. Putting s equal to unity we find

(m^)<^_„„(m«)^, (m^2 (it^) <^„,

'l^-
and now putting

where

X
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mill tlir ilipul)lc suiiiin.itioii has reference to every suliitioii of this ei^uatioii in poHitive

integers (including zero) imd to every pertniitation of (p,, </).,,...</),„.

Art. 4. As ;i further particular case,

and we have a suinniation in regard to every partition of ;^ into ^ parts, zero being

counted as a part, and to every permutation of the parts of each partition.

The operation iX'.c^iiJ^c^.., ... Z>^</),„,

thv suiinnation being I'or every jjermutation of the parts a, fi,...ii, may be denoted by

and thence we have the equivalence

Z), = SZ),.3 ......

where the summation is foi- all partitions of )(^.

It may happen that (-x/S ... fx.) is the only partition of )^, for which /^,as...^i </> does

not vanish, so that

As will be seen the assignment of
<f>,

so that this may be the case, is the key to

the solution of the problem of the Latin Square.

Art. a. Take the j)olynomial

x" - jOi*"-' + jUy«"--= - . . . = (,;; - Oi) (,/• - o.,) ... (a; - a„),

and, with tho object of investigating Latin Squares with the n elements

a,, «.,, ... o„,

consider the symmetric function

Sai'i^/^ ... «„"",

wherein a,, a.,,.. .a,, are to be regarded as unspecified different integers.

Let «, + «o + . . . 4- ('„ = v/,

and form the partial differential operator

-0» = —, (9ft + p^dp^ + p^p,+ ... r;

the linear operator being raised to the power w by .symbolic multiplication, so that D„
is an operator of order w.

The symmetric function Sai"'a./« . . . a„"

"

may be conveniently symbolised, in the usual manner, by the partition notation

((f,a,, ... «„).

As is well known the operation of D is shewn by

D„^{a,a., ... «„) = («.. ... »„),

D„,(a^u.. ... «s-,«« ... (/„) = («,(f, ... a^^^its^, ... (i„).

i»a,("r) = l.

Vol. XVI. Part IV. 36
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I now construct the symmetric function

(a^cu ... a„)»,

and suppose it multiplied out until its equivalent representation as a sum of monomial

symmetric functions is arrived at.

We have (a,(u... a„)» = :^K {bfiA),

and operating on both sides with

we find Db^Di,Dt, . . . {a,a._ . . . Unf = K,

and we can calculate K by performing a definite series of operations.

If we operate with Z)„ only those symmetric functions, on the right-hand side, survive

which include a part w in their partitions, and, in each of these, the number of times

IV occurs as a part is diminished by unity. We must consider the operation of i)„ upon

the left-hand side

(«,a„... «„)".

First take for simplicity ?i = 4, and write

(a,, a,,, ffj, ai) = {a, b, c, d),

and ^u = a-\-b + c-\- d.

Let a, 6, c, d be so assigned that

(abed)

is the only partition of iv = a + b + c + d into four or fewer parts, repeated or not, di-awn

from the parts a, b, c, d.

Ex. gr. we may take (a, b, c, d) = (8, 4, 2, 1),

and it will be uoticed that 15 has the single partition (S421) into four or fewer parts,

repeated or not, drawn from the parts 8, 4, 2, 1.

Then D,i,(abcdY = Di„hc^, {abed}* (see ante Art. 4),

and Ao {abcdy = SZ)„, (abed) D„^ (abed) D,, (abed) i)„. (abed),

wherein viV^v^Vt is a permutation of the letters a, b, c, d, and the summation is for every

such permutation.

(Cf Q. M. .}. No. >S5, 1886, " The Law of Symmetry and other Theorems in Symmetric

Functions," § 4.)

Art. (i. It is this valuable property of the operation D, when performed upon a

product, that is the essential feature of this investigation. The right-hand side consists

of 24 (= 4 !) terms, each of which is

(bed) (acd) (abd) (ahc),

and we have the identity

Z)„ (ahcdy = 4 ! (bed) (acd) (abd) (abc),

and clearly also

Z), (((,a./i:, ... a„_,art)"=u! (um, ... a„)(Oias ... a„) ... (ata. ... a,j-i).
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As remarked above we may consider, in general, Latin Rectangles. If we consider

a Rectangle of n columns and 1 row we obtain a trivial result, which however it is

proper, for the orderly development of the subject, to notice. We are subject here to

no condition. The whole number of rectangles is n
!

; of reduced rectangles

n

!

This we may take to be indicated by the above operation of D,^ upon

(«,aa . . . a,,)".

To give it analytical expression, in the identity

D„{a,a., ... a„)" = M litua-^ ... a„) ... {a^a^ ... a„_,)

put a, = a.j = . . . = a„ = I

,

s" that [^«,(a,a2 ... a„)"],,_.^_...=.„.i

=«!
(J

;)"«:,

where »i, is the number of reduced Rectangles of n columns and 1 row.

1 call to mind that the case is trivial, and /(i
= L

Thence ,, =
^-^"<"'"— "">"^^---—

""in

Art. 7. I pa.ss on to consider Z)^ {ahcdy

= 4 ! A. {bed) (acd) (abd) (abc)

= 4 ! 2A, (bed) D^^ (acd) D,^ (abd) i)„. (abc),

where ViV.,v.iV, is any permutation of the letters a, b, c, d, and the summation is for all

such permutations.

Now observe that certain terms out of the 24 vanisli. D^,^ (bed) vanishes when

i\ = a, D„^(acd) when v.i=b, D„^(abd) when v, =c, D^^(abc) when Vi=d. We arc oidi/

concerned with those permutations

of a, b, c, d which are competent to form a Latin Rectangle of two rows, the top row

being a, b, c, d.

We have in fact the ' Probleme des rencontres.'

ViVtV^v^ can only assume the 9 permutations

b c d a

b d a c

bade
c d a b

c d b a

c a d b

d a b c

d c a b

d c b (I. 36—

2
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9 being the solution of the corresponding ' Problfeme des rencontres,' and representing

the number of Latin Rectangles in which the top row is abed but in which the fii-st

letter in the second row is not necessarily b.

To obtain the number of reduced rectangles we must divide the number by

3 (= « — 1), and so reach the number 3.

On the right-hand side of the identity

D; {abcdy

= 4. ! 2i)„, (bed) A, (acd) D„, (abd) D,. (abc)

We obtain, after operation, 9 terms ; 3 for each reduced Latin Rectangle of two rows.

Let n., denote the number of reduced Latin Rectangles of u columns and two rows.

On the right-hand side of the identity

Li{a,a,... «„)»

= n ! Dp, (ojOs . . . «„) D„, (cha,, ... «„)••• D^„ («!«.! • • • ««-i)

we obtain after operation

(» — 1 ) ?!o terms,

coiTesponding to the Latin Rectangles, reduced as regards columns but unreduced as

regaixls rows,—or

»](n — l)n„ terms,

coiTesponding to the totality of unreduced Latin Rectangles.

We have

sum of coefficients of terms in the development of Dl {a^a-i «„)"

'^-
=

nl{n-l) '

the development bemg that reached by the performance of D;,, in the manner indicated,

and the numerator of the fraction necessarily representing the number of unreduced

Latin Rectangles of n columns and two rows.

As before we can give h.> an analytical expression.

Each of the »!(» — !)«., terms in DKoia. ... a,,)" assumes the value

/nh"

[21)

for a, = 3.= ... = a„ = 1.

[-D:. ( (^l<^2 ",.)"]..=.,=...-.,.=i
Hence «•> = Ttlv' '

«!(»-i)y

which is a new solution of the much considered ' Probleme des rencontres*.'

Art. 8. Observe that in the above process we have a series of operations correspond-

ing to every unreduced Latin Rectangle. I pass now to the Latin Rectangle of three

rows, a problem hitherto regarded as unassailable.

* Anotliei solution lias been given by the author, Phil. Trans, ft. .S. vol. 185 a, 18'.I4.
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Suppose

V, v., ...Vn,

V,'V.,' ...Vn,

v"Vo"...Vn",

to bo such a rectangle.

Ill operating with />„, upon («,«..... a,,)", we get one term corresponding to

D,, * A-, * ... i>.„ *.

Operating upon this term with D„, we get one term corresponding to the double
operation

and again operating upon this last term with D,,, we get one term corresponding to the

treble operation

A, *A, *...A, *,

that is to say, in performing A. we have a one-to-one con-espondence between the

terms involved and the unreduced Latin Rectangles of n columns and 8 rows. To
obtain the reduced Latin Rectangles we have merely to divide the number of terms bv

n !(«-!)(« -2).

Hence calling ir. the number of reduced Rectangles, we have, by previous reasoning,

„ _ [A',. («.»..• «.)»].,^.,^. ..=.„ = .

Art. 9. It is now easy to pass to the general case and to demonstrate the result

,,
[A. (""- •."»)"]a, =.,-.. .=...^1

,
(n-l)l (n !\"

''
(n-s)\\sl)

In the case of the Latin Square

s = n,

and we should be able to shew, after Cayley's remark, that

»!„_, = «„.

Now

"n— 1
—

n'.{n-\)\n"

and ii will be shewn that these expressions have the .same value.
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After performance of D','^ we obtain a number of terms of the nature

(Ci)(C2)...(C„),

and putting herein a, =a.,= ... = a„ = 1, we obtain a factor n".

On proceeding to perform Ar again, before putting «, = «..= ... = «„ = !, we obtain

simply unity and the quantities a,, «„,...«„ have disappeared.

Hence

= «"[/)" (aia.,...a„)"]a,_.,_. ..,.„»!,

and thence "n-i="»-

The expression for «„ may be simplified because

B". (aiM.,.. a„)"

is an integer and does not involve the roots a,, a.2,...a„.

_ D° (aiaa...a ,i)"

•• ""~ n!(n-l)! *

The numerator of the fraction is the coefficient of the symmetric function

in the development of the power

(aia.,...a„)",

w being equal to la.

Art. 10. In the .symmetric functions the letters a^, a^.-.-ttn are taken to represent

different integers and so far their values have been unspecified. They must be ap-

propriately chosen or the analysis will fail.

It is essential that the number

((i + a.2+ •• +«n

shall possess but a single partition, into ii or fewer parts, drawn from the numbers

a,, a.>, O3, ... Un, repetition.-^ of parts permissible.

Thus of order 4 the simplest system is

((/,, a., a.,„ tt4) = (8, -i, 2, 1),

the number 15 possesses the single partition 8421, of four or fewer parts, drawn from

the integers 8, 4, 2, 1, repetitions permitted.

The system 7421 would not do because 14 possesses the partition 7, 7.

In general, of order 11, tlif simplest system is

(«,, «.,,... a„_,, a„) = (2«-', 2"-, ...2, 1).

To perform the operations indicated we have to express the function

(a,a, . . . a,,)"
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in terms of the ooofficients

lh> p,,...pn,
and operate with

D«. = —, (9p, + PA, + +Pn-^^p,T,

as many times successively as may be necessary. We then write ( i for p, and substitute

in the formula;.

The calculations will, no doubt, be laborious but that is here not to the point, as

an enumeration problem may be considered to be solved when definite algebraical

processes are set forth which lead to the solution.

Tn the case of the Latin Square we may write the result

(2"-'2"-- ... 21)" = ... + «! (m - 1) ! Ji„ (2''- 1)+ ...
,

or in the form

(Sa,=""'a/"' ... aViO,.)" = ••• +n\{n-\)\ n„l.af-'a/-' ... a/-' + ... ,

III (n — I)'. )i„ and 11-,^ enumerating respectively the unreduced and reduced Latin Squares

of order n.

It will be noticed that (2"~'2"~- ... 21) is what I have elsewhere* called a perfect

partition of the number 2" — 1 ; that is, from its parts can be composed, in one way

only, the number 2" — 1 and every lower number.

SECTION 2.

Art. 11. 1 proceed to discuss the ' Probleme des menages ' by the same method.

Lucas in his Theorie des Nomhres thus enunciates the question :

—

" Des femmes, en nombre n, sont raugees autour d'une table, dans un ordi'e de-

termine ; on demande quel est le nombre des manieres de placer leurs maris respectifs,

de telle sorte qu'un homme soit place entre deux femmes, sans se trouver a cote de la

sienne ?"

He then remarks that it is necessary to determine the number of ' permutations

discordantes ' with the two permutations

1 2 3 4 ... ;(-l, «

2 3 4 .5 ... n, 1.

He remaiks as follows:

—

" Nous ne connaissons aucune solution simple de cette question, dont I'enonce

donne lieu a I'etude du nombre des permutations discordantes de deux permutations d^ja

discordantes et plus gent^ralement, du nombre des permutations discordantes de deux

permutations quelconques."

' " The theory of perfect partitions of uumbers and the compositions of multipartite numbers." Messenger

of Mathematics, Vol. 20, 1891, pp. 103—119.
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He gives solutions due to M. Laisant and M. C. Moreau of which the most con-

venient is represented by the difference equation

(n - 1) \„+, = {n- - 1) X„ + {n + 1) X„_, + 4 (- 1)"

with the initial values

(\„ \,) = (1, 2).

The reader, who has mastered the preceding solution of the problem of the Latin

Rectangle, will have no difficulty in applying the same method here.

Construct the symmetric function

(asOj ... a„) (a^tti . . . a„) (0,0,05 a„) ... {aa-^ . . . a„_i),

where the sth factor from the left is deprived of the spnbols «,., ag+, (a suffix when

>n being taken to the modulus n) by the operation of DaDa,+f

We now operate with D,^ and obtain

2i)^ (0304 . . . a„) Dr, (flifj . . . a„) . . . Z)„„ (cwi3 . . . a„_i),

the summation being for every permutation

ViV.....V„

of the letters aia.>...a„.

The number of products that survive is precisely the number of menages denoted

by Lucas by the sj-mbol X,,. Each factor of each product contains ?! — 3 symbols a in

brackets and for

o, = a, = . . . = o„ = 1

has the value .^ .

In ly
Hence [Ac (asOj ••• «n)(«ia4 .. a,.) ... {aJi^ ... a,,^, )],,=,,=... =a„=i = X„ I.tt) .

or X„ =
( ^;j [D«, (orftt . . . a„) (ai«4 . . . a„) . . . (om^ . . . a„_i)].,=a5=...=^_i

.

As before we may take in the calculation

(u„ a,, ...«„) = (2"-', 2''-^...l).

Art. 12. Similarly we can find the number of permutations discordant with each of

any two permutations whatever that are mutually discordant.

If these two permutations be

v,i>... ... i'„,

i\'v.,' ... I',,',

we have merely to form a product in which the sth factor from the left is deprived

of the symbols Vg, Vg and proceed as before. We thus aiTive at a similar but, of course,

not an identical result.

Art. 13. It is equally easy to tiiid the number of permutations discordant with

each of two permutations which are not mutually discordant.
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Lot these permutations be

ViV....V,V,+i ...v„

We take a product in which the left-hand factor is without w,, the next without

Vo, &c....the sth without Vg, but beyond this the tth factor is without the two symbols Vt, v,'.

Denoting this product by P we, bj^ the usual method, reach the solution

/nl\~'' fit !\ -!»-«»

Art. 14. On a similar principle we can enumerate the number of permutations

discordant with ant/ number of given permutations whatever.

Let Vi v-i Vs ...v„,

Vi Vi V,' ...Vn,

V," V," v:...v,:',

be the m permutations and of the m letters Vg, Vg, y/', ...; let the different ones be

Ug, i(g, Ug", ... ks in number.

Take for the sth factor (oiao . . . a„),

deprived of the letters w«, m/, Ug",...,

and form the resulting product P.

Proceeding as before we obtain the result

- f
nl ]-^.f n\ ]-J'

[ ft! ]->
J. p

""-llAj.+ l)!} i(i. + l)!j •••|(^•. + 1)!|
••xLM"^J»-,=-.=.„=i.

vfhere ji, j.,, ... js, are numbers, at once ascertainable, and 'Ej=n.

Art. 15. A more direct generalisation of the ' Probleme des menages' is obtained

by imposing the condition that no husband is to have less than 2m persons between

himself and his wife.

In the problem above considered ?« = 1. If vi = 2 we must enumerate the permu-

tations discordant with

tti «2 03 Ui ... a„_:t a,i-n a„_i a„

Or. as a. Us ... a»_o a„_i a„ a,

a, Ui as a^ . . . a„_i a„ a^ a.,

ttj a^ Ug a-; ... «„ «! a., a,

and we form the product

P, = (a5 ... a„)(aia6 . . . a„) (o^a.^ay . . . a„) ... (a, ... a„_i),

Vol. XV r. Part IV. 37
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the solution being given by

number = (—;) [/>,r^4].,=a,= ..

and in general

1)
number =

(/gnT^nyi) [^-^•.•m]«.=

SECTION 3.

Alt. 16. The notion of a Latin Rectangle may be generalised. Instead of n different

letters we may have Sj of one kind, s, of a second, S3 of a third, and so on. The

letters may be, ex. gr.,

Oi^'Oa^'Os*' at?i,

where Ss = n.

To obtain a Latin Rectangle of t rows we take t permutations of the letters such

that in no column does Oj occur more than .y, times, a., more than So. <i3 more than

S3, and so on. The reduced rectangles have the top row and left-hand column in the

same assigned order and evidently we can obtain their number by dividing the number

of unreduced rectangles by

n\ («-!)!
Y i

ArJsJoj : Co !s,!...Si! (s,-l)!s3!s3!...st!

in the case when the rectangle is a square, and by factors of similar forms in the

other particular cases.

Examples of such quasi-Latin Squares are

ffl
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Siniilai'ly the (Hinmci-atiori connected witli

a a a a a a b c

gives thr niiiiibur of ways of placing KJ rooks, 8 white and H black, on the board so

that no rook can be taken by another of the same colour.

Like problems can be connected with other cases.

Art. 18. Let us consider the general question of the enumeration.

First take the simple case

a,"-' a.,,

where {n — l)ai + a.^ = w.

Assuming «, and a.> to be undetermined integers and remembering the law of

operation of D„, we have

A. (a.""' ««)" = n (a/'-2 «.,)»-> (a,"-').

The coefficient n indicates that for unreduced rectangles there are n possible first

rows, viz. :—the n permutations of

a,"-' tto,

and AXa,"-' a^f = n (h - 1 ) (a^^-^ a^)»-= (ai»-=)=,

the coefficient n{n — l) shewing that there are ft(?i — 1) possible pairs of two first

rows in unreduced rectangles.

n '

Also 0'„(«i"~' a^)" = /—ITTi («i"~'"' o^)""' {(h"~')\

nl
giving ; -, unreduced rectangles of s rows.

Hence IT' (ai"-' a.,)" = n ! (Uj) (a,)"-'

D:(a.,"-' a.,)" = n I

intimating (as is otherwise immediately evident) that the number of unreduced rectangles

of ft— 1 rows or of squares is nl.

To enumerate the reduced rectangles observe that in Row 1 we have one place

for a., instead of n places ; in Row 2, n — 2 places instead of n — 1 ; in Row 3 ?t — 3

instead of n — 2, &c.

Therefore for the rectangle of s rows we have a divisor

n 11—1 11 — 2 n — s+ 1

which is

l'n—'2'n — S 71 — .1

nl (n-s-iy.
(n-s)l' {H-2)l '

Therefore the reduced rectangles, of s rows, are in number

7^ rn («<m)-
(« — s— 1)!

37—2
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If s = n, the case of the square, the last fi-action factor of the divisor must be

omitted and we find the number

(«-2)!.

Suppose the symmetric functions to appertain to the quantities

oil, a-2, a,, a„,

and in the identity

(n — S):

suppose ai=a, = = a,, = 1.

for s :^ // — 1.

When s = » — 1 we have also the case of the Square as before remarked.

The right-hand side is therefore an analytical expression for the number of un-

reduced rectangles and we have merely to di%-ide by _" ., . , _ g

v

*'* obtain that

of the reduced rectangles.

Art. 19. This simple case has been worked out to shew that the desired number

can be obtained as the result of definite algebraical processes performed upon a certain

symmetric function. In the actual working it is essential to select a, and cu in such

wise that

is the only partition of

W = (h — 1 ) fli + tti

into n or fewer parts di-a\\Ti from the symbols Oj and a., each any number of times

repeated.

It will be found that the simplest system is

ftj = 1, a.. = n,

necessitating the consideration of the symmetric function

(h1''-i)''.

Art. 20. If we next proceed to enumerate the Latin Rectangles of

we find that the Square enumeration is most easily expressed, those connected ^vith

Rectangles having complicated expressions.
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The reason for this will hr obvious froni the icsult.s

^:(aa"-=a.=)"=
(2)

|(a."-^c^/)"-n«."-=«/)

+ 2 (n - 2){tt,»-'a./)"-»(a,"-»a„)'(a,"-=)

for it will be seen that the right-hand side of the identity just obtained, as containing

terms of three different t}'pes, is not simply evaluated for unit values of the quantities

«n «-j, a^, ... «„,

and the terms will not have a single type until we reach Bl'' which is the case of

the square.

Then every term is some permutation of

If K be the whole number of these terms, K is the number of unreduced squares,

and then putting

ai = a. = ... = a„ = l,

we obtain if = «-» [i):"' (a,"-=a,0"]a,=«.-...=.,=.

and dividing K by ; ~ . „, x -^—„,.
"

.^ ^ (w-2)!2! (?i-3)!2!

we obtain the number of reduced squares.

Art. 21. We get a precisely similar result for the enumeration of the squares derived

from

\2.sa = wj

viz. for the unreduced squares

K = «-» [D;-' (a,». aJ'- . . . a/<.)"],

and then division by

n! (n-iy.

SilSsl...Skl (si-l)!s2!...Si!

gives the number of reduced squares.

The choice of a,, a.,, ... ajt is determined by the circumstance that, for the validity of the

process, tv = 'Zsa must possess no partition of n into n or fewer parts drawn from the set

Oi, Ca, ... Ok,

each repeatable as many as n times (w = 2s), except

(Oi^'Oa*' ... Oi-**).
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This condition is satisfied if

a., >Siai,

at > Si Oi + s.,a2 + . . . + st-i «*_!

.

Putting therefore ai=l, we can take

a, = 1,

ao = s, + 1,

a, = (s, + l)(s,,+ l)(s3+l),

at = (si + l)(s„ + l)...(st_, + l),

and the symmetric function to be considered is

{p. s;+f (si + l)(s,+T) " (si + l)(s,+ l)...(st_. + l/*}.

Observe that the partition, which here presents itself, is of necessity a perfect partition.

Ex. gi". To determine the Latin Squares on the base aahb, we take the function

(a'b'Y,

or (sn^Y,

(S-r-)=po-pt

-

2^,p3^4+ 2pi--p,p.p, + Sp.,p:i + 5p^-p^- 9p.,p^- 5pjP, + 12^s,

^ 1 / d d d d d d d d V
^^-8l[^^P^^.+P^-dp^^\lp, "-P^d^.^P^df^P^dp-^P^dpJ '

and I find

A(3no* = 6(3n)=(3P)=,

A^ {snj = 6 {(3=)- {r-y + 4 (3^ (3i)= (P) + (3i)^),

A' (3=10- = 90 (3)= (1)=,

A- (3^0^ = 90.

Hence the number of unreduced Latin Squares is 90, and to obtain the reduced forms we

divide by („)() = 18 and obtain 5 for the number of reduced squares.

These are
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SECTION 4.

Art. 22. Let us take into consideration the Graeco-Latin Square of Euler (see

Introduction).

Instead of Greek letters I find it moru convenient to use accented Latin letters, so

that for instance a Graeco-Latin Square i.s

a"' ¥ c*', aa' be cb'

W c"' a'^', or more conveniently bb' ca' ad

C a''' b"', cc ab' ba'.

I remark that the Latin and accented Latin letters form, separately, Latin Squares, and
that two other Latin Squares are obtainable,

(1) by taking the bases to the exponents a, b', c in succession,

(2) by taking the exponents to the bases a, b, c in succession.

In order to apply to the question the method of this paper it is necessary to con-

struct suitable operators and operands for use in the master operator theorem of § 1.

It is necessary to form symmetric functions of two systems of quantities

oti a„ ... an,

a/ CL ... a.„'.

Write (1 + a,x + a^y) (1 -|- a.,.t + ou'xj) . . . (1 -1- a„a,- + a„'i/)

= 1 + lh.,x + p,,ij 4- ... +Pino'x"'y"'' + ...,

ffw = ^Pw—1, vi Opwuf ; ^01 = —Pw, w'—\ opmw;

U'tffio' — , / , ffio ()o\ >

where gio°g<,\^ denotes that the multiplication of operators is symbolic, or non-operational,

as in the symbolic form of Taylor's Theorem.

The reader should refer to the author's paper " Memoir on Symmetric Functions of

the Roots of Systems of Equations," Phil. Trans. R. S., 181 A, 1890, § 3, p. 488 et seq.

Denote the symmetric function

by (oiCh' <hO-i <h(h' •••)>

and observe tlie results given {loc. cit., p. 490),

<?<.,o,'(aiai')=l.

Cra,a:Ga.,a^' ... Ga^^,,' (o, a/ a.,a.,' ...«„«„')= 1.
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Also (see § 10, p. 516 et seq.) if

/l. Jit Jit ••• Jm

denote, each, any symmetric functions and

Gmc- = 2S ((?o,o,'/,) (^o^Oj'/s) • • • {Cra,a,'/s)fs+i Jm-
where the double summation is for every partition

(ajOi' OjOs' ... a^g)

of the bipartite number ww',

and for every permutation of the m suffixes of the functions /i, f^, fi, .../„,

We may denote the operation indicated by the single summation

by "10,0,' ojo-j' . .
. OfOt'i >

so that there is the operator equivalence

the summation having regard to every partition of the bipartite imu'.

Let «! +«> + ... +«„ =w
a/ + ao' + ... + an = w

,

and suppose the integers Oj, a.,, ... a„

Oi', a.,', ... a,,'

so chosen that on the one hand w possesses the single partition {a^a. ... a„) composed

of n or fewer parts drawn from the parts r/,, a,,, ... a„ repetitions permissible, and on the

other hand w' possesses the single partition (o^'a/ ... a,,') composed of « or fewer parts

drawn from the parts (h', a.!, ... a„' repetitions permissible. Then we have

where SiS„ ... s„, t^L ... <„

are some permutations of 1.2.3... 9i respectively, and the summation is in regard to

every association of a permutation

SiS.) ... Sji

with a permutation tit. ... <„.

Art. 23. First take ?i = 3

w = cti + o., + «3

w' = cii + a~,' + as,

and, as operand, the product
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where a,, a.., a,, are in tlio same order in each (actor, and the dashed letters in hiic-

cessive factors, being written in successive lines, a Latin Square is formed, viz. :

—

a, (U Oa

«' "/ "i'

a., a, «.,

We find

Ctwu/ {(h(h' OiAi' ffljOj') (aifls' "a' Oaai') («!«»' Cjai' aja/)

= (a.ja.,' a^Ch) (aiOs' asffli) ("i"/ 0501')

+ (ttiCti' Osaa') (aifl/ OaOa') (oatt/ aaO.')

+ (ttia/ a.a,') {a^,' a^cii) {«,as' Ojaj')

three terms respectively derived from the partition operators

"(OjO,' OjO,' Old,')

Operating again with (?„.„ we obtain

(ojas') (oiO,') (aoO,') + {aM.,') (oja,') (oiOa')

+ (aiOi') (aaOs') (aafl/) + (03(13') (oiO-/) (osa,')

+ (a2«2') (asOi') («!«/) + (wiOi') («>o/) (osa-.')

terms respectively derived from the operators

"(a^Oj' 0,02' Oja,',"! tr(a,a,' noflj' OjOsO

Operating again, on each term with the corresponding partition operator, we obtain

the number 6.

We have obtained this number from the six combinations of opei-ators

(O,0i'

'(0,0,'

0,05' OaO,')

OjOl' O.Oj')

/ aja,' aiO^')

."(OjO,' 0,0,' O^i')

.') I I (^(a^.' 0.0..' ikO.O,' o,Oj' OiaiO
I

i ^(oW <h<»i' OiOjT
i

I "(0,0,' o,Oj' OjaiO )

G,

tuaJ OU2..0 ^(n^jiJ mi.' a.a/\OjO,'oyi«')

^O? OiOj')

,^1,03' 0,05' 0^1')

Vol. XVI. Part IV.

(a^ OjO,' o.OjO

^(0^5' 0,l».' OjO,')

"(0,0,' a^z OsasO

"(0,0,' 0,0,' 0,0,')

"(0,0,' 0,0j' OjOj')

38
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aiid to these correspond the six Grseco-Latin Squares

Oia,'
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III i^onuml \vc shall find that we must form an operand corresponding with each

reduced Latin Square in the dashed letters, operate upon each, with (r^r' n times

successively, take the sum of the resulting numbers, and divide by ti !.

The result will he the uunibci- of rcdiifod Gra"co-Latin Squares of order n.

Art. 24. To elucidate the matter I will work out (not quite in full) the case of

order 4 and deduce the reduced Graeco-Latin Squares. There are four operands, since

there arc four reduci'd Latin Squares of order 4, viz. :

—

«! u.. «3 aJ

a.,' a./ a/ «,'

a/ ('a «i' «='

rtj' a,' a..' a.,'

a, a.. «3 «4

(u' a,' Oj' a-'

a! a^ «i' a.i

a/ a/ a.,' ot,'

Oi a., a-i cii

«..' «,' a,' aj

a.j' ttj' aJ Oi'

a/ Oj' a,' cu

a, a.^ a-j 04

a./ a,' a/ a/

a/ o-/ Oo' O]'

These are

(.4) \a-fii( a„a/ a^ ^^4) {ciiCh OjWs' O3O4' ajC^i') {ciida omI ttaOi' Ojao') (ttja/ a^ a^ afO,'),

(B) (rtia,' cuon' a^' Uiat) (oiOs' ajOi' Osa/ aA') (ojas' Oaa/ OsO,' ai(h') (cti«/ o-a' t^Oj' aiOi')-

(O) [a^Oi' floOa' astts' ttjaj') (oiaj' ckOi' aja/ aiOa') (ajOs' ci^t o-^ o,i(h') \o^<it f^nfh' OjOi' dtCh'}'

(B) (oiOi' OoOo' a^s «40j') (ai«'/ a2a4' «3«i' "j"/) (ohas' c^^Oi' «3a4' 04*!') (0104' c^sOs' ajOij' 04Cfi')-

The operation of D*,,,,. upon (.4), (C) and (D) causes them to vanish and on (B)

the result is 48 ; hence the number of reduced Grajco-Latin Squares is

48 = 2.

These are

UiOi a-Mi a^a^ aSs

aM-i a-fli ajW]' a^al

Orfl-i 040/ a-fil a^di

OiOi a.j^:! a3a4 a4«2

asttj' aia4' a4«s' (hfh

a^Us a^a^' a^a„' a^a,'

0404' ttsa^,' a.ja,' OjOj'

Observe that the undashed Latin Square is the same in both cases and that the

second square is obtainable from the first by a cyclical interchange of the 2nd, 3rd and

4th columns of dashed letters. By the method we can, by regular process, determine

the number of Grseco-Latin Squares appertaining to any given Latin Square. The

enumeration, however, in all but the simplest cases is so laborious as to be impracticable.

And I do not see the way to prove that no Grseco-Latin of the order 6, and

generally of order = 2 mod 4, exists.

38—2
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SECTION 5.

Art. 25. It naturally occui-s to one to seek other systems of operators and operands

which lead to the solution of interesting problems. In the master theorem

{lh>im.^K..lU'i')lf) ^ ^^ (»i''-tt.,°---...0)^i {Ui^'u/'...lt/')<f)i {U^.'''^t:r'^Us'^)4>m

where ^ = <l>i<f)-2 • </>m

.

put <j} = 6"\ lit = dxi,

and s = n.

Then

where A^Z., . . . Zj = 9^,?^^ • • • 5i„

,

and as usual we must take every factorization of the operator and then distribute the

operations upon the right-hand side in all possible ways.

Take 6 =XiA\...Xn and putting n = 3, we have

+ (a7ja;.,a:s) . (8j;,9^9x,) (XiX.jVi) . {XiX^^)

+ (x^x^) . (xiX-jXs) . (dx,dx,d^) (xjX^i)

+ (dxfix,) i^OC^s) dx, (XiOC^s) {X1XJV3)

+ 5 similar terms

+ (dx^dx) (oHiX^Xs) . 9j;, (X1XM3) . (x^x^a)

+ o similar terms

+ 5 similar terms

+ 9«, (XiX-jUs) . d^c, («ia;.»C3) • 9*3 (ai^-^Ps)

+ 5 similar terms.

In all 27 (= 3') terms corresponding to the 27 permuted partitions of x^x.;^, into exactly

3 parts, zero being reckoned as a part.

Selecting any term on the right-hand side, say

^x,^x., i^iX^a) . dx, {XiX^X^ . {x^x^^

we obtain {x^ . (x^x^) . {x^x«x^,

and if we were to proceed to perform the operation 9x,9x,9x3 a second time, of the whole

number of 27 operations, into which the operator is seen to break up, only a certain

number will be effective in producing a non-zero term.
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We arc subject to the conditions

(1) 1st operator factor must not c(jntain dx, or 9^,,

(2) 2nd factor must not contain d^,.

As one operation we can take

resulting in (^a) • (
• ) (^^O-

Again operating with dx.dx^dx,, we find that only one of the 27 operations can be per-

formed, and we have

dx, (^s) . ( • ) • 9x,9i, (-ria-'o),

resulting in (•)•(")•(•)•

Forming a square table of these operations we find

9^9^
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number of terms which survive the operations performed ou the right-hand side of the

identity after three successive operations of dx^x^x,-

Therefore the enumeration is given by

In general for the order n the enumeration of these squares is given by

{dx?z, SxJ" (^"^=" • • • ^n") = (« 0"-

We may state the problem iu the following way:

—

"n" different towns form a square and there are n- inspectors, n of each of n different

nationalities. Find the number of arrangements of thi' inspectors in the towns subject

to the condition that one inspector of each nationality must be in each row or column

of towns combined with the circumstance that no restriction is placed upon the number

of inspectors that may be stationed in a particular town."

The result is, as shewn, (n !)".

Art. 27. We may also consider the operator

{dx^K-'^x.)'"'

in conjunction with the operand

where

\XiX» . . . Xth) ,

m ^ n.

Thus, ill particular, taking (dxfix^Y {x^os^', we find arrangements such as

1
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Art. 2S. It is very interesting to see that these results can ai.su hi- obtained by
means of the syminctrio f'luiction operators employed in the body of the paper.

For take as opciaiid i(«i)(aa)(«3) .-. (a„)]",

where of course (a,) = 20"', &c.;

and as operator . /);;,+„,+„,+ .+a„ = Z):,

where as usual w possesses the single partition (a^a-i.-.a,,) into n or fewer parts drawn
tVoni ({,, a..,...(i„, repetitions permissible.

For simplicity take ii — 3, and write

(«,, u.,, 113) = {a, h, c).

Then \{a) (b) (c)j^ = {{a + b + c) + (a + b, c) + (a + c, b) + (b + c, <t) + (abc)]',

"••"^ Da+b+c ^ ^ia+b+c) + Dia+b, c) + J^ia+c, bi + J^ib+c, ai + ^tabci ,

according to the notation explained above (Art. 4).

Now n^^,^, {(a) (6) (c)Y = Bi+b+c (ay {bf (cf

= j>labc){ayiby(of = (siy,

and, performing the developed operator upon

{(a + b + c) + (a + b,c) + {a + c, b) + (b + c, a) + (a6c)j',

we have to consider the 125 terms of which the expanded power is composed.

One of these is (a + b + c) (a + c, h) (ahc),

and, performing D^+b+c, we obtain two terms,

(a + c, b) (ahc)

+ {a + b + c) (b) (ac),

and now it is easy to see that

Z^+fc+c (ci + b + c) (a + c, b) (abc) = 0.

But selecting out <>( the 125 the term

(a + b, c) (a + c, b) (abc),

the operation of Da+i,^^ produces

(c) (a + c,b) (ab)

+ (a + b, c) (b) {ac)

+ {a + b) (a + c) (be);

the terms corresponding respectively to

Da+b^ * -Oc*

and, selecting the first of the terms produced,

yields (a + c) (b)
;

and now operating again, >|<: D^+c '^ Di^

yields unity.
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Hence we obtain one resulting term corresponding to the operator scheme

a + b



XII. On some differential equations in the theory of symmetncal algebra.

By Professor A. R. Forsyth.

[^Received February 5. Read February 21, 1898.]

In a recent memoir*, I have discussed the theory of partial differential equations

which are of order higher than the first and involve more than two independent variables.

Mo.st of the investigation.s appl}-, at^ indicated in the title of the memoir, to equations

which are of the second order and involve three independent variables. The cause of this

limitation was a desire to secure brevity in the formulae ; it is however evident from the

course of the analysis (and there is a statement to this effect) that the investigations

apply, mutatis mutandis, to equations which are of order m and involve n independent

variables.

It is an inference from the theory of partial differential equations there given that the

most general solution of an equation of order m m n variables involves m independent arbi-

trary functions and that each of these functions involves n — 1 (or fewer) arguments. The

arguments are shewn to satisfy an equation which, reproducing itself for all transformations

of the independent variables, is called the characteristic invariant ; and the form of this

equation depends, in the first instance, only upon the aggi-egate of the derivatives of

highest order that exist in the original differential e(iuation. When the original equation

is denoted by

v (_..., -^m,, )n. , ... , )«„) • • •) ^ V,

(where z.?Hi, nu 12 »

and ?>ii + 7»o +...-)-;»„ = m which is taken to be the order of the equation), then the

characteristic invariant is

\dz„

dF /duV''' /aw Y"' / duV""]

,.»., w„\dxj [dx.J '"[dxj )

where the summation e.xtends over all terms that arise through derivatives of F with

regard to all the partial differential coefficients of s of order m which occur explicitly

in F.

* "Memoir on the integration of partial differential when an intermediary integral does not exist in general,"

equations of the second order in three independent vai-iables read before the Royal Society on 16 December, 1897.

Vol. XVI. Part IV. 39
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The characteristic invariant is only one of a set of subsidiary equations, which can be

obtained as follows. Denoting an argument of an arbitrary function by u, let the inde-

pendent variables be changed from the set oc^, x^, ..., a;„_i, x„ to a>i, x^, ..., a;»_i, u,

differentiation with regard to the latter set being denoted by d and to the former by d

when the differential operator is expressed. To effect the change, we may consider a:,, as a

function of a;,, ..., a,-„_i, u, and we wTite

dXn
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If for none of the arguments u there should exist an integrable combination, then we

take the deduced eciuations

^^ = 0.
^-1 = ^ = 0.

which must be satisfied identically by the solution of F. This is a set of n equations, each

of order m + 1 and linear in the derivatives of highest order. Each of them is treated by

the preceding method as to the derivatives of order m + 1 instead of order m : it appears

that the characteristic invariant of each of them is the same for all, being the characteristic

invariant of F: and each of them provides one other equation, so that, in addition to the

characteristic invariant, there is an aggregate of n subsidiary equations involving new

derivatives with regard to x,, a.',, ..., a;„_i of the differential coefficients of z of order m.

When an integrable combination, other than F=0, of the subsidiary- equations exists, it

leads to an integral equation of order m that can be associated with the original equation :

and so for each value of u, or set of values of u, leading to an integrable combination.

If there should be no integrable combination of this set, then we take the deduced

equations
0251

dxidxj~ '" ^ ' •) ~ '-'•' >'

and proceed fi'om derivatives of order m + 2 as before : the characteristic invariant persisting

throughout. Of the corresponding new set of equations, integrable combinations other than

c, ^ dF . dF ^ a/^ .

^=^'
?.-r'' da^r' S^=^

are required: if and when obtained, they lead to equations which can be associated with

the set just indicated. And so on, for successive systems of deduced equations.

There is another method of proceeding which, dispensing temporarily with the sub-

sidiary equations other than the characteristic invariant, proves effective (partially or wholly)

in individual examples. It consists in effecting the actual transformation from

Xi, X2, ..., Xn—if Xji to X-^y X2, ..., ^n— 1 >
^^

upon the original equation : when the new form is obtained, it is regai-ded as a new

equation ; and it may happen that this new equation can be solved wholly or in part.

Examples of both methods of proceeding are given in the memoir referred to : the special

example to which the latter method is applied being Laplace's equation. The purpose of

the present paper is to indicate the application of the latter method to a set of equations,

the most general solution of which can be obtained explicitly and completely. These are

the equations

(~ X — — +x —Y'V=0
\dx^ ' ' dx„

'"

3a-3 ""' dxnJ

where the multiplication of the operator is symbolical and not operational : they are of

39—2
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importance in the theorj' of symmetrical algebra*, and there is accordingly reason for

obtaining their most general solution.

SINGLE EQUATIONS.

1. As the representative equation is of order »t and involves n independent

variables, the most general solution must contain m arbitrary functions. Every argument

of any one of these functions must satisfy the characteristic invariant of the equation,

which is

The invariant is resoluble, consisting in fact of the »i-fold repetition of an equation

of the first degree in the partial derivatives of u ; hence the arguments of all the m
arbitrary functions are the same, they are /; — 1 in number and, in value, they are

any u — 1 functionally independent solutions of the equation

du du du dii „
X- + a;, X h A-. 5— + + a-„_i ^— = 0.
0X1 ca;, 0X3 dXn

As the arbitrary functions involve only those n — I quantities and as there is no

limitation on the arbitrary character of the functions, it is sufficient for the purpose

in view to choose as simple a set of n—1 functionally independent solutions as may

be possible. These solutions are integi-als of the subsidiary system

dxi _ dx.2 _ dxs _ _ dxn

which can be otherwise represented in the form

dx, = a;s_, (s = 2, 3, ..., n),

and therefore

da^'
= a;,.

Hence the integials are

3!
a;, = —, + ii.jL\ + «3

* See MacMahon's memoirs "On a new theory of ih., vol. xni (1891), pp. 193—234; 16., vol. xiv (1892), pp.

symmetric functions," American Journal of Mathematics, 15—38.

vol. XI (1889), pp. 1—36; ib., vol. xu (1890), pp. 61—102;
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for s = 2, 3, ... , «. Wlieii these n—l iMniatioiis are salved for u.., a-,, ... , ii„, they give

the explicit forms of the rLvjuisitc n — l iirgiimonts, as follows

:

"3 = 3-, (a^a'. <B.,', .r,, 151, -x\)\

for .s=2, 3, ... ,
/I : the ijuantities x^, xj, ... ,

.%-„' being defined by

r ! ajr = x/,

for /• = 2, 3, ... , n. The arguments are therefore known (|uantities.

Tlic similarity of form of the arguments to the leading coefficients of the (Hermite)

covariants associated with the quantic

(1, x„ .7;,', ... . x.-^X, Yr
is complete.

2. Instead of pursuing the general theory, it proves to be more dii'ect (owing to

the special character of the equation) to proceed to the final solution by introducing

re,, lu, »3, ... , »,t as the independent variables in place of a;,, a-,, x^, ... , ar„. Denoting

any fimction of the variables by P, and differentiations with i"egard to the new variables

by 1— > T— , T~ 7— . then in oi'der to obtain the transforming differential
•^

(fo, du., rt«3 du„ °

relations, we have

^ ax, + ^j— du. + , du-j + + -f- dUn
dxi diu ' dus ditn

= dP

+^ (xidxi + a»o)

dP
+ .— (xodxi + Xjdt(., + du-i)

CX-i

+^ ix^dxi \- ^ ,
dir, + XtdUj + du^

]

\-

dP { af~- x^'^ )

+^ \xg_idxi +
/--:72V!

*^""- "^
r~^^\ '^"^ "*" "*" •'''^'"-'-' "•" ^"m

+
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and therefore

d d d a, 9, , ^ ^ ^ 9

c?;r, ^a-i ox. dx-i dx^ oxg da-,,

d d d _^^d^,
.
_<"! 9

, ,
«^r' s

dii.~ dx, 'dx,2\dx, ^(s-2)\dxs (n-2)\dx„'

d_ 1+^1+ +^^^+ +-<1-A

-^ = A + . . . +
'^?""' 1 + . +

<"' A
rf»^ dXi {s-4-)\dXg (n-4)!3a'„'

The operators which, as will presentl}' be seen, are required are, in addition to

-;— , the set
dxi

dxo dxj 'dxi dxs

d d d d
5- + «! ^— + a-, 2 +Xs^-+ ...

0X3 oa-i cxs oxs

d d d d
^~ + a;i^

—

\-x._:^ + X3^~ + ...

OXi OXs OXe OX,

say these are c?,, rfj, d, ; and denote , by d^, so that the whole series is

di, d.2, d-i, rfj, ... , rf„. By the above relations, we easily find

d d d d

awj dUi dUi a»6

^ d d d d

dUi a!(5 di(^ du-

T d d d rf
,

dui diir, duy dUs

which are the expressions of the operators in terms of the transformed system of

variables.

These opei-ators possess the commutative property—the verification of the statemeut

is easy—that

drds = dsdr ,

when operating upon auy variable quantity, for all combinations of /• and s ;
consequently

when the operators are combined operationally and not solely symbolically, they obey

the laws of ordinary algebra.
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3. In order lo dislingiiish between symbolical and operational combinations of

these differential operators, we shall use d to imply a purely symbolical expression for

the operator and shall retain d to denote the fully operational expression. Since cZ, is

the (ipcratiir

dx, ' dx., '' 9a.';,
""' dx„

'

it follows that, with the notation just indicatc(], the original ilifferential equation can

be expressed in the form

It proves desirable to change the expression so that the operators which occur arc

operational ami not solely symbolical ; in other words, it is desirable to express rf," in

terms of operational quantities that are not purely symbolical. The necessary expression

is given by a particular case of a theorem in linear differential operators, due to

MacMahon * : it is as follows : The relation

holds for any value of y, when expansion of both sides in powers of y is effected : on the

left-hand side the powers of di are symbolical only, on the right-hand side the powers of

the operators are operational.

Consequently, we have

d^ =d,,

L /7 )» _ _ /7 m rl in-2 tr] i // m-3 _ J

1 ,dr-'},{d,-ldi(m-4)! ' '4

+ (^^6)! '^ "-1- J
^«4 (2^ ^^^^4 ^^=)4 ^M

-I-

* Qimrterlij Journal of Mathematics, vol. xxiv (1890), the relative signification of (/," and rf," which is implied

pp. 246—250. It should be added that, for simplicity of (but not explicitly used as regards the operators) in the

notation and printing in the present paper, I have reversed paper refeired to : see pp. 247, 248.
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the coefficient of 7 d,"*"* is
(m- s)!

2
, } , (- hdd"' Qd,)"' (- i d^)^'

the summation extending over all the terms corresponding to integer solutions of the

equation

2p,+ Sp3+ip,+ ... =s.

These results are most simplj' obtained on expanding e"''' and e-i!'^<i3-Hy'<ij-iy'dj+- separately,

and then multiplying: for a reason that will soon appear, it is convenient to arrange the

expression in powers of rf,.

4. The transformation having been now obtained explicitly, let it be written in

the form

d^'" = d,'" + d^"--A, + rfi"'-^An + rfi"'~'-^4 + ••

;

consequently the difterential equation is

{d^"' + rfi"'-=A, + c^"'-»A, + di"'-'A, + ...)U=0.

Let Oi, a>, ..., a„, denote the roots of the equation

^.» + f
'"-= A, + f"-^Aj + f"- A, + = 0,

where it is easj' to see that ai, a.,, ..., a,„ are distinct from one another.

Also, let ^1, A.,, ..., Am denote m independent arbitrary functions, each of them

involving the » — 1 arguments ih, th, •, "n qnite arbitrarily. Then the solution of the

equation can be expressed in the form

VI

U= 2 e^^'^A,:
s=l

a form which however is only sjnnbolical and for an}- effective use of which moreover the

solution of the foregoing algebraical equation of degree m would be needed. Such a

necessity is superfluous: and the expression of the solution can be changed as follows.

.5. Manifestly, we have

U= «o + .i-i^/i + ^ lu + ~ ih + ^, Ui +

where »6 = «?^i + olIA. + ... + at^,„.

Replace the m independent arbitrary functions A b}- other m arbitrary functions
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di'Hiuil l)V the rt'liitioiis

^1+ A.,+ + A„, = J',

a,A,+ a.,A., + + a,„A„ = I\

aiA,+ alA,+ + al,A„,=P,

ar'k, + (C-'A,+ + a';:r'A,„ = P,„

tln' //( tuiHlioii^ P are evidently independent of one another. Denoting

1,1 , 1

299

a,
, a..

a; , di

af-', dT-\

h\ a, Wf have

Diig = 'x^DA, + a?D^2+ 4-a^a^,„

P, + 1 . 1 .

af , a? ,

= ' or , 'K

a? . a-

a;

a'

P..+

where the (operator") coefficient of P,- differs from D by having af, of a'^ in the /•"' row

Let //, denote the sum of the integral homogeneous functions of the roots a,, a^ «„

which are of weight k : in particular,

H, = a, + a,+ + ct,,, = 0,

and in general, these functions are given by

d + ^A, + s-A, + ^••'As + )(l + zH, + z'H, + z'H,+ )= 1.

on introducing a term 2A, which is zero. We thus have

= Zf, + A,,

Vol. XVI. Part IV. 40
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and therefore JJ, (=0), H.,, H^, ... are operators which can be regaitled as known. Then

by Jacobi's theorem on alternants*, we have

1 , 1 = 1, Hi, H„, , Hr^, Hr , , Hm-i, Ha1

a.

0?'"

a?

1

a!"

1, H, H,,

0, 1 , H„

0, , 1 , . , Hr-i, Hr-^_.

"m-3. -"e-l

Hm-i-, Hi-«

0, , , 0,0,
0, , , , 0.0,
Hi, Ho, Hs, , H„_r , Hf_r+i

1 , Hi , H2, , fim-r-i > -" »-r

, 1 , Hi, , H,n-r-2, ^fl-r-i

Hi

1

H9—m-Hi

H«—m+i

0,0,0,
0,0.0,

., Hi , H,»—nH-s

He—in+J

the latter determinant being the value of the former because the first r — 1 constituents

in the diagonal of the former are each of them unity and all the constituents below

the diagonal and belonging to the first r — 1 columns are each of them zero. To

evaluate the new determinant, multiply the second row by A,, the third by A,, the

fourth by A3, and so on down to the last row which is to be multiplied by Am^:
and then add each of these rows to the first, replacing the first row by the new

constituents thus obtained. These operations do not alter the value of the determinant.

But now, in the first row, everj^ constituent except the last is zero; and the last is

He-r+i + Aiff«_, + A„Hg^r-i + + A,„_,.ffe_^,

= — {A,„-r+i^e—m + A,„_,+ei2e-m-i + + A„H 0_,„_,.^.i)

= -^r.e,

say : hence the determinant

1, Hi, H.,,

0, 1 , H,,

0, . 1 ,

— , XZ ffi—r—i

. .
. , H ,n^_^_2

• • » -"m—r—

3

0, , , ..., 1

Ges. U'trke, t. III. pp. 441—452; Scott's Theory of DeterminanU, p. 124.
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But the (MX'fficiout i>l' P,. in the expression for Wg

1 I , 1 1

« . «•- , «,»

0-\ , ot ,

af , a?
,

CL^ , a., , . , a*"

. , a"*

(-1)" 1 , 1

a.,

a

<-', o!"^' a;'^'

o^

Er,e;

and therefore

for values of greater than ??i — 1. Accordingly, we have

U= 1
(s-1): e=,n

+ 2 f,E,,,\P,

where E,,^fi is an operator defined as

Es,e = He-s+i + ^i-E^e-s + ^a-fffl-s-i + ... + A,„_s//9_,„+,,

and the quantities P are m arbitrary independent functions of the n — 1 arguments

i^j, «.;, ..., «„. This is the most general solution of the equation

where the multiplication of the operator is symbolical and not operational.

6. A few simple cases occur for the lowest values of m.

First, taking j?i = 1 ; we have

U= F(iu, Us, ..., "„).

where F is an arbitrary function, as the most general solution of

9.39 a/ d d d 9\,r«

40—2
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Secondly, take ;/^ = 2. The subsidiary algebraical equation is

1= - d, = ;

and accordingly we have

where <J> and ^ aj-e arbitrary, as the most general solution of

(A. A A4. a; —Xu-0
\dxt dx^ 'dx, '" ""'

3a;„/

Thirdly, take m = 3. The transformed differential equation is

{cP,-3d,dr, + 2ds)U'=0,

and the subsidiary algebraical equation is

so that

A, = 0, A, = -3rf,, A, = 2d^.

Then Hp denoting the sum of the homogeneous products of p dimensions of the three

roots, we have Hp = coeflScient of zP in the expansion of

1

1 - -id^"- + Id^
in ascending powers of z, that is,

Hp = ^{U,Y{-2d,r^^^^,
A. i ^ i

where the summation extends over all the terms that correspond to integer solutions of

Then for the present case,

£•,,8 = H, + Aii/fl_, + A.:^e_, = - A,//«_3 = - -Id.H.^^,

£\,e = .fffl-i + ^iHa-'i = Hg-i,

^3,6 = ^8-2;

and ac-curdingly we have

U=\^l-(^^,H, + ^,H, + ^,H.,+ ...]2d,\PA»u, w„ ..., »„)

+ |x,+|5i/,+|ji^ + |^^. + ..jp,(«,. v„ ..., u„)

+
\f,

+ f,H,+^]H, + '^^H,+ ...^P,(n,. u, u„).
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whore /',, J'.j, l\ are urbiLrary, as the most general solution of

a d . d d
i + — +x —V U = U
\dx, '9a:, "dx, '" '^^dxj

7. In the form in which (§ 5) the solution has been obtained, it is i-iisy to associate

the result with Cauchy's existence-theorem*. Let it be proposed to obtain that solution of

the differential equation which is such that, when ;c, = 0, the values of

' dx,
' a<-'

are respectively e([nal to

(pi (0^2, ^3, ..., X,i), <Pi(X2, Xg, ..., Xn), •••, 9>m(^2> ^3> ••> ^n)-

On referring to § 1, it is at once evident that, when Xi=0, we have

-1 .'-
Uf! „t '^S *^S*

Again, taking the general solution as given in § 5, we have, when x, = 0,

^ =P,.+, (m2, «3, ..., Un) when a;, =

But the value should bo c^,^, (iTa, x^, ..., j-„): so that

"r+i\^ii *3' •••) S)i) = Tr-f 1 (*2' '"s' •••> •'''n)i

and therefore P,+i(m2, '«), •••. ««) = </>r+i («2, "3 "n),

for all values of /. Hence all the arbitrary functions ai'e determined in iiccordance with

the assigned conditions.

8. In the preceding investigation, the multiplication of the operator has throughout

been supposed symbolical and not operational. Corresponding results occur in the case of

equations for which the multiplication of the operator is partially or wholly operational.

The three kinds of cases that can arise can, in the notation previously adopted, be repre-

sented in the forms

dru = o.

In each instance, the most general solution involves m arbitrary functions independent of

one another: and the functions involve the »— 1 distinct arguments u.,, ?«,, u„.

The solution of the first has been obtained. That of the second can be made to

depend upon it; it is derivable fi-om the solution of the first by noting that the trans-

formed equation is

rf," (d,"'- " + rf,'"- " -A,' -I- (//" "-' A3' -1-
. . .) ^ = 0.

* Jordan, Ci'tir^ irAiuilijse. t. iii, p. 30(1.
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so that in the final expression obtained above in § 5, we only need to replace the quantities

Hp by their modified values : or what is the same thing, we replace H^ by Hp, the sum

of the homogeneous products of p dimensions in the roots of

^m-^ + p-c-2A./ + ^'''-'^-'As' + ... = 0.

The operators Eg^g for s=l, 2, ..., /a are each zero.

The third is the limiting case of the second. All the operators E are zero : and the

solution is

m-l

s=0

where all the functions 4> are arbitrary.

9. The equation which has been discussed is one of a series that arise in the theory

of symmetric algebra and it appears, at present, to be the most important of the series.

There is one class of equations of a similar form ; and theii- general solutions can be con-

structed in a similar fashion. They all can be represented in the form

/ 3 9 a a \'" „ ^L + .r, o + ^25 1-...+^„_„^— t/ = 0,
\CXp oxp^^ oxp^, '^ dxj

where the multiplication of the operator is symbolical only and not operational ; with the

previous notation, this can be represented by

The case already discussed corresponds to p = \\ for the remaining cases, p has the values

2, 3, 4, We proceed to the integration of the equation, retaining a general value for

p, .so as to include all the cases : the march of the integration is similar to that in the

earlier part of the paper.

10. The most general solution of the equation

<D"=0

contains »i. independent arbitrary functions, each of ;/ — 1 arguments. These arguments

satisfy the equation

dii du du duV" ^
^ +Xi . \- X„ ^

1- . . . + Xn-p ^ = 0.
f)Xp OXp+j OXp^.. ox„/

This equation being resoluble, as before, into the 7/i-fold repetition of a linear equation in

the derivatives of u, the w — 1 arguments of each function are the same for all the m
arbitrary functions ; and they are any n — 1 functionally independent solutions of the

equation

9m 9m 9m ^" _ rt

dXp CXp^i OXp+„ OXn

As they are the arguments of quite arbitrary functions, it is manifestly sufficient to obtain
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the ft— 1 solutions in the simplest forms [mssible. Accordingly, we require the Himplest

iDtegrals of the equations

da-r _ dxp _ dxjp _ dx^ _
1 Xp ajjp

for /•=1, 2, 3, ..., p—l. These integrals are given by

««=«», (s = l, 2, ...,/)- 1);

^«p ~ ^ + /^ _ 2)1
"^"'"

(/c — 3)!
"sp + • • • + ^p'^u-i) p + "«j)

>

for values of « = 2, 3, ..., up to the integi-al part of : and

^ip+r — *'r oT + ^pUp^r ' U-ip+rt

for values of k=2, 3, .... up to the integral part of : and for values ?• = !, 2, ..., p—l.

The ([uantities u are the arguments of each of the m arbitrary functions : their values are

easily proved to be

Us = Xg, (s=l, 2, ..., p-1);

"«p ^ ^{•I'/cpt ^ {K—l)p **'2p> '*'?> ^X-*^' ^P/>

for the values 2, 3, ... of k, the quantities x'gp being defined by the relation

X ffp=^ u . d'gp '.

and W«j)+r = ~ (^ Kp+ri ^ <«—I)p+r> •••• •*'SJ>+r> ^'p+r^ ^r\!i^> ~ ^pf)

for the values 1, 2, p — l of r, for the values 1, 2, 3, ... of «. the quantities x'ep^,.

being defined by the relation
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11. The next step is the transformation of the variables from the set x^, .v.,, ..., x„

to the set u,, u., Wp-i, Xp, Up+i, ..., «„. For this purpose, we denote derivatives

with regai'd to the new set of variables by -r— , -r- , ... ; so that, deuotiug am function

by F, we have

p-^dP, dP , ^ dP ,
Pz,i dP .

- jT- du, +^ dx^ + i. -T— du,p + S S ,^
— du^+r

= dP

» dP
= S ^ da,*

8-1 OXg

gp gp r gfr-^ ^«-3
i

.K—ll]>+rUi''p + , , V . dllp^f + _ 2\ iCtWajj+r +(«-2)r

Hence

rfws 9a;.. *9a;,p+s - ! 9«2p+« ' 3 ! dxsp+s

for the values s = 1, 2, ..., ^— I; also

also the series

da;„ dx„

9 p.;;!

.^— + Z Ixu
OXxp+r

9
—

CI~ ' "^1 JU™ "•" ^'^ Cl _ H" . . . "T ^n—p 'y

dx„ dx,P+i
' dxp+..

= d,'p>

d'Wep dxy, ^ dx;,p 2 ! dx^p 3 ! dxi,p 4 ! dx^p

A.
dti^p

d

du.^

dx,,
+ x, +

xl 9
+

,'^
dxtp 2 ! 9«5p 3 ! dxep

9 _9_ «; 9

4iO dx^p 2 ! 9.^6^

and the set

+ x, + ?..
dwp+r dxp+r ^ 9a;2p+,. 2 ! dx^p^^ 3 ! 9a;.

+

d

d

dthp+,

Ap+r

9 a^, 9

0'^2p+r ^*^3p4-r ^ • O^ip+r

^^3p+r
"T" "'

W

9a'.,
+

this set existing tor tht- values r = l, 2, ..., « — 1.
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From these, we have

d d d
iu.,, ^ dUij, * dut

also

da;.ip " dx^ ^^ dx^p ^^ dx^

d d d

^^'•ap+j- ^^p+r ^^^4p+r

_ ^ a d

OXf^p^f OXyp^r OX^p^f

for all the values ?'= 1, 2, ..., p—\. Hence

_j- + 2 2<s , =-— + 2 flf,5
au.q, g=i Ctitap+s oa'ap »=1 OXy,^,

Similarly, we find

Uop.

d ^ d _ d ^ d

(i^Sp S=l ^^^+8 ^^3p 5=1 ^^3p+S

d ^ d d ^ d

ri
^ - "»;7 ^a— + ^ ^»a

and so on.

The series of operators dp, d.,p, d.^, dtp, ... are (as will be seen from the next

section) the only operators required for our immediate purpose ; the transformation from

the old set of variables to the new set of variables has been effected for each of them*.

The remaining operators do, however, occur in other connections: the necessary trans-

formations are easily effected, and they lead to the result

d , d d

V/ d d d

du ^ + "•*
di[

'~ "*" "*
rf«7

^ + •

uiVp+r i^u^p-^-r ttct^p+r

^V/ tf _^ d

p+r+s ""'2p|-r+« "<*!ip+r+«dM3p+

a a a

OXp.f.r dXp^r+l O^p+r+2

— dp+ri

* The invariantive form of all the sets of operators, marked: their simplest (monomial) expressions are ob-

that occur in connection with the class of differential tained iu § 24.

equations under consideration, can hardly fail to be re-
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where it will be noticed that the term Up j is the one term which is absent from

the transformed expression for r/p+,.. As a matter of fact, this expression can be regarded

as the expression for all the operators when values I, 2, 3, are assigned to r:

<jne term in each case being absent from the transformed expression.

12. We now proceed to change the equation

in which the repetition of the operator is symbolical and not operational, into an

equation in which the operators are not solely symbolical. For this purpose, another

particular case of MacMahon's theorem (quoted in § 3) is effective, as follows:

—

The relation

C — tj

holds for any value of y, when expansion of both sides in powers of y is effected : on

the left-hand side, the powei-s of dp are symbolical onl)- ; on the right-hand side, the

powers of the operators are operational.

Consequently, we have

where @g,j, denotes

2! ''~2! '' 2^'

^ -5= _ 1 73 1 7 ^ 1 ^

1 - I m \

ml ' ml '^ «=2 (w» — s)

'

S
„ , „ ,\ ,

(- ^d^)'^ (id^)'' (- id.p)"* ...,
q^'- Is- ^i' •

in which the summation extends over all the terms corresponding to integer solutions

of the equation

^q., -\-Zq^ + -iqi+ ...=s.

It is also to be noted that, when the number ?! of original variables x is finite, the

highest suffix that can occur in the symbol of an operator occurs in d„p, where k is the

integral part of - : but that when n is infinite in value, there is no such restriction upon

the number of the operators that can occur. Manifestly,

^2.v = -\d2p,

<^..P = -\{d.p-k^li„\
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niul so on. AViiliiirf

•' (m — s)l '

lh(> ('([uat-ion d"^',V=() is Iraiisforiiu'd to

« + A,, p dr,r- + A,. ^ f/;r ' + . .
.
) i^' = 0.

13. The analysis that leads to the solution of this equation is, mutatis mutandis.

precisely similar to that given in §§ 4, 5 : the result for the present case is as follows.

Let H^p denote the sum of the integral homogeneous functions of weight k in the

III roots of the equation

f" + ^"'-=A,,
J,
+ f"-^Aa,

J,
+ f"-^A,, ^ + . . . = ;

and let

E,; e, p = He-r+l, p + A.,, p He_r-1, p + A^^ p Hg^r—,, ;)+••+ A,„_,.^ p He—m+\, pi

for ?• = !. 2, ..., 711 and for all values given by m, m + l, .... Further, let Q,, Q,, .... Q,„

denote m independent arbitrary functions of the arguments

U^ , U-2, . . . , W^—1 , '^^p+1 )
^fp+2 ) • • • » "Wn •

'J'heu the most general solution of the equation

/ d d d d yrT n

m
is f7= S

14. As in § 8 with the operator rfj, so here with the operator dp, we may consider

equations associated with the equation just solved given by

d''^d'»->--U =^,

d';;u=o.

The solutions of these equations are derivable from those of the equations as given in § 8

in the same manner as the solution of

d';;U=o

has been derived from that of

d';'U=0.

15. In the preceding examples, the characteristic invariant is in every case an exact

power of a single linear equation : with the result that the arbitrary functions, which

occur in the respective solutions, are merely different arbitrary functions of the same set

of arguments.

It is however easy to suggest other equations in which the characteristic invariant

is in every case resoluble into equations each of which is linear but all of which are not

41—2
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the same. Thus, e.g., we might take

d,d.,...d,nU'=0,

the characteristic invariant of which is the product of m distinct linear equations : or

d';''.d> d"^U=Q,

the characteristic invariant of which is the product of p distinct equations repeated

m, times, rru times, ..., nip times respectively.

Only a single example, as simple as possible, will be discussed : it will provide a

sufficient indication of methods of solution.

16. Consider the equation

d,dJJ={d,d,-d,)U=0.

The arguments of the arbitraiy functions, which are contained in the general solution

satisf}' the equation
{d,e) {d£) = 0,

that is, they satisfy either

d,e = o

or d,e = 0.

As regards the equation d^O = 0, we know that it possesses n, — 1 functionally independent

solutions denoted by !<>,, «3, ..., w»; and that when the independent variables are changed

from the set oo^, x.., x^, ..., a;,, to »,, «.,, "s. •••, «». then

, d d d
d>=j—+u^j—I- i's J—I-

,

au« dUi dus

, d d d

du-i diis aug

Next, consider the equation

dJ = 0,

in the first place when the variables are u.,, ii, 11^. It possesses n — 2 functionally

independent solutions, say V3, Vt, ..., i'„, given by the expressions in § 10 when p = 2; and

when the variables «.,, u, ?(„ are changed to the set lu, V3, ..., «„, then

, D D D D

where ^fc- denotes derivation with regard to the last set of variables. The differential
Bv ^

equation thus becomes

dx, \diL,)
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Lot B(»,,, v-u Vt, Uj, ('„, "7. •••) be any iirbitrary fiirictif)n of tho arguments, say <-) ; and

denote by J^lHlti.,, the value of U which is such that

DU ^— = <t>,

Du,

<I> denoting any function of the arguments contained in H Then the solution of the

ociuation can be expressed in the form

I7=B + .c, ckSdii., + ~-^ jj
di@du.du., + f'^ jjj

dl(ddu,du.,dUi+ ....

Another form can be given to the solution. Take a series of variables

1 .,

1 t
^9 = g-j^s + VsWs + Wa,

V, = V3W4 + tu,,

Vw = ;^W4 + 'l'3W7 + WlO,

Vs = V3W6 + Ws,

Vn = gT^s + ^'sM's + Wu,

the explicit values of the variables w being given in terms of the variables v ;is in § 10.

Then when the variables v^, Vi, ..., v,i are replaced by y,, (Wj, ..., w„, the operator d,..

becomes simply — , where ^ implies the partial differentiation when the variables are

,(i, u.,, V3, Wi, lUs, ..., tv„; and now the differential equation is

d /DU\ ^m
dxi [Du^J Svs

'

the quantity t/" being a function of the variables x^, lu, v^, Jfi, ..., w,^. All the derivations

being partial, we may write the result in the form

The form of solution already obtained is, of coui-se, still effective, all that is necessary

by way of change being that the function it contains should be regarded as a

function of tu, V3, iv,, iv^, ...: and then, in the integrations, d~ is replaced by . . The
• cv-
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other form of solution indicated is as follows. Let F denote any arbitiaiy function of

.Ti.Wo, W4, W5 w„, the argument », being omitted; then the solution of the equation can

be expressed in the form

TT-(^^. ^ ,< ^ ,< '^
I
W

This is a solution deduced by using one of the argument-equations, \\z.

d,e = 0.

17. Turning now to the other of the argument-equations, viz. d.,6 = {i, a corresponding

investigation will be carried out, though this, indeed, is unnecessary, as we have dealt

with the whole equation ah initio when once a form of argument was suggested. Before

passing, however, to the other argument-equation, some remarks upon the solution

should be noted.

Firet, the equation

dxidii-i dvs

can be soh'ed (not in the most general wa)') by taking

U = e""' V,

where a is a constant and V is independent of v^, so that we have

here F is a function of a;,, u, and the variables Wj, w^, ... which are parametric for

the last form. But this equation is a special instance of Laplace's linear equation in

which the invariants are equal : as they are constants, the Darboux-sequence is infinite

and therefore the solution (which contains linearly one function of a\, lu^, w^, ... and its

derivatives, and linearly one function of ?'», Wj, Wj, ... and its derivatives) is not expressible

in finite terms. To compare the two solutions, we have V = F, provided the arbitrary

function F of the first solution be limited so as to satisfy

-^- = .F-
dxidu^

consequently the solution e"''V is less general than the former.

Secondly, only one of the two argument-equations has been used. In one form of

solution, the arguments of the arbitrary function are ii.,, I's, ... which are solutions of

f/,0 = O; in the other form, the arguments of the arbitrary function are x^, ti^, Wt, w^, ...

all of which save the first are solutions of d^d = and the first of which is a solution

of d.,6 = () : that is to say, in both cases the arguments are solutions of

id,e){d.^)=o,

in accordance \vith the general theorem. In each case, however, there has been obtained

only one arbitrary function in the solution. This is not in real contradiction with the

theorem that the general solution contains two arbitrary functions : for the theorem is

proved to appl)' only to those equations whose integrals are expressible in finite terms
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.and are free from partial quarlratures, mitlier of which conditions is sati.sfied in the

present case.

1(S. Reverting to llie argument-e(|iuilion

it possesses the n - I functionally independent solutions .«,, ii.^, u, /(„, where

X^ = g-| X.^ + ((j,

I 4
1

*8 = rt *•! + o-i «^ "4 + *..?<« + t<8,

^3 iX).^l + Wg,

1 o

*'» =
2"i ^'^^i + ^'^^'^ + "s'

1 . 1 ^

Proceeding as before, we make a;,, «.,, w^, w^, ..., u,^ the new set of variables and, nsing the

former notation, we find

d _ d d XI d (i. d

dx, 8a-, ' dx.. 2\dxs Sldx, '"'

d d d d d

ax.y ox., dXi oxt dxs

= d,,

d _ d 9 oq d a^3
dug dxg ' dXs+„ 2! Sar^+j 3! dxg+e

a a a a
^— + a;. ^— + a;j ^ + x^^- + ..

OXi 0X3 OXs ox,

s =
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9 9 9
.

so that «! = o—H iJ^s ^ ^" ^4 5 •
• • •

dxi dx3 dx^

9 9
,

cia;i r=3 dur+i \dx. dx^ 21 dx^ J

d d d 3 /d ,
d x^ d ^

a , a /ir; \ a

_ A „ A .

, ,
d d d a

,
a

,
a

,

and also x, ^ 1- itj -i f- «5 t—h . . . = «i 5- + a;3 + a^s 5

—

t- ,
, /a a £ a

so that a.. — h;, 1- a-'o ^5—! s^ ^ + • •

Va^-o dx^ 2! aa-6

d . d . d , d

dUs OM5 aite «"7 Oi's

and therefore d, = j- + S w,. t + x^ (d., - A.,).

dxj ,.=3 rii(,.+i

d d d a
,

a
,

a
,

° aws ai<7 a?^ 0*3 ox^ dx-.

d d d _ d 9,3,
' dwj ' due ° di*8 ' 3a;4 ' dx^ ^dx^

1 ii r <^ (^ d d
^

d
_

and therefore -; \- x, -, h u^ ^—I- Mj t 1- "5 1—H . .

.

a?/3 at<4 a?«6 (iht at<s

3 3 3 3= 5- + a?! 5— + a;o 5- + a-j^ + ...

aa;3 aa;4 ox^ oxg

=^d,.

Denoting by A, the operator

d d d

axi dUi aus

we have t^i = Aj + «, (rf. - A.,)

;

and accordingly the equation becomes

[x.dl - (XA2 - Ai) d, -d,}U= 0,

where d^ denotes -j— .
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19. A solution of this oiiuation i.s obtainable iu the form

U=V, + a-,V, + ^^,V, + f,V,+ ....

where V^, V, are arbitrary t'uuctions of a;,, u^, m,, ..., «„, and the remaining coefficient.^

V are expressible in terms of these two according to the law

x,Vn+., + (A, - xA^) K+i - d,V„ = 0,

for 71 = 0, 1, 2, ....

This form of solution is, however, not so convenient as that which was given in

the preceding investigation.

It seems paradoxical that, of the same equation, quite general solutions should exist

which are so difiFerent in type that one of them involves a single arbitrary function

and another of them involves a couple of independent arbitrary functions. The explana-

tion i.s .similar to that which explains the corresponding paradox in the case of the

equation *

3^ 3m

3^ " " 9"r

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS.

20. Major MacMahon, who indeed originally proposed to me the solution of the

equations

d;f,'=o

by asking whether they could be treated according to the theor)- contained in the

memoir to which a reference has already (§ 1) been made, tells me that the theor}"

of symmetric functions indicates that solutions of the simultaneous equations

<"f7 = 0, dT'U = 0,

(any in number), exist.

A full investigation of the problem thus suggested seems difficult, not on account

of the general theory of the equations, but on account of the elaborate analysis

required in all cases except the very simplest. It is, of course, possible to deal with

particular cases : and it also is possible to infer some of the characteristics of the

solutions in the most general cases. All that will here be discussed is the solution

of a couple of simultaneous equations of the above tj'pe : the extension to the case of

more than two is obvious on a review of the analysis iu § 26.

21. As an example, consider the simultaneous equations

rf?£/' = 0, dlU=0.

* See my Treatise on differential equations, § 257.

Vol. XVI. Part IV. 42
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The most general solution of the former has been shewn to be

the solution of the second is of the same type, and therefore it is necessary to

determine the limitations upon the ai-bitrary characters of <I> and ^ in order that this

quantity U may satisfy

that is,

Now

= 2[i + p,d, + -^,di+...)(ck<i>-d.;^)

(dl-Sd,d,+ -2d,)U = 0.

(di-Sd,d, + 2d.;)U

"i:

+ 2 (.•, + ^,d,+ f,di+ ...) (rf,^P -d;*);

in order that the equation may be satisfied, this expression must vanish identically

and therefore

d,^ = d.:¥\

d^ = d,'VJ

'

shewing that both <1> and ^ satisfy the equation

(d?,-dl)e=0,

which is of the third order. The operators rf„ and dj are

d d d d
J 1- «2 -J-

+ >h J- + UiJ \- ...

,

dUn aUi «((., rtttg

d d d d

a»3 rtitj a«6 «"-

respectively; and is some function of tu, u-., ..., «„. The general theory of differential

equations shews that every general solution @ of the equation involves three independent

arbitrary functions ; that each of these arbitrary functions inv(jlves « — 2 arguments

;

and that each of these arguments .satisfies the equation

fde ce d0 d0 V ^

\8«n dUf dti^i Vila J

As this characteristic invariant is the triple repetition of a single equation, it follows

that the arguments of the three arbitrary functions are the same for each of them

;

moreover, these argimients are (the simplest) ii — 2 functionally independent solutions of

the equation

dd ce de dO
^- + Mj 5- + M3 „ - + ifj „— + . . . = 0.
OU2 9«4 8!<5 OH,;
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As in §S$ 10. l(i llu'su ciiii be taken to be v,, Vt, ..., v„, where

«4 =2"! ''' + "'

•

1 ,

1,1,

u.j= v.,

"7= V-s^^ + tUV^ + V.,

3! 2!

the explicit values of the variables v being

V._^ = — {U'.:^, M'28-2. •••, «'j, «j, 151, -"=)*,

where

%-+3=7^(«*'a(+3. w'ss+i «'-. «5, M3$l, -^(2)',

To solve the equation for 0, we change the variables from the set w., ti,, Ut, ..., u„

to the set «,, V3, v^, ..., Vn- We denote differentiations with regard to this new set by

-fT . "s^ . -PT- , • • . ^— ; the modified expressions of the operatoi-s are obtained as in
JJU2 JJV3 UVi Dvn '

§ 11 anil, in particular, we find

B d d d d

Diu du., dUi «i<5 aws

= d,,

D D D D
Dt), DVe 1JV7 DVs

d d d d

dits dvs ofMs aM7

Accordingly, the equation for 0, which is to be determined as a function of «;, v^, v^,

Vi, ..., v„, now is

where the operator c/3, expressed in terms of the variables v^, v^, v^, ... does not

involve iu.

42—2
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22. Let F, G, H denote three independent arbitrary functions of the h — 2 arguments

»3, Vu Vi, ..., I'n, then the most general .solution of the equation for is

We have seen that both <f> and ^ are solutions of the equation for 0, subject to the

relations

consequently, let the three arbitrary functions in <1> be denoted hy F^, Gi, i/j aud the three

in ^ by F., G,, H.. As the relation

ds* = d.3r

must be satisfied identically, we find, on substituting the values of <& and ^, that

d,F, = G.„ d,G, = H,, d,H, = d:^F.:

aud similarly from the relation

dl^ = d,^,

we find that

Hi = daF.,, d^Fi = f?3 Gi, dj Gi = djH.,,

ail of which are satisfied by taking F,, (?,, F, as three independent arbitrary functions,

say L, M, N; and then

Fi^L , G, =M , F.,=N
I

G, = d,L, H.= d,AI, H, = d,NJ
'

When these are substituted, we possess the values of 4> and '^ ; and w'hen these values

of <& and *? are inserted in the expression for U, we have the following result:

—

The most general solution of the simultaneous equations

is given by

•*1 J*2 ^p+ 1 ^
r7l2'«U3;j-m)! "' +(2m+l)! (3jj-m + l)!

^Z';\'^'ni\CAp-m + !)':' ^ (2m+\)\(^p-m+2)r' ]''

^~p |2;«! (3p-m+2)! ^ ^ (2m + 1)! (3;)-m)! ' \ '

where Z, il/, N are three independent arbitrary functions of the «— 2 arguments

«3, '»t Vn.
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23. Another example in wliiili the ultimate solution i.s differently obtained is as

lollows: I'ciiiiired the most geiR-iul simultaneous solution of

Now we have

dj = rfj - lOrfJ d, + 20did, - 30(/, (</, - i d:) + 2^, - iOd^dj

+ 6 [Sdr-d, - d, {hd, + d^ + 4rf, - d^A] ;

therefore any .solution of dP^U = 0, which .satisfies d\U=0, sati.sfies also

RU= [Sdid, - rf, (od, + dl) + 4>d, - d,d,} U=0,

and any solution of d\U=0, which satisfies RU = 0, satisfies also dlU=0. Consequently,

we may replace dlU = by IiU=0.

The general solution of d,f/' = is known, being given by

U=\l-2i ^.H,_,dXp,(u,, u,., .... «„)

+ L + i ^H,Xp,ii'., «•.., -, "»)

where Hj, = ^{3d,Y(-2dy^~^

,

the summation in Hp extending over all the terms that correspond to integer solutions of

2\ + Sfi=p.

Thi.s solution must satisfy RU=0 identically: consequently when the value is substituted,

the coefficients of the various powers of x^ must vanish. Writing

% = Hp_,P, + H,,_,P, - 2d,Hp-.P,,

we have

so that, substituting m RU and equating to zero the coefficients of the various powers of

Xi, we find

M,P, -D,P, +AP,=0,

M,^, -D,P, +D,P, = 0,

3^3*. -A«>3 +D,P, = 0,

and 3d,%+. - A*i)+i + A*,. = 0,

for p=3, 4, 5, ...: here, A and A denote 5d^ + dl and ^d.-d.d^ respectively.
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Now from the expression given above for <&;,, and remembering that

we have *,„ - 3d, <t>„,_2 + 2(i,, *„,_3= ;

consequentlj^

The difference-equation for *p is therefore satisfied for p, if it is satisfied for p— '2

and for p — I: and therefore it is satisfied for all values of p, if satisfied for p = 2 (with

the justifiable convention that ^„ = P^), p = S, jj = 4. Bloreover, we have at once

3d,*5 - A*4 + A*. = if. (Sd,P, - D,P, + D,P,) + H. (34*„ - A^s + AA).

on using the relation Ht = HI ; and

3(i,*„ - A*= + A*4 = ^. (3^3 <&. - AA + AA) + H, (3c/,<i>4 - A'J'. + AA),

in a similar manner. Consequently the first three equations are all that need be retained

;

when rearranged, these three equations are

= 3^3A -D,P, +D,P,

= -D,P, +{Dr, + dd,d,)P, -6dlP,

= (A + 9^.4) Ps - (3rf.A + 6rfi) P, + 2d,D,P,

}

Let A denote the operator

2rf,A - 3d,AA - o4>d,dlD, - 18djAA +A + lSd,d,Dl + SldldW, + lOSd:
;

then P,, A, A are each of them a solution of the equation

AP = 0.

It may be added that, as indeed is to be expected, A is the eliminant of d; and d'l

when di is eliminated between them: when expressed in terms of rf.,, d,, d^, d^, the value

of A is

+ dl{2Wd,d.d

+ d, (- SOOdld, - SGOdJl - I20d,di + UOd^dt - 12d^

+ 250dld, + 22odid;d:i - ISOd.d^^d, + eOd.d^dl

+ 108(f-j - WOduP: + odJl

where it will be noticed that, the sum of the positive coeflicients being 1072, the sum of

the negative coefficients is — 1072.

24 The quantities determined as solutions of this equation are functions of

U.2, Us, ..., n„ or, in order to facilitate the consti-uction of an algorithm, say of

Wi!i, Mai. Mji. •••. "m: the values of these in terms of the original variables being known.
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Lt't thrii' hi' now iiilriidui'e<l a siiwcssion of sets of variables, denote'! by

"».'l "41; » "w» "'(Ki» •••» "li^

"«> Wki, Maai •••) "lu •

"w> "iM> •• > ">14 •

"115 > • • • > '*«3 •

and defined by the respective sets of equations

«5i
u» = 9-; + M4.,

««i= 01+ "-ii"«+ "«.;'

«31 = «»J.

"il = ":;l 'hi + "w,

«9, = xl + -^i
"« + W-::! "«2 + «»•!> "71 = v. «:« + "^' "ss + "'

9 '

321

"«> = 2^'^+ "«"

«K= oS + "3--;"'«i + "io>

"« ="4:1,

'<-J=%2M4:!+«73.

«io, .;
= ^ «43 + «:a«-3 + '«io, 3.

"11. : = 2"! "sn + ":f2"si + **ii, .-!

) .

and so on. Of the new sets, the first contains two groups of variables, the second three

groups, the fourth three groups, and so on. At the respective stages, the sets of n

independent variables are as follow*:

Xi , i(o, , M3, , ((4]

,

((51

,

((^i > "n ) "si > - • • > *'iii •

I

aJj, it)], ((32, U^n, M52, Mgo, ('7.1, ((go, ..., ((,,0:

I I

Xi, Iti], ((3.2, ((43, «53, Ufi3, «~), tt-si, ..., I(,a'-

III
Xi, i<,2j, U^., U43, ?(j4, '(64 > "741 "84 > ••' "iM-

The vertical lines in the tableau shew the variables wliich are unchanged in passing from one set to the next.
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The operators at the respective stages are as follow.

With the variables in the first lino,

and the remaining operators are multiple-termed.

With the variables in the second line,

1 _ d J _ d
.

' dd\ ' ' diL2j

'

and the remaining operators are mnltiple-termed.

With the variables in the third line,

J d J d J d

and the remaining operators are multiple-termed; in each case being of the form in § 11.

And so on.

If then, iu any differential equation, the operator of highest suffix is dg, it

will be sufficient to effect the first s of the above transformations in order to be able

to use the preceding simplified forms of rf,, rf„, dj, d^.

25. In order to obtain solutions of AP = in § 23, where the highest suffix in the

operators is 5, let it be taken in the form

dlP + dl A,P + dAJ" + A3P = 0,

and suppose the variables changed to those in the fifth row in the preceding tableau

:

then as P is independent of a-,, it is a function of v^, ii^, u^, u^, «6o. iks> •••> "ns-

The operators d., d^, rfj, ^5 that occur are

d d d d

rfitoi ' du-., ' duts ' du^

'

respectively: and the quantities 11^^, u-^, ..., i/^ are independent of ».,i, 1/3..,, M43, 2(51 for

the purposes of partial derivation.

By proceeding as in §§ 4, 13, we obtain the solution of AP = in the following form

:

Let H, denote the sum of the integral homogeneous functions of weight k in the

roots of the equation

f + f'-^i + fA.3 + A, = 0,

so that H, is a rational integral algebraical function of d.,, d,,, d,. Further, let

(so that .£^3,9 contains one term, E^^g contains two terms, and Ei^g contains three terms).

Finally, let A, B, G denote three independent arbitrary functions of «2,, 1*32, u^, m^.

j<75, ..., u,^, that is, of the set of independent vaidables other than u^; then the most

general solution of the equation AP = is
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P= 1 + S

This is accordingly the form of each of the quantities P,, P.^, P^; let the functions for

the three quantities be .1,, B,, C\; A., B.,, C„; A^^, Bj, Cj respectively.

Let ^,. denote

EisAr + E^Br + EJJf,

where E^^ = Hs + A,//; + ^„Hi = - A,,

E^ = H,+ A,H„ E.^ = H,.

Then when the values of P^, P.,, P. are substituted iu the three equations

= 3^3?, -D,P, +D,P„

= -D,P, +{D, + 9d.A)P, -GdlP,,

= (A + ddA) P, - {M,D, + Qd;) P, + 2d,D,P,

,

the resulting equations must be identically satisfied : that i.s, the coefficients of the

various powers of »y are zero. There thus arise three sets of equations, each singly

infinite in number and similar in form to the set in § 23 for 4>p: it appears, as in

that investigation, that each set is satisfied in virtue of three equations ; and the three

sets of triplets are

- 45, = 3d,A, - D,A, - dJ,A^

- 4C, = M,B, - D,B, - dJA [
,

-i^l\ = -M,C,-D,0,-dAC\.

-'iBo = -I)^A, + SdJ,A,-6dlA,'

- 4a = - B,B, + 8dJ,B, - 6rf:^ B, Y
,

- 4^, = - D,C, + MAC, - 6dl C\
.

- 4:B, = M,d,A, - (3(/,A + 6rf^) A, + 2d,D,A,^

- 4:0., = Sd.AB, - (3d,D, + 6dl) B, + 2d,D,B, -

.

- 4^p3= 8d.d,C, - {3d,D, + 6dl) C, + '2d,D,C,
,

The three first equations give B^, B.,, B^ iu terms of ^i, A., A^; the three second

equations give C,, Co, C^ in tenns of B^, B.,, B-, and so in terms of .4,, A^, A^; and

\\ith these values, the three third equations are identically satisfied.

Accordingly we retain A^, A.., A^ as the arbitrary functions. The values of Pj, P., P.,

are then known : when these are substituted in U, we have the most general solution

of the equations

d^,U=Q, d\U=0,
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expressed in the form of a doubly-infinite series in powers of x^ and of «s,, the coeffi-

cients of the various power-combinations being the appropriate derivatives of three

independent arbitrary functions of «a, thi, "*., Mm. M75. •••> «>«. derivation of the arbitrary

functions taking place solely with regard to i<o,, «3.>, w*,.

26. The last special example has been worked out in full, because it is sufficiently

significant of the march of the analysis required to solve the simultaneous equations

We assume q>p, n>q: if the latter be not justified, some modifications would be

requii-ed, analogous to those in the last case if the number of variables were less

than 5.

The most general solution of

is known; it contains p arbitrary functions P of the variables i/^, u-a, ..., 11^. It must

now satisfy the equation

d',U=0.

The necessary conditions are that p homogeneous linear relations involving derivatives

of the functions P may be satisfied. It follows immediately that each of the functions

P satisfies the equation

AP = 0,

where A is the resultant of d1, dl and has the form

rf'^+rfr'®. + ...=o,

while ©1, ... involve the differential operators do, ds, ..., rf,_i.

Transform the variables so that they are the 5th line in the tableau of § 24

:

then the operators are

J d , d ,
d , _ d

a, = 7— , tta — j:7" ' ' "'q-i
—

J.. ' "'<i~'.

The solution of the equation

AP =

is obtained as in the corresponding case of § 25 : it is a series proceeding in powers

of «,,,_!, and the coefficients in the series are derivatives of p arbitrary functions of

it^, M35, ..., W3_i,5-2, «<,+!,, > «,+..,,. •, «n,?. derivatives with regard to u,„ v^, ..., w,-,,,-,

alone occurring. This form, therefore, is characteristic of each of the p functions P that

occur in U: selecting accordingly p functions Q for each of the functions P, there are

linear relations among these functions Q and they are such that, out of the p'^ functions

Q thus introduced, p' —p of them can be expressed in terms of the remaining p which

thus remain arbitrary functions. Let these be Q,, Q,, ..., Qp-
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Then each of the functions P is expressible as a series of powers of «,,, ^-i, the

coefficients being aggregates of derivatives (with regard to j/^. "m. •••. «,_,_,_,) of the

p arbitrary functions Q which involve the arguments itj,, m„, ..., «,_,,_,, «,+,,, .... m„_,.

Finallj', when these values of P are substituted in U, the result is the most general

solution of

dlU=0, d';U = 0,

in the form of a doubly-iufinite series of powers of x\ and «,/,,_j, the coefficients being

the appropriate aggregates of derivatives of the p arbitrary functions Q,, Q„, .... Qp.

The form of the solution is not unique : another form would be obtained were we

to begin with the most general solution of dlU=0; and we afterwards should require

to transform the variables in A, which now would be

only to those which occur in the />th-line in the tableau in § 2-1'. As however both

solutions are quite general, they can be changed into one another (and so also for other

forms) in a manner similar to that which marks the corresponding transformation for

the case already (§ 19) quoted.
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I. Theorems relating to the Product of tivo Ilnpergeometric Series. By

Prof. W. McF. Orr, M.A., Royal College of Science, Dublin.

[Received June 1897.]

1. The following theorem is stated without proof by Cayley (Pliil. Mag. Nov. 1858,

and Collected Papers, Vol. iii. page 268), viz., writing as usual

then the product F(a, /9 ; 7 + 1 ; x) . F(y -1, 7-^; 7+I; a;)

is connected with {\ - xY+^-< . F {li, 2/3; 27; x)

by a simple relation ; for if the last-mentioned expression is put equal to

1+-Ba; + Ca;= + Dj^+...,

then the product in question is equal to

7 + i 7 + 2-7 + f 7 + i-7 + l-7 + f

The object of this paper is to establish the above and other similar theorems.

2. Having given any series « = Sa^a:'' (1),

if we form from it another v = '^.b^x'' (2),

by means of the relation -r^'
=

, •

'-^
C^)-•'

b,. r + (j) a,-

where 6 and (p are constants we shall express the connection between v and u by writing

v = (d;
(f>;

u) or v.= [e; (f>:
u] (4).

The method of proof pursued is to take the normal forms of the equations satisfied

by two independent hypergeometric functions, obtain the linear differential equation

satisfied by the product of the solutions of these, and investigate in what cases it can

be identical witli that satisfied by

y = {x-l)-'a--''{e;
<f>;

{I - x)-'z} (5).

where z is a third h}-pergeometric function, all three functions having j: as argument.

Vol. XVII. Part I. 1



2 Prof. ORR, THEOREMS RELATING TO THE

3. Considering any two equations of the types

(i)= + /)r=0, {D' + r)^' = (6), (7),

it is easily found that the product f^' satisfies the equation

D D^y + 2PDy + yPF
Q

+ Qy = o (8),

where I + 1' = P, I — I=Q; D denoting difterentiation with respect to x. (Compare

Schafheitlin, Pr. (No. 99), Sophien-Realgymn. BerHn, 29 S. 4°.)

If (6), (7) are the normal forms of the equations satisfied by

r] = F{a, /3; 7; a-) and 7]' = F{a', /3'
;
7'; x)

respectively, we have / = i ^-^^ + ^(^_i) + (^^1);

where \=1— 7, fj.
= a.- ^, i/ = 7 — a — /3,

with corresponding relations in case of the dashed letters.

The most general solution of (8) in this case then is

3/
= a-i'v+Y')(l -a-)^l''+3-v+»-+3'-Y+2) {Arj^Tji' + B-n.riJ + Cv.Vi + J^VzV-I} (9).

where rj^, ri„ are any independent solutions of the equation satisfied by -q; t)/, t?/ are any

independent solutions of that satisfied by t)', and A, B, C, D are arbitrary constants.

4. We now proceed to find the equation whose solution is given by (.5) where z

is the most general solution of

^(i--)£+(^-^^'>S-^=" ^^^>-

Writing (1 — x^z = u, we have

ci?D-u + {B + 2(7) x-Du + {o- (o- - 1 ) + o-S + C) xH

- {2x'Dhi + {A+B + 2a) xDu + {aA + C) u\ + xD-u + ADu = (11).

If a solution of this be u = l.UrX'',

we obtain the relation

{{r - 1) (r - 2) + (fi + 2o-) (r - I) -^ a {a - I) + aB + C] a,_,

- {2r {r-l) + {A+B + 2<t) r + aA + C] a, + (r + 1 ) (r + ^) a,+, = (12).

Making the transformation indicated in (2), (3), and writing D' for x -j- ,
we obtain

the equation

a;(D' + d + l) {D' + 6) [D' {D' -I) + (B + 2a-) D' + a{a- - I) + <tB + C\v

- {B' +e){D' + <f>- 1) [2D' {D'-l) + {A+B + -la) D' + aA +G}v

+ 1 (D' + (j>
- 1) {D' +

<f>
- 2) B' (D' + A -l)i' = (13).
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i)'!^:;:;;.!!;:::-.::;
°""" ""' '""' '° ""' " " "" '' ""•'^'^^

A + 2/1 = A'

n + 2a-+ 21, = B'

h{h + A -l) = L
2h {h -l) + h{A+B + 2<t) + crA+ C=M
A (A - 1 ) + A (5 + 2<r) + a (<r - 1 ) + ff5 + = i\r

+ // + 1 = (9'

<^ + /( + 1 = (^'

(14),

2<i>' + A' = P,

26' + B'-24>'-A' + i^Q,
2 (4>' - 1) A' + cj,' (4>' - I) + L ^ p^

(</.' -2) ((</,' -1).1' + 2Z1=P,

(f-2)|(^'-l)i/_2(,^'_3)Z} = g,

\

>-(l5).

and rearranging, this equation becomes

,+
R..

D^

Q. R,
..... ,^ + ...

^^"^''+k+A^3r)+^j(^=|Jy' = o (16).
la-" a;=(a--l)"^a;(a;_i)2

If we now write y = {^ - 1)-^ rj\

we finally obtain as the equation for y,

{x-iy |y = o
(17)

nthe^!"" ""n r
'" T""" '"" i>^dependent solutions of which are given by (5) Theother two will be considered later. (See Ait. 8.)

"'03(o). ihe

1—2
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5. Let us now examine whether the last equation can be identical with (8). If (8)

be written in a form in which the coefficient of D*y is unity, that oi Ifiy is - q^ •

hence it is evident that the equations cannot be identical unless Q be of the form

x-^(x—l)-^, where m, n are some constants, positive or negative; but the most general

value of P is of the form

^ x{x—i) (x — iy

hence there are six cases in which the above condition is satisfied, viz.

L in = \, n = 2, o' = 0, b' = -c', i.e. \= = \'^
fj.-
= fi'-;

II. m = l, n=l, o' = 0, c' = 0, X- = X^ v"- = v'';

III. m = 2, ?! = 1 , c' = 0, «' = - b', /JL." = p.'-, V- = v-
;

IV. m = 2, H = 0, 6' = 0, c'=0, v- = v'-, X'- fr = X'-- fi'-;

V. m = 0, n=2, fl' = 0, h' = 0, V = X" fj.- - v" = /j.'^ - v'^
;

VI. ??i = 2, ?i = 2, c' = a', b' = - 2a', p? = /i'-, X- - v- — X'" — v'".

6. In Case I., writing Q = c'a-~' (a- — 1 )~% equation (8) can be written in the form

f-4a 4a. -6 6 + 2c __2c_)^
+

(4a 6 -4a - b + c" 2c + 2c'= , 2c + c'n . ,,„,

Comparing (17) and (18) we obtain 1+ equations connecting the 16 quantities

Pi, Q:, P., Q., B.. Ps, Q.. lis. P„ Qu Ru C, a, b, c, K.

Eliminating the 1 2 first we obtain the equations

{•1k+\)\c + >c{k + \)] = () (19),

(•J«-l)|(/c+l)(3«-2)-6 + 2'^cl = (20),
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which are both satisfied by

and we thus obtain

Q, =4
P, = 2a

Q, = 26 + 1

jK«=2c + §

Pa = - 4a

Q, = Ga-b

P, = 4a

Qi = l> — 6rt

P _ 3a -36-c 3^^~"
2 '•"le

(21).

and c " = tt;
-

16 2
.(22).

The alternatives to « = — ^ involve two relations instead of one among a, b, c, c',

and thus cannot lead to cases of equal generality.

Using the above values in the 11 equations (15), connecting the 7 quantities

6',
(f)',

A', B', L, M, N with a, b, c, they are found to be satisfied for any values of

a, b, c, by

0' = ^, 0' = 1, A' = -l, B' = 0, Z = 2a, il/=26 + 4a, iV= 2a + 26 + 2c-| ....(23),

and cannot hold in any other case of equal generality.

The relations j' = 0, b' = — c', c'-

3

16 2'

which characterize this case are equivalent to

X = + X', /Li = + /i', V ± v' = + \ .(24).

Consider first the case in which all these ambiguous signs are taken positive, that

is to say, in which

7 = 7, a-/5 = a'-/3', a + l3 + a' + /3' = 2y -\ (25).

The values given in (23), when substituted in equations (14), lead to

<y-±C'~/) = ±{v-^) (26).

Here also we take the ambiguous sign positive and further obtain either

/( = — 7 or /( = 7 — 2 .(27).
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Taking the former alternative we arrive at the results

^ = 27 - 1

B = -la + 2^-1
C=4a/3 )- (28).

= 7

It will be found that if in case of the ambiguous equations (24), (26), (27) we

make any other choice of alternatives than that above, the theorems thereby deducible

will be of exactly the same t3-pe as those which follow.

If z = F(a", ff' ;
7"; x) be a solution of equation (10) the values given in (28) are

equivalent to the equations

a" = 2a, /3"=2/3, 7"=27-l (29).

7. We now insert the values we have found in the solution given by (5) of the

equation (17) which has been proved identical with (8) whose solution is given by (9),

and on dividing both sides by ( 1 — .r)4 a^ we obtain the theorem that if z be any

solution of the equation satisfied by F(2ol, 2/3: 27 - 1 : x) then (7-^; 7; z {I - x)'+^+^y)

is a linear function of the four independent functions which are the products of a

solution of the equation satisfied by i^(a, /3; 7; x) and a solution of that satisfied by

jT^^ — i — a, 7— i— /3: 7; x). If we denote the general solutions of the last-mentioned

equations by 17, tj', respectively, and use the suffixes 1, 2, &c. to distinguish the

particular solutions as in Fors3-th's Differential Equations, a consideration of the general

forms of z, t), rj' shows that unless 27 be an integer, positive or negative, if in this

theorem we write z = Zi = z.2, then the function of rj, t) involved is

'7i'?i' = iWli = V-^Vi = V-2n-2,

and the theorem thus gives the equations

{7 - i ; 7 ; (1 - xr^^^i-y F{2a, 2/3 ; 27 - 1 ; x)]

or (7 - 4 ; 7 ;
(^ -x)y—^-'-F{2^ - 2a - 1, 27 - 2/3 - 1 ; 27 - 1 ; a;)}

= F{0L,^; 7; ./)/'(7-«-i7-/3-i; 7; x) (30)

= (l_a.).+3-Y+iii'(a, ^; 7; ,c)F{a + \,^ + \; 7; x) (30')

= (l-a;)ii'(7-a,7-/3; 7; x)F{z + \,^ + \- 7; x) (30")

= (l-.r)>-«-3/'(7-a, 7-^; 7; x)F{ri-a-h,y-^-\\ y; x) (30'").

The type of the theorem is the same whether the first or the second form of the

left-hand member be used.

If we take the first form, Cayley's theorem and equation (30) are identical, and if

in the latter 7 were changed into y+ h they would be expressed by the same symbols.
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If we write « = ^^ = z^, then the function of rj, t?' involved is

and the equations obtained are of exactly the same type as those above but expressed

in different symbols.

It will also be found that we obtain e(|uations of exactly the same type by choosing

appropriate functions of z, rj, t) which proceed in descending powers of x.

8. A question naturally arises as to the other two solutions of (17) which are not

given by (5). Its most general solution is of the form

where v is given by (13). The relation (12) which exists among the coefficients when

V is expanded in powers, shows that there are values of v which proceed in ascending

powers of x of which the first terms are respectively

1, a;^"-*, a;'"*, a:-"*;

of these the first two are, but the last two cannot be, given by (5).

If however, reversing the train of substitutions by which v is derived from z we

write v! = {^\ d; v) where v is given by (13), the relation between successive coefficients

in u' is not (12) but the result of multiplying equation (12) by

(6? + r) (^ + r - 1 ) ((/> + r) (</) + r - 1 ),

this relation being obtained from (13) in a manner similar to that in which (13) is

obtained from (12).

The relation thus obtained leads to a differential equation for u identical not with

(11) but with the result of performing on (11) the operation indicated by

{xD + 6) {xD + 6-1) {jD + ^) {xD +0-1).

Such an equation is of the sixth order ; four and only four of its solutions (combined

linearly) are admissible from which to derive v by means of the relation w = (0 ; ^ ; u)

for our theorem. This equation is equivalent to that obtained by equating the left-

hand member of (11) not to zero but to

Ci*-* + O^x'-* + C3A-9 + CVc'-9 (31),

Ci, Cj, Cs, Cj being arbitrary constants. Changing in such an equation the value u'

into z by means of the relation u = {\ — x)~'' z' it becomes

\ii' (\-x) B- +{A- Bx) D - C] z = (CV^•-* + C Vi'-* + C^-^ + CVi-'-») ( 1 - a-)'-' . . .(32).

By expanding the right-hand member in powers of x its solution can be deduced

from that of a series of equations of the type

\x{\- X) D- + (.4 - Bx) D - C] z = of,

or \_x{l-x)D-+{'y"-(a" +^"+l).i')D-<i"i3"]z' = ,e' (3:i).
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It may be easily established that a solution of this is

(e+y"){e+l)^(€ + y"){e + y" + l)ie+l){e+2)

which we will wTite in the form,

^ =
, ^ ^x/ ^,. F{a" + e + l, /3" + e + l; 7"+^+!, e + 2; .r) (34).
(€+7 )(6 + I)

It should be noted that the natural numbers do not here occur factorially in the

denominators of the coefficients of the powers of a:

A solution of the equation

[.r (1 - x) D- + (7" - (a" + /3" + 1) x) D - a'fi"] z'=of{\- x)"-' (35),

is therefore

(e + 7 )(e+l)

-r(7T7^T5?T2)^^«''
+ ^ + 2'^'' + ^ + 2;7''+.+ 2, e + 3;.)

•

('^-l)('^-2)«;'+'
^(a" + e + 3, /3" + e + 3; 7" + e+3, e + 4; x)- (36),

^1.2.(e + 7"+2)(e + 3)

the complementary function being the most general value of z, as given by (10).

On forming v by the relation

v = {e; </,; il-xyz') (37),

it appears that the leading term of v has the same index as the leading term of z'

so that in order to obtain the expressions for v, the indices of whose leading terms

are respectively !—</), 2 — <^, we must (unless 6 difiers from </> by an integer which is

not the case here) write C3=G,= 0.

The two values of z to be inserted in (37) in order to obtain thereby the missing

solutions of (13) may thus be obtained from (36) by giving e the values — </>, \ — <p.

Since

(CiA'-* + Cgr'-*) (1 - x)'-^ = {C\ + C,) x-'i' (1 - .r)°-> - C^t-* (1 - x)",

another solution may be obtained from (36) by giving e the value — (j), and increasing

(T by unity.

9. The two linear relations which connect the two independent solutions of (17)

last obtained with the other two solutions of (8) may of course be expressed in an

infinite number of ways. We ma}- specify the following

(7-l)f\; 1; (l-^)»+^+i-v-!^--i^(2«-7 + l, 2/5-7 + 1; 7, 2-7; x)
\ 1.7- i

+ °'^^^"~'^ ^i^(2a-7 + 2, 2/3-7+2:7+1, 8-7; x)

^ (« + ^ + ^-7)(« + ^ + |-7) _^^^,,_^^,^ ,^_^^3^ ^^2, 4-7; .)+
})

= F(a, I3; 7; x).F{^-c,, ^ - /3 ; 2-7; x) (38).
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The right-li:ui(l iricmber of this equation jind tliat of nearly all those which follow

may he writtrii in other forms, showing a power of l—x as a factor.

l!y interchanging a and A — o, /3 and ^ — /S, 7 and 2 — 7 we obtain another fonn

fill' till' left-hand niendjer.

Another lelatimi among the same solutions independent of the last may be obtained

fiiini it by interchanging a and 7 — a— ^, y8and7— /S — J (39).

10. It Case II. of Art. .5 be investigated in a similar manner it will be found

that similar theorems Imld provided in addition to the preliminary conditions \=±\',
v = ± f', the relation /x ± /a' = ± 1 also holds, and that without loss of generality we may
as in Case I. take all these ambiguous signs po.sitive. These conditions are equivalent to

/3' = a-l a=0+l 7' = 7 (40).

In this case we obtain the following values

:

cr = ,y_a-/3 + ^ (or <r=a-f^-7 + i), ^

li = —j (or h=y — 2)

K=-l
= 7-i

<j> = y V (41).

.4 = 27 - 1

C=2/3(2a-l),

the last three leading to a" = 2a - 1, /3" = 2/3,

As in Case I. the alternatives rejected only lead to theorems of the same type as

do those chosen.

The equations which correspond to (30)—(30'") in this case may be written in the form

;7-i; 7; {l-xY+^-y-iF{2a-l,20- 27- 1; w)},

or (7 - i ; 7 ; (1 - a-)T-»-^-* i^(27 -2a, 2y - 2/3 - 1 : 27 - 1 ; so)}

= (l--,'r+f-yF{a,l3; y; x) . F{a- ^, /3 + ^- y; x) (42)

= F(a,0: 7; x).F{y-a + l y-0-\; y\ x) (42')

= F{y-oi,y-0; 7; .r).F{a-^,0 + \; 7; x) (42")

= (l-a-)v—3i^(7-a, 7-;e; 7; x) . F{y - oi + \, y - - ^^^ 7; x) (42"').

As in Case I. if we consider the product of those solutions of the equations satisfied

by F {a, /3; 7; .') and J^(a — ^, /3 4 ^ ; 7; x) which, proceeding in ascending powers of x,

begin with x^~y, the equations obtained are of exactly the same tj'pe as these, but expressed

in different symbols.

Relations among the other two solutions of (!S) and of (17) may, after dividing by

x^'y, be written in the form

(l + 2/3-2a)^7-l)U; 1
;
(1 -.<r+3-v-5 (^^ i'(2a -7, 2^-7+1; 7, 2-7; a;)

a + /3 — 7— I*

7 =27.

+

F{2<x-y+\, 2/3-7 + 2; 7+I, 8-7; x)

F{2'x-y + 2, 2/3-7 + 3: 7 + 2, 4-7; x)+ ..

1 7
(a + /3-7-:^)(a + /3-7 + ^) x

i .2 7+ 1

= {2-2a)F{'x, 13: 7; x).F{%-a, i-/3; 2-7; ,,)

+ (2/3-l)F(l-a, 1-yS; 2-7; x).F{a-\, /3 + ^ ; 7; .;•).

Vol. XVII. Part I.
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Another independent relation may be obtained by writing in the above

a - 7 + 1 for a, /3 - 7 + 1 for /3, 2-7 for 7,

and using an obvious alternative form of the right-hand member (44").

Another relation among the same solutions may be deduced from (43) by changing

a into 7-a + i and y8 into 7-/3-^,

and using a similar alteniative form of the right-hand member (45).

A fourth relation may be obtained from (43) by changing

a into | — a, /3 into ^ — /9, 7 into 2-7 (46).

The left-hand members of (45), (46) involve the alternative value of a [see (41) and

(36)] and the corresponding values of a", yQ", 7".

By taking the solutions of equations (8) and (17) which proceed in ascending

powers commencing with «=-> we obtain a fifth relation which, after dividing by x^-y,

may be written in the form

If; 2; (1 - xY+^-y-i
(^g ^ ^

J* (2a- 7 + 1, 2/3-7-f2; 7 + I, 8-7; .r)

+ /4^^^4f-^TTri*^(2a-7+2, 2,3-7 + 3; 7+2, 4-7; .,)

(3-7)(7 + l)l

+^-^^^8^l)4^^^^^(^«-^-=^' '^-^^'' ^'^'' '-- ^^^•••)}

= (l + 2/3-l)(l-7) [^^"' ^^ '' '^'^^-''' ^-^-- '-' ''^

-F{a-h /3 + i; 7; ^r).F(l-a, 1-/3; 2-7: ,:)] (47).

As the right-hand member is unaltered by changing at the same time a into 1-/3,

/3 into 1 — a, and 7 into 2 — 7, so also must the left.

11. If in Case II. we choose appropriate solutions proceeding in descending powers

of X we arrive at Case III., in which similar theorems hold provided in addition to

the preliminary conditions fx= ± fi', v = ± p', the further relation X. ± \' = ± 1 is satisfied.

This case may also be investigated independently in the same manner as the others.

The equations which in this case coiTespond to (30)—(30'") may be written in

the form

{7 + i; 7+1; (I - xY+^-y-'' F (-la, 20 ; 27; .r)j,

or {7 -f
i

; 7 + 1
;

(I - x)y---^-iF {2y - 2a, 27 - 2^3 ; 27 ; .r)}

= F(y-a.y-i3; 7; .r) . F (a+ 1/3 + h ; 7 + I; -^O (48)

= (l-u:)'-^-yF{a,0; 7; x) . F {a + h + ^, 7+I; *') (48')

= (l-.r)>-»-Pi'(7-a, 7-/3; 7; x) . F{y- a + i;, y - + i- 7-I-I ; x) ...(48")

= F{a,l3; 7; a;) .F(y - a + i, y - +^; 7 + I; x) (48'").
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A relation among the otht-T two solutions of (8) and of (17) may, on division by

a-"'', be written in the form

(7-l)U: 1: (l-x)''^»-y-h-LrF(2a-y, 2/3-7; 7- I-7; *)
(.

V7— 1.

+
""^^7'^~^

->C-^«-7 + l. 2/3-7+1; 7+I, 2-7; x)
I 7

^(,«_ -f-^-7-^K« +^-7n)_^^(,„_^^2, 2/3-7+2; 7 + 2. .3-7; .)+..)}

. i - /8 ; 1 - 7 ; a;)

xF(l-a, 1-/3: 2-7; :i-)- -^'(0+ i ^+ i i 7 + li «)---(49).

7 +

= J^(ct, /3; 7; .T).F{)s-a, i-^; I-7; a;)

. (a-i)(/3-i)
7(1-7)

Another relation among the same solutions may be obtained from this by changing

a into h - a, /3 into i— /3, 7 into 1— 7 (50).

A third relation among the same solutions may be obtained from (49) by changing

a into 7 — a, /3 into 7-/3,

and using an obvious alternative form of the right-hand member (51).

A fourth relation ma}- be obtained from (40) by changing

a into a + ^ — 7, /3 into /3 + i — y, 7 into 1 — 7,

and using an obvious alternative form of the right-hand member (52).

A fifth relation on division by .''"i' may be written in the form

7(1 -7)||; 2; (1 - .r)°+8-v-i
(^
-^_ P(2a_7 + 1, 9^_„/ + i; „^+i, 2-7; x)

_^„_+^_^y44___^^,2«-7 + 2, 2^-7 + 2; 7+2. 8-7; .•)

- ''''-'^fT'~''^,.^s-y/^'^-y-'' ^^--^^ v+3, 4-7; .)+...)}

= F(\-a, 1-/3; 2-7; x).F{a + i, /9 + i ; 7 + I; x) (53)

= F(a-7 4-l, /3-7-I-1; 2-7: x).F(y-a + i, y-^ + i; 7-1-I ; x) (53').

By interchanging a and y - o, jS and y — j3, which does not alter the value of the

right-hand member, we obtain another form of the left-hand member.

12. Of the three relations which have been obtained in Case I. in equations

(30)—(30'"), in Case II. in equations (42)—(42'"), in Case III. in equations (48)—(48'"),

any two can be deduced from the remaining one by changing the constants and using

the relations connecting three hypergeometric series whose constants differ by integers

(Gauss, Complete Works, Vol. iii. p. 133).

13. Cases IW, \., VI. of Ait. 5, will be found on e.Kamination to lead to no

theorems of equal generality with those above.

2—2
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14. We next proceed to considei" some special cases in which the relations we

have obtained can be expressed more simply.

Suppose in Case I. we have <y = a + ^ + ^. Using this relation in equations (30)

—

(30"') the left-hand member becomes a hypergeometric series of the third order and

we obtain the relations

F(2a,2^,a + /3; 2a+ 2)8, a +/9 + i; T) = [F(a, fS; oi + ^ + ^r, .e)]' (54)

= (l-x)iF(a,0; a + ^ + ^; .c) . F{a + h, /3 + ^i a + ^ + h: x) (.54')

= (l-x)[F(a + hl3 + ^; a + /3 + i; a;)f (.54").

The natural numbers do occur factorially in the denominators in tliis hypergeometric

series of the third order and in others below.

Equation (38) now identical with (39) becomes

i^(a-/3 + i /3-a+i, i; a + /3+i, f-a-/3: *)

= F(a, /3; ct+lS + ^: x).F{^-a, 1-/3; i-a-/3: .v) (55),

which can also be expressed in other ways by taking out a power of 1— .c as a factor.

It may be shown more easily directly that the linear differential equation satisfied

by the square of the hypergeometric series F{a, /3 ; 7; a;) becomes identical with that

of a hypergeometric series of the third order if, and only if, 7 = a + /3 + ^. This has

been done by von Clausen, Crelle's Journal, Vol. ill., where equations (54), (55) are

given. On equating the appropriate third independent solutions of the two equations

to each other the result is of the same type as (54)—(54") e.xpressed in different

symbols.

If y=zai + l3-^ relations are obtained of the same t)^e as (54)—(55) expressed in

different symbols.

If in Case II. the same relation 7 = a + /3 + ^ holds, equations (42)—(42"') become,

taking the second form of the left-hand member,

F(2a, 2/3 -h 1, a + /3 ; 2a + 2/3, a + /3 + ^: x)

= F{a, ^, a + ^ + i: x) . F {ol, ^ + 1 ; cL+^ + h\ x) (56)

= F{a + h, ^ + i; a + /3 + i; x).F{oL-i,, /3 + i; « + /3-fi; x) (56').

Equations (45), (46) are now identical and reduce to the form

(1 -f 2^ - 2a) F{I3 -'x+%, a-0 + \, i : a -|- /3 -I- i, f
- a - /3 : x)

= (\-2oi)F{a, /3; a + (3+h: x).Fa-a, k - 0; ^ - a- /3: x)

+ 2/3F(ci-^, + i: a + /3 + i; x).F{l-a, 1-/3; f-a-^; .-:) (57),

in which the right-hand member may be written in a variety of forms.

Equation (47) may now be written in the form

F(a-/3-h 0-a+l ^ : a-h/3 + i i-a-/3; x)-l

= 2(2«4§^?T)f-^^"' /3; «+/3 + i; x).F(^-a,l-0; f-a-^; -r)

-F(a-l /3 + i; «-f/3+i; x).F{l-ct, 1-/3: i-c(-/3; x)] (58).
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If instead of the relation y = a + (3 + ^, 7 = a + /3— ^ holds, equation.s (43), (44) reduce

to one of the same type as (57) expressed in tliffurent symbols, while (47) again reduces

to one of the same type ;is (58).

In Ciusc III. aLso if we suppose 7=a + /3 + ^ or y=a + l3-^, the results already

obtained may be expressed more simply and both suppositions lead to equations of the

same type ; we choose the latter. Equations (48)—(48'") then become

FC2x, 2^9, a + /3; 2a + 2/9-l, a + /3 + ^; x)

= F{ci-l ;S-i; a+/9-i; x).F{a + h, /3 + i ; a + /3 + i; x) (.59)

= F{a, ^; a + /3-i; x).F(a, /3; a + /3 + i; x) (.59').

Equations (49) and (.52) arc now identical and reduce to

F{a-0 + h, l3-a+l ^; a + 0-i_, ^-a-^; x)

= F{<x, I3- a + y8-i; x).F{}-cl, ^-0; i-a-/3; .,)

+
(a +^"l\y(fla^l ^)

''^(^ - «' 1-/3; i-cL-l3;x).Fia+h,f3+h^ a + /3 + i ;.-•)... ((30).

Ecjuations (53), (53') now become of the form

{f; 2; (l-x)-^F(a-l3 + ^, ^-a + |; «4-/3+i |-a-/3; x)]

= F{l-a, 1-/3; f-a-/3; x).F{a+i, + ^; a+.0 + ^; x) (61)

= F{^-a, 1-/3; 4-a-/3; a;).J'(«, 0; a + + ^; x) (Gl').

The relations obtained also admit of some simplification in all three cases if y and

a + differ by half any odd integer.

15. We have seen in the preceding article that if y = (x + + ^ all the solutions of

the linear differential equation satisfied by [F(a,
; y: x)]^ are solutions of an equation

of the type of (17); and, which is the same thing, that iiy=a+0-h all the solutions of

the diflferential equation satisfied by (1 —x)[F(a, 0- y; x)Y are solutions of an equation

of the same type ; the theorems deducible in these cases being stated in (54)—(55).

The cases discussed include two others in which all the solutions of the equation

satisfied by (1— a)"i^[a, 0: y\ x\- are solutions of (17), viz. if in Case II. we write

/3 + A = a, and if in Case III. we write y = \ (or |) ; it seems unnecessary to give the

forms which equations (42)—(53') then assume.

The theorems obtained involving the square of a hypergeometric series require that

either \, fx, or v should be + \.

It appears probable that in other cases than these three all the solutions of the

equation satisfied by (I - .i-)" [-^^(a, ', y ; .'•)]" satisfy an equation like (17).

16. In connection with the preceding remark the writer has investigated in what
cases the linear equation satisfied by [F (a,

; y : x)]- may have one or two solutions

but not all three in the form of a hypergeometric series of the third order. The
method pursued, (that of examining in what cases the successive coefficients of the
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latter series can obey the law required in F-), was very tedious ; it is believed however

that the followiBg cases include all.

The existing relations in the various cases, after division in some instances by a power

of X, may be written as follows:

Case I. v = y-a-j3 =
'i

\=l-y=±^.

F
2 2 '

^

'

-(^T^ '2' 2'

F(fM-l, -fi-l, 1-2m=; h -2m^ .r) .(62),

M-l
or =F(fi-l, -/.-I; i; .<) + ''—^xFi^^, -/x; |; x) (62').

= i;'(/t-i -/i-i; I; ^O + ^^'^C/^ + i -/^ + h f; *) (63'),

'(^^ ^"^ i^ -:
+ i'l^'!T.. 'f{1 -f ; I; .

= i^(-l, /m'-1; fi"-; x)=l + ^~-^a' .(64).

i?*

Case II. i/=7-a-/3 =
f,

/i = a-^=±i

2
1 — X, ; X

= F{-\-l, -X-:^; -2X + 1; x)-

=F(-\-l, -X-i 2X--\; -2X+1, 2X^-X-1; a;).. .(65)

X + 1
tF(-\, -X + V, -2X + 2; .«)... (65').

2(l-X)(l-2\)

Another relation of the same tyjje obtainable by changing the sign of X (66).

And

PI ^ -^-1
l-x;..).i'(|.

X X-1 , , N , X=^; 1+X; .-r =1+^

—

~x.
1-X^

.(67).

Case III. M = |, X= ± A.

— v—1 -I' +2
2 '

^^
,1/ - '^ + 3

. 3.^1-2' 2 '
^' «).^(- ; i ; «

„, , , -2^= + 3i/ + 3 „ -2j^= + i' + l
= F{-v-h -p + i, —s—TTi— ; I.

—^—^^—
'
^

= i?'(_^_^, _j,+ l; I; ,,.)

2j^ + 2

•2v + 2

.(68)
2i/ + 2

xFi-v + l -!'+2; I; .?) (68'),

~j-v-l -v+2 .

+ [^-
1
X

T<i 1 . 1 — "^^ + "^ + 1 1

"'

.(69)
1/ + 1 '

"-^ •
J/ + 1

'

jr(_^_l, _„ + ^; ^;
.,)+('i±I)li^2»Mj^^,^^_^^ _^^3. 3.^,)... (69'),
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f-v-l -f + 2.

V '-v + i'-v + i';^ "^V pv
.(70).

Case IV. /x = i, \ = ± f.

'2' 2
;-i;«^)-^(

2 — 1' 3 — 1/

; *; -) = ^(i-^, 1-. 2^2' 5' 2irr2; 4-^'^>

/'(-^.-i^i-i;.

= ^(i-., 1-,.; t; ^)^
2(1 + .Ml 2.) ^^^3_^^ ^-.j 7.

,;) (71'),

.(.»-l)V^
2' + ar*

„/2-i/ 3-1/ .

-2j'-1
= ^(.„-,.,. J, __^;_i, ---';.)

= F(-v-l, -p-\; -i; .r) + (i.+ l)^/Jf(-i., ^-v; i; .t).

..^72)

.(72'),

( 2 ' 2 ' *
' '""V

r(i/=-l)
ar*

2-1/ 3-1/
; I; «

= i^ t'-l, -Y^^; -.— ; x\ = (\-xy(l-v-x) (73).

Case V. M = i, > = ± i-

1/ 1 — J/ , \ „/l — 1/ 2 — 1/

.^ ( - 9 -
-^—

; i ; * )
.
i^

^(-i.V^i^' + v".c

F\-^, -^ ; \\ 00 V'X

; f; x]=F{h-v, \-v- ^-w) (74),

F{-v, i-i/; h x)...05),

= (l-xy (76).

2 ' 2 '

'^'

a - 1/ 2
-J/ . 3

2 '

^'^C^".

In each of the foregoing five cases the equation satisfied by [F(a, /3; 7; x)]- has

two independent solutions which are also solutions of that satisfied by a hypergeometric

series of the third order and a third independent solution of the type ai' (1 - x^ (I + ex).

If in Cases I., II. the left-hand member be transformed by means of the identity

F(a, /3; 7; x) = {I - x)y-'-^ F {y - a, 7-/3; 7; .*•), we obtain Case VI. k = -|, X = ± i,

and Case VII. 1/ = — f , /jl= ±^. In each of these last cases the differential equation for

the square of a hj'pergeometric series has one solution which is a solution of the

equation satisfied by another hypergeometric series of the second order and is in fact of

the form af (1 — x^ (1 + ex) ; two other independent solutions in these cases are the

product of a power of 1 — x and a solution of another hypergeometric series of the

third order. It does not seem necessary to give the results in these cases.



II. On the possibility of deducing magneto-optic phenomena from a direct modi-

fication of an electro-dynamic energy function. By J. G. Leathem, M.A.,

Fellow of St John's College.

[^Received and read Ifi ISIay 1898.]

Introduction.

1. The method initiated by Maxwell for the explanation of the Faraday effect

depended on the direct insertion of a magneto-optic term in the energj". This method

was extended by FitzGerald' and others to the explanation of Kerr's efifect, namely the

modification introduced in the circumstances of optical reflexion by magnetisation of the

reflector. A difficulty occurred however in satisfying all the interfacial conditions, which

virtually shewed that such a scheme was not formally self-consistent. The origin of

the discrepancy has been traced by Mi-. Larmor^ to amission to secure what may for

shortness be called the electromotive incompressibility of the medium: in the ordinary

problem of optical reflexion there is no tendency for this to be disturbed, but when

Maxwell's magneto-optic energy terms are included the reaction against compression

introduces what may be termed an electric pressure, which must appear in the equations.

It was necessary to compare the modified scheme thus obtained with experimental

knowledge : and the calculations given in this paper shew that in fact it does not

represent the phenomena.

The paper is only a summary of the actual calculations ; because since they were

completed I have she^vn' that the other rigorous theory formulated as an alternative

by Mr. Larmor'', which leads to a system of equations practically the same as those

advanced on various h3']3otheses by FitzGerald, Goldhammer. Basset, Drude, and others,

is in much more satisfactoiy agreement with experiment.

' G. F. FitzGerald, Phil. Trans. 1880. had become enveloiied. I had myself stated in the memoir

- "Keport on the Action of Magnetism ou Light," that my system of equations was, as far as I could judge,

Urit. Assoc. Eep. 1893. formally the same as tlio-ie of Goldhammer and Drude

:

' " On the magneto-optic phenomena of Iron, Nickel, but the theoretical principles from which they were derived,

and Cobalt," Phil. Trail.'!. 1897. Considerable discussion though bearing considerable resemblance to those of the

has taken place in Wiedemann's .innalen, both before and former of these writers, seemed to me to be hve from the

subsequent to the publication of this memoir, on the empirical and tentative character of both. Indeed the

question of the formal identity of the schemes of equations relations of tliese theories to each other and to the one

employed by these various wi'iters. That this should have which I adopted had been fully indicated by Jlr Larmor

been possible is in itself a sufficient indication of the ob- in 1893 in the Eeport above referred to.

scurity in which the fundamental principles of the subject * Loc. cit.
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This brief history of tho subject shews the desirability of also examining how far

the furiuer method of explanation agrees with the phenomena. The result is however

what was to be expected by those who adhere to the more recent formulation of

optical theory', which treats a material medium as free aether pervaded by di.screte

niolccule.s involving in their constitution electrons considered as nuclei of intrinsic

aethiTcal strain : on such a view a continuous energy function is not the starting point,

and tlie inHuence of these discrete nuclei could hardly be expected to modify the

propagation in the intervening aether in so fundamental a manner as an electromotive

pressure wotdd deinaud.

"2. Mr. Larmor's modification of FitzGerald's scheme consists in the introduction of

a new quantity X, naturally suggested by the analysis, which may be interpreted as

au irrotational or pressural wave propagated along the surface of separation of two

different media. In the Report above referred to he obtains on this hypothesis the

equations of propagation in a dielectric, and the conditions which must be satisfied at

an interface between two non-conducting media. It is unnecessary to recapitulate here

the results arrived at ; but it may be well to mention that while in ^ 8 and 11,

Mr. Larmor inadvertently states that \ must be continuous across a bounding surface,

he has since pointed out that this is not the case, as the pressure is not \ but is

the coefficient of B^ in the variation of the action integral, and it is this pressure

which must be continuous.

In the present paper it is proposed, by using the principle of Least Action and

introducing a Dissipation Function, to obtain from the above hypotheses the differential

equations of propagation in a conducting medium, and the boundary conditions which

hold good at an interface between two such media. These will then be applied to

the solution of the problem of the reflexion of light from a magnet ; and the formulae

so arrived at will be compared with the available experiments in this subject, with a

view to testing to what extent the theory is capable of accounting for the observed

phenomena.

Notation, and Assumptions.

3. The notation is the same as Maxwell's ; and there are introduced quantities

^, ?;, f defined by the relation

{a, ^,y) = dfcU(^,V,0.

For brevity we put

d d d _ d

"'dl' + ^'diz+'^'dz^de-

(ofo) A> To) being the intensity of the imposed magnetisation; this is slightly different

from the definition of d/dO given by FitzGerald, but the alteration is justified by the

consideration that magneto-optic rotations are proportional, not to the magnetic force,

but to the intensity of magnetisation of the material medium.

' Cf. Larmor, "A Dynamical Theory of the Electric and Lnminiferons Medium," Part III. Phil. Traiu. 1898.

Vol. XYII. Part I. 3
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The form of T, the magneto-optic part of the euergy, given by FitzGerald

(Lamior's Report, § 9) applies only to insulating media: it will be assumed that the

corresponding expression for conducting media is

^ = ^
III \Tddt[dy~dz)^d~0dt [dz dx) + de dt \dx dy)]

"^"^y^''

This is one of several possible forms of T which, for the particular case of a non-

conducting medium, would be identical with that assumed by FitzGerald ; it is of no

importance which we choose, as they differ from one another only as to a complex

factor in the magneto-optic constant C.

Equations of Propagatiox, and Bouxdahy Conditions.

4. The equations of propagation and boundary conditions are to be derived by the

principle of Least Action from the energy fimctions T, T', and W ; but for conducting

media it is necessary to combine with these Rayleigh's Dissipation Function.

The Dissipation Function F is a homogeneous quadratic function of the velocities

(which in the present instance are a, /3, 7) representing half the rate at which energy

is being dissipated.

In general if jT be kinetic energy, V potential energy, and F the dissipation

function, the Lagrangian equation of motion corresponding to a coordinate ilr is

d fdT\ _dT dF dV^
dtKdyfr) df'^dyjr d^|r '

This equation cannot be arrived at by introducing F before variation into Z
^
{T -V)dt-,

but if we treat the energy and dissipation functions separately and afterwards piece

together the results of the variations we shall get the desired result. For, neglecting

terms at the time limits,

and 8JFdt=^ + ^j'I^B^dt;

and so the Lagi-angian equation is obtained by adding the coefficient of S-ijf under the

integral in - S 1 Fdt to the coefficient of Byjr under the integral in + S
j
(T - V) dt.

5. In the present instance the coordinates ^, ?;, f are not independent, being

subject to the limitation !j^ + y + 7^ = ^! ^"^ ^^' ^^ S^^ ^^^ conditions of the motion,

we have to add the coefficient of Sa under the integral in -S I Fdt to the coefficient

of B^ under the integi-al in
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where the notation is now that of Laniior's Report, namely T and W i-eprescnting the

kinetic or electromagnetic ami the static parts respectively of the energy of the medium,

and T' the magneto-optic part. The introduction of \ is the characteristic feature of

the theory.

6. F is given by the relation

2F =
JJj

{Pp -f Q,i -f- Rr) dxdydz,

and as

p 47r P 4-rr
P = -j^/ and p-^=^j.f,

wluiv cr is specific resistance, it follows that

F =
^,jjj if + (f + A=) dxdydz.

To express this in terms of a, l3, 7, we notice that

47r . rf\ ^ dy rf/8

and

so that 47r
4^ d\f_

dy dz

'

In the case of light oscillations we assume all the variables proportional to c^',

where t denotes V — 1, and p is not to be confused with the x component of the

conduction current ; the above relation then becomes

/=
1 (dy fZ/3|

4Tr (4>-7rla-K+ ip) \dy dz '

'

and therefore

Varying, and integrating by parts in the usual way, we obtain

' 'f/[(|-S)(t-f)--]''-*^'BF =
(T (-iTrj a- + ipKy-j

]

\A('^-^\-Ai^^ ^V- S + tw "n il I

\dz\dz dxj dy\dx dyj) J "J
r dxdydz

,

where I, in, n are the dii-ection cosines of the outward normal to the element dS of

the bounding surface, and the surface integral is taken over all bounding surfaces.

3—2
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7. The value of T being

^=fjji(iy-(S)"-(S)l"*<'-

the corresponding variation is

h\Tdt=\dt-l
^jj] \di'df+dt dt^ dt dt I

''''''^'''

=-hlJ}
rfd=^..^d=^ d"-^,

\dt^
B^ + ^Pv+:r?^^^\<^-dyd^,

dt dp

terms at the time limits being neglected.

8 From the expression for T' assumed in § 3 we derive

'im (f-1) - IJ, (f -f) -H (?: - f)} "^*]

=
C-J^^ r//(«o« + /3„w + 7„«)I (^ - £') S^rfS + two similar

+

f
d^ (d^ dv

h^dxdydz — two similar
dddt Xdy dzj

Also ^\dt\\\.i^i.%.f^d.dyd.

= jdt Ujxm + '«S^ + "SO dS -
//J(g

S? +1 S„ + ;! Sr) dx dy d.]

9. The static part of the energy of the medium is given by

W = (27r/^
1 1

((/' + £'' + ^'0 f^ «^y ^^

1

).///
"
S-kK {Att/o-K + ip)

fi-om which, noticing that (a, ^, 7) = ip {^ V, ?) i* follows that

Bfi-W)dt=^jdt.^^j^^^XK+^^

+

dy dj3y /da _ dy\- fd/S _ day'a'J. \-

\,dy
"

dz)
"^

\dz dxj
"^

\dx dy)
dx dy dz

\\dy dzj\dy dz J

4dt

<R _ dS\m _ rfS^N ^(d^_d^\ {dp _ f|\l dx dy dz'\

dz dx)\dz dx)^\dx dy)\dx dy J] ^ J

S^ \ij\n (f-§)-m (!'-?)[ B^dS + U-o similar

4:7rK{4:-jr/a-K+ip)- lJj\ \dz dx) \dx dy)]

-JJ/{s(i-S)-.r,(S-|)}«f'^''^'"-"^
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10. If now we bring together the results of the last four paragraphs in the manner
specified in § 5, we obtain the following expression of the conditions of the motion :

—

d (d^ dt)^
+ C jkaiJ, + I3„m + 7,,/) )

-r- {-r- ~T'l ^^'^"^ + ^''''^ similar

" '^JJJdWt

nnilar

d- (dt dr)

,dt/ dz
hl^dxdydz — two similar

P-
4nrK (iTr/a-K + ip)- [//HS-"'-'i)-'"(!z-tpi-'x-^-"-""-"-^'

f
d jd^ d^\ d fdv d^

h^dxdydz — two similar]
]] } \dz \dz d-xj drj \dx dy

-jj\ {IS^ + mSn + nS^ dS -
fjj{'^^

S^ + j^ S^ +
'J^

5^) dxdydz

= 0.

Taking together the volume integrals we get the bodily equations of propagation, of

the type

ip

dt- 47r/o- 4- ipK dz \dz dxj dy \dx dy. dddtydy dz) ' dx'
,.(i).

From the surface integrals we obtain the boundary conditions which hold good at

an interface between two different media ; in this case of course the integrals extend

over both sides of the surface of separation. If, for the sake of simplification, we take

the axis of z normal to the element of surface considered, we have 1 = 0, m = 0, n= 1.

Now S^ and St; must be continuous across the interface, and therefore so also must be

the expressions which are their coefficients in the surface integi-al : Sf is not necessarily

continuous, for reasons explained by Mr. Larmor in the footnote to § 11 of his Report;

he has however pointed out to me that the supposition that it is continuous is pcrfectl}'

allowable and involves no inconsistency. Thus we have analytically the alternative of

supposing that both Sf and its coefficient in the surface integral are continuous across

the interface, or on the other band of supposing that 8f is discontinuous, and that

therefore its coefficient vanishes at both sides of the bounding surface. Of these the

former supposition seems the more natural, but the consequences of both Avill be in-

vestigated.
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The boundary conditions are accordingl)- as follows:

(I) ^ and 7] continuous,

(ID
-'P

^ (^ - ^1 -M jl^ + i^Cy. i (? - f] continuous,

aU) —^ ('^ - -^U 47rrS + 47^07., i ff - ^) continuous,
'^^^ ' iTr/<r + q}K\dy dzJ dOdr ^' dt\dz dx)

(IV) Either (1°) ? continuous,

and X + C7o|(|-|) continuous,

or C2'') \ ¥ C'^<, H-?- - -r-'^ = at both sides of the boundary.
^ ^ ' dt \dx dy

Plane Waves.

11. In dealing with the problem of the reflexion and refi-action of plane waves at

a plane surface of magnetised metal, it is convenient to take the reflecting surface as

the plane 2 = 0, and the plane of incidence as the plane y = ; the positive direction

of the axis of z is from the metal into the air.

If we suppose that the expressions representing the optical cii-cumstances in the

incident wave depend on the exponential e'('^+"«+pO^ then those which represent the

circumstances in a corresponding reflected or refracted wave must, in so far as they involve

cc and t, depend on the exponential e'('^+'''\ Hence the most general assumption that

we can make about a reflected or refracted wave is that its rotational part depends on

one or more exponentials of the type e'C^+^'^+pO, and its condensational part on others

of similar form, say e'('2:+»'"*+j'0. In fact, for such a wave

f = 2^e'('*+'»'^+^'> + td4>ldx

f = S (- />') ^e'l^+^'^+P') + Sd^/ciz y (v),

J,_ ^giilx+m'z+pt)

X = '2Z,e'^lx+m"z+pt)

where A, B, ^, and L are constants, real or complex.

The form of ^ has been so chosen that the rotational parts of ^, t;, f satisfy the

condition

^^ + ^+^^ = (vi);
dx dy dz

the substitution of their irrotational parts in this equation leads at once to the con-

dition I- + m"^ = 0, which shews that there are only two possible values of m", namely

vi" = + d and m" = — il. The corresponding exponentials are g-^e't^+i") and e+'2e''^+P", of

which the former can occur only in a reflected, the latter only in a refracted wave, an

amplitude which increases without limit in the direction of propagation being impossible.
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The )iartH of (f, i), f) corresponding to different exponentials are really different waves,

travelling each wilii its own velocity; the above condition shews that the velocity of

propagation of either of the irrotational waves is infinitely great, since its square is equal

to p'Kl' + 7n"').

12. In order to obtain further information about the various constants which occur

in the assumed expressions for f, ij, ^, we substitute these values in the equations of

propagation. In the case of the irrotational terms this leads to the relation

p-fi.B, = ^ttL (vii).

From the rotational terms we get, for each value of in, two relations which readily

reduce to the form

I'
' tirlar + ipM. i

|

.(viii).

Eliminating from these the ratio B\A, we get

M'i)+5—^^^-^^^ = ± t.87rC(a„Z + 7„w')(i-+m'-)^ ^^^^'

an equation which determines ?«'. In this, to avoid ambiguity, we shall make the con-

vention that (I- + m''-)_4, or w', as it may for brevity be called, is a complex whose

imaginary part is negative. As the equation is a quartic, there are four possible values

of m'; and if we neglect the second and higher powers of C, which for all media is an

exceedingly small quantity, these four values are found to be of the form + m^ ,
— m,

,

+ 111.2, —iiu, of which the two former correspond to the positive, the two latter to the

negative sign on the right-hand side of the equation in m. We complete the definition

by the supposition that of the complexes + vii and — mj the former is that which has

its imaginary part negative, and + iiu is chosen in the same way ; as a matter of fact

it is found that vii and m., so defined have their real parts positive.

If (^j, B,), (At, Bi), (A.,, B.), {A.:, B.:) be the pairs of values of {A, B) corresponding

to the roots -l-mi, — ??ii, +VI2, —m.^ respectively, and if we make the abbreviations

I- -f ?;ii- = (Uf, I- + »io- = &).,- (x),

either of the above relations between A and B readily }'ields the following

xlittui = — jBi»i], A^i.uii = + Biin^

A.,iw., = + £.,»(.,, A.!i(o„ = — B., 11U

The consideration that a wave whose amplitude increases continually in the direction

of propagation cannot occur, indicates that in the problem of reflection the reflected

waves involve only those exponentials coi-responding to m' = — ini and 111' = -- nu, while

the refracted waves involve only those corresponding to 111 = + nix and in' = -|- nu.
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13. In the particular case when a^ and 70 are zero, m^ and tru are equal and

theii- common value may be denoted by M; the corresponding common value of to^

and (o., may be called H. To evaluate these quantities we have only to change the

ricfht-hand side of equation (ix) to zero, when we find

il- = - ficp {iTT'cr + ipK),
1
L ,{xii),

whence of course M- = -l--fiq) {iirla + ipK)\

Returning to the general case, we see that ?Hi and m. differ froin M, and ©i and

o)., differ from fi, by quantities which have C for a factor and which are therefore

small of the fii-st order compared with M and fl. If we neglect small quantities of

the second order we may substitute fl for w' and M for vi on the right-hand side of

equation (ix), which may therefore be written in the form

,"''~"V = ±
'

^'''' ^"^^ + -y^^^) "•
47r/o- + ipK

On introducing the abbreviation

ZT=-L. SttG {a,J + y,M) {i-rr a + ipK) fi,

= (87rn//i/)) (7(0,^-1-7,J/) (xiii),

equation (ix) further reduces to

o)'- — n-= + C7n- (xiv).

Hence we have Wj- = (1 — •=7) fl^ &>.,-= (1 + ct) fl- (xv),

and therefore also ??ii= = iV- — crfl-, pii = M- + -orD.- (xvi);

and as w is small, these lead to

i
= (I-^OT)n, a), = (I-|-W)n,

1

112= \„ /, 1 n= \,,\ (xvii).

expressions which will prove exceedingly usefiil in the subsequent analysis.

14. For a medium in which there is no magneto-optic effect the relations (xi) do

not hold good. In fact, as for such a medium C is zero, the equations (viii) and (ix)

all reduce to the same form, namely

I- + m- .

^ 4m-1 a- + ipA

and the ratio AjB is left quite arbitrary. If, as in the case of air, the medium is

also a non-conductor, o- is infinitely great, and equation (ix) assumes the form

l-+m'"--2}-fJ.K = 0,

which expresses the fact that, if V be the velocit}' of propagation of light, V- = {fiK)~^.

There are two values of ?/i' of the forms -1- m and — m.
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The Reflexion Prohmcm.

15. Oil passing u<>\\ to a more detailed investigation of the problem of magnetic

reflexion, the preceding paragraphs justify the representation of the optical circumstances

in the air hy tile following expressions:

—

f = A^e' e^+'^+i"' + Ae' ifa-'^-Hpo + d<f)/dx,

V = B„e' i'*+'«-H"i + Be' ^-nw+po + d(f)/di/,

^ = - (l/m) A^e- ito-Hnz+po + (^/„j) _4e.
(te-.n^+p() + d<^ldz,

<f)
= ae-'^ e' "^+'"'

, \ = {p-14-rr) ^e'" e' <'=^+?"'

,

wherein A^, B„ repi-esent the incident wave and A, B the reflected wave ; the system

of units being the electromagnetic, ft for air is equal to unity.

In the metal the retracted light may, in accordance with § 12, be represented by

^ = .4,e' i''»+"'.^+J"i + A,,e' <'^+'«^+i"i + d<i>ldx,

Tj = -i {(ojm,) 4je'"^+'"'^+«'" + I (&>,/»;,) A.^' n^+^n^+p'i + d(f)ldi/,

f = - (Ijm,) A,e' "^+'«.^+i") - (l/m^) A.^ (i«+">»J+p') + d^ldz,

<f,
= a;'e+'^ e' <'*+*'", X = (;)>/47r) .^'e+'^ e' <'*+?'».

Getting rid of the <^'s, the values of ^, rj, f, and X in the two media may with

advantage be rewritten as follows :

—

In the air

\ = (;/; -iTr) Ste-'^ e'
<'*+^"

In the metal

iX = (p-fj./i7r)^'e'' e'l'^+P'i

15 o. Let us first consider the second of the alternative hypotheses referred to at

the end of § 10, namely that which supposes ^ discontinuous.

The boundary condition (IV, 2°) must now be used, and from it it appears that,

since in air C is zero, .^ must also be zero. A slight simplification thus takes place in

the expressions representing the optical circumstances in the air. Substituting these

expressions in the boundary conditions we obtain :

—

Vol. XYII. Part I. 4

.(xviii).

.(xLx).
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(I) From the continuity of ^ and ?;

Ao + A=A,+A„ + d.^' (xx),

B,+ B = - t{(oJirh) A, + i(a).lnh) Ao (xxi).

(II) From condition (II)

-^.t±^iA.-A)= ^
-^P

^, A'1±^A. + '1±^A..K VI ^ i-rrla- + ipK [ 7n, /«.,

+ iirCp {{ocl + 7„«ij) (- (Wi )i)i) Aj + {a„l + y..m.?t (+ icoJin..) A„}

+ iTrCy^ip (- ci)i4, + co.ylo) (xxii).

(III) From condition (III)

^ (- .n) (B. - B) = 4,^/^f^ (- o,.^, + ..A.)

- i-n-Cp {{a^l + 7„»ii) Ai + (aJ + yoHu) A, + {iot,.l + 7„Z) l^'}

+ 47rC'7i,W -^

t

— A-,+ 1 -A„\ (sxui).

(IV) From condition (IV, 2')

(2>V/4t)a- C7oij; {- I (a)i/»i,) ^1 + ( (a),/»i,) .!,) = (xxiv).

In these results the specific inductive capacity of the metal is denoted by K' to

distinguish it from that of air. Equation (xxiv) shews that when 7^ is zero so also is

^', so that when the reflexion is equatorial there is no condensational wave ; it also

shews that ^' is small of the first order compared with ^1 or A„, and may therefore

be omitted from equation (xxiii).

If we eliminate ^' from these five equations, and, neglecting small quantities of

the second order, substitute in terms containing the factor C the first approximations

n for toi or 6), and M for m^ or nu, we obtain

A,-,A^A,-rA,^^''^P%{A,-A.^ (XXV),

(5o + -B) = (wi/»«i) A^ - ((o^lm^) A.2 (xxvi).

1 w' , . A\ — ''P I***''(^o-A) = ,—^^-^,'^A.+^A..
, i

0).,-

K m 47r/o- 4- ipK' ['«i m„

+ ^irCp ~ (a„Z + 27oil/)U4, - ^,) (xxvii).

1 mt (5„ -B) =
^^^Jl^j^j^

, {-.^. - <oJL,}

P-
+ i-n-Cp {a„l + 7„J/) {A, + A.^ + ^irCpy, ^ (.Ij + .l,) (xxvin).
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On substituting the values of ?//,, itL., o),, &)., from § 13 and remembering result

(xii), these become

ciB„ + B) = j^{A,-A ,) + *^- . '^", («,; + y,M) (A, + A.^,

^ Z {A,-A) = ^^ {A, + A.,) + 47rQ; ^^ {a,fi + y„n^Ar) (A, - A,},

^mc (B, -B)='^ {A, - A,) + ^TrCpy^
i^

^^. + ^^)

.(xxix).

From the first and second of these equations we obtain, to first order of small

quantities,

A,+A., = A,+ A- *^° Ih (5, + B),
pfi,

^^(A,-A.^=ciB, + B)-*^J^ia,l + y,M){A, + A);

and if we substitute these values in the second and third equations, and remember that

liK=V'= pr/ar, we get relations which readily reduce to

i(A-^)= J(^o + -l) + S^lW" + 7o^')'(A + ^).pM-

pi
',c{B,-B) = ^^^,{B, + B)- ~^_ (aj^ - yjl^) (A. + A)

.(xxx).

Solving these for A and B we have

P
SttC , ,., ,,„, ^ .

/I lJ'\lin

A =
a-5) (5+4.) --ISS <-' - -*' '«.]/e+f/)e.- 4.)

iB
u,i/iw*-^-"'>^.Hi+f/.)l5-''SJ*l/l^.+») (5+4.1§)*]/a

.(xxxi).

which, since A and B specify the reflected light, constitute the complete formal solution

of the problem of metallic reflexion.

1.5 h. Turning now to the consideration of the first of the alternative hypotheses of

§ 10, namely that which supposes t, continuous, we proceed exactly as before, save

only that we use the boundary conditions (IV, 1°) instead of (IV, 2°). In this case,

of course, ^ is not zero.

Substituting the full expressions (xviii) and (xix) in the boundary conditions we

obtain :

—

(I) From the continuity of f, i), and ^

4„ + .4 + tm = ^, + 4. + t?a',

Bc + B = — I (wi/»!i) Ai + I ((o.>lm.,) A.,,

- - (^ - ^) - gl = - ~ .4, - - 4, + B'.

4—2
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(II) From condition (II)

+ 4>7rCp {(aj, + y^nit) (- teoi/mi) ^, + (a<,Z + Yo/h.,) (tWo/Hi,) -^sl

+ 4firC%^ip (— &)iJ., + ojo^.).

(III) From condition (III)

- 47r(7p [{aj, + 7o??ii) ^i + {aJ, + 7„?no) J.„ + {laj. -f 70O ^.^'}

, ^ { I- + ?Hj- , Z- + m.?
,+ iTrCyotP -' -4, + t -A,

( Hi] />i.,

(IV) From condition (IV, 1°)

(pV^tt) a = (pV/47r) a' - Cjopl {- i («,/mO 4, + i {(o.Jnu) A.].

If we substitute in these equations the values of m^, nu, oji, (o., from § 13, replace

(4>Tr/a- + ipK') by iVT-jfip in virtue of (xii), and omit small quantities of the second and

higher orders, we obtain :

—

A,+ A +d^ = A:,+A., + d^',

i {B, + B) = jj{A,-A^) + -~-~ (ool + y.M) (A, + A,),

1^(A,-A) + ^ = ^{A, + A,) + ^^ ^p {0,1 + r.M) {A, - A,X

^ I (4„ - ^) =^ (A + A) + 47rC^ j^ (a,Z3 + 7„n=il/) (4. - .4,),

i mi (B, - B) =P'^ {A, - A.^ + 47rC>7o jj i^^ + A,) + \izCpP {ca, + 7„) ^',

tp^a = tpVa' - 47rC>7„^(^, - ^,).

Solving the second and third of these for {A^+A.^ and (Jj-J..,), substituting the

values so obtained in the others, and remembering that 1IK = p-lto-, we get:

—

(J/-a)^+ dWi' = ^0 + ^ -^ (^0 - ^4 ) + *—
J'

(«o^ + 7o-W ) I {B, + B\

p'f^m = - If'^ {A, -A) + WGpaJLt {B, + B),

- ^-rrCp ~ («„i^ - 7„i¥') ^ + ^irCpP {la, + 7„) a'

=-^'^ I (i?„ - 5) - fp. ^^ i {B, + B) + i-rrCp 1 ia,l^ - yjl^) 1 {A, -A).

ip\^ - tp'f^Si' = - itrCpyJi (B, + B).
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When we assume, as it is usiwil to du, that for magnetic forces alternating as

rapidly as those in light waves, the inagnetir; permeability is unity, the form of these

oiiuations becomes simpler; and the elimination from them of ^ and ^' which are

now seen to be small of the first order, leads to :

—

lit
'J)

jM

Solving for A and B, we get

'^4,K<—")--(M,)e-ff.)*]/(^i)(:.4=)-
Now the expressions here obtained for A and B are identical with those of equa-

tions (xxxi) when in the latter /x is, as usual, put equal to unity. Thus it appears

that the alternative hj'potheses as to boundary conditions discussed above lead to

precisely the same results, and it is a matter of indifference which we adopt. The

subsequent calculations apply equally well to the two view's.

16. The value of H is determined by the consideration that Vl-jor = Br(?"^ , where

iJe" is the quasi refractive index of the metal*. The quantities R and a are con-

nected by the relations

E? cos 2a = «- (1 - /;-), R' sin 2a = - 2n%

with Drude's optic constants, whose values for different metals are quoted in Thomson's

Recent Researcliesf. The value of M is obtained from that of fl by the relation

M- = n- — 1-, and it will be convenient to denote M/o) by the symbol 01, so that

il'l-=i?V-ZV&)- (xxxii).

If i be the angle of incidence, and if we suppose the direction of the incident

light to lie in the quadrant between the positive dii-ection of the axis of x and the

negative direction of the axis of z, then, w and /) being assumed essentially positive,

we have
l = — (o sin I, m = + 0} cos i (xxxiii)

;

of course p = Vio, and co = 27r/'X where X is the wave length of the light in air.

We shall also put /i=l, as it is usually taken for gi-anted that for magnetic forces

alternating as rapidly as those in light waves the magnetic permeability is unity.

* J. J. Thomson, Recent Researches, p. 419.

t Drude, IVied. Ann. xxxix. p. 481. For tlie constants of Cobalt see Drude, Wied. Ann. slvi. p. 407.
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When these substitutions are made, equations (xxxi) assume the following form:—

(itl- cos z-)(itli^-^'e--'°+cos i)A,+ lG-n^CV-'\-'(cosH!M)(<^o sii" i-yo0i')iBo\

^~
(ill + cos i) (i«i?-=e— + cos i) I

^^^^^^

„_- 167r-C'F-'\->itt-'(«osin»i + 7^*10^0 -(iW+ cos 0(illE--'e-^''»-cosi) tSof
*-" -

(ilW + cos i) (iilR-'-e-;^ + cos t) ^

It is to be noticed that these expressions contain only one undetermined constant,

namely C : this we may assume complex, of the form C^e^, where x is defined as l^ing

between -90' and +90°, and C„ may be positive or negative. The test of the theory

consists in ascertaining whether it is possible, by attributing, for each metal, suitable

values to C and x, to derive fi-om these formulae results in numerical agreement with

those arrived at experimentally. Should the values of these constants indicated by the

different experimental observations or series of observations prove to be the same, the

theory may be regarded as offering a satisfactory account of the phenomena ; but if the

different series of observations point to considerably different values of the constants, it

must be concluded that the theory is at fault.

The Kerr Experiments.

17. In the original experiments on magnetic reflexion, namely those of Dr Kerr,

the incident light was plane polarised; and observations were made, for various incidences,

of the angle between the direction of the major axis of the ellipse of polarisation of

the reflected light and that direction which it would have had if there had been no

magnetisation. We may denote this angle by 0; it is the rotation required to bring the

analyser from the position of extinction or greatest darkness before magnetisation of the

mirror into the corresponding position after the magnetising current has been made, and

it is to be reckoned positive when, as seen by the observer, it takes place in the direction

contrary to that of the hands of a watch.

When the incident light is polarised either in or perpendicidarly to the plane of

incidence the theoretical value of 6, which in these particular cases we shall denote

by 6i and dp respectively, is very simply obtained from the formulae (xxxiv). For, as

in the former case B„ = 0, and in the latter ^4o = 0, we have

0,=real part of {B cosilA]B^=o

, 1 a^hC^e^F-X-iB-'(«o sin^t + 7oiimOcost
= real part ot j^^c=i , , ^t^ d_., _.,,-

,
^;

(^x.xxv;,

(ill - cos i)
(
Jtlit -e -'" + cos i)

0^= — real part of {-4/5 cosi}^„=o

, , f
167r^tCoe'-^F-'X-(cost7im)(ansin^i-7oitV) .-s

= real part of ("^1 + cos i) {mR-'e-' " cos i)^ ^ ^"

When the reflexion is equatorial, so that 7„ = 0, it was observed by Kerr that 6p

vanishes when the angle of incidence is about 75°, the mirror being of iron. Later
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experiments point to a rather greater value of the angle of incidence for which 0j, is

zero, the results obtained by different observers being as follows:

Kerr 75"

Righi 78° 54'

Drudc 79"

Sissingh 80'

Kundt 80' to 82°

Now when 0p is zero, the complex of which it is the real part must have its vector

angle equal to an odd number of right angles; and from (xxxvi) we see that this vector

angle is </>, where

<f>
= X + 90° — the sum of the vector angles of ^tl, (^il + cosi), and (/it/J^^e""' — cost).

For any assigned value of i the values of these three vector angles may be calculated

from relation (xxxii), utilising the tabulated values of the optical constants for iron; the

calculations, though tedious, are quite straightforward. The following table shews values

of obtained in this way

:

Angle of Incidence
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With regard to di, the experiments shew that in the case of polar reflexion it has

always the sign opposite to that of 70, and that in the case of equatorial reflexion it

has alwaj-s the sign opposite to that of a^. Hence if we define 0" and </>'" by the

relations

<f>"
= X + 90° + vector angle of 01- - the sum of the vector angles of

(iiH-cosi) and (£i^R-°-e-^ + cos i),

^"' = a; + 90° - the sum of the vector angles of ill, (Jll-cost), and (£¥lR--e--''' + cosi),

the theory requires that C„ cos <}>" and Co cos <j)"' shall be negative for all angles of

incidence. Now the values of 4>" lie between x + 39° 43' corresponding to i = 0\ and

a; _ 17° 20' corresponding to i = 90° ; and the values of
(f)'"

lie between x + 200° 43' corre-

sponding to 1 = 0°, and a; +148° 44' coiTesponding to i=90\ And therefore, when we

remember that x has by definition been restricted to be numerically less than 90°, it

appears from the first condition that €„ must be negative and x somewhere between

— 72M0' and +50° 17'; while the second condition indicates that Co must be positive,

and X somewhere between —58° 44' and +69 17'.

Thus it appeai-s that there are very serious discrepancies in the values of Cq and x

indicated by the four original Kerr experiments for iron.

The Experiments of Sissixgh and Zeeman.

18. A more decisive test of the present theory is obtained by comparing its results

with the elaborate series of experiments which have been recently made by Drs. Sissingh,

Zeeman, and Wind, at the laboratory of Leyden. These consist in observations of the

amplitude (fi) and phase (m) of the "magneto-optic component" of light reflected from

magnetised mirroi-s of iron, nickel, and cobalt, for various angles of incidence. The details

of the definition of these quantities will be found in Sissingh 's paper in the Archives

Neerlandaises* ; /j- is always reckoned on the supposition that the amplitude of the incident

light is unity, and m is defined as retardation of jjhase calculated relatively to that

component of the ordinary metallic reflexion which is polarised in the plane of incidence.

The values of these quantities corresponding to the particular cases when the incident

light is polarised in, or perpendicularly to the plane of incidence, are distinguished by

the suffixes (,) and (p) respectively. It may readily be shewn that the components of

the incident light in the dii-ections defined bj- Sissingh as "principal directions," are in

the present notation represented by — ^l, sec i and — Bt, ; while the corresponding principal

components of the reflected light are — A sec i and — B.

19. When the incident light is polarised in the plane of incidence B^ = 0; and

in formulae (xxxiv) the incident ray is represented b}' — .4oSecr', the magneto-optic

component of the reflected ray by — B, and the component relatively- to which phase

• Sissingh, " Mesuies relatives au ph^nomene de Kerr," Archives Neerlandaises, vol. sxvii.
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is to be nieasui'ed, by —A sect. Hence

360" — »«; = vector angle of {Bcosi/A]j3^^„

,
„167r=C„e'=»tF-'\-'itV(«„siii'j+7j!tV)cosi

= vector angle of t-~j -.ijitn u— —ca ,

^ (xxxvu).
(Jtl — cos i)(,|ttiyt -e -'"H-cosz) ^ '

When the incident light i.s polarised ])erpendioularly to the plane of incidence

A^ = 0, and the incident ray is represented by — £„; the magneto-optic component of

the reflected ray is —A sect, or rather that term of —A sect that contains the factor

Bo- The ray relatively to which phase is measured is represented by that term of

— Aseci which contains the (vanishing) factor A^. If Ao be supposed to be only just

not zero, then, since the incident ray is supposed to be plane polarised, B„/A^ is a real

quantity. Hence we have

360 - >n, = vector angle of '
^"'^fiT"'^"'^Hf^ ^!°

"'^^
' -7°^'>

. . .(xxxviii).^ ^
(iltt - cos i) (itt/i-^ e--'" + cos t)

^ ^

From (xxxvii) and (xxxviii) we see at once that when the reflexion is equatorial,

that is when 70 = 0,

Wi,= ?«p = m(say);

this agrees with the observation of Sissingh who, from the results of his experiments

on equatorial reflexion, came to the conclusion that for any given angle of incidence

the magneto-optic component has the same amplitude and phase, whether the incident

light be polarised in or perpendicularly to the plane of incidence.

We also see that when the reflexion is polar, that is when ao = 0,

m, = nip ± 180^

Now Zeeman*, as a result of experiments on polar reflexion, came to the con-

clusion that for all angles of incidence nii = nip : here therefore is a discrepancy.

20. When the reflexion is equatorial, we see from (xxxvii) that

„^^o , , r.
167r=C„e'^tF-'\-'a„sm'tcosi

3o0 —m = vector angle ot ^^ , ^^— ^^m^v^Tr~«
—

1^„ ^ •

iH (itt - cos I) {^R-S--"^ 4- cos %)

In determining m from this expression there is an ambiguity to the extent of 180°,

for in defining m Sissingh requires that it shall not be altered when a^ changes sign.

Examining his paper, we see that his standard case corresponds to a.^ negative. We shall

also assume (7„ negative ; in what follows the consequences of the alternative assumption,

viz. ('0 positive, are obtained by adding 180° to the calculated values of m. We now find

Hi = 270° — a- -I- the sum of the vector angles of

itt, (iW-cosi), and (iIt'liJ-=e--'°-l-cos i) (xxxLx),

and, to get tn accurately for any particidar angle of incidence, these three vector angles

must be calculated from formula (xxxii), using the known values of R and o for the

particular metal considered.

* Zeeman, " Mesures relatives au pheuoin^ne de Kerr," Archives X€erlatidaUes, vol. xxvii. p. 252.
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The following table shews the results of Sissingh's observations on the phase

for various angles of incidence, and the theoretical values of the phase for the same

incidences, calculated from the present theor}-.

Equatorial Reflexion from Iron. Yellow Light. a„=- 1-100 c.G.s.

Angle of incidence Calculated value of m Sissingh's observed
j

Excess of m (observed)

value of m over ni (calculated)

86° 0'
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assumed positive; both resiiltH arc at variance with that of the preceding paragraph.

Vahies of x numeric-ally greater than 90° are excluded by the flefiuition in § 16, and

so, of course, need not be discussed.

22. In considering tiie amplitude of the rnagneto-aptic coinijoneiit, it is to be

noticed that, when the incident light is polari.sed in the plane of incidence, the incident

ray is — ^^seci and the magneto-optic component is — B; when the incident light is

polarised perpendicularly to the piano of incidence, the incident ray is — B„ and the

magneto-optic component is — ^ sec i. Hence

/ti = mod{—^) ,
/i^, = mod(p——.) (xli).

Thus, for equatorial reflexion, we readily derive from (xxxiv)

_ , 1 GTr'^C'oe'^t F~'\~'a„ sin' i cos i

'*'
~

itt (i« + cos i) (itti?-=e-^'« + cos i)
•

IMp = i\ie same
;

and therefore
ij,i
= fip = fi{sa,y), which agrees with Sissingh's result.

If for brevity we put 167r=C„F-'\-'a|, = i, then

_ J-
, sin^ i cos i

M - i.
.

mod
^^ ^^^ _^ ^^^ .^ {^lE-'e--^ + cos {)

'

and the latter factor may be calculated for any angle of incidence.

In the following table the values of fi derived from theory for various angles of

incidence are compared with the values observed by Sissingh.

Equatorial Reflexion from Iron. Yelloiu Light. a^= — 1400 C.G.S.

Angle of incidence
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In order that the theory should agree with experiment it is necessary that all the

numbers in the last column should be equal. Obviously this is not the case ; and

their inequality is so pronounced, and depends in such a regular manner upon the

angle of incidence, that it cannot possibly be attributed to accidental errors of obser-

vation. We must therefore conclude that here the theory is distinctly at variance with

experiment.

23. For polar reflexion, we derive from (xli) and (xxxiv)

- 1 e-TT- C^e^i F-' X-' iFKl'7, cos i
/xj, - mod ^^ ^ ^^^ .^ (|«ii-=e-="' + cos i)

= -fii = fi (say).

Compaiing this with the amplitude in equatorial reflexion, we find

^ (equatorial) ^^^^
fj,

(polar)

(— aj sin' I

L 7oiW' J'

If -a„=1400, 7(,
= SoO, i=.51°22', the value of this ratio for iron, as calculated

from theory, is -0122. But the values ascribed to a„, y^, and i correspond to the

experiments of Sissingh and Zeeman ; and the latter found experimentally

fj,
(Sissingh) _

fM (Zeeman)

so that here again there is a serious discrepancy between theory and experiment.

24. In the paper of Zeeman's already quoted there are given some measurements

which he made upon polar reflexion from nickel. He also quotes experimental re-sults of

Kundt* and Drudef, w^hich he expresses in a form similar to his own. These I have

used to form the following tables, wherein the theoretical values of the phase and

amplitude have in all cases been calculated for 3'ellow light.

Equatorial Reflexion from Nickel. Wltite Light.

Angle of incidence
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The value of x indicated by the figures in the hist column is about + 35^ ; this

would give fiiirly good agreement except in the case of the first angle of incidence.

Equatorial lieflexion from Nickel. White Liyht.

Angle of iucidence
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The experimental results used in the following table are due to Dr C. H. Wind*.

Polar JReJiexion from Nickel. Yellow Light.

Angle of incidence Calculated value of nit
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Equatorial Reflexion from Cobalt.

Angle of iocidence
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by the same value of C^. The discrepancies between the theory and the Kerr experi-

ments are also very noticeable, though their importance is perhaps not so great on

account of the extreme delicacy which is required in these experiments. On the whole

then, it is clear that the theory which we have been considering does not account for

the observed facts. A confirmation of this conclusion is afforded by the absence of /3o

from the formulae (xxxiv), which signifies that, according to the theory, the component

of magnetisation perpendicular to the plane of incidence produces no effect ; but such

an efi'ect does exist, and has been measm-ed by Zeeman*.

* Communications from the Leiden Laboratory of Pliysics, No. 29.



III. Ou tlif sulutwHs of t/ic equation ( F" + k") i// = u in elliptic coordinates and

their j^hysical applications. By R. C. Maclaurin, St John's College.

[Received and read 16 May, 1898.]

It is well kiunvii that the solution of a veiy large number of physical problems

depends almost entirely on the successful treatment of the diiferential equation

( F- + «-) i/r = 0. The difficulty in any case is to obtain a solution in terms of coordinates

that lend themselves readily to the sjTnbolic expression of the " boundary conditions

"

of the problem. When the boundaries are either right circular cylinders or spheres all

the analytical difficulties have been most successfully overcome, but comparatively little

headwa}' has been made with other forms of bounding surfaces.

The present paper deals with problems relating to elliptic cylinders and spheroids.

The two-dimeusi(iiial problem seems first to have been attacked by Mathieu

[Memoire sur le mouvement vibratoire d'une membrane de forme elliptique. Journal de

Liouville, t. xiii., p. 137]. This was in 1868. In the following year H. Weber published

a paper in the Math. Annalen (Bd. I.) dealing with the subject. Further references

\\ill be found in Heine [Handbuch der Kngelfunctionen, Bd. II., p. 208] and in a recent

work by Pockels (1891) Ueber die paHielle Differentialgleichung ^u + k'u = 0.

The three-dimensional problem is from an analytical point of view very similar to

the one for two dimensions. It has been attacked by C. Niven in the Phil. T}-ans.

1S80. iu a paper ou the " Conduction of Heat in ellipsoids."

The present essay will be found to contain very little in conmion with any of the

above—e.xcept that the physical problem that occupied Prof. Niven in 1880 receives a

brief mention here, although the method of treatment is quite different. Since this

paper was written, my attention has been called to a short article b}' Lindemann,

"Ueber die Differentialgleichung der Functionen des Elliptischen Cylinders" [Math.

Annalen, Bd. 22, p. 117]. He uses independent variables practically the s;\me as those

of this essay (p. 43, et seq.) and obtains some of the results reached here, but is

mainly occupied with proving some theorems about the product of two solutions of the

differential equation.

Vol. XVII. Part I. 6
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In dealing w-ith elliptic cylinders, we may define the position of any point by its

distance z measured along the axis from some fixed normal section and by the semi-

axes a and a' of the confocal ellipse and hyperbola that pass through the point.

We may develope i/r (regai-ded as a function of z) in a Fourier series of the form

2£4„cos(n2 — e„), where the coefficients An are functions of a and a'. Since

bz-
'„An COS {nz — <„) = — n-An cos {nz — e„),

we see that the equation (V- + k-) yjr = reduces to ( Fj- + k'-) ^|f = 0, where «'- = k- — n- and

V-,^ = ^—h ;^— . Thus practically the v
dicf ab-

solution of the equation ( F,= + «-) v/r = 0.

Fi'^ = 5—, + =-; . Thus practicall}' the whole difficulty is reduced to finding a suitable

• , , , . .• J . da- da'-
N ow with the usual notation ds-= -rT + -f-r ,

"1' "2'

we have FrV- = //A

'
a_ ,7(1 djr\ d_ flh df
da \h.. da) da' \hi da'

and if we take x = a/h ; x = a'jh where 2A is the distance between the foci of the

confocal system we get

^^^-Tih- (of — x'-) daf dx dx'^ dx\

('^-«U-f

If then {Vi^ + K-)\jr = 0, we have, putting hK=\,

\- (ar — x'-) ^fr = —

Xow put yjr — yxj where y is a function of x only and xj of x , and we get

I

y

, „ , , d-ii , dxi ^ , „ /
{x'-^ - l)-j4; + a; j^, + X-.r'-)/'

to'
- dx

p- say, where /j- is some constant.

Hence we have
/ „ -.-.d^u dy ,^„ „

and a similar equation for y' in terms of x.

a 1
We have x = j = -. Thus x is the reciprocal of the eccentricity of the ellipse and

so is always greater than unity.

Also .1-' = a 111 = - , and x', being the reciprocal of the eccentricity of the hyperbola,

is always less than unit}'.
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We see tlim tliiit everything now depends on the solution of the equation

(a."-!) if + xxj + (X-x- - p=) ,j=0.

This equation has three critical points, «= + !, « = — 1, a- = x

.

Hence we must eiiilcavour to obtain suitable solutions for the three domains corre-

sponding to these critical points.

To obtain a .sdlutiim in the neighbourhood of x=\ we make the substitution

* = — s + 1 in the above equation, which becomes

z{z-2)y" + {-z + \)y' + [X-' {z -\f- p=] y = 0.

If we write this in the normal form (i.e. with the coefficient of y" unity) we see

at once, by Fuch's Theorem, that its integrals are regular in the neighbourhood of

z = Q.

Hence y is of the form :

—

2/=aoir"' + a,2:"'+'+ +a„2'"+»+
,

there being at the most only a finite number of negative powers of z.

The indicial equation proves to be m(2m-l) = 0, so that we have two series corre-

sponding to m = and m = ^.

Equating the coefficient of 2™+" to zero we get :

—

-(»( + n + 1)(2hi + 2« + l)a„+i + (m+«= + A.= -iJ'-")a„-2\-o„_, + X=a„_j=0.

Thus for the series corresponding to m = 0, we have

- ( /( + I ) (2n + 1) a„+, + (?i= + \- - p"-) a,, - 2X=a„_, + X-'a„_2 = (1),

and for that corresponding to m = ^,

-(/( + l){-2n + S)a„+i + {7i + ^- + X'-p-)a„- 2X=a„_, + X-«„_,,= (2).

Now consider the first series (tu = 0) and put 1^,+, = «„+,/«„.

mv 1

""' + ^" - p- 2X- x=Then we have v,,^, = + ,

~

—

^ ^ ,, - -— — 1- _
{n+l)(2n + l) {n + l)(2n + l)v,,(7i-\-l){2n+l)VnV„-i

^1 An + B 2X- X^

2 (« + l)(2/i+l) (n + 1)(2» + l)t-,. + (n + 1)(2« + l)j;,.t'„_.-

Thus when ii is very large, either r„ is indetinitely small or v„ approaches the

limit + i.

The series is therefore convergent if \z\<2.

It is easy to show that the series also converges if |^|=2.
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For this purpose, put z= + 2zj, thon we have

<f>{z)=1 a„z" = S6„2," = <^, (^i) say, where 6,j = (+ :i )" a„,

(»i + 1) (2h + 1) bn+, = 2 (n= + \--p-) bn - 8\^ (6,._, - 6,._,),

Thus when n is very great 6,,+, = b,,, so that ^
-""'-, w "~"

,< is ne£;li£nble and we

"^"y'^'^^"^'=
(» + I)(2» + l)^'-

Lt n (t-^ li = g, and as this is greater than unity it follows that the series

26„ = ^i(l) is convergent; so that <^(+2) is convergent.

We can prove in exactly the same way that the other series (corresponding to

m = ^) is convergent if |^l:)»-2.

We have thus obtained two solutions of our differential equation appropriate to the

neighbourhood of the critical point x=\. These are:

—

P = ^{z) = ia,.^» [a„ given by (1) p. 43, «„ = I],

Q=^J>|r(2)=2«„2»+i[a, (2) «,= 1].

The 'dumain' of these functions P and Q is the interior of the circle, whose centre

is : = and radius =2; i.e. the circle with centre at the critical point ,''=1, and

passing through the next critical point .« = -!. We shall call this the domain A-
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P = cf> (s) = (f>
(I — x) is a 'uniform' functiou, roluiiiing to its original value, wh«::n

the argument z traces out any closed contour. On the other hand

Q=.^,|r(^)=(l-.^•)i^/r(l-.r)

is 'multiform', '^i^) is uniform, but 2* changes sign if z makes a tour round the pole

z = 0. If p is the modulus and 9 the amplitude of z we may take

. . e\
z^ = + ^/p

I

cos ^ + i sin
^ j

.

Our fundamental equation is not changed if for .e we write —x. Hence following

out the same argument as above we shall get two solutions in the neighbourhood of

the critical point x = — l, viz.:

—

where
(f)

and yjr are the functions already obtained.

The domain of these functions P' and Q' is the interior of the circle with centre

at the critical point .r = — 1 and passing through the next critical point x=l. We
shall refer to this as the domain i)_,.

We must now turn to the consideration of the integrals in the neighbourhood of

the third critical point x=x. For this purpose we make the substitution x= - , a

substitution which is simply and elegantly represented in a geometrical form by the

aid of Neumann's sphere—in the well-known manner.

Our equation now becomes :

—

x,*{l- a-') y" + x,' (1 - 2*-,=) >/' + (^'^ -f-^^ U = <>.

The critical points of this equation are

a-j = 0, Xi = ± 1

,

corresponding to x = x , x= ±\.

We have to consider the solutions in the neighbourhood of x^ = 0.
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Writing this equation in the normal form

y" +Piy' +p-2y = ^,

we see that .r, = is a pole of ^i of order 1 and of p.2 of order 4. It follows from

Fiich's theorem that the integrals in the neighbourhood of Xi = are irregular. We must

not then expect quite the same simplicity in the treatment here as that which

characterised the earlier work.

From the form of our equation we see that if y be expanded in powers of x^

the coefficients of even and odd powers will be quite independent so that we ma}-

assume two solutions in the forms :

—

y = Xi' (flo + aiX^ + . . . + n„.ri™ + . .

.

+ a_i/a;,= + . . . + «_„/«,-» + . .
.

)

n= — XI

« = x
and y = x/ S a„V""^'.

31= -00

Take the first series y = oc^ 2 anX^^^ and substitute in the equation
-00

X,' (1 - *-r) y" + x,^ (1 - 2a-,=) y' + (X= -ifcc,') y = 0.

We must have :

—

s(s-l)a„
x,*{l-a'r) , +(s+ 2) (s + 1)0, + {s + 4)(s + 3) a.^i' + ...

Xi

+ is+ 2n) (s + 2n - 1) a„.T,="-= + . . .1

(2-s)(3-s)a_i (4-s)(5-s)a_, (2n - s) (2/i + 1 - s) a_„
H -1 1 —^ h . .

. H .. „„4.o ^' • •

aa"

+ a;,' (1 - 2<-)

+ (X--jArr)

a-," X, 2n+2

sa,
-" + (s + 2) a,,T, + (s + 4) avTi' + . . . + (s + 2;,) a,..x'r"-i + . .

.

(2 — s) «_i (4 — s) a. (2ft — s) a_2„~|

('o + fi^'r + . . . + a,ia-i=™ + . .

.

«-l Cl-n
0.

Hence we must have

:

X=ao +[(2-s)=-;j=]o_i-{3-s)(4-s)a_o =0,

\-(ti +[s-—p-]ao — (2 — s)(l — s) «_, =0,

\=a„+, + [2« + s= -2^] o„ - (2ft - 1 + ,9) (2/( - 2 + s) a„_i = 0.

The last equation holding also if for ?i we write — n.
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Considering the iisccnding part of the series (for which « is +) we see at once

from the last relation that in the general case (s unrestricted) the series a„, a„+, ...

will continually increase with n, so that the series formed in the way indicated on the ia-st

page will usually be divergent and so useless. But by properly choo.sing s it may be

possible to make o„=0 for indefinitely large values of n, in which case as we shall

prove our series will converge in the region |.r, |:^I. It is ea.sy to see that if the

ascending part of the scries converges, the descending part will also converge.

For we have (2n +1 —s) (2n + 2 — s) a_(„+i) — ( 2;i — s^—p") a_„ — X°a_„,_i, = 0.

Let a_,. = rw)„—-—r^ where II (a;) is Gauss' function =r(a; + I) and we getn (zre — s)
°

>^-Cn+i + [ 2n -S-- jf-] c„ - (2n - s) (2n -s -I) c„_, = 0.

Comparing this with the relation between a„+i, «„ and a„_„ we see that for very

large values of n, the relations are practically identical. It is easy to see that c„ cannot

be infinite for any finite value of », hence it follows from what has just been said

icX"^ (— I)" a
that for large values of n we may put «_„= -wy^

—

~^ where k is finite.

If then the ascending part of the series converges, the descending part will do so

with great rapidity for any finite value of the argument.

We have said that c,i cannot be infinite for any finite value of n. For, putting

p^— 2n — ^ = — X-Vn,

(2n — s)(2n — s — l) = — \- »„_i,

we have c+i + i),iC,i + M„_iC,i_i = 0. Suppose we make

c, = 0,

Co = 1,

then we have a system of equation to determine c,, C3...C,,...

Co = - Wo,

C-i + I'-jCa = 0,

Cj + t'sCj + UX.2 = 0,

Ci + Vfii + MjCj = 0,

and so on.

Solving we get

c., = —
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Thus as the denominators cannot vanish and the numerators cannot become infinite

for finite values of n, we conclude that c„ is necessarily finite when « is so.

Returning now to p. 47, we have seen that s must be chosen so as to make a„ = 0,

if the series is to converge.

The condition a^ = is of course a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for con-

vergence. But it is easy to show that when this relation is satisfied the series does

converge in the region
|,r, |<1, li.e. |^|>11.

The series we are considering is

where X.=a„+, + [(2h + s)- - p-]a„ - (2n + s- 1) (2» + s - 2) a„+, = 0.

For large values of n we have o„+i very small, by hypothesis, and then the above

relation gives

Lt^=Lt<^"+;-^)f+r^>^i;
o„_i {2n + sy-p-

.-. Lt —" = Xi" [we are considering the ascending powers of the series].

Hence the ascending series is convergent if
|

a-j
|
< 1, and divergent if

|
a'j

|
> 1.

u
When hr, 1

= 1, we have Lt " = 1, so that the higher test Lt n
u n~\

Un _
^ must

be used. This limit is f, so that the series converges on the circle
|
x^

\

=1.

Thus we have proved that the ascending part of the series converges when

I

.r,
I
> 1, i.e. \x\<^l.

But by p. 47 if a„ is finite the descending part converges for all finite values of the

argument. Of course when the ascending part converges a„ is finite, so that the whole

series converges in any region in which the ascending part is convergent. Clearly also,

if the ascending part diverges the series as a whole is divergent.

Summing up then, we find the necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence

of the series we have obtained as a formal solution of our differential equation in the

region | «i | :J> 1 is that s should be a root of the equation a^ = 0.

For brevity, put

(2w + s)- -p- = X'Vn
;

(2ft + s - 1) (2)i + s - 2) = - X-«„_i,

and we have tt,i+i + «««» + iin+iCin-i = 0-

Some of the constants are necessarily arbitrary. Taking ao=I, cfi = 0, we have

('i = - Vo,

O2+ V^Ui =— Uo,

a3+v.M2+u,ai = 0, and so ou.
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Solving, we get

49

ai = -Vo; «.,

Vo 1

a«, =

v„ 1 t>„ 1

«a 1 «, = «« V, 1

^2 «i u, V,

?)o 1 (10 ...

Mo fi 1 ..

M, ?>o 1 ..,

«2 i-a 1 ...

«3 V, 1 ...

lu V, 1 ..

and s is determined as a root of «„ = 0.

We proceed to show how s may be developed in a series of ascending powers of \-.

Let a'n = A,="rt„ , v„ = p= - (2n + s)-,

then we have rt'„+i = Vna'n + }J'(s + 2n—l) (s + 2;* — 2) a'„_i ; a\ = i>o

;

a, = VoVi + \-s(s + 1) = Vot'i 1 +X=„
S.S+ 1'

%v,

a3= %l'l!':; 1+XM'^-^^+1+*+2.s + 3

fo-l'i D, . v..

and so on. The equation determining s is a'^ = 0.

It is clear that this equation is equivalent to

iVi'i v.... i'„ [1 + Xo'Si + \'S., + X/6'„ . . .] = 0,

, „ s.s+1
,

(s + 2)(s + 3) S+4.S+5
, ^ ee < u \

where 00,= h- ~ -A ... (mode 01 formation is obvious),
Vo . Vi Vi .V2 Vo. V3

oSo = sum of products of every two non-adjacent terms of the last series,

oiSs = sum of products of every three non-adjacent terms of that series ; and so on.

If X = we have v,i = where n is zero or any positive integer, and this gives

s = ± p— 2)1.

To indicate the method of procedure let us obtain a few terms of the expansion

of s, corresponding to i\ = 0, as a first approximation.

We have
S.S->tl

oOi = —-— h lO,,

0^3 =

S .S+\
Vo Vi

s.s + l

2S1 + jOo
; lOo = 3ibi -f -,S,,,

Vo Vi

and so on.

Vol. XVII. Part I.
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i.e.

Our equation to determine s is i'^ [I + X-,,5, + \*c'%+ ] = 0,

s.s + 1

First approximation

:

Second

:

Third

:

and so on.

[X-+\\S, + \%S„ + ] + v,\- [,S, + \\S„ + ] = 0.

i>„ = 0, p- — s- = 0, s = p (taking + sign).

s.g+ 1
Vo + \-. = 0,

^sis+1) .„ s.s + 1. s + 2.s + S ^^
Vo + -^

. X- \* = 0,

«-=p--v +
p\' 4 + 7j3-jj°

4 ' 128. (/i + I)
V,
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We have now shown how to obtain six different solutions of our fundainentJil

equation :

—

P = ^(l-a); and Q={1 - x)^ y{r{l - x),

which lire applicable to the domain D,,

P' = <^(l+a); and Q' = (I + a:)^ ^r (l + x) D_,.

P" = a?i« Sana,',"" = «-» :ia„a;-='' = x-' * (x),

and Q" = x/ la„'xi^+' = x-'' la„' «-»"-' = a;""' * (a;).

The last two series are convergent for all finite values of x such that \x\ > 1.

Thus the domain /)„ is the ring bounded by the two circles ja;| = l, and ,x< = <c.

If we draw these various domains we see that they overlap.

The region common to two domains such as i), and D-i will be refen-ed to as the

domain A-i-

In the domain l>i_i we have four solutions P, Q, P', Q', and there must conse-

quently be a linear relation between any three of these.

7—2
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We proceed to determine the values of the various constants in these linear relations.

In the domain A-i we have P' = AP + BQ,

i.e. (j)(l + .t) = Acj){l - x) + B (1 - xi' ^{r(l - x).

Make x approach the point x=l and we get <^(2) = zl</)(0) = .4.

[We have proved, p. 4-i, that 0(2) is finite.]

Next, keeping x real let it approach the point x = — 1, so that the amplitude of 1- x

is TT, then we get

1 = ({)) = A<j){2) + B^'\/2^lr (2).

Thus we have ^ = (2) ; 5 = -^ . ^^^|^^ •

Also we have in the same domain Q' = A'P + B'Q,

Le. (1+ xf -f (1 + a-} = A'<j)(l- x) + B'{1- x)- i/r (1 - x).

Making a;=l we get VlA|r(2) = 4'0(O) = ^'.

And making a; move along the real axis to x = - 1,

we get = A'<f>{•2) + B'^'J2^fr{2).

Hence we have A' = \/2yjr(2); B'= + i<j){2).

1 A BWe may note that ., „,

We have then, ^, .,„ „,>,, from which we deduce
Q' = A'P + B'Q'

P = '1 „ = i (+ 5Q' - £'P'),

P'
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Suppose then we start at a with the solution P which is appropriate to i>,. As
soon as we get to S wc can (if we choose) express P in the form i(BQ' - BJ^') for

we are now in the dumain A-i- The funcLious Q'P' hold throughout the domain Z)_i

and so are suitable for use when we wish to make a tour round — 1. On makine

the circuit round — 1, P' will be unaffected, while Q' will change sign. Thus we get

back to e with the solution — i (BQ' + EF). We are again in the domain A-i so that

we can express P' and Q' in terms of P and Q by the help of the relations just

obtained. We have, in fact,

- i {BQ' + B'P') = -i[B (A'P +FQ) + F(AP + BQ)]

= -i[(AB' + A'B)P + 2BB'Q].

P and Q hold all along the path eSy/Sa, so that we arrive at o with the solution

- i [(AB' + A'B) P + 2BB' . Q].

Starting now vnth this solution and going along a^yBy'^a we note that P and Q
hold all along the path, and that on making the circuit round 1, P is unaltered

while Q changes sign. We conclude then that if we start from a with the solution P
and go along the dotted path we shall return to a with the solution

- i [{AB' + A'B)P- 2BB'Q].

In exactly the same way we might show that if we had started snth the solution

Q we should have returned with -i[{AB' + A'B) Q-2AA' .P].

Next consider the various solutions that we have in the domain D„. They are:

—

P =<f>(l-x); Q =^{l-x)i^{r{l-x)\

P" = A-*^ (x)
;
Q" = «-»•* (x)
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We must therefore have relations of the form

a;-"* (x) = P" =aP+0Q^a4>{l- a:) + 13 (I -x)i^(l-x),

x-^'^V (x) = Q" = a'P + I3'Q = a> (1 - x) + /3' (1 - «)* ^/r (1 - a;).

The work on the last page will enable us to get a relation between a and /8.

For suppose we start with the function P" from a point such as a on p. 53 in the

domain A, and describe a contour enclosing the points 1 and - I but entii-ely

confined to the domain i)„ so that P" holds throughout this path. We shall return

to o with the function (cos 2sir — i sin 2s7r) P".

But in the region D,., P" = aP + ^Q, and from page 53 we see that if we start

with the function aP + 0Q and describe a path such as the one we have just followed

with P" we return to the starting point with the function

- ia [(Air + A'B) P - 2BB\ Q] - i/3 [(AB' + A'B) Q - 2AA'. P].

This then must be identical with (cos 2s7r — i sin 2s7r) {aP + /3Q). Equating the coefficients

of P and Q in these identities we get

a (cos 2s7r - i sin 2s7r) = - ia. (AB' + A'B) + i. 2AA'. /3,

/3 (cos 2s7r

-

i sin 2s7r) = - i^ (AB' + A'B)+i. 2BE . a.

These two equations are really identical, they give us

/3 2iBB'

a
~

cos -IsTT — i sin 2s7r + i (AB' + A'B)

'

Now we have a.-*4) {x) = a</) (1 - a-) + /3 (1 - x)^ yjr (x).

Putting x=l we get * (1) = a<^ (0) = a, so that we have

. nx o 2iBB'.<i>(l)
^'^' ^ COS 2s-7r - i sin 2sTr + i(AB' + A'B)

Similarly we can determine a and /S'.

We have now completed the formal solution of oiir differential equation. It is an

equation of the second order with three critical points, and we have obtained two

solutions in the domain of each critical point and determined the constants in the

linear relations that connect different solutions in a common domain. There is no

finite region of the plane for which we have not obtained an appropriate solution.

But for dealing with physical problems which it is the main object of this paper to

attack, the solutions in the vicinity of the origin are not in a very convenient form.

In the domain
|
a:

j
< 1 we want solutions expressed in powers of x. It is easy to

build up such solutions by taking proper linear functions of P.Q.P'.Q', but we may as

well attack the problem directly.

Our equation is (x- — l)y" + xy' + (k-x'' — p-) y = 0. Assuming a solution of the form

y = a^x'^ + OiX"^^ + . . . we find, on equating the coefficient of the lowest power of x to

zero, that we must have m {m — 1 ) = 0.
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Tluis wo have two solutions of tlic formw :

—

?/ = (to + Uix" + . . . + a„if-" + . .

.

y = CoX + c,.v>+ ...+c„x^+^+ ...

The equations connecting the coefficients are :

—

- 2ff, -phio = ; - 12a., + (4 - p") a, + \-a^ =
- (2» + 1) (2k + 2) «„+, + {in' -p-') a,. + \\<„_, = '

f - 6cj + (1 - p-) Co = ;
- 20co + (3» - ;yO c, + Vc„ =

I- (2n + 2) (2h + 3) c„+, + [(2/i + 1)= -p!"] c„ + X'Cn-r = "

[We may note here that if X = our equation reduces to (x' — 1} y" + xy' — p"!/ = 0,

which is satisfied by y = A cospd + B sin p6 where a;=cos^; |a;|:fl- For some purposes

it is convenient to take 3 = \a; as variable and then we have (z' —\-)y" +zy' -i-(z- —]f)y = 0,

which, when \ = 0, reduces to Bessel's equation and gives y = AJp {z) + BKp (z).]

Let us examine the convergence of these series.

We have -(2n + l)(2/i + 2)«„+i + (4/r'-/i=)a„ + A.-a„-i =0.

Let .„ = a„Wa„ and we get v„ =
^^^ + 1)^2^ + 2)

+ (2;^2;rr2) " ^^

(2n+l)(2H + 2)"^(2» + l)(2 + 2)f„_,"

Thus either ?•„ is very small when n is large, in which case z'„ approaches the

limit -7^ —
—

^

— or v,i is not indefinitely small and approaches the limit 1. In

the former case the series converges for all finite values of the argument. In the

latter it converges when |a;|<l, and also, as we can easily show by proceeding as on

p. 44, when
j

a;
|

= 1. Thus in the most unfavourable case the series converges when

I

a;
I

:|> 1 and this quite independently of the value of p. Exactly similar reasoning

applies to the odd series Ctfl)+.... Denoting these solutions by f {x) [two functions,

one odd, and the other even] we have four solutions of our differential equation

expressed as series of powers of x. Two solutions (/') are confined to the region

I
a;

I
< 1, the other two (P" and Q") to the region

|
a;

|
<{: 1- All these series hold on the

circle x =1.

If we start from A (see next page) and go with /i or /, along the real axis to C and

back again to A, we must return to A with the same function with which we started if

the functions involved are suitable for use in physical problems dealing with the

complete cylinder.

For a tour round the cylinder must bring us back to the same physical conditions

from which we started.

Now on the cii-cle |a;| = 1 we can express /, and f. as linear functions of P" and

Q". And starting with / from ^4 and going along AOCOA must bring us to the same
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result as going along ABCDA. But along this latter path we can replace / by a

linear function of P" and Q"; hence it follows that, in dealing with physical problems

concerning the complete cylinder, P" and Q" must be such that they return to their

r:Q"

original values when taken round the contour ABCDA. It is at once obvious that

this requires that s and s should be either zero, or positive integers (we can take them to

be zero).

But if s and s are zero, the condition for the convergence of the series P" and

Q" will restrict us to a particular set of values of p, viz. the roots of a. = 0, [p. 48].

Now a few pages back, in dealing with the convergence of the / functions, we

saw that there were t2vo alternatives—i'„ tends either to zero or unity in the limit.

In the latter case the series is convergent in a certain region f whatever be the value

of p. In the former the series is convergent for all finite values of the argument.

If then we choose ^ as a root of v^ = 0, we shall have series that are convergent for

all portions of the x plane at a finite distance from the origin.

Now if s = the relations connecting the coefiScients on p. 46, are the same as

those that connect the coefficients of the /' functions.

We see then that in this case the particular values of p to which we are confined

for the convergence of our functions P" and Q" are identical with the roots of t'„ = 0.

[To distinguish the odd and even series we shall refer to these as the roots of «, =
and c„ = respectively.] Thus the / functions are convergent for all finite values of the

argument and our problem is to a certain extent simplified by the fact that we can

use the same functions [an odd and even power series of x, i-espectively] for all

finite values of x. However, this simplification is counterbalanced by the fact that the

two solutions on p. 55, i.e. the odd and even series correspond to different values

of p-, so that we are obliged to complete the solution of our differential equation b}-

the aid of new functions.
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As the determination of the appinpriatc values of p- i.i important for the physical

applications, wo must consider this part of tlu' ])rol)liiii in some detail and obtain some

numerical results.

Considering the even series (the discussion "f the odd series proceeds on exactly

the same lines), we have seen that p" must be chosen so as to l)c a root of a, =0.

Putting ((„=!, the various coefficients are given by the equations

2a, = -p\

(2« + 1 ) (2» + 2) a,.+, = (4/1= - f) a„ + X=a,._,

.

Before proceeding with the actual calculation of the roots of a^ = 0, we shall notice

some points as to the position of the various roots of a„ = ().

The equation a„ = considered as an equation in p- is clearly of the nth degree.

Its I'oots are all positive, for it is obvious that when p' is negative a„ is necessarily

positive. For if this is true of tt„ and a„_i, then since

{•2n + 1) (2.11 + 2) \=a„+i = (in' - p') a„ + X=a„_,,

it is true also of a,j^_i. But it is clearly true of «i and a., so that, by induction, it must

be true for a„.

For some purposes it is rather more convenient to replace a„ by (— l)"a„', so that

we have :

—

2ff,' = //; 12a/ = (p- - 4) «,' + X=,

(2/i + 1) (2/( + 2) a'„+i = ip' - in-) (/„' + X=a'„_,.

It is now obvious that all the roots of (('„+i = are less than 4h-. For if we put

p- = in- or any gi'eater quantity ((/(f./ rt'/j+i are all positive.

Again when p- = {in — 2)-, o/a/ a,/ are all positive and

- 8« + 4 Va'n-i ,,.
''"+'~(2» + 1)(2» +2)"" +(2h + 1)(2» + 2)

^^^•

For large values of n the last term on the right is negligible compared with the

first, and as a„' is positive it follows that for large values of n, a'„+, will be negative.

[Our interest is centred mainly in the roots of a„ = when n is large, and in what

follows we shall suppose n large enough to make the right-hand side of (1) negative

when «„' is positive.]

We have seen then that a'„+i is positive when p- = (2n)-, and negative when

p'- = (2« - 2^.

Hence the equation «'„^i = has a root between (2/( — 2)'- and (2«)'-.

Vol. XVII. Part I. 8
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We have seen that all the roots of o,,' = are less than (2k - 2)-. Let pn^ be any

such root. Then the expressions

jo,r-(2«)^ p„=-(2k + 2)=;

are all negative.

Also since p- = pn' satisfies a„'=0 we have these relations:

—

(2« + 3) (2n + 4) a'„+, = [>„ - (2n + 2)=] a'„+.,

(2n + 5) (2)1 + 6) a'„+3 = [/J.. - (2» + 4)=] «'„+., + X'a'„+i.

etc. etc.

Thus when ^ = ;>„- we see that a'n+.. is of opposite sign to a'„+i ; and a'„+3 is of

opposite sign to a'n+« and so on [n being large enough—see remark on last page].

If a'n-1 is positive then a'n+i is positive, a',,^., is negative, and so on.

Now let p„'- be the next root of a,/ = gi-eater than jj„l

Suppose the graph of «„' is as in the figure, the dotted line representing a'„+i.

We have taken a,/ to be negative when p- is a little less than /)„-. For this value

«»^,

of pr, a'n+i must be of opposite sign to a,/ and so positive. Next consider a value of p-

slightly less than p„'-. Here «„' is positive and a'n+i consequently negative. Thus a'„+i

has changed sign in the interval. Hence we see that a root of a'„_,.i = lies between

each pair of roots of a„' = 0. From what was said above this is true also of a'„j.„ = 0,

a'n+i + ; etc. Each of these equations has a root lying between any pair of roots of

a„'=0.
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From the relation (2n + 1) (2» + 2) a'„+, = (p^ — 4n») a„' + X'a'„_, we see that when

a„' = 0, «'„-(i '^'ifl "'<i-i havu the same signs and that for large valiius of n, a'n+, is then

but a sniiill fraction of «'„_i.

Thus if in the figure F„I'„^, is finite, i'„/'„+i is very small (for large values of u)—
so that the roots of a'„+] = are very close to those of «„' = 0.

Wc conclude then that as n increases the roots of a'„+, = 0, approximate more and

more closely to the roots of «„' = and so in the limit when n = x , the roots of

Oao = are definite in position and independent of n.

We shall now proceed to calculate some of the roots of a^ =0 and c^ = 0. As

on p. 49 we can express these quantities (ij. and c^, as infinite determinants. But

the second method there referred to is the practical one, i.e. we develope p- in a series

of powers of X-, the series being rapidly convergent if \' is not too large.

For brevity let ?;„ = 4h- — p^', «ii = r^^ . then we get

«>.+! = iVn + X- . (2n -1)2/). ((„_,.

Taking Mo=1 we have

«i = fo,

1.2"
Ui = V^Vi 1+X=.

W4 = I'ol'lt'ot's

Vo-Vi

,1.2 3.4
1 + X- +

,Vo .Vi Vi. Vi.

, _, 1.2 3.4 5.6
1 + X- — + +

.Vo.Vi V1.V2 V0.V3.

+ x^
1.2.5.6"

VoViV.Xa

and so on.

We see then that the equation «^ = is equivalent to

rol'it^a ...V^[l+ X„-S'i + \o*S., + Xc'^'s + ...]= 0,

where
„ 1.2 3.4 5.6

,

i,So = sum of products of every two non-adjacent terms ot the last series, and so on;

as on p. 49.

If X = we have v^v^ ...v^_ =0, giving p- = \,2n)-, where n is zero or any integer

and leading to Bessel's functions [J„J^, ...].

We shall denote the values of p^ that correspond to roots of v„=0, r, = 0, etc., by

Po\ p^-, etc., respectively.

8—2
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j^o' (correspondinfj to v^ = 0).

We have oS, = —— + ^— + ... ;
jS,= -^ + ... (the same as oS, but beginning with

Vo.Vi fJ . %> «, . v«

second term) and similar notation for JS^, etc.

Clearly A =^-^ + ,S, ; oS. =^ .-Sf, + ,S.,
; A =^ a-Sf, + ,S, and so on.

3 4 3 4
S, = —^— 3S1 + s^s ; i-Ss = -^— 3S0 + 2S3 and so on.

Vi. I'l Vi . V.2

So that our equation y, [1 +\-,.S, + •] = may be M,Titten

j,„ + - (X= + x^.,i'j + V^„ +...) + v,\" (,Si + \\S., + ...) = 0.

First approximation: ^0 = 0, .. Po- = 0.

2 _ . ^ 2X,- X- ., X-

i

m, • , 2X= 2X* ^^ 2X^ „ ^
r/iirrf. f„ +— +— ..A A = 0,

Vi Vi Vi

2X= 2.3.4^^ -

Di Vi-Vi

•2\- 24 >-'!..

„ _ X^ _ X^
' ^"" ~ 2

~ 32

i'o«,tA. = vo +— + — =S, + ?^' .X + (-- + ^-4^ v) (,S, + WS.^)
Vi I', I'l V Vi ViV. J

2X- 2X^ , „ „ , 2XV c. o ,

'"^
• * o ^

2V 2X^ 3.4 2X« 3.4/3.4 5.6\

Vi Vi ViVo Vi ViV^ \ V,V2 ViVg I

•IX- 2XM2 24X^ / 12 30^ \

= " P' + W~T^~ Z X^VTTT^ + 16 . 16 V4 . 16
"^

16 . 36;
^-2+16 [^-2j r-^J
X* X''= — j9(,- + — — ^ (coeflScient of X^ vanish).

Thus up to X« the expansion of po" in terms of X is

„ _ X= _ V
^"" ~ 2

~ 32
•
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Pi' {correspondivfj to root c, = 0).

Our equatiuii is y, [1 + X-^S', + \\S., + VVS'^ +...] = 0. (1).

1.2 3.4
(I'^i

— r - + jOi,

12 3 4

1 .21 ' S 4
(1) is equivalent to o, + -^ .

\-'
( 1 + \=„fif, + \\S., + ...)+'—. \- (1 + X^S', + \\S^)

+ v.X' (^, + x'j^f, + xvs; + ...) = 0.

^irs< approximation

Second.

1^1 = 0, .-. ^j„==2==4.

-K¥-'^)-- — l^--- "
'.' = 4 +

r/nVd. = y, + X-
V lo 1'2 / \ 1*0 y^ fo Vo J

1.2 3 . 4\
= y, + X= I

+ + X-*

V Wo «2 /

3.4
(.3^^, - .S,)

^ /1.2 3.4\ ,, 3.4 5.6

X^ 5\*
Proceeding as before this gives y.- = 4 + -jr + —r—-—

.

° ° ^-
2 12 X 16

Fourth. = , + x=
f
1^% 3J) _ x^ ^:i4^S x^ ^-i-^

f^S 1^8)

= i-p.f + \'
_ o

X- 5X
— +

12

2 16.12 2 16.12/

-X^
3.4.5.6 ,„ 3. 4. .5. 6 / 30 5.6

--^7 (--I
12=. 32 U2 .

32'^32.60/'

Here again the coefficient of X" vanishes and we have up to X',

, X- o\'

We shall turu next to the odd series. We have the general relation

(2« + 2) (2,1 + 3) c„+i = [(2>! + lY-p'] c„ + \%,-,.

In this case put

and we have

v„ = i2H + l)--p-; Cn-
2rt+l'

M,.+i = Vn»n + >^'
• (2n + 1) (2«) i/„_i.
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Taking «o = 1 '^^'e get u^ = Vo,

(^ .o 2.3\

and so on.

Just as before the equation to determine p^ is

t>ofif2 . . . y„ [1 + X-„Si + X^S-i + • • ] = 0,

„ 2.3 4.5 6.7
where s,\ = 1 1 1- . .

.

[Everjiihing is exactly as before except that

2.3 is associated with i\i\ instead of 1 . 2,

4.5 t'ii'2 3.4,

and so on.]

^),- {correspcmding to root tv = 0).

First ajaproooimation : v^ = 0; .•. /),= = 1.

2 3 3 3
Second. v^ + X- .

^^ = : .-. t; = - - X=
; /jf = 1 +It X-.

Vj •* *

rr,- , .,2.3 ,, 2.3.4.5
Third. Wo = - X=

.

+ X^ ;

6X- 2.3.4.5X^
+ -

4

•3,„ X^ „ 1 3^„ X*
•4^^+128-' •••

^''=l+4^^-128-

Fourth.
2.3_ 2.3.4.5^, 2.3.4.5^„/4.5 .

6.7
^ X-'+ X«

l'l'^l'2 fli'2 \
'

2.3X^' 2.3.4.5X

2.3,„ 2.3.4.5^, 2.3.4.o^„/4.5,6.'
0=v„+ X= X-'+ X« +—

Vi Vi'v. fil'2 V V1V2 VoV,

= 1 -lh' +

'->^m
+
2.3. 4. oX" / 4.5 6.7 \

8 . 24 \8724
''
24 . 48/

'

^'-l+^^'-r28^'~12x(32)=^'+--
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p^ (root correspondinr/ tu t\ = 0).

Our cquatioii ia (^ [1 + X'vS', +X'„.'^,+ ...] = (1),

and
2.3 4.5 6.7 2.3^4.5
Vo.Vi Vj.V^ v^.v Vo.V ViVi

2.3
Hence (1) becomes = t^i + -^ V [1 + \'-,.S', + X^j&j + ...]

+— V [1 + \-.A + 'y'.S.. + ...] + y,X' (,S, + X%S, + ...).

J^iVsi approximation: 1^1=0; .'. ^)3==9.

Second. = c, + X- (

"-'—f- ^-

^-pi + \\ •• iV=0 + |x=.

TAw-d.
2.3 „ ,4.5 2.3 4.5 1

Vn V. Vo v. J

, „ /2 . 3 4 . 5\ 4.5.6.7= y, + XM +- -]-x\

^9-^/+X^

JJ3' = 9 + ^ X» +

20

«+¥i6-y
4.5.6.7
16=. 40

V;

17

16x32
X^

Fourth.
,„/2.3 4.5\ _ 4.5.6.7 ^ 4. 5 . 6 . 7 /6 . 7 8.9\

0=1', + X=( +— -X^ „ +X'=.~ +—

= d-p3' + X-
20

8+^+^V 16-^-.iLv

-\'

2 16.32

4.5.6.7

2 16.32

i6-oT(^o-¥'

4.5.6.7/6.7 8.9

17
P-^ = ^ + ^2^' + WVTR^' +

16-. 40 V16.40 40

20287

—

V

32 X 16 22 X 16^ x 100
X«+.

We have seen if we proceed to solve one fundamental equation in a series of

ascending powers of z {= Xa-) we get two separate series, one even and the other odfl.

But from what we have just done it is clear that these series correspond to different

values of p-; so that for any particular value of p' we have really only one solution.
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We shall denote this solution by f(z), using suffixes f^s), f^{z), etc. to indicate the

values of p- ip„-pi- ...) to be taken in the series. One equation is

(2'--X^)y" + S7/ + {Z--p"-)tJ==0 (1).

of which wo have one solution y =f{z). To get another solution assume y = vf+ w. Sub-

stitute in (1) and we get

V [(2= - X=)/" + zf + {z"--p"-)f] +/[(2= - XO v" + zv]

+ ^{z-- \-) v'f + {z- - \-) vj" + zw + (^z'- - p-) w = 0,

Since / satisfies equation (1) the coefficient of v in the first line of the last equation

vanishes.

Since v is quite at our disposal we may choose it so that

which is satisfied by v = log (z + J{z- - X').

Thus our problem is reduced to finding a particular solution (the simpler the better)

of the equation

, d-iu dw ^ ., „, ^ , „ ^„^ dv df „ /-J
—~-„ df ,.

Let ic = Jz- — X- . u- Substitute in (2) and divide by Jz-—\-, and we get

/ „ ^„> d-u „ du . , , -,, ^df
dz- dz •" dz

We shall obtain u in the form of an ascending series of powers of z. The form

of the solution will be different for the odd and even series faf. ... and fif,....

Take first the even series for /".

f{z) = a, + ff ,2"- + . . . + a„ Z-" + ...,

(z-- _ x=)
J^

+ 32 ^^ + (z- -f- + I) u = - 2 ^^= - 4.a,z + ... - 4nrt„2^"-'+ . . .

.

Clearly u must be an odd series.

Assume m = A,jZ+ A^z^+ ... +-4„z™+'+ ....

{z'-\-)[6A,z + 20A.,z'+ ...+{-2n+l)(2n)AnZ'"-'+ ...]

+ Sz[A,+ SA,z'+ ... +(2n + l)Anz"'+ ...] + (z"--p"- + l)[A,z+A,z'+ ... + A„z-"^'+ ...]

= — -ia^z + . . . — 4?ia„ 2^"~^

Equating the coefficients of different powers of z, we get

- GA,\- + {i-if)A, = -ia, (1).

- 20A^X- + (16 - p-) A, + A„=- 8a.
;

- (2« + 2) (2ft + 3) ^„+,V- + [(2h + i)--f] ^n + ^n-i = - 4 ()i + 1) "„+,. ..(2),

which enable us to determine the coefficients successively.
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As we rt'ciuiro only a particular .solution, we may give any value.s to Aa or i4,

we choose, consistently with (I).

We must now e.xamine the convergence of the series u.

In the tii-st place we may prove, by proceeding as on p. 47, that A„ cannot be infinite

for any finite value of n.

The relation connecting successive coefficients in f(z) is

-(2« + I)(2»i + 2)a„+.X'+(4n=-p=)a„ + o,._, = (1).

If i;„+i = a„+i/«„ we have

I 6n + 2+p^ 1

V (2ji + I) (2ft + 2) X" V (2ft + I) (5ft + 2)vn'

Hence when n is large we have

'''^"'' ^- = -
(2ft4-IH2ft + 2)

(2),

01' Vn is not indefinitely small, and approximates more and more nearly to — as n increases.

But p- is chosen so as to make a,c = 0, hence we are confined to the first case (2).

Since then t'„ approximates to — y^ :j^-^r — and a„ to zero, we see that
(2n + 1 ) (2n + 2)

-4(;( + l)a„+i is indefinitely small for very large values of n.

This being the case we see by comparing (1) above with (2) of p. 64, that

when n is very large the coefficients of u are connected by the same relation as

the coefficients of the convergent series /. Hence as the coefficients of it are finite for

finite values of n, it follows that the series u is convergent in the same domain as the

series f.

In exactly the same way we may proceed with the odd series for /,

/(2) = C»2+C,2^+...+C„2™+' + ...
,

(.= -V)^^43.^ + (.-^=+l). = -2^^

= - 2c„ - 6Cl^^.. - 2 (2n + 1) c„z'^ ...

.

In this case we take m = C(,+ C,2- + ... + f'„5-" + ...

and get {z- - \=) [2C, + 12C.^-+ ... + 2n (2« - 1)C„2«'-- + ... ]

+ Sz [2C,z + 4^2^ + . . . + 2«C',.0«'-' + ...] + {2^ - p^ + 1)[C,+ C,z' + ... + C„z^> + ...]

= - 2c„ - 60,5= ... - 2 (2/i + I) c„3-" + ...

.

This gives - 2C,X- + ( 1 - p"-} C, = - 2c,

- I2C'„X-' + (9 -f) C\ + C, = - 6c,

-{2u + l){-2n+2) (7„+A= + [(2»i + I )= -p"] G„ + C„_, = - 2 (2ft + 1) c,.

,

from which, as before, the coefficients may be determined in succession, and the conver-

gence of the series « established.

Vol. XVII. Part I. 9
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We have now obtained two independeut solutions of our equation, viz.

y=jy) (1)

ij =f(z) log {z + \U- — X-) + u \ z- — X-

= F{z) ^2).

The complete integral is therefore y = Af{z) + BF{z).

The two series are convergent for all finite values of the argument. We shall now

proceed to obtain two other solutions which represent y ' asymptotically ' (to use

Poincard's term)—i.e. we shall obtain two series which approximate more and more

closely to solutions of our equation as the argument increases. These series will be

very useful for numerical calculation when the argument is not small, and they will

also help us to detemiine what linear function of / and F we must take if we are

seeking a solution of our equation which is to vanish when z = x —a problem that

confronts us in many physical applications of our analysis.

Our equation is (z- — X') y" + zy' + (z- — p") y = 0.

Let y = we' where t = iz and the equation above becomes

(t- + \-) u" + {W + t + 2X.=) li +{t- p- + X-) u = 0.

Assuming a serial solution in descending powers of t of the form

« = «'"[«„+ a,/t + aJt^+ ... ],

we find that we must have 2« + 1 = 0, therefore m = —^, and equating coefficients of

the various powers of t to zero we get

2^
a„

+ X= - p-,

\\

2 (« + !)«„+,=
\2n + \f + \- (in - (2» - 1) \V/„_, + (2» - 1 ) (-In + .3) X'an-,,

which enable us to determine the coefficients in succession in terms of Og which is of

course arbitrary.

Now let us examine the convergence of the series just obtained.

Let i(„+i = a,i+]/a„. Then we have

2",,+i = » +
\- - JO + 1/4"

n+ 1
-X"

2n-l
' n + l

2n + 3^

Hence zvhen n is large, either u,,. is large, in which case ;(„+i = ^ nearly, or k^ is

small, in which case we have approximately when n is large

0=1- 2XLri_2'_^±3
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This relation cannot be satisfied by a small value of «,., so that we conclude that
when /, IS large «„ is large, in other words the series is ultimately diverrjent. But, for
largo ^•alues of the argument, the series begins by converging rapidly, and so if we 'stop
before the terms begin to diverge the series obtained will be quite well adapted for
purposes of calculation. Suppose, for example, that in any numerical problem we agree

to neglect terms of the order ^^^^ and are dealing with values of the argument

which make the nth. term of the above series of the order
1

io;ooo"

If we stop at the nth term of our series and substitute in the differential equation
the equation will not be quite satisfied ; but instead of having zero on one side of our

equation we shall have a few terms of the order ^ 1^. In other words, the series

we have taken (stopping at the «th term) satisfies our equation approximatehj , the
error benig of the order we agi-eed to neglect.

The solution thus obtained is

IZ (tz)-

lUi a.2

= 0+ (z) say.

Changing the sign of / we get another solution, viz. :

e~

y =
V2

«o + -:
-

z z^
= (j> (z) say.

The complete integral is y = C</,+ (e) + /)</.- (^) where C and D are arbitrary constants.

By taking certain linear functions of <^+ and
<f>- we build up two solutions that

will be of service afterwards. We shall denote these by
x'*' i^) and x~(^). where

^ ^z \ z- I ^z \z ^ J

= -.- [jR COS z + S sin z],
\ z

where
z- z z^

. X- (.) = i . '^-^-^'M = 1 [R ,in , _ s COS .].
^ "Jz

These give (/>- = ;^-+ {1^-; 0- = t^- _ j-^-

(^- + i"(^- = ( 1 + V) {x^ + x~) = ^26'"/*
(x+ + x~),

</.- - i4>~ = (1 - /) (x^- + %-) = \'2e-"l^
(;t+

-
X-).

9—2
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We proceed to consider the linear relations connecting the functions /" F, cf)+ and
(f)~.

Let /= a^+ + 0(f)~ and suppose we are dealing with the even series /'.

f(z) is a uniform and continuous function of z, so that if we make a circuit round

the origin we shall return to our starting point with the same value of f. This

however is not the case with (^+ and <f>~ which are multiform functions. It follows

then that to insure the continuity of /, the constants a and ^ in the above relation

must be discontinuous.

If we put z = r (cos 6 + i sin 6), we shall find that a must change discontinuously

as 6 goes through an odd multiple of tt and /S as ^ goes through an even multiple.

We have e': = e-''^'°*e'"°^*, so that the modulus of e'^ is e-''^'"*.

But /=a<^+ + /3^- = ae-'"«'''*(...) + ;8e"'"«(...) and, when 6 lies between and tt,

sin 6 is positive, so that 0~ is (for large values of r to which we are confined

when dealing with the functions <^) exceedingly large compared with c/j^, and so is

far more important than (^+. But when 6 passes through ir these relations are reversed.

The term <^+ is now the all important one. Hence as 6 passes through tt the

constant a must change discontinuously to insure the continuity of f. There is no

possibility of another discontinuity till we get to ^ = 27r, <^~ must now become the

important term so that /3 must change abruptly, and so on. We conclude then that

a changes discontinuously as 9 passes through an odd multiple of tt, and /3 when

6 goes through an even multiple.

We can obtain a relation between a and /3 by working on the same lines as on p. .52.

n

/
/

/
-d-

If we start with any of our functions at A (for which d = ^) and go along the

circle of very great radius ABA! to A'{Q=it), we must get to the same result as if

we go along AOA' [avoiding the points \, 0-X by describing small semi-circles round

them], for the space enclosed by these two paths contains no critical points of our

functions.

Suppose then we take / along AOA' and its equivalent a^)^ + ^(f)' along the great

circle.

Then / is valid all along its path and so is acf)- + /3<f)~,
the functions (p being

defined only for very large values of the argument.
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Starting from A and going to A' we increase 6 hy ir. f is even and no does

not change sign. Hence we reach A' with /; but / at A' is not equal to a4>~ + 0(f>-
but to a'^+ + /3</)~ (since a is discontinuous at ^ = 7r). For brevity we shall denote

f{z) =f(r . cos +7ii^) by /(O).

Thus we get o(^+(0) + ^</)-(0) =/(0)=/(7r)

= «'<^-*-(7r) + /90-(7r)

= -tV(/)-(0)-i/3<^+(0).

Hence a = - tyd and /3 = - Va'.

We have found then that when -7r>^>0, f=a(<t>^ + i4>-), and in exactly the same
way we see that for the odd function we have /= a, ((^~ — 2(^-).

Now consider the other function

F = u ^z- - \- +/ log (a + \'z''- - \-).

To make this definite we may take \/z- — X- = + -Jfj.\ cos „ + 1 sin s ) where /i is the

modulus and the amplitude of z- — X- ; and for log (z + V^' — \-) take its principal

value.

Suppose first / is even, then u is odd (see p. 64).

Let F = Acj)"^ + B(f}~ and carry out the process of la-st page. On going round z=\,

\/z^ — \- becomes i\^z-—X- and so F becomes iu \^z- — \-+/\og{z + i \z- — X-). Passing

2 = z becomes negative, and u being odd becomes — u ; while / is unafifected. Thus

F has become — iu ^z- — \^ +/log (— z + i '^z^ — X'), where of course z here means \z\.

Then going round —\,F becomes ii \fz- — X- +/log {— z — V2- + \-) = F+ irif, where

F means the value with which we started.

Just as before A must be a discontinuous constant, changing as 6 goes through

an odd multiple of tt and B a^ d goes through an even multiple.

If A becomes A' when 9 = Tr we then have :

—

A'<l>+ (it) + B(j)- (tt) = F{0)+ i7r/(0)

= A^+ (0) + B<f>- (0) + iTra (<f,+ + !0-);

.•. - iA'(f>- (0) - iB4)- (0) = ^^" (0) + B4>- (0) + iira {(f)- + i<^-)

;

.•. — iA' = B — ira ;
— iB = A + iria.,

and F=A{<\>~ + i<f)-) - -rra^r, {tt > 6 > 0].

Treating the odd series / in the same way we get

i^ = .4' (<^+ - !'</>-) + 7ra,</)-, [tt > > 0].
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We have now onl}- huo undetermined constants, and these can be easily found bj-

calculating the different series for une value of the argument. But for a large and

important class of problems even this labour is not required. In these cases all that

is wanted is the roots of f{z)=0 or f'{z)—0, or something of this form. The larger

roots in these cases necessitate the use of the functions
(f>,

but it is at once evident

that the value of the constant a is not required. We shall now investigate the larger

roots of the equation /(z)^0. Taking the even series [/„, /....J we see from last

page that our equation is <^+ (z) + i(f>- (z) = 0, or x^ (^) + X~ (^) = 0,

or Rcos(z — j] +<Ssin (z — -^]=0.

Ol _ O:!

If Uxn.jr = SIR = - 1 (1),

Oo ; + •••

z-

then our equation becomes cos (^ — ^ -i/rj = O.and 5 - j — i/r = (2«i + 1) ^ where in is an

integer, so that

Z = Hi7r + -j- + Y" (2).

When z is very large we see from (1) that ^f = 0, and thus the very large roots

are given bv z = mir + ~r '^ diminishes as z increases, so that the difference between

two consecutive roots is more and more nearly equal to tt as the sign of the root increases.

In the general case having got tan -tfr from (1) in terms of z we use the expansion

1^= tani/r — A tan^ i^ + |^^tatf4..., substitute in (2) and proceed by successive approximations.

The treatment of the odd series [fi, /s...] is of course precisely similar. Our

equation is now <j)+ (z) — i<f)~ (z) = 0, i.e. y^ (^) — X~ (^) ~ ^> °'"

R sin {'^ ~ t) ~ S cos [z — 1) = ^<

I"
_ -v|r

j
= 0, .-. 2 - '^ - i/f = m-rr,Sin I Z

where >n is an integer, so that

Z= VITT + T + Y-

In exactly the same way we may deal with the larger roots of /' (z) = 0.

In most physical applications, the root of most importance is the loiuest root ; aud

it will sometimes happen that that root is too small to make the process just con-
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sidored effective. In .such a case there is no (litticiilty in finiling the root directly from

the ascending series, which converges rapi<ily (the argnnient being small).

We .shall illustrate thi.s by finding the lowest root off„{z)=0.

We have ih' = ^ - -^-... (up to \")... and using this value of;;* we get

II.. 1 Va, 1 V-

4 G4-

1

«„ 64 i:s. 64
*"

,
+

,

7X^

«„ (G . 8)= 90 X 64 X 30
+

1

Heuce /„ {z) = l — z^
2* 64

"*"

(t„ (2 . 4 . H . 8)'

1 X-

,, + •••

(2.4)- 12.64

(2.4. 6)- 96 . 64 . 30
+ .. + 2-

(2.4.6.8)=
+ + ..

Now z=\cc— K(i\ X. = /c«e, so that/„(5) = is equivalent to

0=1-2^.^^ + 3^

JrZ^

(2 . 4)* ^ 64
1 e-

(2. 4. 6)'= "^12. 64

7e^

(2.4.6.8)= 96.64. :30j "
.(1).

The series on the right of (1) is rapidly convergent, and the terms are alternately

positive and negative. If we stop at the nth term we get an algebraic equation which

(for different values of e) can be solved by Horner's process with very little difficulty

if n is not very gi-eat. The root thus obtained will not of course be exactly a root

of /o(2) = 0, but it will be a close approximation if n is not too small. Also it is

clear that the roots of the equation corresponding to n and n + 1 will be the one

greater and the other less than the root of /„ (2) = 0. Thus by solving the equations

corresponding to n and ?i + 1 and taking z to lie between the two roots we shall get

a close approximation to the real root.

Retaining the first five terms of our series and putting y = —„ we have to solve :

—

f--2oif + f [-01.562.5 + 01.56256-]

-3/ [000434+ -0013026=]

+ [-000006781 + -0000386=] =0.

For e = 0, the equation becomes

If - -25f + -015620//= - -000434.;/ + -000006781 = 0.
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Attacking this by Homer's process we get

-2-5
1
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Takiiit^ II' til vary as e'"', wc get ( F,' + «-)?/;= 0. Since w must be finite all over

tiu' iiioiiibiaiio we are confined to the / functions—supposing the membrane to be a

complete ellipse.

Thus we take w = Sil„/„(5U')/„(\a;')c''"".

K (on which the frequency depends) is determined by the boundary condition; which

is u' = when a- = a-„.

This i,a\es /„ (X.r„) = 0, or /„(«(()= 0, where a is the semi-major axis of the ellipse.

The nodal system is composed of a series of confocal ellipses given by f„(\x) = 0,

anil a series of confocal hyperbolas y',, (X,r') = 0.

To determine the frequencies con-esponding to the various fundamental modes of

vibration we have to find the lowest roots of f„(z) = 0, f,(2) = 0, and so on, and we

have already seen how to do this.

Taking the values found for these roots in the case of /o(^)=0, we find that the

ratios of the frequency of the fundamental note for e=0, e=0'l, e=02, e = 0'3, ...

e=0-7 to that for e = are 1; 1003; 1-013; 1022; 1-045; 1-07.5; 1-1.54; 1-286. Thus

there is very little difference between the notes emitted in the different cases. The

interval between the notes for e = and e = 0-l is less than a comma; between

e = and e = 02 just about a comma, between e = 0-6 and e = about a minor third
;

and between e = and e = O'T an interval between a minor third and a fourth. Of

course the frequency rises as the eccentricity increases.

The vibrations of an elliptic plate can also be determined. If E be Young's

modulus for the material, p the density, 2t the thickness, and fi Poisson's ratio, then if

w is the displacement normal to the plane of the plate the dynamical equation is

Ft-
iv + c*VUv = 0, where c* = ^—r^ Tn • If as usual we take 2V to vary as e'>'' and put

K* = p-/c* our equation becomes ( V* — k*) w = 0, or (V-+ k-) ( F- — k-) w = 0. This can be

solved in terms of our functions, and as w must be finite all over the plate we are

confined to the / functions.

We may take then iv = Ae^'''''''^[f{z) + fif{iz)'\[f{z') + iJi,'f{i2r)\, where z = \x; z' = \a;'.

The nodal system consists of the series of confocal ellipses given by /(2) + ^y"(i^) = 0,

and the series of confocal hyperbolas given by /(/) + fi'f(iz') = 0.

If the plate is clamped at the edge {x = a-„), we must have ?« and -j- = at the edge,

..f{z,) + IJi'f{iz,) = Q,

f'{z,)+iM.'f(izo) = 0.

Eliminating /u.' we get the frequency equation \_z^ — xa]

f'(Zo)JfXiZo)

f{z,) f\iz,)

A^OL. XVII. Part I. 10
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Vibration of air in elliptic cylinders.

If -^ is the velocity potential we have ;is usual -^ = '^'^1^' and taking -«|r to vary

as e"" we get (Ff + /r) i/r = 0.

As -v/r must be finite at all points in the cylinder we take

Since there is no normal displacement at the boundary we have p = when

x = X(„ so that corresponding to il^ = u4 „«'«'/„ (Xa;)/„(Xir') we have the frequency equation

/„' (X^o) = 0, or /„' (Ka) = 0. We have already explained (j>. 70) how the roots of this

equation are to be obtained from the descending series.

We shall write down the results for the lowest note of the modes whose velocity

potentials are

and t = ^1/. (^)/i (^'•') «'"'•

Any other mode may of course be discussed by the same method.

Mode i|r = Af, iXj;)fo {Xx') e'«'.

(c= 331,00 centimetres per second.)

e
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III (irder that e = may mnit the iniclillc c. of a piano (264 vibrations a second)

its radius must be

a = 76'35 centimetres = 30"0G1 inches.

Mode ylr = A/i{\x)J\(\a;')e''".

[The lowest roots of fi'{Xx) is not very large and is best obtained by the method

of p. 71.]

e
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The lowest note corresponds to )/i = l, and

K- = K- + ^

,

or (/ea)= = (/c'a)- + -jr (!)•

The lowest values of /e'o for the different cases have just been written down for the

case n = 0, and the corresponding frequencies are thus obtainable with the aid of (I).

Another problem that is readilj' solved by the help of our functions is the deter-

minations of the tidal waves in a cylindncal vessel of elliptical boundary.

If f be the elevation of the free surface above the undisturbed level then it is

well known that 'the equation of continuity ' and the dynamical equations lead at once

to -^ , = c'-Fi'-^ where c'^ = gh, (h being the depth).

Thus we have f = 2-4 „/„ (X:c)/„ (W) e'"', the boundary equation being t- = oi"

/„' (Xxo) = 0. This is the frequency equation, giving the admissible values of k, and the

corresponding ' speeds ' of the oscillations are then kc= k \/gh.

Another hydrodynamical problem that naturally presents itself here is the consider-

ation of certain possible forms of steady vortex motion in an elliptic cylinder. In steady

motion in two dimensions the angular velocity (to) is constant along each stream line.

But if i/r be the stream function we have Vj-ijr = 2a), so that every possible form of

stead}' motion is included in V^-yjr = x (^) ^vhere x i"^) i^ an arbitrary function of yjr.

If we put T^; (t^) = — /c-'t/t where k is a constant we get our equation (V^- + k'-) y}r = 0,

and as yp- must be finite at all points within the cyliuder we have

>^ = 2^„/„(\^)/„(W)-

As yfr must be constant along the boundary, we get for the case corresponding to

yjr = Afn(X.T}f„{Xa;'), /„ (Xa'o) = or /„(«(() = 0, the roots of which determine the admissible

values of k. We have alread}' shown how to obtain these roots and have written down

the lowest root for n=0, corresponding to various values of the eccentricity, (p. 72).

The periods of vibration of electncity in a cylindrical cavity of elliptic cross-section

inside a conductor are readily obtained.

Since everything is independent of z (measured along the axis) we have, with

usual notation r- -f- r— = : thus there is a stream function -ir, from which u and v
ex dy '

are got by differentiation (( = -i-; v = —-^. By applying the circuital laws of Ampere

and Faraday in the usual way we get ^= V'O^i''^) 'n the dielectric, where V is the

velocity of propagation of electro-djTiamic action through the dielectric.
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Putting yjr.xe'"^' we get ( F,= + «:-)
V^ = 0. 'in^l «i"c<' yjr must be finite everywhere

in the cavity, wo thus get

Now the wave length will clearly be comparable in magnitude with the diameter

of the cylinder, so that for ordinary sized cylinders the frequency is enormously high.

But in such cases the currents are confined to a mere ' skin ' on the surface of the

conductor. Inside this skin (i.e. in the conductor) there is no E.M.F. ; and the tangential

E.M.F. is continuous on crossing the skin. Thus the tangential E..M.F. must vanish at

the surface of the dielectric. Since the tangential E.M.F. vanishes, the tangential current

also vanishes, therefore ^ = 0, at the boundary, or in our notation ^ = 0, when x = Wo.

Thus if ^ = Afn{\x)f,^{\x')e''''^\ the admissible values of K{\ = hK) are given by

the routs of
f,^ {\x„) = Q. The roots of this are given (for n = Q and n=\) on pp. 74, 75;

the wave lengths there determined apply also to the electrical problem.

If we are dealing with the problem of electric waves in the dielectric surround-

ing an elliptic cylinder then we must replace /j, (X^) above by (^„-(X./-) and take

i/r= S^4 „(/),- (X,!0/,j(Xa-') e'"''* in the dielectric. In this case the admissible values of k

are given by the roots the equation (^,/- {ku) = 0.

If we wish to estimate the decay of magnetic force in a metal cylinder, the lines

of magnetic force being parallel to the axis we have (neglecting polarisation currents)

Vi-c = - jT or, if c. xe~'"\ {Vi- + k-)c = where k-= —^--.
(7 at a

The appropriate solution is c = Sj4„ /jj (\a;)/„(Xa;') e""". Now we are neglecting polar-

isation currents so that c is constant in the dielectric. Taking this constant value as

/, and noting that the tangential component of the magnetic force is continuous, we

have at the boundary (x = «„)

^A„f, (A^„)/„ (\x') e-"" = f,I.

In the case oi free currents 1=0 and the admissible values of k are given by the

roots of fn (Xa'o) = 0, or /„ (ko) = 0.

The ' modulus of decay ' is — =—- = . ,„ . The decay is slowest for the smallest
-^

III (TK- a{Ka)-

values of (ku), the slowest of all corresponding to the least root of /'„(«:(«) = 0. We shall

write down the modulus for a copper rod semi-major axis 1cm, for which o-=1600;

and for an iron rod of same size for which fx,
= 1000, and o- = 10^
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p
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Now if X = (), llic ciiualioii for (l>-(\a:) is z- / + ^ L:!^ + (^a _ ,^2) „ _ q
az'' dz ' •'

Let y = ue' where t = -iz and we get t^
" + (2<= + <) ^' + (< - »=) ?t = 0.

Solving this in ;ui (iscenditir/ series of the form ^'"+ ,^+..., we get as the "in-

dicial" eciuation ;/i-' —;(-'= 0.

ae' '^
Thus we have "/*„ (^') = /Vj;y.

ivppi'oximatcly when X is small.

Making use of this we find that (I), of p. 78, becomes

or X,/„' (X,.ro) + «X„M/n (Xi^j) = 0,

which determines the admissible values of ^j. If, as in case of iron, fi is large we
have /„ (Xiaro) = 0, which has just been considered for the case n = on p. 78.

Section II. Spheroids.

We shall proceed now to the more interesting problem of finding solutions of the

equation ( V- + K-)\lr = that will enable us to deal with a variety of questions relating

to spheroids.

Generally if a,, a.,, a^ form a system of orthogonal coordinates so that the line

1 . J • • 1 7 o <^«i' do^>' dot-i" ,, ,element as is given by ds- = j-^ *"
/ 2 + 1"? > ^* '® ^^''^" known that

V-^{r = hjljl.

Also if a,, a.,, a.^ satisfy F-->|r=0, we have the simpler relation

dcii^ da„- 9a„»

We shall be dealing with prolate spheroids, and shall define the position of a

point by the semi-axes a and «' of the elli^ase and hjq)erbola confocal with some given

one that pass through the point, and by the azimuth
<f).

We may take a, = — i | , (with the usual notation).

f" da ,, , , da= — I jY , so that an, = 7T

.

, , I
drxi pda p 1

dn a da ab" hD I ^,'a- - a'-
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1
In this way we got F-->|f =

a- — a-

1 8~f 1 ^ / _J: h- \
^""^

i.e. F^> = rT7
/i=(a?-a;'=)

whore x = o/A and x' = a'/h.

_ 9 ,l_^^^^+An-^•'n^ +
8a; 9a; dx'

1 _ 1 \ 3^"

1 - a;''' 1 - ar'j a<^-J
'

c^
If we take i/r to vary as sin(H0+7) we have .— =-n-yfr,

and hence if (]'-+ «:=)i/r= we get

''-(^-»")*-r.<'-->S-a4'(i-")a-|-(CT.-i4p)«=*-

As before assume \jr=i/i/ where y in a fuiictiou of a: oul}- aud y' of .r' only.

We then get (putting Iik = X)

y dx dx l — x' y dx ^
^dx^ I- X- -X-

= — p say (where ]} is an arbitrary constant).

Thus y and y' both satisfy an equation of the form

In case of symmetry about the axis we have n = and

dx
'(l-a-)^ + (p-X\v^)y=0.

dx

Consider (l-a;'^)y"-2xy'+{p-X^7f)y-
n-

.3/ = 0.- (!)•
1 — a;^

Let y = (1 - a?)"'- . z. Substitute in (1) and divide by {I - x)"'-.

This leads to the equation

{l-x-)z"-2(n + l)x2' + [p-n(n + l)-W]z = (2).

Everything now depends on the solution of this equation which we may therefore

regard as the fundamental one of our problem. It corresponds to the equation of p. 43

in our former work.

This equation has the .same critical points as that just referred to, viz. 1, — 1,

aud X) . Its solution in the neighbourhood of these critical points might be investigated

on exactly the same lines as before. The work however would be so nearly identical

with our earlier work that it is hardly worth repeating it here.

We shall proceed at once to obtain solutions in a form convenient for physical

applications, i.e. iu a series of powers of x.
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Assiiiniiig 5 = «„x"' + «,a;"'+' + ... an<l siibstitiitiiif,' in (2) of iiust page we find that

we must have ?»(»« — 1) = 0. Thus we get two independent serial solutions, one even

and tlie other odd.

Taking the even series first we have :

—

z = «„ 4- u,.r-+ ... + u,na?"' + ....

Substituting in tlic differential e((uatii)n and equating coefficients of different powers

to zero we get

2a, + p'a„ = ; (2//- + 1)

(

-In, + 2) ((,„+, + [;/ - 2»i (2m+~n - 1 )] w,„ - \-'(',„_, = 0,

where p' = p — n (ii + 1 ).

Tf ^ I , 4((i- l)m- 2-»' X'
If Z),„+, = a,„+, «,„ we hud i',„_, = 1 + ' '-.^ TTV + /"o , i>. , TT";—

•

(2»( + 2)(2hi + 1) (2m -t- 2) (27/( 4- 1) i',„

Thu.s when ;/; is large, either v,„ is small in which case v,„ tends to the limit

— 7a— , wg—T^\ '
'"" ''"' i'' ""'^ small and then v,„ approaches the limit 1, when 7ii

is very large. In the farmer case the ultimate convergence is the same as that of

the series for cosX.r, and the series is convergent for all finite values of the argument.

We must consider more particularly the other case which is more unfavourable to

the convergence of our series. In the first place we note that the series converges for

all values of the argument whose modulus is less than unit}'. It is important to

examine the convergence in the extreme case when x\ = l.

The series is a„ + a, + ...+(/,„ + .. . to x
,

where (2//; + 1 ) {2m + 2) m,„+i = [2m (2m + 2n + 1)- p'] u,„ + \'-«,„_,.

As we have already seen Lt -!^i-i = l,

...
,

, «,„+! 2m(2ni+2n + l) - p'
and when m is very large we have = ——^ 5—-^^ ^, - approx.:"

n,„ (2m+ l)(2»i + 2) ^'

, n,„ ,\ (2m + l)(2m + 2)-2m(2m + 2jH-l) + «'

a,n+i J ' 2m {2m + 2» + 1) - j)'

= 1 — n in the limit when m = x .

For all cases except n = 0, this is less than 1, so that this test of convergence

shows that all the series (corresponding to different values of n, except n = 0) diverge

when x=l.

For the case of « = we must use a higher test of convergence.

We have in this case :

—

(log m) ,n (

—'" - 1 1
- 1

iff jlj+l

., . P (m + 1)= (log m) . ', „ ^ ^ ;

^ ° ' -im- + 2m — p

=^ .
—^ ultimately = t- •

- ultimatelv = 0,
4 m •'4 m

so that for this case also the series diverges when x = I.

Vol. XVII. Paih- I. 11
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Now x'=l on the axis of the spheroid, so that if we are dealing with physical

problems that require the dependent variable to be expressed in terms of a; and x'

throughout a region from which the axis of the spheroid is not excluded, we cannot

make use of the series just considered. For such problems we are confined to the first

case mentioned on p. 81. In other words we must have v, = 0, and then the series

we obtain converge for all finite values of the argument. As before this limits us to

particular values of p.

The series just considered are the even series: but of course precisely similar results

are obtained from a treatment of the odd series.

The cases that will prove most useful to us in the discussion of physical problems

are those corresponding to j* = and ?! = 1, and we shall therefore consider these more

in detail.

For the case of symmetry ?i = we have -r-{l-a.'^)-^ + {p — \%r)i/ = 0. It will be

rather more convenient to solve this in powers of \x, and taking

y=ao + Oi (Xic)- +...+«„ (X.f)-'' + . .

.

we get 2ai\- + pa^ = ; 1 2a.A- - (6 - p) a^ - a„ = 0,

(2« + 1) (2n + 2) o„+,V - [2tt (2n + 1) - jj] a,, - «„-i = 0.

We have seen that for most physical applications p is confined to the roots of

a„ = 0. The detenninatiou of these roots proceeds exactly as on p. 60, et seq., the

only difference is that in the present case we take 1;, = 2n (2n+l) —p instead of {2n)-—p-.

Thus we can use our former work to give us the values of p with comparatively

very little trouble.

p^ {corresponding to I'o = 0), see p. 60.

Fi)-st approximation : Vo = v, .'. p„ = 0.

Second.

Third.

giving

Fourth.

giving

Fifth.

1 2
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X* ^ 4 IS'^X"*
Hence ini to X'" wu have n, = .,

- t"!. \* + .,——-„ X" + "

j>.. (corresponding to (',=0) see \i. OL

First approximcttion : f , = 0, /. p.. = 6.

Second. . > .
/

Tlnrd. ,, 4- X- (^-^ ^ 3 ^4N _ ^, /3^4
_

5_6N ^

n Q4

fu,../. ., + X^ (^ ^2 + '^^*) -x^ ^A^' +X»
^^•^•^

f-5^+ 1^8)

o .1 . ^ IKo 94 _ 21388oo that p., = 6 + ^^ X- H X^ X"'-
21 ^(21)^ 99x 7'

Pi {con-esponding to v.. = ).

First approximation : v« = 0, .". p^ = 20.

Second. V, + X= '— + '^) = 0, .-. p, = 20 +^ X^
V Vi v., J

" 77

1.2.3.4 .5.6.7.8
+Third. n + x=

(
— + ^—^"l

- V
"o^T

,„ 39^,, 52644 ^^
•• ^'^ = -^ + 77^^+0:7^113^3^ +••••

Similarly with the' odd series let

y = c„Xa- + Ci {\xf + . . . + c„ (Xa-)-''+' + . .

.

auil we get (1 - a?) [6ciX'*' + 20c.A'.r' + . . . + 2» ( 2/; + 1) c„ X"'+'x-"-' + ...]

- 2x [coX + SciX'a^ -I- ocX'af + . . . + (2« + 1) r.„X^+'3^ + . . .]

+ ip - X-.«=) [c,\x + c, {Xxf + . . . + c„ (X.'c)"+' +...] = 0,

.-. - 6ciX= + (2 - ;j) c„ = ; - 20c.A= + ( 1 2 - />) c, + c„ =

- (2)( + 2)(2» + 3)X=c„+, +[(2h+ l)(2n + 2 ) - ;j.] c„ + c,._, = 0.

In this case we take i'„ = (2?i + 1)(2« + 2) -p and proceed on exactly the same
lines as before.

^1 (corresponding to root i'o = 0).

First approximation : i'„ = 0, .'. pi = 2,

2 3 S
Second. v^ + X-—— =0, .-./>, = 2 + - \-.

I'i
.)

11—2
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go ' 3 -t 5
Th ird. Vo-hX-^^ -^*

"•'
: ' = 0.

Thus p,=^2 + -\--^—^^' + --
3^„ 12

• T A.- — ,i

o / X

p3 (corresponding to y, = 0).

First approanmation : v, = 0, .. p^ = 12.

Second. I, -h X^{^ + :^) = 0, .-./>.= 12 + | V.

Third. .. +V i"^ + '^) - V ^-4^;^ = 0,

23 7229

Ps (corresponding to v« = 0).

First approximation : Vo = 0, .'. ps = 30.

- , , -i . 5 G . 7\ ^ .-,^ ,
59

)Seco)ia.
V V, V, J III

«,,., .W-t-S 6.7\ ^^ ^2. 3. 4. 5 6.7.8.9a .

Third. yo + \- + -^M zr«— +—tit 1
= 0,

„„ 59 ,„ 63338 ^^
,

giving P'^^^'^m ¥TbTY7[S'

Turning now from the case of sjonmetry (» = 0) to the case n=l, our equation

becomes (1 - of) ^^ - 4* -r- + ip--- X-a~)
i/
= 0.

If 3/ = a,. + «i (Xj;)' +...+«„ (Vf)-" + . .

.

we have 2a{K- + {p- 2) o„ = : 1 2((,A- + (p - 1 2) «, - a, = 0,

- (2n + 1) (2n + 2) a„+i\- + [(2» + 1 ) (2» + 2) -p] «„ + rt,,_i = 0,

and in the determination of p we proceed as before, the only difference being that

now we have v„ = (2n+l)(2)i + 2)- p. In this way we get

p,= 2 + lx'- „—., V + ^^r-^X''+...,
•' o I . .y 21 X o^

,„ 7 ,„ 1064 ^,

15 77.3^5«

19 , 1108_
39 "^ 7.3M3^

,^ 19,, 1108 ,,
i>4
= 30 + .-,„

\- + _ ^— — \^+...
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For tho ofhl series ?/ = CnXa; + c, (\.r)' + . . . + c„ (Xa;)'"+' + . . .
,

wf liiivc Gc,\= + (/) - 6) c„ = : liOcA- + (/J - 20) c, - c„ =

-
( 2,1 + 2) f 2/) + 3) c„+,\= + [(2» + 2) (2k + 3) - p] c„ + c„_, = 0,

giving by the usual method

OA 37 ^„ 7064 _
i).= 20.^^X=+^-,-^3^3V+...,

27
jOj = 1'2 + — X= + ....

Just as on p. 03 the odd and even series obtained as solutions of our differential

equation correspond to different values of p and so are really solutions of different

equations. But having obtained one solution of our equation there is no difficulty in

finding another. In the case of symnietrv our equation is

^(i-=)g + (i^-v..=), = o.

Take y=uf+w where /' is the solution already found.

We then have

Choose u so that -i- (1 — a:-)^- = 0, which is satisfied by k = ^ log r.

Our equation then reduces to -j- (1 — x-) -j- + {
p — X-x-) tr = — 2

-f^
, and we want a

particular value of w (the simpler the better) to satisfy this.

\{ f=a„ + aia?+ ... (even), we assume w = A,,x + A^x^ + . . . (odd).

Substituting in the differential equation and equating coefficients we get

6J, + {p - 2) A„ = - 4a,; 20.4„ + ( ^j - 12) ^, - \-J„ = - 8a.,,

(2/i + 2) (2« + 3) A,,^, + [p

-

(2» + \)c2n + 2)] ,4„ - \=.4„_, = _ 4 ^/( + 1) a„+„

from which we can determine the coefficients, in succession A<, (or ^4,) being chosen at

pleasure.

With the aid of these relations we can show just as on p. 65 that the series for

w is convergent in the same domain as /.

Thus we have two independent solutions of our equation

y = f{x) and y=^log-

the complete integral being y =^ Af {x) + BF {x).

y = f{x) and y=^log^—^ xf{.v) + w = F{x),
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The series defining / is convergent for all finite values of the argument; but F
becomes infinite when x=±\, and so must not be used in regions where x can have

either of these values.

We proceed to find some series that approach 'asymptotically' to solutions of our

equation and that will prove useful for numerical calculation for large values of the

argument.

Putting z = iXx and y = ue', the equation

^ (l_^)g + (p_V^)3/ = becomes (^= + X0^! + 2(s= + ^ + xn^' +(2^-;; + X"-)» = 0.

dx

Assume u = - +-{+...~ + ... and we get
z z z

- 2 (2= + 5 + X-)

+ (22-;j+X=)

26,, 66i ,
126.,

, , I ^^^ ^"-i ^

= 0.

Hence + 26, + (jj-V)6o = 0; 46, + (iJ-2-X=)6, + X-6„=0,

2n6„ = [« (» - I) +X— /)] 6„_, - X= (H - 1) [26„_o - H^2 6„_3].

So that if «„ = &„/6„_, we have

2un =n-l + ^ - X=
n n

2 1— -in-2)
«,^,«„_2

71-1
Thus when ?i is large, either i/„ is large and equal to -^— approximately, or if

X-
w,i is small we have when n is large = 1

, and as this cannot be

satisfied by a small value of Un> we see that tin is ultimately large, so that the series

is ultimately divergent. But as before it is useful for arithmetical purposes if we confine

ourselves to the convergent part, the argument being large.

The solution thus obtained is (if z = X.r),

, 6, b.,

iz {iz)-

z
k-i---„+ ...

z z-

Changing the sign of i we get another solution

y = b„ + i ---+ .

z z-

= (j)+(z) sa}-.

= <^-(^).

and the complete integral is y = C<f>^ (z) + D<f)~ (z) where C and D are arbitrary constants.
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As on ,.. 07 w,. .shall take ;^;+ (,) = *^M+ <^"
^^)

; j^- (^) = ,• . ^llfhl^l^)

,

giving j^;+ (z) =-[R cos 2 + <*? sin z],

X~ (2) = - [ii sin 2 — S cos 2],

where /.' = 6„-^=+ ... ; ,S' = ^ - ^»+ ....

By proceeding very much as on p. G.S we can obtain some rehitions between the

various solutions of our equation. Take 2 = ?'(cos ^ + t sin ^), obviously we have

4>+{-z) = -(p-iz); <f>-{^z) = -4,^{z) or
<t>^ (0 + Tr) = - cf)- (d); <}>- (6 + 7r)= - 4,* (0).

Also we have i^(2) = ^log^^—r/(-s) + w(0) where ^v(^) is odd if / is even and
Z — A,

even if y' is odd.

Taking / even, we have F(— z) = ^ log ^f(~^) + w(— z)

h^og'^f(z) + w{z)^=-F(z),

and if / is odd we get similarly F{—z) = + F(z).

Then proceeding as on p. 69 we find these relations :

—

i// is even, f= a (4>+ — <f)~)= a.x~,

F^l3'(<t>+ + 4>-) = l3x+,

and iff is odd, /= a/ (<j)+ + (f>-)
= a^x'^,

i?' = A' (<^+- </,-) = Ax".

The larger roots of f(z) can be got from these results by the same process as

on p. 70.

For the even series iff,...) we require the roots of x~(^)^^'

i. e. R sin z — S cos 2 = 0.

As before, putting

,
S z

.-"^•"

60--;+...

our equation becomes tan (2 — i/r) = 0, so that z = mir + yjr where m is an integer.

Similarly with the odd series; and with the roots of /'(2) = 0. The smaller roots

may be got by Horner's method as already illustrated on p. 72 directly from the
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ascending series. For example, I find that the equation to determine the roots of/i'(2) =

is = 1- -Ss- + (-017857 + •00342856=) e*

- (00059524 + -000317476- - -00003047e^) z'^

+ (-00006764 + 00001 lle= - -00000108S5e^) 2« + . . .

,

and the lowest root for e = 0, e = 01; e = 0-2; e = 0-3 ..., e = 0-9 is 2-0815; 20825; 2-0848;

2-0865; 20902; 20961: 21035; 21124; 21233; 2-1364.

The treatment of the equation con-esponding to ?; = 1 instead of ?i = of our

fundamental equation proceeds on quite similar lines. We have already seen that on

putting y = Vl - .V' . y, , the equation becomes (^ " *'')^ " ^'^^ + (/• ~ ^ ~ '^'''''*
2/' = ^ ="^^

we have obtained solutions of this in the form of ascending series of a: To obtain a

solution corresponding to that on p. 86 we put s = i\.v and //, = «e^ and the equation

becomes

(2= + XO f" + 2 [z-^ + X= +-2z]^+ (4j -p + 2 + X^)u = 0.

Assume " = 3. + ~i + ::j + • • • + ;,r- 2
+

z- zr

and we get 26i = (\- - p) h : ik = (X- + 2-p)bi- 4X=6„

2 (/( + 1 ) K+, = [X= + n (n + 1) - ^J] b„ + (« + 1) X^ [«6„_, - 26„_,].

As before the series is ultimately divergent, but is none the less useful for pur-

poses of calculation. The work on p. 87 is, with very slight and obvious modifications,

applicable to these functions.

If y and iji are two solutions of our fundamental equation corresponding to different

values of k, then y and ^i have a " conjugate " property, which will be of use to us.

\Ye have ^ (1 - a^)^^ + (p - X'af) y = 0,
ax cLx

^(l-.^)f + (^,-X,=.^),. = 0.

Hence j_j^,_^,,_,x-.-x.n,r=],/,Mk = j_^[^2/^,(l-.-)^^-y.^^,(l-^)^. dx

M.-.^)S-Mi-^)|: = 0.
-1

By aid of this property we can determine the coefficients in the expansion of any

function of x' in a series of terms like /'„ (./') by a process similar to that used when

dealing with Legendre's or Bessel's functions.

In the case where X=X, but /'=t=pi the conjugate property takes the simpler form
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The ex])nii.sioii of the fiiiictii)ii e"^^' in terms of our functions is interesting in

itself aud load^* tn sonic results of imjiortance.

If 'i '"• tlif unlinary Cartesian coordinate of a point (the axis of x, being the

axis of the spheroid) we have x, = hxa)' in our notation. Now e"*' obviously satisfies

(V- + K-)ylr = 0. and is finite when x=±l, so that it must be expressible in a series of/
functions.

Assume then e'*^' = 2A„f„ (Xx)fn (W)-

By p. 8S We liave in this case

.' -1

Hence I e'*^^7;(\a.'Va-'' = ^n/» (^'O f f„{\x')-dx',

a relation which must hold for all values of \a;, {= z say).

Now e''^"' = e''"' = 1 + 1>.»'—r^ r^ + . .

.

and /„ {z) = «o + «i2" + • • • if n is even,

and = CoZ + CiZ- + ... if n is oild.

Hence, if /; is even,

I ^
^1 +,,V- — + ...j/„ (W)rfa;

= U »
I

/„ (X^')l' dx i («„ + a,z- + a-.z' +...).

Equating the coefficients of different powers of z we see that | a;'''''^'/„(Xj/) da;'=0,

as is otherwise evident since /„ (X.c') is an even function.

We also get
|

fn{\.i')dx' = a,An\ f\,(\.r')-dx',
• -1

• -i'

which determines .4,,, see p. 90,

and -\i x'-fn {\x') dx' = ^ f ' /„ {\x') dx',
\^J -1 ffo j -1

^ r ./'/„ i\x') dy =
"fl' /„ (xx') dx'.

\^J -1 "o. -1

aud so on.

Similarly if n i'.s odd we have

j^^^l+lZX -^ ~
13 + -j/n(X.T')(^*-

= ]^» I /„ (\.r')'' d.v' I {Coz + c,z--< + c^' + ... )

.
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This gives 1 a;''""/,, {\x') dx = 0, as is obvious, since /„ is :iii odd function.

Also i\ x'fnO^')dx'=-c.,A.J /„(Xa;') -dx',

which determines A„, see below.

And -^1 x''f„{\x')dx'=^-^ j
x'f„(>^v)dx',

O J —I to .' -1

4 f ' a;v.. (M') etc'= -
I

*• /„ (Xa') dx',

|^/;_«-=»7;,x.o^--|"/>'A(W)^-.

Now when n is even /„ (\x) = a, + . . . aj ()u;)- + «2 0^)* + • •

,

.-.

I

/„(\a;)|'c^- = «o| f„(Kx)dx + a{X?j x^fn{\x)dx+ ...

= - [tto- - aA" |2 + aA* |4 . . . ] |
'/„ (X^c) rf*,

by p. 89.

Similarly, when n is odd, we have /„(Xa-) = cX^' + Ci(X^i)^+ ....

by means of the relations above.

Since I /» (\x) dx and 1 ;»/„ (Xa;) rfa; are easily determined by direct integration

of the series, we can thus determine I y"„ (Xa')|'" <ix.

The above gives us the value of the constant A,t of this aud the last page. When

u is even we have

r f„(\.v)dx

«o£/„(X^)rrf^

so that in this case yl„ = 1,'(«„'- — ai^\.= |2 + «2-X-'|4 + ...),

and similarly, when n is odd, we get

A „ = f Co-X'- - crV ;§ + c,=X'^ + . . . )

We shall proceed to discuss some physical problems, involving the use of the

functions now under consideration.
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Vibrations of spheroidal sheets of air.

If c be the velocity of sound in air and ^p the velocity potential our characteristic

equation is -^^ = c- F-i/r. TaUing >|r to vary as e''«< we get {V- + K-)->jr = 0. As we are

confined to a tiiiii lavir we may regard a: as a constant, and so our fundamental

equation reduces to -^(1 - «'=) -3-^ + (/c=a=- Va;'=)i|r = 0. This is the same form as before

with p = «'-«-.

If the layer is complete the series for yjr must be convergent for all possible

values of x' (i.e. from ,<•' = - 1 to x'=l, inclusive), and so we have ^ = Afix'); \_F{x')

becomes infinite at the poles a''= + l] and the necessity of convergence at the poles

determines the hitherto arbitrary constant «, or rather confines it to certain definite

values. See p. 82.

If the layer of air instead of being complete is bounded by two parallels of latitude,

then our solution is -v/r = J./„ («') + Bf\ {x) where /„ and /j are the odd and even series

of p. 81. p is not now restricted by conditions of convergence, the series f{x') being

convergent (whatever pi be) provided x'<\, which is the case in the present problem.

At the bounding walls we must have -^, = ; so that if x' = a, a; = /3 are the

boundaries, we have

4/;'(a) + 5/,'(a) = 0,

4/'o'(/8)+/8/;'(/3) = 0.

Eliminating A : B we get the frequency equation

/„'(«), //(a) ,
= 0,

/o'(/S), //(/3) I

which determines the admissible values of k.

If one of the boundaries (/8) is the equator, then the frequency equation takes

the simple form /j' (a) = 0.

Retui-uing to the case of the complete spheroid we shall determine the frequency

corresponding to some of the simpler modes of vibration.

CorrespondiiKj to p„: (p. 82), 12 4
we have «-o- = po = o

^' - t-t '^* + "s - ~?
'^^

'^ (^)'

and \=hK = Kue. so that (1) becomes

1 9 1
= 0.1 - s e- + tr^ K-a-e* +

o xoo

It follows from this that for our problem we must have ku = 0. The expression

in brackets [ ] cannot vanish for real values of ku, to which we are confined in

the present case.

]^2 2
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K being zero, yfr is independent of the time— so that there is really no vibration

at all, and this so called ' mode ' is without physical interest.

Corresponding to /),. This is the sloiuest periodic movement for the case of symmetry

round the axis. The vibration is wnsymmetrical with respect to the ends of the

spheroid.

We have

giving

3 6
^ o 8 < .3 3 . 5= . 7

X'' +

2 + ^ K-cC-e" - ^^. K'a*e* + ...,
a 8/0

K^(r- = 2 + 1 . 2e- + -69 2e^ + SSe' + ...

e
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For the sphere to sound the midrlle c of a piano (c'; frequency 2G4) it must have
a radius rt = 28 ccntinietroH =11 inches.

If the eccentricity is -,'^, then (4 = 81 centimetres (12!, inches).

" lu )' a = 37 (14jj inches).

The accompanying rough sketch will illustrate to the eye the influence of size and
eccentricity on the note emitted.

e =

e = 0-6

e = 0-9

e =

e = Oo(j

e = 0-83 e = 0-83
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CoiTesponding to p^ (the slowest si/mmetncal vibration),

so that

A.=,.-6 + iIv.»,V.-S^V... (p.S.)

11 , „ , 94

K=a- = G+ 3-Ue"- + 2e*- Vie" +

21388
= 6+2! '^'^^ + (ny

"'"''' - 7^99 "'''''' + '

e
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to e = -j^ in the mode of p. 92 is Fa {/). The spheroid e=-fij gives in the mode of

p. 92 about the same note as e = -^ in the present mode.

e
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The uotes of this mode are rather lower than in the corresponding cases on p. 94

;

e = fjj
of this mode nearly coiTCspouding with e = ^ of the former.

Vibrations in a hemi-spheroidal sheet.

The symmetrical vibrations (corresponding to p^, Pf.) make the equator nodal,

so that we may at once adopt the above results to vibrations in a hemispheroid closed

at the edge. The notes are given on p. 94.

The unsymmetrical type (corresponding to pi, 2)3...) make •\|f = and therefore t^ =

at the equator {x' — 0). Thus in these modes there is no pi-essure variation at the

equatoi-, so that there is a loop there. If we make the rough assumption usually

adopted in the elementary treatment of open ends—\dz. that there is a loop at the

end, we can thus apply our results to the determination of the notes in a hemi-

spheroidal layer with an open end (open at the equator). The notes are given on pp.

92 and 95.

The case discussed on last page (?i = 1) gives us the gravest note in a quadrant of

a spheroid, closed at the sides and open at the equator.

A problem that is analytically closely analogous to the one just discussed is the

investigation of the modes of vibration for the electrical oscillations in a thin homceoidal

layer of dielectnc between two conducting spheroidal surfaces. There are clearl}' two

perfectly distinct t}'pes of oscillation. In one the wave surges backwards and forwards

between the bounding surfaces, the magnetic force being normal to the ellipsoid and so

the electric force tangential. In this type the wave length will be comparable with the

thickness t of the layer, and the frequency will be consequently excessively great. The

longest wave will be that which crosses the layer and gets back again in a period, so

that its wave length is 2t and there \y\\\ be harmonics of wave lengths t, |t, etc.

For the other tj'pe—which we are now to examine—the waves advance along the

ellipsoidal surface, the electric force being normal to the ellipsoid and the magnetic

force tangential.

The electric force R is normal to the spheroid. Let the line element on the

spheroid be given by ds- = -7-ir + j-r

Then, on applying the fundamental circuital laws of Faraday and Ampere to the

K dE]
elements ABEF and ABGD, we get ]with help of relation w =

47r dt

liK -^=fi. hju
dx

fh J^ d(rR)\ d_ flu_ 1^ d (tR)\

"' U, fJLT dx' )'^d(f> Vh ' MT ?(/) /
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Owing to the symmetry about the axis tR is independent of c}> and our equation

becomes

„ dr-R , , d (h, 1 dTR\

if ^l is constant, as we shall suppose.

XT hi P ^- *
J, -

fi^ V ir^ 1
and for a homoeoid t = an where a is a constant, or t = a .

—
:

.
'

y/x"-- x'"

Substituting in (1) we get

..d"-R 1 9 ,. ,,, 9 -R

Si- h'' 'Jaf - x- dx '^ dx' Va;' - x'-

'

or if ir = i?/\/^3^^ /i^/i= (a;= - x'^-)^ = ^. ( 1 - «'')
g-J

•

Putting c = -. — so that c is the velocity of propagation and taking yfr to vary

as e""^', we get

a4'(i-^'^)a-J-^^^^*-^-^")^ = ^'

where X = /(k.

This is exactly the same equation as we had to deal with in considering the

vibrations of spheroidal layers of air. The solution is of course the same as before

:

p =W = /c-a^ being determined in the case of a complete spheroid by the condition of

convergence at the poles. The only difference is that c, the velocity of propagation, is

different for the two problems. The ivave lengths are the same in both cases; and have

been determined in some of the more important cases on p. 92 et seq.

If the surftice is not complete, but is bounded by a parallel of latitude x, we must

consider the condition at the edge. The layer of dielectric being supposed very thin,

it is clear that the cun-ent (i) at the edge will be almost entirely tangential (along

the parallel of latitude). Thus the boundary condition may be taken to be the vanishing

of the component of the magnetic force along the pai-allel of latitude or g—- = ^^ the

edge.

Vol. XVII. Part I. 13
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Since R = Var* — x' . i/r, the boundai-y condition becomes

dijr
At the equator x' = 0, and the boundary equation is then ^, = 0, so that the

conditions are exactly the saTne as in the sound problem with a closed edge. See p. 96.

Vibrations of air contained in a spheroidal envelope.

If t/t is the velocity potential our characteristic equation is -^ = c-V--ip-, to solve

which we take yjr to vary as e'"^' and proceed as on p. 79.

If we are dealing with a complete spheroidal surface we must confine ourselves to

the / functions, and take

^=lA,J„(x)f„ix')e''''.

At a rigid boundary -^ = 0, so that the boundary condition is /„' {x^) = 0, which

determines the admissible values of k.

We have already shown p. 87 how the roots of this equation can be obtained in

any case. The gravest note will be the fundamental one of the type y=fiix)fi(x')e'"\

the values of k being determined by roots of // (-^'o)
= 0.

On p. 88 we have given the lowest root of this equation for different values of

the eccentricity of the bounding spheroid. We thus get these results :

—

j

e
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The most striking thing about these results is the exceedingly small influence of

moderate eccentricity (Hi the f'rcc|nency.

The interval between tlic fundamental nutes fa- a sphere and a spheroid of eccen-

tricity /jj is leas than a coniiua.

For the sphere to sound the middle c of a piano (c') its radius must be

« = 4r-iiS7 centimetres = 16J inches.

If the eccentricity is i then a = 41'7G4 centimetres = 16*444 inches.

-i-ff .. « = 42-.57 „ =16-761 „

If we wish to find the motion of the enclosed air due to a given normal motion of
the bounding spheroid, we have

^^lr

dx
= a ./(a-'k) e*"' (say) when *• = «„;

and so we assume \lr=Af{x')f(x)e''"", the boundary condition being Af'{x„)=a, .-. A =-7-,

f(x)
and our sohition becomes i^ = a^—\f{x') e'"^'.

./ (*'o)

To determine the motion of air contained between two confocal spheroids, we must

use two independent solutions of our fundamental equation, neither of which become

infinite anywhere between the spheroids.

We may take f = [Af(x) + Btf) {x)]f{x') e''«'.

When x = x\ and x=Xo, we must have -J- = 0. Hence
dx

Af'{x,)+B4>'{x,) = 0, Af'(x,) + B<f>'{x,) = 0.

Eliminating A -.B we get

f(x,), 4,'(x,) =0,

which is the frequency equation to determine k.

On the communication of vibrations from a spheroid to the surrounding gas.

We shall suppose the disturbance due to a periodic normal motion of the surface

x = X(,. If the normal displacement is <j) (x) e^'"' we can expand <^ (.V) in a series of

f(x') functions, so that at the surface x = x„ we have to deal with a boundary condition

of the form ^=f(\x')e^'"=K
dx -^

To represent the motion in the surrounding gas we want a solution appropriate to

divergent waves; and so take yfr = A<f)~ (z)f(z')e''"', where z = \x, z' = Xx'.

The boundary condition gives 1 =\A(f>'~ {z^) so that

^=4^/(^>''^-'

13—2
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At a great distance from the spheroid z is very large, so that (j>-{z) = bo
—

approximately.

Hence at a great distance from the spheroid we may take

;, oi {KCt—z)

where « is the semi-major axis of the confocal ellipse through the point in question.

In estimating the energy emitted by the vibrating spheroid we may note that

since there can be on the whole no accumulation of energy between two spheroidal

surfaces, the energy transmitted across any of the confocal surfaces must be independent

of z. Thus we may if we choose take the particular case when z is very gi-eat for

estimating the transmission of energy across any one of the confocal spheroidal surfaces.

gi iKCt—z)

Now we have just seen that when z is very lai-ge we may take -hjr =Af{z')

where A = 6o/'^<^"^ (•^o)-

The energy transmitted across a spheroid z up to time t is

With the usual notation pdp = ada = h^xdx
; p'dp = h-x'dx',

dS = lay . dp' = 27r ^ dp = lirh ^{a? -\){\-x-) . dp'.

D . J.
/a^-l / , . /1-x"- p X la?-\

But i' = ^^V^3Z=' ^^=''^V^^^»' •>' = ^\/i^^-

^±dBJ±dii^l^±l.h^^x^-l)^l-x'"-) ^^
dn op h'x ox P

= 2-7rh(x^-l)y^dx'.
dx

'^dx'.

As already explained, we may take the expressions for \jr and -^ corresponding to

.-. W=jdtf -p^2Trh(x'-l)^

explained

large values of x.

gi tKCt—z)

This gives yjr = iKcA/(z') ,

when z- is large.

Hence ^=
J ^M /"^cX-^'/C^f^T" ' ^'^^

( fi
" ^ )

'^^'-
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If we integrate coa mic (ct — a) [m an integer} with respect to t over any number
of periods we get zero: while the integral of cos- k (ct - a) or sin»«(ct — a) is ^t, where

t is the time. Thus integrating over a long range of time—or rather over a range

including a number of periods—we have

IF = i . i . pKcX 1^ p 2Trh (1 -
j^ j

'

( f{\x')}' da/,

where 1^41 is the modulus of A = mod.
, ,\ ^ \.

Also since we are .supposing z very large - may bo neglected and we get (re-

membering that X = Iik)

W = 7rpc\Ar-f /(Xx'fdx.

Scattering of waves by an obstructing spheroid.

Suppose a series of plane waves with their fronts perpendicular to the axis of a

spheroid move towards the spheroid and are scattered by it. The velocity potential of

the impinging wave is

^ = gt, M+x,) = gi«c« g.vax'^ see p. 89,

where the coefficients A^ are determined as on p. 90.

For the scattered wave we take i/r = e'""' 'E.B„(f),r (Xa;)/„ (Xa:').

At the surface x = a-„ we must have

?^ 4. ?± = 0,
dx dx

.-. Anfn (Xa;„) + BnCfin-' C^o) = 0,

which determines £„, so that the velocity potential of the scattered wave is known.

At a distance from the spheroid we may take <f},r O^e) = bo ^— gi^'ing
Xx

7, ai (KCt—\x)

We shall now turn to a brief discussion of the electrical oscillations over the

surface of a sphei'oid.
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Consider the case where the currents are in meridian planes through the axis of

the spheroid and the magnetic force in parallels of latitude. If a, b, c denote the com-

ponents of the magnetic induction parallel to rectangular fixed axes, c being along the

axis of the spheroid, we have c = 0, and

(J = sin (^ . X (^*').

b = — cos <}) . X {p<»')-

If as usual we take all variables proportional to e'^' we have ( F= + «-) o = in a

dielectric, where K=p/F, V being the velocity of propagation in the dielectric; and

(F- + «'=)a = in a conductor, where k- = - 'ivfup;a; the conductor being of specific

resistance cr and magnetic permeability
fj,.

Since in the present case a = sm<f).x{xj;'), we see that x is a solution of the equation

on p. 80 for the case n = I.

Thus inside the spheroid we have

a = Asia(f> .f{X'x)f(X'x') e'l",

b = -Acos<j) .f{X'x)f(X'x') e'P',

c = 0.

And outside (in the dielectric)

a = 5 sin <^ .
*" i\x)f(\x') e*^*,

b = -B cos <f>.^- {\x)f{\x') e'P;

c=0.

Since the tangential magnetic force is continuous we have

x = Xo being the bounding spheroid.

Another surface condition is got from the consideration that the electromotive intensity

parallel to the spheroidal surface is continuous. Now the oscillations of the surface

distribution of electricity are very rapid for ordinarily sized spheroids—the wave length

being comparable with a diameter of the spheroid, and the velocity of propagation very

great.

But we know that in the case of very rapid oscillations the disturbance is confined to

a very thin ' skin '.

Inside this skin there is no E.m.f. [or there would be an electrical disturbance, which

does not occur]. Hence for continuity of E.M.F. we see that the tangential E.M.F. vanishes

at the surface of the dielectric.

To get an expression for the E.M.F. we make use of the circuital relation of Ampere,

that the line integral of the magnetic force round a circuit = 47r x current through the

circuit.
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Apply this to the ring-shaped circuit in the figure and we find, if H is the

resultant magnetic force and '' the intensity of the current,

47rG' . 27ry . f/yj = y- ( 27r^ . 11 ) dx.

AnT
Now the E.M.F. parallel to C in the dielectric is ^^t', and we have seen that

this vanishes, so that our surface condition is

d

when X = a;o, and )/=/iV(a^-l) (!-«''),

d

dx.
[^x^ - 1 *- (X.r„)] = 0.

Now from p. 88 we see that

(/)- {\x) =
^!a?

X-x-
h-

.-. Va^-l<^-(XA-) =
x'-l
X-x-

so putting 2 = X;i'„, the frequency equation becomes

d

dz
1 - 6„ +^-...U- = 0.

In the case of the sphere, X = and the series for (f)n~ (Xx) are finite, so that

the problem is very easy. The most important case corresponds to n = 0, ginng p^ = 2,

b, = -b„, b, and all other b's vanish, so that ^(l-^e-'^ = 0,z--iz-l=0, and

z = Xx = Ka =
l+\/3

vt ,Jsv FV3
Thus e*« = e'"^' = e -" e ^^ . Thus the frequency is -j-—^ and the modulus of

decay is ^, so that for ordinary sized spheres the vibrations are almost "dead beat."

For values of \ other than zero the question is not so easily answered. The

modulus of z for the case of the sphere just considered is unity, and in the general

case the series b,+ ~ + ... converges only for large values of the argument. For small

z
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values of the eccentricity we can get s from this series sufficiently accurately, as

the coefficients L, b,... will be very small; but for larger values of e it will be

necessary to replace this descending series by the ascending ones / and F, in the

manner indicated on p. 87.

If we msh to consider the oscillations between two confocal spheroids (conductors)

we must take, in the dielectric between the conductors,

a = sm<j> .f(\.v') e»' [Cx+ (Xa;) + Bx' (X.t)],

h = — cos(^... ; c =0.

By the same argument as before we must have -T-{yH) = Q when a;= a-, and x= x.,

(the bounding surfaces),

and eliminating C : D from these two equations we get an equation to determine the

frequency and modulus of decay. The case of a thin homceoid has already been discussed

on p. 96.

On the decay of electric currents in conducting spheroids.

Fii-st take the case when the lines of magnetic force are parallels of latitude.

Then just as on p. 102 the tangential magnetic force in the conductor is Af{\'x)/{\'x')e'P*,

where ip = . This must be continuous at the surface of the conductor, and if we

neglect displacement currents it is zero in the dielectric. Thus the admissible values

of K are given hy f{\'X(,) = 0, where x = X(, is the surface of the conductor.

We have already shown how the roots of this equation are to be found. The

tangential magnetic force is ^Asf{\s'a')f{\sx')e ''"''
, where the summation extends to

the different values of Kg given by the roots of /„(X'a-o) = 0. The constants A^ are

determined in terms of their initial values by the usual process (see p. 88).

Next take the case when the cun-ents are in parallels of latitude. If P, Q, R denote

the components of e.m.f. (corresponding to a, b, c of last problem) we have :

—

Inside the spheroid P = A sin
(f>

f(\'x)/(\'x')e''",

Q = -Acos<}>...: R = 0.

Outside the spheroid (iu the dielectric)

P = Bsm <f>^- (X.v)f{Xx') e'P',

Q = -Bcos(j>...; R = 0.

The continuit}' of the e.m.f. parallel to the spheroidal surface gives

Af{\'xo) = B(^-{\x,).
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Another " bouiulaiy ucjiiatioii " is got by c(Jiisiflering the fact that the inugnelie

induction tangential to a meridian is also continuous. By making use of the circuital

relation of Faraday and pioceeding just as on ]>. lO'A we get in this way

Eliminating; the ratio A : li fnmi the two boundary equations we get

This equation can be considerably simplified by noting that the currents will decay

so slowly that pjV must be a very small quantity. Thus X is in this case exceed-

ingl)' small.

When \=0 the e(ination on p. !S!S becomes

z- ^^"", + 2 (z- + 2z) ^' + (45 - p 4- 2) (/ = 0,

while p = (/ {n +1).

If we solve this in ascending series in the form » = n,„5~"' +a,„+,2~"''"' + ..., we have as

the indicial equation m- — 'Am + i — nin + \)=Q, so that in = n+'2, and we have »/, = «., —;

—

approximately when \ is very small.

Hence when X is very small we have

fl
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which represents a temperature gradually approaching v^ everywhere. The surface con-

dition gives /„ (\a;<,) = 0, and so determines the admissible values of k.

Initially (when t = 0) we have v-v^ + lA„fni'Kx)fn(Xx'), and to determine the

constants An we should require to expand the initial temperature in a series of this

form. (See p. 88.)

For example suppose that initially v = v„+ Af„(\x)f„(\a;'), then at time t we should

have v = v<,-\- Af^{'Kx)f^{\x')e 'f
. The 'modulus of decay' is -!—^=~^—^. The values

of Ka are the diiferent roots of y^(/ca)=0. The decay is slowest for the smallest root.

Calculating this by the method of p. 87, and taking — = 113 for copper and = 0'22
cp

for iron, we are led to these results :

—

e
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Wu have

« =y

Now

So

k'= — 1(7 - = — 1(7 lit say,

'""/i v ^ /fncr ,^ .. /ma(l-i); z = \x = Ka = ^^ —(\-i)a \ = <i,fiA/ (I - «)•

*/ (\..0 = *+„ (^) = ^'7l - !^ - ^: . .

.

) = f /ee'> say,
z \ z z- I z

z R .,

= ^»^/ " A(^').e L V
2 J.

This represents a wave moving inwards from the surface with velocity

/2a

cp

The phase is not the same throughout, the change at the surface a from that at a,

being i^—-^^. The amplitude also diminishes as we go inwards, its ratio at a to that

at the suriace a„ bemg "tt . e * ^

Making use of the relations connecting the coefiScients 6„, 6, ... on p. 86, and

using the value of p^ on p. 82 we easily get,

^'
^ UV 2 12a=J"»'^ 135V2.«.

°'^••

8\''2
. a^-e- Ima

and of course iJ^e'*' is got from this by writing Oo for a.

a^e- Ima f, / ^ \f2iiia\ a„-i

/ 8v2mo-V«o'e' 2»i-o^a„V 1
1 - mo- + -f^ + .j^

- . -^'^- . . . ,

Thus tan yjr =

I
8 \f2iiia\ a„-e- 2m-a-a*e*

(i\/f-it)"»^^-''^-'^^"»''^-
^

- . ft *£)

13.5\/2.a

and iJ= = i-'i\/¥-it''"«^^^-^*^-
a„e* »?ia-

9a'

The quantity — is the " thermal diifusivity " of the substance. For copper we may
m

take — = 1-13 and for iron — = 0-22. We have seen that the velocity with which the
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wave travels inwards along the axis is a / " • If Hie period were ten miuutes, this

would give a velocity of 02367 centimetres per second for copper and 004609 tor iron.

The following table gives the change of phase and amplitude on the spheroid a = 20,

the surface o,, = 30 being exposed to a fluctuating temperature, the period 10 minutes.

Eccen-
tricity
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IV. Certain Systems of Quadratic Comj)lex Numbers.

By A. E. Western, B.A., Trinity College, Cambridge.

{Received 24 October, Read 31 October 1898.]

1. The object of this paper is to discuss the Theory of quadratic complex numbers

from the point of view indicated by Prof. Klein in his Lectures on Mathematics (1894),

Lecture VIII. on "Ideal Numbers."

A quantity <^ which is a root of an equation

x" + a.i.r»-i + ... + rt„ = 0,

the coefficients a^, a„, ... a„ being rational numbers, is called an "algebraic number."

(See Weber's Lehrhuch der Algebra, Vol. II., Chapters 16 and foil.) In particular, if the

degree of the equation of lowest degree satisfied by (^ is 2, <^ is "an algebraic number

of the second order," or more briefly, a " quadratic number." I do not propose to

discuss non-integral quadratic numbers, and I shall therefore speak of "quadratic numbers,"

meaning thereby " quadratic integers." [(^ is an " integral algebraic number " when

«,, flo, ... f/„ are all integers.]

Every quadratic number is then a root of an equation

a? + a^x + O; = 0,

where a^ and a^ are integers. Solving this equation, we obtain

— a, + \^0i^ — 40,

9 = 2

Let Ml" — 4a2 = e-d, where d does not contain a square ; then

, — Oi + e Vd
<^
=

Y-

Note that d=\, 2, or 3 (mod. 4), for if d were =0 (mod. 4) it would contain a

square, contrary to hypothesis.

Vol. XVII. Part II. 15
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There are now two cases to be considered :

—

(1) a-i even: then e is even, and d = l or 2 or 3 (mod. 4), and therefore
<f>

is

of tlie form x + y \^, where x and y are integers.

(2) Oi odd : then e is odd, and d = l (mod. 4'), and therefore </> is of the form

X + y "^d—^ '

where x and y are odd integers ; this may also be written

'^ = ^ +y —^—

'

X and y being integers, and y being odd. (In the volume above cited, pp. 601 and

foil, Weber discusses these systems of quadratic numbers and obtains the above results.)

I shall only consider the case d negative ; the resulting quadratic numbers are

" complex," in the usual sense of the term. And I shall call numbers of the forms

x+y\d and x + y
—-— numbers of the first and second " t}-pe " respectively. It will

/— 1 + Vd
be convenient to use the symbol in lieu of vrf, or of —-—

, so that for any

assigned value of d, and whichever tj'pe is being considered, the general form of the

numbers of the system is

x + yd.

In the first t}-pe, e--d = 0:

in the second, 0- — d-\ — = 0.
*

By a " system," I mean the totality of numbers of the form x + yd of a gi\'en t3'pe,

for a given value of d.

2. The product of any two numbere of a system is a third number of the system;

in fact, for a system of the first t^-pe,

(x + yd) (x' + y'd) = {xx' + dyy') + {xy' + xy) 6,

and for one of the second type,

{x + yO) {x + y'B) = [xx - ^— yy'j + {xy' + xy + yy') 9.

Each system is therefore, for multiplication, complete in itself

When however the question of factorisation is considered, a system is not necessaril}^

complete in itself. E.g.

6 = 2 X 3 = (1 + V^)(1- V^).

Thus in the system of the firet t^^e, given by d = — .5, the number 6 can be

decomposed in two distinct ways into prime factors. In face of this difficulty, Dedekind
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invented his theory of "ideals" (Supplement XI. to Dirichlot's ZahlentUeorie) ; and Weber,

in his Algebra, follows the same method. This theory, owing partly to its generality

and partly to the noveit}' of the conoeptioiis introduced, is difficult; Klein's treatment

intioduces clearness and simplicity. Gauss' Composition Theory in the Theory of Binary

Quadratic Forms is in fact the key to the factorisation of quadratic numbers. The

connection between the Theory of Binary Quadratic Forms and the Theory of Quadratic

Numbers is due to the fact that every principal form of a given determinant is the

product of two conjugate quadratic numbers.

When i) = (mod. 4) = —
-if/, the principal form of determinant D* is a? — -^, which

is equal to {x + y v'— d) {x — y V— d).

And when Z)=l(mod. 4)=1 — 4S, the principal form of determinant D is

X- + xy + 8j/^

which IS equal to (*' + 3/
^—^1 (^ + 2/—s— )•

Since D is to be taken negative in this paper, d and Z will henceforth denote

positive integers.

The product of a quadratic number and its conjugate will be called the " norm

"

of that quadratic number. The norm is evidently a real positive integer.

The following notation will be convenient :

—

a, b, c, ... denote quadratic numbers, a, b', c', ... their respective conjugates, and

A, B, C, ... their respective norms, and

A = aa = N (a) = N (a').

If then a = be,

it follows that A = BC,

so that to every multiplication of quadratic numbers, corresponds a composition of

quadratic forms.

Now Gauss' law of Composition asserts, that if / and /' are two quadratic forms

of the same determinant, then the product of any two integers representable by /' and

/' respectively is representable by a definite form F (which according to circumstances may

belong to the same class as either / or /", or may belong to a different class to either).

If A is an integer representable by the principal form, and if B and C are factore of

A representable by forms belonging to classes other than the principal class, and if

A = BC it is evident that there corresponds the factorisations a=bc and a' = b'c, where

b and b are the linear factors of B regarded as a quadratic form, and similarly c and

c' of C.

* As suggested by Klein, I write a qnadratlc form <ijt- + bxtj + cy- : its determinant is D= V-iac.

15—2
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To complete a system of quadratic numbers, it is therefore necessary to introduce as

" numbers " of the system the linear factors of the representative forms of each class

for the given determinant : the numbers thus introduced will be called " secondary," in

contradistinction to the " principal " numbers originally defined : they will be denoted by

a-\ + yfi, where x and y are any real integers.

3. It is clear from what precedes that the properties of a system of quadratic

numbers are very intimately connected with the number of classes of Quadratic Forms

of the corresponding determinant D. Where there is only one such class, the corre-

sponding system of quadratic numbers of the form x + yd is complete, not only for

multiplication but also for factorisation. The negative values of D for which this is

the case are

_3^ _4_ _7, -8. -11, -12, -16, -19, -27, -28, -43, -67, -163

(see table in Gauss' We7-ke, Bd. Ii. p. 450).

The first two of these cases are well known; Z)=-3 gives the numbers x + yp,

where p is a cube root of unity, and Z) = — 4 gives the numbers x + yi, i being a fourth

root of unity.

As my object is to consider the character of the secondary numbers, in the form in

which Klein has presented them, I shall set aside the systems of quadratic numbers for

the values of D above given, and shall devote the remainder of this paper to the con-

sideration of the case which comes next in simplicity, when there are two classes only of

quadratic forms.

The negative values of D for which this is the case are given by -D = 15, 20, 24, 32,

35, 36, 40, 48, 51, 52, 60, 64, 72, 75, 88, 91, 99, 100, 112, 115, 123, 147, 148, 187, 232,

235, 267, 403, 427. (Gauss, loc. cit.)

When 2)=— 15, the forms representing the two classes are

x^-\-xy + iy',

and 2a;= + xy + 2y":

The former is equal to

H-V-15W l-^/3l5
^+y—2—jr+^—2

—

the latter may be written

and hence it is

[^ 2
^y

2 Jl^ 2
^y 2"

, , , , V5 + \/^ Vs-V^
and therelore K = ^

> /^
—

o •
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The object of expressing the linear factors in this particular form is to ensure that

the product of two secondary numbers should be a number of the system : this is now

the case ; for

cVo + V-SV l+V-lo,_ /V5 + V-3
Y-'^

2
= e,

/Vo + V-3\ /V0-V-3N ^

1 ^==^i:^^^^y=±^^^"=i-^-ii^^=i-^.

Also we have \d = \— 2fi, fid = 2\.

if, however, we took

« » / /s l+'v'-lS \//- l-v'-15

we should hud that neither of these factors behaves as an integi-al number ; for

which is a non-integral quadratic number.

In the Lecture VIII. before referred to, Klein discusses generally this question of the

proper factorisation to obtain the secondary numbers, and states that "it is always possible

to bring about the important result that the product of any two complex numbers" of the

system of the principal and secondary numbers "will again be a complex number of the

system, so that the totality of these complex numbers forms, likewise, for multiplication

a complete system."

When Z) = - 20, the forms representing the two classes are

x^ + oy'-,

and 2^^" + 2.ry + Zy-.

The principal numbers are given by x + y V— 5,

the secondary numbers by x\f2+y -=—

.

Therefore in this case

the number conjugate to fi is r- ,

i.e. X— /x, and X(fi) = fj.{\ — fj.) = S.
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This furnishes a full explanation of the paradox (i = 2 x S = {I + 6) (I - 0) mentioned

above (§ 2). Neither 2, 3, 1 + 6, nor 1-6 are primes, but

2 = X=, 3 = /i (\ - fi),

l + d=\fi, l-e=\{\-/j.).

In like manner the values of X and fi may be determined for the other values of D
given above ; it is, however, unnecessarj' to do so here, as the general theory of any of these

systems of quadratic numbers is to a large extent independent of the particular numerical

value of D; where this is not the case, I shall confine myself to the system D = - 20. It

should be observed that in general secondary numbers are not quadratic numbers as defined

in § 1 : the latter are those which have in | 2 been given the name of principal quadratic

numbers. In the case D = — 20, the only exceptions to this statement are the numbers x\,

whose square is 2x^ and xXO = a- (- X + 2yu.), whose square is lO.jr', x being a real integer.

4. A number whose norm is 1 is called a " unity " ; a secondary number cannot

be a unity, for 1 is representable only by forms of the principal class.

If tto+a,^ is a unity of a system of the first type, then a„-+dai- = l.

Since d is positive, and >1, the only solutions of this are «„= + 1, a, = 0.

Similarly for systems of the second tj'jje, we get

Since S>1, this gives only ao=±l, Kj = 0.

Therefore the unities of the systems now being considered are simply +1, and

— 1, just as in the theory of real numbers.

There are three kinds of primes in any of the systems

:

(i) principal primes, which will be denoted by p, and whose norms P are prime

numbers in the ordinary sense

;

(ii) secondary primes, denoted by q, whose norms Q are also ordinary prime

numbers ; and

(iii) real primes, denoted by r, which are ordinary prime numbers not represent-

able by either form of the determinant D. The norm of ?• is r".

The primes, as thus defined, are evidently indivisible into actual factors belonging

to their system. It will now be proved that they are primes in the full sense, so that

any number can be expressed as the product of these primes in one and only one

way.

Let m be a quadratic number, principal or secondary, M its norm, m being such

that M is odd, il/j a prime factor (in the ordinary sense) of M; and let M=MiM„_.

Then M being a norm is representable by a quadratic form of determinant D, corre-

sponding to the given system of quadratic numbers. It follows from the ordinary Theory
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of Numbers that all the factors of M are also representable by forms of the same

deteriiiinaiit.

Let II, II ,, and y/._, be forms respectively representing M, M,, and M.^. Then the

theory of Composition supplies the algebraical identity

II (X, y) = II,{.r, y)xH,(x', ij'),

where A"^ and )' are lineo-linear functions of x, y, x', y.

Each linear factor of //, (r, ;/) therefore divides H{X, Y), and therefore must divide

one or other of the linear factors of H(X, Y).

Each linear factor of II (X, Y) is therefore the product of a linear factor of

3i{x, y) and a linear factor of JET. (a;', y); each side of this equation may then, if

necessary, be multiplied by the numerical factor required to bring the linear factors of

//, i/,, and H.. to the correct forms (sec § 3); lastly, if X, Y, x, y, x', y be given the

values for which the forms //, //,, and H.^ respectively represent the integers M, J/,,

and M„, the algebraic equation becomes numerical, and gives the factorisation of m in

the form m,m.,. If m^ is not prime, it can be similarly treated.

Thus finally we obtain a unique expression for m as a product of prime factors.

A method is given later for actuall}' carrying out the process of factorisation. The proof

above given is not applicable to the factorisation of the determinant itself in quadratic

numbers; in most cases the determinant has a unique factorisation, but when ^D (D

being even) or Z) (if D is odd) contains a square, this is not the case; e.g. Z) = — 36

:

then 9 = 3- = -^=.

Nor is it applicable to the factorisation of 2, though as a matter of fact, in most

cases no exception to the general law of unique factorisation arises in connection with

2. Besides the cases where -r is a multiple of 4 (a particular case of -r- containing

a square) there is only one exception, which arises in the case i)= — 60; the quadratic

numbers are then of the foi-ms x + yJ—lb, and .cV^ + yV' — 5, and so

X" — ^- = 3 + 5 = 8,

and therefore the number 8 can be factorised in two distinct ways, 2x2x2, and

(\ + fi)(\— fi). In these anomalous cases Klein's method breaks down ; it fails to give

the ultimate prime factors. Apparently these cases can only be dealt with by Dedekind's

method. Putting aside those values of D with which we cannot deal, the following

values of -D remain to be .studied: 15, 20, 24, 35, 40, 51, 52, 88, 91, 115, 123, 148,

187, 232, 235, 267, 403, 427.

The systems arising from the latter values of D can be divided into three sets:

(i) Those in which 2=X-; these are given by -D=20, 24, 40, 52, 88, 148.

and 232.

(ii) That in which 2=X/i, being the case i) = — 15.
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(iii) Those in which 2 is a prime; these are given by - D = 35, 51, 91, 115,

123, 187, 235, 267, 403, 427.

The numerical values of d, X, and /j,, and of their norms, and the values of \0, fid,

etc., are given for these 18 values of D in Tables I. and II., at the end of the

paper.

5. All the elementary theorems of the ordinary Theory of Numbers in regard to

prime numbers and divisibility are true for the 18 systems to which I now confine

myself, since for each of them the law of unique factorisation exists. I shall therefore

freely adopt, without definition, the technical terms, such as " modulus," " residue,"

" congruence," of the ordinary Theory of Numbers, and the usual notation connected

therewith.

The operation of multiplication can be applied to any numbers of a system, whether

secondary or principal. It follows at once from the theory of composition, applied to

the case of determinants with two classes, that the product of two principal numbers,

or of two secondary numbers, is a principal number, and that the product of a principal

and a secondary number is a secondary number. Examples of these laws are given in

§ 3, for the cases D = — 15, and —20. On the other hand addition only operates

between two numbers of the same class, either both principal or both secondary. For

the quantity obtained by adding together a principal and a secondary number does not

belong to and has no necessary connection with the system of principal and secondary

numbers, and must therefore be considered as irrelevant to the present subject.

6. Residues.—In accordance with the principle above stated, a principal number

cannot be congruent to a secondary number. Complete sets of principal residues and

of secondary residues to a given modulus are required : the most convenient complete

sets are given by the following formulae, which relate to the case -D = — 20 ; the

method of obtaining them is the same for each system, but the actual results differ

slightly from each other.

I. Principal modulus, n=g {x + yO), where x is prime to y ; let il/ be x^ + 5y^ the

norm of x + y9.

(1) Principal residues :—A complete set is given by s + tO, where

s = 0, 1, (%-l),

t = 0, 1, ((/-I).

(2) Secondary residues :—A complete set is given by s\ + tfx, where

/M \
^=0.1' U^-ij'

t = Q, 1, %-l).

k being 1 or 2, according as x + y is odd or even, i.e. according as M is odd or even.
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II. Secondary nindnlus, h = // (a\ + y/x), where x i.s prime to y. M = 2^^ + 2xy +3i/^,

the nonu of u\ + ijfx.

(1) Principal residues:—A complete set is given by s+td, where

s = 0. 1, (%-l),

t = 0. 1 (r/- 1).

(2) Secondary residues:—A complete set is given by sX + t/j,, where

"-»' (!'-')•

1-0, 1 (h-n
k being I or 2. according as y is odd or even, i.e. according as M is odd or even.

It should be noticed that in all cases, the number of residues in a complete set

is My-, which is the norm of the modulus.

The proof of I. (2) will be given as a specimen. If sX + tfj. Ls a multiple of

n, then

sX + tfj,=g (./• + >/0){uX+ v/ji).

Now X6 = — X + 2/j,, /xO = — SX + fx, so equating coefficients of fi on each side, we get

t = g{via' + y) + 2uy};

so, k being 1 or 2, according as .r + y is odd or even,

t = (mod. kg) (i).

Also, (sX + tfi) (.r - I/O) = gM (itX + v/x,),

therefore s {a- + y) + t (Sy) = (mod. gM),

s (- 2ij) + t{x-y)=0 (mod. gM).

Find f and rj, so that (x + y) r; — 2y^ = k ; then we get

ks + t i'Syt) + xf - y^) = (mod. gM).

Now M = a^ + by-, where x and y are not both even, for they are coprime : if one

is odd, the other even, M is odd, and i- = 1 ; if both x and y are odd, M is even,

and k = 2: in either case M= (mod. k).

Therefore, dividing the last congruence throughout by k,

M\
s + j(3yv+a-^-y^) = 0(n\od.gj^^ (ii).

Congruences (i) and (ii) are the necessary and sufficient conditions that sX + tp

should be a multiple of n.

No two uninbers of the set sX + tfi, where

iM-0.1 (f,-l).

' = 0, I (kg-[).

are theret'ure congruent for the modulus n, and every other secondary number is

congruent to one of them : in other words, this set is complete.

Vol. XYII. Part II. 16
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In the important case of the modulus being prime, the results are simpler, and

admit of being stated generally for all the systems.

(i) Modulus )i, a principal or secondary prime, whose norm is -.V.

Principal residues:—0, 1, 2, , A"-l.

Secondary residues:—0, X, '2X, , {X-l)\, provided that ii is not \.

(ii) Modulus r, a real prime.

Principal residues are given by s + tO,

Secondary residues by vX + tfi,

where s = 0, 1, 2, , r- 1,

t = 0, 1, 2, ,
/•-!.

7. Factorisation of numbers.—Each real prime factor of a leal number can either

be represented by one of the quadratic forms connected with the system, in which case

it is the product of two conjugate prime factoi-s, or it is a real prime of the system.

To factorise n=x-\- yd, or jX + y/i, where .r and y are coprime. Express X, the

norm of n, as the product of real prime factors A, B, Each of these numbers

is representable by one of the quadratic forms connected with the system ; therefore

A = aa, B = bb', ... , where o, a', ... are primes of the system.

By the method shewn in the previous section, calculate the residue of n (mod. a)

;

if this residue is 0, a is a factor of n ; if it is not 0, a must be a factor of n.

Similarly the other factors of n are determined.

Example, in the system Z) = — 20.

55(Gl + 2^).

r> = — 6-, 11 is a prime.

The norm of 61 + 26 is 61^ + .')
.
2- = 37-11 = 3 . 29 . 43.

3 = m(^ — /i).

29 = 3= + :> . z- = (3 + -16) (3 - 26),

43 = 2 .
4-=^ + 2 . 4 . 1 + 3 . P = (4X + /i) (.5X - fx).

If e = x (mod. 3 + 2^),

{6-x){Z-26) = (mod. 29);

hence j3.f - 10 s (mod. 29)

(2./- + 3 s (mod. 29),

and so x = 13 (mod. 29).

Then CI + 26 = 01 + 2x = 87 s (mod. 3 + 2^)

Similarly 61 + 20 is a multiple of X - /i, au;l of 4X + /i.

Therefore the number 55(61+20) is - 110-(^ - m)(4X +/i) (3 + 2(9).
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S. C()nc:nieiicos.—Precisely m in the orflinary Theory of Numbers, Liigrange's theorem

(IS to c'oiianuncos may be proved :—a congruence of the nth degree, the modulus being

prime, canmil liavc more than )( incongi'uent roots.

And if such a congruence appeal's to have more than n incongruent roots, it is an

identical congruence.

The linear congruence

ea;=y'(mod. n),

n being any number, and e being prime to n, has one and oidy one root.

E and iV being the respective norms of e and n, real integers f and 77 can be found

such that

Then since Er] = 1 (mod. n),

ee'r]f=f{mod. n),

where e' i.s the conjugate of e.

The solution is therefore x = e'r)f(mo(i. n).

9. Fermat's Theorem.— I. For powers of a principal number //, prime to the

modulus )i, which is a prime of any one of the three kinds.

Let K,, A'o, ... A',v-i denote a complete set (except 0) of principal residues to the

modulus V. Then ItKi, hK„, ... liKy-i is also a complete set.

Therefore //-^-i {K,K, . . . 7i,v-i) = K,K., . . . Kx-i (mod. n),

and so h^'~^ = 1 (mod. n).

II. For powers of a secondary number j, prime to the modulus n.

In any system, a secondary number j„ can be found whose square is a real integer,

and which is prime to n.

In systems of the first tj'pe, provided n is odd, j„ may be taken to be \, and

then jo- = 2.

In systems of the second tj'pe, Jd = \+ /j,, or \— fi, one or other of which is prime

to )(.

Then /„- =f. where / may be found for each .system from Table I.

Then jA",
,
jK.., ... jK^. ,

,

and j„ A',
,
j„A',,, . . . joK^- 1

,

are two complete sets of secondary residues to the modulus n.

And therefore j^'-'^ =j/~^ (mod. n).

16—2
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For systems of the first type, we get

j.v-i ^2 2 (mod. )i)

= (2/iV) (mod. «)

= (-1) » (mod. n).

For systems of the second type,

.Y-l

jx-i =y 2 (mod. »)

^ (//iVO (mod. n).

When a particular system is specified, the expression of Fermat's theorem can be

simplified. Thus for the system D = — 20, the theory of generic characters shews that

P (the norm of an odd principal prime p), being an odd integer representable by the

principal form, satisfies the congruence

P= 1 (mod. 4);

and that Q (the norm of an odd secondary prime q) satisfies Q= — \ (mod. 4).

Applying the general theorem that has just been proved

jA'-i = (- 1) 8 (mod. n),

first to the case of n=p, we obtain

j^~^ = + 1 or — 1 (mod. p),

according as
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Nimibers will be caliod odd, Homi-evcn or even, according an they are prime to X,

a multiple of X but not of 2, or a multiple of 2. Ah above h denotes a principal

number, j a secondary number.

If // is odd, h=\ (mod. \),

that is /( = 1 + \k
;

therefore /r = 1 + 2XX- + 2k-

= 1 (mod. 2).

To proceed further, with higher powers of \ for moduli, it is necessary to distin-

guish the cases where d is odd, from those where it is even.

Fiist, the case d odd ; then 6 = V— d is odd.

So, /( being odd =\ or 6 (mod. 2),

that is /i = 1 + 2A-, or 6 + 2k;

therefore h-=\ + -ik + 4/,-, or - d + i9k + 4i-l

Now, if k is odd, so are 6k and k-; and if k is a multiple of \, so are Ok and k":

in either case k' + k and k- + Ok are multiples of X.

And so h- =1 or — d (mod. 4X),

according as h=l or (mod. 2).

Similarly when d is even, and, as before, /) is odd,

h-=l or l-d + -20 (mod. 4X),

according as h=l or I + (mod. 2).

Similar results hold for squares of odd secondary numbers. Fii-st, the case d odd.

Then /j.
= -^=— , so ;a- =—^ + 0.

As before we get j'- = p-- (mod. 4X), if js/i(mod. 2), and j- = {X — fi.)- (mod. 4X), if

j = X — /It (mod. 2).

And so j- = —s
1" ^> or —

^

^ (mod. 4X),

according as j-f^ '"" ^ — M (mod. 2).

Secondly, in the case d even fx.
= a/ — ^ .

and so J'-~i '"'

-~t~'^^ ("°^- *^)'

according as J - M "•' X — ^u (mod. 2).

It is worthy of notice that the squares of odd numbers (principal or secondary)

in any one of these quadratic systems can be congruent only to 4 out of the 16 odd
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residues to the modulus \', i.e. 4\ ; a result remarkably similar to the conespouding

fact in the system of real Dumbei-s, viz. that all odd squares are congruent to 1 out

of the 4 odd residues to the modulus 2^, i.e. 8.

It will be convenient for future use to gather up in tabular form these results

and some other similar ones, for the particular system B= — 20.

Principal

numbers

Secondary

numbers

Kesidue of Number
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iV - 1 .

.'iiid .s(|Uiiiiiig- lauh, we ohtaiii -^— different residues of squares of principal numbers;

V-l

each of them satisfies /< ^ = l (mod. ti), a congrui'iice (in h as unknown) which cannot

have more than ^ roots; therefore every vahie of k such that /t - = 1 (inod. n)

is congrupnt to the squares of two of the principal residues of n.

N - 1
Further the „— residues which are not congruent to squares of principal numbers

are the I'oots of

A 2 =-1 (mod. /().

The symbol (/(/«) will be used to denote the least residue (either +1, or —1) of

s-\
h - (mod n). This must be distinguished from the analogous symbol (A B) in the

oixlinary Theory of Numbers. It should be noticed that {hin) has no meaning, unless

A is a principal number, and n is a prime number.

(ii) Secondary solutions of x- = h (mod. /().

Then h 2 =x^'-'>-=±l (mod. n),

the ambiguous sign depending on the system of numbers and the value of n (see

§ 9, n.).

.v-i

As before it may be proved that the condition A 2 = + 1 (mod. n), (as the case

may be) is sufficient as well as necessary for the existence of secondary roots of the

congi-uence.
N'-l

For systems of the first type, this ambiguous sign may be expressed as (—1) ^

(§ 9, II.). Accordingly if N=±\ (mod. 8), the congruence ar" = A (mod. n) is soluble both

in principal and in secondary numbers, provided that {hjn) = + 1 ; but it is soluble in

neither, if (/i/«) = — 1. On the other hand, if iV's+3 (mod. 8) the congruence is soluble

in principal numbers onlj' if (hln)=+\, and in secondary numbers only if (A/h) = — 1.

12. The value of the symbol (hjn) can always be expressed in terms of the cor-

responding symbol in the ordinary theory of numbers, and so, when /(• and n are given,

its actual value, +1 or —1, can easily be determined. The proof of this statement diflfers

according as n is a real prime or not.

First, let n be a principal or secondary prime. Then (§ G) a real number h^ may be

found congruent to /( (mod. n). Hence (hln)=h - =h^ '^ (mod. n) ; but

h, 2 =(/,„/iV) (mod. N),

and so, since N is a midtiple of n,

y-\
h, 2 = (/io/iV) (mod. n)

;

therefore (h/n) = (h./n) = (A„/.V).
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Secondly, let n=v, a real prime.

Let /( = a: + y6, and its conjugate h' = ,v + y0'.

If the system is of the first type, = V- d, and so

r-l

6'- = (- rf) -^ = (- dh-) e (mod. r).

Now (-rf ?•) = -!, for r is not representable by any form of determinant -4(/; and

-0^0'; therefore 0' = 0' (mod. r).

The same result holds for systems of the second type : then

20 = l + -JD, 20'=\-\'D:

1^-1

so
2'-^'- = (1 + s'DY = \+D'^ ^ID (mod. r)

= 1-\'D (mod. ?•)

= 10' (mod. )•);

also,
2'- = 2 (mod. r),

and hence 0'' = 0' (mod. »)•

Then, in either case, h'' = {x + y0Y = x'- + 1/6'' (mod. )•)

But x'^x, y'' = y, and 0'' = 0' (mod. r),

so /;» = «• + y(?' = // (mod. r)
;

therefore h>+' = hh' = H (mod. r).

And so finally, {k/r)=h'-i =H ^ = (iT/r) (mod. r).

It should be observed that, if both the numbers a and h in the symbol (rt/6) are real,

the symbol is still different from (ajb). For in that case,

{a./b)=a 2 ={a'^')i =1 (mod. b),

while (a'b) of course may be either + 1.

It is evident that {hJiA •••/") = i^iM ('«•-'/") (^J^)

13. Laws of Quadratic Reciprocity between two principal (including real) primes

exist for all systems of principal quadratic numbers; these laws are analogous to, and

indeed are deduced from, the Law of Quadratic Reciprocity in the ordinaiy Theory of

Numbers. In determining these laws, S3'stems of the first and second types must be

separately considered, and the foi-mer will have to be subdivided according as

d =^ = 1 (mod. 2), or 2 (mod. 4).
4

For the reason appearing in § 4, systems fur which d = (mod. 4) are omitted.
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Tlif following iiotutioii will bo used, in discussing the laws of reciprocity for

systems of the firet tyiR' : j)=.r+i/d, and p'=x' + y'0 denote two (non-conjugate) principal

primes; P = .T-+di/" and P' = .r'- + d;/- are their respective norms.

Then 1']" = (.c= + df) (x- + di/') = A'-" + dY\
wliii'e X = aw' + di/i/' , Y = .v i/ — xy'

.

Now we have identically

X {x + y'6) = xx + dyy' + y'O (x + yd),

that is xp'=X (mod. p),

and so (xjp) {p'lp) = (X p).

Since x and A' -.xw real numbers, (.i-/p) = (a-/P), an<l (A' ;>) = (Z/P).

Therefore {p'jp) = (a;/P) (A/P).

Similarly {pjp') = {x'jP') {XjF),

and so (pjp) (p'jp) = (x/P) {x^lF) (X/PP').

This formula is true for all s\stems of the tirst type : in order to evaluate the right-

hand side of the last equation, we must consider separately the cases when d is even

or odd.

14, Fir-st, let d be odd. Then since P = x'+dy-, either x is even and y odd, or

vice-versa. If ^ s 1 (mod. 2), then y = (mod. 2), and Psx- = l (mod. 4); but if p s
(mod. 2), then x = (mod. 2), and P=d (mod. 4).

In order to evaluate {xIP), three cases must be treated :

(i) X odd, and y even.

(ii) a.-=2f, where f is odd, and y odd.

(iii) .'»'=2''f, where f is odd, and /a> 1, and y odd.

(i) Here p=\ (mod. 2): then (xP)={P/x), since P=l (mod. 4)

= (a;= + dy^lx) = (dy-/x) = (rf/.r)

x-l d-l
= (-1) i " 2 (.t/rf).

(ii) X = 2^. where f is odd, and // odd

Then P = 4f- -i- dy' ^ -i + d (mod. «),

and .so (x/P) = (2/P) (?/P) = (2/P) (- 1)V ' "t' (P/f ).

Now (2 P) = (24-Kr/) = -(2rf),

ai](l - - = — - (mod 2),

anil (P'^)=uJ^).

Vol. XVII. Part II. 17
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Therefore (x/P) = - (2/(0 (-
1)^'

'
^ (d/f

)

= -(2/d)(f/d) = -(a;/d).

(iii) a; =2"^, where /x > 1, and f is odd: also ^ is odd.

Then P=d (mod. 8),

therefore {xfP) = (2/P)^ (f/P) = (2/P)'' ( - 1
)V • T" (P

, ^)

= (2/dy(-l)^'-"^(rf^)

= (2''/d)(?/d) = (a:/d).

Cases (ii) and (iii) can be summed up in one theorem : if x is even, then

{a:iP) = (-Vyi{xA).

15. While continuing to treat the case of d odd, we are now in a position to evaluate

(pip') {p'/p). Since PP' = X" + d V-, the results of the last paragraph give the value of

(X/PP'), as well as of (x/P) and (x'/P).

Three cases must be separately considered

:

(i) ^=/=I (mod. 2);

(ii) p = l (mod. 2), p'=e (mod. 2);

(iii) p=p =e (mod. 2).

It will suffice to give the detailed working in the first of these cases only. In this x

and x are odd, ij and y' are even. So X =xx' + dyi/' = xx' (mod. -i). and therefore X is

odd, and Y is even. Hence the result of § 14 (i) gives

x-\ d-l

(xjP) = (-1)2- 2 (^,r;d\

(x'/p') = {-iy^-^(x'/d).

and iX/PP') = (- 1) 2 •^ (A'/rf),

XX' -1 rl-l

= (-1) 2 2 {Xx'/d).

Therefore {p/p') {j/ p) = (xjP) (x'/P') {XjPF)

d-\ lx-l+x!-l+xx-\ \

= (-1) i 'V 2 ;.

Now x-l^-x' -Urxx -\={x + \) {x + 1) - 4 = (mod. 4).

And so the inde.-c of - 1 on the right side of the last equation is even, and therefore,

when p=p'=\ (mod. 2),

(Pp") (p!p) = ^•

The result when /) s 1 (mod. 2), p = 6 (mod. 2) is similarly found to be

T-l d-\ !l

{pip')(p'p) = {-'i-) - • ' •^;
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;/

that is, if rf- 1 (mud. 4), (- 1)-,

hut if (/ = \^ (lui)d. 4), (- \) ^ .

x+x" d-1 y+]^

And wli.ii p=p' = d (iiu-d. 2), {/> p) {pip) =(- I) ^ 2 * 2 ;

that is, iff/=l (mod. 4), (- l)'^

,

x+x'+y+y'

but if (/ H.S (mod. 4), (_ 1) 2 .

Filially, the Laws of Quadratic Reciprocity for systems of the first type, for which

d=l (mod. 4), can be summed iu the following simple and beautiful shape:

—

If either p or p' = 1 (mod. 2), then {p/p) {p' p) =(— I) ^ .

If both p and p' = 9 (mod. 2), then (;)'/) (//p) = (- 1)~2~.

This law holds for the systems Z) = — 20, — o2, —148 (for which d = 5, 13, 37 respec-

tively); but it also holds for all other systems of principal quadratic numbers of the first

type for which d= I (mod. 4), as the existence of secondary numbers is irrelevant to its

pr( lof.

In the case d=S (mod. 4) we similarly have:

—

x(x-l)y'+x'^3^-l)y+yy
'

If either p or j)' = 1 (mod. 2), {p/p) (pip) = (- 1) 2

x+x'+y+y'

If both p and p'=d (mod. 2), {p/p) {p'jp) = (- 1) 2

16. The case rfs2 (mod. 4) remains to be treated, in order to complete the discussion

as regards systems of the first type.

The procedure is similar to what has been given, so that there is no need to set out

the working, which is .somewhat lengthy, owing to the number of different cases.

(X'l)y'Mx'-\)v+yy'

If either p or p'= 1 (mod. 2), (pip") (p jp) = {-\) «

y+v'

If both p and // =1+6' (mod. 2), (p'p) (p/jp) = (- 1) 2 .

17. It is a remarkable fact that the laws of reciprocity between a principal prime

and a real prime, or between two real primes, are the same as would be obtained from

the law between two principal primes by making one or both of them become real piimes.

That is to say, if in the formulae for (pip") {p'jp) we write x = r, y' = 0, we obtain the true

expression for (p'r) {ip)-

For, in every .system of the first type, (;> V) = (P/r) and (r'/)) = (?-/P), (§ 12): and so

(p r) (rp)={Plr)irlP) = {- if^'
'-^\

Now if rfsl (mod. 4), P=l (mod. 4), (§ 14), and hence

(p/r) {rjp) = 4-1.

17—2
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This is what is obtaine<i rmni

when we put r for *•', for y ; but it need hardly be said that this substitution of r for p'

does not prove the result.

Next, in the cases d = 2 or 3 (mod. -i), P = 1 or 3 (mod. 4> accurdiug as ^ =

or 1 (mod. 2): that is

P- 1—^— = y (mod. 2).

r-l

And so we get iph') ('Vp) = (~ 1)* ^ •

And this is what we get from the forinulte for rf = 3 (mod. i) (§ 15), and for d = '2 (mod. 4)

(§ 16) on putting r for x', for y'.

In the case of two real primes, r and ?•', since ()•//•') = + 1, and (?•';•)= + !, we get

{rr'){r'r) = + l, which agrees with the formulte for {p p") (p'p)-

18. Similar but more complicated laws hold for systems of the second type. Here, if

p = x + yd, p' = x' + y'ff,

then P = .!-^ + xy + By-, P' = x'- 4- x'y' + By"-.

Also, j9o' being the conjugate of p', po = «' + y'O' = x' + y' — y'd
;

and so ppd = X + Yd,

where X = xx + xy' + Byy', and Y = x'y — xy'
;

and so PF = X- + XY + BY\

The identities on which the theorem depends are

X {x + y'd) = xx' + xy' + Byy' — y'O' {x + yO),

and {x' + y') {x + yd) = .ric' + xy' + Sy/ + yd (.'' + y^),

the latter being obtained from the former by changing x to x + y', x to x-^ y, y to — y,

y to —y, and to 0'.

These identities may be vmtten

x . p = X (mod. p),

and («' + y') . p = X (mod. p)

:

and therefore (
// 'p) { p p') = {x!P) {x ^ y P') (X PP).

Finally, we obtain the following results, in which for brevity I write

{P P)(pp) = (-^y'-

I. B even: here P = x" + xy (mod. 2), and so ./ must be odd, and y even, if P is odd:

and therefore p^p' = \ (mod. 2). Then

£jj/^-l x' + /- 1
,
^-1 x - 1

2 '2 2 2
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II. B=\ (mod. +). Heru an odd |piimc p may be = 1, or 0, or \+6 (mod. 2), ho

that there are .si.x different ca.ses:

(i) p~p' = l (mod. i),

1/ ^ ^' + y li x' + y' -I X- 1 x' -\
2 2 2" ~2~'

(ii) /)= 1, //s<^ (mod. 2),

, _ A- - 1 j' // y +1
.

2 2

(iii) p = p' = (mod. 2),

^
a; + j/+l a;' + y'+l » + l y'-f 1

2 2 2
"

2

(iv) p= I, p = 1 +0 (mod. 2),

2 '22' T~'
(v) p = e, p' = \-tre (motl, 2),

2 ' 2 2' 2 '

(vi) p=p'=\-\-d (mod. 2),

x+1 a.-'+l y+1 y'+l
2 2 ~2~ ^T~

III. 8=3 (mod. 4). As before, there are six different cases

:

(i) p = p'=\ (mod. 2),

1/ =
'' + .y ~ 1 «' + y' -I X - 1 .c' - 1

.

"

2 2 ^ 2^ ' ^~ '

(ii) p=\, p=0 (mod. 2),

„_a;-l x' + 2 y y' + l
_

- -T~ ~^r + 2 • ^1~ '

(iii) p = p'=e (mod. 2),

2 2 2 2 '

(iv) ^sl, /hH-0 (mod. 2),

x + y-\ x'^y' + 2 y y - \ _

2 2 "^2 2'
(v) /;=^, /=l + 6' (mod. 2),

M_ i^ + y- 1 a:' + y' + 2 a; + 2 a;' - 1

2 • 2 "^~¥~ • ~T~
(vi) /; =/ s 1 + (mod. 2),

2 • 2 2 2
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It is remarkable that for all valiu's of B, when p = p'=l (mod. 2), the expression for

M is the same.

As in the case of systems of the first type, it maj- be proved that these laws remain

true when for p is written r, or (and) for p is written r'.

19. Just as in the ordinary Theory of Numbers, the Legendrian symbol was generalised

by Jacobi, so the analogous symbol (/( n) may be generalised. In § 11, the symbol was

only defined to exist when n is a prime number.

Now let « = ?i,?i.y?ij ..., where n^, ».,, Jij, ... are odd prime numbei-s, all prime to /( : then

we define (/i/?i) thus
(h ,>) = (!,»,) (h ;,:.}....

It follows at once from this definition that

(li nt) (h ») = {h inn), m and n being any odd numbers prime to /;

:

that (h^'n) (h.Jn) ... = (hju... jn), //,, lu... being prime to the odd number n:

that if /( = k (mod. n), then (/( Ji) = (kn)
;

and lastly, that if /(,, is real, n being as before any odd number, whose norm is N,

(Kn) = {KjN).

Now let p and p' denote any two odd principal numbers in one of the systems which

are specially considered in this paper (§ 4) ; then the prime factors of p or p' are a certain

number of odd principal or real primes, together with an even number of odd secondary

primes.

Then the laws of reciprocity for the product of the generalised symbols (pip) and

(p'jp) are the same in form as those already proved when p and p' denote odd principal

primes. The reason for this is sinipl}' that throughout §§ 13—18 no use is made of the

supposition that p and p are primes ; all that is assumed about them is that they are

odd principal numbers.

20. To complete the Laws of Reciprocity, we must evaluate (Xg'p) {pjq) for systems

of the fii'st type, in which V = 2.

Let p = x + y'6, q = xX + i/fj.. Then the following results may be proved :

I. For the systems d = o, 13, 37, for each of which d = o (mod. S).

(i) p=l (mod. 2), then (Kq/p) (p/q) =(-1)^ <f>;

(u) p = e, q = /j. {mod. 2), then (Kq/p) (piq) = (- 1) 2^;
X — }/

(iii) p = 0, q=\ + /j. (mod. 2), then (Kqp)(pjq)={-lf^'^^<f3;

where .^ = (-
l)^'''+-'''-''^''+*'-*>.
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II. Kor the systems d = G, mid 22, for which d = (i (mod. H).

x'~X

(i) pn}, q^/x (mod. 2), then (^-7 /') (p '/)
= (- 1) - </>

;

(ii) p = l, q = \ + fj.
{moil 2), then {\'j J>) {j>i'<j)

= (— l)-(f)

;

x+ti+i/'

(iii) p^ I +6, q = fi (mod. 2), then {\'/'p) (p'i) =(-1)2 (^

;

(iv) p = l +6, <i=\+ n (\\\oi\. 2), t\\Qi\ {\qip) (pq) ={—\) -
<f);

x"-l

where <^ = (— 1 ) » .

III. For the system.s f/ = 10, and oJS, tor which d='2 (mod. S).

xix'+j/-\)

(!) ^; = 1 (mod. 2), then (^'/ /')(/' 7) = (- 1) " «^ I

x+u+z'+y'-l

(ii) p = l+e, qEEfi (mod. 2), then (^qp) (p q) =(-l) * ^J

(iii) p=l + d, q = \+/j. (mod. 2), then {\q p) (p q) = (- 1) - <^

;

x"-l

where ^ = (— 1 ) «>
.

Binary Quadratic Forms.

21. Ill this branch of the subject the analogy with the ordinary Theory of Numbers

is not so complete as in the earlier portions of this paper. As in the ordinary Theory,

the quadratic form ax- + bxy + cy- will be denoted by (a, b, c) ; a, b, c, x and y denote

quadratic numbers. A binary quadratic form with quadratic numbers for coefficients will

be called throughout the paper briefly a " form." The number m is represented by the

form (a, b, c) when m=aa?-\-bxy + cy-, x and y being numbers: it will always be supposed

that X is prime to y, and that a, b, and c have no common factor. The determinant of

this form is A = 6^ — 4oc.

A is therefore always a principal number.

As there is no distinction in the systems here considered between positive and

negative numbers, there is nothing corresponding to the division of forms into definite

and indefinite forms which occurs in the ordinary Theory.

Forms may be divided into sets, according to whether their coefficients and variables

are principal or secondary numbers.

Remembering that a principal and a secondary number may not be added, the

following kinds of forms exist :

—

(1) a, b, and c principal numbers.

(2) «, b, and c secondary numbers; in this and the former case,

either (o) x and y principal numbers,

or (/3) X and y secondary numbers.
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(3) o and c principal, b secondary.

(4) a and c secondary, b principal; in this and in case (3)

either (a) .<• principal, y secondary,

or (|8) X secondary, y principal.

These will be called the 1st, 2nd, '^rd and l-th kinds of forms.

22. A different classification of forms can be made according to the residue of

A (mod. 4), since A = 6- (moil. 4).

For the system D = — 20, d = 5, the table in § 10 furnishes the following results :

—

(!) 6 = 0(mod. 2), the form (a, b, c) being of any of the four kinds; then

A s (mod. 4).

The form (1, 0, — x) ^^ ^" example of this case.

(2) b= 1 + 6 (mod. 2), the form being of the first or fourth kinds ; then

A s 261 (mod. 4).

(3) b = l (mod. \), the form being of the first or fourth kinds ; then

A s + 1 (mod. 4).

(4) 6 H X (mod. 2), the form being of the second or third kinds: then

A = 2 (mod. 4).

(.5) b = fi (mod. X), the form being of the second or third kinds; then

A = 2 + (mod. 4).

And conversely for an\' value of A satisfying one of the above congruences forms

exist of the corresponding kinds; foi- ac = ^ (b- — A); the number on the right can always

be split into the principal factors 1 and i(6'- — A), and it is fairly evident that out of

the infinity of possible values of b. i{6-— A) will often split into the product of two

secondary factors.

23. Forms are said to be equivalent when the substitution

J

X = ax + /3/y',

\]l
~

J'''' + ^.'/'' ^^ hen' aB — ^y = 1

transforms one of them into the other.

Then the inverse substitution

yr'=Bx-j3i/.

(!/'=- y-'' + «.'/

transforms the latter into the former, so that the relation of eipiivalence is a mutual one.
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There are four " kinds " of such substitutions

:

(i) a. /3, 7, S all principal ; then x and y arc both of the same kind, i.e. both

principal, or both secondary.

(ii) a, /3, 7, 8 all secondary; x and y arc both of the .same kind.

(iii) a and S principal, j3 and 7 secondary; x and y are of different kind.s.

(iv) a and 8 secondary, /9 and 7 principal ; x and 1/ are of different kinds.

The tirst and secoiul kinds of substitution.s alone are applicable to forms of the first

or second kind; and the third and fourth kinds of substitutions alone to forms of the

third or foiirth kind.

If the form (11', U , c) is equivalent to (a, b, c), being obtained from the latter by

the substitution ( ^
J

, then

a' = aa^ + hay + cy-,

h' = 2ao/3 + 6 (aS + ^y) + icyh,

c' =a^- + b0B + c8=.

Therefore a form is necessarily transformed into another of the same kind.

Since b'' — 4,a'c' = (aS — ^y)- (/>- — -iac) = b'' - 4ac, equivalent forms have the same de-

terminant.

then the substitution arising from their composition in this order is

«?«?'=
^«''' '^^^' «/3'+/38'\

17a' + S7' y/3' + BS')-

Now let 0-, denote a substitution of the «:th kind.

Then (jj- and a.? are of the first kind,

<Ti<r.2 and o-jcr, are of the second kind.

Therefore the substitutions of the first and second kinds together form a group, of

which those of the first kind form a sub-group. So also the substitutions of the third

and fourth kinds form a group, of which those of the third kind form a sub-group.

Other compositions of substitutions, e.g. ctiO-s, are impossible, for they would necessitate

the addition of principal and secondary numbers.

We can now give a more precise definition of " equivalence " ; it is an essential

part of the notion of equivalence, that forms that are equivalent to the same form

should be equivalent to one another.

In other words the set of substitutions, assumed to exist by the definition of

" equivalence," must form a group.

Vol. XVII. Part II. 18
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There are accordingly two kinds of equivalence, corresponding to the two groups of

substitutions applicable to a given form. A form of the first or second kind will be

called "narrowly equivalent" to any form obtained from it by a substitution of the first

kind, but "widely equivalent" to a form obtained from it by a substitution of either

the first or the second kind. Similar definitions of the terms "narrow" and "wide"

equivalence apply to forms of the third and fourth kinds.

Forms which are equivalent are said to belong to the same class, the class being

narrow or wide, according to whether the equivalence is narrow or wide.

A wide class obviously contains the whole of a narrow class, if it contains a single

form belonging to the narrow class.

Since all forms of a class are of the same kind, we can speak of the "kind" of

the class.

24. There is, as in the ordinary Theory, a close connection between any class of

forms and the set of numbers representable by any form of the class.

For, if a = aa- + hiy + C7-, a being prime to 7, and /3 and 8 be chosen so that

^\ converts the form (a, b, c) into an

equivalent form {a, b', c).

Conversely, if (a, b', c') is equivalent to (a, b, c), then the extreme coefficients a'

and c' are representable by (a, b, c). Hence the following theorems:

—

The set of the extreme coefiicients of all the forms of a narrow class of the first

or second kind coincides with the set of all numbers representable by a form of the

class, the variables x and y taking coprime principal values.

The set of the extreme coefficients of all the forms of a wide class of the first or

second kind coincides with the set of all numbers representable by a form of the class^

the variables taking all possible coprime values.

The set of first coefiicients of all the forms of a narrow class of the third or

fourth kind coincides with the set of all numbers representable by a form of the class,

X taking principal and y taking secondary values ; and the set of third coefficients of

the same to the set of numbers representable by a form of the class, x taking

secondary and 1/ principal coprime values.

Lastly, the set of the extreme coefficients of all the forms of a wide class of the

third and fourth kind coincides with the set of all numbers representable by a form of the

class, the variables taking all possible coprime values.

If a' is an odd number representable by («, b, c), and b', c' have the same meanings

as before, then

h'"- - ia'c' = A,

and so b'- = A (mod. «').
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Therefore, if a' is representable by a form of the first or fourth kind (in each of

which the middle coefficient is a principal number), a must satisfy the condition

(A/,0 = 1.

And if «' is representable by a form of the second or third kind, the condition is

(A/a') = 1, or — 1, according to the value of a' and the system considered. (§11 (ii).)

. . b'' — A ,

Conversely, if b'- = A (mod. a) is soluble, then writing ;— = c, the form (a', b', c)
(X

is of determinant A, and represents the number a'.

25. In the ordinary Theory of Numbers, there is an elementary proof of the

finiteness of the number of classes for a given determinant, which depends on the

method of Reduction. Tiiis method of proof does not apply to the systems of numbers

now being studied.

It will be remembered that in the ordinary Theory the first step iu the process

is to apply to the form (a, 6, c) the substitution ( is)' '''^^^ producing the form

(c, 6', a'), where
b' = -b- 2cS,

a =a +bS -\- cB-
;

and S is then determined so that
[

6'
| 5 c.

In this way a reduced form (.4, B, G) is obtained, such that

C^AJ(.\B\.

Now, in any of the systems of numbers here considered the substitution ( • ;

)

is either of the first or fourth kind, according as S is principal or secondary. In either

case, it is not always possible to find a residue b' of —b to mod. 2c such that

N{b')<N{2c), and the process of reduction therefore breaks down. If this were possible

when b and c are any principal numbers, the Euclidean process for finding their

greatest common factor would work, and there would be no need of secondary numbei-s

to complete the laws of factorisation. And it is easy to prove the impossibility of always

finding a residue 6' such that iV^(6')< iV(2c), where either b or c, or both, are secondary

numbers. Possibly Dirichlet's analytical method of determining the class-number for a

given determinant in the ordinary Theory would apply to these systems of quadratic

numbers.

Generic Characters.

26. Just as in the ordinary Theory of Numbers, the classes for a given determinant

may be divided into genera. Since the results mainly depend on the residues of

squares to moduli consisting of powers of 2 or its factors, I shall confine the remainder

of this paper to the case i> = — 20, i.e. rf = 5 ; and for brevity I shall only consider

forms of the first kind.

18—2
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All the results of this nature are derived from the simple identity

where n = aw' + huv + cv-,

n = an"' + hu'v' + cv"^,

X = 'imiu' 4- 6 (f(i'' + u'v) + 2cvv',

y = uv' — u'v,

A = &'' - 4oc.

Three cases will need separate consideration, according as h is even, semi-even, or

odd, i.e. according as A = 0, 16, or + 1 (mod. -I). (§ 22.)

(1) When A H (mod. 4) = -tS, the above identity may be divided by 4, giving

nil = x' — hy'',

X here meaning half the expression above given for x.

(2) When As 2^ (mod. 4) = 2S,

2nn' = X- — 8i/^

where Xx. = 2auu' + h (uv + u'v) + 2cvv'.

(3) When A H + 1 (mod. 4),

inn' = X- — Ay".

With regard to narrow classes, in any of these three cases, there exist quadratic

characters precisely analogoias to the quadratic characters in the ordinary theory.

For if t be any odd prime factor of A, we have •inn = x'' (mod. t), where x is

principal (since the form is of the first kind, and the numbers u, u, v, v' are principal).

Therefore (nn'jt) = + 1,

that is {njt) = {n'/t).

27. There exist besides supplementary characters, which depend on theorems as to

the residues of n and n (being odd numbers) to moduli of the form \K

These characters may be defined as follows: n = n„ + n^d is an odd number whose

norm is N ; then

>/.(«) = (- 1)"',

X(n) = (-W~,

CD (n) = (-!)

Where no ambiguity is caused, I shall write -yjr for ifr{n), etc.

Therefore yjr = + I or — 1, according as n =1 or 6 (mod. 2)

;

when
'x^
= + l, n= ±1, or ±(2 + 6) (mod. 4),

when ;;^
= — 1, n=±{l + 2d), or + ^ (mod. 4).
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And the following table i.s easily deduced liom the definitions just given.

Residues of n to

modulus X', i.e. 4\.
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Supplementary Characters of Narrow Classes.

I. A = 48.

Odd Residues of

8 to mod. 4X.
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That is,

and

Tlioret'ore

so that the condition

becomes

e = + 1 , if w = + 1 or ± d (mod. 4),

6 = -l, if n= +(1 + 2^) or ±(2 + ^) (mod. 4).

e = fx-' and («/0 = (nA,) C«^J ,

(A/») = + 1

^x.{nlt,).{n/Q =+1.

Similar applications of the l;uv of reciprocity (§§ 1.5 and 20) to the numerous cases

furnish the facts set out in the table below, which is arranged in a similar manner to

Dirichlet's table in the ordinary Theory (Mathews, Theory of Numbers, Pt. I. p. 13.5),

and to H. J. S. Smith's table in his paper " On Complex Binary Quadratic Forms

"

(in the system of numbers x + y \'— \) {Collected Papers, Vol. i. p. 421). In the table

5' denotes the largest square dividing S in cases (I) and (II), or dividing A in case

(III); <,, ti are the different odd prime factors of t which is itself odd; s,, s,

are those odd prime factors of s which do not divide t ; and / is the index of the

highest power of \ contained in s. In each line is the complete set of characters for

the corresponding value of A, those characters to the left of the vertical line being

subject to the condition that their product is + 1.

Possible Generic Characters for Narrow Classes.

I. A = 48.

(1) h = ts-
\s principal, and t = ±\ (mod. 4),

|or s secondary, and t = + (2 + ^) (mod. 4),

7 = or 1
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(5) 8 = \ts'
s principal, and \t = ± (T + 0) (mod. -iX),

or s secondary, and \t = ± {1 — 6) (mod. 4\),

(n/s,),

<Jr, (n/s,), ...

7=0
7 = 1

7> 1

0), (njQ,

a>, {n/Q,

5^_ \s principal, and Xt=±il-d) (mod. 4X),
(b) b-Xts-

1^^ ^ secondary, and \t=±il+e) (mod. 4X,),

7=0
7 = 1

7>1 %. (U, ("0.

("/«i)

-_ fs principal, and Xt=±(3 + 0) (mod. 4\),
(7) 6 - Xts'

1^^ ^ secondary, and \t= ± (3 - ^i) (mod. 4X)

7 =
7 = 1

7 > 1

i/r, ;;^a), (n/<i)
|

{n/s,),

(8) B = X<s=
s principal, and Xt= ± (3 — 0) (mod. 4\),

or s secondary, and Xt = ± (3 + 0) (mod. 4\),

7=0 «/rco, (»;0, (n/s,),

7=1
-"l^,

&), ("/0>

7> 1 f.to, (>i/f,),

{n/s,), ....

II. A = 20 (mod. 4) = 2S = 2te=.

8s ±61 (mod. 4) I i^, (n/«i), {w/«i).

S s + (2 + ^l) (mod. 4)
I

(tilt,) {»/$,),

III. A s ± 1 (mod. 4) = ts".

I WO 1

Wsi).

29. The generic characters of wide classes remain to be considered ; we shall find

that characters here occur of a kind which have no analogy in the ordinary Theory.

Using the notation of § 26, if ?( is a number of the wide class represented by the form

(a, b, c) of the first kind, u and v are either both principal or both secondary (§ 24).

Similarly for «' and v' ; and so x and y are both principal, or both secondary. Let

t be any odd prime factor of A.

Then

If X is principal, this gives

•inn' = x^ (mod. t).

(nn'jt) = + 1.

If a; is secondary (nn'/t) = x'^-^ = {- I) '^ (mod. 0- (§ 9, ii.)

Now cither T s + 1 (mod. 8), in which case {nn'it) = + l, whether x is principal or

secondary, and we get the quadratic character (njt) ; or T = ± S (mod. 8), in which case
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{nn'lt) is +1 or - 1, according as x is principal or secondary. Let t,' and <./ bo two
odil priiiic factors of A, both of whose norms are = + 3 (mod. 8) ; then it follows that

{iin jtiti') = + 1 ,
\vh(>ther x is principal or secondary ; that is, {n/ti't/) = (n'/tj'O J

thus in

the case of wide classes, there is a ipiadratic character corresponding to every pair of

those odd prime factors of A, whose norms are = ± '.i (mod. 8). These however are not

all independent, but it is evident that if t,', t.', t/ are the prime factors of A of

this kind, then {ii/ti'tJ), (n/t^'t^'), ("AiV) are all independent, and form a complete

set, r - 1 in nnniber ; for

{n/t/ti') X (»/«,'<„') = (n/tiXn').

For certain values of A the supplementary characters X' <" ^^c. occur; and there

are also in some cases mixed characters, as yfr («/<,'), etc.

The latter arises when KJr(nn') = + 1, and {nn'/t,') = + 1, if x is principal; but

i/r(nn') = -l, {)in'/ti') = -l, if x is secondary. Then ^fr{nn){nn'/tl') = +l, in either case:

and so i/r

(

h) • ("/^') = -^ (n) . {n'/t,').

I now set out in a table the supplementary and mixed characters of wide classes

for the various values of A ; it will be observed that they are identical with the

corresponding results for narrow classes, except that some of the supplementary characters

are associated vnth {n/ti').

Supplementary and Mixed Chaeacters of Wide Classes.

I. A = 4S.

Odd Residues of

8 to mod. 4X.
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II. A = 2S = 20 (mod. •<•).

Residues of S to mod. 4.
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PossilU.K nKXEHIC CHAKAfTKltS KOH WiDE CLASSES.

1. A = -iB.

/I) B = f--
^^ princij);!!, and t= ±1 (mo

(or s secondary, and t = ± (2

od. 4)
I

+ e)(uu,d. 4)1
even.

/ = or 1

7=2
/> 2

icondary,

(" '<i) {nlt/t;) {n/tX') f inlt,'), {nls,), .... {v/t,'s,%

("/<,), ..., {nX't,-), ...AnjtX)

(nit,), ...,(«/</</), .... {n/tX')

/ox s * » f* principal, and <= ±(1 + 2^) (mod. 4)1 ,,
V -'" — '*'"

"i } T odd.
lor s secondary, and t~ ±6 (mod. 4) )

7 = or 1

/ = 2

/ > 2

(.S ) S = ts^ \' ^""'^iP^l'^ ^^"^d « = ± (mod.
4)^

| ^ ^^^
or s secondary, and t= ±(\ +20) (mod. 4)(^

7 = i

i|r;^; («/</), (»A.) (« '<!%') (" <,'0

7= 1 or 2
[

^|rx^^V,^ (»A,) (n/tX), -.., ("'<,'0

7 > 2 y}rx {n y,'), («//,), ..., (nt/t:), ., {"jt^t;)

/.., c. . . f« principal, and t= + (2 + 6) (mod. 4)
[4) d = ts- < ' '

,

~
, , r even,

(or s secondary, and t= ±1 (mod. 4) l

7 = X- ("'<.). •• ("'^.%'). •••. (»'U''r)
,

(«'«,) («'</s,'). ...

7 = 1 or 2 X. («'^)- •••' ("'<.V), -.-, (n/tX-')
I

>!- (»M ("/«.) ••- (» Vs.O, ...

7 > 2
I X. (»''>). ••- («/^V) (n/^'U ' f iir't:), i|ra,, (»/,9,) (h ^'.9,'),

(.-)) 8 = \^s=
s principal, and t = ± fj.

(mud. 4)

or s secondary, and <= ± (\ — /x) (mml. 4)
r odd.

/ = CO {nlQ, {n'tl ..., {»XV), .... ("'<i'0 ("'.V,) («/'/«.'). ••

/ = 1 O) (»/«,% {nlO, .... («;y,7;) (« /<>V.-') ^Iroy. {,,'s,), .... (n/^'*','), ..

/ > 1 a)(«Y,'), (« 7,) {nWU'), ..., (" VU I X- ^'". (»'«.). •••. ("V.--,'),

19—2
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( 6^ S = X<^ ?
principal, and i = ± (\ - m) (mod.

4)| ^. ^^^
'

lor s secondary, and f s + /x (mod. 4) )

sfrxo), (n/si), •••. (" ^'•5l)> •••

7 > 1 I X. « («/0, <«/<i). •-. («/<i''-^')' •••' (" '''^'') t"' <"^'>> •••• <" '^'*'')' •••

„ fs principal, and «= ± (\ + m) (mod. 4)

~
lor s secondary, and < = + ('IX - yu.) (mc(mod. 4)

r even.

7 =
7 = 1

7>1

yfrxtD, {nit,) {nlt,'tri, ..., (n[t,%')

fx^, (nlU), .... {njt^t^, ..., ("/^XO

(n/s,), ..., ("'^,'s,'), ••

X, ->|r«, {»/fi), ••, {nlUt-^, •••. ("Ai'O •^/'(rt'O, (»/«.).-•. (« ^/O.

f8^ S = Xte= I'
principal, and i = ± (2X - /.) (mod. 4)

^. ^^,^^^

^ '
(or s secondary, and fs + lX + A^) (mod. 4)1

7=0
7=1
7>1

-./ra, (;i/«,) (n/ti't,'). ••• ("'^'^l !
(«/*i). •••. ("/^'s.'). ••

^co, {nlQ, ..., (?!/*,%% ..., {n/t^'t,')
\
t(»/0. (»/«.). •. («''/«/). •

A|ra), («/^, ..., {n/t,'t.;), .... (nitX) ' ^{nM, x, ("/«.), ••. («/«i'Si').

S=±6 (mod. 4)

r odd

B= ±{2 + e) (mod. 4)

r even

II. A = 2^ (mod. 4) = 2S = 2ts-.

t {n/t,'), (n/t,), ..., {nlt;t.ri, ..., (n/t.'O
j

(«/s,). -, («/«aV),

(n/0, ..., (ft^iV.;), .-•, («/<.V) (n/«i). ••' («/^'«i')>

III. A s + 1 (mod. 4) = ts'' ;
)• even.

i

(n/f,). ••• («/*j'M. •. («/*i'*r')
i

(«/si), •••. ("/<l'«l')- ••••

31. As an illustration of the results obtained in reference to Binary Quadratic

Forms, I now consider the case A = -4. Let n be an odd principal number, repre-

sentable by a form of the first kind having this determinant : then (§ 24), /!, being any

prime factor of n,

(-4/ftj) = + l.

Therefore (-l/N,) = + l, that is 3^i= 1 (mod. 4). But the norm of any odd secondary

number = 3 (mod. 4), so n, and therefore every prime factor of n is either a principal

or a real prime. And conversely all such primes and all numbers composed of them

are representable by some form of the first kind with this deterniiuant.

I have searched for forms of the first kind in the same way as is done in the

ordinary theory, and after eliminating all forms (within the limit of my search) narrowly

equivalent to simpler ones, the following forms remain:—(1, 0, 1), (6, 4, —6), {&, —4, — 0).
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The fonii (-1, 0, -1) is (•(iniv.ilcnt U> (1, 0, I), the formor being flerived from

the latter by the substitution

(-' ^]
\0, - 21

First consider narrow classes ; then the first line of the Table I. (§ 28) for A = 48

shews that there is one generic charactoi i/c, whioh ajiparently can be either + 1

or — 1 ; this is an exception to the general rule that half the assignable genera are

impossible, this exception being due to the fact that when A = - 4, there is no generic

character («/<]), <i not existing in this case.

Both these genera in fact exist, the class represented by the form (1, 0, I) having

the character \/r = +l, and the classes represented by {6, ±4, -6) having the character

>/r = — 1; neither of the latter classes can therefore be narrowly equivalent to (1, 0, 1).

Further, it is not difficult to prove that the forms {6, 4, - 6) and (6, — 4, - 6)

are non-equivalent (narrowly). I have accordingly proved the existence of at least three

narrow classes of forms of the first kind ; there may be more such, for, as pointed

out in § 25, I am not aware of any method of ascertaining the number of classes of

a given determinant.

Turning now to wide equivalence, the three forms above mentioned are all equiva-

lent ; for

-e=\"-+(\- fif,

and therefore the substitutions (,' , ) and (, , | respectively convert
\\, X- fiJ \\, -\ + fj.J

^ •'

(1, 0, 1) into {6, 4, — d) and {6, —4, —6). There is apparently therefore only one wide

class ; it has no generic character (§ 30).
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Table I.

32. System.s of numbers of the first t3-pe ; D = — 4(/, X = s/2.

-D
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Table II.

Systems of numbers of the second type; />=— 48+1, B = ^— , \ and /* are

conjugate.

D

15

35

.51

91

115

123

187

235

267

403

427

N{6) = h

13

23

29

31

47

67

101

107

V5 + V-
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Table III.

33. The system D = -20; e=\'-o.

Table of numbers, their prime factorj; and norms, in the order of magnitude of their

norms.

Principal Numbers.



V. Partitions of Numbers ivhose Graphs i)0ssess Symmetry.

By Major P. A. MacMahon, R.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Hon. Mem. C.P.S.

\_Re,ceived and read 28 November, 1898.

It will be remembered that in Phil. Trans. R. S. of London, Vol. 187, 1896 A.

pp. 619—673, I undertook the extension to three dimensions of Sylvester's constructive

theory of Partitions. In Sylvester'.s two-dimensional theory every partition of a unipartite

number can be associated with a regular two-dimensional graph. In the present theory

only a limited number of the partitions of multipartite numbers can be represented by

regular giaphs in three dimensions. But wherea.s Sylvester was only concerned with

unipartite numbers, the three-dimensional theory has to do with multipartite numbers

of unrestricted multiplicity. Though the partitions of such are not all involved the field

is infinitely greater, and all which come within the purview of the regular graph are

brought harmoniously together. If in this new theory we restrict ourselves to two

dimensions but view the graphs from a three-dimensional standpoint, we obtain in

general six interpretations of the graphs instead of two and multipartite numbers are

brought under consideration as well as those which are unipartite. The enumeration of

the three-dimensional graphs of given weight (number of nodes), the numbers of nodes

along the axes being restricted not to exceed /, m, n respectively, was conjectured in

Part I. but only established for some particular values of I, m, n.

For m 5 / it may be written

1^^' /l-a.»+-'/I -a.»+-y /l -a;»+'-'y-'

(1 - «"+' 1 - a;"+'+> 1 - a;"+"'V

^
{ l-x^ 1 - a;'+i • l-x'"

j

/I — a;''+'"+'y-' /I — a;»+"'+=Y

\ i-x"'+' ) yY^i^"^) 1 - a;'+"'-'

The symmetry of this expression and its real nature are best shewn by a symbolic

crystalline form.

Vol. XVII. Part II. 20
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Observing that it is composed of factors of the form (1 - .'--y, where t may be positive

or negative, put

1 — ;«*= exp. (- w*) in the case of every factor,

and it will be found, after a few simplifications, to take the form

exp.xp.
.Y_^^Y

(1 - "') (1 - «'")(! - «")•

In the two-dimensional theory the generating function

(1 - 0^+^) (1 - 0^+^) ... (1 -a^+'x)

(l-.r)(l-.r=)...(l-.r"')

has the symbolic crystalline form

exp. —^- (1 -(/')(! - "'"),
^ 1 — ?t

whilst in one-dimensional theory

obviously leads to

1 - j/^'

1 -X

exp. » (1 — »').

Hence we seem to have before us a S3'stem in k dimensions associated with the

crystalline form

u
exp. -(!-«'•) (l-i''0--- (1 -»'«)•

(1 -M)'

In general a gi-aph by rotations about the axes of x, y, and z

may assume six forms.

When these fornis are identical the graph is said to be symmetrical or to possess

a;^^-symmetry.

Such ex. gr. is

©•

When the six forms reduce to thi'ee the graph is said to be quasi-symmetrical. If it

be such that each layer of nodes is symmetrical in two dimensions or, the same thing, is

a Sylvester self-conjugate graph, it is said to possess a;y-symmetry. Ex. gr.

©0 •
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Siuiihirly the graph
• • • •

possesses y^-syninu'trv, ami by rotation sibout the y axis, or that of z, may bo converted

into line possessing (vy or ^a;-syninietry.

It is proposed to investigate generating functions for the enumeration of graphs

possessing xij and a:;/5-symmctiy, the former naturally including the latter.

Algebraic theorems will be evolvod in the course of the work by the method initiated

by Sylvester.

a'y-SYMMETRICAL GRAPHS.

The self-conjugate Sylvester graphs which have i nodes along each axis can be

formed by fitting into an angle of 2i - 1 nodes any number of angles of nodes, any

angle containing an uneven number, less than 2i-l, of nodes and no two angles pos-

sessing the same number of nodes. E.\. gr. for t = 7 we have the angles

• • •

which by .selection of the 1st, 3rd and 4th of the angles may be formed up into the

graph

• • • •

• • •

• • •

Hence, as Sylvester shewed, the generating function of such graphs is immediately

seen to be

x^-' ( 1 + x) ( 1 + :c') . . . (1 + .r-*'-=).

Each layer of the three-dimensional graph has this form, and if there be two layers

at most we may construct a generating function

na,ffo ... ((/.I"-'-' (1 + a,,T)(l -I- UiQ^) ... (1 -)- a,ao ... a,_,a;"'-')

l+-)('l+— lfl + ^—1 •- i^d inf

where H is a S3'mbol of Cayley's which means that after multiplication all terms con-

taining negative powers of a,, a.,, a. ...a,- are to be struck out and then each of these

letters put equal to unity.

The first line of the expression following il is derived from

a--'- ( 1 -f aO ( 1 + A-') • • • (1 + r'^-'}

by placing as coefficient to each .r=*~' the product Wja, ...Oj.

20—2
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The angles ot the first or lower layer correspond to the powers of x in the tirst line,

those of the second la\'er to the powers in the second line, and the operation of fl is such

as to prevent any combinations of the former and the latter which give rise to an

iiTegular graph.

Summing this function from i=\ to i= i and supposing its value unity when i = (a

convention that is made only for convenience; no U}rm exists for / = 0) we obtain

0(1+ u^x) ( 1 + a,(f.»i'') ( 1 + (^fl,'/:r'-') . . . ( 1 + a^u., . . . «,-.i--''-')

as the generating function which enumerates ,ty-symmetrical graphs of at most two layers,

the number of nodes along an ./ or i/ axis being limited not to exceed i.

Further if i be infinite this becomes :

—

n (1 + Uix) (1 + ff ,«.,-r) ( 1 + ctiaM^f) ad inf.

X (I + -] II +—)
(l + -^-) ad inf.

It is moreover clear that the generating function of icy-symmetrical graphs which

have at most i nodes along each of the axes x, y and at most j nodes along the

axis of z (i.e. which involve at most j la\ers) is :

—

fl (1 + «,,r)(l +a,a,''')(l + a^a./i^xf) (1 + «,«.,... a,-;c='-i)

xfl + -^.Vl+^A^^)(l+W:2^^) ad inf.

•<('n;')(i+S?")('+iSS/)
'^ nil

x,'l + l.,Ul + '^'^^,.Vl4'^i^^r=) ad inf.

C] / V Cits / \ C1CX3

J rows,

n operating in regard to all the symbols, a, h, c, d, &c. ...

If the graphs be um-estricted, as regards i, we put i = x ; and, if they be totally

ujirestricted, we regard the tableau, upon which n operates, as possessing an unlimited

number of rows and columns.

The generating function is crude. One, which only involves x, is ultimately to be

desired. It should be possible, by algebraic processes, to perform the operation fi and

thus to pick out the terms of the product which constitute the reduced generating

function. This appears to be a matter of considerable difficulty, and in order to determine

the probable form of the reduced function I have examined many particular cases and
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uttcnUjlud its construction. My conclusion is that, writing («) to denote l—af, the

reduced function is, in nil probability, an algebraic fraction of which the numerator is

(J+'^)U + 'i){j + o) (j+-2i-\)

X (2J + 4)(2y- + 0) (2] + 8) (2j + 4t - 4)

X (2J + .S) (2j+ 10) (2j + 12) (2J + 4i- - 8)

X

X (2; + 4s)(2/ + 4s + 2) (2j + 4.s + 4) (2j+ 4z - 4s)

X

wherein, if i be even, there are ^i rows the last of which is

(2J+20;

and, if t be uneven, there arc i(i-l) rows the last of which is

i2j + 2i - 2) (2/ + 20 (2j + 2{ + 2)

;

and the denominator is obtained from the numerator by putting j = 0, viz. : it is

(1)(3)(5) (2»-l)

x(4)(6)(8) (4/ -4)

X (8) (10) (12) (4j-8)

X

X (4s) (4s + 2) (4s + 4) (4i - 4.s)

X

the last row being {2i) or (2t — 2)(2i)(2i + 2) according as i is even or uneven.

The proof of this formula, the truth of which seems unquestionable, is much to be

desired.

When the number of layers of nodes is unrestricted we put j = » and the numerator

reduces to unity. When moreover both / and / are unrestricted in maonitude the

reduced function becomes

1

(1) (3) (5) (7) ... (4) (6) (8)^ (10)= (12)^ (14)» (16)^ (18)*
'

or as it may be also written

(l+x)(l+a;')(l+af)(l + x')

(2) (4) (6)= (8)= (10)» (12)» (14)* (16)* '

wherein the numerator denotes the generating function of Sylvester's unrestricted self-

conjugate graphs in two dimensions.

Some particular cases are interesting.

By putting j = 1 we should obtain Sylvester's result in two dimensions.
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Wg find

which may be written

and is right.

When j = 2, we find

(2) (6) (10) (14) (4i- 2)

(l)(3)(5)(7)...(2i--l) •

( I + d-) ( 1 + ^') ( 1 + .7^) ( 1 + a--) . . . ( 1 + a-"'-')

(2i+l) (2i + 4) (2t + 6) . (4i - 2) (4>i) .

(6) ...(2i-2)(2t)'(1) (4)

or
(2t + 2) {2i + 4) .,

(4z" - 2) (4{)
,

(2t + 4) (2> +6) (4i- 2)(4i)

(2) 74) .}{-2i-2){2i)'^"' (2) (4) (6) ...(2i-2)

For an even weight 2w we must take the coefficients of .-c'" in

(i+l)ii + 2)...{2i-l){2i)

(1) (2) ... a -I) (i)
'

and this is the generating function of two-dimensional graphs of weight w, not more

than I nodes being allowed along either the *• or y axis. Hence a correspondence

between the at-most-two-layer a-^-symmetrical graphs of weight 2w restricted as to the

X and y axes by the number i and the gi-aphs in two dimensions of weight w restricted

as to the axes by the number i.

Ex. gr. for ?t; = 4, i = 3 the con-espondence is

1 1 1
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« hurc I is iiulL'tiiiiti-' llie yeinTatiiiy lunctiDii becomes

(l-ar-Xl -x*){l-af) ad inf."

This curious result shews that the number of at-most-two-iayer xy-«ym metrical

graphs of weight w is equal to the whole number of partitions of ^j or of ^(w-l)
according as w is even or uneven.

There is another solution of the problem that has been under consideration.

Instead of constructing a generating function from successive layers of nodes parallel

to the plane of a-i/, we may build one up by first considering all the exterior angles

of nodes ; then those wiiich become exterior when the former are removed ; and so on.

Thus if any graph were

4 3 2 2 1

3 2 2 1

2 2 11
2 1 1

1

we first take 4 .*? 2 2 1

:i

2

2

1

as constructed by the superposition of 11111 1111 11 1;

1 1 1

1 1

1 1

1

then 2 2 1 made up of 11111
2 11;
1 1

1 1
then

1

We are then led to the crude generating function

1
il

(1 — m)(l —'mx){l — niaa^){l — mabx^yi^ —mabcx') ... (1 —maJbc ... a^'~')

^Vi-V
a J \ ab

l-'^..M...ad int;
abc

a b

('-i-)('-is'^)('-r^--)--^-'-

ad inf.
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in the ascending expansion of which we must take the coefficient of m^, fl operating

in regard to the letters

a , b , c , ...

a', b', c',...

a", b", c". ...

We have, therefore, the identity

fl (1 + a^x) (1 + a^a^) (1 + UiaM^a-^) ... (1 + Uia.... a;a,'-'~')

fl + ^,Vl+¥l,3Vl+^^^=V.. ad inf.

= Co 7)1-^ n

•<"+^J(' + g"^J(' + Sf,->-»^'°f-

J rows

1

(I — m) ( 1 — mx) (I — maa^) (I — mabx^) ( 1 — mabcx') ... (1 — mabc . . . a;^~')

« / V ab / V a t> c ;

ad inf.

and, when j is unrestricted,

0(1 + a,x) (1 + o,ff,«'c=) (1 + Oiajasa'^) ... (1 + a^a.,... a;*-''-')

x(l+ ^.x-1 fl + -ff^ a;'l fl +^ aA ... ad inf.

ad inf.

=n 1

(1 - a;)(l - aa?)(l - aba:^)(l - abcx') ... (1 - abc... a;"-')

('-l)('-S-)('-3»--»-'"'^

ad inf.,

a I'emarkable result, which it would be difficult to establish algebraically.
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As it is iiuccssuiv in tin.' SLtjiicl we will now (iotermine the penorating function

which iiuimerates the a?//-sym metrical graphs, limited as above, but .subject to a new
restriction, viz. each layer of nodes is to be formed by, at most, .v plane angles of nodes.

The enumeration, it is easy to see, is given by the coefficients of m'x" in the

development of

z—— n (1 + mayi) ( 1 + ?Hrt,((..H) { 1 + ma^a./:i^'') . . . ( 1 + ma,a„ . . . a^a*-')

J rows,

and also by the coefficients of ?n^'a" in the development of

1 n '

1 - Hi (1 - m.r)
( 1 - wt(w^) (1 - mabx')(l - viabaif) ... (1 - mabc . . . x"-')

(-f)('-i;-)('-?^-)-"^-'^

Let the coefficients of /?t* in the former of these generating functions be denoted by

Fj_g{x), and denoting the generating functions by A and B respectively, we have:

—

A = 1 +mFj_,(x) + ni'Fj^s{x)+ ... + m'Fj_,{x)+ ...,

5=1+ mF,_s(x) + m-F^,,{x) + ...+ mJFj^,{x) + ....

Moreover for j = x . we have

A = I + mF^,,{x) + m^F^^,(x) + m'F^^,(x) + ...,

and for s = x ,

fi =- I + mF,^^ (x) + m'F,^.^{.v) + m^F,,^ (,;•) + ...

.

The a'j/2-SYMMETRICAL GRAPHS.

Just as Sylvester dissected the irj/-symmetrical graph in two dimensions into plane

angles we may dissect the .*7/»-.symmetrical graphs in three dimensions into solid angles.

Each solid angle is in the shape of a symmetrical fragment of half of a hollow cube.

In each of the planes xy, yz, zx we find the same symmetrical two-dimensional graph.

If this graph has i columns or rows the number of nodes which lie on one or other of

the three axes is l + o(i — 1") or 3/— 2. Tii the plane of xy we can place plane angles of

Vol. XVII. Part II. 21
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nodes so as to form a sj-mmetrical graph in two dimensions. If w be the weight of the

solid angle we have w— 3i'+2 nodes to dispose symmetrically in the three planes and

this can be done in a number of ways which is given by the coefficients of

H-l (W-31+5)

in (1 + a;) (1 + ^) (1 + .c=) . . . (1 + af'"),

that is, by the coefficients of x^ in

Q; = a^'-- (I + X') (1 + of) (I + a^O • • (1 + ^^%

which is therefore the generating function of the solid angles in question which have

exactly i nodes along each axis. Observe that i — 1 factors follow jr"~-, and that, when it

is convenient, we suppose the ^e.xpression to have the value unity when 2=0.

Hence the solid angles which possess i or fewer nodes along the axes are enumerated by

1

+ x

+ .v'il+a^){l+af)

+

+ x^'-"- {l+a^){l+af){l+ x'') . . . ( 1 + a.-''-").

Fitting solid angle graphs together when possible produces x^^-symmetrical gi-aphs.

When 1 = 2, Q2 = x*(l + afi), the two solid angles being

© • © ©
© .

of contents 4 and 7 respectively.

We cannot lit a solid angle into the first of these, for there is no node upon which

it can rest. In the case of the second we can fit in the solid angle for which i=l, Qi = x

represented by a single node • , and thus form the sj-mmetrical graph

©©
^ _ ot content 8.© ©

Synthetically we form the generating function

n.r'
(
1+ aa;^

]
(I +-x] = x* + x' + x^

of all symmetric graphs having i = 2.

Observe that the construction of the factors, following the operator il, permits the

association of

©©

and does not permit that of

,-. and© •

and
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Re.sti'icliiii; ourselves to two solid angles when

{ =3, (?, = X' (1 + aT>) (1 + a^)

wo are similarly led to the construction of the generating function

fi.'(l-l-a^)(l+a6:..)x{l+?4-f,(l+f)).

whence after expansion and operation we find

(x' + a;'" + a;" + x">) + {x" + x" + x">) + (a^» + ar") + x",

and the correspondence is

of x' . ax? x' X aba? a:' . a^ . ahaf

S 1 1 3 2 1 3 3 2 3 3 8

1 2 1 3 11 3 11
1 1 2 1 3 11

X sc cc

x' . aoc' .- a? . aba? .- x7 . aa? . aba? .
-

a a a

3 2 1 3 3 2 3 3 3

2 2 3 2 1 3 2 1

1 2 1 3 11

x' . aba? . —

r

x' . aa? . aba? . —

,

ao ab

3 3 2 3 3 3

3 3 2 3 3 2

2 2 3 2 1

x' . aa? . aba^ .-?.—.
00 a

3 3 3

3 3 3

3 3 2

In the form which arises from the product af , ab.if . - , the largest solid angle is given

.'''' 11.
by a." . aba? ; that is, x- gives the axial portion 1 ,

.'-' yields in each of the three

3 3 2

planes, so that the resulting angle is 3 1 1 ; the next largest solid angle is given by

2 1

- and this tits into the larger.
a ^
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3 11 , ,

X* ai^ 11.
Again from x' . ax^ . abaf . -j.- we get first 1 from x', and then and 1, m

^'^ ^
. .* a?

each plane, from of and x^, ^delding 3 11 the outer solid angle ; and — . — gives a solid

3 11 "'^ "

2 1 . . .22
angle, composed of and 1 fitting in each plane, viz. :

—

, and this fits into the

3 3 3

larger solid angle yielding 3 3 3.

3 3 2

It will be clear now that the generating function for symmetrical graphs having i

nodes along each axis and formed of at most two solid angles is

fla^-=(l + (hx^){l +a-si.ifi?) ... (1 + ftitto ... a,-_iA'«'-')

, |l ^^^^U -f^V-^fl +-1 (l +-) + -ad infj,

the general term in the series to infinity being

Summing this function, for values of {, it is found that the generating function, for

the graphs composed of at most two solid angles and having at most i nodes along

each axis, is

n {1 + a- + ar» (1 + o.ar*) + x' {I + a.x") (1 + a.au") + ...

+ x^'-- (1 + ftiar") (1 4- OiCf,-i'») . . . (1 + Oi«o . . . «,_, x^^')}

xh+- + (1 + -+ 1 + _ 1 + + ... ad mf.

If the graphs are to be composed of at most two solid angles but to be otherwise

unrestricted we obtain

1n { 1 + .' + .':'
( 1 + a^x^) + ,/' ( 1 + ttiA-^) ( 1 + «ia^') + ... ad inf

J

(, X X* /, a?\ X- /, .?-=\ / a? \ , . ^n+ — + 1+-+ 1+ - 1 + +••=«! in^-r
[ a, Orfi... \ «i/ OtCLMs \ ill) \ aiU.^i

J

It is now easy to pass to the general case in wliich the composition is to be from

at most s solid angles. The generating function is
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fl 1 1 + ,c + .t-^ ( 1 + ciix') + .';' ( 1 + UtXr') {
1 + a,a,A*) + . .

.

+ a*-- ( 1 + Utx") (1 + a,a-a*) ... (1 + a,a, ... a,_,a;*'-»)l

1 + % -*..fi + ^^)+ _^ fi+i!l^)(l+¥^^) + ...,dinf.}

( C, C,&. V C, / CjCnCa \ C, l\ CiC., / )

« rows.

When the first row is also continued to infinity, and the number of rows is

infinite, we have the crude form of generating function for a'^/^-symmetrical graphs quite

unrestricted.

When s=l and i—x it may be easily proved that the generating function may be

written

X a-? a^»

'^1-a?'^ {l-ofi){l- x")
"^

(1 - J?) (1 - of) -«")"*"

+ .."^
(1 - «^) (1 - 0^) (1 - a^') ... (1 - a^-»)

There is another mode of enumeration of a;y^-symmetrical graphs which it is important

to consider.

Durfee has shewn how to dissect a symmetrical graph in two dimensions into a

square of nodes and two appendages lateral and subjacent.

Ex. gr. the gi-aph

b

where this is a square of four nodes, a lateral appendage a and one which is subjacent b.

This dissection leads to the expression of the generating function in the form of an infinite

series of algebraic fractions. Sylvester further applied the same dissection to unsymmetrical

graphs and derived algebraic identities of great interest.

In the case of three dimensions we also have a dissection of the same nature. This

is not based upon the isolation of a cube of nodes as might at first appear.

If we take such a cube, for example,

2 2
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we may, it is true, attach appropriate lateral, subjacent, aud superjacent graphs and thus

obtain an iry^-symmetrical graph ; but a slight consideration shews that a large number

of symmetrical graphs escape enumeration by this process. Ex. gr. the gi-aph

3 3

3 2

2 1
I

is based upon the cube in question, whereas the graph

3 3 3

3 2 1

3 1 I 1

is not based upon that or any other cube, yet it is without doubt symmetrical.

In the former of the two graphs observe that the appendages are

2
lateral

subjacent 2 1

superjacent
1 1

1

The fact is that symmetrical graphs are based also upon graphs other tlian those

which are perfect cubes.

The whole series is formed as follows :

—

We have, first, those based upon the cube 1, viz.

the base is 1.

Secondly, we have those based upon graphs such that there is a square of four nodes

in each of the three planes of reference. These are of two kinds, viz. :

—

2 2 2 2

2 1 2 2

where the nodes of the former are in the shape of the half of a hollow cube and the

latter is obtained from the former by combining with it the cube 1.

Thirdly, we have four bases derived from the graph which has the shape of a half-

hiiliow-cube of side 3; viz. :—

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

3 11 3 2 1 3 3 3 3 3 3

3 11 3 11 3 3 2 3 3 3

where observe that the three latter bases are derived from the former by combination

with the three bases previously constructed, viz. :

—

2 2 2 2

2 1 2 2*
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.Similarly, of the fuurth order, wc have eight bases, viz.:

—

4444 4444 4444
4111 4211 4 3 31
4 111 4 111 4 3 2 1

4111 4111 4111

4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4

4 4 2 2

4 4 2 2

4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4

4 4 3 2

4 4 2 2

4-444
4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4

4 4 4 3

4 4 4 4

4 3 3 1

4 3 3 1

4 1 1 I

4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4

the seven latter being derived t'roni the former by combination with the seven forms

previously constructed.

The way in which the bases are built up is now jilaiu and we see that, of order «,

we can construct 2"~' bases of which 2"~' — 1 arc derived by combining with the half-

hollow-square of 02'der n, all the bases of lower orders in number,

1 + 2 -I- 2- -I- ... 4- 2"-« = 2"-' - 1.

As one illustration take the graj^h

O
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From the lateral appendage we derive in succession tiie subjacent and superiaceut

appendages.

The rule is to face the origin and give the lateral graph right-handed rotations

through 90' about the axes of z and y in succession. We thus derive the subjacent graph,

and a repetition of the process upon the latter then gives the superjacent graph.

Thus starting with the lateral

8 2 1

1 1

1

the two rotations give in succession

113 3 11
1 2 and 2 1

1 1

the latter being the subjacent, and operating similarly on the latter we obtain in

succession
12 3 3 2 1

1 1 and 2

1 1

the last written graph being the superjacent.

As another example, if the lateral be

2 2 1

1 1

we obtain by operation 12 2 1

1 2 and 2 1

1 1

2 1

giving 2 1 the subjacent : operating upon this

1

12 2 ,32
1 1

^"^^' 2

3 2
giving 9 the superjacent.

Compare the gra])h

.5 4 2 2 1

4 1 1 1

upon the base

2 1
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Wc have arrived at the point of shewing the constniction of the bases and we have

seen how to construct the ffraph, being given the base and the hiteral ; the base and the

lateral completely detiTniinc the graph, and if they be of contents w,, w, respectively the

complete graph is of content Wi + Sw... For a given base we have now to determine the

possible foi-ms of lateral appendage preparatory to attempting their enumeration.

Evi'ry line of nnnibers ])arallel lo the axis of y in a sj-mmetrical graph is of necessity

a self-conjugate partition of a number, for otherwise more than one interpretation of the

graph would be obtainable. E.x. gr. in the graph

5 4 2 2 1

ill!
- 1

2 1

1

5 4 2 2 1 is a self-conjugate partition of the number 14,

2 1 3

the corresponding symmetrical two-dimensional graphs being

• • •

Hence this self-conjugate property appertains also to the lateral appendage, the lines

of numbers being taken parallel to the axis of y, 7wt parallel to the axis of x. The

reverse would naturallj' be the case if we were considering the subjacent appendage. This

property imposes a limitation upon the possible forms of lateral appendage.

Let w, be the content of the base, i, its order i.e. the number of nodes along an

axis; also let 'W.> and L refer to the lateral.

Then for the complete symmetrical graph we have content w, + Siu.. and order

ii + ii, or say, w, i referring to the complete graph,

w = Wi + Siu,. , i = I, + i-i.

For the base 1

Wi=l, I, = 1 the lateral must have the form

1111...,

and the generating function for such laterals whose order does not exceed i. is

1 - a;H+'

\-x '

Vol. XVII. Part II. 22
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therefore if F (x) denote the generating function of the associated sjTnmetrical graphs

* Co x^F (x) = Co x'+'"'' F (x) = Co ««•» -^ ,

1 _ r^ij+s

,.F(x)=xl^,

the generating function of symmetrical gi-aphs on the base 1.

Since i„ — i — l, we may write this

1 — a^

2 2 2 1 •

For the base „ ^ the late"!^! may involve and 1 but not ; hence its form

must be
2 2 2... 1 1 1 ...

Ill

If u be unrestricted the lateral generating function is

1
.

l-x.l-x^'

otherwise we have to seek the coefficient of m\r"'' in

1

1 — 7?i . 1 — mx . 1 — ma^
'

and since u\ =7, I'l = 2, L = i—2,

we obtain the generating function of symmetrical graphs

1
1 — ?>i . 1 — mai^ . 1 — ma?

'

iu which we seek the coefficient of m'~-x"'.

22 2 2 2211...
Similarly for the base „ since the lateral must be of the form

,^ .7
• • •

-• i • • •

we are led to the generating function

1 — m . 1 — rnof . 1 — maf . 1 — mx^'

in which we seek the coefficient of m^~-x"-'.

If the base is at most of order 2 we may say that the enumeration of symmetrical

gi-aphs of content w and having at most i nodes along an axis is given by the

coefficient of ??iV in

1 + :.——; —
, + , —^ —^T —o +

I — m .1 — mx' 1 — w( . 1 — )«,7,^ . 1 — nia? 1 — m , 1 — m,r' . 1 — ina^ . 1 — mx^'-

Co.r'°i^(x) denotes the coefficient of j" in the expansion of F {x).
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If i. and therefore i be unrestricted this expression naturally becontjes

X ai' a?

I -X' l-af.l-a^ 1 - ./-M -aP .\-a^'

The question now arises as to the direct formation of the fractions appertaining to the

bases of order i,.

The form of the lateral appendage depends, as we have seen, upon the self-conjugate

unipartite partition represented by the right-hand column or boundary of the base. We
will call this partition the base-lateral. So far of the first four orders we have met

with certain base-laterals, viz. :

—

Order i, =

1
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Denote by w, - 1 the generating function of the bases of the first s orders : then

«.^, = {1 + ^-+"'-'^1 Us,

or «,,-. = {1 + ^"-.-^'^I'-.-^t'l «i,_3,

whence «,• _= = (1 + a;) (1 + a.^'^ (1 + .r"^^) • • • ! 1 + a;".-=''---'-''}.

Therefore the generating function of bases, having the base-lateral ^ll'~^ is

a;<.^«,-i)» [^1 + .^) (1 + j^-i')
(1 + .1^-^')

. . . } 1 + a;»">-=i"-"'.-»»')].

Next consider the bases having the base-lateral

The simplest base of this nature is derived by combining the half-hollow-cube

form of content i^^—{h—iy with the similar form of content (i^ — lf — {^ — 2y and thus

it has the content ii= — (tj — 2)^ With this we can again combine every base of the

first ii
- 3 orders without altering the base-lateral, which remains {i=2''--. Hence the

bases are enumerated by the generating function

In general the simplest base with base-lateral i,'s'-' is obtained by combining the

half-hollow-cube forms of orders h, z'l-l, i^-2, ... i^- s + 1, and thus has the content

By reasoning before employed we arrive at the fact that the bases with base-lateral

^«gh-s are enumerated by

In this expression, between the brackets [ ] there are i^-s-l factors; if s=i, -1

or h we take merely »''-'' and «'' respectively.

The next question is the ascertainujent of the generating function which enumerates

the lateral appendages that can be associated with the base-lateral j"/*"'^*- When 5=1

this is easy because the lateral must be composed of columns

1 2 3...V,

1 1 1

1 1

1

not more than i, being taken.

The generating function is

1"—m . 1 — mx . 1 — maf . 1 — ma^ 1 — mse'^'~^

'

•where we seek the coefficient of m'^x"'^ or of m'-'w"'' since i = /, -I- tV
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Finally for tho syinnietrical gi-aphs constructed on bases whose base-lateralB are t,1''~'

we have the generating function

a,..,^(.,-iP[(l +a--)(l +a,-»'-'')(l +af^^)... jl + x" -"^-'<.-"'|]

( 1 - wi) ( 1 - WW-") ( 1 - WW,*) • ( 1 - maf''--')

in tho expansion of which wo must seek the coefficient of m'~'<x".

When the base-lateral is t'/s''"* the matter is by no means so simple. The lateral

appendage is composed of columns each of which is a self-conjugate partition of a

number, and the possible forms of the columns are further limited by the form of the

base-lateral. To explain take {, = .5, s=3 so that the base-lateral (written horizontally) is

5 .5 5 8 8.

This has a graph

formed of three piano angles. Any column of the lateral must have a graph which can

be superposed ; the condition for this is obviously that it must be composed of not

more than three plane angles, the largest angle containing not more than 9 nodes. So

with base-lateral ii*s''~* a lateral column must have a graph composed of not more

than s plane angles, the largest angle containing not more than 2j, — 1 nodes.

The complete lateral appendage constitutes a multipartite partition whose graph is

symmetrical in two dimensions. We have therefore to enumerate the graphs of this

nature, each layer being composed of at most s plane angles and no angle containing

more than 2ii — 1 nodes and the number of layers not exceeding i — ii or L.

The crude form of this generating function was found earlier in the paper to be

1
X2

(1 — m) (1 — mx) (1 — maa?) (1 — mabx^) ... (1 — mabc . . . ar''~^)

'

(-3(>-r»-)('-*-)-«'-'-.

5 rows,

in which we take the coefficient of m'~''x"''.
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We can now assert that the symmetrical graphs which appertain to the base-lateral

i,"**'"', and have at most i nodes along an axis, are enumerated by the coefficient of

OT'~''a;"' in

a;'.'^(i,-.)3 [(i + a;) (1 + -ga^i^)
(1 + af-^) ... {1 + aitf.-^-D'^K.-^-a'}]

(1 - m){l - via?) (1 - max^) (1 - niabx'^) ... (1 - mahc ... ««'-»)

'

('-")('-,S-)(>-»^--)--"°'-

s rows.

Denoting this expression by S{m, x), we see that

2 2 /S {m, x) . wi'W

enumerates, by the coefficient of m'^x"', the whole of the symmetrical graphs subject to

the single restriction that more than i nodes are not to occur along an axis.
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VI. On Divergent {or Semiconvergent) Hifpergeometric Series.

By Prof. W. MT. ()kr, M.A., Royal College of Science, Dublin.

^^Received and )-ead May IG, RcvUed Septuiiiber 1898.
J

1. The seiies

^
«,«,«,„ ^ «i («! + 1) «2{a'2 + 1) • a,,, (g,,, + 1) ^^ J

\.p,p.,...p„ l.2.p,{p, + l)p.,(p-, + l)..-Pn{pn + 1)

is convergent for all values of x if m :}> /t and convergent for values of x whose modulus

is less than unity if iii. = ii + l; in such cases if its sum be denoted by

/'(«,, a„...a„,; p,, p.,,... p,,; x)

the successive differential coefficients of this expression are represented numerically by the

convergent series obtained by taking the corresponding differential coefficients of the terms

of (1). The relation connecting the coefficients of two consecutive terms cirX''. ar+ja^"*"', viz. :

—

(1 +r)(p,+ r)....{p„ + r)a,.+,=iai + r)((iL + r)...{a.,n + r)ar (2),

is equivalent to the differential equation

y + <z,){e + a,) ...(e + a,„)-U{e + p,- 1){0 + p,-l) ... (e + p„-l)l y = ...(3),

in which 6 stands for the operator xdj'dx. The series (1) is therefore, when convergent, a

solution of this equation. Relation (2) is satisfied by n other series, convergent if (1) be

convergent, one of which is

x'-P'Fia, -/3, + 1, a., -p, 4-1,... a,„-/3, + 1 ; 2 - p^, p.- p^ + l, ... p„- p^ + l: x)...(-i),

the others being analogous. Each of these ;; series when convergent is therefore a solution

of equation (3), and the n + 1 series thus furnish the complete solution of this equation

for all values of x if m :^ n, and for values of x whose modulus is less than unity if

7rt=n + l. It is supposed that no two of the quantities a,,...o,„, pi,...pn, 1 ai'e equal, or

differ by an integer.

Relation (2) is also satistiod by m series proceeding in descending powers of x, one

of which is

V + l.(i,-a,4-l)...(a,-a,„+l)^ '' x

a.(ai+l)(a,-p, + l)(a,-p, + 2)...(g,-p„+l)(a,-p,. + 2) 1
]

1.2.(a,-a„+l)(a,-ci. + 2)...(a,-a,„+l)(a,-a,„+2) g^^-^ ^yy'>h

Yo\.. XVII. Part III. 23
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the others being analogous. These m series are all divergent when the former h + 1 are

convergent. The object of the present paper is to show that in such a case if the leal

part of (— 1 )"""'+'/a,' is negative, then provided s exceeds a certain number independent of

X, the sum of the first s terms of such a series as (6) differs by some quantity whose

modulus is less than that of the uext term from a certain linear function of the n + 1

convergent series (1), (5), etc., and that whether the real part of {- 1)"-'"+^ x is positive

or negative, for any specified value of s, x can be taken so great that the sum of the

fii-st s terms differs from the same linear function of the convergent series by a quantity

whose modulus is less than that of the next term multiplied by 1 + e, where e is any

assigned small positive quantity.

It may be remarked that the theorem stated for the ca.se in which (-)"-'«+! .r has its

real part negative cannot be true without .some restriction on the argument or the modulus

of (-)"-"'+! a;. It has been pointed out by Hankel {Math. Annul. Vol. I.) that such a

theorem cannot hold for a series proceeding in powers of u whose terms, after a certain

one, are real positive and increasing as the three results to which it would lead on

terminating the series successively before each of three consecutive positive terms, of which

the first is less than the second and the second less than the third, involve an in-

consistency. Hankel however appears to consider that it may hold for all other values

of u ; this is a mistake unless the function of u to which the semiconvergent series is

•' equal " (in the sense above) is discontinuous on crossing some curve other than the

positive part of the axis of real quantities, as it is evident that, with this exception, if the

theorem be true for all save real and positive values of ii it must be true even for these.

The well-known semiconvergent expansions of /„(;«), for example, cannot therefore hold

for complex values in the sense that for each of the two divergent series occurring therein

the error committed in stopping after the sth term, provided s — n + i is positive, has a

modulus less than that of the next term, without some restriction on the value of x
;
and

in fact the demonstrations given by Lipsehitz (Crelle, LVI.), Hankel (loc. dt.), and Gray and

Mathews (Treatise on Bessel Functimis) are invalid unless x be wholly real. Lipsehitz, who

discusses only the case in which n is zero, appears in fact to consider only real values of x.

The fallacies involved in the proofs by Hankel and by Gray and Mathews will be noted

presentl}-. The magnitude of the error in case x is complex has been discussed by

H. Weber {Math. Anna!. Vol. xxxvii.), who has not however explicitly referred to the

fallacies in question.

2. As a lemma to be used in establishing the theorem of the present paper I proceed

to prove that it' {I — t)^" be expanded in ascending powers of t, where the modulus of t

may be gi-eater than unity, then provided a -I- s be positive the modulus of the error out-

standing after s terms is, if the real part of t be negative, less than that of the next term,

and if the real part of t be positive, and t not wholly real, less than that of a certain

multiple (involving the argument of of the next term.

We have

:-t z]

, t f i'-'l If

z z-
"

' 5* '
j i^ (z — ty
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Multiplying by ^^ /^°'^^ where (1-^)- is e<iual to unity at the origi... and

integrating ,il,..ig thr ,.ath AliCDEFA in Fig. 1, CDEFA being supposed a curve, every
point of which is at an intiuito distance froni the origin, we obtain

(1 - ty- = 1 +«< + ... (to .V terms) +
t a\-z)

2iri J z" (z — t)
dz.

FIG I

wherein the path of integration is the same and (1 - <)-» reduces to unity at the origin.
If now a + s is positive the path CDEFA contributes nothing to the integral on the right
and the remainder after s terms, which we will denote by R{a, s), is equal to the integral
taken along the path ABC only. This may be written, following Pochhamnier {Math. Annal.
XXXV.), in the form

-t^ fa)(l-.2)-

2-in.ij 2*
(z-t)

dz.

Suppose first that 1 - a is positive. We then have

tairi -,—oTTlR{a, s)= -.{e'^^'-e
{z-iy

TT } ^ z* (Z —

z'(z-t)

-a

t)

dz

If the real part of t be negative

mod. I
'", ^'

., dz<

Therefore since 11 (a - 1) IT (- a) = Trcosec a-n- we have

mod. R(a. s) < mod. i—^— —
^

' n(s)n(a-l)'

i.e. < modulus of first term omitted as stated.

23—
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If the real part of t be positive and t = r (cos (jt + i sin <j>),

and therefore

^ , (2-1)", 1 r(2-i)-

,

mod. I h-.—'—dz<-^-,\ _,J dz,

<}>'

'

Ji z'(z-t) sinc^Ji 3*+'

A P/ . .,. n(^ + a-l) 1
mod. «(«-^><'n(s)n(a-l)sin'

Next suppose that 1 - o is negative but that « + 1 - o is positive, n being a positive

integer. By partial integration performed n times in succession we obtain the result

1rf"

ds" (2*(2-i)

- n (n) r

2771(1 -a) (2-

n (w) i* sin (a - n) nr

a)...(n-a)j ^ ' \^ {z - ty-^' \ . 2f^' {z - ty I
.

'1 . z'+Hz - tY'^

s{s + l)...{s + n-l) -\

+ •+ n(«).2«+"(^-o ^*^

7r.(l-a)(2-c<) ... (

^1(^-1)"-°
n - a) .' 1

+
; + ••-

s(s+ 1) ... {s + n-\)
d^ .(6).

If now the real part of t be negative, this integral would be increased in absolute

value by replacing every negative power of z—t\>y the same power of r: if this were done

the coefficient of {z -\ )"~° 2;~*^"~^ under the sign oi integration would be

which is equal to

Accordingly, since

s s {s+\ ) s {s+\) ... (s + » - 1)

"'"i''" 1.2 1.2... n

(g+l)(s+2)...(s + ?t)

1 . 2 . . . «

(z-\Y-''z-'-"-^dz
n(«-a)n(s + a-l)

we have

mod. R (a, s) < mod.

< mod.

n (s + n)

t^ sin{a - 7i)ir .U{s + a - 1) n(-a)
n(s)

fn{s + a-l)
n(s)n(a-i)'

i.e. < modulus of next term as stated *.

If the real part ot t be positive and i = i-(cos^ + i sin ^) the integral in (6) would

be increased in absolute value by replacing everj' negative power of z — t by the same

power of z sin ^, and we evidently can deduce that

mod. -K(a, .s)< modulus of the next term multiplied by cosec"+'0.

* This result follows readily also from Lagrange's form of the remainder in Taylor's series, extended (as regards

the modulus) to a function of a complex variable. See Darboux, LioiiviUe's Journal, 1876.
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). In rlisrussinp the fiiiiftioiiH of Art. 1 it will bo siiflRdftnt to oonsiflffi- tho ca«f in

which (;(, = /). The i-ase in which in = n + I can be dcrivoil from this by malting ./ an<i

Olio of the p's iiitinitc totfetlicr, aii<l any uase in which m< ii by making one or more of

the a's intinitc ami .' iiitinitcly small and nf the proper order.

Omitting the ease of )i = 0, the simplest of snch cases is that in which n=l; this

case will be considered sonu'what fully. Eiination ('i) is now reduced to

l,D^-{..-p)D-al;/ = (7),

D denoting ditferentiation with respect to ,r. Its solutions in converging series have been

fully discussed by Pochhammer (Math. Ainmlen, Vol. XXXVI.).

If the series F{a: p : .r) bo considered merely as the limiting form of that for

F(a, /3: p; u)

wherein xl^ is written for k, and /3 is then made intinitc, the limiting form of the equation

F{a, /3; p; i() = (\ - ii)i'-'--»F{p-a, p-0: p\ n)

shows that

F{<x: p: .i) = e^F(p-a;p; - .<) (8),

and that

.r'-pFia- p + 1 : 2-p: x) = x'-i' e''F {\ -a; i- p\ - x) (9),

while another particular integral suggests another divergent series, viz.

^,.-.{i + (i-"Hp-«)^a^«)l^-«)lgr:gHp_:i«±L)U...].
,10),

[
v X 1.2 a?

)

besides that of the type (5) w-hich now is

,-Ji «(« -p+l) l
,
«(a+l)(«-p+l)(«-p+2) l )

A particular case of relation (8), in which p is written ='la=n and x is replaced by

2.J', is given by Glaisher (Trans. Boy. Soc, 1881, Part 3, page 774).

Pochhammer shows that equation (7) is satisfied by the integral

I e" (u - x)-'ii'-i'du

taken along a path which starts from any part and returns to the same point, provided

the path is such that the initial and final values of e" {it — x)~'u'~i' differ by zero, and has

considered the two solutions

/• (I, 0, X—, 0—)

I e'' (u - xyw-fdu (12),

e" (u - x)-''u'^-i'du (13).

In the former the path starts from any arbitrary point c (which may be taken in the finite

line joining the points 0, x), and returns to the same point after having made a circuit

round the points x, 0, in the positive direction, and then a circuit round the points x, in
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the negative direction; this integral is a multiple of x^-i" F(a - p + 1 : 2-p; x). In the

latter the path starts from the point - x and returns to the same point after making a

circuit round the points x, 0, in the positive dii-ection ; this integral is a multiple of i^(a
: p ; x).

The identities (8), (9) might easily be established from these integrals by making the

substitution u =x — v.

In addition to (12), (13) the following integrals, not discussed by Pochhammer, also

satisfy the necessary conditions and are therefore solutions of equation (7), viz.

I e" (« - .r)—u'-Pdu (14),

- X
e"{u - .r)-"!("-''rf» (15).

"We take the path of u in (15), both in going and returning, to pass above or below the

oricrin according as x is above or below the axis of real quantities.

Suppose in the first instance that the real part of x is positive.

4--=.....

FIG. 2.

In Fig. 2 let ^4 be a point near the negative part of the axis of real quantities and

at a great distance from the origin. The path of u in (12) is equivalent to the paths

AGBCDA, AEFGA, ADHEA, the value of the function e" (m - a;)-"!*"-" at the end of one

part being taken as the value at the beginning of the next part. But for the path

AEFGA we may substitute AEHDA, ADCBGA. Thus for the whole path in (12) we

may take AGBGDA, AEHDA, ADCBGA, ADHEA. And as the distance of A from the

origin increases indefinitely, the first of these becomes the path in (13), the third this

reversed, the second the path in (14), and the last that path reversed*.

In the integral (12) writing («-;?•)-'«''-'' = a;-*" I Ij (-1 , we will choose as

IJ and of l-j which, when the

path of u crosses the production of the line joining the points 0, .r, for the first time

at C, are wholly real and positive, and that value of x~f whose argument lies between

— p-TT'2, and + pTr/2. Pochhammer, loc. cit., shows that this integral is

e'""'-'"(J(a-/3 + l, 1 -a)x'-i'F{a-p + 1; 2-p; x) (16),

7(1,0, i-,u-)

where C? (a, 6) = e-"-'"'+'"
|

v"-' (1 - vf-' dv (17),

c

* On some grounds it would be more convenient to choose as the initial and final point one near the positive.

part of the axis of real quantities and at a great distance from the origin. I thought it advisable in the present

case to follow Poclihammer.
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c being ;ui iubitniry jtniiil on llio liiiitt; line joining the points 0, 1 and y""', (1 — «)*^'

having there initially value.s which are real and positive. (See Pochhaninier, " Zur Theorie

der Euier'schcn Integrale," Mutli. Annul. Vol. xxxv.)

r, X ,c I. , . , n (ft- l)Il(i- 1)
But is (a, (>) = — •* sin (ITT sni hTr =-7 r—r^—

,

11 (a + — 1)

the 11 t'luictions having their extended ineaiiing. The integral (12) is tlnis i;imal to

_4eW(a-pi sin(a-p)7rsin(-a7r) ^°'t7/',^_
'~ " ;̂'~'' /''(« -p + 1 : 2-p; x) ...(18).

Also of the liiur jiorlions by wiiieh we have sjidun the ])ath in (12) can be replaced,

the first AGBCDA contributes to the integral as shown by Pochhammer,

2 •

Td -p)F(a; p : .>) „r ^^-^-^^F{a: p: .t) (19),

and the third ADCBGA contributes this sanu' multiplied by — e-"' i" - 1»
, These two together

then contribute
4,^girl(a-p) sin (a — p ) 77

U(p-l)
F{a; p- x) (20).

Again tor the integral along the second portion AEHDA, bearing in mind the

alteration of the argument, \vc have

rto)

g«(.-2pi y.-a g,<
(
I _ ajxyu'^-i'du ( 21 ),

wherein at the point where the path of u crosses the line 0, .r, the values of (1 - ((/*)""

and of {i(jxY~'' are real and positive and the argument of *"" lies between —OL-n-ji and +a7r,2.

11T •,- /, N 1 a H a(a+ 1) u^ , „
Writmg (1 - ulx)-'^ =1 + 1

~ + T~9 — + • • • (to s terms) + R^,

and evaluating the several terms of the integral, (21) becomes

gwHa-ip) (gTj(p-aj _ g,n-(a-p)j Jl (« - p)
«""

{
\ X 1.2 X- ]

7;o) 7(0)

where Rg =
\

e"u'-''R,(h( ^ e"ie-i'du (23).

Now the origin of u is a multiple point of order s on Rg, or J?., in the neigh-

bourhood of the origin of m is of order ((', as ma}- be seen by finding the limiting

value o{ Rg/u', and therefore provided a — p + .s + l is positive,

7(0) ,-0

e"i(."-''/J,rf« = -(e'"(«^'>+''>-e-"'<»-''+''') e"u''~''R,du (24).
J —00 .' — X
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(the right-hand member involving a line integral and the argument of e'^i^-i-Rs being the

same as that of 2?.,/«')- A.nd if a + s is positive the modulus of Rg is less than that of

the (s+l)th term in the expansion of (1-«/.t)~°, accordingly Rg is less in absolute value

than the (.9-i-l)th term of the series in (22).

In this sense then provided a + s, a-p + .9+l and the real part of x are positive,

s terms of the series represent the whole of the expression, including R^', in brackets

in (22), an expression which we will denote by <^(a, a— p + 1; —Ijx).

The fourth and last portion of the path in (12) contributes to (12) an expression

equal to (22) multiplied by - e2">

Thus the second and last portions together contribute

4gW (a-p s;i^ p^ sin (^p
- a) TT . U {a - p) x—(^ (a, a- p+l: -1 '.r) (25).

Equating (18) to the sum of (20) and (25) an equation is obtained which may be

written in the form

U{a-l)U{-p)F{a:p:x)+n{a-p)U(p-2)a-'~i'F(a-p + l;2-p:x)

= n(a-l)n(a-p).i-»</>(a, a -p + l; -lix) (26),

the argument of ./• lying between -tt 2 and +7r/2, and the argument of every power

x'" lying between — ?H7r '2 and + Hnr/2.

Suppose next that the real part of x is negative and that the imaginary part is

positive. Let us now take as the beginning and end of the paths of integration in

(13), (14), (15) a point still at infinity, but whose argument instead of being tt has

some value between v and 377/2, say 57r/4, and take values of the function under the

sign of integration which are reconcilable with those formerly taken. These changes of

path do not affect the values of the integrals. Proceeding as before, we have now to

deal with (1 — M/a;)~" where the argument of u is now 57r/4 instead of tt; this is of

the form (1 - 1)~' where the argument of t is somewhere between Trl-i and 37r'4 instead

of between 7r/2 and 37r/2 ; the integral on the right-hand side of (24) has now the same

absolute value as

J-^ \ \'2.x/ V2

where v is real and negative and Rg denotes the remainder after s terms of the expansion

of I 1 ^—-=-^1 . By Art. 2. Rg is certainly less in absolute value than the (s + l)th term
V x\2, I

3

of the expansion multiplied by 2'^ where /3 is a positive integer such that /5 — a is positive,

and as

e ^ v"'dv,/'
— X

when ?)i + 1 is positive, is less in absolute value than 2 - U {ni), it follows that Rg is

less in absolute value than the (s + l)th term of the series in (22) multiplied by
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2 * .As there is no superior limit to the value of s for which this is true, aiifl

as, by taking a- groat enough, terms at the beginning may be made to outweigh as much
as we please any finite number of succeeding terms, it follows that x may be taken

so great that for any given value of s the error in taking n terms of the series in

brackets in (22) instead of the whole expression will have a modulus less than that

of the next term multiplied by 1 + e, where e is any assigned small positive quantity.

If both the real and imaginary parts of x are negative the same result follows by
taking for the point at infinity in (13), (14), (15), one whose argument lies between 7r/2

and TT.

Equation (26) is thus true in the .sense indicated when the real part of x is negative,

the argument of every power a;'" lying between — jmtt and - ?K7r/2 or between + m7r/2

and +m7r.

I proceed to obtain the relation connecting the divergent series (10) with the two

convergent solutions of equation (7). If in (26) we change a into 1 - a, p into 2 — p,

X into ye"^', it becomes

li{-a)U{p-2)F{l-a; 2-p; - y) + n (p -a - 1) D (- p) e^-p: '">'-ii'(p - a
; p; - y)

= n(-a)n(p-a-l)e(i—'"y''-i</)(l-o, p-a: 1/y),

wherein the argument of every power y'" lies between and 2»«7r. After multiplication

by e", bearing in mind equations (8), (9), and writing x instead of y, this may be written

in the form

n(p-a-l)n(-p)i^(a; p; x) + U (- a)U {p - 2)e^^-'^^' x^-" F (a - p + I ; 2-p; x)

= n(-a)n(p-a-l)e(''-»>"Va.--''</)(l -a, p-a; l/x) (27).

This is true in the sense that if the real part of x be negative the error in stopping

the series on the right after s terms is less in absolute value than the next term,

provided s + 1 — a and s + p — a are positive, and that whether the real part of x be

positive or negative x can be taken so great that the error in stopping after s terms

is less in absolute value than the next term multiplied bj- 1 + e, where e has any

assigned positive value and s has any given value.

The expression on the right of (27) is a multiple of (15) and may be obtained

from that integral if x has its real part positive, by changing the starting point to

some point at infinity whose real part is negative but which subtends with the origin

an obtuse angle at the point x, and writing u = x + v.

Equation (27) may also be obtained directly by replacing the path of u in (12)

by four other portions in a difterent manner. For instance instead of (12) we may

wi'ite

7(0, X, «-,x-)

-I e"{u-x)''' ii'-fdu,

(Pochhammer: " Ueber ein Integral niit doppeltem Umlauf," il/a</i. Annal. Band xxxv.), and

if the real part of x is negative and its imaginary part positive divide this path into

* This reasoning, in fact, proves that ii the argument of x is ir ± 7, (7 acute), the multiplier is

[coseo(9+7)] (aecfl)""'' provided $ and 6 + y sue acute; also o and a-p+1 may be interchanged.

Vol. XVII. Part III. 24
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four others, that in (13) taken forwards, that in (15) taken forwards, that in (13) taken

backwards, and that in (15) taken backwards. If the point x is differently situated a

slight modification is necessary.

In the case which occurs in connection with Bessel Functions*, viz., that in which

p = 2a, Hankel {loc. cit.) considers the integial

.'o

Although as Hankel proves, the remainder after s terms of (1 + ?'0"~i is less in absolute

value than the next term (provided n — s—h is negative), his inference that a similar

statement holds for the integrals, is only valid when x is wholly real. For if u, v, w
be complex functions of r which is wholly real, and if mod. u < mod. v, we are not

(*
r*

justified in inferring that mod. I uwdr < mod. I vwd):
J a J a

Gray and Mathews (Bessel Functions, p. 69) apply Lagrange's form of the remainder

in Taylor's series to the case of a complex function ( 1 + ^v 1 . Although this is

a valid form of a superior limit to the modulus of the remainder, we are not justified

in assuming that [1 + ^1 and 11 —^ J
{n — s — h being negative) are both less

in absolute value than unity, where 6, & , ^ axe real, unless x be wholly real.

•4. The theorem indicated by equation (26) is a particular case of the following which

will be proved by induction:

—

n(a,-i)n(-p.)n(-p,)...n(-p..) „ • „ . „ ,.^

n(-a,)n(-a3)...n(-a„) ^^"" «^'-"»^ P" P" - P"'"-^

+ n(p,-<.,-l)Uip.-a.,-l)...U(p.-a^-l) ^ ^^"' P> + l,-«. P.+ 1,

2-pi, p.- pi+l,... pn-pi + 'i-; «)

+ (rt— 1) other terms analogous to the last

n(«,-i)n(«,-p0...n(a,-p„) «_„,i.a-ci + i

n (tti - a,) n (O) - 1x3) ... n (tti - «„)
a,-a„ + l; -l/x) (28),

wherein the argument of every power ;c'" lies between — nnr and + m-n; the symbol of

equality being interpreted in the sense that :

—

(A) If the real part of x is positive, the error committed by stopping the series

on the right-hand side after s terms is less in absolute value than the next term,

provided s exceeds a certain number. Of the series on the left we may select the

first so that 1, pi, ... p,,, are in ascending order as also a.,, a.^, ... a„. If a is any

* The semiconvergent series for J„ (.r) may be readily obtained by forming the eqnation satisfied by e^ . /„ (x)

and using the analogues of (26), (27).
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fnictional nimibcr let [a] denote, if a is negative, zero, if a is positive the integer

next higher than «. Then s is not to be less than the greater of the integers
r=« r-ii

[a,, -0,-1]+ S [a,. -p.], [p,.-a, -1]+ 2 [ar-pr]-
r=2 r=2

(B) Whether the real part of x is positive or negative*, a; can be taken so great

that for any assigned value of s the error in stopping after s terms is less in absolute

value than the next term multiplied by 1 + e, where e is any assigned positive quantity

however small.

It is to be noted that in the enunciation of (A) the additional factors occurring in the

numerator and denominator of the second term omitted are all positive, and the argument

of X is restricted to a range of ir, including that value which makes all the terms

omitted real and of alternate signs; some restriction on the argument or on the amplitude

of X being, as remarked in Art. 1, not merely incidental to our method of proof but

essential!}' necessary from the nature of the theorem.

5. We will first prove by induction that there is one solution of the differential

equation satisfied by
i^(a,, a.., ...a,i; p^ p^, ... p,r, -x)

which can be written in the form (7e-^*•-<""''' where, as x increases indefinitely, having

its real part positive, C tends to a fixed limit. (The minus sign has been inserted

before the x as it is easier to reason about a negative quantity when we call it — a;

than when we call it + x.) This is true also if the real part of x is negative but not

required for the present pui-pose. Let us assume that this is true when there are n

a's and n p's, and introduce another a and another p denoted simply by a and p. The

differential equation for the new hypergeometric function is satisfied by

7(x)

a;]-P (y _ wy-"-^ v'-'^) (v) dv,
•J 00

where cf) {v) is the solution of the old series referred to (see Pochhammer). Writing

,f,
(v) = Ce-'v'''-"''"^ = Ce-'V"

and making the substitution v = x+ u, the above solution may be written in the form

7<o)
g-<r^.«-p-H,i Ce-"M''-''-'(l + u/xy+'"-' du (29).

Let us assume in the first instance that p — a is positive ; this is then a multiple

(depending on the unspecified arguments) of the line integral

e-^x'-i'+"' rCe-" III'-''-' (1 + n/xy+"'-' du.
Jo

If (1 + M/a;)"+'"~' be now expanded in powers of u/x the modulus of the remainder

after a certain term will be less than that of the next term, and it is accordingly

* If the latter, it will also be shown that the error is less than a certain multiple of the next term

(s restricted as before).

24—2
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evident that the above may be wTitten in the form Ce~*a.'"~''+"' where, by increasing x

sufficiently, C can be made as nearly as we please equal to a certain constant.

Also in case p — a he negative, on integrating (29) by parts the integral may be written

in the form

1 1 7'"' fa + ;h — 1

p — o *• ^
' p

I /
>"' a 4- Hi — 1

\Ge-"iir^{l + it/^)"*'""'].—zr I

^"""""'"(1 + ulxY^"'~- Y^T. C-C{\ + u/x)

(1 + II Ix) dC/dul du.

The expression in the square brackets vanishes at the infinite limits, and by making x

great enough dC/du may be made as small as we please by hj-pothesis, and the above

integral, if x be large enough, can thus be made as nearly as we please equal to

_ ^_ r°'e-" «"-» (1 + «/*)«-'"-=
l

""'"'^"-'- 0-0(1+ ulx)\ du,

from which it is evident that any limits to the value of p — a. may be extended by

unity, and therefore, for all values of p—a, (29) may be written in the form

O e^x 1

where 0' tends to a fixed limit as x increases indefinitely.

6. The solution which does tend to this form is a multiple of

nf::!n;:g;::n!:;:i ^<°..''.--^^ '."-^)

r=l ii(Pr — «i — i) ••• 11 (Pr-an— i)

• • • Ph - Pr + 1 ;
— a;).

wherein the argument of a;™ lies between — ?»7r/2 and + »i7r/2. This may be seen by

making in the theorem indicated by equation (28) the arguments of x in succession — -n

and + TT and subtracting the results after having multiplied one of them by e-""". It then

appears that the above solution is one which, when in it x is made real and positive and

suflSciently great, can be made less than a certain multiple of any specified term of the

series

a;-'''i^(ai, a, - pi + 1, ... ; ai-a,+ l,...
; + \\x),

and therefore must be the one in question, as from equation (28), assumed to hold for the

above functions, no other solution can be of this order for infinite values of x which have

their real part positive.

7. We require to evaluate the integral

x'"F{au a... ... a„; p,, p,, ... p,,\ -a)dx (30),
/Jo'

when intelligible, that is when m + 1 is positive and m — a,- + 1 is negative, where a,, is the

algebraically least a. (When x is very great the hypergeometric series is of order «""'.)
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The hyporgcomctric function is equal to

provided a„ and /a,, — a,i are positive. Substituting this value in (30) and changing the

order of integration, which can be shown to be legitimate since m — a„ + 1 is negative,

(30) can be written in the form

but the X integral is equal to

n(«„-m-2)n (p,. -a,.-l) .„

n(p„-m-2)

and accordingly (30) is equivalent to

n(p,.-l)n(a,.-wi-2) /•" „ „^
n (O;, - 1) n (/)„ - TO - 2) J

In the same way provided a, and p, — a, are positive

Jo
\"f'- n(ai- l)n(p,-m-2)Jo

_U(p,-l) U(a,-m-2)

Therefore by induction we finally obtain for (30) the value

n(.).n"n(£^>^(^^^|-) (3i),
,.=1 n (or - 1) n (pr - m - 2)

provided, in addition to the conditions necessary to make (30) intelligible, all such

quantities as a,- and p,. — o^ are positive.

These latter conditions may however be removed. Since

F{a, + l, a,, ... a„; p^, p.,, ... p„; -x)- F(a,, «,, ... a„; p,, p,, ... p„: -x)

by multiplying both sides by .t'" and integrating we obtain

I
x"'F(a, + 1, a,, ... a„; p,, ... p„ ; -a/) dx - x"'F{a„ ... a„; p,, ... p„; -x)dx

= - /'(«,,...«„: p,,...p„; -«) ---— «">'(«,,... a,.; pi, ...p„; -.r)rfa-.

L "i Jo "i JO

If the second integral in the left-hand member is intelligible, so also is the first ; the

expression in square brackets then vanishes at the limits and

f a f^
x'"Fia,, ... a„; p,, ... p„; -x)dx= '—

x'" F(a,+ l, a.,, ... a„: p,, ... p„; -x)d.r,
J Ml — »l — 1 ./
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and accordingly any inferior limit imposed on any a may be extended by unity, the

other a's and p's being kept unchanged, provided in (30) the integral remains intelligible.

Also from the equation

Fitti, a,, ... a„; pi, p„ ... p„; -x)-F{ai,CL„ ... a„; p,, p.,, ... p„_i, p„-l: - x)

"''
-j-_F(au ... a„: p,, ... p,,: -x) (32),

p„ — 1 d.v

by multiplj-ing both sides by a;"' and integrating we obtain

I
ai^F{a,, ou, ... a„; p,, p,, ... p„; -x)dic- I .v"'Fi<x,, ... a„; p,, p., ... p„_„ p„-l: -a;)dx

Jo Jo

-1
x"'+^F{au 0,, ... a„: p„ ... p„: - x)

+ ''^-^
I

x"'F{a„ ... a,.; p,, p„ ... p„: -ic)d.v
Pn-i Ju

.(33).

If (30) is intelligible all the terms in this equation are finite and that in square

brackets is zero at the limits and thus we obtain

I .X"' F{a„ a.,, ... a„; p„ p., ... pn-,, p,,-!; -x)dx
Jo

Pn — 1 .'

.(34),

and accordingly any limit to the value of any p may be extended by unity, the other

a's and p's. being kept unchanged. The result stated as to the value of the integral (30)

has thus been established *.

8. It is to be noted that the proofs given of the results of Arts. 6, 7 for functions

of any order assume the truth of equation (28) for functions of the same order. We
now proceed, assuming the results of Arts. 6, 7 and equation (28) for functions of any

and the same order, to extend equation (28) to functions of the next higher order by

the introduction of another p and another a. We do so in the present Article, taking

the equation in sense (A) but subject to the restrictions that each of the quantities

p., -a.., ... pn -«.„, p-a, a,+ l-p.., ...a, + l- p„, ai + 1 - p, is positive. In Art. 9 we will

extend the equation in the sense (B), and in Art. 10 the restrictions introduced in the

present Ai-ticle for the sense (A) will be removed.

As indicated by Pochhammer the equation satisfied by F{a, a^, a.., ... a,,; p, p^, ... p„; +x)

is satisfied by

.x-i-p I {v - xy-'-^ v"-^ 4>(v)dv (35),

where
<f)

(v) is any solution of that satisfied by i^(«, , a., ... a,,; pi, ... p„ ; +v) and the

path of integi-ation is a closed one such that the final value of {v - a-)*^""^ r""'
(f>

(v)

differs by zero from the initial one.

* This result may be generalized by omitting any number of a's, if the integral remains finite; write .r = i//a

and then make a infinite.
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Let the path be one which makes a circuit round the point x in the positive

direction, then round the origin in the positive direction, then round the point x in

the negative direction and finally round the origin in the negative direction. Suppose

in the first instance the real part of ./; to be positive.

.Such a path is equivalent to the paths ABCA, ADBA, ACBDA which may be

replaced by the four portions ABCA. ADBA, ACBA, ABDA, (Fig. 3).

B

o" "'••-,.

C', o ';a

Fig. 3.

Let A be a point h on the a.xis of real quantities and let ^ (y) be

CF{o.u o.,, ... a„; p,, p.,, ... p„: + v)

+ 1 GrV'-'" F(a,-p, + 1, ... a„-/3,+ l; 2 - p,, p,- p,+ I, ... p„_p^ + l: + y) (36),
r=l

those values being taken which make the initial arguments of every power of v zero

at the point h (before multiplication by G, C,.), and make the initial argument of

(y — a;/"''"' diminish indefinitely as h increases indefinitely.

On examining the values of the arguments at different points it will be seen that

the second and fourth portions of the path together contribute to the integral (35) the

expression

(e2:ri(a-pi_g2^,«)a,J-p C (i) - x)"""-' y—' i^ («, , a,, ... a„; p,, ... p„; +v)dv
• h

r=n fix)

+ V (e="' i«-p) - e-^ i.-P,») a,.i-P / Cr{v- xy-"-' w"-'" F(a, - p^ + 1 , . . . a„ - p,. + 1 : 2-pr, ...

...pn-p,+l; + v)dv (37),

the initial arguments being taken as above.

If the differential coefficient of this expression with respect to h be written down

it will be evident that in virtue of equation (28) assumed for the function of the

(H + l)th order, i.e. that which satisfies the differential equation of the (h + l)th order,

provided we take

G (^^ .«-P. _ e-.) -
n(«,-i)n(-p,)...n(-p,.) x

^^^ '- n(-a.)n(-«,)...n(-«„)
[

c(^^i.-o) ^^..-.,. n(«.-p.)n(p,-2)n(p.-p.-i)...n(p.-p,.-i
)(

^- ''

'^ ^ n(p,-a,-l)n(p,-a,-l)...n(p,-a„-l) j

this differential coefficient when h increases indefinitely will be of the order hf~^'~-: and

the same is true also for a complex value of h provided the argument of h is kept

between — tt and + tt and the value of the function to be integrated is reconcilable
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with that previously taken. Accordingly provided p — a, - 1 is negative, a condition

which we have for the present supposed satisfied, the expression (37) will remain

finite when h increases indefinitely, and its \alue will be unaltered if for /; we

substitute any infinite limit whose argument lies between — tt and + tt and if the

value of the function to be integrated is reconcilable with that already taken.

Now let /( be increased indefinitely. We have also supposed for the pi'esent that

p — a is positive ; each symbol of integration in (37) may therefore be replaced by

(g".m|p-a) - 1)
I

in which the infinite limit is on the production of the line joining the origin to the

point X.

With the above values of the constants C, C,., and assuming the theorem to hold for

the functions of the (« + l)th order, the expression (37) may be written

/e.«o.-«.

_

i)
n(«.-i)n(«, -p.)...n(«,-p,o r . _^,),_._, ^._,_.

^^ ^^n(«,-a,)n(a,-a,)...n(a,-a„)j, ^ '

F{ai,a,-pi + l, ... a^-pn + l; a^ - a, + 1, d - 0(3 + 1, ... a, - o„ + 1; - l/v) dv...(o9).

Expanding the divergent hypergeometric series in descending powers of v and

integrating the terms successively we obtain

(,...-. _ 1)
n (, - « - 1) n («. p) n («. - 1) n (« - po . n («. - p„) ^_„,

^ ' n («! — a)n («!- a.) ... 11 (a, -a,,)

«! -p« + 1 ; «! -a + 1, a, -a, + 1, ... a, - a„ + 1; - 1/a;) (39a.),

the argument of x~°' lying between — Ui 7r/2 and + a^ 7r/2 ; and by expressing the error as

an integral, the theorem being assumed for the function of the {n + l)th order, it appears

that, provided a^ + s and all the quantities of the type oti — p,. + 1 + 5 are positive, the

error in stopping the divergent series at the sth term has a modulus less than that of

the next term.

Returning to (35), the sum of the portions contributed by the first and third

portions of the path is

(I_e2«(a-P)) «'-''C(i;- a;)"-"-' r-'i^ («!,... a„; p,, ... p,»; +v)dv
J h

r=n r(x,o)

+ 2 (1 - e-"' I"-*") C,.*'-" (v - x)"-"-' v"-"'
»• = ! Jh

F{a,-p,+ l, ...a„-p,. + l; 2 - p,., ... p„-p,.+ l; +v)clv (40),

the initial values of the arguments at the point /; being the same as in (3G). The

differential coefficient of this with respect to h is of the order Ac""'"- owing to the

particular values assigned to C, Or, and accordingly (40) like (37) remains finite
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when /( is increased indefinitely provided p — a, — 1 is negative. We now expand

(v—xy~°~^ in ascending powers of x; the coefficient of a;'"'*'" in (40) is therefore

Cv"-""-- F {a„ ... a„: p p„; +v)

+ 2 Cri)"-'"-'-?' i<\a, - p, + 1 . . . . a,. - p, + 1 ; 2 - p,, . . . p„ - p, + 1 ; +v) dv (41),

wherein all the powers of v are initially real before multiplication by the complex

coefficients C, C^. The successive values of m are 0, 1, 2, &c.

We proceed to evaluate the integral in this when li is made infinite. By considering

that, owing to the particular values assigned to C, Cr, its differential coefficient with

resiject to h is of the order lif-"'-'^i--, it appears that the integral remains finite when

h increases indefinitely, (provided p — m — a, — \ is negative, which is certainly true if

.-•'E

Fig. 4.

as already supposed p — a, — 1 is negative), and as in the case of (87) this is true also

for a complex value of h provided the argument of h is kept between — tt and + ir

and the value of the function to be integrated is reconcilable with that previously taken.

Accordingly by changing the argument of h to - tt as in the path GFEABDAEFG,
rioi

(Fig. 4), the symbol of integration in (41) may be changed into I where all the

powers of v in the function to be integrated have zero argument (before multiplication

by the complex coefficients C, Cr) at the point in which the path intersects the

positive part of the axis of real quantities, and the initial and final limits of integration

are not merely both negative and infinite but the siime. (By changing the argument

of /( to + TT instead, we might obtain the symbol I with different values for the

arguments of the functions tu be integrated ; the evaluation of the integral would

Vol. XVII. Paut III. 25
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however lead to the same result as that to be presently deduced for the present case,

as of course it should.)

Let us first suppose that p — m — I and all the quantities p — m — p^ are positive

;

the integral can then be expressed as a line integral, and attending to the values of

the arguments and of G, Or, it is in fact

rr
, , , .sin(p-m)7r 11 (o, - 1) D (- pi) ... 11 (- p„) „,..,„,

e(P-2a)., __v/^^ ^_
.

vj J\ Hv— \_J^u''-'^-'-F{a,, ... a,r, p,,...p„; -if)
Jo |_

sin p-TT n(-a.,)n(-a3)... n(- a„)

,^,^.sin_(pj-»ij-p^ n («! - p,) n (p, - 2) n (p, - p. - 1 ) . . n (p^ - p„ -

1

) „_,_„

Uipr-CU-l). .n{pr-an-l)r=l Sin {pr - p) TT

F(a,- pr+ 1, ... a„-p, + 1; 2-p,., pi-p^+l, ... p„- pr+ 1 ; -u)\ du.

Using the values given in (31) for each of the «+l terms of this integral and

making use of the relation 11 ()i- 1)11 (—?))= Trcosec ?i7r, the above may be written

TT'
II(ai — p+ ni)Tl(ou— p+ m) ... IT (a,, — p+ in)

n (p, — p + m) n (po - p + m) ... II (p„ - p + m) 11 (1 — p + m)

, ., , . sin a., TT sin a, tt . . . sin a„ tt
^tp— 2a) iri z t

"

sin p TT sin Pi TT . . . sin p„ tt

+''i"e(p+P'-2»)-'
sin (a, - p^) tt sin («3 - p,) tt . .

.
sin(an - Pr)7r

r=i sin Pr TT sin (p — p,.) tt sin (p^ — pr)ir ... sin (p„ — pr) tt

But the expression in square brackets is equivalent to

(42).

g(p-2o)ir!
_

gpiri
sin (p — Oo) TT sin (p — a.,) tt . . . sin (p — a„) tt

sin pTT sin (p — pi) tt sin (p — p^) tt ... sin (p — p„) tt
'

fnr it is easily seen that this last may be written in the form

o(p-2a)7r;
A A,

1elp-^ajT, -^ + 1 ^ +
(sin pTT sin (p — Pi) tt

where ..4, A^, etc. are quantities independent of p and their evaluation in the usual way

leads to the result stated.

The value of (41) is then

(eiT.Ip-a) - Dtt^
n («! - p + to) n (a. — p + w) . . . n (a„ — p + m)

n (a - p) IT (in) IT (p, - p + Hi) IT (p, - p + vi) ... O (p„ - p + »i) IT (1 - p + m)
„ n (a — p + m)

1 (p — a.^) TT sin (p — as) TT ... sin (p — a„) tt

sin pTT sin (p — p,) tt ... sin (p — p„) tt
.(43).

The limit of the expression (41) when /( is infinite still has the value (43) even if

the additional conditions introduced in the process of evaluation (viz. that p — 7>i — 1 and

all the quantities such as p — in — pr should be positive) are not satisfied. For bearing in

mind that

^-F(a„ a.,,...a„: p,, p,, ...p„; 2^) = "^°^—" J'(a, + 1, a, + 1, ... a„ + 1 : p, + 1, ...p,. + 1; v),

dV r r r
p^p., . . . p„
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and llitil

^^{v'-<"F{a,-p, + \,...a„-p, + l; 2-p„ p,-p, + \,...p„-p, + l; v)\

= (1 - Pi) v-"' F (a, -/3, + 1, ... a,. -p, + 1 : 1 - p,, p, - /a, + 1, ... p„ -p, + 1 ; v),

if wc write the integral in (41) in ilir f.Jiin

m
ir-'"--<f)(v)dv

.' I,

and integrate b} parts, we obtain

1 r 1'' 1 ?«»>

p-m-ll ^
J,, p-m-l.U ^

But, attending to the values of ('. Or, given by (3.S), it appears tiiat the difference

between the two values of the expression in square brackets when v is equal to /( is

zero when h is infinite and that — ^' (v) only differs from <}> (v) by having all the

constants o, ,...«„, /3,,.../3„ increased by unity, and accordingly we can increase all the

([uantities a. a a„, p, pi, ... p,, in the equation:—Lt. (41) = (43), keeping m unaltered.

In a similar manner we can show, by writing the integral in (41) in the form

7(0)

ci--"--^-i"ylr(v)dv.
J ll.

that we can increase p,. by unity, keeping the quantities a, ai,...a„, p, p, ,.../3,_, , p^^, p^,

m unaltered, and still have the equation : —Lt. (41) =(43).
7i=ac

The initial value of m is zero and in that case (43) reduces to

_ r.2..(p-a, _ 1^ n(p-2)n(p-p.-i)n(p-p.,-i)...n(p-p,.-i)n(a.-p)
* n(p-a,-l)n{p-a,-l)...[l(p-<i„-l)

and accordingly the expression (40) contributed by the first and third poitions of the

path is this multiple of

x'--i'F(a- p+ 1, a, -/3+ 1, a.,- p +1, ... un- p+l\
2-p, p,-p + l.... p„-p + \: +.r) (44),

wherein the argument of x'~i' lies between —
^ (1 — p) and + s' (1 ~ p)-

Again returning to (35), (36),

7(j-, 0, :i-,o-)

I (v-xy-'-^V-'^Fiai, a,,...a,r, p,, p.„ ... p,r- v)dv,

wherein the arguments have values reconcilable with those chosen, may be shown to be

,.,,,. , . , n ip-a- l)n(a- 1)
_4gn-.(«-i)sni (p-tx- l)7rsin(a - 1

)

tt —
Y\ iT

"

F{a, Oi, ...a„; p, p,....p„; .i) (45).

25—2
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wherein the argument of xi^^ lies between - (p - 1)^ and+(p-l)-, and making use of

the values of C, G^, given by (38), the integral (35) may after some reduction be

written in the form

.ri n(p,-a-i)n(p,-a,-i)...n(p,-a„-i) ^' '

a„-p,. + l: 2- p,., p,-p,. + l, ... p„ -p,.+ 1 ; x) .(46).

Equating (-iG) to the sum of (44) and (39a), and dividing by (eS"'"-"' -1)17 (p-a-1),

we obtain an equation of the same form as (28) and to be interpreted in the sense

(A), but with an additional p and an additional a.

I do not see how to remove the restrictions imposed at the beginning of this Article

without first showing that the theorem is true in the sense (B).

9. We now proceed in a different manner to extend the theorem in the sense (B).

The diffei-ential equation for i^(a, «!,... a„
; p, p,,...p„; + x) is satisfied by

rt-x, 0, -X-, n-)

I a?-i'(^v + xy-''-'v''-'(\>{-v)dv (47),

where <i>{—v) is any solution of that satisfied by

F(a„ ...a„; p,,...p„; -v)dv.

(It would be more consistent with what has gone before to change the sign of v

in the above. The introduction of the minus sign has however the advantage that

the function of — y with which we will be concerned does not involve i explicitly to so

great an extent.)

B:-« /' ~"
--.....

"f c
FIG 5

The above path is equivalent to the four paths ABCA, ADEFA, ACBA, AFEDA (Fig. 5),

A denoting a point A at a great distance on the positive part of the axis of real quantities.
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It is assumed in the first instance that the real part of x is |M).silive and the argument

of a;'-'" is taken to be between -(l-p)7r/2 and +(1— p)7r/2. Let 4>(,-v) be

AF{a,.... a„: p,,...pn\ - v)

)•- tl

+ 1 ArV'-'"F{a,-pr+l,...a„-p,+ l; 'l-pr, p,- pr+ 1, ... p,,- Pr+ l] - V),
1=1

those values being taken which make the initial arguments of every power of u zero at

A (before multiplication by A, Ar) and make the initial argument of {v + xy-'-' diminish

indefinitely as /( increases indefinitely.

On examining the values of the arguments at different points it will be seen that

the first and third portions of the path contribute to the integral (47)

(l-e-'""V~M A{v + j;y-''-'v''-'F{a„...a„; p„...p„; -v)dv
J h

+ S(l-e-" («-"'')*-"
I

"'
.l,(y+a,-)''-«-V-'-i^(a,-p,+ I,...; 2 - p,,... p„- p,+ \; -v)dv...(,i^),

the initial arguments being taken as above; and assuming the results stated to be true

for the function of the (n + l)th order, if we take the differential coeflScient of this with

respect to h it will, by Art. 6, as h increases indefinitely, become of the order of a

product of e"'' by a certain power of h and therefore diminish indefinitely, provided

[(l-e;-'"")(e-'""-l)4 =]4e''("+''''sin ott sin p-n-
.
.4 = If^.^^^-^i^-^^^^fT^^^^

11 (—a,) ... 11 (— o„)

[(1 - e^"'*"-"')) (e^^'C--"') - 1) ^^ = ] 4e"'''+'>-^''''' sin {a-p,) tr sin (p-p,) -n-.Ar (49),

^ U{pr-2 ) n(pr-p,- l)...n(pr-p.,- l)

nipr-a,-l)...Uipr-OL^-l) j

and therefore with these values this integral will remain finite when h increases in-

definitely.

In the expression (48) we now expand {v + x)''~'^~' in ascending powers of x; the

coefficient of ic'-p+"' is

Uia — o 4- in) r 7(-«,o)

r=n ~r{-x,0) "1

-l-2(l-e="('-'"')^J vi^"'-^-'"F(a,-p,+ l,...: 2- p^,... p,,- pr+ I: - v) dv
\

. . .(50),
r=l JA J

wherein all the terms arc initially real, and the successive values of »i are 0, 1, 2, &c.

This too remains finite if /) increases indefinitely for the same reason as (48).

We will first suppose that all the quantities p — m—1, p—m—p,, p — m — pn,

are positive ; the expression in square brackets can then be expressed as a line integral
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taken between the limits and h, and when h increases indetiuitely, using the value

given by (31) tor the integial (30), it is in fact

.XT/
.»=» 11(0,-1)0(0, -/3 + »l)

4e'<-+<'" sin aTT sm p-,r.An{p-m- 2) n^
Y^^_^)Yl{p,- p+m)

+ 2^4e"<-+P-='-' sin (a - p.) tt sm {p - p^-rr . A,U {p - m - 1 - p.) H^
j^ ^^-_ ^yfj-^p-^ „,)

Attending to the values of A, Ay and making use of the relation

n (« — 1) n (— ?! ) = n cosec n-n.

this may be written in the form

TT
»=" IT (a, - p + m) [ sin aivr sin o^tt ... sin a„7r

n (?)i - p + 1) ,=1 n (ps - p + to) (sin piTT sin p„7r ... sin p„7r sin (?« - p + 2) tt

'=» sin(ai — pr + l)7rsin(a, — pr+ l)7r ... sin(gK — pr + l)7r
"*"

,.=1 sin (p,. -l)7r sin (p,-pr+ \)it ... sin (p„-pr+ l)7rsin(m + 1 +pr-p)'7r

But the expression in brackets is equal to

sin (tti + >/( - p + 2) TT sin (ft, + m - p + 2) -TT ... sin (a„ + m -p + 2)7r

^~'
sin (7?i — p + 2) TT sin (in + 1 + pi - p

)

tt . . . sm ( m + 1 + p,, - p ) tt

for it is readily seen that this last can be written in the form

7? '=" 7?

sin (to — p + 2) TT ,=isin(ni+ 1 +pr-p)7r

where £, B, are quantities independent of p and their evaluation in the usual way leads

to the result stated.

Accordingly (50) reduces to

n (
g - p + m) n(p-m-2)n(p-pi-TO -l)...n(p-p„-m-l)

^~' rr(a-p)n(TO)n(p-ai-TO-i)n(p-a,-w- d... n(p-a„-TO-i)'

This result may then be extended to cases in which the conditions that p-;/(-l,

P_„(_Pj, p - ,11 — p^^ should be positive are not satisfied, as is done in a parallel

case in Art. 7.

Therefore the portion contributed by the first and third portions of the path is,

when h is made infinite,

n(p- a, - i)n (p-Ho- 1) ... n (p-a„-i)

2-p, p, -p + l, p,-p + l,...pn-/3 + l; +'V) (50a).

* Foi- s= ): p, is to be replaced by unity.
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Ag<ain, the second and timrili puitiniis of the p.ilh coiilributc to the integral (47),

,

(II)

{e^i"-l)x'-»j ^(y + x)«'-»-'tf>-'/'(a,,...a„; puP^-.-Pn] - v) dv
• h

r=i. 7(0)

+ V (e^THp-p., _i)a.i-p ^,(j, + ii-)p-''-'i,''-P'/'(a, -p,+ l,...a„-p,+ l ; 2-p„...
j-(0)

l- = l Jh

Pn- pr+l- —V) dv ...(51).

We now expand (v + xy-'-' in descending powers of x; the coefficient of a;-"-"* in ,the

above is

(-)m n(a-p + »i)

^ ' Tl{a-p)n{m)
(e"'i'<-\)A\ i'"'+«-'.P'(a, ...a,.; p,...p„; -v)dv

r=n r(0)

+ 2(e2-.(P-P-)_i)^ I v"'-^-i"F(a,-p,+ l.. «,.-p,.+ l; 2-p,...p„-p, + l;-v)dv
r = l J h

.(52).

Suppose at tir.st that the quantities vi+a, )/i + o — p, + 1, vi + a — p„+l are all

positive ; this then reduces to a line integral and the value of the expression in square

brackets may be obtained from the value obtained for the expression in square brackets

in (50) by changing m into —m — 1, interchanging a and p and then multiplying by
— 1 ; accordingly the value of (52) is

_)».+! n (g - p + m) n{m-\-a-l )U (m + a-p
,
)... IT (m + a - pj

n (a - p) Il(?w)
' !!(/« + «- a,) IJ (7/1 + a-ao)... n(?» + o-o„)'

This value may as before be extended to the case in which the conditions that all the

quantities m + a, m + a-pi + 1, «i + a — p„ + l, must be positive, do not hold. The

successive values of iii are 0, 1, 2 ... and accordingly we obtain for the part contributed to

the integral (47) by the second and fourth portions of the path, the divergent series

n (g - 1) n («- pQ n ( « - p,) ... n (a - p„) ,

n(a-a,)Uia^a,)...n(a-a„)
--^ -^ FCa «' P+ha - p, + I, ... a - p,. + 1

,

a - «! + 1, a - a, + I, . . . a - a„ + 1 ; - l/x) . . . (53).

As regards the remainder in this series after s terms, the remainder after s terms in

the expansion of (y + a;)""""' has the origin of v for a multiple point of order s, and has,

by Art. 2, a modulus less than that of the next term provided a — p+l+s is positive

;

and accordingly bearing in mind the order of
<f)
(— v) in the neighbourhood of the origin

of V, the remainder in (53) may be written in the form of a line integral

Ca;-"-' 1 pV^-'^'<f> (- v) dv,
' ft

provided, in addition, all the quantities a + s, a — p+l+s, a — p, + l + s, a— p„4-l+s,

are positive, C denoting the numerical factor, and p a quantity whose modulus is less than

unity. We are not however justified m assuming that this integral would be increased

numerically by replacing p by unity, and hence that the remainder in (53) is less in
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absolute value than the first term omitted ; for it seems possible that
(f>
(— v) may change

sign between zero and infinity which would invalidate such reasoning*
;

(if this objection

could be removed, this proof would establish the theorem in the sense (A) also). We will

show however that if the inferior limit to s imposed by the conditions just laid down be

raised by unity, the modulus of the remainder after s terms is less than that of a certain

«

multiple of the next term. Denoting S (a,. — p,.) by <r, as v increases indefinitely
(f)
(— v)

1

becomes of order e~^v''. Suppose that of values of v lying between zero and infinity v„

is that which gives to t;''~'"'"*^(— y), which owing to the inferior limit of s being raised

is now zero when v is zero, its numerically greatest value. Choosing any positive quantity

7 less than unity, find a value Vi of v so great that for all greater values (— v) lies

between the limits C (1 + 7) e~V, C being a constant which we could find if desired. The

integral in the above remainder is therefore less than

Vi4> (- Vo) + C" (1 + 7)
I

e-''«''-'+''+'^.

and therefore less than

?'i <^ (- ''o) + C" (1 + 7) n (a - 1 + o- -t- s).

Therefore the remainder is less in absolute value than a certain multiple, independent of

X, of the first term omitted.

If the real part of x is negative, the same may be proved, for a different multiple,

depending on the argument but not on the modulus of x, in a manner similar to that

in which the parallel case for the function F{a-, p : .r) was treated.

Since by taking x great enough, terms at the beginning may be made to outweigh

as much as we please any finite number of those that come after, and since there is in

the above no superior limit to s, it is evident that x may be taken so great that the

error committed by stopping the series at any assigned term is less in absolute value than

the next term multiplied by 1 + e, where e is any assigned positive quantity.

Returning to (47)

.'(.'-"
( V + xy-'-'v^-'F (ttj ,...«„; /3, , ... p„ ; - v) dv

1:

\Nath the values of the arguments reconcilable with those already chosen may be shown

to be

A i„4.„,^. / X • n(o— i)n(p — a — 1)„,- 4e'^+»'- sm (p-a)Tr sm a-rr .
-^ ^ ]^

' F {a,0L„ ... a„: p, p,, ... p„ ; + x),

and

I

i—iC,0,—X—,0—)

a;>-''(i; + a')p-»-'i'»-p'i^(a, -p, . + 1. ... ; 2 -p,.,pi-p,.+ 1,... ,-v)dv

* A.S <p{- r) is an integral of the form of that discussed tlierefore be proved in this manner subject to these

in Art. 5 it may be seen that it does not change sign for restrictions which may be removed as in Art. 10. Art. 8
values of v between zero and + a> provided for aU values (part of which had gone to press before this was noted) is

of 7- from 2 to h, Pr-a.^ is positive. The theorem might therefore to a great extent unnecessary.
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to bo

-4e'''+-='""^'siii(/;-a)7rsii,(a-^, + I I tt .

" *" " ''' '" '^ ~ " ~ '-'x'-*'/'{c< - p, + 1,
\l{p-p,-l)

«! - P, + 1 ,
. . . a,. - /3, + 1 ;

2- pr,p- Pr+ 1 , . . . p„ - pr + 1 ; T X)

wherein the argument of a;'"'" lies between — 7r(l — /j,) and + ird — p,.), and making use of

the values of A, A,-, given by (49), the integral becomes

J n(«-L)ri(-p)ii(-p,)...ii(-p„)

-Uja^J) 11 (-«,) II (-«,,)...! !(-«„)
^ («.«..... .,.,p,p„...p„,..)

_ 1 V n (0^- p.. ) n (p, - 2) 11
(p,

- p-i)ii(p,-p.-i> . ii(p,-p,.-i >

n(a-p)T n(p,-aa-l)n(p,-a,-l)...n(p,-a„-l)

a;'-"- F (a - p, + 1 ,
a, - p, + 1, ... a„ - p,. + 1 : 2 - p^, p - p,. + 1, ... p„ - p^ + 1 ; +x)...(54).

Equating this to the sum of (oOa) and (53) and then multiplying by n(a — p) we obtain a

result similar to that indicated by equation (28) in the sense (B). It differs however from

that obtained in the sense (A), in having a and a,, p and p, interchanged.

10. Before proceeding to remove from equation (28) taken in the sense (A) the

restrictions imposed in Art. 8 that certain quantities must be positive, we will first

show that if a, — a„ is positive and if the theorem holds for the remainder after

s terms of the function involving a^, a„, it holds also for the remainder after (s+1)

terms of the function involving a,, a„+l, the other a's and p's being unchanged.

If yfr{ai, a,,...a„; p,, p..., ...p„; x) denote either any one of the n. + 1 series of the

left-hand member of (28) including the constant multiplier, or the sum of the terms

at the beginning of the divergent series on the right (including the constant multiplier

and the factor .'t~°') up to and including the term involving a speciKed power of x, it is

easily verified that

i|r(ai, OL,...a„_,, a„-|-l; p,, p.., ...p„; x)

= (c(i~a„)yjr(ai, «.,,...«„_,, «„ ; p,, p-.,, ...p„; x)

-^{tti + l, a.,,...a„_,, a„; p,, p.,,...p„; x).

If then E{s+l), R(s+1, a„-l-l), denote respectively the remainders after (s+1)

terms of the right-hand member of equation (28) for the function involving «,, a„,

and for that involving aj, a,i+l, and if R(s, aj-fl) denote the remainder after s terms

for that involving aj-l-l, a,,, we have

R(s + l. a„+l) = {a,-a„)R{s + l)-E{s, a, -(- 1).

If then the theorem holds for R {s, «„), a fortiori it holds for R{s + 1, a„), and it

r = n

also holds for R {s, a^+l), for 2 [o-r-pr] is not increased by increasing o, ; we

thus have

, ,,, ,, , n(a, + g)...n(g.-p„-H+s) 1

mod. R (s + 1 ) < mod. i=f- ; ^n TT".—\ fTT—nVZT+.+i^ n (a, -a... -f 1 +s) ... n (9, - a„ + 1 -1-s) n (s+ l)a:*'+»+'

Vol. XVII. Part III. 26
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and mod. R{s, a, + l)<(s+l) times the same, therefore provided a, - a„ is positive we

deduce that

mod. R(s + l, a,. + 1) < mod.
n(a,-a.,+l+.)...n(a,-a,._,+ l+s) H (a, -a„ + s) n(.+ l)^.+-'

'

which is the result stated ; this reasoning holds for all values of s including zero.

We will next show that if the theorem holds for the remainder after s terms of

the function involving a,, it also holds for the remainder after (s + 1) terms of the

function involving Hj — 1, the other a's and p's being unaltered.

If i/r (oi) denote either the left-hand member of (28) or the sum of the terms at

the beginning of the right up to and including the term invohing a specified power

of X, we have

a,--=t(ai) = ^{-^-°'"'t(«i-l)l (55).

If then we denote the difference between the left-hand member of (28) and s terms

of the right-hand member by R{s, o,, x), we have

x'^-'Ris, a,,x) = ^{x''-'R(s+l,a,-l,x}} (56),

and therefore

xf'-^R(s + l,a,- 1, a-) = a:''-^R{s,a^, x)dx (57).

For all values of s including zero, «"" J2(s + 1, a, — 1, «) vanishes when the modulus

of X is infinite, whatever be its argument, since equation (28) is true in the sense

(B) and since the first term omitted when multiplied by a^ ~' has for its index Ui + s,

the being negative of which is one of the conditions that the theorem should hold

for R {s, Oi , x).

Accordingly

R{s + I, ai-l, x) = -x^-'''
j

a^'--R(s, a^, x)dx (58).

By taking for the path of integration the production of the straight line joining

the origin to the point .r, it appears that either member of (58) would be increased

in absolute value by replacing R{s, a^, x) by the modulus of the first term omitted; but

this change would replace the right-hand member by the modulus of the (s -|- 2)th

term in the series obtained Irom the right-hand member of (28) by diminishing Mj by

unity ; therefore R {s -(- 1, Oj — 1, x) is less in absolute value than the next term

;

this reasoning holds for all values of s including zero.

We will now, having in fact proved the theorem for all values of s including zero

subject to the conditions that for all values of /• from 2 to n inclusive «j — pr+\ and

pr — oir should be positive, proceed to examine what restrictions should be placed on s

if these conditions are violated.
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Wc supjKisc that a,i is tlic greatest a and p„ the preatost p.

Supposf Hist that a, — ^,,+ 1 is negative lying between —a„ and — «„+l, and that

p„ — a„ is negative lying between — b„ and —b„ + l. Then a, — a„ + 1 must also be

negative lying between — c„ and — c,, + 1 where c„ is either a„ + 6„ or a„+b„ — 1. For

the other values of r from 2 to ?/ — 1 let br denote [a^ — p,], which fur some values

of )• nia\' be zero.

The theorem then applies for all values of .s to the function involving

Oi + t'n. ci.,-b.,, ... a„-b„, 1, p,, p., ... pn,

since the necessary conditions are satisfied.

We may increase the value <if a„ — 6„ by unity 6„ times in succession, keeping

all the other a's and p's unaltered, provided at each such operation we increase the

lowest value of s for which the theorem holds by unity, the condition for the validity

of the last such process being that a, + c„ — (a„ — 1 ) is to be positive ; thus when we

attain the value a,,, s has to be raised from zero to b„. Then for each other value

of r in turn we may inciease in a similar manner the value of a^ — br by b^, increasing

the value of s at the same time by br also, the condition for the validity of this

being that a, 4-c„ — (a^ — 1) should be positive, which is true since or,, is the largest o.

r = n
Thus when we attain the values a.,, a3,...a„, the lowest admissible value of s is 2 br.

r=2

Finally we diminish the value of ai+c,j by unity c„ times in succession without altering

the other a's or p's, at the same time increasing the value of s by c„. Thus the

n

lowest admissible value of s is [a,, — a, — 1] + S [a,. — p,]. as the enunciation states.

Next suppose that a, — p„ + 1 is positive but that p„ — a„ is negative ; we have

now two sub-cases according as ai — a,, + 1 is negative or positive.

Taking first the former: as before the theorem applies for all values of s to the

function involving

o, + c„, a, - 6,, ... a-n-bn, I, p,, p., ... p„,

and we proceed as before, with the result that when we attain the function involving

a,, a,, ... a„, 1, p, , ... p„,

the lowest admissible value of s is [a„ — a, — 1]+ 2 [a, — p,.].

r=2

Taking the latter sub-case, the theorem now applies for all values of s to the

function involving

a,, a., -b.,, ... a„-bn, 1, p,, ... p„

;

26—2
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as before, for each value of r in turn we may increase the value of a^-^r t)}' K<

increasing the value of s by 6, also, this being legitimate since Oi - a^ + 1 is positive

;

thus when we attain the values a,, ot,, ... «„, 1, p^, ... p,,, the lowest admissible value

r = n

of s is 2 [etr — pr].
r=2

Next suppo.se that a, - p„ + 1 is positive and p„ - a„ positive, but that for some

values of r, p, — a,- is negative. This is similar to the sub-case last considered and as

r=n

in it, the lowest admissible value of s is S [a,.-p,.], the term [^„ — p„] being however
r=i

zero.

Finally suppose that a, —p,i + l is negative, and p„, — a„ positive. The theorem

applies for all values of s to the function involving

«1 +[Pn- «l - 1]. O-l-h, • a-l> 1. Pi. ••• Pn-

As before, for each value of r we may increase a, — h,. by h,. . increasing s by 6,.

at the same time, this being legitimate since a, + [p,i — «, — 1] — a,. + 1 is positive, p„

being greater than a„ and a fortiori than a,.. Finally we reduce the value of

Oi + [p,i — «! — 1] to a, and thus when we attain the values Kj, a.,, ... a„, 1, p,, ... p„ the
r=n

lowest admissible value of s is [p„ — a, — 1] + S [a^ — p,], the term [«„ — p„] being zero.

These several limits are all included by the statement that s is not to be less than the

greater of the two integers, [p„— a, — 1]+ S [a,- — p,-], [«„— a, — 1]+ S [a,. — p,.J.
r=i r=i

11. We may in fact obtain a limit to the error even when the real part of

X is negative. The rea-soning of Art. 3 suffices to show that for the function a;~'''<^ (a,

,

«!— pi + 1; +1/*) if the argument of x he ± 7, 7 being <7r'2, the modulus of the

remainder is less than that of the next term divided b)' (sin {6 + 7))'^"'] (cos 0)«i-i'i+«+\

where 9 and ^ + 7 are each less than 7r/2 ; and by changing in the integral (37)

the point h to the point at infinity on the production of the line joining the points 0,

X, we see that the same statement holds for the function of the (;( + l)th order if

for all values of /• from 2 to n, Kj — p,. + 1 and p, — a,- are positive. Also a reference

to the method by which these restrictions are removed shows that in the most general

case the index of sin (^ + 7) may be replaced by the greater of the integers [ai] + [a,j — «! — 1],

[ai] + [p„ — aj — 1], while that of cos is left unaltered in form, affected only by the

increase in s, s being the number of terms taken and subject to the same restrictions

as before. We must bear in mind that every p is greater than 1, p,j the greatest p,

r-n
a„ the greatest a, and p, the p omitted from the sum 2 [a,. — p,.].

We may investigate the numerical value in the case of the semiconvergent series

for the Bessel functions. In this case we may write a, = J — n, p, = 1 — 2n. Hence

[hi] is 1, «! — p, + S + 1 is ^-l-» + A\ The divisor is thus sin (^ + 7) (cos 0)*+"+*
; to make

this as large as possible, 6 should be nearly zero unless 7 be very small, and we

deduce that the error is less than the next term divided b}' sin 7 ; if 7 be very small.
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the greatest value is greater than when 7 jh zero, in which case it is (i + n + s)*'*"*"*^"

.

(| + n + «)-*''+"+"
; thi.s tends to ciniality with ()[ + n +s)-^e~^, even for moderate values

of s, and the error is thus less than the next term multiplied by a number which is

nearly {^ + n + s)^eK The multij)lier thus obtained when 7 is zero is considerably larger

than that given by Weber (Mdth. Annal. xxxvii.) for all arguments, which is about

s^7r~J cos mr.

12. By reasoning similar to that by whieh it is shown that Lt. (1 — a;/o)° = e~* we
a= 00

may show that by writing x — yjli, a = — h and increasing h indefinitely we can diminish

the number of a's in equation (28) successively by unity ; we thus obtain very general

results. From the theorem that as t increases indefinitely the ratio of 11 (t) to

e~^T^V2T7r has unity for its limit it follows that if o and /3 are positive quantities and

T be increased indefinitely
y\ (^—R\^^ ^'^^ unity for its limit, .and making use of

this result we see that the general theorem may be written in the form that if m:^«

n(a.-i)n (-p0...n(-p„)

n(-a,)irr-«.,)...n(-a,„r^^"" "- - «"- P^'P^' P"' ^-^ -^-^

n (a.-p. )n(p.-2)ri(p.-p,-i)...n(p.-p„-i)

lUpi-a.- i)iUpi-a3-i)... il(pi-a,„-i) v' n
> -

n n

2-p,, p,_p, + 1, ... p„_p, + i
;

(-)''-"• a;),

+ (» — !) terms analogous to the last

n(a, -l)n(a,-p,)..- n(a,-p„) E.. , , ,= „ ^

,, —^-^ fT^^—f-^^ ar'^' F (a„ a, - p, + 1, ... a, - p„+ 1; a, -a„+ 1, ...

a, -a,„ +1; -l/x) (.59),

in the same senses as those in which equation (28) is true.
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SECTION I.

Preliminary, and General Formulae.

§ 1. In two previous papers, here termed (A)* and (B)-f- for brevity, I developed

a new method of treating the elastic solid equations for isotropic material, which led

to a complete solution of the problem presented by an ellipsoid of uniform density p,

a^la^ + y°-/b^ + z°-!c'=l (,1),

acted on by bodily furces derivable from a potential

and by normal surface forces Sa^+Ti/-+Uz-.

Here x, y, z are ordinary Cartesian coordinates ; while P, Q, R, S, T, U are constants,

anv of which may be zero.

* Proc. Royal Soc. Vol. lviii. p. 39. t Quarterly Journal. Vol. xxvn. p. 338, 1895.
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The bodily forces are such as the gravitational forces arising from the self-attraction

of the ellipsoid, the tide generating influence of a distant body, or the ' centrifugal

forces' due to rotation about a principal axis of the ellipsoid.

The present paper deals with the extension of the method to aeolotropic bodies.

§ 2. The most general kind of elastic solid possesses on the usual theory 21

independent elastic constants. The consideration of such material is laborious owing to

the length of the expressions. I have thus considered in detail no case of greater

complexity than that presented by material symmetrical with respect to three planes of

elastic symmetry, coincident with the three principal planes of the ellipsoid.

In such material there are three principal Young's moduli Ei, E„, E-^, relating to

tractions parallel to the axes of x, y and z respectively. There are six corresponding

Poisson's ratios t?,.,, ija,, etc. Here the first suffix givcb the dii-ection of the traction,

the second that of the corresponding contraction. For instance, -q^^ is the ratio of the

contraction parallel to the y-axis to the extension parallel to the a;-axis, in the case of

traction parallel to the latter axis.

Between the six Poisson's ratios there exist the three relations

r)iJEi = 7]JE.,: r)ijEi = r}.jJE:i; n-alE2 = V:slE; (2);

so that only three are really independent. There being nine independent elastic constants

for this t}^e of material, we shall take for our remaining three the principal slide

coefficients n^, n.,, n^.

In the notation of Todhunter and Pearson's History of Elasticity, the strains are

given in terms of the stresses by the following relations

Sx^C^' — Vn'i^' — Vn'^)l^i\ Sy = {'^ii — t}.,i"—V'a^)/-l^"-\ S2 = {7^ — Tjji^v — 'r]3.,'sii)jE.j

(3).

A second and simpler type of material dealt with here is that which in addition

to symmetry with respect to the planes of zx, xy and yz is completely symmetrical

round the axis of z.

\

For such material we have

E.2 = -£"] ^= E
,

E, = E,

Vii = Vii = '?.

T)"IE' = 7)1E,

n., = «] = M,

n, = E'^{2{l+v'W

There ai-e in this case only five independent elastic constants.

(4).
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§ 'i. For any kiixl of elastic material the stresses must satisfy the three body-stress

equations ------
^

J. o p.- = (I

dz

dxr ctrj djt. p _
dx dy -^^ '^

da- di/ dz

and the three surface equations

(x/a') « + (y/b^) Ts, + (^/c») « = (x/a') (Sx' + Ty^ + Uz-);

{xla?)7, + {y!b-)7, + {zlc'')T'--{ylb-){Sa?+Ty'+Uz%\ (6).

{xjar) Tz + iy/b') 7; + {zjc") » = {zjc-) {Sxr + Ty' + Uz'')

,

From the six equations of compatibility* between the strains, viz. three of the type

(7).

and three of the type

d-Sx d\ _ d'^a-xu ^ Q
dy- dx" dxdy

2d-sx 'yz d^ d'-c
5" —= (Hdydz dx' dxdy dxdz

we get six corresponding equations betvveen the stresses.

These equations necessarily vary with the nature of the material. Thus for material

symmetrical about the coordinate pianos we have three equations of the type

1 d= _ _ -X 1 d' ,„ _ „, 1 d= _ ,,

(9).

and three of the type

El dydz

d- ,^ ^ _, 1 d- _ 1
[xx — Tji., US/ — tja --• ) -I— ,-; y- —

d= „ 1 d» _ ^9=0
Wj da" H., dxdy ' n, diid^

(10).

lu the present instance the equations of tj^pe (10) are identically satisfied and need

not concern us further.

When the material is symmetrical round the 2-axis we find in place of (9)

/72-ij'7i _V^'-\,dr_ fTi - v'Tx _ ^ _ _ 2(1 +7;') d- „ _ „

1^ E- E''J^da^\ E- E") E' dxdu'"-^-
d^

df

dz

' /SJ-iy'"- »7—\ 1 d- _ _ _ 1

-A~E-— - E") + E d'^/'^'" -''"-'''"'^-n

d" _
i;:- = o,

dydz

d- (xx—r)"»i V ~\ Id- _ _., 1 d= _
d?[-^^ -E'')-^Ed^^-'-'^"-'""'^-n dxdz

:- = o

(11).

* See Todhunter and Pearson's History of Elasticity. Vol. 11. Part i. p. 74 ; or Love's Treatise on EUutieitu.

Vol. I. p. 122.
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.(12).

§ 4. The greater complexity of (9) or (11), as compared to the corresponding

equations for isotropy, does not afifect the type of solution ; and, as in the papers (A)

and (B), we may assume

« = Co + c^= + c^y- + a:'z\

^ = 2Lyz, I? = ^Mxz, 7i = 2N'xy

Here A^, A., ... N are constants to be determined from the body-stress equations

(.5), the surface equations (6), and the equations of compatibility, the latter of which

alone vary with the t}'pe of material.

Fortunately there is an immense economy of labour owing to my having in papers

(A) and (B) expressed all the A, B, G constants in (12) in terms of the three L, M, N.

In effecting this simplification I employed only (5) and (6), equations which, as pointed

out above, apply to all kinds of elastic material. We are thus enabled at once to

replace (12) by the following equations established in the two earlier papers:—

-

= Saf + Tf + Uz^ -t- a^ \{\Pp + «) (l - '| "
f!
" J)

+ ili 1
]f-

-iz"

c"

.

+ N I

= Sar' + Ty- + Uz^ + b-

« = Sx' + Ty^ + Uz"- + c=

<i*+^)(i-S-S-S

^^(i-¥-M)-M.

{\Rp+U)[\

a'

x^

X-

a-
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The expressions for the other four strains may be written flown from symmetry.

If the material be symmetrical round the ^-axi.s we have

sx = {^^- J)
iSx' + Tf + Uz^ + |1 («» ( J Pp + ,S') - 7,'^^ (^ Qp + T))

-|,cMii^P + f/)|(l-$-f

fa?M-f)VL\( x" xf 3^;-\ (a'N i?c'i\/ or Sy' z'\

\E E J\ a- b- c")

6= :)

.(15).

Sy = expression obtained from that for s^ by interchanging a with 6, x with

y, L with J/, P with Q, and <S with T,

Es, = (1 - 27,) (Sar" + Tf + f/2=) + jc^ (^ij^ + CT) - ,,«'^ (|Pp + 8) - 776= (^Qp + T)\

-,(.«.»=«(,-„?-|-|=).(o.i-,„=.v,(,-^;-|"-i-)

(Tyi = 2Lyz/)i, a-xz = 2Mxzjn, o-^y = 4 (1 + 7?') NxyjE'

§ 6. Results which depend only on the fonn of equations (13) are true irrespective

of the nature of the elastic material. Fur instance* if /S, T and U vanish, or there

be no surface forces, the resultant stresses across parallel tangent planes at their points

of contact with the system of confocals

are all parallel, and their intensity varies as 1 — X.

§ 7. We have now to consider how L, M and N are to be determined. Substi-

tuting from (13) in the equations of compatibility, whether (9) or (11) as the case may
be, we obtain three simple equations of the form

(lyX -^ luJI + a-^N = mA (16),

OisZ + a^M + a^sN = ra-j )

where «„, ... ta-, ... are known functions of the elastic constants, the bodily and surface

forces, and the semi-axes of the ellipsoid. Representing by fli, , XIu, &c. the minors of the

determinant

n = a,.j, «»., ((.,

I a,s, a^, a,,

.(17).

• Ct. (A) § 2.

27—2
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we have from (16)

L = (^iiin + or.,ni„ + iB-jii.s) H- n,\

if=(c7,n,„ + CT.,n^-i-CT3na)-n,'-

iv= (^, n „ + t^.,n.^ -v^,T{^)-ru]

§ 8. When the material is symmetrical with respect to the three principal planes

of the ellipsoid

.(19),

and the other as can be written down from symmetry, the relations (4) being borne

in mind.

For the same kind of material

^, = {\Pp + ^I (7;,A= + ^,3C=) +
;2 [iQp ('?.C^ - ¥) + t\c^ (1 - 773.)J -

6J

+ -| [^ii?p (7,3,6= - c=) + ?7
16= ( 1 - 7?.,)J - cj ,

liT, = -^ UP/3 ('?,3C= - aO + -S |c^' ( 1 - 773-.)
;^^

- "4 + ( i Q/' +^ )
E^

('7-2C- + 7?.^an

+ -^ Ui?p (7;3ia^ -<^)+U |a= (1 - 7?,,)^ - c=| ,

^. = J [iPp (7?„6"- - «=) + S |6= (1 - t;^)^- a
j

+
^o

iQp(77.^a=-60+r|«ni-'?
^.,

u)^--h^ + (|i?/J + f^) i;r ('^siO^ + 7,3.^=)

(20).

Under like conditions

a*c b'c'
n„ = 8 -g-, + ^-^ (9 - 77,.7;„) + -^^ (9 - VnVn) + 9 j^,-^ (1 - 7?o3773.,)

a«6= / 3 47j^\ a«c= / 3 4^3\
, „,,,., j /^i _ 2^\ /I _ 2^,\

, 6^ _ ^^j^,)

^•^
^, U ^1 i7,J ^3 U3 E, E, I'

b'c' f 1 37?, a*b'

^^=E, k ^1 - '^"-"-^ + ];: r ^ s^3
^^
"

''"^''^^ ~ ^ ^3 ^^ ~ ''^''^'^

6=c=

E^E,

a-b*c- f2r],3 27;i27723 t/j.

+ 8 ^-p (77,36* + ^2,c*)+ '^[^+ E;

a*6=c* /2^ 10^12^ _ J^

.(21).

a^6'c* /•2^ 27?i37?.,, ^3\ a*6=c' /2

J?i V iS,
"^

^3 «J ^1 \ A« -fi-i «i

The other four minors of the determinant (17) may be wi-itten down from symmetry.
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In obt.iiniii^' (20) and (21) free use has Ixii'ii ma<lo of the relations (2), by means

ot wliich various alternative forms can be obtaine<l.

The full expression for n is too long to write down. In pnictice, after determining

tlu' minors as above, one would determine 11 from such an equation as

ri = «„n„ + r/,,n,, + «,3n„ (22).

§ 9. When the material is symmetrical round the 2-axis

a„ = (3a'' + 2a*- + ^b')/E',

a,„ =I {c— t; (,r + b"-)] - :ia-b-^,

,

(tu = ^. (b' - v'a') - c=I (3a» + 6»),

a" V '

a-3 = ^, (u- - v'b-) - c-
-j^

( a- + 36-)
|

The corresponding tr's and II's may be obtained from (20) and (21) by making

use of (4); it would occupy space unduly to record them in full. In particular cases

it is frequently simpler to employ the primitive equations (16) than to substitute their

values for the •or's and II's in (18).

My present object is rather to exemplify the utility of the method than to accu-

mulate lengthy expressions, complete from a mathematical standpoint but indigestible

by the oixlinary physicist ; I thus proceed to the consideration of some special cases.

.(23).

SECTION II.

Sphere of Material symmetrical round an Axis.

§ 10. Let us first consider the effect of mutual gravitation of the material. We have

P = Q=R = -g/a,

where a is the radius of the sphere, g 'gravity' at its surface.

The equations (16) take the form

ihiL + a,Jf -f- aijN = a^Jj + cuM + a^iV = \gpa^ i ^W^ "•" *^)

a,3X + a-^M + a:aN = gpa' [—^!' -
|.)

where o,i, &c. are obtained by putting 6 = c = « in (23).

(24):
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The formal solutions of (24) may conveniently be written

Lu = ypte i^'+'-i-'J^' + ^-^K-i^-l)"".
1-37? , 1-v'
E + ^-^.'j(n. + n.) + 2^ ^, e;

n.^
• >

l-Sr, 1 - v'

Here it is easilj" seen that

l-lj' 7)- ' n

and so

d^ ^ ^11 > OE23 ^ GEi3,

II22 "= 111! J
•A23 = AllS)

il/ = i.

(25).

It is also easily verified that

(n„ + n,,) - (8/^') = n,3^{^-^
= n- j 16t ,

8(2-,7-W)
,

(1-V)(11 + V )
,

4)1 I

-^ r ^ EE' + w- ^^'W'l-^'^^^-

(E E n]

Thus we can get rid of the common factor o?\^-^ pi—^^ *""[' '^^'^i*^'^ i^ ^^ immense

simplification.

In passing, the following simple way of obtaining the value of IT may be noted.

We have

= (an - Oii) (n„ - n,,) + (aiilli., + OisIIu + OisIIij).

But aii = «i>, and Uy^^a.:^,

so Kiillia + aioOi, + flisllis = OioIIii + OooITi., + a^IIi3 = 0,

as being the value of a determinant of which two columns are identical.

Hence H = {a,, - o„)(n„ - Hi,) (27).

Returning to (25) we find

^-^-laU'X^^E'' ^\E' E)\ E ^ E

2 aW
3 (1-2^) (!-,,')

EE' ~'W ~'E, \ E' 'E + 2n

.(28),

where

-16t^ 8 (1-V)(11 + V), 4

E"- ^ EE' E'^- nE'
(29).
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Employing these values of L, M and N, with

,S'=7'=f/ = 0, and P=Q = li=-,jla,

we have the stresses given by (13) and the strains by (15).

§ 11. It is often best to retain the general formulae (13) and (1.5) as long as

possible, and only substitute for L, M and N in the Htial result. Suppose, for instance;
\vc wish to find the change of length in radii along and perpendicular to the axis of

material symmetry, due to the gravitational forces. Let Sa, represent the change of
radius along ox (and so perpendicular to the a.xis of symmetry). So, the change along

02. Then, remembering that

we have from (15)

««-//-"^-s{('i^'-I-)<^^<- "«='-¥''}.

Sa^ =
j

s^dz = - 3^ {(1 - 2»?) gpa - 4 (£ - r,N) a%

After reduction I find

W« = -''^[('y-|){-f.^^'-^^^^i,}-(.-.,)^]...(30).

(31);

where 11' is given by (2f))

There

1 — 2?; and

^ E' E)\ E n)

There is, as will presently appear, a reason for not multiplying up by the factors

E' E'

§ 12. If we suppose E'jE very small, or that the stretching of a bar under given

longitudinal traction is very much less when its axis is along than when it is perpen-

dicular to the axis of material symmetry, we have as first approximations

8a> = -<7^a(l-V){2^'+J}^(A"=n'),|
^3,^

jj/Sttj = expression of order E'jE )8a

The change of length of the diameter along the axis of symmetry, which is here

the direction of high resistance to extension, is thus relatively negligible.

If on the other hand E/E' be very small, we find as first approximations

n' = -16v'/E' (33).

Sa,ja = gparjIiiE), l

(4(1-27?) 1\\
(3*)-

.. , ,
(4(1-27?) 1)

Baja = -ii9pa |
^ ^ '' +

-J
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In this case Ba, and Sa^ are in general of the same order of magnitude, only Btii

is absolutely positive.

If while E and E' are of the same order of magnitude rj vanishes, or traction

parallel to the axis of material symmetry causes no lateral contraction in a bar, we have

Sa,/a = -<7pa(i-V){| + ^^^^ + JJ-(n'i:'n (-m

Baja = - gpa ]| +
^^ ~

'^'^^f
~ "^'^

+ ~\^ cm'EE') (3G),

Both (35) and (36) show contraction of diameters.

§ 13. If we apply our formulae to a sphere of the earth's mass the numerical

results, when we attribute any ordinary values to the elastic constants, are inconsistent

with the fundamental assumption of the ordinary mathematical theory of elasticity,

according to which strains are small quantities whose squares are negligible.

lu an isotropic " earth " consistency is attained only by supposing the material

to be nearly incompressible, or (1 - 2r])/E very nearly zero. This happens onl}' if rj be

nearly "5, unless E be enormously greater than for any known material. The former

alternative is much the less improbable, because it implies that whilst resistance to

change of volume is enormous—as it may well be under enormous pressure—resistance

to change of shape need not be excessive.

When the material is not isotropic, but of the 5 elastic constant tj'pe symmetrical

round an axis, the ordinary criterion for incompressibility is

'{"^-iy-^-" «^«>^

This ensures that no change of volume will follow the application of uniform

pressure however large ; but it does not prevent change of volume under pressure

which is not uniform. To provide against any change of volume two independent

conditions mu.st be satisfied, viz.

l-27, = (39),

^-|=» w
If these hold simultaneously, of course (38) holds likewise. If (39) and (40) both

hold, then (30) and (31) show at once that Ba^ and Ba-, absolutely vanish. If however

(38) holds alone, or if one only of the two conditions (39) and (40) is satisfied, then

neither Ba, nor Sa, vanishes.
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§ 14. As the case when the material is only nearly incompresnible is of Hpecial

interest, it merits our attention.

Let us suppose then

1-2,;=;;, )

i41),

wliere j> aud q are very small.

We easily reduce (30) and (31) to

where p'. pq and q" are neglected, and

•^42):

14 __9 4

EE' lE-
"•"

nE'
n' = 4T..-^,+ .(43).

If, in addition, the material be absolutely incompressible under uniform pressure,

p + 2,1 = 0,

and so

5, _ gpap / 4 3 1 \

^"'^'' - Mn' \EE' ~ IP + t^V '

f , gpap / 10 7

3£'n'V^A" ^E' ?i£" 2n£J,

(44).

Unless E and £" are widely different in magnitude, Sa, has here the same sign

as p, while Saj has the opposite sign.

These illustrations will, I hope, suffice to show how very varied are the possibilities

in a gravitating elastic solid " earth."

Rotating Sphere of Material symmetrical round ax Axis.

§ 1.5. The discussion of the influence of gravitation on an eUistic solid earth

naturally suggests that of rotation.

I have already* considered the influence of rotation on a spheroid of material

symmetrical round the a.xis of rotation ; and shall thus merely write down, for com-

parison with (30) and (31), the expressions for the changes in the equatorial and

polar semi-axes of a sphere. These expressions may be obtained from the formulae (96)

and (97) of the paper just quoted.

* Camh. Phil. Tram. Vol. xv. pp. 1—36.

Vol. XVII. Part III. 28
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Emplo3'ing n' as in (29), and denoting the angular velocity by o), I find

t , co-pa- {1 -
Sa,la= ^

Ê'W Li~^ ^E" + E'-^ ^nE'\^EE'\ ^
^''

f
St ,

2 (-1 - on - Sw') ^ ( 1 - v')(n+v') j^
E'- EE

+

£"2 ' n£'

1 - 7?' /3 - 27? + t;' + 2i77;' 7?

£' ^' .(46).

I have manipulated these expressions so as to facilitate comparison with the corre-

sponding results (30) and (31) for ttie influence of gravitation.

If in (4.5) and (46) we suppose E'lE very small, we have

. , m^pa?(\-v') (2(1-7?')
, 1] ^

Sa,/a=
^„n' l"l^+;ir '

(47).

Saj/Stti = expression of order E'jE and so negligible'

The similarity with the corresponding results (32) for gravitation is noteworthy.

If on the other hand EjE' be very small, we find, remembering that 11' is

approximately equal to — YQrfjE-,

Ba^la^-w-pa'vKSE),
]

Srt,, Sttj = expression of order EIE' and so negligible)
.(48).

If we suppose both (39) and (40) to hold, or the material to be absolutely incom-

pressible, we find

^«i/n = YeU' [eW
orpar / 10

o'-pa- / 4 3 1

'^^~iK''^nE
.(49),

where II' is given by (43).

In the case of rotation, unlike that of gravitation, a slight departure from incom-

pressibility has very little efifect; we may thus regard the results (49) as close

approximations when the material is slightly compressible. In particular, if the material,

though absolutely incompressible under uniform pressure, is slightly compressible under

other circumstances, we find under combined gravitation and rotation from (44) and (49)

Wa=^^"^^-"'^"'l^--Ti..+

ha^ja = •

2£'ll' \EE' iE-

gpap -f w-pa- / 10

nE']

'

^En- [eE"' 4,E''^ nE' -InE

.(50).

So far as changes in the lengths of diameters are concerned, the gravitational and

rotational infiuences are thus exactly parallel.
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In the actual earth we have approximately

gpujco'pa- = 2S9,

and in such a case the gravitational and rotational effects on the fliameters would b'.-

exactly equal if

p = 1/289 = -00340 approx.,

or Tj = -4983 appmx.

If it were possible for rj to equal -oOlT, the gravitational and rotational effects

would in this cjxse neutralise one another.

I

(ol).

SECTION 111.

Flat Ellipsoid.

§ 16. The next case considered is that of a very flat ellipsoid of material symmetrical

with respect to the coordinate planes.

Supposing the axis of z taken along the short diameter 2c, and retaining oalv

terms independent of c, we have as first approximations, with our previous notation,

an = 36V£'=, a^ = Sa'/E,, a^ = S {a'/E,) + 3 (b^/E,) + a'b' [(1/n,) - 2 (vJE,)}, ]

a,2 = - Sa'b^Vi^/E, , a,, = (b*/E^) - a?h-ri,.JE, , a.^ = a^jE, - a'b-rj^^/E,
,

_ 8a» a*b' ^ , a'b- fS 4-Vy:\""
= :^'

+

e;e., ^^ - ''^''^'^ +E-AnrW
„ Hb' a*b' . ^ a-6«/3 HA

n^ = 9a'bHl-%2V.i)/E^E-2,

n^, = n^ = - 3a*6^ (1 - v,.V.y)IE,E,,

Assuming 1 > i?i«i?.2i

,

which can hardly fail to be universally true, 11 is essentially positive.

Rotation' about Short Axi.s.

§ 17. When the Hat ellipsoid rotates with uniform angular velocity to about its

short axis, P = Q = (o-, R=0, ami the equations (16) take the form

th.L + a.„3I + cu^y = ^ w-pa- [- a^/Ei + h- (vulEi)],

a-tsL + a.sM + a^N = — h lo'-p -,-^7 o=(a-- >>,..6'-)+ jrb-(b-- 17^0')

where a„, kc. are given by (.51).

28—2
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Referring to the values found above for the determinant IT and its minors, we find

on reduction, remembering (2),

\ , r (52);

n' U": e: e, )

where

"=^+F.+«^^-u-l") ^''^-

We may reasonably regard L, M and N as essentially negative.

In our subsequent work the following result will be found useful,

3(Z-|-J/)+2iV=2(:3Z-|-xV)=2(3il/+^V) = -&)-p (54).

Putting in (13)

S=T=U=R = 0, P=Q = o,\

we have

:^!a"- = (^<o'p + M + N')(l- w-la' - yVh-) - {\m-p + SiW" + N) z'lc' - 2Nflh-.

Having regard to (54) we see that the coefficient of z-jc" vanishes, and deduce

Tx = - 2a-L (1 - x^kt' - y-lh"-) - 2Ny'a'/b-,

where L and N are given by (52) and (53).

Similarly we find

^ = 2ic= (I - 2x"-ld' - 2if/b"- - z'/c-).

But we have been treating terms of order c' as negligible and so may regard ^ as

vanishing.

Again we have

J? = 2Lyz, ^ = 2Ahu:
;

or these two shearing stresses are of order c, and so though they are large compared

to ^ we may neglect them for a first approximation. The complete stress system re-

maining may be written

« = - 2a'L (1 - of/a" - y^/¥) - 2Na-by/b\\

7y=-2b-L{\ -af/a'-y"ib'')-2Na''bV/a',i (55),

xj = 2Nxy )

with L and N given as above by (52) and (53).

§ 18. If i/r be the inclination to the a;-axis of one of the principal stress axes in

planes parallel to xy, we have

cot 2i|r = \ {xx — 7i)j7!i

= cot2<f>-{a'-b-)L{l -x"-la"--y"-!b-)^{2N'xy) (56);

where <p is the inclination to the a;-axis of the normal to the confocal

a^/a^ + y-jb'' = X,

which passes through the point x, y, z.
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This gives voiy roiulily the nngles yfr Jiiid ^ + '^ made with the x-axis by the two

principal stress axes which lie in the plane parallel to j-i/. The third [)rincipal stress

axis is always parallel to the 2-axis.

Without any reference to the values of L aud iV we see from (56) that

yfr = <f>,

for all values of ,(• and 1/ if 6- = a-,

and fur all values of 6/u if x'/a^+if/b-='l.

We thus see that in a flat rotating spheroid, whatever be the relative values of

the Young's moduli or Poisson's ratios, any perpendicular on the axis of rotation is a

principal axis of stress at every point of its length.

Again for any shape of flat spheroid the principal stress axes at the rim in the

central section z = coincide everywhere with the normal and tangent to the bounding

ellipse.

The stress along the rim normal vanishes in accordance with the surface conditions,

while the stress TT along the tangent is given by

TT = p= {iy-/b*) ^ + (of/a') 7v-2 {xyja?h'') Ty],

where p is the perpendicular from the centre on the tangent at x, y.

Referring to (55), and remembering that

of/a* + y'/b* = p--,

we easily find

'n=-2Na'¥!p' (57);

or, writing in its value for X,

- . o . ,.,, ,N /a' ^* 2a=6=j?,,\ 1 8a* 86* „,, , 3 4i7,„\) _„,
.=2."-p(arbVf)[^^ + ^-^-)^[-^^^^ + a-b'(--J-)l (.8).

The stress along the tangent to the rim in the central section is thus a traction,

which varies inversely as the square of the perpendicular from the centre on the

tangent.

§ llj. The strains which do not vanish are, as a first approximation,

s, = -2 {LIE,) (a= - 7;,,6=) (1 - x'ja? - fj¥) - 2 {NjE,) {ay/b' - »?„6V7a'),|

*, = - 2 {L/E,) (6= - v^a^) (1 - ^/a' - f/b') - 2 (N/E,) {b^a^ja' - v^ay/b'),
|_

o-iy = '2Xxy/nj

where L and N are given as before by (52) and (53).
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To the present degree of approximation, the strains, like the stresses, do not vary

with z ; and at the rim in the central section 5 = they depend on the constant i\' only.

Along the axis of rotation the strains are constants given by the simple expressions

s„ = - 2 (Z/^,) (6= - 77,,aO,
-

(60);

Sj = 2 (i/£'s) (7?3,a= + 7/3,6=)

'

where Z, as shown by (52). is a negative quantity.

An f) iu excess of 0"5 is at least highly exceptional, thus supposing o to be the

longer semi-axis we may regard Sj: at the axis as essentially positive, or a stretch.

On the other hand s„ at the axis is positive or negative according as

h it > or < '^r\.2x.

For the changes in the lengths of the semi-axes we find from (.59). by integration

and substitution for L and iS'',

Sa 'a =
3 Aiir

mJi ^'^

3 E„^

(jya , , „ /2n^ 26* o-6=\
Iclc = - ^^,(.;3,a= + ^.60 (^ + ^^ + ^j

where IT' is given by (53).

In passing, the following elegant relation may be noted

3 (a'5a;a- 6=86/6) 2Sc/c ^
a*IE,-¥iE, '^(v,,a"-+v.J}')!E,

*" ^°^'-

Regarding 11' as essentially positive, we see that Sc/c is invariably negative ; or the

short axis, about which the rotation occurs, necessarih' shortens. The two perpendicular

axes if similar in length in general both lengthen. If b, however, is much smaller

than a it will usually shorten.

For instance, if 6- fr = t?,, (63),

we have S6/ 6 = — ^co'-pa- (>;,.^ '£",) ( 1 - tji.t;,,) -=- (8 -I- iiji..r].,i + 3j?oi£'i/'«s) (64).

The relations (60) and (57), it should be noticed, supply simple physical meanings

to the constants L and N of the solution.
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SEC'I'KiN W.

Thin Ki.i.iith Disk icktatinc audut ihk PEnPENurcuLAU to its

Plane TiiiiiH(;ii iiii-; (.'entue.

§ 20. Ill ;i previous iia|HT* I lijivc shown that in isotropic material the first

approximations to the stresses and strains in a ihin elliptic disk may be derived by

applying the constant multiplier

;4((^ + (3 + 7,) d%- + 4b*\ H- (3a* + 2a-6^ + 36*)

to thi' vahies of the corresponding stresses and strains in a flat ellipsoid of the same

(central) section ttuI), ami e([ual axial thickness 2c or 2/. A similar result holds when

the material is of the more general type dealt with in the present paper, the constant

multiplier being alone different. To find the suitable constant multiplier we may pro-

ceed as follows

:

The mean values of the stresses, as 1 showed in an earlier paper+, are given by

simple formvilae of the type

^ \7idxdijdz = [ijXxdxdydz+ IJFxdS (65);

where A' is the ^.'-component of the bodily forces per unit volume, and F the x-com-

ponent of the surface forces per unit surface. The volume integrals extend throughout

the entire volume, the surface integral over the whole surface of the solid.

In the present case we thus have

1 1 1 xldxdydz = urp ( 1 1 x-dxdijdz (06).

Supposing C to denote the constant multiplier reijuired for transformation from the

dat ellipsoid to the thin disk, we find for the disk from (55)

Tx = - 2CLa"- ( 1 - x'/a' - fib') - 2GNa-b-yVh\

where L and N are given by (52) and (53).

Substituting for xx in (6C) and integrating, we find

- C . 2irabc .a'^{L+ \N) = a>-p . -lirabc . a^j^ ;

whence C = - (o-pi(iL + -IN).

= (3i + N)/{2L + X ) by (54).

Referring to (52), we have at once

(8a* 86*

Thus, writing for shortness

6a* 66'

-'~'-s-*'I-*)M?m:^-*(^%)} >«'>

a* 66' T .„,, 1 27;,.A ^„ „„

* (A), p. 49. t Camb. Phil. Traits. Vol. xv. equation (109), p. 336.
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we have as first approximations to the stresses and strains in the thin rotating elliptic

disk :

—

V E,
+ E, + n, J V a"- ¥] + ' U, ^ E, -" " Ej b\

.(69)

_ (it-pa-
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where

II . .. ;.>/2a' 26* a»6'\
f /I 4n,,\ /2a* 26* a»i»\) f

...(78),

Since U is negative, assuming n" positive, (72) show,s very clearly how the originally

plane cross-section.s jjaralloi to the faces of the disk become paraboloids whose concavities

are directed away from the central section, and whose curvature increases with the

distance z from that section.

The curvature at the centre of an originally plane section is greatest in the zy or

in the zx plane according as

a,'> or <6,-.

The value of a^jbC- depends on the shape of the section as well as on the elastic

properties of the medium. Assuming as before a>b, we easily find a,' > 6,' if either

Vnhn = 1.

or (a/6)* > W?3i > 1 (7-t).

Thus the curvature is greatest in the plane containing the shorter axis of the ellipse if

1732 and 7/3, are equal or if (74) holds.

Whilst the reduction in the thickness of the disk diminishes as we retire from the

axis of rotation it remains a reduction right up to the rim. For it is obvious from

(70) that 7j,, the value of 7 over the curved surface, is given by

7.=-.(2o,-,/^,n
){E+Er-Er)[''- f^^-iF-) ^''^-

J a* 6* 2a-b'-r]y,
, ,,,.., ,and

e5" + ri E^

—
' c^ii hardly tail to be positive.

It may be worth noticing that the reduction in the rim thickness is greatest at the

ends of the minor axis or at the ends of the major axis according as

a^Tjs, > or < 6=7?32.

SECTION V.

Thin rotating Circular Disk of Material sv.m.metrical round the Axis.

§ 22. When the disk is complete the approximate solution can be deduced from

the results of the previous section by putting

6 = a, E., = Ei = E', &c.

To include, however, the case of an annular disk, we must make a fresh start.

In obtaining the following results I freely availed myself of a previous solution*, with

* 'On thiu rotating isotropic disks,' Carnb. Phil. Soc. Proe. Vol. vn. pp. 201—215, 1891.

Vol. XVII. Part III. 29
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which I foresaw that the present solution would agree in tj'pe. It will suffice to indicate

generally the method of procedure.

Representing by 21 the thickness of the disk, by u and a' the radii of its outer

and inner cylindrical boundaries, and employing cylindrical coordinates ?; </> z, let us

assume
^ = A (a- - ?-0 (1 - ft'V»-') + B(l-- 3z-),\

^ == C + Dr- + Fr~^- + £ {I' - S2% r (76).

From the body-stress equation

+ - ( n- — <(,*) + w-pr =
dr r

we find

C = A (cr- + a'"-), D = co-p --iA, F= Aa'a'-.

Only two of the equations of compatibility are not identically satisfied, and these two

give us

A = oo"-p (3 + 7,')/8,

B = w-pi^ (1 + V) ^' - {C (1 - V) E}.

Substituting in (76) the values thus found for the constants, we have

.-. . 1 .=, |(3 + ,•) (,.= + .• + =?) - (1 + 3,') .-j + \ "7/^ ,^,"2^ (! - 3..), <"'

;; ^ r0 = rr = 05 ^ U '

The displacements {u along r, and w parallel to z) are easily obtained from the

relations

ujr = S0 = (5* - 7/' ^)/jE",

dw
dz

r}{<r + U)iE ;

whence we have, as w must vanish with z by symmetry,

'*"^? \('^-v'){S + v')r(a'+a'')-(l - 7,'^ /^ + (1 +7?')(3 + V)^

,, ^ - 1 -^^
.(.3 + V) (a- + a'^) -2(1+ V) r- - I "^"t ^^^ t\^ - z {P - ^0

4 £ 3 (l-V)^^

(78).

§ 23. If in (77) and (78) we put a = we obtain the correct values of the stresses

and displacements in a complete disk of radius a.

It should be noticed, however, that the strains and stresses near the inner surface

of a nearly complete disk (i.e. one in which a'la is very small) are totally different
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from those at the same axial distance in a complete disk. This is due to the fact that

even supposing {a'jaf negligible, (a'jrf approaches unity as r approaches «'.

The results supplied by (77) and (78) for a complete disk differ from those we
should deduce from the formulae of Section IV., but only through containing the terms
in I" — 3^' and z (l- - z-). Now we neglected terms of this order in Sections III. and
IV., where terms in (cja)-—i.e. terms of order {Ifaf—were omitted.

It is obvious in (77) and (78) that the mean values of ^, u> and u taken between

z = — I and 2 = + 1, or through the thickness of the disk, are unaffected by the presence

of the terms in i- and z-. and the same is true of the values of w over the faces of

the disk.

§ 24. It may be well at this stage to make the status of our solution for the

circular disk perfectly clear. It is not in general a complete solution of the mathematical

equations. It .satisfies indeed all the internal elastic solid equations, and all but one of

the surface equations; but instead of making 57 identically zero at everi/ point of both

cylindrical surfaces, it only gives

I

/:

over these surfaces. In other words, it only makes the statical resultant of the radial

forces along a generator vanish. The solution is thus based on what Prof. Pearson terms

the theory of equipollent systems of loading. According to the theory, which is very

generally if not universally accepted, the error in such a solution is insensible, except

in the immediate vicinity of the surfaces of small thickness—here the circular rims

—

where there is failure to satisfy the exact surface conditions. As the rim values of ^ in

the present case are only of the order l- of small quantities, our solution is presumably

an exceptionally favourable specimen of its class. Still it would not be legitimate to

apply it \vithout further investigation to the species of anchor ring which arises when

a — «' is comparable with I.

At first sight, it might appear better to have omitted the terms in I' and z-

altogether; because in their absence 'n- would vanish exactly over both rims. If, how-

ever, we omitted those terms, we should be unable to satisfy all the internal equations.

Such a failure, in the absence of special knowledge, is much more serious than failure

to satisfy a surface condition. For in dealing with internal equations we get, through

differentiating, contributions of like magnitude from terms that are of widel_v different

importance in the displacements and stresses. It is thus almost impossible to judge whether

failure to satisfy an internal equation is trivial or absolutely fatal.

In the present case, while the terms in l- and z- serve mainly to save the pro-

prieties and silence criticism, they fulfil a useful purpose in indicating the degree of

approximation reached and the circumstances modifying it. For instance, the solution

29—2
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becomes absolutely exact if

»7 = 0, or E'jE = 0;

and it is the more exact the smaller 77 or E'/E is.

On the other hand if E'lE be large the solution has a very limited application.

§ 25. When E and E' are of the same order of magnitude we may omit the

terms in I' and z- in ordinary practical applications. When these terms are omitted I

shall use the notation rr, u, &c. When the material is isotropic the values of «, w, &c.,

constitute what I have called elsewhere* the ' Maxwell solution,' as being the solution

to which Maxwell's treatment of the problem would have led him in 1853 but for

some small inaccuracies in his work.

It is noteworthy that rr and (fxf) depend on no elastic constant other than 77',

while u is independent of t] or E. Thus the stresses and radial displacement are

exactly the same as in an isotropic material whose Young's modulus in E' and Poisson's

ratio Tj'.

The longitudinal displacement w on the other hand depends on t] and E, but

even in its case the law of variation with the axial distance depends only on tj'.

For the increments in the radii (( and a', and in the semi-thickness at the two

rims, we find

qala) = ia>yl^E'){{l-v')cir+{-i^v')a--},\
^^g^.

(Sa' /a') = iay"-p!'iE'){(3 + r)')a'+ (I - v')a"-} j

mil\^a = - {oy"-pv/iE) 1(1 - vl «^ + (3 + v') «'^| gQ.

(8l/lUa' = -{(o"-pvl4:S){{S + v')a' + a-v')a--]]

From these we deduce the following elegant relations

(Si/0,=a = - »? (E'/E) (Ta/a) = - v" (SS/a),
'

{hlll)r^a = -'n{E'IE){M'la')=^--n"(E^'la), (81)-

The arithmetic mean of the reductions in the thickness at the two rims of the

disk is thus independent of Ttj' or E'. The reduction in thickness is invariably greatest

at the inner rim.

Originally plane sections parallel to the faces lie during rotation on paraboloids of

revolution, the radius of curvature at whose vertices equals E -^ [arprj {\->rT)')z].

The curvature increases as we approach the faces z= ±1. The general character of

the phenomena is the same as when the material is isotropic (see Camb. Phil. Soc. Proc.

Vol. VII. pp. 201—215).

* Cii7iib. Phil. Soc. Proc. Vol. vii. p. 209.
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SECTION VI.

Elongated Ellipsoid, c/a and c/b very large. t

§ 26. Retaining only the highest power of c in each case, we have for three-plane
symmetry

</„ = 3c'IE„ a.„ = Sc'/E,, a^^ = 3 (aV^",) + 3 {b*/E„) + a'b" {l/n, - 2r,,,/E,},

rt,2 = c*IE, , ((,3 = - c= iSa%,/E3 + b-r)y,IE^), a^ = -& (a^^, + W-n^)IE, ,

n,, = (cv^3)

I (0 - ....) +1 (1 - ..... + :^«^6^
^

i - 1^ - ^);

-^ (1 - .,3.3.) - ^ (1 - ...3.) +
«=6^(-f^-

+
I'-

- -
)

.(82).

ni3 = 8c<>a'vizKE,E,),

n^ = 8c%'v^JiE,E,),

n = 8 ,c^.;=) [I (1 - ...3, ) . I (1 - ...3.) . «^6= (A - !» -^)] J

Rotation about the Long Axls 2c.

§ 27. The values of the in-'s in equations (16) are as follows

:

^1 = ^-2 = ^oi-p(^ (a'Vn + b"-7]3,)/Es,
]

a' b-
CTj = iw^'pW (Vub- - «') + p- (.21"' - b-)e: E„

.(83).

Substituting the above values of the II's and ra-'s in the equations (IS) we have

the values of the constants L, M, iV of the general solution. Thus for JV we find

iV:

1 > f
»*

,1 . b'^ 2n-6=
i^'P - ^ (^ - .13.01 '

- £^/ 1 - ^3'?:c ' + /, •'?>-+ ^Is'^Si)

-^ (1 - 7,3.31) + -^ (1 - ...3.) + a"-b'- (- - |-- --^
.(84).

It is unnecessary to record the values of L and M as I have eliminated these

quantities by aid of the following relations, which are not very difficult to verify :

—

c-(L + M) = (.3,a^ + 773i>=) (N + ia)V) J

whence c-L = .sia-iV + i(o-p (.sio- + vJ'^),\

c-M = .326-A' + l(0'p (.3ia'- + .j»i*)

.(85);

,.(86).
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.(87);

Retaining i\' (given explicitly by (84)) for brevity in the expressions for the stresses

and strains, we have

2? = a= ^{Wp + iV) (l - I - 1) - (i^'P + 3iV0 ^

?? = ?.= [- {Wy + 3.V) |, + i^toy + N)ll-^_- i;

« = {V„a' + vJ>') (W-p + i\0 (l - ^° - ^^ - 1) + {v.a'- - vJ^') iVg -
f?j

,

X? = 2,Nocy,

jK and ^ of order a c or hjc, and so negligible

+ iN'E,) {6^1 - ^.^3,) (i - ^f - f:
-
$)

- «^ ('7.

+

V.V.) (i -
^; -

1^ -
J)} .

, (88).

«z = - 4 o-p iVzia' + vJ>^){l - z''/cr)/E„

ayz and o-ji of order a/c or 6/c and so negligible

§ 28. For the displacement parallel to the long axis we have

7 = - 4 <»> (';=>«' + nJi') ^y-~
s^cvl

'^''"" .(89).

Sections pei-pendicular to the axis of rotation thus remain plane. The shortening of

the long semi-axis is given bj'

^c/c = - ^o)-p (7?3,a= + Tj^jb-) Ej .(90).

Using undashed letters as immediately above for the case of the long ellipsoid,

and dashed letters for the case of the flat ellipsoid of Section III., the velocity of

rotation, the material and the axes 2a, 2b being the same in the two cases, we find

from (90), (61) and (53)

3
,

-tiji^i /2a* 2b' a-b-'
(Sc/c)^(Sc/c)=l-^|^+^^ + a-6-(- + ^j|^(^^ + ^+—

J

.(91).

Thus the shortening per unit of length in the axis of rotation is less in the

elongated than in the flat ellipsoid.
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For the increments in the other principal semi-axes of the elongated ellipsoid we have

(92).

^"/" = 3 X '"° ~ '''''' ~ ^''" ^''"'"' "^ '^'^'^^ "^
ii 2; "° ^^ ~ ^"'^"^'

The values obtained for Ba/a and Bb/b when its value (84) is substituted for N
are somewhat lengthy even for a spheroid {b = a).

As, however, the influence of the elastic structure is very clearly exhibited in the

case of a spheroid, I shall record the value obtained for the difference in the expan-

sions of the two semi-axes taken along the directions of the two principal moduli £",

and E„. It is given by

hui — Ba„ ( 3

ta'pa"

3
l%l)+;^ (l-J^a '?:«)+ „ -

1 277,2 27;,37?,,

E, E,tf/^--

= i (f,- e) \e, (^
-

'''''^^ + i/^ - "-"^^ +
2^3!

+ ^.^(V-..0{^(l-....)+4(l-....)-i^-|^-«'^;'-} (93).

By supposing equality first between E^ and E„, and secondly between 773, and t)^,

we readily see how Bai — Ba.2 depends on the difference between clastic moduli and on

the difference between Poisson's ratios.

SECTION VII.

Long Elliptic Cylinder rot.\ting about its Long Axis.

§ 29. By a long elliptic cylinder is meant one whose length 21 is very large com-

pared with the diameters 2a., 26 of the cross-section. The solution for the elliptic

cylinder—terms of order afl or bjl being neglected—is obtained from that for the elongated

ellipsoid by simply omitting all the terms in z-. We thus have

jtj: = a-

= b'

(i wy + X) (1 - ^') - (i wy + SN) ^

-
(i coy + SN) ^, + (i cV + ^V) (1 -

^

« = (773: a= + v,,b"-) (I coy + iV) (1 - 5 ~ ^"^ + ^''^'"' ~ ''"^''' ^""^

ia"'
~

6^ )

'

^ = 2Nxy,

^ = 7= =

.(94);
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s,.A^y - ..a=) (l - I - 1) - i,. (,.«= + ..6») (l - ^ -
t^''2 E, .(95);

{6= (1 - V^V^) (l - ^' - p) -
«' ^^- + ''-''-> (l - ? - ¥)

Sj = - ;^(»=p (%ia" + risib°)!E,,

where N is given by (84).

§ 30. The conclusioi) that the above solution applies to an elliptic cylinder may be

justified as follows

:

The terms containing z in equations (87) contribute nothing to the body-stress

equations because clTzidz, &c., are of the order of small quantities here neglected; thus

the expressions (94) for the stresses will satisfy the body-stress equations. (This is

easily verified of course directly.)

Again over the cylindrical surface

x-/a- + y-jh" = 1

,

we have from (94)

;? = - 2iVay/6-, n^-^Nh'^aFja-, Ty = 1Nxy (96);

whence

{xja-) ^- + (ylb-) J? = 0,

(x/a-) iP -I- (y/b^) w = 0.

The equations over the curved surface are thus completely satisfied.

Over the terminal planes z = ±1 the normal stress « does not vanish everj-n'here,

as it strictly ought to do, but instead we have

1
1 zz dxdy = I

Thus, according to the theory of equipollent systems of loading, the solution is satis-

factory, except at points in the immediate vicinity of the terminal sections.

§ 31. The increments in the semi-axes a and b are given by the same formulae,

viz. (92), as apply in the case of the elongated ellipsoid. The reduction in the half

length I of the cylinder is given by

Blll = -^(oy{'nna:' + v^b')IE, (97).

Comparing (97) with (90), supposing I = c, we see that the shortening in a long

cylinder is greater than the corresponding axial shortening in an elongated ellipsoid
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in the ratio 3 : 2. This arises from the reduction in tlie strain », near the ends of

the axis of rotation in the case of the long ellipsoid.

If unda.shcd letters refer as above to a long c^dinder, and dashed letters refer to

the axial thickness of a thin disk of the same material and elliptic section rotating at

the same speed, we find comparing (97) with (70) of Sect. IV.

W>^«'Vn=,-^{|4.»*(i.|:-)}.(|V|."^-) ,9S,

Thus the reduction per unit of length in the axis of rotation is invariably less in

the long cylinder than in the thin disk.

As in the case of the disk, the tangential stress Tt in the plane of the cross-section

has a very simple form at the surface. For if p be the perpendicular from the central

axis on the tangent plane at a point x, y on the surface, we easily find from (96)

Tt^-^Na'bVf (99),

N being given by (84). At least as a rule N is negative and IT a traction. The formula

(99) differs from the corresponding result for a thin disk only in the value of N
(cf. (71)).

We can easily attach a simple physical significance to N. Thus let «; and Tt, represent

the minimum and maximum surface values of 'u, occurring respectively at the ends of

the major and minor axes of the elliptic section, then

N-=-^(u:+a,)^(a' + b'-) (100).

SECTION YIII.

Long rotating Circular Cylinder of Material symmetrical round the Axis.

§ 32. When the cylinder is solid, the solution can be obtained by putting

b = a, E. = E, = E', kc,

in the results of last section. When the cylinder is hollow, an independent investigation

is necessary.

In obtaining the following results I made use of the solution* published in 1892

for the case of isotropy, recognising that the type would remain unchanged. As the

method adopted is practically identical with that applied in Section V. to the circular

disk, I pass at once to the results. The origin has been taken at the mid-point of

* Camb. Phil. Soc. Proc. Vol. vii. pp. 283—306.
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the cylinder's axis, and r,
(f),

z are ordinary cylindrical coordinates. The expressions for

the stresses are as follows

:

;P = <ifp (3 + 7?' - 27,^ {E'\E)\ {a? - r=) (1 - a:"-lr') - (8 (1 - ^'E'\E%

U = m'p [{3 +v'- ^V' (E'/E)} (a= + a'= + aV=; /•=) - ( 1 + 37?' + 2r,^E'jE) r=] ^{8(1- rE'jE)],

Tz = (oyr]{l+ v') (a^+ a'=- 2r=) H- {4 (1 - tE'/E)],

r* = rr = *J =
.(101).

The displacements w parallel to the 2-axis, and u along r, are given by

w =-w"-p7) {a- + a"") zl(2E), ^

8 1 — Tj-E'jE

1 +7?',.,

E' E (102).

+ -—?- (3 + v'- 2rE'IE) a"-a"!r

An alternative form for u, worth recording, is

w = i
^^>(i

"°^.g7^^) [(1 - V') (3 + v') {a' + a"-) r - (1 - v') r" + (1 + t,') (3 + v') a'a^/r

- 27?= {E'lE) j2 (a= + a'O r - (1 + t;') ;•= + (1+ t?') a'^a'^/r}] (103).

I shall assume 1 — ij'E'lE to be positive ; if it could be zero the expressions for

the stresses and displacements could become infinite.

§ 33. The solution, except when 7? = 0, is dependent on the theory of equipollent

systems of loading, in so far as we have to substitute for the exact surface equation

7z =0 over z = ±1,

J a

iirTzzdr = 0.

If we put a'=0 in (101), (102) and (103) we obtain the correct values of the stresses

and displacements in a solid cylinder of radius a. The stresses and strains, however,

near the inner surface of a nearly solid cylinder are, as in the case of the disk, totally

different from those at the same axial distance in a wholly solid cylinder of the same

external radius.

Comparing (101), (102) and (103) with (77) and (78), we see that when 77 or E'jE

vanishes the formulae for the stresses and displacements in the long cylinder and thin

disk become identical. This is true irrespective of the absolute values of 7?' or E'.

§ 34. The stress system (101) possesses several features of interest. The radial stress

7r is everywhere positive, or a traction, except at the surfaces, where it vanishes; it

has its maximum value where
7- = "faa'.

The orthogonal stress ** is everywhere a traction. Its largest and smallest values occur
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respectively at the inner and outer surfaces. Distinguishing these values by the suffixes

i and 0. we have

**; = 4aj> (a- + a'-) + | w',) ( I + r;') (0= - «'»)/( 1 - rj'K'lE).]

Ho = i<oy{a' + a'')-}wy(l + r,')(a- - a'^)/(\ -rfE'lE)]
^'

This shows very clearly how .R, and *5„ approach oipiality as the thickness of the

cylinder wall diminishes.

The third principal stress «, parallel to the axis of rotation, is a traction inside

a pressure outside the cylindrical surface

r = V^ (a» + a'«).

The surface values of «, using suffixes as above, are given by

«i = -«„ = ia)->»,(l+V)(«'-a")/(l-r^7^) (105>.

The numerical equality of z?,- and "a^ seems curious.

The following relation is also a neat one

zr,— zz,, = TJ (J5,- — J5o) (106).

It somewhat reminds one of the results (81) established for the annular disk.

§ 35. Coming to the displacements, we see from (102) that the cross-sections

—

unlike those of the disk—remain plane. Further, if hi and hi' denote the changes in

the length of a hollow and a solid circular cylinder of equal length, the material, section,

and velocity being the same, we have

Ul?il' = \+a'-!a- (107).

The influence of rotation on the length thus increases notably as the wall of the

hollow cylinder becomes thinner. Comparing the first of equations (102) with the last

of equations (81) we see that the change per unit length in the length of a long hollow

cylinder is the exact arithmetic mean of the changes per unit thickness in the rim

thicknesses of a thin disk of the same section and material rotating with equal velocity.

For the increments in the radii of the two surfaces of the long cylinder we find

from (102)

Sa'/a = (wyl^E') {(3 +7,')a' + {l- v') a"j J

formulae in exact agreement with the corresponding results (79) for the annular disk.

A variety of interesting relationships exist amongst the different displacements. Thus

if A represent the cross-section 7r{a- — a'-), and t the wall thickness a — a', we have from (102)

(Saja) + {Ba'/a') = co'p (a» + a'')IE', \

-{dlll)^{(Sala) + {Ba'la')}=-vE'/{2E)^-W\'r (109),

(Ba'ja) - (Sa/a) = w^ («' - «''')/(*"3) j

(8A/A)^wy(a-' + a'-')(l-n')/(2E') (110),

{St/t)=(o'pl{a-ay-v'{a + a'y]/(4:E') (111).

30—2

Sa/a = (to'-p/iE') {(1 - v') a'- + (3 + r,') a''},!
'

.(108),
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If the increments in a, a and I could be measured, the relations (109) would give £",

T)" and /is immediately.

From (110) we see that the area of the cross-section of the material is always

increased by rotation; while (111) shows us that the cylinder wall becomes thicker or

thinner according as

V< or >{a-aJI{a + aJ (112).

For 7?' = 1/4 the thickness of the wall is unchanged when

a = a/3 (113),

and it is reduced when a ja exceeds 1/3.

§ 36. The case when tja is very small, or the cylinder wall very thin, merits

separate attention. Of the stresses, 7? is then small compared to ^, while 1? in its

turn is small compared to «*; and to a first approximation the sole stress left is

J* = (ti^pa- (114).

Under like conditions first approximations to the displacements are

w = -(o^pria-zlE,~\
(115).

It = lo^pa'/E'



VIII. On the Change of a System of Independent Variables.
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The main object of this jjaper is to establish a symbolical forrn for the result of

ehaugiiig a system of n independent variables in a partial differential coefficient. This
form is a generalization of that obtained by Mr Leudesdorf* in the case of a single

independent variable. The method adopted is the same as in a previous paperf in

which I obtained another proof of Mr Leudesdorf's result. It consists in developing the

formula given by Jacobi* for the reversion of series. An advantage of adopting this

method is that the relation between the symbolical form and the fully developed form

given by Sylvesterg and proved by Cayley || is readily perceived, so that from the

sjonbolical form the developed form can be written down.

The first of the fundamental formulae of this paper is equation (10) of § 2. This

formula may be developed in two ways. By the detailed work of §§ 1, 3 Sylvester's

expanded form, just referred to, is deduced from it; in the succeeding sections it is

developed into the symbolical formulae (21) and (22) of § 11. and (26), (27), (28), (29),

(30) of §§ 14, 15. Of these formulae (29). or its equivalent (30), seems to be the most

important. The crucial point in the establishment of these formulae is the proof of

equations (18 a, 6, c) in § 9. The somewhat complicated work of §§ 1, 3 is introduced

for the sake of showing the connexion between the symbolical formulae and Sylvester's

expanded form; it is not required in the subsequent developments. In § 17 a symbolical

formula is obtained for the differentiation of implicit functions, and in § 18 this formula

is applied to determine a solution of the general equation of infinite degree involving a

dependent variable ij and an independent variable x, when the equation has been

deprived of the constant term.

The remainder of the paper is taken up with applications of the symbolical formulae

(26)... (30). In several papers IT published in the Proceedings of the London Mathematical

* " Second Paper ou Change of the Independent Vari- "On Pure Ternary Beciprocants and Functions allied

able," Proc. Land. Math. Soc. Vol. xviii. to them," Vol. xix. pp. 6—23.

t ' Change of the Independent Variable in a Differential "On C.velicants, or Pure Ternary Reciprocants, and
Coeflicient," Canib. Pliil. Tniiui. Vol. xvi. allied Functions," Vol. xix. pp. 377—405.

J " De resolutione aequationum per series infinitas," "On Projective Cyclic Concomitants, or Surface Differ-

Crelle's Jour. Vol. vi. ; Gexummeltf Werke, vi. pp. 26—61. ential Invariants," Vol. xx. pp. 131—160.

§ Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. vii., 1855; and Quar. Jour. Math. "On the Reversion of Partial Differential Expressions

Vol. I. 1857, with corrections. with two Independent and two Dependent Variables," Vol.

II

" Deuxi^me note sur une formule pour la reversion xxii. pp. 79—104.

des series," Crelle, Vol. liv.
; Collected Works, Vol. iv. 234. " On the Transformation of Linear Partial Differential

IF " On the Linear Partial Differential Equations satisfied Operators by Extended Linear Continuous Groups," Vol.

by Pure Ternary Reciprocants," Vol. xviii. pp. 142—164. ixix. p. 466.
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Society, Prof. Elliott has considered the theory of Cyclicants and Reciprocants, mostly

for the case of two independent variables. It is shown in this paper how most of

Prof Elliott's general theorems can be obtained for any number of independent variables

as deductions from the general symbolical formulae. In § 19 the result of the change

of variables by the general linear transformation is exhibited in formula (39), which

may be regarded as fundamental in the theory of Pure Cyclicants. Prof Elliott has

also considered the conditions which must be satisfied by the functions which are the

generalized forms of ordinary Reciprocants when there are two dependent and two inde-

pendent variables. In §§ 29—31 these conditions are deduced from the general formulae

of the paper for any number of variables, and it is also shown that Prof Elliott's

conditions are not independent and may be reduced in number.

For the sake of conciseness all the general results of the paper are worked out

for the case of three independent variables, but care has been taken to use only such

methods as would be applicable to any number of independent variables.

Summary of Contents.

§ 1. Definition of the function Dj' Dy" D/ (Zj<Vu^),

and its development as required in § 3.

§ 2. Formula for the change of a system of indepen-

dent variables obtiiined from Jacobi's Theorem

;

equation (10).

§ 3. Digression to deduce Sylvester's form from equa-

tion (10).

§4. Modified form of equation (10).

§ 5. Definition of the operators {L\Ut}, {U^U },...

{U,x\,{U,y},...

§§ 6, 7. Commutative character of the operators [U, x},

§ 8. Effect of the operators [U^Ut], {U-^U ],... on

the function Dj> Dy" D/ {tu^v'tv^).

§ 9. First transformation of the result in equation

(10) to a symbolical form ; equations (19 a,

b, c).

§ 10. The operators a^y, o)x2,... ; their alternants.

§ 11. Final symbolical formula for the change of the

independent variables in a partial dittereutial

coefficient by means of an operator involving

{i',.v},{U,y},...a^y,a^„... ; equations (21, 22).

§ 12. Various forms for that part of the operator

which involves the co's; determination of the

four form.s for the case of two independent

variables.

§ 13. Case of one independent variable.

§ 14. Definition of the operators [U, x], [C, ^],...,

§ 15. Modified form of the general symbolical formula

in § 11 ; equations (27) to (30).

The operators Q^, Q„,... ; their alternants.

§ 16. Symbolical formulae for the interchange of the

dependent and independent variables.

§ 17. Symbolical formula for the difl'erentiation of

implicit functions.

§ 18. Solution, in symbolical form, of the general alge-

braical equation of infinite degree ; or of a

system of such equations.

§ 19. Application to the general linear transformation.

§ 20. Various forms of the result of linear transforma-

tion in the case of two independent variables

:

cyclical interchange of the dependent and

independent variables.

§ 21. Alternants of the operators w and \\, V.,, V^ in

the case of the linear transformation.

§§ 22, 23. Application to the theory of Cyclicants.

§ 24. Proof of a theorem due to Prof. Elliott.

§§ 25, 26, 27. Efiect of the linear transformation on

the operators V and w; cyclical interchange

as a particular case.

§ 28. Example illusti'ating the use of the last results.

§ 29. Definition of n-nry reciprocants; conditions

satisfied by such functions.

§ 30. Example of this class of reciprocants.

§ 31. Proof that the conditions of § 29 are not inde-

pendent, and that they may be reduced in

number.
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§ I. Lot It, V, w, t be functions of three independent variables x, y, z\ and let

;uiy differential coefficient

dxP'dy^b?

be denoted by Upqr : let also the quantities

p\q\r\' plqlrl' plqlrl' p'. q\ r\

be denoted by a^^, bp^r, Cpgr, dj^-

Further, let Dx'' Dy^ D^' {tv/v^w'^) denote the result of suppressing all terms which

explicitly contain t, u, v, to or first differential coefficients of u, v, w in

The expanded form of this expression is easily obtained. Let f, rj, f be quantities

independent of x, y, z : let

f^=«a)o^'+aMo'7" + aoo2?" + "uo^'? + ••• + ttajK, f'+ (1) ;

let V and W denote similar expressions wath i's and c's instead of a's, and let

2'=d,oo?+(^oio'? + dooi?+<i»of +.--+d300^' + (2).

Then

p] q' 7-1 1 i ^

where, after the differentiations indicated by D(, i),, D^, f, rj, f are made to vanish.

But obviously, on this understanding,

D^ D„i D{ {TU^V^W'') = D^p Dyi D/ (ti</v^v^).

Therefore

Bx" Dy'' Dz' {tu-'v^w'' )

pi q' r

!

is equal to the coefficient of pi^'f in TU-^V^W^. Therefore by ordinary algebra, pro-

vided p + (? + r > 2/+ 2g + 2h,

Dx''Dy''Dz'{tu-fv!>ii^) _ ^ 1

p\q\r\f\g\h\ ""^7".!/^f , ... ,
,-, „ , ,. = -f'v^ rr-TT- (''^»','/' («*.»...•,/

(«'x.v>,)^' (ftv^,-,,')"
! o.l

<7i ! 5'^

y^ ,j^ ,

(c*, V.'V,")*' (Cvwv.")'^ (3).
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where summation extends to all zero and positive integral values of /i, /a, •• S'l, gi,---

hi, ki, ... \, fj., V, \,, ^1, I',, ... which satisfy the conditions

.(4).

A+/i+ =/, 9i + 9-2+---=g, hi + h., + ...=h

X + S/i\, + %,V+2/(,Xi" = iJ, \ + fi + v^ 1,

yii + S/i /x, + Igifii + 2/iiA<i" = q, X, + /i, + r, <t 2,

1' + 2/,!/, + S^r.V + SA.f," = r, X/ + /j.^' + v,' ^ 2, &c. '

Therefore, writing [p, q, ?•; /, g, h , \, fi, v; X^,
fj.^, Vi; &c.] for the typical term on

the right hand of (3), we have

D^p Dy9 D/ (tu^vaw^) ^. ^
, ^ -v i i /kx

p\qlr]flg\hl -^^'' ^'
''

"

^' ^' ''

'
^' ^' "' ^" '"" "'

'

^"'^ ^^^-

Again, on differentiating the equation

^= s^^j^ (ax.„..y- (a;.,,.y^ . . . p>. 7,^/- r^/.-

with respect to f, we find

But

p \ q\ r
'

therefore, by comparison of coefficients of powers of ^, ij, ^,

J^-'Dy^J/ {tu^-hi3v)^u^)

{p-\)\ q\r\ (/-I)! g\h\

And similarly

I

= - • Vi^i • [i^- 9. '
; /. 9' f''> '^. M. I'

; >ti . Ml . "i ;
&c.].

.
.(6).

(p-1): (g-1)' r! (/-I)! (ff-1)! /^!
" -^^ ' ^'^ ^'i-""' /• ^' /'

;

^. /i, "
;
^., Ml. ". ; &c.]

(7),

(p-1)! (5-1)! (r-1)! (/-I)! (^-1): (/*-!)! " ^ "
^-^''^'

"

^^''^ "
^^'"'^

[p, q, r; f, g, h; \, fi, v; X,, fi,, i/, ; &c.] (8),

where the limits of summation are the same as in (4); and similar expressions can

be written down with x, y, z interchanged.

It is obvious that, if p + g + »• ^ 2 (/+ */ + /*),

D^^DyiD/ (tu/ifiw'') = 0,

since the coefficient of ^''t?'^' in TU-^V^W' will be zero. For similar reasons

Dj-DyiD/ {tv/tisw^u^) =0, a p + q + r& 2/+ ^g + 2/; + 1

,

D^PDy9D/ (tu^v^u^ti^Vy) = 0, if p + q + r S 2/+ ig + 21, + 2, &c.
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§ 2. We now pioceod to establish the formula for the change of the indeperiflent

variables in a partial differential coeHicient. It is first necessary to state the theorem

of Jacobi on which the method is baaed. Let v, v, a> be three quantities given in

terms of three indept'iidiTit variables f, r\, ^ by equations of the form

i; = f + (,.^,f^ + ((,,^„r/-' + Uo^X' + "iwl »? + • • . + «»(,f + . .

.

= ^ + X, say;

where the «'s, b's and c's are any quantities independent of f, tj, f. It is important

to remark that the linear part of each of the expressions must consist of a single

term. If these equations are solved for f, tj, ^ in terms of v, v, to one set of values

will vanish when v, v, a> vanish, and can be expanded in series proceeding by integral

powers of v, v, w. Supposing that ^, r), ^ have these values, we can then expand

a general function /{^, rj, f) in powers of v, v, w, and Jacobi's theorem states that the

coefficient of v'-v"'(ii" in the result is equal to the coefficient (jf f"''?"'?'"' in the

expansion of

where the expansion is effected by first arranging (^+ X)""''"''", &c. in powers of X'^,

Yjr], Zj^ and then substituting for X, Y, Z and multiplying together the various terms.

Now let u, V, w, t be given functions of three independent variables x, y, z ; and

let it be required to change the variables from x, y, z to «, v, w and express

9'+'"+"</3m'3«"'3w" in terms of differential coefficients of t, u, v, w with respect to x, y, z.

To this end let .r, y, z receive increments ^, 77, f, and let the consequent increments

in u, V, w, t be u, v, 10, r. The first differential coefficients of w, v, lu, t will be

denoted by special letters according to the following scheme

Wioo — Ctj ^'010 — ^' ) ^'001 — ^ »

^100 = by '^'OIO = b\ VqoI = y\

Wn)Q = C| ^^010 ^^ ^ > ^001 ^^ ^ »

flOO ^^ ^1 ^010 ^^ ^ » ^001 ^^ ^ •

Then
u = af + a'r\ + «"? + V,

v = b^+ b'r] + b"^ + V,

(i) = c^ + c't) + c"f + ir,

where U, V, W, T have the same values as in the previous section.

Vol. XVII. Part III. 31
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But if < be regarded as a function of m, v, w, we have also

~ du'dv"'diu" 1 1 m '. n !

'

and therefore d'+"'+"t/du'dv'"dtv" may be determined as the coefficient of v'v'"o)"ll ! m ! n 1

in the expansion of t in powers of u, v, <o.

To apply Jacobi's theorem we make the transformation

f'
= of + «'?? + «"f,

77' = 6^ + b'v + b"^,

r = cf + c'77+c"f;

so that J"f=^f + 5V+Cr,

J^ = A'^' + B'r,' + C'r,

J^=A"^' + B"r,' + G'r.

where

i

I

a
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If also wc take D^, />„, A ^» i" § ' ""'' write

237

D, = jf{AD:, + A'Dy + A"D,),

D, = j{BD^ + B'Dy + B"D,),

then

D, = j(GD^ + C'Dy + C"D,),

D(."D,'iDi.'-(T'U'^V'fW''') = D,pRjiD/ (tu'Vw''),

provided that products of the operators A, A. A are formed by mere algebraical

multiplication ; that is to say, in the product AA it is supposed that Z), does not

operate on the coefficients of A. A' ^^ which occur in A-

Therefore by Jacobi's formula

l\m\n\ du'dv"*dw"

is equal to the coefficient of ^'~^t)'~'^'~' in

„, d{v, V, to) 1

a(r> V, n (r+f^7+'(v + n"'+'(r+ R^r*''

or

/_, ,_, ^_ ,+„+, (Z +/)!(»t + ff)!(» + A)!

Z/=o,5=o,).=o ^ ^^ i!/!m!5^!n!^!

1 +
acf' dV
9|'

' af

'

9?;'
'

9j;'

af

aF'

dri'

a?" a?

t'i+f+i «'m+3+i ^'n+A+1 '

that is, in

, SA"A'A'
?i;

/!m!£r

1 + «1, "!,

«„, 1 + V,., Wj

Mj, I's, 1 + «'s

' tuh^v^
t'p-J-/-! „'4-»'-i^-l ^'r-n-A-

where Uu v^, w,, &c. stand for A". D,i\ DiW, &c.

To obtain the term containing f
'- 7;'-> ^-^ we take p = l+f, q = m + g, r = n + h.

31—2
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Hence

du'dv^dw"
= —/=0, 5=0, )l=0

(_ 1 y+9+h J)^l+f J)m+g J)n+h

l + ll-,, Vu

lU, 1 + Vi, w..

V3, 1+W3

(10).

Although in this expression summation extends to all values of /", g, h, it is obvious

from the remark at the end of § 1 that terms for which f+g + h>l + m+n will

be zero. In particular, if 1=1, m = 0, n = 0, the only term not zero is that for which

/=0, ^=0, /;=0.

It is easily verified that

1 + "1, D,, Wi

«3, 1 + V2, W2

M,, V2, 1 +W3

A IJ, B/J, C/J

A'IJ, B'jJ, G'jJ

A"/J, B"/J, C"/J

a + Ux, h + i'x, c + Wx

a' + «y, b' + t'y, C' + lUy

a" + u^, b" + V,, c" + tu.

]_\ a + Ux, b + Vx, c + ii'x

'^
a' + Uy, b' + Vy, C + lUy

a" + »2, h" + Vz, c" + IU2

(11),

Ux,
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where siimination extends to all zero or positive integral value's of p^, />,, p„ &<,-. for

which

Pi + Ih + p, = l +/, 7, + (/, + 93 = »« +g, r^ + r, + r, = n + h.

We now re-arrange the grouping of the terms and transform (lU) into

I

(i;Z),), (uZ),), («Z),), 0, A, /'5'!'^!'

' (wA), (wZ);,), (wA). 0, 0, A
1,
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In the case of certain terms, such as those which occur in the evaluation of

dH
£-,, the coeflScients as given by (13) take an indeterminate form, but as Sylvester

explains, there is no difficulty in deducing the proper value.

§ 4. In order to obtain a symbolical expression for the result of the change of

variables we return to equation (10), and by a re-arrangement of terms write it in

the form

8'+'"+''
t — Ssq:'^.;'r" (- iy+''+* a'+-^-' a^^"-' a»+*-

-(uD,), -{vD,), A-(wA)

where, as in the previous section, (kA), («A), (wA) are equivalent to A. A, A but

operate on u only. This re-arrangement is effected by grouping together terms homo-

geneous in A, A, A> («A), («A)

The operators required for the purpose of expressing the result symbolically will

be considered in the following sections.

§ .5. Taking U, V, W, T as in § 1, let suffixes 1, 2, 3, 4 indicate that (fi, rji, f,).

(^2. Vi' &)>••• '^I'S substituted in them for ^, ij, f: so that

Ui = 0-200 ^i'- + at^Tjc + ...

Let also J7f,, Ut,... denote ;rir A, ^rr A Let
{ A A,l denote an operator formed

•p.

by replacing terms such as ^i^t?!*?!'' in the product A A, by ^ . The particular

brackets
{ } will be used to indicate this operator and to distinguish it from a mere

algebraical product. Similarly let {AF^,; be an operator formed from A^j, by replacing

Uv-^Kf by ^ . Let also {ATF^,! and jA^fJ be formed by replacing ^.^-n.i^;/ by
vOpqr O^pqr

and |^/7j,9?/ by ^t— .

We shall also suppose eight similar operators {FiAJ. {^2^jJ>--- to be formed in

like manner, and twenty-four others by writing rj and ^ for f.

Written at full length for a few terms the first operator is

7i ?l r) ri f)

\ A A,t = Sa'ajo ::; H tto2oOtiio ,5 h Clim^iii 5 1" "(hoo^hio .^~ + (^Ctjoo^oao + ^ no) 3
OOsoo Ottoao oa^i OOaio OOja)

Jl ^ ri

-|- Ottsoo^'^ioi '1 I" (-(^ioof'ooi + Cf"ioi) o ^ (''(120O101 + ''on '"110/ 5
OCtaii oOio.) OCtiHi

/^ f)

+ (anoaoo-.- + Wonflioi) a— + (2a...oo«on + 2a,i„fl,(,i) ^-—
C/Ctoit; Ouill
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Similarly

7^ 7] ^ /)

(
U.iV(} = 2a.Mb.M, -,|— + ao3«6iio .<r~ + "om^ioi ar— + (<^mbuo + 2a„„6.«o) 55— + • • •

dOxM OOojo OOooj nOjio

If it i.s desired to work with )f^„,,., Vp^, &c. instead of rip^,, b,„,r, &c., the operators may

be formed in similar fashion. Thus \U,U(^} is formed from

("200 21 + "o-^iu

I7
+ «om 1^ + "iiM^i'?! + •

. + ".-,.., .^'. + • • •

j f ":.'"?i + "no 171 + "lui fi + "*« gl + • • •

j

by replacing fi»'i7,''f,'' by yjlrylr!^— .

And therefore the operators may be also expressed in the following manner

[U,Ui} =lD,^D,/'D/{uu,)^
pqr

[tr.Ffj =^D,pDy<'Dnyv:.) ^

[U,Wi^]=^^D^PDy'>D/{uw^)

'pqr

d

dWpqr'

Clpqr

(fee., &c.,

where summation may be supposed to extend to all positive integral values of p, q, r,

7) fi ?i

though in the first three operators the coefficients of ^ , r . _ \vill be zero if
OUpqr OVp^r OWpqr

p + q + y < 'i, and in the fourth the coefficient of ^-— will be zero if p + q + r < 2.

The operators actually required will be nine formed by combinations of the above, viz.,

&c., &c.

§ G. The first theorem to be established with regard to these operators {U, x],

{U, y},... is that they are all commutative with one another. But before proceeding

to the jjroof of this theorem it is necessary to make a few preliminary remarks.

Let F{^, t], f ) be any integral funccion consisting of terms f''i?'f such that p + q + r -i;: 2

and let {f (fi, »7i, ?i)). 1-^(^2, '72, S;)). ••• be operators formed as in the preceding section.
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It is then obvious that

{F(^uV..^^Y,l\ = {Fi^uVu^.)
!ai^'

= ~F(^uVuU

{F{^,,r,„^,)]U^=^F{^,,V,,\;,),

A number of other similar results might be written down by interchanging suffixes

and the quantities U, V, W, T, ^, rj, ^. Again

[F{^., v., ?.)} u.V(^ = i\{Fi^.. v., r.)i n.

= l\~F(^r,V.,^0-

Many similar results could be obtained, but these will be sufficient to indicate the

mode of procedure about to be adopted for forming the products of the operators

{U,a;\, [U,y\,

I 7. The essentially distinct cases to be considered are the products [U, x] {U, y],

[U, x] [V, x], [U, x] [V, y}. We will take these cases in order.

Let [U, x] [U, y\ = [U, x] [U, y\ + {U, x] *{U, y],

where the first term on the right is the result of algebraical multiplication, and the

second is the result of operating with [U, x} on the coefficients of [U, y]. It is only

the second term that can possibly be uusymmetrical. We have

[U, x] *[U, y} = i{U,U,:, + (f7,F,j + \U.W,}, + {f^.r.j]* [{i/,C^,j + {U,V,^ + |r,TF,j + {^.TJ]

+ { U,V,} *
{
U,V,} + { U,W,,] *

(
U,W,,] + 1

L\T,:, * { U,T,^}
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= {U,y]*{U,a;],

from the symmetry of the expression with regard to f and 77.

Again we have

{U.x]*\V,a;]^[{ U, Ui} + \ U.. Ffj +
{
U, W^,] + | U^T^}] * [( F. f/fj + { K, V^,] +

(
V, W^,] + { F.Tfj]

+
{
U.. Ffj # { F.Tfj + 1

U. W,,\ * ( F3 TTfj + { L'-.Tf.) # {
VJ,}

= {V,l\l\,^ + F,f7-V, + C7,Clj F,,) + jF,£r,Ff^,+ F,C/-f,Ff,+ CT^F'^j

+ {t',F,ir,,,,+ in,(nf^,,+ tf3Ff3)) + {{/,F,7',.f.+ rf.(cr,F,. + F,froi

= {F, cc\*[U,x],

from the symmetry of the result with respect to U and F.

Finally

It^, ^1*1^. 2/! = [{f7-.f/fJ + {f^.F,j + {CA3TF,j + {f7,rfj]*[{F.frj + (F,F,j + {F,Tr,j + {F,2',j]

= \U,U,S * { F.?7„} + {C^,F,j * {F.Cr,j + (f7,FfJ * {F,FJ + {?7,F,j * [V,W,,]

+ {ff.FfJ * {F,r,j + {fr3Tr,j * (F^TTJ. + {UJ,^ * {F,rj

+ {^^3^3 1^3,, + w,v,u,^ + w,,u,v,^ + { fT-^F^r^.,. + T,y,u,, + r^.f/.F^.!.

This expression is unchanged when U, V and f, 7; are interchanged and likewise

the suffixes 1, 2. Therefore

[U, x]*{V, y] = {V,y]*{U,x\.

By interchanges of U, V, W and x, y, z, the products of all pairs of the nine

operators can be reduced to one or other of the three preceding. It has therefore been

fully established that all the nine operatore [U, x\, [U, y], [U, z], [V, x\, [V, y], [V, z],

[W, x\, {W, y], [W, z] are commutative with one another.

Vol. XVIT. Part Til. 32
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§ 8. Now, taking U, V, W, T as in § 1 we have

TTTT. - Tl[U,U,]iy=fW-^[l\Ui}U=fU^-^.UUi=U^{Uf) (15 a),

3^" -g^i-i-f., - a^v a?

\^ Tl

9|
[U,Vi}Vo=^gV9-^{l\Vf:^V=gV9-^UVi=ul-Vo (lorf).

l^'^^^la-, ^"=3^5^=^^^' ^^4.(4^'') '''f''

\U,Ta T= Uf^ (15^).

By comparison of the coefficients of ^'^v'^K' O" the two sides of these equations the

following formulae are deduced

:

{
U, Ut^] D,PDyW/uJ- = D^Dy"D/ (ii^ «/) (16 a),

{[7,[7f,)i),^Z),«D/|^M/=i).^i),'i)/|(«|M/) (16 6),

[U,U,]D^i'D,;>D/^^i,'^D^^D,'>D/^(u^^uf) (16 c),

[U,Vi,}D^i'DyiD,^vB^Dj>Dy<iD/u^^v^ (16 d),

[U.,V,}D.^Dyml^vo = D,vBy''D^l-[ul-^vo) (16e).

lf^,F,j D,^DyiDrlv'^ = D.^Dy<iDr^^ («! ..) (16/),

[U.Tt^D^vDyiD/t^D.i'Dy'iD/l^uf^ (le^r).

The form of the above results shows that they inay be generalized by replacing

Dx^DyiD/ by any function consisting of integral powers of D^, Dy, A- These examples

seem sufficient to show the effect of the operators. It will be noticed that the effect

is to introduce a solitary u and to make certain alterations in the s}Tnbols of differen-

tiation. The effects are perhaps best seen by examination of (16 e) and (16/).

With a view to the application of these formulae to the result in § 2 it is con-

venient to re-write them in another form. Let (m-Dj,), as on previous occasions, represent

Bx when operating on u only, and let [((Z)J act only on the solitary u which is

introduced into the last set of formulae.
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With this notation (16 a) becomes, if F(D) represents any function of D^, Dy, Di,

[U,U(,\ F{D)u^=F(D) {(uD,)-[uD,]\ » . «/.

Moreover, since [UiUt^] does not operate on V, W or T, the equations (15 a, 6, c)

still hold if the functions operated on, viz. U-^, ^U^, ..., are multiplied by powers of

V, W, T and their differential coefficients. Thus from (15 6) we have, for example,

and corresponding to (16 a)

[U^Ui} F{D)<f>(vD, wD, tD)n/vOv^t = F{D) <i>(vD, wD, tD) [{uD^)-{uD^\] u . uf^Pvf't,

where 0(«;Z), wD, tD) represents a function of (vDx), (vDy), {vD^), {wD^), ....

Similarly

[
UiU^} F(D)

<f)
{vD, wD, tD) ii^voy^t = F{D)<f) {vD, wD, tD) [(uDy) - {uDy]] u . tt^v^w^t,

{ U, tffj F (D)
<f>

{vD, wD, tD) u^vuv^t =F{D)<j> {vD. wD, tD) [(uD^) - [uZ)Jl u.u^vou/' t,

and therefore

j{l\U,} + ^{U,UJ + ^{U,U,,\ F{D) 4> (vD, wD, tD) uh-Hi^t

= F{D)<l>{vD, wD, tD)[{uD^) - [uD,]\ u .v/iflv/'t (17 a),

whilst similar results hold for D., and D^.

Again, from formulae of which (16 d) is a type are deduced formulae exemplified

by the following

J W.Vi}, + ~ [U,V^} +^j[U.Vi.^ F{D)4>{uD, tuD, tD) u^vOw^t

= F(D)
<f>
{uD, wD, tD){vDi) u . u/Vw^t (17 6).

And, from formulae of which (16 e) and (16/) are types are deduced others which

are exemplified by

F(D)
(f>
{wD, tD) (vD,) u^ifivjf't

= F(D)<}>{wD,tD){(vD,) + [uD,]}{vD,)u.u/tfv/'t (17 c).

If iu this last formula (oD,) is replaced on the left by (vD,), then on the right

{(i;A) + [mA]} must be replaced by {(vD,) + [iiD,]} ; and if on the left A, A', A" are

replaced by B, B', B", then on the right the second (vD,) must be replaced by (rA)-

§ 9. Return now to the expression (14) in § 4 and write, for brevity,

A-(mA), -(^A). -(wA)

-(mA), A-(j'A), -(wA) = ^•

-(«A). -(vA). A-(wA)
32—2

j{r.yfj+^([^,FJ + ^V,FJ
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By adding the second and third cohimns to the fii-st it is evident that

(«A), -(«A), -(wA)

|A|= («A), A-(^A), -(wA)

(<A). -{vr>,), D,-{u'D,)

By use of this form and consideration of the rules exemplified in the preceding

formulae it then becomes evident from (17 a) that

'j{U,U,}+^{U,U,:, + ^j{U,U,,]

= D.^DrD^

(tD,), - («A). - (wB,)

{tD.^, A-(tA,), -(wA)

(<A), - (vD,), A - («'A)

A'A"'A"! AJM^W^W^*

{(«A) - [wA]} w y/v^v^t.

Also from (17 6) and (17 c)

7if^.nj + 4V.T^J+^{^^nj

= D^W^^D^^

(tD,), -(^A)-["A], -(wA)

(«A). A - («A) - [«A], - (wA)

«A), -(yA)-["A], B,-{wD,)

i)i'i)o'"A" I
A

I

u^vHuH

Again bv interchange of v and w in (17 h) and (17 c) it is obvious that

A' ,^^ .. A

(tD,), -(vD,), -(wA)-[«A]

(«A), -D. - (I'A), - (wA) - [»A]

(fA), -(t-A), A-(^t)A)-[«A]

A'A'"A"|'^I "-''i-'-'w**

(?<;A) w • u-^vBw^t.

Similarly by interchange of w and t iu (17 6) and (17 c\ it follows that

A'A^A"
I

Aj «'?;«'«;*<^{[r,r,.i+^{A^,j+^{C^4rfj

= D,^DJ"B,"

(fB,) + [«A]. - (vA), - (wA)

(<z»„) + [mA], a - (t'A), - (!t'A)

(iA) + [«A]. -("AX B,-{wB,)

{tBi)u. u-fvsw''t.

Now add these four equations together. The operator on the left will become

which it will be convenient to denote by [U, Ij.
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On the right-hand side all the terms containing [uD,], [«D,] and [uD,] disappear.

For the coefficient of ['//>,] in the operator is easily seen to be

= 0.

The coefficient of [wA] is

The coefficient of [uDs] is

(<A), D.,-{vD,), -iwD,)

(tD,), -{vD,), D,-iwD,)

(tD,), -(i>A), -(wD,)

{tD„), D.,-(vD.,), -iwD,)

(«A), -CM), D,-{wD,)

D,W.'"D.^'

{tD,\ -(vD,), -(wD,)

(tD,). -(vD,), -(wA)

(<A), -(vD,), D,-(wD,)

«A), -(tA,), -(wD.)

(^A), D,-{vD,\ -(wD.^

(<A), -(«A). -(wA)

= 0.

= 0.

Hence

{U,l\ B.^RrB^" \ A
I

u^v^iuH = D/A"'A" I
A

i

{(mA) + (vD,) + (ivD,) + (tD,)} v/+^v^v^t

= D,'+'D.rD3''\^\i(^-^'v!'w''t (18 a).

We note that [U, 1) may be written

[U, x}, [U, y], [U, z]

lU,l] = -j
b,

c,

b',

c',

b"

II

c

If we take similarly

\V, 21 =
/

and

we shall find

a, a

,

a

[V, w}, {V, y\, {V, z]

c, c, c"

a, a, a"

b, b\ b"

[W,x], {W,y], {W,z]

= j[B[V, x]+B'{V, y]^B"[V,2]l

= j[C{W,x}+C'[W,y] + G"{W,z]l

{V, 2} A'A'"A"
I

A| uhoivH = A'A"'+'A" i

A| ufvo-^Hu^t (18 b\

[
W, 3} Dr^D^'-'Ds''

I

A
I

w^v^v^t = A'A"'A"+" |
A

|
ii-^v^ii/'+H (18 c).
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We have therefore

= [U, \Y\ V, 2]."
{
w, 3)" A'-'A'"-'A"-' I A

1

1.

But
I
A

I

i = DiD-iDjb, so that the expression becomes

Therefore

duWdw'' /=o,g=o,A=o ' 'flglhl

= 2 (- 1)/+^+* i^' ^^^ i-^^^
. D,'D,^D,H

since the operators are commutative. The fact that the operators are commutative has

been proved independently, but it is pretty obvious from the circumstance that the

A. A>, A are commutative, so that the above reduction might have been eiFected in

different orders.

If it is desired to bring the independent operators \U, x], {U, y], &c. into prominence

the result may be written

du'dv'^dw"

^- ^{.r. .1 ^- ^iPT, ,1 ^- ^ IH', .}
j^,^,,^j^^ ^ ^^^ ^^

we have A«„ =e-^'^' ''! "f^' ^'-^"'' ^'
• ^^^^T^' « (19 c).

D 'A,'"Z) "<

§ 10. It remains to express -r^—^-j—^ by means of operators acting upon rf;„,„.

Since Dj'A'^-Oa" is merely a linear transformation of A'A^A". the operators required

for the purpose will be simply the ordinary operators of the theory of invariants.

These operators we shall define as follows :

—

'^xy = {^T^\ = S (? + 1) rfp-i, ,+,, r^-T— ,

P= 0, g=l,r=0 OUpgy

<"zz = [^T(\ = S (r + 1 ) (Zp_,
, ,, r+1 :

p = l, ^ = 0. I'=n
^

vdpqr
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'^yz = [v'^i] = S (r + 1 ) dp, ,_, , ,+, ^,— ,

p = 0, » = 1, r = OUpyr

p = 0, ij = 0, r=l I'dprpr

where T is as in (2), and the operators are formed by expanding fT,, &c., and replacing
pi

^7]^^' by J— . The upper limits of p, q, r in the summations are all infinite.

These operators w are identical with the operators fl discussed in Elliott's Algebra

of Quantics, Chap. XVI. Their properties are there obtained by forming the alternants,

but as the formation is simplified by use of the symbulical method the process by

this method is given here.

We remark that the operators djd^ and {^T,} are independent and therefore, if T(

denotes an algebraical expression.

Hence

Similarly

i^T,} T, = {fr,} I
r =

I !fr,i T
=
I (fr,).

= {vT,]-im (20 a),

= (20 6),

= {?r,}=a,^ ,...(20c).

'"xy'^yz — f^yzf^xy = — «^Tr ( 20 rf ),

<Bx!/«Jl/ — «Bzy<»lv = (20 e).

Equation (20 a) shows that if a function is annihilated both by cuj,, and coyz and

is isobaric in first suffixes it must also be isobaric in second sufiBxes and the partial

weights must be equal, and if the function is further annihilated by Wa and Wj, it

must also be isobaric in third suffixes and all the partial weights must be equal.

Equations (20 6) and (20 e) show that any two tu's are commutative if they have the
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same letter for their first suffix, or the same letter for their second suffix. Equations

{20 c) and {20 d) show that the w's are not independent but that any one of them can

be expressed as the alternant of two others, so that if a function is annihilated by

the three operators a),,^, «„, w^,,, it is also annihilated by all the others.

When the case of more than three independent variables is considered there will

be pairs of <u's which have no common letter in their suffixes, and reference to the

above proof of equations (20) shows that such pairs are commutative.

That the operators [U, x}, {V, w], ... are not commutative with any of the oi's is

easily seen by forming the alternants of typical pairs. Thus

{
u, x} a,,, -co^{U,x} = { ua\} {f,r,j - %T,] { U,Ti,}

I
U, x} 0,,. - coy, {U,x} = { UJi} {^.r^j - [vJi] { U,Tf,}

{ U, x} CO,, - u>y, {U,x} = [ U,T(,] {v^Ti,} - {vJi^} { UJi}

§ 11. We can now express

t

l\7)i\n\

by means of these operators acting upon rfjmn-

We have, in the first place,

(i>xzdlmn = (» + 1) £^;-i, )H, 7i+i

,

, _ (?! +^)'

5„ p^ _ {n+p)l{m+q)l
i/ O'xi'^ O'lmn — j j »('xy f^xz ^Imn — t t ^l—p—q, w+q, n+p.

Therefore

l\m\n\ ~l\m\n\\ J )
^y ^z ^

J^ llmlnl p\q'.l —p — q\

j^i-P-q A'iA"p D'-p-'i /)'''+« D "+^i
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p\q\

\'\1 / A"\P

= f j] e
''

dimn,

since <Uj.,, and Wj., are coniimitative.

To express D^' Dj^D^^t in a similar nianiici- we jjroceed thus. We have

JD,^AD^ + A'D,, + A"D,,

JD, = BD^ + B'Z»„ + B'D,
;

whence ^i)., = BD, + c"Dy - c'D,.

It may be noticed here that, if we were dealing with more than three independent

variables, c' and —c would be replaced bj' second minors of J.

We have therefore

T) ' D '" D 'H A-'"
^',7

, ,

= ,-f-r-, D/ { /?/), + c"D„ - c'D.r A" t

1 1 mini II mini

A —in
jff 1

n^! - ploVrl
^''^'^'' ^'"^''^' (- "'^^^^ ^'"^' ^^''^'^ P + q + r = m,

= =-^ S ^r , 5V (- c'Y a + p) Inline r) ! T t e ^

WriJ —m 1

Finally, since D^ = a"D^+h"D.. + c'D:,, we have

•^' -^^ -^' ^ = ifi-^=
, c"-» (D, - a"D, - b"D..r t

S - -",(-«")« (-6 ")'A'"^'A'""^A''<, where p + q + r=n,
l\m\n\ p^q^- >

c"-n (-a")9(-b"Y/A\'+9/c"\"'+'- ^'"•'"t^""" 7*<»,.-4;-y=

/^y/c"Y"' 1 ^^^===^1^ ^^.--:--^ 1 , a"^y/ b"c"Y. .,. . .

=
(J J il J c"^

'^ •

'

- ^! [- -J-) (- t) ('"-^' ('"'-> •
'^'""

a".J b"c"

Vol. X\n. Part TIT. 33
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Now, for brevity, write

A'

A'

AB

A"

<»: =
J^,

<".«- ^I^i/J.

a"^ 6"c"
—f-<Ozx—-T~ ^'y

[U,V, Fi = ir, 1) + {F, 2} + {Tr,3}

= ^[A{U..r} + A'{U,y}+A"{U,z}]

+ ^[B{V.x}+B'{V,y} + B"{V,z]]

i

Then

+ j[C{W,x} + C'{W,y} + G"\W,2]].

D,
1 7jl+m+n

]

Jl
e-\J^-V'^Ke'^.e'''.e".dun,. .(21).

Now if n denotes any linear operator which acts on two functions P and Q,

we have

where fl,, n, are equivalent to O but act respectively on P and Q alone. Therefore

e"P.e"Q = e°''^"»PQ

= e°PQ.

By repeated applications of this principle we find that

A l+l'—mr-m' f^"m+m'—n—n'

And more generally if F {dimn, dimn', •••) represents any function isobaric in each

set of suffixes being of weights /)], po, p^ in first, second and third suffixes.

P (I^lmn . Dftnn- ,...) =
JP'

e-\i.v.vr\e''.e-.e-^F(d„„„, rf,„,v. •••) (22).

§ 12. The asjTnmetry of that part of the operator which depends on the to's is a

consequence of their non-commutative character. By arranging the work a little differ-

ently nine different forms of the result could have been obtained. In the case of two

independent variables the number of different forms will be four, and it will be

convenient for some of the subsequent applications to have these four forms set out

at length.
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111 modifying the work of § 11 for this case it is obvious by reference to the

argumunt that only two w's will be required, viz.

d

p=0, 7=1
' odpq10 = 0. 0=1 V(l„o

and their effect on di,„ is seen to be this:

—

_ (m+py
*w "" ~ m\ "''

'"'"'"

/!
<Oyx''dl„, =

J-,
dj+p_ m_p.

Moreover, reference to the work shows that c" must be replaced by unity, and that

J=\ a a' \.

\ b b'
\

Therefore

We will next obtain the second form of the result. We have

1 l^= T) S ,^,APA'9D;,"'+PDJt, where p + q = l.

J' plql * ^ ^

Therefore

A^* = i-(^i±4-4^Z'^ci™.,.,-,
Z!m! J' *" ml pi

Now JA = 4i>x + ^'-Dy.

therefore, eliminating By,

A'D, = FD,-D^
33—2
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Hence

Therefore

= i-iy"^e^' e ^ d,.t (236).

Interchanging B, B' with ^4, A' and I with »(, and writing —J for J", we shall

find similarly

W 4 7?ninmf /7?\'« /!>' #"'y -^"v

= (7) (f')^"
«' ^^- ^^^'^>-

From these results it follows that, in the case of two independent variables, if F
is isobaric and of weights jd, , /;.j in first and second suffixes,

F(D,,„, ...) = K.e-^^^^ . e". . e-' F (di,„, ...) (24 0),

where [UV] = '^[A[U, x]+A'[U, y\+B[V, x]+B[V, y\] (24 6),

and the quantity K and the operators &>i, w., may have either of the two sets of values

Ai'>-i>^ A' ABK =
jj,

, CO,= -j(U:t,„ O). =
-J-

Q),j^ (24 c),

^= rp^ . '"i=^Wi/x. a>-2= —J- coiy (24.0!).

And, as another form,

F{Dir^,...) = Ke-^^^^.e'^^.e-'F{d„a,...) (25 «),
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whero A', «,, w, may have cither of thi' tvvo sots nf values

A=(-l)''' j^ , a), = -j'«i/x. (Oj = -
J (Ox,, (2o 6),

7^ / IN, -S"'-^' S' AB ,. ,A=(-l)''-j^, a>, = ^Wxj/, <U|, = -
J '^.w (2.) c).

Here A, A', B. B' are the first minors of /, and therefore A = b', A' = — b, B = — a',

B' = a.

§ 13. In the particular case when there is only one independent variable x which

is transformed to u, we have J=U:c, A = l,

{U, F, W] = [U,x] = {U,U(,} + {U,T(,];

there are no cu's, and we have, if F is an isobaric function of weight p,

This form is not cpiitc the same as that given by Mr Leudesdorf {Proc. Land.

Math. Soc, Vol. xviii.) and also established in my previous paper (Trans. Camb. Phil.

Soc, Vol. XVI.), but one formula can be deduced from the other by the method of the

next section.

§ 14. Another form of the general result is often more useful than that stated in

equation (21). It is obtained by exhibiting separately the terms containing first

differential coefficients of t. For this purpose modified forms of the operators [U, x\, ...

must be used ; let [ U, x] denote the result of suppressing all terms in
{
U, x] which

contain dj^, c^oio, <^ooi) so that [U, x] may be formed in exactly the same way as {U, x],

except that in the process of formation the value of T used is

d:w^- + rfMi'/- + dofi^- + dno^V +

instead of that given in (2). Let [V, x], [W, x], [U, y], ... represent similar modifications

of {V, x], {W, x}, [U, y\, .... Therefore

{U,x}=[U. x] + d,^[V,\

{U,y}^{U,y] + d...[U,l

where [U^ is formed by replacing f/f?/'f/ in a.^,,,^,- + ... with ^-^— .
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The twelve operators [Ut], [Fj], [TFj], [U, a-], [U, y], ... are easily seen to be all

commutative with one another. For, by § 7,

[U, x}{V,y}-[V,y}{U, a-} = 0;

therefore

[[U, x]+ dU^,]} {[V, y] + d,,,[V,]}-{[V, y] + doio[F,])([f7, o] + d,„[U,]} = 0.

Hence, by selection of the coefficients of d,oo. <^oio. c?ioorfoio. it follows that

[U, x][r,y]-[V, y][U,.v] = 0.

[U.][V, y]-[V,y][U,] = 0,

[U, x][V,]-[V,][U,.T] = 0,

and in similar fashion it may be proved that the alternants of all other pairs of the

operators are zero.

Now, by (19c),

"""~^ llm\n\-

Therefore if [U, V, W] is the modiiied form of {U, V, W}, so that

[U, V, W] = j{A[U,.r] + A'[U,y] + A"[U,z])

-^Imn ~ ^

+ j(B[V, .r] + B'[V, y] + B"[V, z])

+ j(C[W, aq+C'[W, y]+C"[W, 2]),

-LU.V.If^] -\{Ad+A'd'+A"d")lU,] -\(.Bd+B'd+B"d")[ri] -XiCd+C'd'+C'dniWil D,'Do'"DM
. e •'

. e
'

. e "^
• " • ^ Jill'

Now D/D.^"D^H is a linear function of dp,,,.... Therefore the effect of [U^], [V,],

[Wj] operating on D^'^D.^^DiH is to change dp^ into apqr, ^pqr, Cpqr and therefore to

produce

D,'D,'"D^''u, B,'I)rD,"v, D,^D„"'D^"w
;

whilst repeated operations by [Ut], [FJ, [Wt] produce zero results.

Hence

Bimn = e"'^' ^- ^^ j[J . D,'D^-^D,'H - (Ad + A'd' + A"d") A'A'"A"«

- (Bd + B'd' + B"d") J),'B,"'I),"v - {Cd + C'd' + C"d") D.'D.'^B.^w]

i)/A"'A% D^W^J^D^^u, D^^DrD^^'v, D/D^'"B,'^

d, a, b, c

d', a', V, c'

J'' ™" 1." -'/a , a , , c

_1 p-fP, r, fn

.(26).
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§ 15. Up to the present there has been no restriction on /, m, n except that

they be not all zero; the last formula holds when l+m-\-n=\ on the understanding,

assuiiud tiii(Hi<(h(nit, that I\'Dt'^D,"u, lJ,'D.J"D,'*v, D,'D.,"'D,"w all vanish when l + m + n=l.
But it is necessary to assume, in what follows, that 1 + m+n> I.

Corresponding to the operators at of § 10 wa introduce six operators il given by

the equations

a-. = [f.f^f,] + [r.nj + [r. II',,] + [r.yj,

where f^i = "soo^i" + . . . , F^, = tj,^,^^^ ^. _ _

i_ [/• F - i
- -1 <-' 1 > ' 1j ~ 1f^..=^f^.. ^,,=^-^..-.

and after expansion of the expressions [^JI,,^], ... , ^fv\^^' is replaced by ,—
,

1/%"?/ by ^ , ^,^^3'?/ by / , |/,;,'r/ by ^

.

The four components of each operator are independent of one another and therefore

commutative with one another ; but as in § 10 the n's are not all commutative.

In fact, applying the results of § 10 to corresponding pairs of the partial operatoi-s,

we find the alternants of various pairs of fl's to be

n^n,, - n,A., = - [?> f^d - [f.^J - [^.W(,] - [?.t,j + [r,, uj + [^,fj + [v^w^j + [vj,,],

llxyilzx ^'zx^'-xy — ^*jy>

*^xy^^yz ^^yz^'-xy ^^ ^^xzt

llxyilzy *^zy^^zy ^^ "•

From these relations deductions can be made similar to those in § 10.

We next write

Jc" "' c"
iii — r." ^''yx I' *'yr>
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Then

Therefore

Du
J'^

l\ m,\ n\ J'

,
- \ = n e°'e°^°'aj„„, . .

.

11 7ni nl J'

g-iu. r. irign,gn,gn, ^'""> "''«" ^'""' ^'"

d
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Tlifii, provided l+ni + it>\,

A l—m/,"m—n

A, = - ^ jl, e<"- y- "-1
. e«. . e". .

«"•Wu + Bh„„ + Cc„nn)

259

Al—mQ'*m—n
g-iu, r. ii'i gfi, gO, gti. ^liim ^ttnn ^Imn

a' h' C

a b c

.(31a),

^(-;»/i^"m—»i

J'+'
. e-(i/, r. mgn, gd, gn.

« 6 c

^Umn ^Imn ^Imn

// 7 '/ /'

a c

.(316),

g-[£r, F, w;ign,ga,gn.
a b c

a h' c .(31c).

And if F {Dimn, Aimn, Bimn, Ci,„n,...) IS a fuuctiou homogeneous of degree i in

Aimn, Bimn, Cfmn, Anm, ••• and isobaric of Weights Pi, 2h, Pa in first, second and third

suflBxes, we have

F{Di,,,, .1„„„, JS,™,., CU. ...) = (- 1)'
^"'J^^^'"^'

e-^^' ^ »-'e".e°^e°'

. F{Jiai,nn + Ji>i,nn + Jfihnn — Jdlmn> .^O;,,,,, + fi6(,„„ + Cq„,„,

^'aft„„ + 5'6j„„ + C"cj„„, 4"a,„,„ + £"6,„„ + C"Q;„„, ...) (32).

Since there are uo rf's occurring iu equations (31a), (316), (31c) the operators

occurring in these equations, but not in (32), may be simplified by the omission of

differential operators which affect only rf's. Thus [Uil\^ nia}" be omitted from [U, x\,

[f.rj from 11,,,....

It will be noted that Aim„, Bim„, Ci,„n are the coefficients of v'v'"a)" in the expansions

of f, V' K when the series

w = ftioo? +•••+ a/mnf'';'"?" + •• ,

i' = 6„„^ + ...+6,„„.^V"r' + --.>

<" = C,»^ + . . . + Cimn^WV + • • ,

are reversed, and f, ?;, f expandetl in powei-s of v, v,

Vol. XVII. Part III. 34
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§ 17. The formulae of § 15 may be adapted so as to give a symbolical form for

the ditferential coefficient of an implicit function. The method is applicable to any

number of variables, but for the sake of brevity the work will here be restricted to

the case when there is only one dependent and one independent variable.

As in § 16, let

u = F(.r, ij), v=G{x, y):

1 d™y
then formula (316) shows how to determine B(,„, or —: ^, this differential coefficient

is obtained on the assumption that u is constant, so that if we take G (a; y) = a; we

1 d"'v
shall obtain — j-^ on the assumption that x, y are connected by the equation

f(^x, 1/) = const. As in § 16 let a^, stand for

1 dP^
_

pi ql di^yi'

the b's of I 16 are in this case all zero except 1^ which is equal to unity. Now

we have

J= Ctio ffoi = Ct U,' = — «>

10 10

so that .4 = 0, and therefore the forms of Dj, fl., used in (27) are not applicable.

Instead of these forms we may use forms similar to those given in (2.5a, h) and obtain

A'=l, .Qi = 0, a, = --
-xy-

We have therefore, if m > 1,

5<„„ = -e-f^. '^Je-sr:"'"

Now, in general, when dealing with special values of the letters, it is necessary

to carry out all the operations indicated and then substitute the special values. But

in the present case, where all the b's involved in the operators are zero, it is allowable

to suppress in the operatoi'S all terms which involve b's ; for it is obvious from the

form of the operators that they never diminish the degree of any function in b's, though

they may increase the degree. It therefore follows that the terms which arise from the

6-parts of the operators will all be zero. We therefore have

[U, V] = ^[U,y] = ^[FF,]

=— [(«*f + »n^V + «o2T + "sop + • • ) («n? + •2«oo'? + Oaf + . .
. )],

"xy = [^F^] = [? («n? + ^a^v + «2ir^ +•)].
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oil tile usual uiidiTstaniliiig tluil ^''t)'i is ivplacod by , - Hence finally the value of

d'"!/
-y-^ as I'tHiiid tniiii iho i.M(uati()ii F(j', i/) = is given by

1 rf"'y 1^ ±f^,,i ?..„j,,3
(33).

§ 18. The determination of the differential coefficients of implicit functions is equi-

valent to the solution of equations by series, so that the method of the last section leads

to a symbolical form for the solution of a set of equations of infinite degree. It will be

sufficient to illustrate the method by considering the case of a single equation,

= F{x, y) = aiox + a„,y +a^ + a„xy + a^^y^ + a^ + . . .

;

it is re(|uired to determine that value of y which vanishes when x vanishes. The

solution is

y = £„.« + B^^ + ...

where Bn= -, and 5„,„ is given by (38). Now let P denote the terms of F(x,y)

which are independent of y\ then the required solution of the equation F{x,y) = may

be written

?/ = -— e"^'^^^''^e"ai;"^''^P (34),
(loi

where the operators [FF^], [^F,,] are the same as in the last section. For an equation

of finite degree n it is necessary to suppose all the operations carried out, and then all

the coefficients Upq for which p + q> n must be made zero.

If f denotes any rational integral function

f^y)^e-hy'^.e-^S^'^^f{-^) (34«).

§ 19. As an illustration of the general methods established, we will employ them to

efifect the change when the variables are linearly transformed. Let the scheme of transfor-

mation be
A' = a.r -h ay + cl"z + a"t,

Y = ^x + ^'y + /3"z + ^"'t,

Z = yx+ y'y + y"z + y"'t,

T.= hx+ B'y+ B"z+B"%

and T being regarded as the dependent variables. Let

1 d'+"'+"t
(li„„i =

l\m\n\ dx'dy'"cz"'

L'tmn — 71 _,

1 J)/+m+ii J*

l\m\n\ dX'cY'"dZ'''

34—2
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It is required to express Amn in terms of (h,n„, dt„>n;• In the formulae T, X, Y, Z are

to be ^vritten for t,u,v,w so that a,h,c,... will deuote first difterential coefficients of T.

not t, and therefore

Now equation (27) shows that by writing X, Y, Z, T for «, v, w, t the value of Bi^n

can be found in terms of differential coefficients of X, Y, Z, T with respect to x, y, z

and therefore expressed in terms of tpgr,---- But the operators [U, w\,... which produce

the expression can be replaced by others involving differential operators
d̂tpqr

For the operator [U, x] or [X. .(] may be written

2 A,PA,9A/ {XX,)^ + 2 A,^A„«A/ (X 7,)^ + 2 A.^A.'^A/ (XZ,)^
•-pqr

+ 2A,PA„9A/(Xr,)^

where p + q + r>2.

Now since all first differential coefficients are removed after operation with A"s it

is obvious that in Ax''Aj,9A/(A'Z^),... X, Y, Z. Tm&y be replaced by a"'t, ^'"t, y"'t, B"'t.

Moreover, if jj + ^ + ?• •^ 2,

pqr — O. Ipqr > ' pur — P ''pqr > ^t'qr — 7 h''3<' ' I'lr ~ 'PQr !

and therefore, for operations on a function of Xpqr, Ypq^, Zpqr, Tp^r, ,

dt,

9 =a"V.^ + r'.4- + 7"
PA',,, aF,„ dZ

9 +r-.
^

dT„,

Also

"pqr '- •-^ pqr " ^ pqr ""pqr •-'^pqr

2A^PAy9A/(AZ^) = a"'=2A^PA„''A/(<Q,

2A«^A_,9A/(ZF:.) =a"'/3"'2A:,?Aj,«A/(«<^), &c.

Therefore [ U, -v] becomes

9 „,„ 9 „, 9 . ^,„ 9
a"'2A,PA.„«A/(</^)

9X„
+ /3"

9F,

9
, '// 3 , S"+ 7 =rw 1- °

9Z,p?r 9T„,

= a"'2A^PA/A/(«x)
dt,'pgr

Now denote the operators

^X^'X''X'-(tt,)j^, 2A,?A/A/«gxf-, 2A,^A,«A/(«,)^

by Fi, F„, V,. When working with rf^,^, instead of «,„„. it will be more convenient to

form the operators F by writing

F, = [TTf], V,= [tT,1 F3=[TTf],

where t = d^^'- + rfom'7' + • •

and after the algebraical multiplications p?;'?'' is replaced by
dd„
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^^
Wc shall then find that [IT, u^], [U, y], [U, z], [K. .],... become a'" F„ «'"

F,....; and it finally appears that [U, V, W] becomes

A «'" + B0"'+CY' y A'a"' + B'0"' + C"y"' A"a"' + B"0"' + C"y"'
J '

*
J *^i + 7 V, = V,

2r,.3

'K, a"V,.

say.

so that

-^
a a'

b b'

c c'

V,

a" a'"

b" r
c" V"

1 F,

1

'J

a-\-«."%, a' + a"%, a" + a"%. a"

13 + 0"%, /3' + yS'%, /3" + 0"%, 0"'

7 + 7"''x. 7' + 7"V,,. 7" + 7%, -/"

V, V, V,

a a a."
«'"

/9 /3' /3" /S'"
.^3.5).

7 7 7 7

When there are n independent variables the corresponding formula for V is

F=
(-1)"-'
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3/// '//

7 D^^D^'X'DjH= 8'" a" /3'

:
S a 7

S' a' /3' 7'

h" a" yS" 7'

a.' /S' 7' 8'

a" /3" 7" 8"

0/370
= M . D,'D.^D,"t, say,

so that i¥ is the modulus of the linear transformation.

To transform B^'D^'^D^'t we use the operators

(^xy = [^T,], 6)^ = [fTf],

where t = tioof' + <^oo2'^^ + • • , and the operators are formed in the usual way by replacing

d
^Pffi;'' with

dd
The properties of these w's are precisely similar to those of the w's

pqr

investigated in § 10, and just as in previous cases we find that if we write

n.
A'

0}xy +
A"

a"A
123= j^ (O^

1 ft II

V c

we shall have finally

-D(wiii = ^I
J'+'

_e-ren,gn.gn3rf„„„ (38).

And if F{di,„n, dimn,---) is a ])m-e homogeneous function of degree i and isobaric

of weights pi, p2, Pi in first, second and third suffixes,

FiDi^n. D,„,n'....) = ^^^AP'-P'c"p'--^'e-^e^'e^e^'F{di„,n. d,„,„,...} (39).

The value of J is

'// 7 ' , II' jr ^11 1
III Jtl

a + a a, a + a a, a + a a

+ l3"'d, /3- + li"'d', lB" +rd"
III 1 I . I'l J' II

I
III Jfl7+7 a, 7+7a, 74-7a

I
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and A, B. C, ... are the minors of this determinant. It will be noticed that pro<liictH

of d, d', d" do not appear in J, which is therefore a linear function of these quantities.

In fact another form is

J = a

n

7

«, « , a
,

7. 7. 7"-

-d, -d', -d", 1

= A'" - Ad - Xd' - ^"d" (40),

where A, A', A", A'" arc the minors of B, B', B", B'" in the determinant M.

§ 20. As in § 12 the part of the operator which depends on the <a's may be

expressed in different forms.

For instance in the case of two independent variables we have

F{B„n, ...) = Ke-^e^-e^F{di,„, ...) (41),

where F = 1 F, V,

a a' a"

/3 /3' /3"

and K, Ci-i, fl., may have either of the two sets of values

K =

M'B'P'-P'

AB
122= -> (Oyx-

iil = ^a)j,a!, 1^2= —1=— WjT,

.(41a),

.(416);

..(41c).

And, equally well.

F(Di„„...) = Ke-'-e'''e"'F{d„a,...) (41rf),

where V is as before, and A", D.,, SI., ma}" have either of the two sets of values

M^A'P'-"'-

^ = (-i^"-:7^' ^' = J a,=
A'B'

.(He):

M'Bp^~P' B' AB
.(41/).

For example, suppose it is required to change the variables cyclically so that

t, X, y are changed to x, y, t and x is the new dependent variable. Let xi,„ stand

1 d^*'"x
for

l\ m\ dy'dt"'

'

The scheme of transformation is

X = . .T + 1 . ^ + . <,

Y = O.x + 0.y+l.t,

T=l.x + 0.y + 0.t.
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Therefore / =

V=-

1 U, M = \,

J
V, V,

I

F,

1 ,

**

1 I

Here B'=0 and therefore the form (41c) is not applicable, but the form (416) gives

F(xim, ...) =_
"y

and the forms (41e), (41/) give identical results, viz.,

e-te-i'''''et'''''F{di,„,...) .(42a);

(426).

If it is required to make the second cyclical change from f, .r, y to y, t, x so that

1 9'+"'w
y is the dependent variable, let yim =

j]
—

, ^ i^ f„
• Then the scheme of transformation is

X = 0.x + 0.y + l.t,

Y=l..r + 0.y + 0.t,

T =0.x+l.y + 0.t.

— — ty,Therefore J=\ tx ty

!
1

iif=i,

F=- 1 F, K
1

1

Here A = 0, and the form (416) is not applicable, but the other forms give

Fkyun.,.:)
^'^^

e~T,e-T:''^eT,''-'F(di,,,,...) (43a)

and
i-ty)iJa+l

l—\\P\-Pi
F{yi„,, ...) = (- lF'-^_(^w. ^"

'^ e-^/^''i^(rf,„,, ...)

1 ^"-
'^"a,= (- 1 )' r\^p, e-to,e-j;,"'"'F id„,i, ...) .(436).
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§ 21. Till' ;iltoniants of the operators <o with, one another have been already examined

in § 10 ; it remains to examine the alternants of the operatoi-s V combined with <a's.

These alternants have, in the case of two independent variables, been given by Prof.

Elliott {Proc. Loud. Math. Sue, Vol. xix. \>. !)); but the proof is much .simplified h\

making full u.se of the .symbolical form for the opcrutoi-s. Only typical cases sufficient

to establish the general results will be considered. We have

Vi = [TT(], 0}^!, = [^'I\], (a,,j: = [T)T(l 0},„ = [r]T^],

where T= (1.^^- + , and after multiplication ^''rj'i^'' is replaced by ^—

.

Therefore F. F, - 1^,F, = [TT^] [TT,] - [77',] [TT,]

TTa\ + Tl~^{TTi) TTJ,+ T^^{TT,)^

=

F.a,„, - w,,j\\ = [TT,] [frj - [^T,] [TT,]

.^8-/^^^) ?r,T,+ r,^(ir,)

= -[?'r,] = -F,

F,«,. - a,,.r, = [TTi\ {r,T,-\ - [^T,] [TT^]

v^^m) vT,T, + T^^{vTi)

=

T>,, - o,y,r, = [TT^-\ [nT^] - [r,T^} [TT,]

v,-^m) vT,T(+T^^(vT,)

= 0.

Similarly FiQ)„- wi-,ri = -1^,,.

.(14a),

.(44 6),

•(44 c),

.(44 d).

.(44 e),

and generally F, or [TT(] is commutative with all &»'s except those which have x for the

first suflfis, whilst all the F's are commutative with one another.

§ 22. The applications to the theory of pure cyclicants are easily made. A cyclicant

is defined as a function of differential coefficients which is unaltered when the dependent

and independent variables are interchanged in any way whatever, save for the introduction

of a factor which involves first differential coefficients only. The cyclicant is pure if it

involves no first differential coefficients.

In the case of three independent variables, and the method will be perfectly

general for any number, we shall show that if the function, supposed pure, is invariable

Vol. XVII. Part III. 35
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save for the factor mentioned above,- when t is interchanged with x and y, z are

unaltered, and also unaltered when t is interchanged with y and z, x are unaltered,

and also when t is interchanged with z and x, y are unaltered, then the function is

invariable when anj^ interchange whatever is made, and moreover the function is

invariable when the general linear transformation is applied. We shall find that the

necessary and sufficient conditions for the invariance of a homogeneous and isobaric

function are that it be annihilated by the three operators Fj, Y^, Y^ and the six

operators w^y, toxr, toyx. f^yz> <t>zxy ^zy These conditions, though necessary and sufficient,

are not independent. For it is evident, as in § 10, that annihilation by three tu's

such as Wyj, Wzx< o>xy "'ill ensure annihilation by the remaining to's, and it is proved

in § 21, that annihilation by the a>'s and Fj will ensure annihilation by Fj and Fj.

Now annihilation by the w's implies that the function is invariable when the independent

variables only are linearly transformed, so that a pure function will be a cyclicant

if it is unaltered by linear transformation of the independent variables and unaltered

also by the interchange of the dependent and one independent variable.

In consequence of annihilation by the co's any pure cyclicant will be an invariant

of the system of quantics iii ^, t), f,

d-M^' + dmV' + f^oo-2?- + rfiio^ + din^^+ d„nV^,

C?-joo|' + • .
. + d,n^'v ++ duitn^,

and conversel}' any invariant of these quantics which is annihilated by Fj will be a

pure cyclicant.

When the number of independent variables is ?!, there will be n operators of the

F type and n(n — l) operators of the w type.

§ 23. To make the transformation by interchange of t and x the scheme will be

X=0.j- + 0.y + 0.z+l.t,

Y = O..r+l.y + .z + O.t,

Z=0..c + 0.y + l.z + 0.t,

T==l..v + 0.y + 0. z + O.t,

and the meauing of Z>i„,„ will be
I'i ml «! dt^dfdz''

Here J/ = -l,

J = r.r r„ tz

1

1

^=1, ^'=0, ^" = 0, B = -ty, c' = 0, a" = L, b" = 0, c"=l.

— *i)
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Therefore

and

n, = (), n, = -^%

v= V:
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§ 24. As another illustration we will give a proof of a theorem established by

Prof. Elliott in a paper "On Pure Ternary Reciprocants, and Functions allied to them"

(Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. Vol. xix.). In this paper he considers two independent variables

X, y with a dependent variable z. His operators Fj and V. are the same as those

considered in §§19, 20 and 21, with z -wi-itten instead of t; his Vi^ is (Cy^ and his H,

is (o^y\ and he writes 2p, for y-jg^rgT^-
He considers a " reciprocantive covariant"

(P„, A, P„...P,„)(m, vV",

where u, v are any quantities and P„, Pi,...Pm are functions of Zpg,... where p + q'i;2,

such that Po is a homogeneous and isobaric function annihilated by Fj, V^ and coy^, and

(OxyPo = '"-Pi. Wxy-Pl = (»l - 1) Ps, • • • OxyPyn-l = Pm, (»xyPm = 0.

In consequence of these conditions the function is a covariant of the emanants

((Z.,0, rfii, CU^U, V)-, (^30, d,u fZ,,, f^oaH", «')', •

Therefore, if Wi, m, are the partial weights of Po, m = iVi-iu.i and the function i.'i

only altered by the factor (-1)"' when u, v are interchanged. Hence if in P, each

quantity Zrs is replaced by z^r the result is equal to (- l)«'=P,^r, and the quantities

P therefore satisfy the conditions

O). tP,„ = mPm_i, a)„^P„,-i = (»i-l)Pm-=. •• w,«Pi = P», a),„P„ = 0.

Prof Elliott shows also that all the P's are annihilated by Fj and F,; this property

following from the relations

i^,,x Fi - F] ooyx = 0, lOxy F, - V.Mxy = 0,

<^xyV\ - V^Wxy = F„, U>,ixVi - V'i'Oyx = F.

See § 21.

Now let the variables be cyclically transformed from z, x, y to x, y, z so that x is

1 3P"''9^

the new dependent variable. Let x^„^ denote -y—
^ 7, p7) q

^^'^ ^^^ ^» *^*') denote the result

of substituting a;„, ... for 2p,j, ... in P„.

Similarly when the variables are transformed from z, x, y to y, 2, « so that y is the

new dependent variable, let y,.,^
denote -|—fal^' '^"^' ^"^^ -^m'^/) denote the result of

substituting y,,,,,-.. for z,„^, ... in P,„. Then Prof. Elliott's theorem states that*

''01 i/10

where i is the degree of P(,.

* Prof. Elliott gives different powers of (-1) in his statement of the theorem, but there is a slight error

in his work which accounts for the difference.
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The thcorom follows at once from the results of § 20. Using equation (42a), we

» IC|—W, M *r,, ^H,.

But &)„ annihilates P„{3), and V, annihilates not only Po(z) but every function of the

form <o^''Po{z); therefore

(- zxY-*-""

v.-* 0> -* 1) -'2) •••-»»»)( ^01 > ^lo) •

Again, the first and second partial weights of P,„ are w.. and u\ respectively ; there-

fore by equation (43 a)

• Wl—W, ^a ^« ,, 'r ,,Zx ' ' Wu, — Wi,

P'ni>/)-^:\y,-^y'^e-^."e=r'P„,{^)-

But (Uj,, annihilates P,„, and V., annihilates not only P,„ but every function of the

form Wyx^Pin ; therefore

^'«(i/) = (-3|y^,«~-''"'"^-(^)

=(^^. \P.{-Zy)-+mP,{-Z,)--^Zx^'^!^^^ Pd-Z^,r--^x^-^ ...+P,„Zx-'^

The two results establish the theorem.

§ 25. It has been seen that when the variables are linearly transformed from

t, X, y, z to r, A'. 1', Z a pure function of differential coefficients will be unaltered

in form, save for a factor, provided it is annihilated by the operators F,, V .. V, and

Wiy, (Oxi, It will be convenient temporarily to denote F,, V„, Fj by 1 x. F^, I..

It is evident that this permanence of form would be ensured if the transformed

function expressed in terms of differential coefficients of T with respect to A', F, Z
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were annihilated by operators Fj, Vy, V^, «u.xt> '»xz> ••• formed with the quantities

^pqr, Apgry ••• ID the Same way as Vx, Vy, V^, w^, ojxz, ... are formed with dp^r, cipqr

It must be possible therefore to express the effect of these operators I'y, Vy, V^,

(OxY, t>>xz>-- Oil ^^6 transformed function by means of the original operators acting on

the original function. It is now proposed to examine into the manner in which these

operators V^, (Oxy> • can be so expressed.

The scheme of transformation is, as before,

X = a ( +a'i/ + a"z + a"'t,

Z =^x + 7'y + i'z + 7'"^,

T = hx + h'y + h"z + h"'t,

and t, T are regarded as the respective dependent variables.

Suppose now that x, y, z receive increments ^, rj, f, and let the consequent

increments in i, X, Y, Z, T be t, ^', 17', f, t', so that

t' = I'loof + AioT?' + -Dcxiif + Aoo?'- + Aeo'?'- + .

Then F^ = Fj = (t - dy^^ - d^.v - dmO (n - «^oo).

o},,x = 'z (n - f^ioo), &c.,

where after expansion ^^^^'f is replaced b}- ^
pqi-

Therefore also

Yx = (t' - -Diouf - Aio'?' - Aoi?') f gfc/
- -Diooj ,

pi

when ^'''rj'i^''' is replaced after expansion by ^yj— .

Now let F{^', t)\ f') be the symbolical expression for an operator obtained by

? . .

expanding F (^', 77', %') in powers of ^', »/', f and replacing |'^??'«f''' by ^j^— . it being

understood that F contains no term for which p \- q-^- r < 2. Then Prof Elliott has
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proved* tliat the expression lur tliis operator in terms of
(III,,

is obtained by expanding

a certain expression in powers of f, tj, ^ and replacing f''';''?^ by ;:

cd,ixr

Tbis expres-

sion IS

where

'[F{?, v',
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Write this equation in the form

t' = Dioor + Aio'j' + -DooiS",

and Z)ii)o, Aio. -Oooi are immediately determined.

As previously, wTite

/= a + o'Xoo, a' + 2"'rfoi«, a" + a"'rf„, _ 8(X, Y, Z)

/S+r'dioo, /3'+r'rfo,„. /3"+/3"'rf„oi 9(^. S'.
^)'

7 + 7 Oioo. 7+7 "010. 7 +7 «ooi

The increments f, ??, ^, t have only been temporarily assumed small for the purpose

of finding Am. Aio. -Oooi- Let them now be regarded as finite; then the determinant

on the left of equation (40) will be the value of

J {T - Aoo^ - Aio'?' - AioiD-

Multiply the firet three columns by —
^, —tj, — f, and add to the last. We then

find, by means of equations (45),

J {t - i)i,„f '
- Aio'?' - AnD

= (t - rfioo? - rfoio'7 - dooiO a + a"'rfioo, a' + a"'dow.

/3 + yS'Xoo, /8' + /3"'rfoio,

7 +7"'f^ioo, 7' + 7"''^oio.

8 + S"'dioo. 8' + S"'rfoio,

Multiply the last column by c^oo, t^oio, d„,i and subtract from the first, second and

third columns respectively. We then obtain the important equation

o" + o"'rf«,„
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dp" dp" dp'
'^^^ ''" ^^ obtained fnnii equatious (45). These equations give

Now let

/ = a + a

/S + /8'

7+7'

„,9t

„aT

.,aT

a +a 5-,
01;

7+7,„aT

St;
'

a" + a

7" + 7'

a?

ar

,37-

a?

a^ a7? "^ ar'

and let ^, ^', ^" denote the minors of the first row of / ; therefore

Hence

/(|;_^,.)4{a(|-.,.)^a'(|i-..,.)+«-(|-.„)

J OK dr]
f'foiO)

at

^+r'|, 0-^ff'f^^ ^+«"'|

./, CT , ,„ dr „ ,„ dr
7 + 7 ^-^, 7+7 9^. 7 +7 9-^

J -M- "100*
or)

.— do(

d_r

af
"'"•

sv
"""'

a?

^ + ^'(^00, li' + rdm, yS" + /3"'rf,.„

7 + 7"'<^nw

.

7' + 7"'^»i". 7" + 7"'c?(K.]

= T{^(|-^™) + ^bi-^-) + ^"(|-'^-)l (^«>

where A, A', A",... are the minors of ./.

Vol. XVII. Pakt J II. 36
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The transformed expression for ]\- is therefore

= j^(4F, + ^'F, + ^"n),

or, in the previous notation,

^^(^F, + ^'F, + 4"F3) (-19).

Again c^xr = ?'
( g~> ~ Aio )

.

Similarly the transformations of Fj- and F^ are

^_{BV, + B'V, + B"V,), '^_iCV, + C'r, + C"V,) (49a).

,/ /'9t'

and the transformation of (b.yi- is therefore

as in equation (48),

= !{(« + a"'ci,oo) ^ + (a' + a"'f?„,o) ?? + (a" + a"'rfooi) ? + «"' (t - f?,oo? - f^oio'? - ^ooi 01

i«(|-*-1" Vsf
" "") ^ ^'

(si
" *") + ^'

is?

Now let Gi, G.2, Gs be operators defined by the equations

a, = 7; (^^
- rf„,„j = Iqd.

pqr

d

dr, ^''V'"^ '^dd^'

(?3=rfS-^oo.)=-'-'^.

where in each case p-\- q + r> 1.

Then the transformation of Wyr is

J {(a + a"'f/,,J 5G, + (a' + a'd,,„) B'G, + (a" + a"'rf„,n) 5"(?3)

+ i: {(a + a"'d,^)iF<o^ + B"to„) + (a' + a"'rfo:„) (5a,y.- + 5"a,„,) + (a" + a"'d„0(^<»« +-B'oj^)}

+ j{BV, + B'V, + B"V,) ("'0).
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ll the function F operated on is isobaric, and of weights w,, w.,, w, in first, second

and lliini suffixes, we have

G,F= w,F, G,F= w^F, G,F = wJF.

If further w, = Wj = Wj, since

B(a + a"'d,,„) + B' (a' + o"'rf„,„) + B" (a" + a'd^,) = 0.

we tind for the transformiitioii of ajy,-, a linear function of the operatoi's V and o>, viz.

J
{(a + a'Xoo) (B'tix:, + ^"foxz) + (a' + a'd,,,) ( B(o,„ + fi"a)y,) + (a" + a"'d«,)(Bw„ + £'tu^)i

+ j{BV, + B'V, + H'V.;) (51).

The transformations of the remaining operators (Uj-.v. '•'xz, can be written down at

once from this hist expression.

§ 27. For example, suppose a cyclical interchange is made from z, x, y with z

for dependent variable to x, y, z with x for dependent variable. Using the symbolical

notation, let

^1 = (?- ^lu^ - ^oiT?) KKi - 2io)

;

y^^ (?- -Jio? - Zo<n) (?, - «oi)

;

F,' = (f - x^,r] - x^-X) (^, - a'lo)

;

I'^i' = (? - a;,o'? - «oiD (?f - -^oi)

;

«>// = »?(??- ^oi)

;

f^zii = ?(?, - A'lo)-

The scheme of transformation is

A' = . a; + 1 . y + . 2,

F=0. a; + 0.y+ 1 .2,

so that M. = \, and

J" = 1
1
=-2,„.

The transformations of the operators are therefore respectively, if for simplicity we

suppose them to act on pure isobaric functions with equal partial weights,

V(=\{z,,V,-z,,V.:) (52a),
2^10

V:=-\V, (526),

^yz = — "^yx (52c),

"zy (^01 y^ - Z^y-^ - - (^10 (- •Sio) 0>xy + ^M • ^oi • Wyit
"10 *10

= --(^o,F,-2,„y,) + i(V««-2o>vx) (52rf).

36—2
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§ 28. As au application of the last results we may employ them to prove two

formulae which are fundamental in Prof. Elliott's paper " On the Linear Partial

Dififerential Equations satisfied by Ternary Reciprocants," Ptoc. Lond. Math. Soc, Vol. xviii.

Let F{Zpg,...) be a pure function of the diffei-eutial coefficients, and let /x be any

number. It is required to evaluate

_9

dx,m U.o"/
^^

9ari„ Uo"/
'

where in the differentiation with respect to a;^ it is assumed that x^^, x.^, .«„, ... are

regarded as constant, and, in the differentiation with respect to *,„, a;„i, ,t._,o, a-n, ... are

constant. We shall, for simplicity, assume F to be homogeneous of degree i and isobaric

with equal partial weights w.

Now the change from x, yz to z, xy is the second cyclical interchange from x, yz
;

therefore by making suitable interchanges of letters in equation (436) we have

F{z,„ ...) = (- l)'-^„e-^e-|;"'"/'(^,p, ...t,
'''01

remarked that VJ and aiy^ are commutative by § 2L Theretore since ^k,
=

where F^' and Wy^' are the same operators as in the preceding section. It may be

_ IV *,. .

^
I

r o -1 ij - ''— 1 V ! M-l-W o

CXqi \Zi(j J ( ^01 *^oi' *^'oi*' )

i -^10 ^10 ^10 ;

by (526) and (.52c).

Similarly

'lo

by (52c).

These are Prof Elliott's formulae.

§ 29. The theory of cyclicants is a generalization of the theory of ordinary

reciprocants ; in the case when there are two independent variables it plays a part

which has the same reference to the theory of surfixces that the ordinary reciprocant

has to the theory of plane curves. But the ordinary i-eciprocant may be looked at

from another point of view. Regarding y as a function of x, let us suppose f, ?; to
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he coiTuspiPiiding increments of a' ami y; then writing a„ for — -r
•''

and .1,, for ,
*.

n . (W n ! </y"

«e have

V = a,^ + o.^+ ....

The second series is that obtained by reversion of the first, and a reciprocant may
be looked upon as a function of the coofHcients of a series which is unaltered in value,

save tor a factor involving a,, when the series is reversed. From this point of view

the generalized reciprocant may be defined in the following manner. Using the notation

of § It) let it, V, w be functions of x, y, z, and let ap,,^ denote
"

p'. ij'i rl dxPdy^dz''
'"

and let A^^r denote
^, ^, ^ , g^pg^g^^r • Then F(u^,„ \.,„ c^,...) will be a reciprocant if

where ya is a function of first differential coefficients only. The function will be Ciilled

an )!-ary reciprocant if there are n independent variables involved, and F will be a

pure function if it is free from first difterential coefficients. This kind of reciprocant

may also be regarded as a function of the coefficients of series which is unaltered, save

for a ffictor, when the series are reversed and the coefficients of the reversed series are

substituted for those of the original series.

Sufficient conditions to ensure the permanence of such functions, when pure, are easily

obtained from the results of § 16.

Reciprocants of the kind here considered have been discussed by Prof. Elliott* for

the case of two independent variables. The conditions here obtained for n variables

agree with those obtained by Prof. Elliott, who however does not examine into the

question of the independence of his conditions.

Suppose F(aim„, hi,„n, ci,„„, ...) to be a homogeneous function of degree i and
isobaric with equal partial weights w. Then

F (Aai,nn + Bbi,„„ + Cci,n„ ,
A 'a,,„„ + B'b,,,,,, + C'c,,„„ , A "o„„.. + B"b,,„„ + C"c,,„„ ,...).. .(53).

The function will therefore be permanent in form if it is an invariant of the system

of emanants

b'^t-+--- , 6»oP+--., ...l (.54),

C200^'+---
, C3C0P+ ..., ...

I

* "On the Reversion of Partial Differential Expressions with two Independent and two Dependent Variables."

Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, Vol. xxii. pp. Tit— 104.
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which remains an invariant when \u + fj,v+viv, \'u+ ij,'v + i>'tv, \"u + fj."v + v"iv are sub-

stituted for u, V, w, and which is further annihilated by the various operators [U, a-],

[V, x], [W, x], [U, y], .... The operators as defined in § 14 contain tenns with

dififerential operators involving f: such terms will of course be omitted here.

It is obvious that functions which satisfy the conditions just laid down will be

unchanged or at most changed only in sign when u, v, w are interchanged; and that

they will be unchanged or changed only in sign if fii-st, second and third suffixes are

interchanged. Such functions therefore, if homogeneous, will be of equal partial degrees

in Clpqyf ..., Opqr, ..«, Cpqry ....

When linear functions Xu + /mv+vw, ... are substituted for it, v, w in a combinant

the function is multiplied by the ith. power of

X', ft, v

\", fi!' , v" •

where i is equal to any one of the equal partial degrees of the combinant.

In the case of the reciprocants here considered the determinant is

A, B. C ,

A', B', C
A", B", C"

which is equal to /- : and the determinant is equal to J"~^ when there are n inde-

pendent variables.

Reference to equation (32) then shows that the factor for a reciprocant of equal

partial degrees i and equal partial weights lu is

so that

(-l)'"/"'-"' _ (-l)"'
Jni+w J*"^' '

(—I)"'

1 .30. One example of such reciprocants is easily seen to be the eliminant of the

quadratic emanants just ^mtten down. For this is an invariant of the required type,

and since it involves no differential coefficients Up^^ for which p + q + r > 2, it is obviously

annihilated by [U, x], [V, x], ...

.

This example for the case of two independent variables is given by Prof Elliott.

The eliminant in this case is

{a-xbii — ftsoau) (<hJ><a — butt^) — (a^bo2 — b^aa,)".
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The partial degree i = 2, ami the partial weight w = 4 ; therefore by the last result of

§ 29 this expression is e(|iial to

J" \{A.„Bn - i^,„/l„) (AJK, - yy„/t,) - (A.,M.. - B.^„y],

where J = ab'-u'b.

The invariant character of the function just considered corresponds to a simple

theorem in the theory of the reversion of series. Let

f = a,„^ + a,„j? + o,„f = + (in^v + "w'?' + .-.

,

" = ^ui? + Kv + K^- + K^v + Kv- + •• >

and suppose that from these equations are deduced the series

^ = A^ijV + A-iiv 4- A-^nV- + Auvv + A^v- + ...

,

-q = Bi„v + i?i,i; + B^ir + Bi.vv + B„,v- + . . .

.

The theorem then states that, if the quadratic terms in the origind series have a

common factor linear in ^, ?;, the quadratic terms of the series obtained by reversion

will have a quadratic factor linear in v, v.

The theorem is easily proved independently. The property referred to is one un-

altered by a linear transformation, and therefore we may take ^ for the common factor.

The method of successive appi'oximation then shows at once that the quadratic

terms in the last two series must have a common factor.

§ 31. The conditions for pure reciprocants laid down in § 27 although sufficient

are not independent. This statement can be proved by forming the alternants of various

operators. If we assume F to be an invariant of the system of emanants (54) which

remains unaltered save for a factor when \u + fio + vw, X'a + fi'v + v'w, X"u, + /i"y + v"w

are substituted for h, v, w, then it can be shown that annihilation by one of the

operators [U,x\ will ensure annihilation by all the others. In fact since F is invariant

when \u + mc + vw is substituted for u, therefore F must be annihilated by the operators

whicli in the usual symbolical notation will be denoted by [F,] and [TTJ, so that

'-'"aw

OOsoo

Similarly F must be annihilated by [fT!,], [TFJ, [U;\, [F,].

Now, in the present case, we have

[f^,
^-l
= [f7,f7fj + [tr.Ff.] + [tr,F,J

;

therefore
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And

Therefore

[V,]U, = v„ [Fjf/,= K, [r,][r,,=|-[F,]i^=|^.

= -[V,.v] .(.55 a).

Similarly

[U,x][W,]-[W,][U,w] = -[W..v] (.556);

and other equations can be written down with y, z in place of x, and with C. F, TI'

interchanged.

Again ".„= [?:?:^,,] + \i^\^ + [e>H\,]

;

therefore

^u.^^i^^wj ^.,-^iU.uo
'dr]..

^4(^.^.)"

h,-}''^^'^'\

Similarly

= [l^.i/] (55c).

n^^[U,x]-[U,x][l^, = [U,z] (ood);

and other equations can also be obtained with 1', 11' in place of U, or with x, y, z

interchanged.

Equations (55a), (556) show that any function annihilated by \\J, a-], [FJ and [Tfi]

will also be annihilated by [F, *"] and [TF, x'\\ and then equations (55c) and (55d),

with similar equations in which F, W are written for TJ, show that the function nail

also be annihilated by {JJ, y\ [F, y], [TT, y], [[T, ^], [F, ^], [If. ^j.

Hence defining a conibinant of the emanants (54) as an invariant which remains

invariant when u, v, w are replaced by linear functions of m, t), w, we see that any

combinant of the emanants which is annihilated by any one of the operators \V,x\,

\U,y\... will be annihilated by all the others and will therefore be a reciprocant in

the sense defined in | 29.



IX. On Diverr/i'iif Hi/pnyeomctric Series. By Pnif. W. M'F. <.)i{i<, M.A.,

iloyal College of Science, Dublin.

Addition*. [Received 3 April 1899.]

13. We have obtained the complete solution of equation (3) in divergent series

only in the case in which iii—n+\. It has been shown by Stokes (Camb. Phil. Soc.

Proc. Vol. VI.) that in any case in which in < h + 1, as x increases indefinitely, remain-

ing real and positive, the ratio of

n(a,-l)n(a.,-l)...n(a„-l) „^ ,

n(p.-i)n(p..-i)...ii(p„-i)
^^-- ^-" - '^'- " ""' *>

m — n

to {11 + 1 - m)-^ (iiry)^' y"-'"^-"--" e"'+'-"" " (60),

where y^+^-"' = x, has unity for its limit. The form of this expression, which admits

for a complex x of « + 1 — m independent values, suggests that m + 1 — m (the missing

numbei-) further independent solutions may be obtained each as the. product of one of

the values of (60) by a divergent series proceeding in descending powers of y. The

form of this series, even when no attention is paid to its arithmetical significance, is

somewhat complicated even for the case in which 7)i = ?i and its comple.\ity increases

with every increase in the value of h + 1 — '«• We will therefore content ourselves

with establishing the forms towards which as x increases indefinitely the equations con-

necting the convergent and divergent functions tend. It may be convenient to use

Lord Kelvin's symbol for appro.ximate equality, viz. =, to denote that under certain

circumstances, obvious from the context, the ratio of the two expressions it connects

may be made as nearly as desired equal to unity.

It may be readily proved by induction that when x is great

n(-pon(-p,)...n(-p,o
n (-ajn (-«,) ... n (- «„)

^ ^"" "^' ••• '"' ''" ^" •• ''"• '''

n(/3, -o, - 1)11 (p, -a.,-1)... ll(pi-a„-l)

2-pi, /3,, -/3, + 1. ... p„- pi+l: -X)

+ (« — 1) other terms analogous to the last

= e-^x^'~^^<^ (61),

* See Trans. Cavib. Phil. Soc, Vol. xvii. Part in. p. 171.

Vol. XVII. Part HI. 37
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the argument of every power .r'" lying between — nnr and + imr. (As limiting forms

of this equation are required, it ma}' be well to examine its genesis more fully.) In

establishing this result we may follow the procedure of Art. 8 ; we consider

a^-"
j
{V- ./ j*^"-' (•"-' (f>{-v)dv (62),

where (f>{—v) is a solution of the equation satisfied by F{ai, ... a„; pi, ... p„;— t;) and

the path of integration is the same as in Fig. 3.

Equations (38) are now to be replaced by

n(-p,)...n(-p„)
C {e-''

"'"'' - e-"'") =
n(-aj)...ll(-a„)

Cr{ê i ..-p, _ ,^i ,a-p,, ) = n(p,-2)n(p,-p.-i)...n(p,-p„-i)
|

.(63);

n(p,-a,-i)...n (/>,-«„- 1)

hence if we assume equation (61) to hold for the function of the (/j + l)th order, the

integral remains finite for each of the four paths considered without any restriction on

the values of the a's and p's. The expression which replaces (39) may be written in

the form

I x^-" {V - xy-^-^ v''-^ y^r {v) (64),

S(«r-p-)
c-l' 11 1where as v increases indefinitely -v/r (?)= e~'' i^' and initially the argument of -^{v) is

zero. It may be shown as in Art. .5 that when x is increased indefinitely this tends

to equality with

(e=^iip-«i _ i)n(/3-a- l)e-^.i-<'-p+f """'"'
(65).

The expression which now replaces (41) ma}^ be shown to be equal to

U{p-a,-\)U{p-a,-\)...Yl(p-oi,,-l)'^ " ^ ^'^ '' + ^'

a, -p + 1, ... a„ -p + 1 : 2 -p, pi-p + 1, ... p„-p + 1; -«).

The value of the whole integral (62) is now, instead of (46),

'n(-p)n(-po...n(-p,. )

.(66).

(e2«-ip-a. _i)n(p-a-l) F{'j., ... «„; p, ... p„; -x)_n{-cL)U(-a,)...n(-a„)

,

'•5» n(p.-2)n(p,.-p.-i)...n(p,-p„-i) p/„ _ „ , i

^,rin(p,-a-i)n(p,.-a,-i)...n(p,.-2„-i)''- "^^^ p^ + i--

«H - p, -f 1 : 2 - p,. , p - p,. + 1 , ... p„ - pr + 1 ;
— .1-) .(67).

Equating (67) to the .sum of (65) and (66) and dividing by (e-*'>-°' - 1) 11 (p- a- 1)

an equation is obtained of the same type as (61) but with an additional a and an

additional p. This equation, omitted through considerations of space, we will number (68).

Equation (61) holds even if the limits for the argument of x be extended to — 37r/2
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and + 37r/2, for tlio difference hetweeii the two values of the left-hanrl ineinber whi<h
are thu.s stated to be apijroxiiiuitely ecjuul to the same multiple of the right-hand memlx-T
may be sIkiuii to be a linear function of the n solutionH whieh when x is great are

respectively of the orders «-«, ... .->:-'«, and theref(jre when the real part of a- is negative

is very small compared with the rii,dit-h:iii(l member.

We now (le.sire to find the limiting t'orm of ((J?<) when we write i = -h, x = y/h,

then make /( increase indefinitely and finally suppose the modulus of y to be large.

Multiplying the equation by O (h) the limiting form of the left-hand member, whatever

be the modulus of y, is

n(-p)n(-p.)...n (- p,.) F(a„

n(p-2)n(p-p.-i ) ...n(p-p„- i) ,_ „,
+—ir(^^^;^Ty7rn(p-a„-i) - y ^^('.-p + i.-«-.-p + i; 2-p,

Pi-p + l.--. P„- P + l: +y)

+ « other terms analogous to the last (69):

while the right-hand member, i.e. a certain multiple of ((U), for any value of y becomes

or as h increases indefinitely

ylh

yl-p
j

vC-^-e-VOyfriv) (70),

where -^(v) when v is small is of the order of a power of v, and when v is great is

approximately equal to e~''vV'^~'^\ provided the argument of v lies between - Stt 2 and

-f37r/2, and e is an indefinitely small positive quantity. It should be noted that the

limitations placed on the argument of x in the integrals which have been e.xpressed

by divergent series were only imposed in order to make those series arithmetically

intelligible in the sense of equation (28), but that while the integral forms are retained

no such limitations are necessary. We may accordingly suppose that in (70) the limits

of the argument of y are still further extended to —'lir and -I- 27r ; for in evaluating

Fig. G.

the integral when the argument of y lies between —3iri'2 and — 2Tr we ma}- chanore

the lower limit to a point whose argument is — 'Stt 2 without altering its value, and

so have all along the path of integration >/r(f) = e"'' !'-**'""'''>. As regards the path of

37—2
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V a consideration of (37) of which it is a limiting form, and of Fig. 3, shows that if

the argument of y lies between and 27r the path must be such as ABC, or A'B'C,

(Fig. 6), while if the argument lies between and — 27r the path must be such as

the image of this with respect to the a.xis of real quantities.

n

We can take y so great that •>|r(ii) is as nearly equal as we please to e~''vl^'^'''''^

for values of v for which e"'"" is as small as we please, and accordingly so that the value

of (70) is as nearly as we please equal to that obtained by replacing >fr{v) by this

approximation. We would then have to consider an integral of the type

I

e-'^'J'" vP dv (71).

This is a particular case of another with which we will have to deal, viz. :-

g—se—y" V vPdv (72),

s being a positive integer, and e an indefinitely small positive quantity, the argument

of V at the infinite limit being zero, and the argument of y lying between —(s+l)-7r's

and +(s+l)7rs, the path of integration thus being permitted to make round the

origin a number of revolutions determined by the initial argument. See Fig. 7, in

Fig. 7.

which ABGDEFG represents a case in which the argument of y is positive, as we will

at first suppose.

The value of e ^'^y^^ * is stationary for values of v given by the equation

1 -y>'v-'-' = (73);

let Vi be that root whose argument is s/(s+l) times the argument of y, and thus lies

between and + tt. It may be noted that if the point corresponding to any other

.solution of (73) lies in the region traversed by the path of integi-ation in (72), the

real part of v at any such point is very much greater algebraically than the real part

of i'l, and therefore the modulus of g-'i^/""* very much less than that of e-^i'i-J/" »>""'.

We will now suppose the path of integration to pass through u,, and consider separately

the two portions of the path from ti, to x and from ey to Vi. Considering the former,

let part of it be a straight line starting from Vi in a direction whose argument is
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half that of c,, a dircotioii which inaki's an aciitt- anglo with the poHitive part of the

axis of real ((uantities and an obtuse anjijle with the line joining v, to the origin.

Expandiiii^ i'-' in powers of y— r, we have for points on this line

sv + fv-' = (« + 1 ) y, + » (« + 1 ) (" - w,)V2y, + R.

where mod. ii < * ^« + 1) (s + 2) (w — yiV/Gy," (see Art. 2). We can thus take y so great that

along this line R is less than any a.ssigned quantity for a range such that throughout it

the ratio of v to c, is as nearly as we please equal to unity, and at the end of it the

term s(s+ 1) (y — i'i)'-/2y, is greater than any assigned quantity. If v.. denote the value of v

at the end of the range this may be done by increasing i\ and making t^g — r, vary as t;/"

(say). Along such a range then vP e-'" '"'"'' is as nearly as we please equal to

while at the end of it the final factor of the last expression is less than any assigned

quantity, since (r — i',)-/2yi is real and positive.

The portion contributed to the integral (72) by this range is thus as nearly as we

please equal to

y P g—lt+DV^l g-8(»+II(I>-C,)';2», ... (74)
Jo

or
^tSi))*^'^^-^"" (^^)-

(s + l)J

wherein the argument of 1',^+"- is p + 1/2 times the argument of y,.

We next proceed to show that the portion contributed to the integral by the path

from v., to X can at the same time be made less than any assigned quantity. Consider

the expression

SV + j/*i>~*— [sv, + y^v,~' + s(y — !;)( 1 — c), (7G),

where c is i-eal, positive, and less than unity. This expression vanishes when y = i'o, and

its real part is infinitely great and positive when, and only when, v is infinite and has its

real part positive. It is therefore evident that a curve can be drawn from v„ to » , in the

negative direction round the origin, such that along it the real part of (76) increases con-

tinually. Everywhere along such a curve we would have

mod. e-'^'>"'~'< mod. e-*''!-!'"'»"'e~*"^""«"'-".

The part contributed to the integral by this curve would be increased if each term were

replaced by its modulus, but if the ai-gument of t>i is tt — o this would replace

by something certainly less than

n(p)|s(l-c)sin||

which is finite while the factor e~*''^~'"'''' is less than any assigned quantity, therefore this

part is less than any assigned quantity.
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We next consider the portion of the integral contributed by the path from ey to t),.

By means of the substitutions

s+ l 1

y^v~^ = MS~', s ' y = ;/i*

this portion can be made to depend on an integral similar to that just discussed, except

that s and 1/s are interchanged, and can be shown to be also equal to (75) when y is

very great.

Thus (72) tends to equality \vith twice (7.5); and a similar result is true when the

argument of y is negative.

We now write in (75)

s= I, p = p-i + lia,- pr),
1

and accordingly when y is increased indefinitely (70) tends to equality with

Sp now including p.

This result refers to the function of the (n + 2)th order. If we now reduce the order

by unity, omitting a„ and p, and change y into .r, we have the equation

n(-4'-n(-«!!_;)-^<^--«-- P--P"-- +'^>

^ n (p. - 2) n (p. - p, - 1) ... n (p, - p„ - 1)
+ n , ^—-TT

fj-;^
TT ^ "' t (a, -p, + 1,... «„_, - pi + 1 :n (p, - oi - 1) . . . II (pi - a„_, - 1)

2 - p, , p., - p, + I , . . . p,, - p, + I : + x)

+ (/(— I) other terms analogous to the last

= ^ia-i(Sa-2p+*) g-ari
(77)_

As this relation holds while the argument of x ranges from — 'l-rr to + 2it, it is

equivalent to two independent relations among the functions considered.

It also holds even when the limits of the argument are extended to — oir and + Stt,

for the difiference between the two values of the left-hand member which are thus stated

to be approximately equal to the same multiple of the right-hand member may be shown

to be small compai-ed with either.

We next write in equation (68) a = — h, a„ = — k, x = y;hk. Let Ii and k increase

indefinitely, and finally suppose the modulus of y large. On multiplying the equation by

n (h) n (^) the limiting form of the left-hand member, whatever be the modulus of y, is

similar to (69) except that there is no a„, while the right-hand member considered as a

limiting form of (70) becomes for any value of y
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where x(^^ whon r is sni.ili is i»t' the nnU-r of a ])o\vor <jf v, nn<\ when v is jjreat is

iijiproxiiiiatt'ly et|iial to

^J j,J (S. -!<>, + J) g-2i>»_

provided the argnnu'iit nt' c lies between — Utt and + .Stt. When /( is increased in-

definitely (78) becomes

i/'-f
j vo--e~yi''xiy>)dv (79),

wherein, as may be seen by considering the integral of which this is a limiting form,

the argument of every power of v at the upper limit is zero ; the argument of y will

be supposed to lie between —877 and + •^tt in order that the approximate form for

X{i') may be applicable.

By the substitutions v = v", y = y'-, e = e'^ (79) is reduced to the same tj^je as (72),

s having the value 2, and its evaluation thus leads to the result

27r.3-»2/i (=»-'"+'>
e-'!'* (80),

^p now including p.

The resulting equation is thus obvious ; it is established for values of y (or x)

whose arguments lie between — Stt and + Stt, and thus gives three independent rela-

tions. As in the preceiling case the limits of argument m.ay be extended to — 47r and

-I- 477. This result is used in establishing the ne.xt case, and so on.

Thus we obtain the general result expressed by the following equation

n(-p,)n(-p„)...n(-p,.) « • « . o (-y-^^^-^x^
nT^«,)n(-^.)":..n(-a,„)^^''''

^--«"" ^" p--/'- ( ) ^)

U (p, - a, - 1) ... II (p, - o,„ - 1)

2-p„...p,.-p,-H; (-)»-"•+• a:)

-t-(?i — 1) other terms analogous to the last

% (n + 1 - m)-i (27r) 2 v^ 2 -"--"e-in+i-mir, (81),

where tij''+'-'" = x and the argument of i\ may have any value between — ir and + tt

This equation is thus equivalent to » + 1 — m independent equations.

I have verified that if, by means of the linear equations thus obtained, one of

the convergent series be expressed in terms of the divergent functions, the result

obtained for a real positive x agrees with that of Stokes {loc. cit.).

A complicated series may be obtained for the integral (72), by integrating by pjirts,

writing / = i'i*+S sv + 1?,*+' v~' — {s+l)v,= u", and expanding u'"^' in powei-s of u by

Lagrange's theorem.
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If we denote z^'-(l +2z + ^z-+ ... sz^^^Y^- bv (f)(2) the result thus obtained is

'\s{s+l)'

+

j_

=il.2.(M)=
[ •-••(82).

Thus if there are no as and s p's the right-hand member of (81), in order that

the equation should be exact, should be increased in the ratio of the above series to

its first term, p being (s — 1)/2 — 2/3. If s = 1 we may thus derive the semi-convergent

series connected with the Bessel Functions. For other values the series is complicated.

If there are any a's the result is still more complicated.

In the case in which m = n, the result in case there is only one a and one p is

given in equation (27).

If another ' a and p are now introduced it may be shown that to make equation

(61) exact the right-hand member should be multiplied by the infinite series of

divergent series :

—

<f>{p,-x,-a, + \, p,-a,; - 1/a;) - ^^ ~ "|^ ^^'
~ "'^

<f> (p, -a,-a, + 2, p,-a.,; -1/x)

^
(I-aO(2-«J(^-..)(p.-«. + l)

^^^^_„^_^_^3^ ^^_„^. _i;,)+...

Another a and p make this series triply infinite, and so on.

If there is one a and two p's the limiting form of the above shows that the

right-hand member of (77) should in that case be multiplied by

^ (p, -p.,-a+ 3/2, a + p,-p,- 1/2 ; ^^
-
^'"f^;'""^ <^(p.-P.-«+.5/2, « + p..-p.-3/2; ^)

(1 -a)(2-a)(pi-a)(p,-a-t-l) , / _^ r,„ -1\
+ ^

1^2.^/
'ct>i^p,-p,-a+,:-2. a+p.,-p,-5/2;^J,

where Vi" = x. Each series here is a semi-convergent series connected with the Bessel

functions. Another a and p make this series triply infinite, and so on.

It is to be noted that in the case in which m = /; -|- 1 no numerical connexion

has been here established between the series which proceed in ascending and those

which proceed in descending powers of x.

b
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